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PREFACE TO VOL. XXY.

" Books are nothing worth if not illustrated," says the modern
man in the street, and both the staff and other contributors to our

pages have borne this axiom in mind, in their generous and persistent

efforts for the success of the magazine during the past year. A record

has been made ; no less than twenty-four plates have appeared
during the past twelve months, for wlaich we are indebted to the

kindly consideration of Dr. Chapman (14), Mr. Donisthorpe (3), Dr.

Cockayne (2), Dr. Burr (1), Mr. Crabtree (1), Mr. Page (1), Mr. Sich

(I), and Hon. N. C. Eothschild (1). Several other plates are already

in hand for the coming year. Mr. J. E. le B. Tomlin has, at con-

siderable inconvenience, again compiled the general index, continuing

the line of improvement which he initiated last year. Professor

Hudson Beare, Dr. Burr and Mr. Collins, are also again helping with
the Special Index, which will be issued as usual with the first number
of 1914.

Emphasis must be laid upon the mention of the self-denying aid,

often when by no means in good health, rendered by the Rev. Geo.

Wheeler, whose wide entomological experience and skilled literary and
classical knowledge, have been placed without reserve at the service of

the magazine.

Kindly greetings to all contributors and subscribers for the coming
year.

Hy. J. TURNEK.
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SPECIAL INDEX.
By T. HUDSON BEARE, B.Sc, F.B.S.E., F.E.S. (Coleoptera) ; M, BURR,

D.Sc, F.Z.S.. F.E.S. (Orthopteni); J. E. COLLIN, F.E.S. (Diptera) ; and
H. J. TURNER, F.E.S, (Hemiptera, Hymenoptcra, Lepidoptera, etc.).

Coleoptera arranged in order of Genera. The other orders arrancjed by Species.

Species, Genera, etc., neic to Britain are marked ivith an asterisk, those new
to Science %vith two asterisks.
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. . 151
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. . 226
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. . 226
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.

. . 226
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.
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CRUSTACEA.
boffmanseggi, Platyartbrus 2, 95, 268

Platyartbrus.

.

DIPTERA.
ffiqualis, Pbora
aibocingulata, Hilara**
annulipes, Tacbydromia* .

.

Anopbeles .

.

apicalis, Sapromyza
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Coenosinae .
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conformis, Pbora .
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consanguinea, Lispe*
Culex
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formicarum, Pbora.

.
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.

fuscipleuris, Glossina
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.
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.

intermedia, Cyrtoma''
irritans, Haaraatobia
lacteipennif , Dexiopsis* .

.
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.

lubbocki, Platypbora
macula, Tacbydromia*
maculatus, Pbysegaster
magnicornis, Hyetodesia* (Phi

major, Tacbydromia*
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morsitans, Glossina
mutabilis, Microdon
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niger, Acropsilus* .

.

nigripennis, Rhampbomyia*
nigrisquama, Pegomyia* .

.

obscuva, Rhampbomyia* .

.

oleracea, Tipula
pallida, Synampbotera* .

.

pallidum, Oxypterum
palpalis, Glossina .

.

papatasii, Pblebotomus
perpusilla, Coenosia*
Pbyliomyza sj).

pilosa, Cyrtoma* .

.

pruni, Cecidomyia .

.

26
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144
121
14
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203
236
262
277
268
262
203
214
286
262
26

6
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14
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202
26

203
93
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47
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214
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225
202
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170
203
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277
203
262
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284
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8
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260
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214
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93
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212
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fumipennis, Exallonyx .. ..45
fusca, Formica 61, 65, 66, 67, 68,

82, 90, 91, 93, 94, 95, 169,

267, 268, 269, 277, 278, 291
fusco - rnfibarbis (fusca var.),

Formica . . 66, 94, 95, 269
gallica, Polistes* . . . . 202, 260
gagates (fusca sub-i<p.). Formica

67, 68, 169
germanica, Vespa . . . . .

.

261
gigas, Urocerus .. .. 207, 211
glabra = gagates = fusca .. ..67
glabra = fusca . . . . .

.

67
glebaria (fusca var.), Formica 66, 94

graminicola, Myrmeeina . . 45, 61

Halictus . . . . . . .

.

84
Ichneumonidffi 6, 8, 45, 54, 93, 311
iracundus, Harpaetor . . .

.

211
juniperi, Monoctenus . . .

.

213
juvencus = noct,ilio .. .. .. 207
kiesenwetteri, Crabro* . . .

.

202
Isevinodis, Myrmica 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,

49, 50, 82, 90, 267, 290
Ifevinodo-ruginodis, Myrmica 7, 267
Lasius . . . . . . .

.

135
Leptotborax . . . . . . .

.

96
ligniperdus, Camponotus . . .

.

84
lobicornis, Myrmica 4, 43, 46, 47, 62

longinoda (smaragdinat'rtr.), Oeco-
playlla 122

longiscapus = l8evinodis .. .. 5

lutea, Cimbex . . . . .

.

213
mellifica. Apis . . . . .

.

263
mixto-umbratus, Lasius 64, 65, 91,

95, 96
mixtus, Lasius 64, 268, 290, 291, 292
mcestus, LygiKcnematus* .. .. 202
Mymaridffi . . . . . . .

.

311

myrmecoohilus, Cerapbon .

.

94
Myrmica^ 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 42, 51, 61,

62, 90, 91, 290
MyrmicinEe .. .. .. 1, 2, 61

myrmicoxena, Myrmica . . .

.

47
neesii (aquisgranensis var.), Fezo-

macbus . . . . .

.

6

neo-niger (niger var.), Lasius .

.

96
niger, Lasius 63, 65, 94, 95, 96,

135,136, 137, 138, 186, 267,

268, 277, 290, 291

nigerrimum, Tapinoniia . . .

.

137

nigrocinctus, Microcryptus .

.

6

nitidulus, Formicoxenus . . 48, 62

noctilio (juvencus), Sirex .. 207, 211

nubilosa, Prosopis . . . . .

.

84
opi'imator, Ceuteterus .. ..93
pennsylvanicus, Camponotus .

.

4

Pentartbron . . . . . . .

.

169

perelegans = sulcinodis .. ..42
Pbyllotoma . . . . . . .

.

31

picea (fusca var.), Formica 67, 68, 169

pini, Lopbrus . . . . .

.

213

Polistes 234, 259
Ponera 61, 62

Ponerina; . . . . . . .

.

61

Proctotrupidse . . 6, 8, 45, 61, 94
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.

84
Prosopis . . . . . . .

.

84
Psitbyrus . . . . . . .

.

31

punctatissima, Ponera . . .

.

61

rubescens (fusca var.), Formica .. 66
rubicunda, Formica . . .

.

65
rubida, Myrmica . . . . .

.

47
rubra = rufa .. .. .. 1, 48
rubra = scabrinodis . . .. .. 43
rubra, Myrmica . . . . .

.

49
rufa, Formica 1, 48, 62, 65, 67, 89,

90, 91, 92. 93, 94, 95, 96,
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.

1
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94
Sirex 206, 207
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.

206
smaragdina, Oecopbylla . . .

.

122
sociabilis (wasmanni var.), Exal-

4, 42,

94
213
43

.. 261

.. 311

.. 308

.. 207

.. 154
90, 268
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.

spinipes, Odynerus
sulcinodis, Myrmica
sylvestris, Vespa
Tentbredinidffi

Terebrantia .

.

Teredon
terrestris, Bombus .

.

Tetramoriura .

.

6£

tibialis, Crabro
Tremex
Tricbogramma
tubero-afifinis (tuberum var.), Lep-

totborax .

.

.

.

. . 63
tuberum, Leptotborax .

.

. . 63
umbratus, Lasius 64, 65, 91, 92,

95, 96, 135, 136, 137, 138,

290, 291
umbratus-mixtus, Lasius
Urocerus
vagans = ruginodis ..

Vespa
vulgaris, Vespa
wasmanni, Exalonyx
Wbeeleriella

Xeres..
XylocopidsB .

.

202
207
169

262
206, 207

7

155
261
94

148
206
211

LEPIDOPTERA.
abbreviata, Eupitbecia .

.

. . 86
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ablutella, Anerastiti .

.

. • 197

abruptaria, Hemerophila .

.

. . 87

acaciie, Nordmannia .. >^1, HOS

acaoiaria, Boarmia.. .. .. "^^1

acantbodactyla = cosmodactyla

aceris, Apatela .. .. ..77
achilleiB. Antbiocera . . 245, 300

acbine, Pararge . . 281, 300, 301

AculalidfE 164, 214

Acvffia . . 29, 2G3, 285, 307, 312

Aei'03inne . . . . • • • 221

activa, Satyrns . * .

.

. . 80

acteon (actu-on), Thymelicu.s 164, 165

Actias .

.

.

.

• • • • 288

actius, Parnassiiis .

.

.

.

. . 121

adara, Laelia .

.

.

.

. . I!t7

adippe, Argynnis 25, 81, 14(), 170,

206, 210, 301

adonis = thetis

adusta, Hadena .. .. ..74
adnstata. Ligdia .

.

S7, 129, 161

ad\ ena, Polia, .

.

.

.

. . 76
advenaiia, Epione .

.

.

.

. . 87

adyte (euryale var.), Erebia . . 207

adyte (ligea V(i?-.), Erebia .

.

.. 207
ffigeria (egeria), Pararge 28, 78, 86,

131, 161, 178, 222, 300
^geriidre (Sesiidffi) 174

a^geus, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 259
segon = argus

tenea, Pbytometra ... .

.

. . 77

terariella (conjugella (ih.), Argyres-

thia 103
a^scularia, Alsophila, Anisopteryx

86, 159
ffisculi = pyrina
sesculi (ilicis «').), Nordmannia 164, 300
aBstiva= erosula (lacertinaria ah.)

aestivaria, Hemitbea .

.

. . 129
tethiops, Erebia .

.

.

.

. . 81

ffithiops (strigili-s rt?/.), Miana .. 76
altinis, Calymnia, Cosmia 75, 129
allinitata, Eramelesia .. .87
agatbina, Agrotis .

.

.

.

. . 261
age3tis = iTiedon

aglaia, Argynnis 200, 270, 279, 301
agrainmella, Coleophora .

.

. . 23
aka.=?a, Lycfenopsis, Cyaniris 220, 221
albata, Mangli.?a .. .. 220,221
alljicillata, JMesoleuca .

.

. . lCi2

albicolon, Mamestra .

.

. . 75
albicosta, Cirpbis, Leucania . . 221
albidaria (piniaria ah.), Bupalus** 144
albingensis(oraft.), Cymatopbora** 312
albipuncta, Leucania, Cirpbis 23, 221
albisf.ria, Argyresthia .. .. 104
aibistrigalis = tenialis

albitorquata, Acidalia .

.

. . 17
albomacula (piniaria ah.),

Bupalus** .. .. .. 143
albopuncta(piniaria(:(/j.), Bupalus** 143
alboradiata (elpenor ah.), Eu-

morpha** .. .. .. 120
albospatiata (grossulariata ah.),

Abraxas .

.

.

,

. . 288

albulata, Emmelesia
alce!K, Erynnis
alcinoe, Planema .

.

alciope, Aeniea

alcipbron, Loweia

P.\GE.

87, 160
.. 28

153

.

.

153

78, 210, 227,

228, 261, 301, 302

alcippoides (misippus ah.), Limnas 152

alcippus, Limnas . . . . .

.

152

alcon, Lyca3na .. .. 269,300, 303
alcvone, Satyrus 35, 36, 69, 81,

206, 301

alecto (glarialis var.), Erebia 243, 271

alexis = icarus

alexins = thersites

algira. Anthrocera . . . . .

.

244
alni, Jocheaera, Acronicta. . 87, 248
alniaria (tiliaria), Ennomos .

.

178
alcpecurus (rurea (i^.), Xylophasia 162

alpina, Scoparia . . . . .

.

237
alpina (argus var.), Plebeius .

.

79

aisines, Caradrina . . . . 129, 175
althajte, Erynnis, Carcharodus .

.

165
Alueitidaj (Pterophoridns) 120, 176, 285

alveus, Hesperia .. 81, 139, 140, 238
amanda, Polyommatus 79,281, 301
amata (amataria), Timandra .. 129

amataria = amata
amatbusia, Brenthis . . .

.

270
Amauris . . . . . . .

.

152

ambigua, Caradrina . . .

.

74'

anibigualis, Scoparia . . .

.

104

ambustana (pronubana
trix* .

.

ampbidamas, Loweia

oh.), Tor-
.. 146

134, 261, 300
amyntula (comyntas var.), Everes 121

anceps, Mainestra .

.

.

.

. . 75

ancilla, Naclia .

.

.

.

. . 302
andrenasformis, Aegeria . . 147, 154
andromedse, Hesperia .

.

. . 198
angelica, Arctia .

.

.

.

. . 203
angusticolella, Tiseberia .

.

. . 199

annulata (oniicronaria), Zonosonia,
Ephyra .

.

84, 129, 210
anomala, Stilbia .

.

. . 77, 177
anomalaria (piniaria ah.), Bupalus 143
antoedon, Hypolimnas .

.

. . 152
Antbrocera (Zygfena) . . 170, 215
anhimaehus, Papilio .

.

. . 26

antiopa, Euvanessa 28, 32, 78,

235, 258, 281

antiqua, Orgyia .. 11, il8, 132, 260
antonia, Hesperia .

.

.

.

. . 262
apiciaria, Epione .

.

.

.

. . 260
apiforrae, Trocbilium .

.

. . 154
apollo, Parnassius 33, 70, 79, 80,

145, 207, 216, 242, 259, 269,

270, 3J0, 302, 303, 305
aprilina, Agriopis (JVTiselia) 76, 132
aquilina, Agrotis .. .. ..72
aquilonia (orbitulus ah.), Latiorina

242, 243
arcania, Ctenonyrnpba 32, 280,

300, 302
areas, Lycrena .

.

.

.

. . 282
arcella, Scardia .

.

.

.

. . 105
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Arctia .. .. .. .. 113

arcuata = arcaatel]ii .. .. 32

arcuata (icarus(/&.), Polyommatus 300
arcuatella, Nepticula . . .

.
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arcuosa, Petilampa (Aeosmetia) 77, 1(32

arenaria, Planema . . . . .

.

145

areola (lithorhiza), Xylocainpa 23,

74, 86, 158

arete, Erebia . . . . .

.

276
aretbusa, Hipparchia ..33,69, 78

arge, Melanargia . . . . .

.

25

argentula = bankiana
argia, Leuceronia . . 123, 144, 145

argiades, Everes . . . . 121, 281

argillacea, Dianthiecia . . .

.

147

argiolus, Celastrina 23, 24, 25, 28,

86, 131, 220, 258, 259, 263,

280, 281, 302
argus (aegon), Plebeius 79, 80, 164,

165, 166, 178, 252, 253,279,
301, 305

argus, Argina .

.

.

.

. . 221

Argynnidi .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 34
Argvniiis .

.

.

.

84, 210, 219
argyrogiiomoQ, Plebeius 164, 206,

252, 253, 300
argyrophontes (argiolus ab.), Celas-

trina .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 24
arion, Lycaena 78, 118, 209, 210, 231
aritzensis (canescens ab.), Polia** 16

arjuno, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 218
armoricanus, Hesperia 139, 140, 238
arragonensis (coridon var.), Agri-

ades .

.

.

.

. . 36, 68
arundineta (dissoluta var.), Non-

agria .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 84
arundinetella, Gelechia .

.

. . 32
asiliformis = tabaniformis
asphodeli, Polia (Antitype) . . 16

asphodelioides, Polia (Antitype) . . 16
assimilata, Emmelesia .

.

. . 88
associata, Lygris .

.

.

.

. . 178
assulba, Claridea .

.

.

.

. . 221
asteria, Melittea .

.

.

.

. . 198
asterie. Precis .

.

.

.

. . 217
asteris, Cucullia .

.

.

.

. . 76
astragali, Anthrocera .. .. 245
astrarche = medon
atalanta, Pyrameis 25, 28, 36, 78,

87, 102, 131, 177, 178, 199,

212, 220, 223, 227, 233, 260
athalia, Melitasa 29, 81, 170, 204,

210, 280, 300
atlas, Attacus .

.

. . 125, 217
atmoriella, Argyresthia .

.

. . 104
atomaria, Ematurga 26, 86, 160,

1G2, 174
atra, Laverna
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biunduliiiia, Tephrosia . . .

.
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blandiata, Enimelesia .. .. 131

bloiiieri, Asthenu . . . . 87, 105

Boaniiia . . . . . . .

.

171

Boarmia sp. ** .. .. .. 221

boeticus, Lampides 33, 171, 219,

221, 260, 279
bolina, Hypolimnas . . .

.

152
bombyliformis, Hemaris . . .

.

9

bondii, Tapinostola .. 173,175
borbonica, Parnara. . .. IKJ, 117

borealis (fuliginosa var.), Phrag-
matobia . . . . .

.

27
boreata, Cbeimatobia . . .

.

132

brabantaria (fuliginaria <ih.), Par-

ascotia** 238
Brahmeidffi . . . . . . .

.

285
brassiciE, Mamestra 75, 88, 99,

174, 175, 177
brassicse, Pieris 87, 98, 101, 130,

159, 164, 173, 17(1, 177, 230,

233, 260
briseis, Satyrus . . 69, 78, 80, 81
brumata, Cbeimatobia 29, 127, 132
brunnea, Noctua (Graphiphora) 73, 177
brunnea, Acrapex . . . . .

.

221
brunnichiana, Ephippipbora .

.

104
brykaria (lacertinaria), Drepana** 207

204, 302
.. 273

10, 88
.. 155
.. 302
.. 25

bryonia^ (napi i^ir.), Pieris

bubastis (manto ((b.), Erebia
bucephala, Pygsera

Cabera
caealife, Hesperia .

.

cffica (arge ab.), Melanargia
ciEca (hyperantus ((/>.), Apbantopus 269
ca2cilia (manto ab.), Erebia 273,

274, 275, 277, 294, 295
csernleo-punctata (pheretes ah.),

Albulina 243
caeruleocephala, Diloba (Episemia) 10
ccesiata, Entephria . . . . .

.

163
caia, Arctia . . 11, 113, 143, 155, 297
calamaria, Asiira . . , . .

.

222
c-album, Polygonia 24, 28, 36, 78,

86, 129, 132, 204, 301
caledoniana, Peronea . . .

.

104
caliginosa (rufula), Acosmetia .. 77
caliidice, Pontia . . . . .

.

79
callunffi (quercus v«r.), Lasiocampa 103
calodactyla (zetterstedtii), Platyp-

tilia 32
calospila, Sinna . . . . .

.

221
calthella, Micropteryx .. .. 103
cambrica, Venusia . . . . .

.

105
camelina, Tjophoptei'yx . . 10, 87
Camilla, Limenitis .. 281, 301, 302
cana, Catoptria . . . . .

.

104
candidata, Asthena . . 87, 161
cancscens, Polia . . . . .

.

16
capsincola, Dianthuecia (Hadena)

74, 88
earcarata, Orcynia . . . . .

.

146
Carcharodus . . . . .

.

312
cardamines, Euchloe 28, 80, 86,

PAGE.

161, 170, 171, 201, 210,

235, 259, 287, 300
cardui,Pyrameis28, 35, 53, 69, 78,

88, 131, 165, 177, 178, 196,

199, 201, 212, 219, 222, 223,

224, 233, 257, 260, 278
carmelita, Lophopteryx . . . . 199
carniolica, Anthrocera (Zygsena)

80, 230, 233, 302
carpinata (lobulata), Lobopbora

86, 128, 212, 249, 250
Carpocapsinidm .

.

.

.

. . 285
carpophaga, Diantbtecia .

.

23, 26
cartbami, Hesperia 79, 81, 238,

262, 301
carthami (ostrina var.), Thal-

pocbares .

.

.

.

. . 263
cassiope (epiphron var.), Erebia . . 29
cassinea = sphinx
castigata, Eupithecia .

.

. . 88
Castnia .

.

.

.

. . . . 31

Castniidae 285
Castniinae .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 285
Catagramma .

.

.

.

. . 24
cataleuca = lucernea
Catocala .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 114
Catopsilia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 217
caudana, Teras .

.

.

.

. . 105
causta (hrematidea ab.) , Orrhodia* * 16

cecropia, Samia .

.

.

.

. . 312
celerio, Hippotion (Deilephila) . . 9
celtis, Libythea 192, 195, 210, 212, 281
cembrse, Scoparia .

.

.

.

. . 176
Cemiostoma .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 187
centaureata, Eupithecia . . 87, 174
cephaloniea, Corcyra .

.

. . 264
cerberis, Trichura .

.

.

.

. . 146
cerri (ilicis ab.), Nordmannia 301, 303
certata, Eucosniia .

.

.

.

. . 88
Cerura 108
cerusella, Elachista .

.

. . 103

cervini, Arctia .. .. .. 168
cespitalis, Herbula .

.

.

.

. . 176
cespitis, Luperina .. .. .. 131

eeto, Erebia . . 78, 79, 242, 281, 302
chalybacma, Epicephala . . 122, 145

chamomilljE (lactuea'), Cucullia .. 76
chaonia, Drymonia . . 85, 132

characterea = bepatica
Charaxes .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 307
chenopodii =trifolii

chi, Polia 23, 30, 77, 105, 131, 156,

178, 258, 298
chloridia, Eriopis .

.

.

.

. . 221
chlorodippe (adippe var.), Argynnis

25, 146

chlorographa (selene ab.), Bren-
this** 29

christi, Erebia 168, 198, 207, 243,

302, 306
chrysidiformis, .Egeria 154, 173, 174
cbrysippus, Danaida, Limnas 57,

129, 152, 153 219, 299

chrysitis, Plusia .. .. 77, 88
chrysographella, Ancylolomia . . 197
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chrysorrhd^a (auriflua), Porthesia,

Euproctis .. ..11, 154, '2%, 312

chrysozona (dysodea), Hecatera . . 76
Cidaria 220
ciliana (contaminana ah.), Toras

(Dictvopteryx) 178

cinctaria, Boarmia . . 128, 249, 250
cinerana, Grapholitha * .

.

. . 105

cinerea, Agrotis .

.

. . 85, 87
einerella, IBracbycrossata .

.

. . 103
cinnaiuomeana, Tortrix .

.

. . 104

cinxia, Melitaja .. 28,33,81,170
circe, Satyius 35, ^9, 78, 81, 165
circellaris (ferruginea), Mellinia

76, 132
cirsiana, Ephippiphora .

.

. . 103
cirsii, Hesperia .. .. .. 238
citrago, Ciirhia .

.

.

.

. . 146
citrata (immanata), Dysstroma,

Cidaria 105, 131, 1G9, 220, 221
clathrata, Strenia (Chiasmia) 25, 174
cleanthe (iapygia var.), Melanargia

257, 279
eleodippe (adippe ah.), Argynnis . . 146
eleodoxa (adippe ab.), Argynnis

146, 210
eleopatra, Gonepteryx, Rhodocera

28, 164, 198, 222, 223
cnejus, Eucbrysops.

.

.. 219, 221
c-nigrum, Noctua (Grapbipbora) . . 73
coclesalis, Pyrausta.

.

.. .. 197
ccelestis (tbetis ah.), Agriades .. 25
coenia, Jnnonia .. .. .. 143
Coenonympba .

.

.

.

. . 240
Coleopbora 23, 56, 311
colonna, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 26
combinella, Swammerdammia .. 103
combusta, Anticyra .

.

. . 197
combusta (rureaflb.), Xylophasia. . 87
conies, Tripbffina .

.

.

.

. . 25
comma, Urbicola (Augiades) 28, 80
comma, Leucania .

.

. . 76, 88
complana (depresea), Litbosia . . 71
complana = complanula
complanula (complana), Litbosia. . 71
comyntas, Everes .

.

.

.

. . 121
confusa, Plusia .

.

.

.

. . 221
confusaUs, Nola .

.

.

.

. . 87
confinis, Gelecbia .

.

.

.

. . 103
confiuens, Symbrentbia .. .. 218
confluentaria, Abraxas .

.

. . 220
eoniferana, Stigmonota .

.

. . 103
conigera, Leucania.. 129, 131, 248
conjugella, Argyrestbia .

.

. . 103
eonjuncta (lacertinaria ah.), Dre-

pana 207
connexa, Apamea, Hama .

.

. . 75
consortaria, Tepbrosia 127, 249, 250
conspersa = nana
conspurcata, Agrotis .

.

. . 221
constans, Erebia .

.

.

.

. . 276
eonstans = CiBcilia (in error) .. 275
contaminana, Dictyopteryx . . 178
contigua, Hadena, Mamestra 74, 160
contigua, Luxiaria .

;

.

.

. . 221

PAGE.
conversaria (repandata var.), Boar-

mia 30, 89
eonvolvuli, Phryxus .. 9, 221

coracina (trepidaria), Psodos .. 261
cordigera, Anarta . . . . .

.

77
cordula, Satyrus . . . . 81, 301
coridon, Agriades 24, 25, 36, 68,

69, 79, 80, 81, 99, 145, 165,

235, 248, 249, 254, 297
coronata, Eupitbecia . . .

.

130
corticana, Pentbina . . .

.

105
corticea, Agrotis .. ..72,85, 89

corticella, Scardia . . . . .

.

105

corylata, Cidaria . . . . 87, 163

coryb, Demas . . . . 11, 87
corythalina (aurelia ah.), Melitsa 207
Cosmiidffi . . . . . . .

.

56
cosmodactyla (acantbodactyla),

Amblyptiba . . . . .

.

176
cossus (ligniperda), Cossus .. 10

costsestrigalis, Hypenodes . . 27, 53
eostana, Tortrix . . . . .

.

103

costella, Cerostoma. . .. .. 105
costella, Depressaria . . .

.

105

crabroniformis (bembeciformis)

,

Trocbilium (Spbecia) . . 9, 154
Crambi .. 175
Crambidee . . . . . . .

.

164
Crambites 98, 99
crassicornis, Nonagria . . .

.

76
cratffigella, Scoparia . . .

.

104
cratfegi, Aporia 227, 228, 260, 279, 300
cratsegi, Tricbiura .. .. ..11
crepuscularia, Tepbrosia . . 160, 212
cribrum, Myclophila . . .

.

176
crinanensis, Hydruecia . . 283, 284
cristana, Peronea . . . . 123, 124

croeeago, Xantboleuca . . .

.

75

cruda = pulverulenta
cubicuiaris, Caradrina . . .

.

74
cucubali, Diantbcecia (Hadena) 74, 88
cucullatella, Nola . . . . .

.

129

Cucullia 165

culicit'ormis, ^Egeria . . 53, 154

cultraria, Drepana . . . . 85, 87

cuneifera (citrata I'ar.), Dysstroma 221

cursoria, Agrotis . . . . 72, 146
eurtisellus, Prays . . . . .

.

105

curtula, Clostera . . . . .

.

10

curvella, Argyrestbia . . .

.

103

cuspidaria (sambucaria ab.), Urap-
reryx . . . . . . .

.

89

eyllarus, Glaucopsycbe . . .

.

312
cynipiformis, xEgeria . . .

.

54
cynorta, Papilio . . . . .

.

26
cynthia, Melittea . . 243, 270, 271
cyrus (polytes war.), Papilio .. 261
cytberea (texta), Cerigo . . .

.

72

dtedalus, Hamanumida . . .

.

260
dablii, Noctua, Grapbipbora 73, 221
Dalcerida? 286
damon, Hirsutina 69, 78, 79, 80,

81, 254, 302
damone, Eucbloe . . . . .

.

210
Danaidse . . . . . . .

.

153
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Danainie . . • • • • • 152

Danais . . • • • • •
• 219

daphne, Brenthis 79, 280, 281, 301,
302

daplidice, Pontia 28, 36, 68, 69,

170, 223, 278, 279

darilanus, Papilio 2(i, 169, 262, 263

darwiniana (arcania var.), Coeno-

nympha .. .. 300, 302

defoliaria, Hybernia . . 127, 132

Deilemera 220, 221

deione, Melitrea . . . . 28, 301

dejeani, Pyrameis .. .. 220, 221

delicatula (holosericeata sub-up.),

Ptychopoda 221

delius, Parnassius . . 117, 242, 269

demoleus, Papilio . . . . .

.

26

dentalis, Odontia . . . . 165, 176

dentata (arethusa ah.), Hippar-

chia . . . . . . .

.

33

dentina (plebeia), Hadena 74, 87,

160, 202

deplana (helvola), Lithosia .. 12

depressa = complana
depunctalis, Nymphula . . .

.

197

derasa, Thyatira . . . . .

.

75

dsrivata = nigrofasciaria

deseitella, Bryotiopha . . .

.

103

designata (propugnata), Coremia
87, 160, 162

despecta {pygniina)=rufa

dexithea, Hypolimnas . . .

.

152

dia, Brenthis .. .. 28, 301

diademoides, Anadebis . . .

.

238

dichroa, Pentheuia. . .. .. 156

dicteea = phcebe

dietivoides, Leiocampa . . .

.

129

dictynna, Melitrea . . . . 269, 301

didynia, Apamea . . . . 75, 100

didyma, Melitaja 25, 36, 78, 80,

81, 164, 165, 171, 278, 300, 301

didymata, Malenydris, Larentia

30, 130, 162, 177

diffinis, Cosmia . . . . .

.

75

diffissa, Protopavce. . .. .. 263

diluta, Asphaiia, Tethea 75, 131, 261

diUitata, Oporabia . . 127, 132, 179

dimidiata (scutulata), Acidalia 17, 130

diniidiata (lacertinavia ah.), Dre-

pana . . . . . . .

.

207

dinai-cha, Hypolimnas . . .

.

152

diocippus (misippus var.), Hypo-
limnas 152, 153

dispar, Ocneria, Liparis (Hypo-
gymna) .. ..11, 134, 196, 197

disparella, Ephestia . . .

.

18

dissimilis (suasa), Mamestra .. 75

dissoluta, Nonagria . . .

.

84
disstria, Malacosoma . . .

.

311

ditrapezium, Noctua . . .

.

177
Diurni 201
dives (paphia i'«)-.), Diyas .. 25

dodecella, Teleia . . . . .

.

104
dodoneata, Eupithecia . . 85, 87
dohertyi, Callitomis . . .

.

220

doniinula, Calliniorpha (Hyper-
canipa) .. .

.

11, 113, 155
dorilis, Loweia, Heodes 78, 132,

133, 134
dorippu.s (chrysippus var.), Hypo-

limnas .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 152

dorsana, Stigmonota .

.

. . 103

dovus, Coenonympha 36,69, 80, 81, 165
doubledayaria (betulaiia ((!>.), Am-

phidasis 109, 110
Drepanulidae .

.

.

.

. . 56
di'omedaiius, Notodonta . . 10, 129
dryas, Enodia .

.

.

.

. . 78
dryope, Eurytela .

.

.

.

. . 84
dubia, Hypolimnas.

.

.. .. 152
dubitalis, Scoparia .

.

.

.

. . 176
dubitata, Triphosa .. 87, 131, 177
duplaris (bipuncta), Cymatophora

(Tethea) 75
dysodea = chrysozona
dziuiynskii (piniaria ab.), Bupalus 143

edusa, Colias 24, 25, 27, 2«, 35,

36, 68, 120, 123, 164, 170,

173, 178, 196, 199, 200, 212,

222, 223, 228, 233, 256, 257,

259, 260, 278, 279, 283, 310
egca, Polygonia .. .. .. 210
egeria = aegeria

egialea, Amauris .

.

.

.

. . 152
Elachistidse 120
eleus (phlfeas var.), Ilumicia . . 35

elinguaviii, Ennomos .

.

. . 130
elpenoi', Eumorpha (Chserocampa)

9, 120, 161, 179
elutata = furcata .. .. .. 163
encedon, Acrasa .

.

.

.

. . 263
energa, Melasina .

.

. . 262, 285
Enodia .. .. .. .. 216
Ephestia 264
ephippella, Avgyresthia .

.

. . 104
ephyia, Teracolus .

.

. . 145, 205
epicles, Ilerda .

.

.

.

. . 217
epiphron, Erebia .

.

29, 207, 302
Epipyropidas .

.

.

.

. . 285
Erebia 79, 216, 235, 242, 273, 274,

275, 276
Eresia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 31

ergane, Pieris .

.

.

.

. . 170
ericetella, Gelechia.

.

.. .. 103
erigone. Precis .

.

.

.

. . 217
Eriocraniidee .

.

.

.

. . 120
eris (niobc ab.), Argynnis . . 206, 301
eros (tithonus), Polyommatns 79,

80,/242
erosaria, Ennomos .

.

.

.

. . 196
erosula (sestiva) (lacertlnaria var.),

Drepana .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 207
erynnis (gorge ab.), Erebia . . 243
erysimi (sinapis var.), Leptosia . . 301
escheri, Polyommatns, Agriades

24, 80, 81, 260, 302
esperi = adippe .. .. .. 206
Euchloo 192, 194
eumedon, Aricia .. .. 270, 300
euphemus, Lyctena. . .. .. 282
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eupheno, Euchloc .

.

.

.

. . 206
euphenoides, Euchloe 28, 222, 223, 228

eupboibia3, Acronicta .. ..75
eupborbi;p, Deilephila 9, 120, 260, 261

euphrosyne, Brenthis 23, 87, 227,

132, 161, 170, 300, ,302

Eupitbecia sp.** .. .. .. 221

eupitbeciata, Eupitbecia .

.

. . 221

Eupln-a 217
Eupla'inffi .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 221

euprepia, Miltoehrista .

.

. . 221

Eupvoctis .. .. .. .. 221
Eiiptevotidffi 197, 221

EuiaHa .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 152
euryale, Erebia 78, 79, 80, 207,

208, 235, 280, 281

eurvbia (bippofcboe var.). Heodes
252, 302

eurytus, Pseudacraja .. 123, 169
evelina. Stalaebtis .

.

.

.

. . 260
evias, Erebia .

.

. . 279, 302
exantheniaria, Cabera 87, 101, 160, 162
excerptalis, Scirpopbaga .

.

. . 197
exclamationis, Agrotis, 72, 87, 162,

175, 177, 260
exoleta, Calocampa.

.

.. .. 74
extinialis, Evergestis .. ]64, 165
extranea (unipuncta), Cirphis,

Leucania .

.

.

.

. . 221
exulans, Antbrocera 245, 261, 271
exolis, Cryinodes .

.

.

.

. . 209
fabressei (armorieanus nl>.), Hes-

peria .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 140
fabriciella, Coleopbora .. .. 103
fagaria (belgiaria), Scodiona . . 210
falcataria, Drepana.

.

.. 87, 132
farinatella, Cedestiis .. .. 103
fascelina, Dasychira .

.

. . 11

fascelinellus, Cvambus .

.

. . 24
fasciuncula ,Miana.

.

.. 76, 88
fausta, Anthrocera .

.

. . 244, 245
favillaceana, Capua .

.

. . 102
feistbameli (podalirius var.),

Papilio 28, 36, 206, 222,

223, 227, 228, 272
ferrugali.s, Scopula . . 176, 178
ferrugata, Coremia, Mesoleuca 87,

160, 162, 174, 175
feiTuginea = circellai'is

ferruginea = tenebiosa
fervida (fuliginosa ah.), Phragma-

tobia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 27
t'estiva = primulffi

festucse, Plusia .. 77,162,177
fibrosa, (leucostignia ah.), Apa-

mea .

.

.

.

. . 75
filigramniaiia, Oporabia . . 105, 258
filipendulae, Antbiocera ]0, 23, 54,

80, 89, 118, 155, 161, 245,

297, 300
fimbria, Tripbajna .

.

.

.

. . 72
fischeriella = scbcenicolella

flammealis, Endotricba .

.

. . 178
flava (linea) (tbaumas), Adopfea

79, 130, 165, 173, 176, 300, 311

PAGE.

75, 76

173

75

144
113

flavago (silago), Citria

flavescens (cbrysidiformis «?'.),

Aegeria .

.

i

.

flavescens (fulvago «'^.), Citria

(Xantbia) .

.

flavescens (piniaria ah.), Bupalus
143,

flavia, Arctia
flavicineta, Polia .

.

. 76, 132
flavicornis, Aspbalia, Polyploca 86, 159
flavipalliata (grossulariata ah.);

Abraxas 26, 288
flavofasciata, Erebia .

.

. . 243
floridensis, Limenitis , . . . 121
fluctuata, Melaniope, Xantborhoe

30, 87, 100, 101, 160, 161, 178
fluctuosalis, Nynipbula .

.

. . 197
fluviata, Camptogramma .

.

. . 179
forficalis, Pionea .

.

.

.

. . 164
forficellus, Scbcenobius .

.

. . 175
formicajformis, Aegeria .. .. 154
fortunata (jurtina ah.), Epinepbeie

206, 212
fosterana, Tortrix .

.

.

.

. . 102
foulquieri (alveus vnr.), Hesperia. . 238
fragilis, Cirpbis .

.

.

.

. . 197
francillana, Lozopera .

.

. . 176
franeiscio, Hydrct^cia .

.

. . 16
fraternella, Lita .

.

.

.

. . 105
fraxinata, Eupitbecia 31, 102, 105
freija, Brenthis .. .. ..30
frigga, Brenthis .

.

.

.

. . 30
fritillum, Hesperia .

.

.. ..81
fuciformis = tityus

fuliginaria, Parascotia .

.

. . 238
fuliginosa, Phragmatobia 11, 27,

88, 147
fulvago, Citria. Xanthia .. ..75
fuivago = paleacea
fulvaria (piniaria aJ).), Bupalus** 143
fulvata, Cidaria .

.

. . 88, 163
fulviguttella, Oecophora .. ..105
fumata, Acidalia .. .. 103, 1(32

fumosa (nigricans ah.), Agrotis . . 72
furcata (sordidata) (elutata), Hy-
driomena (Hydracia) 24, 30, 89, 163

furcula, Dicranura (Cerura) .. 10
furuncula (humeralis) (terminalis),

Miana .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 76
tuscantaria (pinaria ah.), Bupalus 143
fuscatellus (vectifer ah.), Crambus** 18
fusconebulosa (velleda), Hepialus

10, 161
fuscoviridella, Glyphipteryx . . 103
fuscula, Erastria .

.

.

.

. . 77
galaetodactyla, Porrittia .

.

. . 234
galathea, Melanargia 25, 78, 144,

164, 1G5, 173, 207, 210,228,
257, 300, 302

galba, Chilades .. .. 145,205
gallicus (fusconebulosa var.),

Hepialus .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 161
gambrisus, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 259
gamma, Plusia 77, 88, 101, 130,

175, 202, 259
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gavarniensis, Erebia*

PAGE.

273, 276,

294, 295
Gepenes .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 139

Gelechia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 311
Gelechiidffi 120
gemmaria (rhomboidaria), Boar-
mia 88. 127, 162, 176, 249, 250, 260

geniina, Hadena .

.

.

.

. . 74
geniinana, Grapholitha .

.

. . 104
geniinipuncta, Leucania .

.

. . 76
genevensis = jucunda
genista;, Hadena, Mamestra 87,

162, 179
genutia, Danaida
Geometrre .

.

GeometridsB .

.

Geonieti-ina .

.

gerningana, Anipbisa
geiyon, Adscita, Ino
gigantea, Henninia
gilvago, Mellinia (Xanthia)
gilvaria, Aspilates

156
..303

54, 124, 221, 285
..186

104

302
203
75

178

17,

174,
glacialis, Erebia .

.

80, 243, 271
glandifera= muralis
g'areosa, Noctua (Caradrina) 74,

131, 261
glauca, Hadena, Mamestra 74,

102, 160, 1G2
glaucata, Cilix .. 87,131, 160
glaucippe, Hebomoia .. .. 217
glaucopora, Amyna .

.

. . 221
globularise, Ino .

.

.

.

. . 10
gloriosa (grossulariataa/;.). Abraxas 288
glypbica, Euclidia .. 87,160, 174
Glypbipterygidffi .

.

. . 120, 285
goante, Erebia .

.

.

.

. . 80
gordius (alciphron var.), Loweia

78, 227, 228, 261, 301, 302
gorge, Erebia . . 79, 80, 243, 271
gothica, Tffinioeampa ..73,86, 159
GracilariidfB.

.

.. 120, 187
gracilis, Tseniocampa (Oitbolitba)

73, 261, 262
72, 170
..197
..18
..221

graminis, Charaas .

.

gratninivora, Mahasena
grisea, Apbomia'* ..

gri-ea, Sarrolbripa .

.

grisealis, Zanclognatba .

.

griseola, Litbosia .

.

grossulariata, Abraxas 25, 26, 27,
130, 155, 174, 212,

hrcmatidea, Orrhodia
halterata, Lobophora 99, 100, 248
haniana, Xanthosetia .. ..176
haroidi, Tynipanopbora .. 113,
liastata, Eulype (Melanippe) 88,
haworthii, Celaena..
haworthiata = isogrammata
hazeleigbensis (grossulariata ah.),

Abraxas
hebe, Arctia .

.

hecate, Aniauris .. .. .. 152
hecatc, Brentbis .

.

. . 210, 31

1

hecatoides, Amauris .. .. 152
hecta (us), Hepialus 10, I61', 195

71

288
16

114
162

76

25

113

beliaca, Anarta
helice (edusa ah.), Colias 24, 25,

27, 199, 257, 279,
Heliconiinas .

.

Heliconius .

.

Heliodinidfe

bellerella, Laverna..
helvola = deplana
Hemitheina-.

.

hepatica (cbaracterea

PAGE.

. 77

.. 221,

Xylophasia
74,

283
31
25

285
103

285

162
hera = quadripunctaria
herbida = prasina
hermione, Satyrus
Hesperia
HesperiidiB .

.

hesperus, Papilio
Heteroeera .

.

heterodactyla (teuerii), Capperia
hexapterata, Lobophora .

.

biarbas, Enrytela ..

hilaris, Antbroeera.

.

Hipparchia .

.

bippocoon (dardanus var

78, 206, 260
139, 140, 238, 312
165, 172, 194, 262

. . 26
.. 221, 261

176
87
84

244
216

(medusa

Papilio

262, 263
var.).

242

302
148

hippomedusa
Erebia

hippothoe, Cbrysophanus (Heodes)

252, 300, 301,
birschkei (piniaria ah.), Bupalus**
birtaria, Biston . . 59, 98, 180, 246
hispana (eoridon var.), Agriades . . 69
bispidaria, Apocbeima . . 85, 86
bispuUa (jurtina var.), Epinepbele

79, 212
hobleyi (eurytus suh-.?}).), Pseuda-

crsea .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 123
Locbenwarthi, Plusia .

.

. . 261
holli (borbonica var.), Parnara 116, 117
holoserieeata, Ptycbopoda.

.

horsfieldi (iphita tvir. ), Precis

hospita (plantaginis var.), Nemeo-
phila

hubnerella, Chelaria
humeralis = furuncula
humuli, Hepialus .. .. 10,

butciiinsonii (c-album var.), Poly-

gonia
hyale, Colias 28, 170, 200, 223,

254, 257, 283,
hyalinalis, Botys
Hybernia
Hydrojcia
byemana, Tortricodes
hyerana, Hastula .

.

bylas, Polyommatus

221

217

231

105

81,

300,

301

300
163, 179

127, 246
283, 284

100, 248
.. 124

281,

301, 302
hyperantus, Apbantopus 129, 173, 269
Hypoiimnas .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 152
Hypsidas .. .. .. ..221
iapygia = japygia
iberica (aurinia rar.), MelitfEa .. 279
icarinus (iearus ah.), Polyommatus

24, 117, 139, 254
iearus (alexis), Polyommatus 24,
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25,28, 81, 87, 117, 122, 129,

139, 145, 161, 165, 173, 177,

214, 223, 253, 254, 255, 259,

260, 300, 301
ichneumoniformis, Aegeria 154, 174

icterana, Tortrix

ida, Epinephele
idas, Plebeius

idas = argus
idas = argyrognomon
idas = ramburi

.. 260
164, 165, 212

.. 233

ilia, Apatura
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leiicostiRnift, Apnmea .

.

. . 75

leucothoe, Neptis 218

levana, Araschnia (Vanessa) . . 204

liagore, Teracolus .

.

.

.

• • 205

libatrix, Gonoptera (Calyptra) 75, 131

Libythea
Libytheida' .

.

libythea, Terias

lichenea, Epunda
ligea, Erehia

194
..314
..217

.. 170, 171

78, 207, 208,

242, 270, 282

Cerastis (Ghi'a) 74

9, 171, 174, 247, 282
221

285
130

.. 32

89

197

300

102
7(;

248

71
221

ligniperda = cossus

li^ula (sulniiKra

li^'iistri. Sphinx
Liinacodidaj .

.

Limenitis
liniitata, Eubolia .

.

liniosipennella, Coleophora

linea = flava

linearia, Zonosoma.

.

lineata, Leiicophlebia

lineata. Scoria

lineata, iee livorniea

lineola, Adopsea .

.

79, 176, 177

lineolata (tritici a/).), Agrotis .. 72

literana, Leptogramma
literosa, Miana
litliargyria, Leucania (Mythimna)

73, 118, 130, 175,

lithorhiza = areola

Lithosia

Lithosiidoe .

.

lithoxylea, Xylophasia 74, 89, 162,

174, 175, 179

littoralis, Leucania.

.

.. ..76
litura, Amathes (Orthosia) . . 73

liturata, Scniiothisa .

.

. . 1G2

livorniea (lineata rar.), Phryxus,

Deilephila 23, 120, 169,

209, 261

lobulata = carpinata

loedingiana, Dictyopteryx

longicornis, Gelechia

lonicer^e, Anthroeeia 10, 23, 80,

245,

loreyi, Cirphis

lota, .\niatlies (Orlliosia)

lotella, Cemiostoma
lotteri = podalirius

Loweia
lubricipeda, Spilosoma 11,87, 113,

154, 155, 161, 235, 247, 296

lucnsi (galathea var.), Melanargia 210

lucernea (renigera) (cataleuca),

Agrotis (Graphipbora) . . 73

lucilla, Neptis .

.

. . 210, 280
lucina, Haniearis .. .. 209, 301

lueipara, Euplexia .

.

. .75, H9, 177

luditica, Xanthorhoi' . . 220, 221

lunaidactyla (phu'odactyla), Maras-
marcha .

.

. . 144, 176

lundana, Phoxopteryx .

.

. . 102

lunigera, Agrotis .

.

.

.

. . 261

lunosa, Omphaiocelis (Orthosia) 73, 131

lupulina(us),Hepialus 10,87,161, 179

105
103

300
.. 197

73, 132

.. 187

.. 261

PAG
lurideola, Lithosia .

.

.

.

. . 130'

lutea (grossulariata <(/).), Abraxas 26.

luteago, Diantboecia .

.

. . 147

luteata, Asthena .

.

.

.

. . 89"

luteella, Nepticula .

.

.

.

. . 32
luteolata, Opisthograptis, Rumia

87, 160, 162
lutescens (fausta ah.), Anthrocera 244
luticomella, Elachista .

.

. . 103
Tjuxiaria ap.** .. .. .. 221
Lyctena 117, 312
Lyca^nidie 54, 117, 145, 172, 221, 285
lycaon, Epinephele 69, 78, 79, 80, 81

lychnitis, Cucullia .. .. 76, 234
lycidas (sephyrus var.), Plebeius

168, 243, 260, 302
lyllus (pamphilus var.), Cit'nonym-

pha 35
Lymantriidie .

.

. . 197, 221
Lyonetia 187
Lyonetiidie 120, 187
macarista, Planema .

.

. . 153
machabdius (manto ah.), Erebia . . 294
machaon, Papilio 28, 146, 164, 170,

204, 207, 212, 223, 227, 278,

286,

macilenta, Amathes (Orthosia) 73,

maeularia (ata), Venilia 87, 155,

maculea, Lita

macnlosana, Euposcilia

msera, Pararge
major = hermione
maivaa, Hesperia . . 28, 87, 238,

manni, Pievis .

.

. . 170,

manto, Erebia 29, 270, 271, 273,

274, 275, 276, 277, 294,

margaritaria (ata in error), Metro-

campa .

.

. .84, 88,

margaritellus, Crambns
marginaria (progemmaria), Hy-

bernia .

.

. . 85,

marginata, Loniaspila 129, 162,

marginatum, Heliothis

niarginepunctata, Acidalla 174,

marmorinaria (leucopha'aria ah.),

Hybernia
matura, Cerigo

niaturna, Melit£ea .

.

maura. Mania, Mormo . . 77,

medesicaste (rumina, var.), Thais
28,

medinalis, Cnaphalocrocis
medon (astrarche), Aricia 24, 25,

81, 85, 88, 164, 209, 300,

medusa, Erebia .

.

. . 242,

megacephala, Acronicta ..

meg£era, Pararge 28, 87, 131, 164,

165, 178, 224, 259,

MegalopygidiB
mehadiensis (athalia var.), Melitasa

Melanipias .

.

melampus, Melampias, Erebia 235,

Melanargia .

.

nieianopa (vidua), Anarta .

.

melanops, Glaucopsyche . . .

.

302
132-

174
105
103

3oa

300
305

295

162
104

159
174.

23;

178

85
130
198
282

228
197

305
300

301
285
210
216
242
25

77
222
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raelanosa (cardui ah.), Pyrameis**
melanozona (grossulariata (ib.),

Abraxas
meleager, Polyommatus . . 80,

me!iloti = viciae

Melitfea .

.

. . 210, 262,

Melitoeffi

mendica, Diaphora (Spilosoma) 11,

87, 148, 154,

menestheus, Papilio

menthastri, Spilosoma 11, 87, 99,

113, 154, 155, 161, 247,

meiiyanthidis, Acronicta

mercuriana, Pamplusia
inesomelana, Celama
inesomella, Lithosia

nieticulosa, Phlogophora

75,

76, 87,

97, 175,

87,mi, Euclidia
Miana
miata, Cidaria

micacea, Hydracia (Gortyna) 76.

131,

micans (edusa ah.), Colias**

micans (myrmidione ah.), Colias..

microdactyla, Adaina
miegii (virgaureas var,), Heodes 35,

mima, Hypolimnas
miniata, Miltochrista (Callimorpha)

minimus, Cupido 25, 173, 242,

270.

miniosa, Tseniocampa (Orthosia)

73,

ministrana, Tortrix

minor (pheretes ah.), Latiorina .

.

minor (rharani ah.), Gonepteryx**
minntata, Eupithecia
mirifica, Euliphyra.

.

mirus = hippothoe
misippus, Hypolimnas, 57, 129,

152, 153,

mitterbacheriana, Phoxopteryx .

.

mnemosyne, Parnassius 228, 242,

mnestra, Erebia .

.

. . 242,

modestella, Ephestia
monacha, Psiliua .

.

. . 11,

moneta, Plusia .

.

. . 85,

monoglyplia(polyodon),Xylophasia
59, 74, 129, 162, 174, 175,

177, 180,

raonostigma, Scirpophaga..
montanata, Xanthbrhoe, Eulype

(Melanippe) 87, 160, 161,

montieronis, Messaga
morpheus, Caradrina . . 74,

morpheus, Heteropterus .

.

mughnsaria (piniaria oJk), Bupalus
multicincta, Callitomis**

multiplicata, Photoscotosia 220,

multistrigaria, Malenydris, Laren-
tia 86,

munda, Tasnioeampa (Orthosia) 73,

86,

mundana, Nudaria 12, 104,

munitata, Coremia .

.

AGE.
202

288
281

275
165

162

26

296
162

104
221
71

177
160
162
132

258
120
120
176
252
152
12

300

132

101
243
120
104
122

154
103

302
302
18

155
129

282
197

174
122
175
33
144
220
221

159

132
130
104

PAGE.
muralis (glandifera) , Bryophila 28,

24, 26, 30, 75, 287
.. 104

87, 131

.. 154

.. 103

.. 102

.. 120

.. 52

.. 307

.. 154

.. 120

.. 103

.. 77

.. 221

.. 217

.. 76

.. 143

.. 104

80,

murana, Scoparia
murinata, Minoa
museasformis, ^Egeria
rauscalella, Ineurvaria
musculana, Cnephasia
Myeropterygidfe
Mycropteryx .

.

Mylothris
rayopajforniis, ^Egeria
myrmidone, Colias

myrtillana, Phoxopteryx .

.

myrtilli, Anarta
Nadagara sp. **

nala, Sadarga
nana, (conspersa), Diantha'cia
nana, (piniaria ah.), Bupalus*'
nanana. Coccyx
nanata, Eupithecia.

.

.. 160, 162
nap^a (pales var.), Brenthis . . 122
napi, Pieris 28, 87, 129, 159, 170,

177, 196, 204, 230, 251, 300,

302, 305
navarina (athalia ah.), Meliti^a 204, 210
nebulosa, Aplecta, Polia ..76, 87, 162
neglecta, Noctua, Segetia
negleetana, Hedya .

.

Neocastniinffi

neoridas, Erebia
Neptieulidffi .

.

Neptis
nerine, Erebia
neuriea, Nonagria .

.

neustria (Clisiocampa), Malacoso-
ma 11, 130

nexa, Nonagria .

.

.

.

. . 16
niavius, Amauris . . 152, 213, 285
nictitans, Hydrtecia, Aparaea 75,

118, 130, 131, 284
nigra, Epunda (Charreas) . . 30, 72
nigra (crepusculariaa?;.), Tephrosia 160
nigra (populi ab.), Limenitis . . 204
nigricans, Agrotis .

.

.

.

. . 72
nigricans (piniaria ah.), Bupalus** 143
nigricarius(piniarian?j.), Bupalus** 143
nigrina (sibylla ah.), Limenitis .

.

nigrociliata (caja ah.), Arctia** .

.

nigrocostata (grossulariata ah.).

Abraxas
nigrofasciaria (derivata), Antielea
nigrofasciatus (machaon ah.),

Papilio

nigromaculana, Grapholitha
nigrosparsata (grossulariata ah.).

Abraxas .

.

. . 26, 288
niobe, Argynnis 69, 79, 206, 279, 301
niphe, Argynnis .. 219,221, 299
nireus, Papilio

nisella, Grapholitha
nitidella, Argyresthia
nivalis (piniaria ah.), Bupalus** .

.

niveidactyla (baliodactyla),
Wheeleria

Noctua . . 75, 100, 121, 158

74
103
285
81

.. 120

.. 218
280, 281

.. 23

204
143

2h8
86

204
104

26
105
105
144

176
164
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NoctufE 71, 73, 162, 175, 177, 248

noctuella, Nomophila .. 170, 178

Noctuidir .. 72, 197, 221, 311, 312

noirei (batmara), Zethera .

.

. . 238

NolidiE 221

noma, Oeneis .

.

.

.

. . 30

norwegica (adippe var.), Argynnis 146

nostrodamus, Parnara, Gegenes
116,

NotodontidiE

nubilata (inultistriKaria (ib.), Malen
ydris .

.

nupta, Catocala
Nymphalidre.

.

Nymphalinffi .

.

. . 152,

obeliscata, Thera .

.

obertbiiri, Botys, Sylepta**

obliquaria, Chesias. . .. 129,

obliquaria, Acidalia**

obliterata, Euchd^ca (Episteria) .

.

oblon{,'ata, Eupithecia

obnupta, Diplodlrima

obscura (ravida), Agrotis ..

obseura (aurinia ab.), Melittea

obscura (levana ab.), Arascbnia .

.

obscuraria (ata), Gnophos 127,

131, 250, 282

obsoleta, Leucania . . . . . . 76

obsoleta, Limenitis.

.

.. .. 121

obsoleta, (hyperantns ah.), Aphan
topus .

.

obsoleta (rhamni ab.), Gonep-
teryx** 120

occitanica (ph(t'be var.), Melittea.. 305

occulta, Aplecta .

.

.

.

. . 171

occultana, Pffidisca .

.

.

.

. . 104

ocellaris, Mellinia .

.

. . 30, 147

ocellaris (euryale ab.), Erebia 280, 281

ocellata, Mesoleuca 88, 161, 162, 260
ocellatella, Gelecbia .

.

. . 32

ocellatus, Smerinthus 9, 24, 84,

85, 233, 234
ocellatus xpopuli, hijb., Smerin-

thus 24

ochracea, Gortyna .

.

.. 16, 132

ochrata, Acidalia . . . . . . 165

ochroleuca, Eremobia .

.

. . 77

ochroieucana, Olethreutes.

.

.. 146

ochsenheimeri, Anthrocera 245, 271

oculea = secalis

oeme, Erebia .

.

. . 242, 300

oleracea, Mamestra, Hadena 75,

162, 174, 175, 177
.. 104

139

197

159

77
123
221

87
18

132
17

162

175
221

72

204
204

173

olivalis, Scoparia .

.

olivata, Larentia
omicronaria = annulata
omisella, Gracilaria

onopordi, Hesperia..

00, Dlcycla .

.

opacella, Acanthopsyche
ophiogramma, Apamea
opima, Treniocampa
optilete, Vacciniina

or. Cymatophora
orbiculosa, Oxytrypia

.. 105

.. 259

.. 238

.. 147

.. 259

.. 75

86, 159
.. 243
.. 312
.. 121

PAGE.

orbitulus, Latiorina, Plebeius 80,

145. 205, 242, 243, 271, 283
orbona, Triphasna .

.

72, 129, 175

oreosaura, Euproctis .

.

. . 221

orichalcea, Plusia .

.

.

.

. . 221

orion, Scolitantides 28, 212, 227,

228, 280, 281, 302
ornata, Acidalia .. .. ..174
ornatella, Phycis .

.

.

.

. . 176

ornatissima (adippe ab.), Argynnis 146
Orneodidse 120, 285

ostrina, Thalpochares .

.

. . 263
ostrinaria, Acidalia .

.

. . 17

Otis, Zizera 219, 221

oxyacanthffi, Miselia . . 76, 147

palffimon, Cyclopides .. .. 300
paleacea (fulvago), Cosmia . . 75
pales, Brenthis 30, 79, 80, 122,

235, 270, 302
pallens, Leucania 76, 131, 162,

175, 177, 248
pallescentella. Tinea . . 170, 171

palpata, Ziridava .

.

.

.

. . 221

palpina, Pterostoma (Ptilodontis)

10, 88
paniphilus, Coenonympha 24, 28,

35, 69, 87, 129, 160, 161,

164, 165, 176, 177, 223, 259,

300, 301

pandora, Dryas .

.

34, 210, 279
pannosa, Polia .

.

.

.

. . 221

panoptes (baton v<(r.), Scolitantides 223
paphia, Dryas 25, 78, 109,

130, 202, 204, 231, 271 302
Papilio .

.

. . 26, 259, 307
Papilionidffi .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 314
parallelaria, Tepbrinopsis .

.

. . 221

parasita, Ocnogyna .

.

. . 168
Parnassiin^c .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 288
Parnassius .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 120
parthenias, Brephos . . 86, 160

partbenie, Melitaea.. .. 81, 300
parvidactyla, Oxyptilia .

.

. . 176

pasipbae, Epinepbele 165, 212,

222, 278
pavonia, Saturnia 11, 23, 155, 160

pedaria, Pbigalia . . 23, 85, 102, 159

pelasgius = peneleos
peltigera, Heliotbis .

.

. . 77
Pempbigastolinffi .. .. .. 285
pendularia, Zonosoma . . 84, 210
peneleos (pelasgius), Acr<'fa . . 170
penkleriana, Grapbolitba .

.

. . 104
pennaria, Himera .

.

.

.

. . 132

pentadactyla, Alucita . . 175, 176
percontationis = iota

perla, Bryophila 23, 20, 30, 75, 130, 175
perlellus, Crambus .

.

.

.

. . 163
Peronca 123, 124
persea (didyma I'ric), Melitnea .. 25
persicaria, Mamestra .

.

. . 75
petola, Dreata .

.

.

.

. . 197
petraria, Panagra, Lozogramma

87, 101, 160, 162
peucedani, Anthrocera . . . . 245
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phaeodactyla = luiiEedactyla

phffiosoma, Callifcomis** .. 220,221
pharfce, Erebia 198, 242, 271, 281
pliegea, Sjntomis . . . . .

.

302
pheretes, Albulina, Plebeius 29,

242, 243, 270
pheretiades, Albulina, Plebeius 145, 205
pberusa, Melanargia . . .

.

210
phiala, Chilades .. .. 145,205
phicoiiione, Colias . . . . 79, 8U
Philosamia 288
phlseas, Rumicia 28, 35, 87, 101,

i:^l, 134, 145, 147, 161, 104,

172, 173, 176, 177, 178, 204,

223, 259, 305
phiiihe, Melitsea .. 81, 265, 301, 305
phoebe (dictaea), Leiocampa 10, 87
pbtuochroa, Celama . . .

.

221

phorcas, Papilio . . . . .

.

26

Phrissura 307
Phyllocnistis 187

picata, Cidaria . . . . .

.

129

Pierinaj 31, 205
Pieris 192, 194

Pinacopteryx. . . . . , .

.

122
pinastri, Dipterygia .. ..74
pinellus, Crambus . . . . 177, 178
piniaria, Bupalus 85, 88, 143, 144, 174
piniariella, Ocnerostoma . . .

.

103
pinicolana, Retinia. . .. .. 176
piniperda, Panolis, Achitia .

.

76
pinivorana, Retinia . . .

.

103
pisi (splendens), Mamestra 75, 162,

261

pistacina, Amathes, Orthosia 73, 131

pitbo (pronoe ab.), Erebia.. .. 242

pityocampa, Cnetbocampa .

.

261

plagiata, Anaitis . . 87, 104, 131

planemoides (dardanus var.), Pa-

pilio 262, 263
plantaginis, Nemeopbila, Par-

asemia 11, 26, 88, 155, 161, 231

plebeia = dentina
Plebeiinae . . . . . . .

.

307
Plebeius . . . . 145, 205, 307
plecta, Noctua, Graphiphora 73,

131, 162, 175, 177
plesaura (pheiusa ab.), Melanargia 210
plexippus, Danais . . . . 121, 144

plumbana, Grapbolitba .. .. 101

plumbaria, Eubolia, Ortholitha 87,

103, 163

pluristrigata, Urapteryx . . .

.

221

Plusia 162, 165

PlutellidsB 120

podalirius, Papilio 28, 36, 206, 207,

212, 222, 223, 227, 228, 230,

233, 251, 252, 272, 273, 281

polaris, Brentbis . . . . .

.

30

policenes, Papilio . . . . .

.

26

politana, Cnepbasia . . .

.

102
politella, Bryotropha . . .

.

104

polonus, Agriades . . . . .

.

25

polycbloros, Eugonia ..24,78, 223
polyodon = monoglypba

PAGE.
polytes, Papilio . . 261, 262, 285
pomonella, Carpocapsa .

.

. . 261
popularis, Epineuronia .

.

. . 131
popalata, Cidaria, Lygris 104, 129, 178
populeti, Tseniocampa, Orthosia

73, 86
populi, Amorpha, (Smerinthus) 9,

24, 26, 84, 87, 161
populi, Limenitis ..204, 281, 303
populi, Poecilocampa .. 11, 132
porata, Zonosoma .

.

.

.

. . 130
porcellus, Tberetra, Chserocampa

9, 234
porpbyrea = strigula, Scotophila
potatoria, Cosmotriche, Odonestis

11, 25, 129
praeangusta, Batrachedra .

.

. . 105
praecox, Actebia .

.

.

.

. . 76
prasina (berbida), Aplecta .. 76
prasinaria, Euchloris .

.

. . 203
pratellus, Crambus.. .. .. 176
primulse (festiva), Noctua 73, 88,

89, 162, 177
prisca, Acrapex .

.

.

.

. . 221
probocidalis, Hypena .

.

. . 88
procellata, Melanthia .

.

. . 174
procida (galathea var.), Melan-

argia . . 25, 210, 228, 302
prodromaria = strataria

progemmaria = marginaria
prominens, Risoba .

.

. . 221
pronoe, Erebia .

.

. . 235, 242
pronuba, Tripbfena 24, 72, 88, 89,

162, 175, 177, 202, 250
pronubana, Tortrix .. .. 146
propugnata = designata

prosapiaria, EUopia .

.

. . 105
protea, Hadena .

.

. . 75, 131
proto, Musehampia, Pyrgus 70, 140
prunalis, Scoparia .

.

.

.

. . 104
prunaria, Angerona . . 88, 175
prunata, Lygris (Cidaria) .

.

. . 129
prunetorum, Nepticula .

.

. . 32
pruni, Strymon .

.

.

.

. . 300
pruniana, Pentbina .

.

. . 103
pruniata, Pseudotei'pna .

.

. . 162
pseudoiris = iris

pseudonomion (apollo (i6.),Pai'nas-

siu3 .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 303
pseudospretella, Borkbausenia . . 260
psi, Triffina, Aeronicta ..75,88, 162
psittacata = siterata

Psycbidse 197, 216
pterodactyla, Stenoptilia . . 176, 178
Pteropborida3 = Alucitidae

Ptychopoda sp. ** .. .. .. 221
pudibunda, Dasychira 11, 87, 100, 248
pudica, Cymbalopbora .

.

. . 113
pulchella, Deiopeia.

.

198, 235
pulchellata, Eupithecia .

.

. . 88
pulcbrina, Plusia .

.

.

.

. . 88
pulla, Epicnopteryx (Fuuiea) . . 12
pulveraria, Numeria .. ..87
pulverulenta (cruda), Tseniocampa

73, 86, 127, 159
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piiuiilata, Eupithecia 87, 131, 174

punctalis, Stenia .

.

.

.

. . 175

punctata (manto ah.), Erebia . . 277

punctifera (tlietis (ib.), Agriades .

punctinervis, Timanclra*'

punctularia, Tepbrosia
punicealis = aurata

pupillata (pberetes «/).),

purpuralis, Antbrocera
piirpuravia (ostrinaria

dalia**

purpiirata, Arctia .

.

pusaria, Cabera
puta (radia), Agvotis

putris, Axylia, (Xylina)

pygmroella, Aigyrestbia

pygniina = despecta = rufa

pyraliata, Cidaria .

.

Pyralidte

Pyrameis
pyramidea, Ampbipyia

86,

221
162

Albnlina.. 243

80, 245, 300
ab.), Aci-

..17

..113
87, 160, 162

72, 88, 178, 221

74, 175, 221

.. 105

, . 120,

74, 130,

132,

129

197
112

Pyrausta
pyrenaica (stygne var.), Erebia
pyrenaions, Hepialus
pyrina (ffisculi), Zenzera .

.

pyrrba (manto ah.), Erebia

147
.. 106
.. 242
.. 52

10, 296
274, 294

pyrrhula (manto ab.), Erebia 273, 274
quadra, Oenestis, Lithosia . . 71

quadripunctata, Caradrina . . 129, 162
quadripunctaria (bera), Callimorpha 155

quercana, Phibalocera, Hylopbila
105
11

312
quercifolia, Eutricha, Gastropacha
quercus, Bithys .

.

. . 130,

quercus, Lasiocampa, Bombyx 11,

26, 101, 103, 161
(juinaria, Blenina .

.

.

.

. . 221
radia = puta
ramburi (idas), Lycasna .. 206, 253
ramburialis, Diasemia .

.

. . 32
rameila, Grapbolitha .

.

. . 105
rapa;, Pieris 24, 28, 78, 87, 98, 101,

126,131, 159, 164, 173, 176,

177, 223, 234, 246, 300
ravida = obscura
ravola, EuphiEdra .

.

.

.

. . 123
reclusa, Clostera .

.

.

.

. . 10
rectangulata, Eiipitbecia . . 88, 176
rectifasciella, Epbestia** .. .. 18
rectilinea, Hadena (Xylopbasia) . . 74
regia, Gonometa .

.

.

.

. . 123
remutaria, Leptomeris (Acidalia)

87, 161, 162
renigera = lucernea

repandata, Boarmia 30, 88, 89,

128, 162, 214, 250
reticulata, Eustroma . . . . 26
rhamni, Gonepteryx 35, 85, 120,

131, 177, 198, 282
rhizolitba, Xylina .

.

.

.

. . 74
rbombana (contaminana ah.),

Dictyopteryx .

.

. . 178
rbomboidaria - gemmaria
rhomboidea = stigmatica

Ilbopalocera .

.

ribeana, Tortrix .

.

. . 59,

ridens, Asphalia .

.

. . 85,

ridleyanus, Pap i lie .

.

riguata, Larentia
rivata, Xanthorboe, Melanippe .

.

roboraria, Boarmia.

.

.. 127,

roboris, Lasiocampa
roboris, Laeosopis .

.

35, 228,
roseata (dimidiata ab.), Acidalia**
rossi (manni var.), Pieris .

.

rostralis, Hypena .

.

rubi, Callopbrys 28, 159, 160,

161, 164,

rubi, Macrotbylaeia (Lasiocampa)
11, 132, 161,

rubi (bella), Noctua, Grapbiphora
73, 87, 131,

rubidata, Antielea .. ..85,88,
rubiginata, Acidalia

rubrieoUis, Atohuis, Gnopbos
rubricosa, Pacbnobia, Glaea 74, 86,

rufa (deapecta), Tapinostola 76,

rufimitrana, Pajdisca

rutina, Amatbes, Xanthia .

.

rufula = caliginosa

rumicis, Pbarctra, Acronicta

75, 132,

rumina, Thais 28, 222, 223, 224,

228, 279, 280,

rupicapraria, Hybernia
RuralidjB

Euralinae

Ruralis .

.

.

.

. . 145,

ruralis, Botys, Sylepta

rurea, Xylopbasia 74, 87, 162, 175,

russula = sanio

rusticella, Tinea
saccharella, Polyocha
salaciella, Opostega
salicata, Malenydris . . 160,

salicella, Dasytoma
salicis, Leucoma 11, 99, 154, 155,

247, 280,

sambucaria, Urapteryx . . 89,

Samia
sanio (russula), Diacrisia 11, 155,

161,

sao, Powellia, Hesperia 81, 238,

300,

Sarrothripidse

satellitia, Scopelosoma, Mecoptera
SaturniidsB .. .. .. 221,

satyrata, Eupithecia
SatyridiB

Satyrus
sauciana, Penthina
Hauris sp. **

scabiosata, Eupithecia
scabiosiE, Antbrocera
scalella, Gelechia .

.

schalleriana, Peronea
scbmidtii (pblajas "''.), Kumicia .

.

scbrenicolella (fischeriella), Gl.y-

phipteryx .

.

. . 32,

AGE.

221
180
86
26
17

101
250
11

280
17

305

223

279

162
161

165
71

1.59

179
105

76

162

159
307
307
307
18

177

103
197
105

179
248

296
175
312

174

301

221
74

288
88

216
216
104
221

174
245
199
105
147

103
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schrankella, Chrysoclysta.

.

.. 199

schulziana, Mixodia .. .. 103

schwarziella, Nemopbora .

.

. . 102

scincula (lacertinaria var.), Dre-

pana .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 207

scitella, Cemiostoma .

.

. . 188

scoliseformis, Aegeria . . 154, 196

scolopacina, Xylophasia .

.

. . 74
Scoparia .

.

.

.

. . 236, 237

scoticella, Ornix .

.

.

.

. . 104

scripta, Miltochrista .

.

. . 221

scripturata, Larentia .

.

. . 17

scutulata = dimidiata

scylla, Catopsilia .

.

.

.

. . 217

secalis (oculea), Apamea 131, 175, 248

securis, Da'?ychira .

.

.

.

. . 197

segetum, Agrotis . . 72, 129, 162, 177

segregata (fausta ah.), Anthvoceia 214

selene, Brenthis 29, 33, 54, 88,

161, 170, 204, 301

semele, Hipparchia 35, 69, 70, 80,

165, 259, 302

semiargus (acis), Polyommatus
235, 242, 270, BOO, 305

seniisyngrapha (coridon ab.),

Agriades .

.

.

.

. . 24

senectella, Bryotropha .

.

. . 103

senex, Nudaria .

.

.

.

. . 12

sephyrus, Plebeius 168, 243, 260, 302

sequella, Cerostoma .

.

. . 105

Serena, Hecatera .

.

.

.

. . 175

seiTata = trepida .

.

.

.

. . 10

serratulse, Hesperia . . 140, 238
Sesiidse = ^Egeriidee

Sibylla, Limenitis . . 204, 281, 301

sida', Hesperia .

.

.

.

. . 262
sikkima (pannosa !<ub-sp.), Polia 221

silaceata, Cidaria .

.

. . 87, 131

silago = flavago

simplex, Chilo 197

simplonia (belia var.), Anthocharis
79, 80, 243, 302

sinapis, Leptosia .

.

28, 170, 301

sinon = podalirius

sinuana, Seiaphila .

.

.

.

. . 104
sinuella, HomcBOsoma .

.

. . 176
siterata (psittacata), Cidaria .. 132

socialis, Eucbeira .

.

.

.

. . 123

sociata, Xantborhoe, Melanippe
25, 101

sociella, Apbomia .

.

.

.

. . 18

socrus, Aroa.

.

.. .. .. 197

solandriana, Ptedisca .

.

. . 105

solidaginis, Calocampa (Lithonia) 74

sorbiella, Argyrestbia .

.

. . 104

sordidata = furcata

sordidata, Xantborboe .

.

. . 221

sparganii, Nonagria .. .. 260
spartifoliella, Cemiostoma 105,

185, 187

sphecit'ormis, Aegeria .

.

. . 154

Spbinges .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 165
Spbingidre 9, 30, 120, 197, 221, 232
spbinx (cassinea), Asteroscopus .. 10

spini, Klugia .. .. 81, 301

PAGE.
spissistrigaria, Larentia**.

.

.. 17

splendens = pisi

splendida (jurtina ah.), Epinephele 212
stabilis, Taeniocampa, Orthosia

73, 86, 127, 159
statices, Adscita, Ino 10, 69, 161,

214, 30
statilinus, Satyrus 35, 36, 68, 78
stellata, Borotia .

.

.

.

. . 221
stellatarum, Sesia, Macroglossa 9,

88, 98
stieberi = bippotboe
stigmadice, Tatocbila .

.

. . 262
stigmatica (rhomboidea), Noctua

23, 72
stipella, Nannodia .

.

.

.

. . 104
stomoxiformis, Aegeria, Trocbi-

lium 10

strabo, Catachrysops . . 219, 221
straminea, Leucania, Leucoma . . 76
stramineola (griseola ab.), Lithosia 71

strataria (prodromaria), Ampbi-
dasis 132

strigata, Hemitbea .

.

.

.

. . 174
strigata (piniaria «&.), Bupalus**

143, 144
strigilaria, Aspilates .

.

. . 175
strigilis, Miana 76, 88, 162, 175, 177
strigosa, Danais .

.

.

.

. . 121
strigula (porpbyrea), Scotopbila . . 76
strobilella. Coccyx .

.

.

.

. . 102
Strymonina; .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 307
stygne, Erebia 79, 242, 269, 270, 301
suasa = dissimilis

suavis, Eublemma .

.

. . 164, 165
subfascia, Gonometa . . 123, 169
subfulvata, Eupitbecia .

.

. . 131
subjeetana, Sciapbila .

.

. . 104
sublustris, Xylopbasia . . 74, 175
subnigra = ligula

subocellana, Grapbolitba .

.

. . 104
subsericeata, Acidalia .

.

. . 88
subtristata, Melanippe .

.

. . 131
subtusa, Tetbea .

.

.

.

. . 75
succenturiata, Eupitbecia .

.

. . 174
suffumata, Lygris (Cidaria)

87, 160, 161
sulfusa, Agrotis .

.

.

.

. . 72
sutt'usa, Laelia .

.

.

.

. . 197
suffusa (pales rt7;.), Brentbis .. 122
suffusa (perla ab.), Bryopbila .. 175
suwarovius (japygia var.), Melan-

argia 311
swammerdammella, Nemopbora . . 160
sylvanus, Augiades, Adopsea 88,

161, 173
sylvata (ulmata), Abi'axas 26, 130, 242
sylvina (us), Hepialus .. 10, 131
Symbrenthia .

.

.

.

. . 218
Syntomidoe .

.

. . 170, 205, 221
syracusana (galatbea var.), Melan-

argia 210
Syriehtbus 112, 114
tabaniformis (vespiformis) (asili-

formis), Sciopteron. . 154, 296
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tacoraria (lacertinaria var.), Dre-

pana** .. .. •• 207

taedella, Coccyx 104

taenialis (albistrigalis), Hypenodes
27, 53

tages, Nisoniades 28, 78, 87, 160,

173, 260, 300

tagis, Antbocharis . . 223, 230, 233

Tala^poriidae.

.

.. .. .. 120

tanaceti, Dichioianipha .. .. 103

taras (malvR' (W).), Hesperia .. 238

taisalis, Oicynia .

.

.

.

. 146

taisipennalis, Zanclognatba .. 130

taurica (jurtina var.), Epinepbele 212

telicanus, Raywardia .

.

. . 2()0

temerata, Bapta .

.

. . 87, 161

tenebrata, Heliaca .

.

87, 160, 214

tenebrosa (ferruginea), Rusina 72,

162, 177

tenggcrcnsis (arjuno var.), Papilio 218

tenuiata, Eupithecia . . 130, 131

tephradactyla, Leioptilus .

.

. . 176

Tepbrinopsis .

.

.

.

. . 221

Tepbrosia .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 171

Tei-acolus 145

terella, Biyotiopba.

.

.. .. 104
terminalis = furuncula

tersata, Pbibalapteryx .

.

. . 174

testacea, Eupterote.

.

.. .. 221

testacea, Luperina, Hama 75, 131,

178, 250
testata, Cidaria .

.

.

.

. . 101

testudo, Limacodes.

.

.. .. 12

teucrii = beterodactyla

texta = cytberea

thalassina, Mamestra, Hadena 74,

88, 89, 160, 162
Thamala 145, 285
tbaumas = flava

tbersiies (alexias). Agriades** 24,

117, 139, 253, 254, 255, 256, 301
thetis (bellargus, adonis), Agriades

25, 26, 69, 145, 173, 300, 305
tboantides (tboas suh-sp.), Papilio 263
tboas, Papilio .

.

.

.

. . 263
tboi-e, Brentbis 242
tilia', Mimas, Smerintbus .

.

.. 9
tiliaria = alniaria

tincta, Aplecta, Polia . . 76, 162
Tineida; 120
Tineina 102
tiphon (davus), Cuenonympba 24,

269, 282
tipuliformis, ^geria, Trocbilium

10, 88, 154
titbonus, Epinepbele 25, 33, 34, 35,

36, 78, 81, 101, 164, 178,

212, 234, 259
titbonus = eros

tityus (fuciformis), Hemaris 9, 85,

88, 154
Tortrices 102, 120, 123, 174, 175,

176, 214
Tortricido! .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 124
Tortrix 59, 99, 103, 104, 105, 160, 178

PAGE.

tragopogonis, Amphipyra . . 74, 130

trajanus (nmnto «/>.), Erebia 273,

274, 276
tiansalpina, Antbrocera, Zygtena

113, 245, 300
transsylvanicus (apollo a6.),^Pai-

nassius** . . .

.

. . 207
trapezalis, Morasmia .

.

. . 197
trapezina, Calyrania, Cosmia 24,

25, 26, 75, 130, 177

fcremuIrT (populi ah.), Limenitis . . 203
trepida (serrata), Peridea . . 10, 106
trepidaria = coracina

triangulum, Noctua, Graphipbora
72, 73, 88

triatomea, Elachista . . . . 103
trifolii, Anthrocera 10, 23, 24, 26,

89, 130, 132, 161, 245
trifolii, Pacbygastria, Lasiocampa 11

trifolii (cbenopodii), Mamestra .. 75
trigeminana, Epbipipbora . . 104
trigeminata, Acidalia, Ptycbopoda 174
trigeminella, Coleopbora .

.

. . 23

trigrammica (trilinea), Grammesia
74, 87

trilinea = trigrammica
trimaculana, Spilonota .

.

. . 103

triopes (gorge ah.), Erebia.

.

. . 243
triplasia, Abrostola, Habrostola 77, 88
tripunctana, Pardia .. .. 103
tristata, Melanippe, Larentia

103, 160, 162
tristellus, Crambus.. .. 101,102
tristis (piniaria ab.), Bupalus** .. 143
tritici, Agrotis .

.

.

.

. . 72
trivia, Melitaea 210
tropbonius (dardanus i'(/r.), Papilio 169
Iruncata (russata), Cidaria 88, 131

turca, Leucania (Mytbimna) . . 73
turcica (galatbea var.), Melanargia

25, 207
turfosalis, Tbolomiges, Hypenoides 27
turionana, Retinia .

.

.

.

. . 102
turritis (cardamines var.), Eucbloe 259
tyndaras, Erebia 78, 79, 80, 235,

242, 271, 302
typbae, Nonagria .. 76,260,261
typiea, Nitnia .

.

.

.

. . 74
ulicetana, Catoptria .. 101, 102
ulmana, Olindia .

.

.

.

. . 105
ulmata = sylvata

umbi-a, Chariclea, Pyrrbia . . 175
umbratica, CucuUia 76, 88, 104, 174
umbrosa, Noctua (Lytsea) . . 72, 131
unangulata, Eulype, Xantborboe,

Melanippe .. 129, 131, 174
unanimis, Apamea.. .. .. 75
uncana, Erastria .

.

.

.

. . 77
uncas, Augiades .

.

.

.

• • 28
undulanus(ravayanu.s), Sarrothripa 86
unicolor (brumata ab.), Cheimato-

bia** 29
unicolora (piniaria ab.), Bupalus. . 143
unidentaria, Coremia .

.

. . 87
unifasciana, Tortrix .

.

. . 103
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uniformis, Sesamia. . .. .. 197

unipuncta, Cirphis . . . . .

.

197

unipnncta = extranea

upsilon, Dyschovista, Orthosia .

.

73

urania (thetis ab.), Agriades 2.5, 145

urticffi, Aglais 28, 78, 86, 129, 259

urticEB, Habrostola . . .. 77, 87

luticse, Spilosoma . . . . 155, 260

vacciniana. Coccyx. . .. .. 103

vaeciniella, Lithocolletis . . .

.

102

vaccinii, Orrhoclia, Glasa 74, 85, 159

vafra, Scoparia** .. .. .. 237

valesiana (epiphron ab.), Erebia .

.

207

.. 77

.. 221

.. 18

.. 221

.. 205
.. 197
.. 218

.. 176

76, 85, 132

.. 10

154
221

74
103
5126,

valesina (paphia ab.), Dryas 204, 230

valligera, Agrotis .

.

.

.

. . 72

vanadis (exulans var.), Anthrocera 261

Vanessa .

.

.

.

. . . . 194

variata, Thera .

.

. . 30, 171

varleyata (grossulariata ab.).

Abraxas .. .. 26, 288

v-aurcum (iota), Plusia

v-brunnea, Conservubi
vectifer, Crambus .

.

velleda = fuscoiiebulosa

venalba, Borotia

venata, Pinacopteryx
veno3ata, Diatrsea .

.

vera, Hypselis

verbascalis, Ebulea..
verbasci, Cucullia ..

versicolora, Dimorpha
vespiformis = tabaniformis, Seiop

teron .

.

vesta, Telchinia

vetusta, Calocampa
viburnana, Tortrix..

vicise (meliloti), Anthrocera
vidua = melanopa
villica, Arctia 11, 113, 155, 174,

203, 227
viminalis, Cleoceris, Bombycia 75,

130, 162, 179

vinula, Dicranura, Cerura 10, 87,

184, 247
viretata, Lobopbora .

.

, . 88

virgata (multistrigaria ab.), Malen-
ydris .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 159

virgaureffi, Heodes 35, 79, 134,2.52, ,301

virgaureana, Sciaphila .

.

. . 104
virgularia, Acidalia 17, 24, 169,

171, 178
viridana, Tortrix .

.

.

.

. . 104
vividaria, Amuebe 129, 131, 161, 162

viridaria, Phytometra, Prothvmna
87, 160

viridata, Nemoria .

.

.

.

. . 174
viridella, Adela .. .. .. 103
viridescens, Risoba.

.

.. ..221
vitella, Cerostoma .

.

.

.

. . 105
vitellina, Leucania.. .. .. 261
vogesiaca (manto ab.), Erebia . . 273
vulgata, Eupithecia 87, 160, 161, 174
w-album, Chattendenia . . 129, 132
warringtonellus (perlellus ab.),

Crambus . . . . . . 163

PAGE.
weaverella. Tinea .

.

.

.

. . 103
wolfensbergeri (maturna var.),

Melitiea 198
xanthenes, Hydroecia .

.

. . 16

xanthographa, Noctua, Segetia 74,

131, 146, 177
xylosteana, Tortrix

Yponomeutidse
zalmoxis, Papilio

zapateri, Erebia
zetes, Acraea

zetterstedtii = calodactyla

ziczac, Notodonta .

.

ztcgana, Xanthosetia
zolicaon, Papilio

Zygama = Anthrocera

..105

..120
. . 26

69, 70, 71, 211
..307

10, 132

.. 176

.. 167

MALLOPHAQA.
Anoplura
Trinoton

MYRIAPODA.
bagnalli, Brachychasteuma**
biscutata, Scutigerella** ..

Brachychffiteumidffi

Brachypauropodidse* *

Cbilopoda
complanatus, Polydesmus.

.

coriaeeus, Polydesmus*
delicatula, Scolopendrella**

Diplopoda 224
duboscqui, Lithobius*
dunelmensis, Scolopendrella**
hauseni, Scutigerella**

horrida, Scolopendrella**..
immaculata, Scutigerella .

.

Julus
jurassicum, Titanosoma* ..

lagurus, Polyxenus.

.

Lithobiidfe .

.

Lithobius 225
lubbocki, Brachypauropus*
marginata, Glomeris
Microchordeuma sp.*

minutissima, Scolopendrella**
Napoiulus sp.*

nigrifrons, Lithobius*
palmatus, Napoiulus
Pauropoda .

.

perplexa (marginata var.), Glo
maris*

Scolopendrella
silvestre, Microchordeuma
spinipes, Scutigerella**

Symphila .

.

. . 224, 225
Titanosoma .

.

varicornis, Isobates*

NEUROPTERA.
barbara, Lertha
bipennis, Nemoptera
Chrysopa
coa, Nemoptera

225

225
225
224
224
225
287
225
225
225
287
225
225
225
225
192
225
95
308
308
224
225
225
225
225
225
225
224

225
224
225
225
286
225
225

24

24

37

24
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Some Notes on the Genus Myrmica, Latr.

(Witli one plate and several figures.)

ByH. St. J. K. DONISTHORPE, F.E.S., F.Z.S.

The type of the genus Mijrnnea, Latreille^ is, as pointed out by
Wheeler,'- the Formica riifa, L. Emery-^ considers the F. rubra, L., to

include both .17. laevinodis, Nyl., and J/. ruiiinocUs, Nyl., in which he is

no doubt correct. It is impossible to say which of the two Linnaeus*

really meant, so the name rubra must be dropped.

In Myrmica the antennae are thirteen jointed in the male, and
twelve jointed in the female and worker. There are two nodes to the

pedicle, the petioleand post-petiole; the ? and ^ are armed with a sting,

and no ocelli are present in the latter. The larvae never spin cocoons,

the pupte being always naked.

The following characters will separate Myrmica from all our other

genera in the Myrmicinae:—
Mandibles broad, three cornered, and toothed on the inner side

;

petiole rounded, post-petiole not armed with a spine beneath ; club of

antennae more than two jointed ; epinotum armed with spines ; eyes

large, prominent; three last joints of the funiculus of the antennae

together much shorter than the rest. The forewings with one sub-

marginal cell divided by a transverse nerve which enters the cell and
half divides it.

Typical Mtkmica wing,

fokewing of m. ruginodis (j

1 Hist. Nat. Crust, et Insect, iv., 1802, p. 131.
- Ann. New York Acad. Science, xxi., 1911, p. 168.
3 Deutsch. Ent. Zeitschr., 1908, p. 169.
* Stjst. Nat., ed. x., 1758, p. 580.
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This is the usual form of the forewings in 2fi/niiica, but Nylander^

describes and figures the forewing of a lacvinodis J in which the nerve

entirely divides the cell. I possess a <? of this species, taken by B. S.

Harwood at Sydmonton, in which the right forewing is exactly as in

Nylander's figure. Hallett sent me another ^ , which he had captured

near Cardifi", in which both forewings differ from the typical form. As

Wheeler'' remarks, the wings in ants are sometimes highly variable in

detail, even in J <? and ? ? reared from the same mother.

Mi/nnica species, in common with some other ants, possess the

power of stridulating. In this genus it is caused by rubbing the post-

petiole against the first gastric segment, which is furnished with a file

composed of very tine transverse ridges. On this subject Wheeler''

writes—" Stridulation, at least among the M>/)»iicinae .... is

an important means of communication, which Bethe has completely

ignored, and even Forel and other myrmecologists have failed to

appreciate. It readily explains the rapid congregation of ants on any

particle of food which one of their number may have found, for the

excitement of finding food almost invariably causes an ant to stridulate

and thus attract other ants in the vicinity. It also explains the rapid

spread of a desire to defend the colony when the nest is disturbed."

Swinton*^ records the stridulation of M. rufjinodis at Guildford, Sharp,°

in a paper on stridulation in ants, refers to M. scabrinudis, and Janet^°

describes the stridulation in Mynnica and gives some very beautiful

fio-ures of the apparatus by which the sound is caused. e

The ants of this genus are common to the Nearctic and Palaearctic

regions. The geographical distribution of our species will be found

under each. Their British distribution has not yet been accurately

determined, but such as is known will be given in the hope that some

of our entomologists may be able to supply me with further records.

To mark the distribution in the British Isles I have adopted the

Watsonian system of counties and vice-counties.

I shall also give a list of such myrmecophiles as have occurred

with each species, chiefly in Britain. I may here mention that species

of the genus Myrniica are the winter hosts of beetles of the genus

Atemeleti, s^ndi that the "wood-louse" Plati/artJirus huff'inanse[i[it, a,nd

the Collembola Cijphodeirus [Bcckia) albinus, are common to all our

species. Species of Mynnica both keep Aphides in their nests, and

also seek others, to milk them, on their proper food plants. These

plant lice are perhaps most cultivated by M. laevinodu. When these

ants caiiy each other, the one that is carried is not held under the

body as in Foniuca, but lies over the back with the ventral surface

uppermost, the legs and antennae being folded up.

I have found the winged forms from June to October, but Sep-

tember is the usual month for the marriage flight. The winged sexes

at this time are often so numerous as to give the impression of a cloud

of smoke in the air. Farren White" records a flight of M. laevinodis

' Acta Soc. Fennicae, V. 2, 1846, p. 943, pi. xviii., fig. 4.

6 Ants, 1910, p. 24.

7 Science, N.S., xviii., 1903, p. 832.
8 Ent. Mo. Mag., xiv., 1878, p. 187.
9 Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.. ii.. 1893, p. 206.
1" Ann. Soc. Ent. France, 1893, p. 161, etc.
II Ants and Their Ways, 1895, p. 76.
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near Stonehouse, in which the ants had the appearance of curling

smoke. As soon as the male and female are joined in the air, they

fall together to the ground. Dalglish^-' has recorded these ants swarm-
ing and dropping like rain on to a green-house. Crawley tells me that

on one occasion he was in a hammock in his garden reading, and
thought at first it had begun to rain, by the pattering on the leaves of

the trees, caused by J\l;/riiiica males and females falling down together.

Bond^' described a combat of ants which occurred near Hornsey in the

summer of 1828. This, however, was clearly a marriage flight of

Ml/r)iiica. He says that they met in mid-air and always fell to the

ground in pairs, one black and the other red. The former were of

course the males, the latter the females. The males die shortly after

the marriage flight, hut Lord Avebury" kept males of M. riKjinodis

alive from August till the following spring, one living till May, and
Janet'"' had males living from October till the following April.

The females are capable of founding their colonies alone. This
was first demonstrated by Lord Avebury^'', who succeeded in rearing a

brood from eggs laid by females in captivity. In this experiment the

workers reared remained about six weeks in the egg, a month in the

larval state, and 25 to 27 days as pupaj. Janet" gives the times
occupied for the development of Myinrica workers as—eggs 22-24 days,

larvai 30-71 days, and pupte 18-22 days; total 71-3l7 days. The
brood are arranged in difterent heaps according to size, as is the habit

in some other ants. In observation nests the eggs and young larvae

are generall}' kept in the damper chambers, and the pupa3 in the dryer.

Many females may be present in the same nest (Wasmann's^*^

Secondary Pleometrose), which is caused by the re-seeking of their

own colony by ? $ , which have been fertilized near their oAvn nest.

This is especially the case with ]\[. laerinodia, which often possesses

large and populous colonies. Crawley observed a fine colony of this

species near Oxford, which extended over a large area. M. ruijinodis

and .1/. laevinodh are far the most war-like, and sting much more
severely than our other species, il/. scabrinodis is more cowardly, but it

robs other ants' nests, carrying off a worker which is killed and
devoured. ForeP^ records that he has often seen it enter a nest of

Lasiiis flovKs. Crawley noticed in Nottinghamshire, where a number
of both M. scabrinodis and L. fiavus nests occurred on a lawn, that, at

the entrances to the former nests, an accumulation of a yellow refuse

occurred, which kept increasing. On examination it proved to be
•composed of vast quantities of the heads of L. fiavus. These two
species have often been recorded as living close together. Gould-"
wrote as long ago as 1747—" Very often the Eed Ants reside in a

distinct part of the Yellow Ant- Hills." Smith'-^^ says that M.

12 Nat. Notes, 1896, p. 261.
13 Ent. iMfifj., iv., 1837, p. 221.
" Ants, Bees and Wasjis, 1882, p. 33.
15 Obs. siir les Fourmis, 1904, p. 40.
i« I.e., pp. 32-33.
1^ I.e., pp. 36-37.
18 Biol. Centralh., xxxv., 13., 1910, p. 454.
13 Fourmis de la Suisse, 1874, p. 381.
2° All Account of Enqlish Ants, 1747, p. 11.
21 Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 2., iii., 1855, p. 116.
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scabrinodis lives frequently in the same hillock as L. flams. White-^

mentions finding M. scabrinodis in one half of a L. flatus nest, and
under the same stone. Donisthorpe""^ records similar instances in the

Isle of Wight. This year Fryer sent me specimens of the IShirmica

from a colony situated on the top of a large L. flavus mound 1ft. 4in.

high at Woodington Wood. M. sidcinodis and M. lobicornis have
smaller colonies, they are more local, and fewer nests occur in the same
area.

The habits of some of our species are evidently different from what
they are in Switzerland. Forel'-^ says that M. scabrinodis nearly

always occurs in dry arid regions, M. sulcinodis is exclusively an alpine

species and ^1/. lobicornis chiefly so. M. scabrinodis often occurs in

very wet places with us. Bouskell sent me several nests from Kerry,

which occurred in the bogs, and were all but covered with water, M.
sulcinodis and M. lobicornis, as will be seen, occur in Surrey and other

parts in the south of England. As an instance of tenacity of life I

may mention a specimen of M. rui/inodis which C. Best Gardner had
in his possession this year, which lived without a head for 21 or 22
days. This is not quite a record for an ant, as Miss Fielde'-' kept a

decapitated Camponotus pennsylranicus for 41 days, which walked
about until two days before its death.

As the identification of species of this genus appears to present

considerable difficulty, and as I am constantly having specimens sent

to me to name, I have worked out a table which I hope will enable

beginners to name these insects more easily. I may mention that I

have looked up all Nylander's original descriptions, to satisfy myself

that his species are correctly recognised.

<?

1. ( Scape of antennae less than half the length of the funiculus = scabrinodis.

I
Scape of antennae not less than half the length of the funiculus - - - 2

2.
I
Scape of antennse abruptly bent at base = lobicornis.

(1) I
Scape of antennae evenly rounded ------------3

3.
f
Frontal area longitudinally striate = sulcinodis.

(2)
"j Frontal area not striate ---------------4

4. f Posterior tibiae with long suberect hairs = laevinodis.

(3) (Posterior tibiae with short decumbent hairs _ _ - - = ruginodis.

? and ^

1. f Scape of antennae abruptly bent at base 2

( Scape of antennte evenly curved-------------4
2.

f Scape of antenna- ridged or toothed 3

(1) ( Scape of antennae not ridged nor toothed ----- = sulcinodis.

3.
f
Scape of antennae with strong transverse ridge at bend . . = lobicornis.

(2) \ Scape of antennaj with more or less developed lateral tooth

( at bend ------------ = scabrinodis.

4.
j
Epinotal spines longer than their basal width, transversely

striate between = ruginodis.

(1) ] Epinotal spines not longer than their basal width, smooth
between ------------ = laevinodis.

22 I.e., p. 240.
23 Ent. Rec, 1902, p. 16.
2-1 I.e.

2- Biol. Bull., vii., 1904, p. 301.
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I do not propose to give a full description of each species, but only

to point out the most important characters.

1. Myrmica Isevinodis, Nyl., Acta soc. sc. Fennicre, ii., 3, 1846,

p. 927, ^ 2 ^.
M}/rmica laevinodis, Curtis, Trans. Linn. Soc, xxi., 1854, p. 213.

Myrnuca loni/israpus, Curtis, Trans. Linn. Soc, xxi., 1854, p. 218.

Mi/n)iica loiufiscapits, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 2nd Ser., iv.,

1855, p. 122.

Li the ^ and J the scape is cylindrical near the base and evenly

and gradually curved ; the club of the antennae more or less distinctly

four jointed ; the frontal area is smooth and shining ; the petiole is

somewhat rugose ; the post-petiole smooth and shining ; the spines

of the epinotum are not longer than their basal width, and the space

between is smooth and shiniiag. The rugosity of the body is less than

in all the rest of the genus. In the ^ the scape of the antennae is as

long as half the funiculus and is gradually curved near the base ; the

club is more or less distinctly five jointed ; the frontal area is smooth
and shining, or slightly shagreened ; the intermediate and posterior

tibife, especially the latter, are furnished with long suberect hairs.

The distribution of this species, according to Emery''^'' is North and
Central Europe, further south in mountains ; North Asia to East
Siberia and Manchuria, also in Japan. Wheeler'-'' states it has recently

been introduced into the United States. In 1908 he found three

colonies in Massachusetts, and gives good reasons to show it is not

indigenous to North America. Smith'-'' describes and figures a

gynandromorphous specimen which combines characters of the male,

female, and worker. It was captured by Chappell in Dunham Park,

Cheshire, who presented it to B. Cooke'"', who also recorded it.

Wasmann'^" describes an ergatandromorph, in which only the

colour of the head is that of the worker, and the ocelli are smaller

than is usual in the male. In other respects the species is a normal
male. I have found males in the nests in June, males and winged
females in August, and at large in September.

The British distribution as far as is at present known to me, is as

follows :

—

ENGLAND.—Cornwall, Devon, Somerset S., Wilts. N., Dorset, I.

of Wight, Hants., Sussex, Kent, Surrey, Essex, Middlesex, Berks.,

Oxford, Bucks., Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambs., Hunts., Glosts. W., Mon-
mouth, Hereford, W^orcester, Warwick, Lincoln, Leicester, Notts.,

Cheshire, Lanes. S., Yorks. N.E., Yorks. S.W., Durham, W^estmore-

land and L. Lanes.

SCOTLAND.—Dumfries, Ayr, Haddington, Fife and Kinross,

Perth, Elgin, Easterness, Clyde Isles, Ebudes Mid.

IRELAND.—Antrim, Armagh, Monaghan, Donegal, Meath,
Dublin, Galway W., Cork S., Kerry.

WALES.—Glamorgan.
2« Deutsch. Ent. Zeitschr., 1908, p. 170.
2'? Journ. Econoin. Ent., I., 6, 1908, pp. 337-339.
28 Ent. A7in., 1874, p. 147, Plate [I.], fig. 3.

2" Yorks. Nat., viii., 1882, p. 30.
30 Stettin. Ent. Zeitg., LI., 1890, p. 299.
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It is widely distributed, but decidedly local. Crawley tells me it

was not uncouimon in Nottinghamshire, and near Oxford. I have

recently received a number of specimens from Glamorgan, sent to mo
by Best Gardner and Hallett.

The following Myrmecophiles have occurred with this species in

Britain :

—

CoLEOPTER.A. :

—

AtwuieR eiii(ir(fi)iatiis, Pk. Bournemouth [Donis-

thorpe).

Atenielcs paradoxus, Gr. Champion''^ records its capture at

Folkestone and comments on its similarity to its hosts.

Dnisilla canalivtdata, F. Guestling [Colli'ttY\ Wicken Fen {Donis-

thorpe).

Myrmedonia collarifi, Pk. This beetle and its larvte occurred in

some numbers with this ant at Wicken Fen {Ihnhthorpe^''').

Staphi/liniis stcrcorarins, 01. South Shields {BohP*) ; in nest of
" red ants," Allerston, Yorks (Hei/.^^).

Heteroptera :

—

Myrviedohia coleoptrata, Fall. ^ and $ of this

bug occurred in nests at Lee {Doiii/las^').

Diptera:—Phora amfunnis, "Wood. Two specimens in the galleries

in a nest under a stone at Rannoch [Donisthorpe^'').

IcHNEUMONiDAE :^

—

I'ezoniocJnis aqidiiyranenHiii var. ncesii, Forst. In
a nest under a stone at Sandown, I. of W. {Donisthorpe^^.)

Microcri/ptiis nigro-cinctus, Gr. In company with the JSIynncdonia

at Wicken Fen mentioned above [Doniisthurpe-''). Wasmann'"' records

it with the same ant in Holland.

Proctotrupidae :

—

Gonatopus distinctiis, Kieff. New Forest

{Donistliorpc^^).

AcARiNA :

—

IJroplitclla uvatula,'QQv\. In some numbers. Box Hill

{VonisthorpeY'^.

2. Myrmica ruginodis, Nyl., Acta soc. sc. Fennicpe, ii., 3, 1846,

p. 929. ^ ? ^ .

antenn.t5 of m. ruginodis.

Fig. 2 3 . Fig. 3 5

81 Ent. Mo. Mag., viii., 1871, p. 84.
32 Ent. Mo. Mag., xx., 1883, p. 41.
8» Ent. liecord, 1900, p. 263.
3^ Zool., 1861, p. 7409.
85 Natural., 1895, p. 270.
»« Ent. Week. Intell., No. 248, 1861, p. 109.
87 Ent. Record, 1912, p. 36.
88 Ent. Record, 1908, p. 284.
8» Ent. Record, 1902, p. 17.
^0 Tijdschr. v. Entom., xli., 1898, p. 17.
« Ent. Record, 1909, p. 291.
<2 Ent. Record, 1911, p. 170.
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Myniiica raf/ana, Curtis, Trans. Linn. See, xxi., 1854, p. 213.

The characters in this species are similar to those of the preceding,

except that in the 5 and ^ the epinotal spines are considerably longer

and the space between is transversely rugose. The body is more
rugose, the nodes of the pedicle being longitudinally wrinkled. The
post-petiole is not, or scarcely, shining. The chief difference in the ^
appears to be the fact that the tibite are only furnished with short

decumbent hairs. The antennae are said by Smith^" to be longer, but

in this character lacvinodis seems to vary. On the whole ruyinodis is

a little the larger of the two in all three castes.

Forel" describes intermediate forms between the two species, in

which the length of the spines is intermediate, etc., under the name of

laerinodn-riniiHodiK. Some specimens sent me to examine by Hallett

from Glamorgan, had the spines shorter than in ordinary riujinodis,

but the space between rugose, etc. These may be called laevinodo-

rin/inodis, Forel.

Distribution.—North and Central Europe ; Asia, not as far East

as laeriiutdis.

I have taken males and winged females in the nests in July and
August, and at large in September. I found, however, several winged

females in a nest at Tiree in the MidEbudes in April this year. These

specimens would have passed the winter in the nest, not having been

able to leave for a marriage flight the year before. Forel''^ records find-

ing a winged female of laevmndis in a nest at Vaux in April, 1868.

British distribution :—ENGLAND.—Cornwall, Devon, Somerset

S., Wilts. N., I. of Wight, Hants. S., Sussex, Kent, Surrey, Essex,

Middlesex, Berks., Oxford, Bucks., Suffolk, Norfolk, Hunts., Glosts.

W., Worcester, Warwick, Stalls., Lincoln, Leicester, Notts., Cheshire,

Lanes., Yorks. N.E., Yorks. S.W., Yorks. Mid., Durham, Northum-
berland, Westmoreland, Cumberland.

SCOTLAND.—Dumfries, Ayr, Renfrew, Lanark, Peebles, Berwick,

Haddington, Edinburgh, Linlithgow, Fife, Kinross, Sterling, Perth S.,

Perth Mid., Kincardine, Elgin, Easterness, Westerness, Main Argyle,

Dumbarton, Clyde Isles, Ebudes Mid., Sutherland E., Caithness,

Hebrides, Orkneys, Shetlands.

IRELAND.—Derry, Armagh, Monaghan, Donegal, Louth, Dublin,

Kildare, Wexford, Westmeath, Mayo W., Galway, Cork S., Kerry.

WALES.—Glamorgan, Carnarvon, Anglesey.

This is the only ant I have any record for from Caithness. Morice^'

recorded that it was the only ant he could find in the Shetlands>

and all specimens sent to me from there by Waterston have proved to

be this species. Johnson^'' records it from Clare Island up to 1500ft.,

and Hull has sent it to me, taken at West Allendale up to 1900ft.

Crawley found it carrying seeds of the Blue Cornflower [Centaurea

cyanits) in his garden at Seaton, Devon. When I stayed with him
there I had the pleasure of seeing the ants carrying these seeds. They

43 Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 2, iii., 1855, p. 119.
44 Fourmis de la Suisse, 1874, p. 78.
^^ I.e., p. 414.
46 Ent. Bio. Mag., 1894, p. 260.
47 Proc. R. Irish Acad., xxxi., 1911, p. 3.
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carried them from quite a long distance to their nest. Sernander^* in his

monograph on European Myrmecochorous Seeds, shows that these

seeds are also attractive to ants of the genus Formica.

The following Myrmecophiles have occurred with this species in

Britain :

—

CoLEOPTERA.

—

Ateiiieles einarrfinatiis, Pk. New Forest, Porlock, etc.

(Donisthorpe).

Dnmlla canaliculata, F. Largo Links {Evans' MS.); Aviemore, and
carrying dead rujiinodis in its jaws, Chiddingfold (Donist/mrpe^'^).

Lamprintis sa<iinatus, Gv. Tubney {Walko-^^) \ v^ith Myrmica up. 7

Nethy Bridge {Beare^^).

Staphylinus stercorarius, 01. Rannoch on several occasions
{Walker'j.

DiPTERA.

—

Microdon mutabilis, L. Crawley^^ and I found a small
larva of this fly in a nest at Porlock. The only record, I believe, with
a Myriiiica.

IcHNEUMONiD^.

—

Pezomachus aqitisr/ranensis, Forst. Bentley Woods,
Suffolk {Morlef').

Proctotrupid^.—Ceraphron sp. ? Buddon Wood, Leicestershire
{Donisthor})e''^).

GoL.t.EMBOL.A.—Smynthitriis caecus, Tull. Six specimens in a nest,

1,200ft., near Leadhills, Lanarkshire (Evans'''').

AcARiNA.

—

Laelaps viyrmecophiltis, Berl. Dartmouth [Donisthorpe^^' '"'')

Hypopi. Parfit^* records the early stages of an Acarns on the abdomen
and antennae of the ants in a nest near Exeter.

<8 Ktmgl. Svensk. Vetensk. HanclL, 41, 7, 1906, p. 143.
49 Ent. Record, 1900, pp. 238 and 335.
50 Ent. Mo. Maq., 1905, p. 181.
*i Ent. Mo. Mag., 1911, p. 139.
S2 Ent. Mo. Mag., 1900, p. 25.

58 Ent. Record, 1912, p. 35.

54 Brit. Ichneum., ii., 1907, p. 186.
5* Ent. Record, 1908, p. 106.
56 Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1901, p. 155.
57 Ent. Record, 1909, p. 20.
58 Ent. Mo. Mag., xviii., 1881, p. 43.

(To be concluded.)

An Old Essex Collection.

By the Kev. G. H. KAYNOR, M.A.

(Continued from T'oZ. .xxiv., p. 293.)

My friend, Mr. E. E. Bentall, who owns the collection under

review, has now heard from Mr. Andrew Marriage, to whom the

cabinet recently belonged, that it was formed by Mr. Alfred Greenwood
who was a good naturalist and a brother of Mr. Marriage's late

mother-in-law, Mrs. Robert Warner, into whose possession the

collection came.
The cabinet itself is a wonderfully good piece of work.

Whether Mr. Greenwood was a well-known entomologist, or not, I

am unable to say, but his name does not appear in the very interesting

list of entomologists living in the year 1860 published in the Entomo-
logists' Annual for that year.
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The moths begin as usual with the Sphinr/idae, and among them
with

—

Acherontia atropos, consisting of a fine row of six perfect specimens,

five of them being from Chehiisford and three of these

labelled " Bred 1846," the two others being purchased in the

same year.

Sphinx convolvtdi constitute the next row, also of six specimens, in

extremely fine condition. Four of these are labelled " Hythe,

Kent, 1846, A.G.," and the fifth " Chelmsford, 1843, A.G."

One of these is badly verdigrised, but his other Sphiwjidae

are comparatively free from this ruinous pest of many old

specimens.

Sphinx ligustri.—Six representatives, four being from Chelmsford, viz.,

three 1843, one 1846, and the fifth " Ipswich, Seaman, bred

1846."

Smerinthiis ocellatus.—Two from " Chelmsford, A.G., 1844," one from
" Witham, Walford, 1843," and the fourth " Ipswich,

Seaman, bred 1846."

SmerintliHn popidi.—Four of the five specimens are from " Chelmsford,

A.G., 1846 " and the other from " Witham, Walford, received

1844." Four of these are of the ordinary dark form, the fifth

of the almost equally common soft dove-colour.

Smerinthiis tiliae.—Four specimens, three " Chelmsford, A.G., 1844,

1845, and 1846," the fourth " Witham, Walford, bred 1843."

Deilephila enphorhiae.—Two fine bred specimens, labelled " Seaman,
Ipswich. The larvte from Felixstowe, bred 1846." The
male is beautifully clouded and is about two thirds of the

size of the female, both being extremely handsome specimens.

Deilephila celerio.—A fairly good specimen, but with damaged wing
tips, labelled " Great Baddow, Essex, April, 1846; " evidently

an early immigrant.
Choerocampa elpenor.— 5. Two of them being fine, and labelled

" Ipswich, Seaman, bred 1846," and three unlabelled,

evidently caught.

Choerocampa porcellus.—1. Labelled " Noye 1846."

Macrofflossa stellatarnm.—Eight specimens, five from Chelmsford,

one " A.G., 1844," one " Copeland 1844," the other three
" Chelmsford, 1846," two at the end of October in that year

and the other bred in September of the same year. Of the

remainder one is "Southend 1843" and another" Dover,

August, 1846, A.G."
Sesia bombijliformis.—(Broad-bordered Bee). Four, all from Seaman,

Ipswich, 1846. Two of them bred.

Sesia fucifnrniis.—(Narrow-bordered Bee). 3 from Seaman, Ipswich,

1846, two being bred. Of the three specimens, two are in a

deplorable state having been anointed with some liquid

chemical, which has quite spoilt them, but they are evidently

the species we now call titj/us, and I think Suffolk entomo-
logists will be greatly interested to hear that they were bred

in the neighbourhood of Ipswich something like three-

quarters of a century ago.

Sphecia crabroniformis.—(Lunar hornet). Bembiciformis, Cur. Haw.
Cat. 8 specimens, all suffering from chemical treatment.
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7 from " Seaman, Ipswich, 1846." Three labelled " bred,"
and the other specimen is from " Eddleston, received
1844."

Tioc/iiliiini tii>iilif')riiiis—3. Two "North London, 1846, Weir," the
third " Sheffield, Heppenstall, 1846."

Trochiliuui titonio.ri/foniiis.— 1. Unlabelled specimen.

Ino statices.—16.^ Two Baddow, 1844 and 1845. One Walford,
Witham, 1842, and three Whitwell, Peterborough, 1844.

Ino iilnhnlariae.—1. Lewes, H. Doubleday, 1846.

Anthrocera loniccrae.—3. Yaxley. H. Doubleday, 1846. Two
Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846.

Anthrocera trifolii.—4. Epping, H. Doulileday, 1846. Three
Seaman, Ipswich. Two Eddleston.

Anthrocera jiUpendalae.—17. Unlabelled specimens.
Hejiialnii liectus.—4. Unlabelled.

Hepialus lupnlinua.—10. Unlabelled.

Hepialns htiinidi.—6. Unlabelled.

Hepialns velleda.—2. One " Wharmton Moors, 1846, Eddleston,"
the other " Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846."

Hepialus si/lviniis.— 8. One being " Sheffield, Heppenstall."
Zeuzera aesctdi.—2. Ipswich, 1846, the third " Roxwell, Essex, 1840,

A.G." This latter is an earlier date than occurs on any
other of A.G.'s labels.

CossHu li'i/niperda.—4. Unlabelled.

Pi/t/aera bncephala.—10. Unlabelled.

Clostera reclusa.—2. " Noye, from House of Bristol, 1846." One
Carlisle, bred Hodgkinson, 1846. One Peterborough, Whit-
well, 1844.

Clostera ciirtida.— One Chelmsford, bred 1846. One Epping, H.
Doubleday, 1846. One Walford, Witham, 1846, and the
fourth Noye, from House of Bristol, 1846.

Episeina caerideocephala.— 2. Walford, Witham, 1846. Two Noye,
from Vaugham, Bristol 1846.

Cerura bicuspis.—1. Perthshire, May, 1846, Weaver.
Cerura furcula.— 1. Epping, H. Doubleday, 1846.
Centra bi/ida.—4. Two Chelmsford, bred 1844. One Epping, H.

Doubleday, 1846. One Eddleston, bred June, 1846.
Cerura vhuila.—6. Unlabelled.
Notodonta droniedarins.—l. From Argent of London, the locality

unknown.
Notodonta ziczac.—4. Two Noye from House, Bristol, 1846. One

Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846. One Black Park, bred June,
1846, S. Stephens.

Leiocampa dictaea.—One Chelmsford, 1846. Two Epping, H. Double-
day, 1816. One from Argent, London.

Lophopteri/.r camelitia.S. Two Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846. One
Eddleston, Chat Moss, June, 1846.

I'tilodontis palpina.—2. Unlabelled.
Petasia cassinea.—One Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846. (This moth is very

common at light at Chelmsford now-a-days, G.H.R.)
Peridea serrata {trepida).—About two thirds of a right forewing, un-

labelled.

Kndromis versicolor.—Two " Ipswich, Seaman. Flying in woods.
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1846." Another particularly interesting record for the

Suffolk List.

Satio-nia pavonia.—4. Unlabelled.

Lasiocampa rtibi.—5. One White Moss, August, 1846, Eddleston,

Another Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846.

Lasiocampa trifolii.—A single specimen which is a remarkable female,

being of a unicolorous warm red-brown, excepting for the

white discal spot on the upper wings. Labelled Penzance,

Noye, 1846.

Lasiocampa (]t(ercus.—9. Not remarkable. Two labelled " Penzance,

Noye, 1846."

Lasiocampa roboris.— (Great Eggar.) A single male labelled White
Moss, August, 1846, Eddleston.

Tricliiura ciataeiji.—Two males, Walford, Witham, 1846, and a female,

Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846.

Poecilocampa populi.—1. Seaman, Ipswich, bred 1846.

Erioijafiter lanestria.—A pair, Walford, Witham, 1846.

CUsiocampa jieiistria.—A male and three females of the ordinary dull

red form, and two dove-coloured males.

Oih'nestis potatoria.—Five males and five females of the most ordinary

type.

Gastropacha <] itercifolia.—Two Ipswich, Seaman, 1846. One Southend,
A.O. 1843, and a fourth Walford, Witham, 1846.

Hijpotpjmna dispar.—A male labelled " Bristol, House from Noye,
1846," and a female with similar label, both of them rather

small and not very fine. A second female larger, darker,

and finer, Whittlesey, Huntingdonshire, Seaman, 1846.

Psilara moiiacJia.—-A small male with ordinary markings. Hartley

Wood, Essex, 1844, A.G., and two very fine dark-mottled

females, Witham, Walford, 1846.

Dasj/chira fascdina.—-A male, Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846.

Dasj/chira pudibnnda. One Bromley, Essex, Walford 1814. Two
Ipswich, Seaman, 1846.

Demas cort/li.—3. teaman, Ipswich, 1846.

(hr/ijia antiqua.—12. Five males and four females (? Chelmsford),
and three fine large dark males, Scotland, 1846, Stainton.

Leucoma salicis.—5. Unlabelled.

F'orthesia chri/sonhoea.—(Yellowtail).—8.

Hypercampa dominula.—Three Epping, H. Doubleday, 1846. One
Walford, 1842. One Doncaster, Hawley, 1846. Two
Dover, Leplastrier, 1846.

Eutlumonia riismila.—Five males, Ipswich, Seaman, 1846. One
female Chat Moss, July, 1846, Eddleston.

Arctia caja.—9. Very ordinary.

Arctia cillica.~One Little Baddow, 1844. One Walford, 1842. One
Bromley, 1846.

NeineopJiila plantaiiinis.—4. One Walford, 1842. Two Bromley
Thicket, 1844, A.G.

Phragmatobia fnlininosa.—3. One Catchpool, 1844. One Whitwell,
1845. One Carlisle, June, 1846, Hodgkinson.

Spilosoma mentJiaatri.—8. Unlabelled,

Spilosoma lubricipeda.—9. Unlabelled.

Diaphora mendica.—One Chelmsford, A.G. One Walford of Witham,
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1846. Two Bristol, St. Just from Noye. One Seaman»
Ipswich.

Fiiinea pitlla.— 1. Hammersmith, June, 1844, S. Stephens.

Niidaria viiindana.—5. Unlabelled.

yiniaria senex.— 1. Hammersmith Marshes, July 1846, S. Stephens.
Liuiacodes testudo.— 1. Seaman, Ipswich 1846.

Calliniorpha jacohaeac.—Two from A.G. Wood. One Penzance, Noye,
1846. One Whitwell, 1844.

Calliiiwrpha miniata.—5. One Witham, Walford, 1846. Three
Epping, H. Doubleday, 1846. One Hoddesdon, 1845, A.G.

Lithima aureola.—1. Unlabelled.

Litluma helvola.—2. Black Park, July, 1846, Stephens.

{To be concluded.)

Collecting Orthoptera in the Caucasus and Transcaucasus.

(With two plates.)

By MALCOLM BURR, D.Sc, F.E.S.

(Continued from Vol. xxiv., j)- (i02).

The following day, September 2nd (New Style), after enjoying
with Mr. Zaitsetf the hospitality for which Russians are famous, we
collected in the Botanic Gardens, accompanied by Evgeny Georgevich
Konig, a fine specimen of the experienced entomologist, who was only
too glad to meet a brother of the net from distant England. On the

hills behind the gardens proper there is an expanse of wild hillside,

covered with grass and thorny scrub, burnt dry by the southern sun.

Here we found a truly meridional fauna. Decticxis albifrons, Fabr.,

Irin oratoria, L., and above all Splirouiantia biocidata, Burm., Acridium.

ae(i}/ptiiuii, L., Acrida turrita, L., Caloptenus italicns, L., Tettix

depretisHs, Bris., Plati/deis affinis, Charp., Acroti/lus patriielis, Sturm,
and P. rittata, Charp., shewed that we were collecting in the extreme
south. The eastern element was represented by Oedipoda srhochii,

Sauss., a relative of the common European O. caenUescens, but heavy
and clumsy in build, resembling an Kremodiid and occurring in

Syria and Asia Minor, the Mantid Bolivaria brac/n/ptera, Pall.,

PachytijlnH iinfiratoriiis, L., and Stauroderiis cor/nattis, Fieb. Another
species characteristic of Asia Minor and the Southern Caucasus was
Paradrj/nn/diisa sonlula, Herm., and a spidery, apterous Decticid,

Olipithoscelis indistincta, Bol., a rare and little known species,

hitherto only known from a single locality in Asia Minor. The
central European element which transgresses into the south was
represented hy Mantis relii/iosa, L., Stauroderiis bicolor, Charp., Oedipoda
caeriileseens, L., Lociista riridissiina, L., Chortliippiis alboiuarr/iuatiis, De
Geer, Plati/rleis (/risea, Fabr., and Staiiroderus raiians, Fieb.''-

At midnight my friends saw me into the train. The station was
thronged with Russian otKicials, black-eyed Georgians and Armenians,
dignified Tartars, stolid Persians, and stately representatives of many

* Other interesting species taken here by Messrs. Zaitseff and Konig, which I

failed to come across, are the southern and eastern Saga epldppigera, F. de W.,
Polyphaga aegyptiuca, L., Tridactylus variegatus, Latr., Stauronotus hrevicolUs,

Eversm., Thalpomena ledereri, Sauss., Tinethis hilobus, Stol., Poecilimon siinilis,

Retowski, Isophya acuminata, Br., etc.
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of the hundred Caucasian tribes, speaking as many languages, all

dressed in the common costume of the country, a long cloak or cherkess,

with cartridge pouches and the inevitable kinjal, and high fur

head-dress.

The region which I was about to visit is in the valley of the Kura,.

a broad, flat plain or steppe, separating the heights of Daghestan on
the north, from the Karabagh on the south. The fauna is varied and
interesting. The sea retired as recently as the Post-glacial Period, and
the fauna and the flora is consequently very young. There are a few

forms of mammals peculiar to the Kuro-Araksin area, as the district

is called by biologists, from the two rivers that water it, the Kura and
the Araksa. These are Hemiechinus callif/oni var. hrachyotis, Satunin,.

Gerbillua hurrianae, Jerd., Mm mnscuhix var. tartaricun, Satun.,

MesocricetKfi var. brandti, Nahring, Alactaija mlliainsi var. scJuindti,

Sat., A.elater\eiv. caiicasictis, Nahr., and the native hare, Lepits cyrensis,.

Sat., which is common, and on my walks I frequently moved them.
The wild boar, Sus srrofa, L., and the gazelle, Gazella siib(/iittiirosa,

Giild., and Alpheraky's fox also occur, but I did not have the fortune

to see any. The otter, wolf, jackal, hyena, and a lynx, Catolynx cJums,.

Giild., are also characteristic mammals. Characteristic birds are the

Kestrel, the common Bee-eater, the Persian Bee-eater, the Short-toed

Lark, the Caucasian race of the Crested Lark, no less than eight

species of Wheatear, Quail, Roller, and a local form of the Jay. One
of the most interesting local birds is the Francolin, in Russian turack,

AttcKien oni'utalis var. cancasicus, But., which is to-day only found in

the Kuro-Araksin area and I frequently flushed them. It is a hand-
some bird, not unlike a guinea-fowl in appearance and size, it rises

and flies like a partridge, is a good game-bird, and excellent eating.

In the neighbouring mountains of Daghestan and Karabagh, larger

mammals occur ; bears are common, and the Maral Deer and Lynx
pardalinus are found too. But if it will probably surprise most readers

to learn that the leopard is well-known in the Caucasus, it will

astonish them to know that in the forests of Talysh, on the shores

of the Caspian, there still survives the tiger, and a race which
is claimed to be finer than the Bengal tiger itself. In the

narrower limits of the district of Aresh, in which Geok-Tapa is

situated, there are several interesting reptiles. Clemmys caspica, Gm,,
is exceedingly common, and when strolling along the canals, it is a

common sight to see these not inelegant tortoises dive into the water.

They are preyed upon by the storks, which devour quantities of the

young ones, and the vulture {Neophron peraiopterun), which attacks

even adult specimens. A rather rarer species of aquatic tortoise is

Eniys orbicularis, L. The land tortoise of this region is Testudo ibera,

Pall., and this is very abundant. In spite of the late time of year, I

had the curious experience of seeing a pair in copula, the only occasion
on which this sluggish animal makes a noise ; the excited male utters

a squeaky cry like that of a new born babe. The process has been
described in detail by Shelkovnikoft" {Mitth. Katik. Mits., vi., p. 217,
1911). There are several species of lizard. Ayama caucasia, Eichw.,
occurs occasionally in the hills of Boz-dagh. OpJiisairrns apiis, Pall.,

is one of the " common objects of the steppe," but the Grass Snake is

a rarity. Lacsrta viridis, L., var. strigata, Eichw., is common in the

cultivated parts, and L. saxicola var. yracilis, Mich., with Ophiops
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eleqans, Menetr., on the steppe. The skink is fairly common though

seldom seen. Twelve species of snake are known in Aresh, but only

one is venomous, Viiwia lebetina, L. This is by no means rare in the dry

steppe, where it feeds upon the gerbilles, hares, and small birds.

It attains a length of 1420mm., and a diameter uf 60mm. It is very

poisonous, and bites are frequently attended with fatal results. They

are followed by the usual painful symptoms of snake-bite. Cattle are

often bitten by" them in the leg, and usually die from the effects. The

Tartars employ wet-cupping over the wound and by this means often

avert fatal consequences. V. Ichi'tina, owing to its heavy build, is a

sluggish creature, and, with ordinary precautions, is easy to handle.

If held firmly by the tail at arm's length, it is unable to raise its body

and employ its fangs, and so may be picked up and dropped into a bag

or collecting box.

In the Amphibia frogs swarm along the canals. The Green Toad
is common and the Tree Frog joins with the cicadas and crickets in

the usual nightly chorus.

As the train drew into the station of Evlach next morning at 8, I

saw my host waiting on the platform, the smiling face of Alexander

Borisovich Shelkovnikoflt'. Few men have done so much for the

investigation of the Fauna and Flora of the Caucasus. A keen lover

of Nature in all her moods, and a really good all-rouud naturalist, for

nearly twenty years he has collected reptiles, insects and plants in all

parts of the Caucasus. His home is on his own property called Geok-

Tapa, the Green Hill, an oasis in the sunburnt steppes of Aderbadjan.

Here, some 30 versts from the railway, he devotes his time to collecting

insects of all orders for his friends and correspondents. The Caucasus
Museum at Tifiis is enriched by innumerable donations from this

infatigable field-worker. His fine collection of Caucasian coleoptera

he has given entire to the Museum, and at present he is almost
entirely occupied by forming a herbarium of the plants of the district

of Aresh, in which his estate is situated. Even his mundane occupa-

tions keep him in the air and in touch with the nature that he loves, for

when not busy collecting he is engaged in superintending his crops of

grapes, rice and cotton. A better indication of the climate I cannot
give. And what a relief for a native of Western Europe to find

himself in a place where they were longing for rain, for not a drop
had fallen for over three months. Owing to the dryness of the climate,

the heat, though great, is by no means disagreeable, and the clean,

dry air of the steppe is most invigorating, even when the sun is

scorching one's skin. The district is consequently very healthy ; the
chief local disorder is malaria, which is very common, in the irrigated

and cultivated districts, where both Cnlex and Anopheles occur. There
was no wind in the daytime, but soon after sunset, a strong breeze
sprung up from the east, with unfailing regularity.

An hour or two's drive over the steppe in a Tartar " pbci^ton,"

brought us to the stcoitsia of Khaldan, where there is a post and
telegraph office, our last link with Europe, but only a partial link, as
telegrams can only be accepted in Russian characters. To communicate
with home, therefore, and to wire the news of the safe termination
of a long journey, I was obliged to wire in Eussian to Dr. Schmidt at
Tiflis and request him to forward the message home in English.
The scenery is thoroughly Asiatic ; the local population is almost
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exclusively Tartar, my host being the only Christian landowner in the

district. The Tartars here are grave and dignified, and very pleasant

and courteous to speak to. Often on my rambles I would meet a party

of them mounted on their shaggy little ponies, their knees tucked up
in true oriental fashion ; and, recognising me as a guest of their

neighbour, thej- always exchanged the time of clay in a solemn but

pleasant manner. The little boys rival their elders in gravity, for

when driving through Khaldan, the village urchins playing by the

roadside, instead of screaming vulgarities or throwing stones, immedi-
ately stopped their games, stood at attention, most sedately placed their

hands over their hearts, and bowed like grave and reverend signors. I

was particularly struck by the friendly relations between Christian and
Moslem. On the Feast of Bairam, at the expiration of the long and
trying fast of Ramazan, which all Moslems keep most strictly, I

accompanied my host on a round of visits to Suleiman Bek, Ismail

Bek, and other Tartar landowners; we were received and entertained

in the most hospitable fashion, and regaled with tea, not coffee,

cigarettes, various sweetmeats, safiVon bread, pistacios, and a leg of

mutton. I was assured that at Easter these Musselman Beks repaid

the compliment by calling to congratulate Mr. Shelkovnikoff" upon his

Christian festival. And this was within a week or two of the war in

the Balkans, many days' journey towards the west ! The Tartars do
not as a rule attain a very high degree of culture; the older men speak
nothing but their native Aderbaidjan dialect, Avhich is, of course,

related to Ottoman Turkish, but far freer from Arabic, Italian, and
other foreign influence, but it struck me as being harder in pronuncia-
tion, and far less harmonious. Indeed, I believe the law of vowel
harmony, which is such a beautiful characteristic of the Ottoman
dialect, is Avanting or neglected in Aderbaidjan. The younger generation

usually know Russian, and some of them speak it quite well, but on
the whole they are thoroughly imbued with the reposeful conservatism

of the East and strangers to that divine discontent that makes for

progress.

In this Asiatic milieu, it seemed strange to see, not agaves,

oleanders, palms nor cactus, but elms and oaks, and the few spinneys
in the irrigated district hardly differed in appearance from the small
woods of the English landscape, though fig-trees and pomegranates in

the hedges bore witness to the latitude. And here at Geok-Tapa, the

"Green Hill," a common-place name in this part of the world, cor-

responding to the Russian " Zelenui muis," near a classic locality in

Russian Zoology and Botany, I spent two happy weeks. Both climate
and company were all sunshine. My kind host being one of those
open-hearted, nature-loving, widely-read, broad-minded spirits, with
whom one is at once in perfect sympathy and all members of his

household vied with one another in trying to make their visitor from
England as happy and comfortable as possible.

{To be concluded.)
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New Species and new Forms of Lepidoptera from Sardinia.

By COUNT EMILIO TURATI, F.E.S., etc.

(Concluded from Vol. XXIV., page 306.)

PoLiA (Antitype) canescens, Dup., aritzensis, n. f.

Forma glaucescens signaturis confusis, aliquoties umbra media

bene notata. Alls posticis 3 sericeo-albiclis, in venis ad marginem
diffuse nigro radiatis ; $ griseo-fuscis.

Transitus intra asfiJiodclioides, Trt., et aspliodeli, Kbr.

21 <? s, 2 $ s Monte, " Cugnada," mense octobre.

HyDRCECIA FRANCISC.E, n. Sp., et AURANTIACA, n. f.

^ mm. 18-25, 2 mm. 22.

Sp. statura maxima minore quam minima xanthenes, Germ.;

signaturis analogis sed distinctissimis, non diffusis ; colore flavo-rufo

fere aurantiaco, interdura intensiore quam in Gortyna ochracca, Hb.,

umbris inter maculas cellulares, et linea distali violaceo-rufescentibus.

Hac intus fere recta, extus magis dentatased fere aequaliter decurrente;

linea mediana subtili, intense rubiginosa. Macula claviformi rotun-

data, perspicua, rufo circumducta et intus cruciata ; macula orbiculari

clarius fiavocincta, reniformi venis intersecta, minute rufo contermi-

nata. Linea subterminali clariore, dentata, distali violaceo innexa.

Alis posticis non luteo-grisescentibus, sed flavescentibus ; venis

perspicuis, interdum ut in Gortyna ochracea, Hb., parte exteriori

adumbratis.

Capite thoraceque aurantiacis rufo et violaceo suffusis. Antennis

tenuioribus, vix ciliatis. Abdomine griseo-rufescente : cruribus

concoloribus. Subtus alarum colore albido subrufescente, ad costas

rufo-suffuso ; linea distali, tantum incompleta, transparente,

25 (? 1 $ Aritzo, mensibus septembre et octobre.

Forma aurantiaca.—Sunt etiam duo specimina maculis et fasciis

violaceo-rufis carentia, sed omnibus signaturis, caeterum, intense rufis,

sub forma atirantiaca notanda.

2 3 Aritzo, mense octobre.

Franciscfe, Georgii Kruegerii uxori, qute novam banc perspicuam
speciem detexit et lexit, dicata.

NoNAGRiA (Phragmatophila) insularis, n. sp.

mm. 30.

Sp. ne.va, Hb., tantum similis, sed alis anticis luteo rufis ; linea

antemarginali excurva diluta. Macula alba orbiculari rotundata,

minima; lunula alba cellulari non supra distaliter angulata, nee in

costa mediana proximaliter prolongata. Lineolis quibusdam nigris

ad marginem internum super costas sparsis. Alis posticis unicoloribus

brunnescentibus. Linea antemarginali vix indicata. Ciliis subroseis.

Subtus lutescenti ; alarum omnium linea antemarginali diluta, et

elatiore quam in nexa, Hb.
Thorace, capite et antennis rufo-brunneis. Abdomine lutescente.

1 3 Aritzo, mense octobre.

OrRHODIA H.li;MATIDiEA, Dup., CAUSTA, U. f.

mm. 34.

Forma alis anticis, capite et thorace colore sericeo fulgente non
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rufo-cupreo sed brunneo nigrescent!; ad costam paullulum cinerascente,

et in costa post umbram mediocellularemquatuorpunctislutescentibus.

Linea distali vix distinguenda, fascia submarginali undulata fere

conspicua.

Alis posticis griseo-nigreseentibus, roseo-ciliatis ; sed alarum
anticarum ciliis concoloribus nigrescentibus. Cteterum ut in forma
typica.

1 3 Monte "Chiesa," alt. m. 1400, mense octobre.

Heuminia gigantea, Trt., autumnalis, n. f.

S mm. 25-32, $ mm. 29-32.

Forma reducta, fere dimidio minor: $ minus flaveseenti, pler-

umque non pallidiori quam (? . Macula reniformi lunulari distinctiori.

Generatio II, mensibus augusto et S9ptembre, etiam ab ovo educta.

10 J s, 8 ? s, Aritzo.

Acidalia dimidiata, Hfn., roseata, n. f.

mm. 20.

Forma colore non luteo sed subrufescenti vel roseo-adflato. Punctis
nigris minimis sed perspicuis. Maculis apud angulum internum
violaceis diffusis.

3 (3" s 1 $ , Aritzo, mense julio, et ab ovo mense septembre.

Acidalia ostrinaria, Hb., purpuraria, n. f.

mm. 19.

Forma alis unicoloribus intense violaceo-purpureis : lineis trars-

versis vix transparentibus. Ciliis aurantiacis.

3 ? Desulu, mense julio.

Acidalia obliquaria, n. sp.

mm. 17-20.

Sp. statura ut vin/idaria, Hb., sed minore qna,m albitorqitata, Pung.,
inter quas species ponenda videtur.

Alis anticis magis elongatis ; colore griseo nigrescenti. Lineis

transversis magis obliquis, nigerrimis, perspicuis, minus dentatis

;

fasciis (marginali et submarginali) albitorquata, Piing., aliquot simi-

libus ; sed submarginali a dimidio alarum margine usque ad angulum
internum obscure et late diffusa.

Alis posticis linea submarginali etiam diffusa. Subtus alis fumosis,
lineis nigris e lineolis costalibus constitutis.

Tborace et abdomine concoloribus obscure griseis, capite clariore,

obscure a collari intersecto.

9 ,3'
, 1 ? Monte " Cbiesa,": mensibus maioet julio lecti, mensibus

julio et augusto ab ova educti. Larvam ab. albitonpiata, Piing., larva

diversam Geo. C. Kruegerius esse refert.

Larentia spissistrigaria, n. sp.

mm. 22-26.

Sp. griseo-fusca : strigis undulatis ut in rif/uata, Hb., sed elatiori-

bus. Linea antemarginali alarum omnium e serie perspicua punc-
torum costalium albidorum, vix apud costam confluentium, constituta.

Linea limbali nigra in costis albopunctata. Ciliis griseis, fusco inter-

sectis. Inter scripturata, Hb., et riguata, Hb
,
ponenda.
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8 (? Aritzo, mensibus maio et junio, deinde augusto et septembre.

Aphomia GRisEA, n. sp.

mm. 31-33.

Sp. 9 Alis anticis eonstrictioribus, colore non rubescente nee

brunneo, sed griseo fere argenteo, ab A. sociella, L., valde differt.

Lineis transversis magis conspicuis, latioribus : puncto discoidali

parvo sed distincto ; linea distali extus albescenti. ^ ignoto.

12 J s Aritzo, mensibus junio et julio 1911 et 1912.

Crambus vectifek, Z., fuscatellus, n. f.

mm. 24-26.

Forma unicolor brunnea.

Striga argentea fere omnino obscurata, et a linea nigrescent!

mediana substituta ; squamulis albidis effusis tantum in parte distali

lineam obscuram transversam servantibus.

Capite et palpis non albidis sed cum thorace, non albo partito,

concoloribus brunnescentibus.

2 J s Aritzo, mense augusto.

BOTYS (SyLEPTA ?) OBERTHURI, n. Sp.

mm. 22-23.

Sp. alis omnibus subfamose-roseo pellucidis, iridescentibus : lineis

anticarum transversis et punctis obscuris perspicuis : proximali

sinuosa biangulata, distali sicat in .S. ruralis Sc. fulminata, in quarto

spatio interrupta, reflexa, subtiliter cum linea mediana, ex macula
reniformi debiscenti, conjuncta. Puncto orbiculari distincto.

Alis posticis linea antemarginali trisinuata, e brevibus maculis in-

tracellularibus structa ; limbo obscurato.

Ciliis omnibus concoloribus.

Capite thoraceque fuscescentibus. Abdomine et cruribus sordide

albescentibus subroseis : segmentis clarius sectis. Penicillo anali

gubroseo.

Palpis raodice porrectis.

3 (? s Gennargentu, mense septembre.

Carole Oberthurio haec peculiarissima species dicata.

Ephestia rectifasciella, n, sp.

mm. 15-18.

Sp. alis anticis brunneo nigrescentibus : regione costali late albo-

griseo pulverata. Linea proximali albicanti, ut in iiioch'stella, Rag.,

arcuato-dentata, extus late nigro-marginata. Linea distali albicante,

ut in disparella, Rag., fere recta, intus et extus nigro-marginata.

Punctis discoidalibus ambobus perspicuis. Punctis limbalibus nigris

minutis, non apicem attingentibus : ciliis dilutioribus.

Alis posticis albido-grisescentibus fere transparentibus ; costis

obscuris ; ciliis clarioribus.

Capite, thorace, palpis atque antennis nigrescentibus.

Abdomine griseo, pencillo anali dilutiore.

8 (? S; 1 2 , Ins. S. Petri, mensi aprili, Aritzo, mensibus junio-

augusto.

Corrigendum : Instead of Ocneria hriiegeri read Lymantria krue;jeri.
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The Coleopterist in Tiree.

By W. E. SHARP, F.E.S.

" And far away I dreamed of se^is

That swept in mists of green and grey,

Around that rock-bound Isle."

That there are Coleopterists and Collectors of Coleoptera, and that

these names, although the former may and usually does include the

latter, are by no means synonymic, the judicious student of human
nature has without doubt observed.

It is not my purpose here to dwell, as perhaps I might, and that

at some length, on the characters which distinguish or divide these

sub-varieties of that polymorphic species Homo sapiens, but I may
perhaps allude to one divergence and point out that your mere
collector, being ever more anxious to have than to know, prefers for

his collecting those beaten paths which the labours and the experience

of many have made classic, and where although he may be unable by
one single new record to add to the sum of our knowledge of his chosen

order, yet finds a sufficient compensation in diminishing the blank

spaces in his cabinet drawers, while his more adventurous or more
curious brother, disdainful of such well worn ground, is impelled by a

desire to know, if only the barrenness of the land, to explore more
virgin fields—which indeed form by far the larger part of these Islands

—and although he may bring home no specimen worth the setting,

at least may discover something of the range of species and contribute

in some small way to an elucidation of the fascinating problems of

faunistie distribution.

It was with some such thoughts as these in my mind, that I

studied a list of Coleoptera recently taken by Mr. Donisthorpe in

the Island of Tiree, which he has been good enough to allow me to

examine. Here are none of those familiar rarities, the chance of

whose triumphant capture the forests of Hampshire, the sandhills of

Kent, or the fens of Cambridgeshire afford ; of that remote island

facing the Atlantic, far from our common haunts and inglorious

expeditions, certainly no Coleopterist has left any records— if any have
ever visited it. For Tiree to the ordinary "man in the street" is

rather less known and practically as far off as is Tristan d'Acunha,
and it was with no small curiosity that I examined this the first list

of any of its beetles. Tiree is the last and most south-westerly of

those scattered islands which compose the Inner Hebrides. Constructed
of that metamorphic mica-schistose rock which forms the greater part

of the Highlands of Scotland, its surface rises into no great elevations,

and presents no unusual features—a shore of sandy beaches and low
cliffs, and an interior of windswept heathery moors and desolate peat

bogs, a heavy rainfall, and a remarkably equable annual temperature.

On this island Mr. Donisthorpe remained from April 26th to

May 2nd, and a list of the beetles which he captured there is as

follows :

—

Carabiis catenidatiis, Scop., C. dathratiis, L., C. (/rannlatiis, L., 6\

arvensis, Hbst., Notiophihis aquaticns, L., Nebria brcvicollis, F., Blethisa

midtipunctata, L., Elaphnis cuprens, Duft., Loricera pilicornis, F.,

Clivina fossor, L., Dyschirius (jlohosus, Hbst., Badhter bipHstidatiis, F.,

Bradycellns verbosci, Duft., Pterostichus vuhjaris, L., P. nigrita, F., P.
streiiuus, Pz., P. dilifjens, Stm., Amara fainiliaris, Duft., A. tricialis,
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Gyll., A. tibialin, Pk., Calathus ciateloides, Pz., C. mollis, Marsh, C.

))iclanoc('phalus, L., AncJiotnenus piceus, L., A. parionpunctatiis, F., A.

/iilii/ijidsiis, Pz., Olistliopus rotmidatKs, Pk., Bembidium littorale, 01., B.
Iiallidipenne, 111., Trecltus obtiisiis, Er., Hcdiplus fulrns, F,, H. confinis,

Steph., H. ruficollis, Deg., iJ. obliqnus, F., H. liHcatocollis, Marsh,
Coclambna 9-lhieatus, Steph., Deronectes asHimilis, Pk., hi/dro/ionis

eitjt/irocephaliis, L., H. palustris, L., H. fiyllenhali, Sehiod., 11. vitttda,

Er., H. obscuriis, Stm., H. niifrita, F., H. pubescetis, Gyll., U. loiibrasiis,

Gyll., Affabiis chalconotKn, Pz., A. bipnstulatus, L., Rkantus bistriatus,

Berg., Gijrinus natator, Scop., I'hilijdrHs niriricans, Zett., Paracymus
niiiyoaeneus, F., Anacaena ylobidiis, Pk., A. linibata, F., Laccohiiis

niiniitus, L., Linmebiits truncatelliis, Thunh., Helophorus aeneipenniH, Th.,

( h-t/iebiim pyipnaens, ¥., Cercyon melanoccphaltis, L., (7. littoralis,

Gyll., C. littoralis var. binotatinn, Steph., C. depressiis, Steph.,

Ileyostcrniun buletopJiai/ioii, Marsh, Aleochara brevipennis, Grav.,

A. lauyiiinosa, Grav., A. inoesta, Grav., A. nitida, Grav., A. nitida var.

bilineata, Gyll., A. alyariun, Fauv., E.valeochara morion, Grav.,
Homalota circellaris, Grav., H. atra^ Grav., H. atramentaria, Gyll.,

H. analis, Grav., H. yreyaria, Er., li. yraminicola, Grav., H. rertita,

Grav., H.cavifrons, Shp., H. exilis, Er., Homalota spec, nov., Dnisilla

canalicidata, F., Tachyporus chrysomelinus, L., 2'. humerosiis, "Er.,

T. Iiypnorum, F., T. pusillvs, Grav., Tachinus rti/ipes, Deg., Myeetoporus
nanus, Er., Qiiedins molochinits, Grav., Q. nifipes, Grav., Q. semiaeneus,

Steph., Kreophilus ma.rillosus, L., Ocypus olens, MiilL, (). cupreiis, Eoss,
I'hilonthiis variiis, Gyll., P. laminatiis, Creutz, P. fimitariiis, Grav.,
P. politns, F., P. concinnus, Grav., P. crnentatiis, Gmel., Gabrius
niyritulus, Grav., Cafius xantholoma, Grav., C. .vantlioloiita var.

variolosns, Shp., Xantholinus linearis, 01., Othiiis fnhripennis, F.,

Lathrobinm. orunnipes, F., L. fidvipenne, Grav., Steniis speculator, Lac,
S. pnhescens, Steph., Bledivs lom/uliis, Er., B. arenariiis, Pk., (Xvytelus

rnyosHS, F., 0. nitididiis, Grav., OA-carinatns, Block., Homaliiun rivulare,

Pk., Cholera chrysomeloides, Pz., Claiiibas mintitns, Stru., AnisoUnna
dnbia, Kug., Silpha riu/osa, L., Silpha atrata var. brunnea, Plbst.,

Coccinella 11-piinctata var. conjiuens, Donisth., Saprinus aeneiis, F.,

Melanophthalma gibbosa, Hbst., Simplocaria seinistriata, F., Cytilus
varins, F., Byrrhus fasciatus, F., Aphodius Jimitarius, L., A. ater, G.,
A. pmictato-sulcatus, Stm., Aeyialia arenaria, F., Geotrupes spiniyer.

Marsh, Serica brunnea, L., Ayriotes obscurus, L., Donacia claripes, F.,
Lonyitarsus melanocephaliis, Deg., Hydrothassa aucta, F., Phyllotreta
nodicornis. Marsh, Apion dichroum, Bed., A. virens, Hbst., Otiorrhynchus.
atroapteriis, Deg., O. blandus, Gyll., U. ovatus, L., Philopedon ycminatusy
F., Barynotus schimherri, Zett., Sitones yriseus, F., S. lineelUts, Gyll.,
Uypera polyyoni, L., /:/. plnntayinis, Deg., Miccotroyns picirostris, F.,

(.'euthorrhynchus quadridens, Pz., C sulcicollis, Gyll., C. contractus,

Marsh, Mecinns pyraster, Hbst., Ceuthorrhynchideus troylodytes, F.
Now it must be admitted at once that from the collector's point of

view it would seem hardly worth while making a laborious journey to
Ultima Thule for such species as these, in fact, the bulk of them
might be bottled within an easy walk of most of our homes. Yet a
record of insular faunas, however commonplace, is never uninteresting,
and an analysis of this list of island Coleoptera seems worth attention.
At least we have here one Homalota probably new to science—on this
I refrain from enlarging here, since full details will doubtless ac-
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company ifcs description—but proceed to a consideration of the 150

other species enumerated. Of these not more than perhaps eight can

be regarded as forming part of that North-Western group, which I

have elsewhere alluded to as the Keltic element in our Coleopterous

fauna, and ventured to suggest its priority of establishment to that

much larger group which, in the south and east of these islands has

succeeded and replaced it. Two species of these eight, viz., C. dathratus

and (>. blaiidits, are not recorded from England, and it is probable that

they no longer exist south of the border although both are found in

the west and north of Ireland. The other six

—

C. arreiifiis, B. jialU-

(lipennc, C d-liiieattis, B. sc/wnherri, S. //r/.st?».s, and S. lineelli(s are

species which, although they occur in England, are rare or absent in

the south, but become more frequent the further we go north and

west. As for the remaining 142 species, the majority of them are

commonly and equally distributed over the British Islands. We may,

indeed, call them dominant forms, that is, species which, by constitu-

tional vigour and physiological adaptability, have been able to over-

come those inequalities in environment, which have formed an

unsurmountable obstacle to their more susceptible fellows, and in this

way have succeeded in obliterating all evidence of their derivation and

all traces of their march.
By such a power we find these dominant forms have penetrated to

the utmost verge of habitable land, and in those remote and storm-

swept rocks, which stand out in the Atlantic, the last outposts of our

Islands, they are still predominant. Thus of the 111 species recorded

by Prof. Hudson Beare and Dr. Joy from St. Kilda\ all but two ; of

the 35 from the Fair Isles'", all but one; and of the 11 from the

Flannan Isles^ the whole number are of these " dominant " forms
;

only two species in all these lists, ()tioiin/nchns blandas, and BanjnntKs

schiinlierri, being referable to the exclusively north-western group.

We have still, however, to explain the presence of these or any
other beetles on a small island such as Tiree some 30 miles distant

from the nearest mainland. Many, in fact the majority, viay have

been transported by the wind. Such evidence as is afforded by the

phenomenon of innumerable beetles dropped into Llyn dur Arddu on

Snowdon, as recorded by Messrs. Tomlin and Sopp in these pagesS
or into the sea at Bridlington by the present writer^ prove that a

large proportion of the species found by Mr. Donisthorpe in Tiree

might quite possibly have reached it, if not by flight, at least wind-

borne when on the wing
;

yet a remnant still remains, a small

minority, whose presence on this island cannot be so attributed. To
go no further than the first four beetles on the list—it is quite certain

that no Carabiis ever reached Tiree on the wing, and that for the very

obvious reason that they cannot fly. Therefore, unless we can accept

the supposition, to me incredible, that these Carahi arrived on the island

lurking in the crevices of some sea-borne log, or concealed in the canoes

of some primitive mariners, we are forced to the conclusion that they

have inhabited Tiree since that remote time when Tiree formed part of

1 Aim. Scott. Nat. Hist., Hudson Beare and Joy, 1908, pp. 31-35.
•i A7m. Scott. Nat. Hist., Hudson Beare, 1906, pp. 82-83.

3 Ann. Scott. Nat. Hist., Hudson Beare, 1905, pp. 21-22.

4 Ent. Record, vol. xiii. (1901), pp. 12, et seq.

^ Ent. Record, vol. xxi. (1909), pp. 164, et seq.
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the mainland of Scotland. Nor in a geological sense is that period at

all remote, but quite recent, that is in Pleistocene times; there is, indeed,

general agreement that during this epoch, and subsequent to the maxi-

mum severity of the Glacial Period, there was such a general land eleva-

tion that Great Britain, Ireland, and all their surrounding islands formed
but one continuous extension of North-Western Europe. How far

this land area extended into what is now the North Atlantic

Ocean is, I believe, still uncertain, but it seems probable that such an
elevation must have continued for a long time, and through ver}' con-

siderable secular changes of climate. Daring its existence many
beetles may have reached what is now Tiree, difiering faunas may have
inhabited that area— diti'ering as the climate gradually from one age

to another altered, what we find there now are perhaps the final

survivors—a few, relics of the fauna of a colder age—a larger number,
those robuster forms which have persisted through all vicissitudes of

climate, unaffected as the Hebrides, severed from the mainland, sunk
deeper and deeper into the sea. and became a group of scattered islands

changed in climate, changed in flora, changed in most of the conditions

which we suppose affect insect life. For although, as I have suggested,

the majority of these islanders may have migrated into Tiree on the

wing in quite recent times, it is not necessary to suppose that they

must have done so. My own belief is that although the island stock

may have been replenished by air-borne recruits from the mainland
on various occasions, that essentially they have occupied Tiree, as the

Carabi must have done, from the beginning of its insularity.

But a closer scrutiny of Mr. Donisthorpe's list reveals a few species

which can hardly be called dominant, as they are by no means
generally abundant, nor can they be classed with the Keltic group

since they are equally or even more frequent in the south than in the

north. They are, in fact, instances of that perplexing discontinuity

of range, which, in the present state of our ignorance, baffles all

attempts at elucidating their derivation. One of these is Paraci/imis

niii)-(>aenei(s, a beetle very restricted in habitat, occurring fairly

frequently in the south of England, very occasionally in the extreme

west of Ireland and Scotland, and in Man. The only conjecture one

can hazard about it is that it may have formed part of that group in

our insect fauna whose advent was probably from some past land

extension to the south-west of our present islands. Then there are

such species as Anchomejius piceus, Blethisa nmlHpunctata, Alcochara

hrevipentds, Bledius lonijulns, and perhaps one or two others, species

again strictly limited as regards habitat, and which occur sporadically,

but by no means commonly, over the entire Kingdom.
Finally there remain a few cases which I think we might attribute

to the specializing efl'ect of insularity—a factor which possibly explains

some of the peculiar forms noted from Lundy and the Scilly Islands

—

for it is obvious that the more circumscribed the area the less chance
would there be of any particular variation, arising how it might, from
becoming obliterated by free crossing with normal forms. Such is

the var. hinotattim, Steph., of Cercyon littoralis, which has also occurred

on the Irish coasts, the var, conjiuena, Donis., the only form of

Coccinella 11-punctata seen in the Island, and possibly also a very

singular brachypterous form of the common Xantlwlinus linearis which
cannot quite be matched by any mainland specimen that I have seen.
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In conclusion it must be pointed out that these 151 species taken

in Tiree cannot of course be considered as in any sense an exhaustive

list of its Coleopterous inhabitants. Mr. Donisthorpe's visit was too

early to secure any representatives of the many species which would

no doubt occur there later in the summer—indeed only about 25 out

of the 151 are phytophagous species. In Tiree as anywhere else only

continuous residence and sedulous collecting can effect anything like

an exhaustive faunal catalogue, but Mr. Donisthorpe must at least be

congratulated on having made very full use of his opportunities, and

not neglected to record any species because it was " common."

The Annual Exhibition of Varieties held by the South London

Entomological and Natural History Society, 1912.

By Hy. J. TURNER, F.E.S.

For many years this Society each November has held a special

meeting for the exhibition of notable varieties and series obtained

during the past collecting season. Those who are not members of the

Society are invited to take part in the meeting, and a delightful evening

is usually passed by a large number of entomologists. The present

gathering, held on November 28th last was, in no way inferior to its

predecessors, considerably more than a hundred signed the attendance

book and quite forty of these took an active part in the exhibition.

Mr. A. E. Tonge, the President for the year, took the chair. Mr. B.

H. Smith showed the long series of 80 Pkryxan livornica obtained by

him, mainly at light, in South Cornwall during the latter half of May.

He noted that they were probably the offspring of the autumn
specimens of 1911, of which he had obtained and previously exhibited

several examples. Mr. R. Adkin exhibited long and varied series of

the Anthrocerids, A. Umicerae, A. trifolii and A. nlipendnlae, and called

attention to the fact that all three series well illustrated the gradation

of colouring from the normal deep red, through various paler red,

orange and yellow by almost imperceptible steps to the palest yellow.

The exhibit also contained a black form of A. trifolii, and various

phases of the confluent-spotted forms. Mr. A. Sich exhibited two very

rare species of the genus Coleophora, C. t.ri(/e)iiineUa first announced in

England in 1906, and C. auramella obtained at E. Hoathly in Sussex,

in May. The former species was first discovered by him in this

country, and the latter had only been taken previously by Dr. Wood in

Herefordshire. Mr. A. E. Tonge showed local forms of Bryophila

]h'iia from Deal, Bradford and Eastbourne; a pair of B. mnralis

from Deal, with var. impar, from the same place; the Polia chi

taken by him at Winslow Bucks ; Leticania albipuncta, and

Noctna stigniatica taken at sugar at Deal ; Heliothis manfinatns taken

at Reigate attracted by Silene flowers ; a series of Satnrnia pavonia

assembled in the New Forest on April 25th ; the early emergencies

Phi(ialia peduria December 29th, 1911, at Reigate, and Xylocampa

areola on January 5th, at Eastbourne, etc. Mr. Edwin Sharp showed

an extensive and varied series of the light Sussex forms of Dianthoecia

carpophaga, bred from wild pupae ; a,hevva,tions oi Brenthis eKphrosyne,

and dark and red forms of Nonagria neurica. Captain Cardew
exhibited an example of Celastrina argioltis from Oxshoti with the

underside markings extensively obsolete, closely approaching ab. argy-
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pJiontes. Mr. T. H. L. Grosvenor exhibited a very long series of

Coennnympha typhon to illustrate the gradual development of the eye-

spots as the species is obtained further south. He pointed out that

the Scotch forms were practically unspotted, while the Lancashire

races produced examples with from one to ten eye-spots on the upper

surface, and with from seven to fifteen on the underside. Intermediate

localities produced races intermediate in the development of the eye-

spots. He also showed Epinep/iele Jtirtina with lanceolate eye-spots,

with strongly extended white band on the underside of the $ , and

with variation in the number of spots on the underside from none to

eight ; Ayriacles coridon ab. semuynyraplia, ab. inaequalis, and ab.

aurantia ; a series of Pieris rapae from Aberdeen varying from pale

yellow to buff; a series of Coenonyniphu pamphilus undersides showing

variation in spotting, some with four extra spots on the primaries and

two with them quite absent; a Triphaena pro7iuba horn. B,e\gSite vf'ith

secondaries of a pale lemon colour ; two males of Aricia vietlon

(astrarcJw) with entire absence of orange spots and one with excess of

orange colour, etc. Rev. J. E. Tarbat exhibited a series of the local

Cranibus fascelmelliis obtained on the Norfolk coast in July. Mrs.

Hemming showed a complete family of Colias ednm bred froni ova laid

by a female taken near Seaford on May 21st, consisting of 77 specimens,

and 94 of a similar family of 118 specimens bred from ova laid by a female

taken at Horley on July 21st, the former brood being notable for the

small amount of yellow marking in the black margins of the hindwing
of the females, while four females of the latter brood had the spotting

in the margins of the forewings almost suppressed ; the 2nd brood had
the following aberrations : (1) with j-ellow nervures, (2) with green

wing-tips, (3) additional spots on the underside and (4) a female

R.-side edusa and L.-side helice ; a melanic Anthrocera trifolii from
Chailey Marshes, etc. Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited his long bred

series of the hybrid ocellatiis-populi ; pairs of the various other hybrids

obtained by him recently ; a very strongly melanic Calyiimia trapezina

from Bexley Woods ; and a yellow aberration of Polyyonia c-album.

Mr. Turner showed his series of Bryofi/iila inuralis bred some years

ago from pupae taken at Dawlish, the whole of which were dark and
some intensely dark green, grey and orange in colouration. Mr. A. E.

Gibbs exhibited a cabinet drawer of the brilliant S. American genus
of butterflies, Catayramma and its allies. Mr. W. J. Lucas showed
a series of species of Neuroptera remarkable for their strikingly

exaggerated form of wing, including :

—

Nemoptera hipennis from
Gibraltar, A'', coa from Corinth, Lertha barhara from Algeria, Palpares

libelluloides from Corinth, etc. Dr. T. A. Chapman exhibited a series

of Ayriades thersites [alexins), with specimens of Polyonnnatiis icari(s,

P. icarus var. icarinits, and Ayriades escheri for comparison, and gave
historical notes on the species, which he said was named and figured

by Cantener in 1834. Mr. H. 0. Wells showed an aberration of

Polyyonia c-albtiiii with costal blotches much reduced in size and hind-

wings considerably suftused with black. Mr. R. T. Baumann exhibited

a long series of Hydriomena fnrcata (surdidata) from Forres, including
beautifully banded, vinous, and dark forms, and a very melanic example
of Acidalia viryularia bred from a melanic female taken in 1911. Mr.
A. G. Scorer showed numerous aberrations, including Kuyonia
polychloros with three heavy spots on the inner margin of the fore-
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wings ; a J Aijriades coridon with a light blue spot in each hindwing;
a, Xanthorhoe sociata, ha,Y'mg the transverse band reduced to a couple

of spots on a pure white ground ; a Tripliaena comes with a unique
form of aberration in which the black submarginal band of the

hindwings was broken up into irregular rays, etc. Mr. J. A. Simes
exhibited about 180 specimens of Melitaea didyiua from many localities

in Europe and N. Africa, showing all the chief named forms and many
other aberrations, the most notable being var. pemea from Greece,

radiated aberrations mainly Swiss, and an extremely large unnamed
race from S. Italy. He also exhibited the various European species

of the genus Melannnjia, including fine examples of JSL (/alathea var.

procida, with transitional forms to the extreme black var. turcica from
Calabria, and a long series of M. anje from S.E. Italy, with eight

examples of ab. caeca. Rev. Alfred Stiff exhibited numerous
aberrational forms including:

—

Epinephele tithonus, with blind

apical ocelli, and with extra ocelli ; a Celastrina arciioliis of the size

of average Cupido niininuis: and Fijraweis atalanta, one with

broken red bands on the forewing, one with bands on all four

wings of a light vermillion colour, those on the hindwings being

destitute of black spots, and one with the bands on the hindwings
partially yellow ; etc. Mr. G. T. Porritt exhibited series of two fine

forms of Abra.vas (jrossulariata, one allied to ab. hazeleif/licnsis but having
the orange band very broad and the outer margins of all the wings
broadly white, the other a heavily marked form with the yellow almost
obliterated, and the hindwings broadly banded with black ; they were
both bred from Huddersfield larvfe. Mr. L. W. Newman showed paint-

ings of all the most striking aberrations bred by him during the past

two seasons. Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited a number of species of Hcli-

conitts with aberrations of each showing a considerable melanic tendency
in the increase in the amount of dark coloration. Rev. G. Wheeler
exhibited numerous aberrations and rare forms including :

—

Apatura
iris ab. iole and aberrations with the white marking on the hindwings
replaced by leaden blue ; Dri/as paphia var. dives, $ and $ , a new and
rare form from Algeria obtained by M. Oberthiir; Arcjynnis adippe

var. cidorodippe, and other aberrant underside examples ; five examples
of the hybrid Aijriades poluntis, with Ai/riades tJtetis, and A. coridon,

with which they were taken at Assisi in Italy ; Ac/riades thefis, ab.

pimctirera from Africa, ab. 2 coelestis from S.W. France, and four ab.

2 iirauia, in which the brown is replaced by black, taken in .June near
Dorking. Mr. J. Piatt Barrett showed examples of Poh/omiiiatus

icariis and Af/riades coridon, taken in 1911 and 1912, and pointed out
that those of the former year were much more rosy on the undersides

and all had very bright red spots, while those of the latter year were
more drab in colouration, and with a tendency for the red spots to

disappear entirely. Mr. W. J. Ashdown exhibited extremely varied

series of Calywnia trapezina and Strenia clathrata. Mr. Stallman
showed numerous aberrations including:

—

Aricia niedon [astrarche) from
Margate, with white rings around the discoidals ; Colias edusa J with
much reduced yellow in the black marginal band, and a var. helice

of unusually pale tint ; a (Josmotriche jiotatoria bred from a cocoon
found at Wicken, with a clean-cut portion out of the left fore-wing
and the transverse lines of this wing quite absent; a Hypocrita
jacohaeae with yellow in place of red on the R. lower wing, and some
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yellow in the markings of the upper wing ; etc. Dr. G. S. RobertsoD
exhibited numerous aberrations, local species and forms including :

—

Cali/innia trapezina with a dark central band ; confluent examples of

Anti'trncera trifoUi from Dorking ; a blue female of A(/riades thetis

{bellari/iis) ; bred specimens of Anthrocera meliloti : <^ s of Lasiocampa
qiiercHs from Swanage with a pale streak at the base of the forewings
etc. Rev. G. H. Raynor exhibited two new forms of Abraxas f/rossidariata

recently bred by him, (1) a development of ab. lacticolor extremely
dark and deeply radiated, (2) a form of ab. fiavijialliata quite

orange in its general coloration. Mr. Stanley Edwards exhibited

spacimens of the genus rapilin, typical of the groups found
in the Ethiopian region, including P. antiuiachits, P. zahnoxis,

P. riillt'j/aniis, P. ct/norta, P. In'speriis, P. leonitlas, P. deiiioleus,

P. ine)2i'st/iciis, P. policenes, P. phorcas, P. dardanns, P. nireits, P.

colonna, etc. Mr. B. N. Crabtree exhibited two cabinet drawers of

Abraxas urossiilariata including the well-known aberrations ab.

varleijata, ab. niijrosiparsata, and ab. lutea as well as examples of most
of the aberrations bred by the Rev. G. H. Raynor; a drawer of Abraxas
vhiiata with many varieties including very fine smoky forms; two
aberrations of Nenieophila plantat/inis in which all the usual black
markings were absent, the ground colour being a pale ochreous yellow,

taken high up on Helvellyn ; and the aberrations of Kitstroiiia reticidata

figured recently in the E)itoiiiolo(/ist. Mr. H. W. Andrews exhibited a

collection of predaceous Diptera and referred to the work of Prof.

Poulton on this group. There were included Asilidae, v/hich

prey on Hymenoptera, Diptera, Coleoptera and Lepidoptera,
and occasionally on Orthoptera, Neuroptera, Hemiptera and
Homoptera ; the Knipidae, which attack the Diptera and
occasionally small Lepidoptera, Homoptera, and Braconid* ; the

Coenusinae and the SctitojiJiai/a which attack other Diptera ; a species

of DolicJiopodidae which -pveyed upon a minute Collembola. Mr. M. E.
Moseley exhibited a set of mounts illustrating the various stages in

the metamophosis of several species of the JSeuroptera, including:

—

Sialis Intaria, Kphexiera danica, Dicfi/opteryx microcephala, etc. The
specimens were preserved in hollowed squares of glass filled with a

weak solution of formalin. Mr. C. W. Colthrup showed comparative
series of DiantJwcia carpopliat/a from Lancashire, Eastbourne, Croydon,
and Folkestone, all bred in 1912 ; long and varied series of Bryojdiiia

niiiralis and B. perla, with examples of ab. impar : various aberrations

of Etnatiniia atoinaria, pale forms from marshy ground in Berkshire,

deep yellow forms from Ashford Downs, yellow forms from near
Folkestone, dark forms from the heaths near Croydon, from the
Brighton Downs, from the New Forest, etc. ; pink and pale fawn
forms of Ainorpha poptili bred from a pairing of typical forms taken at

Eastbourne ; etc. It has been quite impossible to chronicle all the
unique and beautiful exhibits brought together. Many of those present
have since expressed themselves in glowing terms of the pleasure they
felt in being present. No doubt there were none who came away
from the meeting but found that not only had they been interested,

but that they had seen many forms of variation new to them, and
much increased their knowledge of the capability of a species as to its

range of variation.
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:iS>OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.

Manduca atropos at Tonbridge.—I had the good fortune to secure

a female of this species on September 25th last. It came in through

the open window of a ground Hoor room here, at about 9.30 p.m.,

attracted by the electric light. It appeared quite fascinated by the

lights, dashing about them tor some time before it was finally captured.

We heard it squeak more than once, when it had taken refuge between

a large book case and the wall and also in the net. I cannot find

many records of this species being attracted by light, and it is perhaps

the more remarkable in that the specimen was a female.—D. A. J.

Buxton, Fairhill, Tonbridge, Kent.

Colias edusa at Eastbourne.—On November 24th, 1912, I saw a

specimen of Colias edima, near the sea front at Eastbourne. It was
settled on a small head of ragwort blossom but flew oft' gaily on our

approach. We saw, probably, the same specimen two or three times

the same morning. This is the latest date I have seen this species

here. In 1878, I believe that was the year, I captured three specimens
of ('. eiliixa var. helice, along the clifi", on November 8rd. There were
several specimens of the type form flying with them.

—

Alfred Sich.

New Varieties of Abraxas grossulariata.—A friend of mine who
is keen on the species has asked me to describe and name one or two
new forms, and I hope to do so almost immediately. This would be

a good opportunity for including any other striking and really distinct

varieties now in the possession of other Entomologists, if they feel

inclined to entrust them to me for the purpose. If packed carefully

and reijintoed, they may be sent either by letter or parcel's post.

—

Rev. G. H. EayxXor, M.A., Hazeleigh Rectory, Maldon, Essex.

Records.—-The following records appear to be worthy of publica-

tion :

—

Hi/penodes taenialis [albistrit/alis), July 3rd, 1912, New Forest ;

H. custaefitriiialis, Calthorpe Broad, Norfolk, August 8th ; Tholuniii/es

turfoxalis, Ashdown Forest, June 28th.—P. A. Buxton, Tonbridge.
The early season.—It may be of some interest to record the

emergence of several specimens of Selenia bilunaria during the past

month. The first emerged on December 21st last, two more on Decem-
ber 29th, another on December 30th, and two more on January 5th.

The specimens are all females, and the pupte are in an open shed out
of doors.

—

Harold B. Williams, Stoke Newington, N.
Phragmatobia fuliginosa.—In the account of this species in Mr.

South's Mothe of the British Isles it is stated that " on the south and
south-west coasts the black band of the hindwings exhibits a tendency
to break up into spots. Not infrequently this is completely efi'ected,

and the specimens then approach the larger South European form, var.

fervida, Stand. In a fine series of this species from Cornwall lately

seen in Mr. A. Harrison's collection, are a few specimens that come
very close to the last-named form." This remark always interested

me, as disclosing an unusual characteristic in Cornish insects, which
seem as a rule to approximate more to the northern forms. Mr.
Harrison's collection was recently disposed of, and I purchased the

series of P. fulif/inosa. I find that the Cornish specimens are uniformly
dark, approaching var. borealis. The fine light specimens in that col-

lection, referred to by Mr. South, were from Reading, and exhibit the

characteristics mentioned by him.

—

Id.
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Butterflies at Vernet-les-Bains early in April.—Last year my
wife and I spent the first ten days of April at Vernet-les-Bains, in the

Eastern Pyrenees. For the first three days a cold wind was blowing,

and very few insects were on the wing. After April 3rd it was fine and
warm and butterflies were more frequent, though never plentiful. The
best day was April 5th, and on that day I observed twenty-three

different species. The following is a complete list of the species

observed between April 1st and April 11th:

—

Kri/nnis (Cair/iarodits)

alccae, Hesperia vmlrae, Nii^onioiles tar/cs, Hiniiicia {(Jhri/sop/ianiis)

phlacaa, roli/ouiiiiatits icanis {ale.ris'j, Scolitaiitide>i baton (one ^ and one

2 taken), .S'. on'on (just emerging), Celastrina {Ci/miiris) an/iolntt,

Calloji/iii/H riibi, Papilio podalirius ab. feisthatnelii (fairly frequent, but

usually somewhat worn), P. niacJiaon (one only, very fresh), Thais

rtoiiina var. iiiedesicaste (not plentiful, but seven good specimens taken),

Picris rapae, P. napi, Pontia dajdidice (only one taken), KncJdce carda-

mmes {^ s only), E. eupheno'ides (one ,} taken and one other seen),

Leptoxia fiiiiajtin, ('alias Injale, C. ediisa, Gonopteri/x cleo})atra, lasoria

lathonia, JhentJiis dia (fairly frequent), Mditaea ci7Kvia (freshly

emerged), il/. deione (one taken and one or two others seen), Pi/rauieis

cardiii, P. atalanta, Kuvanefisa antinpa (looking fresh on the wing, but

the specimens taken were found to be much worn), Vanessa io (fre-

quent), A</la'is nrticae, Pubp/oiia c-albun), Parar(/e tiief/aera, P. ei/eria-

(type), ('oenomjnipka pampJiilus.—J. N. Keynes (D.Sc, F.E.S.),

Cambridge, Janiianj QtJt, 1913.

Callophrys avis at Amelie-les-Bains.— After leaving Vernet last

April, we spent two or three days at Amelie. The weather was bad,

and not many butterflies were seen. Amongst those taken, however,

on April 12, was one undoubted specimen of Callophri/s acis, j .

Both at Vernet and at Amelie I took nearly every specimen belonging

to this genus that I saw, but with this single exception they were all

rnbi.—Id.

(glURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
In the Didl. Sac. Knt. dc France M. Ch. Oberthiir describes a new

species of Hesperid allied to Augiades comma, which has been obtained

b}' Mr. Harold Powell in Algeria. He names it as Aiijiiades benuncas,

as it is extremely like the American species uncas of Edwards. Figures

of the new species will appear in Etudes de Lepidopterohxpe, Vol. viii.

In the September number of the t^nt. Mo. Ma;/., Dr. Sharp describes

a new species of Coleoptera, Ophomis rupicoloides, from Chatham, Isle

of Sheppey, Guildford, etc. It has hitherto been confused with 0.

rectaiKjulus, 0. ritpicola, etc., in English collections. He also describes

O. c/iaiiipi(i)ii as a new ppecies from specimens taken by Mr. Champion
and himself near Guildford. In the same number Mr. N. H. Joy
recognises (h-thochaetes insii/uis as a Coleopteron new to Britain, from
species obtained in Cornwall, and identified by Capt. Deville. It is

allied to (). setif/er, with which it has hitherto been confused.

Prof. T. Hudson Beare in the Ent. JSlo. Ma;/, for November reports

a Coleopteron new to Britain, Tha)iasiimts nifipes, from five specimens
obtained at Nethy Bridge by beating fir-tops. It is closely allied to T.

foriiiicarius. In the same number Mr. N. H. Joy describes a beetle
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new to science, Bradycelliis a/iarpi, which he differentiates from B.

distinctus, to which it is nearest allied.

Mr. G. V. Hudson contributes some extended notes on " Semi-

apterous females in certain species of Lepidoptera, with an attempted

explanation," to the November number of the Ent. Mo. Ma;/. He
deals with both New Zealand and with British species, and points out

that they all agree in "(1) The General Distribution of the Food- plant

of the larva in the Region where the Insect is Found, and (2) The
appearance of the Imago in Winter or in Very Early Spring." At the

same time he discusses the " Effects of Cold on Insects."

In recent numbers of the Uei-. Mens. Soc. Ent. Kanntr, M.
Lambillion describes and figures two aberrations of butterflies as new
to science, viz. ab. lencophana of Melitcwa athalia, m which the usual

rich yellow areas of the foiewings are of a very light yellowish white

except the three spots at the base, while the lower wings are normal
except the median band of spots which is very pale ; and ab.

rhldivf/rapha of Brenthis selene in which there are above the centre of

the inner margins of the forewings internervure-spaces which are of a

whitish yellow, like the marginal spots on all the wings. There is

also described a new aberration of Cheimatobia bruniata ab. unicolor,

in which the upper wings are absolutely unicolorous, and the lower
wings without any shade or line apparent, even when held up to the

light. The two first aberrations were obtained near Virion , the last

was bred from the egg.

The Entomolof/ist for December contains an interesting article by
Mr. H. Rowland-Brown, on " What is Erehia epiphron var. cassiope,

Fabr. ? " in which he discusses at length the common confusion in the

use oi the specific and varietal names and also endeavours to elucidate

what Fabricius meant when he gave the name cassiope. He suggests

that the latter was a form of E. manto from the Austrian Alps.

It is rarely that two such valuable memoires have been issued in a

single year by the Entomological Society of London in their 'Transactions

as in the present volume. The "Monograph of the genus Acraea" has
been previously dealt with in our pages and now there has just come
to hand a very detailed and valuable paper by Dr. David Sharp and F.

Muir with thirty-seven plates on " The Comparative Anatomy of the

Male Genital Tube in Coleoptera." Papers have also been contributed

by Dr. Chapman dealing with " The Early Stages of Albulina pheretes,

a ]\Iyrmecophilous Plebeiid blue- butterfly," " The food-plant of

Callophri/s acis," and a paper describing " An Experiment on the

Development of the male appendages in Lepidoptera." Lieut. -Colonel

N. Manders' paper on "The Study of Mimicry (Batesian and Miillerian)

by temperature experiments on two Tropical Butterflies," has also been
published in this year's volume.

We have much pleasure in congratulating Mr. C. J. Gahan, M.A.,
F.E.S., on his recent appointment to the nev/ly-created post of Keeper
of the Department of Entomology in the British Museum (Natural

History) at South Kensington. The huge collections in the museum
and the increasing economic importance of Entomology in the eyes of

the scientific and commercial public justify the elevation of this section,

of Zoology to the rank of a Department in the organisation of the work
of the British Museum. It is also satisfactory to feel that the first

appointment of chief to the Department is that of one who will be a
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" persona grata " to those who come into contact with him in the

course of their studies, and of one whose skill and ability are worthy

of the work he will have to cany out, superintend, or initiate.

.SOCIETIES.
Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.—Xoveinber 18th,

1912.

—

Elections.—Mr. S. C. Burne and Miss Dorith Ida Burne, of

New Brio:ht()n, were elected Members of the Society.

—

Paper.—Mr. Wm.
Mansbridge read a paper entitled " Moorland Collecting," which dealt

with the Lepidoptera to be found on the high moorland of Lancashire

and Yorkshire ; a discussion ensued in which many of the members
took part. Exhibitions.—Exhibits were as follows :—Mr. W. A.

Tyerman, a beautiful series of Kpnmla nu/ra bred from Devonshire

ova ; Mr. F. N. Pierce, a short series of Mellinia ocellaris from the

Thames valley ; Dr. P. F. Tinne, a small collection of Splniuiidae from
British Guiana, and Mr. Wm. Mansbridge, Thera variata from
Bournemouth, with notes.

The South London Entomological and Natural History

Society.—Noreinber litJi.—Mr. H. W. Martin and Mr. Ronald
Marshall, of Bexley, were elected members. Donation.—Mr. B. H.
Smith, B.A., F.E.S., presented a large collection of British Mosses to

the Society's reference collections. The specimens were mounted and
<;ontained in 31 volumes. Myxomycetes.—Mr. Sich exhibited a species

of Mi/xoiin/cetes, which he had found on an ivy stem. Mr. Step said it

was Mucila<i<) spongiom and described the habit of this species at some
length. Destruction by Birds. Comparative series of M. aurinia.—
Mr. Newman, twigs of sallows extensively attacked by Tits for the

larvte of beetles and the mites in the nodules caused by the last ; long

and variable series of Polia chi from Sheffield, mostly dark ; and
several series of Melitaea aurinia, including a very variable series bred

at Birmingham and a very uniform series bred at Bexley, both series

originating from the same localities. Arctic Brenthids and Satyrids.—
Mr. Sheldon, series of the Brenthids taken by him in Lapland this

year, viz., B.frifiga, B. freija, B. polaris, and B. poles var. lapponica with

series of Oeneis jntta and 0. noma, pointing out the extreme variability

of the last named. Abundance of B, perla.—Mr. F. H. Grosvenor, a

long series of B. perla from Deal, where it occurred in abundance in

late August. B. muralis ab. impar.^—-Mr. Tonge, the same species and
a short series of B. muralis from the same place, including an ab.

iiiipar and a specimen as small as B. perla. A mimetic Acridian from
West Africa.—Mr. Bacot, a curious mimetic Acridian from Portugese

West Africa which rested on the charred stumps of vegetation burnt

annually and showed very perfect protective resemblance. Local
Variation in British Lepidoptera.—Mr. Gardner, long and varied

series of British Lepidoptera including Boaruria repandata froi\i North
Devon with var. conversaria and many intermediates, Hiipsipetes furcata

{sordidata) from Forres, probably bilberry forms, many being very

extreme, Larentia didi/inata from many localities indicative of local

races, and Melanippe Jiuctuata including varied London forms
and aberrations with dark Scotch and Shetland forms. Hoot
Galls.—Mr. H. Main, the galls of Biorhiza aptera on the root-

lets of the oak, some cut open to show the workings, the larvae
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and the parasitic larvae. A Mullerian Association from Costa Rica

AND A NEW Castniid.—Mr. W. J. Kaye, a fine set of the species of

butterflies forming the principal Miillerian association in Costa Rica,

including fourteen species of Itlunniinae, three species of HeUconiinae,

one Pierinae, one En'sia, and a new species of Cantnia. He also

showed a smaller similar mimetic group from Caracas, Venezuela.

EupiTHECiA innota, ctc.—Mr. Sheldon, the series of Kupithecia innota

and K. fra.rinata referred to by him at the previous meeting. Lantern

Slides,—Lantern slides were exhibited by Mr. W. West (.\shtead),

sporangia of Mi/.voniycefes, Dr. Chapman, the delegates to the Inter-

national Congress, Mr. Tonga, ova of Lepidoptera in sitii, Mr. Main,

Life-histories of the Snake-fly Baphidia, the Alder-fly and the jumping

Saw-fly Plitjllotoma, Mr. Colthrup, nests of the Lesser Tern and Ringed

Plover, and Mr. Dennis, galls caused by Aphids and Mites.

JEt^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Humble Bee, its Life History and how to domesticate it.

By F. W. L. Sladen, F.E.S. Macmillan, 1912, pp. 283, G Col. PI.,

34 ill., 8vo., 10s.—This Volume has all the good qualities of Fabre's

writings, without any of the romantic adornments, that perhaps

increase the attraction, without adding to the value of the work of the

great French naturalist.

It relates excellent work in observing Humble Bees in their nests,

in a measure that is almost a new departure in that direction, and
justifies the limits of the title that something approaching domestica-

tion is eft'ected.

Various points in the economy and habits of Humble Bees,

previously vaguely understood, are precisely described, so that it may
be said that various new facts are brought forward.

Almost incidentally, but nevertheless as an important result, the

precise determination of the species of Botiibus and PsitJujnis we have
in Britain are clearly described and defined. The six three-colour

photographic plates of the perfect insects are remarkably successful,

and are as excellent examples of such plates as we have met with.

—

T.A.C.

OBITUARY.
Thomas Boyd, F.E.S.

On February 5th last there passed away at his residence, Woodvale
Lodge, South Norwood, the oldest Fellow of the Entomological Society
save one—Lord Avebury. Thomas Boyd was born on August 8th,

1829 (the second son of William Clarke Boyd) in Ely Place, Holborn.
His parents died when he was quite young and eventually he went to

live with an aunt at 17, Clapton Square, N.E., then on the edge of the
country. There he developed a taste for natural history and especially
for entomology. As a young man he became an active lepidopterist,

and he was elected a life member of the Entomological Society in 1852.
During the next few years he made many contributions to the entomo-
logical journals of the period, viz., to the F^ntomolor/ist's Cowpanion,
the Weelxhj Intelligencer and the Entotiioloriisi's Annual. He was the
intimate friend of Stainton, and was thus led to pay special attention
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to the Micros; for the patient study of these his quiet, painstaking

nature and his delicately clever fingers equipped him well. He loved

to breed the tiny creatures and to work out their life-histories for his

friend, who was then preparing his great work upon the subject.

Thanks to what Stainton calls his " untiring energy," Thomas Boyd
was successful in adding eleven new species to the " British List

"

between 1853 and 1858, five of which were new to Science. The new
species were :

—

Gelechia occUatella, Boyd, taken at the Lizard, Cornwall. [Weekly

Int., vol. iv., p. 143, and Knt. Ann., 1859, p. 151).

Gli/pliipteri/.i' schoenicolella, Boyd, lisclieiiella, Zell., bred from the

Lizard. {Weekly Int., vol. iv., p. 144 and Ent. Ann., 1859, p. 153).

Nepticula pninetornin, Sta., bred from Loudwater, Bucks. {Ent.

Ann., 1855, p. 72, second edit.).

Xeptieula atricollis, Sta., bred. {Ent. Ann., 1857, p. 112).

Nepticula luteella, Sta., bred. {Ent. Ann., 1857, p. 110, and 1866,

p. 37).

And the species new to Britain were :

—

Diaxemia raiiiburialis, Dup., taken at Probus, in Cornwall. {Ent.

Ann., 1859, p. 149, u-itli /?//.)

Flatyptilia calodactyla {zetterstedti), Zell., taken at Lynmouth,
Devon. {Ent. Ann., 1856, p. 44).

Gelechia arundinetella, Zell., bred from near Hackney. {Knt.

Weekly Int., vol. iii, p. 139, and Ent. Ann., 1858, p. 91).

Gelechia leucomelanella , Zell., bred from the Lizard, Cornwall.
{Evt. Ann., 1859, p. 150).

Coleophora limosipennella, Fisch., and F. v. R. bred. Ent. Comp.,

p. 133, and Ent. Ann., 1855, p. 67).

Nepticula arcuatella, H.S., N. arciiata, Frey, bred. {Ent. Ann.,

1858, p. 97).

He also was the first to breed.

Coleophora infiatae, Sta. {Ent. Ann., 1857, p. 105).

But Thomas Boyd was no narrow specialist ; he took a broad view
of Nature, the study of which was ever to him " the contemplative
man's recreation ;

" in particular he was also a good field botanist, a

conchologist and a microscopist. And though he never wrote much,
soon after the publication of the " Origin of Species " in 1859, he felt

compelled to champion Darwin's theories in an interesting article on
the subject which he contributed to the leading entomological journal

of those days, the Weekly Intelliyencer (vol. ix, p. 149), because, he
says, Darwin " has received such a scant measure of fairplay in your
pages."

Thomas Boyd married Sarah Harriette Stone (daughter of the

Revd. William Stone, M.A.) in 1864, and leaves two sons and three

daughters. In subsequent years active work in Entomology was
" crowded out " by many other interests. But the old zest for

observation never died, and it was a red letter day in his later life when
he watched two specimens of Euvanessa antiopa floating about in the
sunshine in a garden at Ventnor ; one of these he eventually persuaded
himself to net. About thirty years ago he handed over the best

things in his collection of Lepidoptera, including the above-named
types, to his cousin the late William Christopher Boyd of The Grange,
W'altham Cross {Eiit. Mo. May., vol. xliii, p. 16), in whose cabinets
they still remain.—W.G.
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In Sunny Spain.—July and August, 1912. (TTW* a plate.)

By EOSA E. PAGE, B.A.

" Pilgrim ! Oh say, has thy cheek been fann'd

By the sweet winds of my sunny land ?

Know'st thou the sound of its mountain pines?

And hast thou rested beneath its vines?

Hast thou heard the music still wandering by
A thing of the breezes, in Spain's blue sky ?

"

Mrs. Hemans.

For many years it had been Mr. Page's ardent wish to collect in

Spain, and on preparing the late Mr. J. W. Tutt's collection for sale

last autumn, the sight of the Spanish Parnas.niis a/iollu and other

insects brought from that country by Dr. Chapman in 1901, crystallised

the wish into a determination to visit the Sierras in the ensuing

summer. The first thing to do was to acquire a sufificient knowledge

of the Spanish language to carry us through. This was accomplished

during the winter session, and proved to be one of the prime factors in

the enjoyment of the trip—the study of languages not being at all

seriously undertaken by the people in this land of manana.
Our dates are, I believe, rather later than those of entomologists

who have previously visited Spain, and thus it is hoped these notes

will prove interestmg. Leaving Charing Cross on July 25th, we
arrived to find ourselves necessarily too late for many of the special

Spanish species, but hoped by paying close attention to the ends of

broods to obtain some nice forms. In this, however, we were

disappointed.

We stayed at Guethary (Hotel de la Plage—delightfully situated

and very comfortable) from July 26th to 2yth, and found it a charming

little place for the fagged brain-worker to take the short rest which is

so often necessary at the commencement of a holiday. The weather

on the first two days was dull and the sky overcast with strong wind

at times, and certainly not good for collecting ; but we were able to

stir up most of the species we expected to find there. The most

common insect was EjnnepJicle tithonns, here a rich fulvous and

strongly marked form ; Lainpides boeticK^ also occurred abundantly,

the $ s busy ovipositing, but both males and females so exceedingly

worn that every one netted was released. The second broods of

Melitaea cinxia and Brenthis selene were just emerging; Hipparclda

cnrthiisa var. dentata was to be taken in plenty and in good condition

among the furze on the slopes leading down to the small bogs ; also

('ocuonympha arcauia with fine white bands on the undersides similar

to the Eclepens form. We only saw three Heteropter)is viorpJieus, of

which we caught one worn g , which was disturbed from the

bushes near the edge of the marsh. It was something, however, to

have seen this insect on the wing. The impression we formed was

that we were much too late for Lepidoptcra at Guethary. July 29th

was spent in travelling to La Granja via Segovia, the journey being,

in ihis extraordinary year, quite cool and enjoyable, and the "Rapido"
arriving at Segovia at the time scheduled. We were rather surprised

to find that no one at the Hotel de Roma spoke French ; indeed, we
heard nothing but the Spanish tongue at La Granja, as everywhere

else in Spain.

February 15tii, 1913.
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Our first expedition here led us through the Puerto del Campo.
The day was rather dull. Just outside this gate we found what
appeared to be a parcbed-up expanse of waste ground, strewn with
masses of bare rock, through which ran a narrow little stream bor-
dered with tall trees, at which dozens of women were busy washing,
while the snow-white linen was bleaching on the bushes. On further
inspection we found some vegetation, among which were several
species of thistles (CanliiKs), and an extensive bed of nettles. Not an
insect appeared to be about, and we were making for the higher
ground, when passing through one of these beds of nettles we disturbed
first /'.'. tithonuH, and then a large butterfly, which was immediately
recognised as Dnjas pandora, was netted with the suppressed excitement
that the acquaintance with a species seen alive for the first time always
causes. -Once among them, these grand creatures rose at every
footstep, and we now saw them to be sunning themselves with
outspread wings on the sandy paths. They were very wary ; as the
net was swept at one, up flew three or four others ; but they always
managed to settle just out of reach of one's arm, no matter how
carefully they were stalked ; and owing to the assimilation of their
wings to the tawniness of the surroundings, were at first difficult to
see, until one was practically upon them, when up they would fly and
move oft' just far enough to be very tantalising. Both sexes were in

plenty and in fine condition, if we except a good percentage of slit

wings due to the thistles among which they were continually moving.
The sight of these grand Ann/nnidi flying all around one, their
beautiful purplish-green upper wings scintillating in the sun, the rose
and green of the under wings flashing as they settled on the thistles,

is something to have lived for, and well worth all the trouble of a visit

to tawny Spain. I think perhaps the very bareness and parched
appearance of the locality made them appear more glorious by
contrast.

The next day was sunny ; 1). pandDva was flying freely, feeding on
the thistle flowers, and pairing, and hence more easy to capture than
on the preceding dull day. Ttie aforementioned women who were
washing in the brnok were naturally much interested in our procedure,
as also were their accompanying children, who, with the natural kind-

heartedness of their race, badly wanted to please the " Ingles " by
supplying him with the insects they could see he was seeking. The
way in which they crept slowly and stealthily up to the thistles and
stalked the butterflies from flower to flower, picking off' with thumb and
forefinger insects which we found it difficult to catch Avith the net, and
bringing them to us, was very amusing—so diff'erent to the more robust
English child's notion of entomology. They would sometimes bring
us a dozen or more wriggling butterflies of various species threaded on
a grass stem ; and one of the women showed us with great pride a fine

T). jiandora which she had caught and pinned alive to her clothes line.

We much regretted being partly responsible for this waste of such
beautiful creatures.

Another interesting insect at La Granjawas Coennnijiiiplta iiiJiinides.

These we found on both the lower and' upper bogs, fresh J s and $ s

flying with worn ones. The species is very easy to capture, but
difficult to find at rest. They rose one or two at a time, and much
patience and a good deal of tramping up to the ankles in mud and
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water was required to get a series. They confine themselves strictly

to the bog ; insects that flew beyond the marsh ahiiost always proved

to be E. tit/ioHKs. Satj/nis cin-e were very plentiful, but mostly passe,

on patches of dried up grass, rising in numbers, but not flying far,

and repeatedly returning to their original resting-places.

It seemed strange to see -S'. circe skimming over grass after the

Digne experiences of the same insect settling on the higher branches

of cherry trees. Most of the other species on the slopes here were

passe: a new brood of liiiinicia phlaeas var. eleiis, however, appeared to

be out, together with Gonopteriix rhannii, which were observed suspended

from thistle-heads overhanging the higher courses of the brook. We
tried for Laeosapis rohoris, but although we found the ground, not one

was to be seen. We were (as we expected) too late.

Along the road leading to the farm were, however, Sati/rKs circe,

S. alctjone, S. statiliniis, and Hii>}iaic]iia seiuele, mostly resting on tree-

trunks ; a few Heodes vin/aiireae var. )nieffii, chiefly $ s, and a few
very fresh C. pain/ihiliis var. li/lliis were sunning themselves on
some yellow composite flowers by the roadside. A new brood of

very small Colias cdiisa, with one or two bright Pi/raiiwis cardiii,

appeared on August 4th. The C. editsa were flying on the same
ground, with a few examples of ordinary size. Whilst at La
Granja we received the utmost kindness and attention from everyone.

It would perhaps be as well to warn future visitors of the probability

•of parcels from England (if sent by parcels' post) being kept at Segovia.

In this way we were denied the use of a large collecting zinc which we
had arranged to be sent out to us. The post offices, moreover, are

only open for inquiries between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. each day.

We left La Granja on Monday, August 5th, at 5. 130 a.m., for an
hour's diligence drive to Segovia, en route for Madrid and Cuenca.

The air was quite still, and peculiarly cold—shepherds leading their

flocks of black sheep and goats to pasture were enveloped in thick

plaids. One could understand the danger to health due to subtle

changes in the temperature of the atmosphere of these heights.

Presently the sun appeared over the mountain summits, and gradually

under its glowing beams the mists were dispersed, and the " campo,"
with its great herds of black cattle, opened out before us.

Madrid appeared to us verj' hot after the delightful air of La
Granja. We were told, however, that it was exceptionally cool all over

Spain for the time of year. We left by the 5.80 p.m. train for Cuenca.
This is the daily train, which stops at every station, arriving at Cuenca
at midnight. Here we were very comfortably lodged at the Hotel
Comercio—a "fonda," Avhere we were surprised to find the food very

good. There was no butter, however, and only goat's milk was
provided, although cow's milk is obtainable at the "lecheria."

Cuenca is a delightfully situated and most picturesque Moorish
city, with a fine Gothic Cathedral. The people, of Moorish descent,

retain much of the ancient dress and many of the old customs. They
group themselves so picturesquely in the streets as to give delight

to the artistic eye. The shops appeared to be well stocked, and all

manner of tinned provisions could be obtained here. On the 7th we
walked up the Huecar gorge, through which has been constructed a

fine new road. We were too late again ; things entomological were
much Avorse than at La Granja, every vestige of herbage being dried
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up, except in the " huertas "—narrow strips of irrigated land bordering

the river. Ai/riades coridou var. arraijonenua was in shreds, as were

Coenonympha ilortoi, j\lelit/ra duh/ina, and Papilio podalin'iis var.

feitit/iainclii : Colias edum and Pontia daplidire were frequent, the latter

in good condition, as were also Pob/f/onia c-albnui and PjiranwH

atalanta.

The next day we tried the banks of the Jucar as far as the

confliience with the Moscas. Kpinepltele tithoniis was common, a fair

proportion being in good condition ; worn Sati/nir, alcijone swarmed.

A few freshly-emerged .S'. statilinus settled on black patches of charred

herbage, and in the hot sun were very skittish when followed up.

This ground, we were told, is a splendid spot for Lepidoptera

earlier in the season, as it is also for Coleoptera.

We made the acquaintance at Cuenca of Seuor Don Juan Gimenez

y Cano de Aquilar, Professor of Natural Science in the Institute here.

He well remembered the visit of Dr. Chapman and Mr. Champion in

1901, since which, he assured us, no scientist had visited Cuenca. He
very much deplored the lack of interest among Spaniards in the

Natural Sciences, and greatly regretted his isolation from other

entomologists. He very kindly showed us all over the Institute, which

was well supplied with local natural history specimens, owing, we
understand, to his initiative. Seuor Cano is doing his utmost to

foster a love of science among the youths committed to his charge.

In the fine library we were shown many rare and valuable old books

of the 16th century and onwards. Professor Cano told us there were

many such in certain houses in the city.

There is also in the Institute a Department of Agriculture, which
consists of one large room. We saw here miniature models of farm

implements, illustrations of destructive insects, etc., especially of the

Phylloxera, also specimens of seeds; but little practical work is at-

tempted. Similarly, the Professor of Chemistry demonstrates with

experiments, but the students all work together on one marble slab,

with one set of apparatus between them.

We had intended following Dr. Chapman's route over the Sierras

to Albarracin, and with this end in view left Cuenca on August 10th.

Professor Cano, who has jurisdiction in this province, had interested

himself so much in our projected excursion that he kindly gave us

recommendations to the principal inhabitants of the villages through

which we were to pass as far as Tragacete, on the confines of the

Province of Cuenca, whence he said Sefior Tndelachio Martinez would
see us safely to Albarracin, which lies in Aragon.

Threshing being in operation, and all the animals fully engaged, we
were glad to be able—after a delay of two days—to hire a guide with

a couple of " burros." On one of these the baggage was strapped,

while the other was intended to carry the writer. I will not describe

my efforts to imitate the easy seat of the native peasant women.
Suffice it to say that the distance from Cuenca to Una is 37 kilometres,

that a very dusty carriage road, for the most part shadeless and water-

less, runs the whole distance, and that the " burro," whose pace was
much slower than that of an ordinary walker, took eleven hours over

the journey ; this, however, included a stay of two hours for lunch

and a siesta.

[To he concludciL)
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Collecting Orthoptera in the Caucasus and Transcaucasus.

(Wit It tiro platen).

By MALCOLM BURK, D.Sc, F.E.S.

{Concluded from page 15).

The usual daily routine consisted in collecting in the morning,

a siesta, demanded by the climate, or a quiet hour or two in the

afternoon, a stroll, of course with net and killing-bottle, or a set or

two of tennis in the evening. After supper, an arc-lamp was switched

onat the bottom of the garden, which attracted marvellous hosts of insects

of all orders, from the oasis and from the steppe. On still warm evenings

in summer, at this late season, results were relatively meagre, yet hosts

of minute water-beetles, and some big ones, ('orixidae, Tn'cliu/itera, and
small Dijitera came in large numbers. There were a few Chnjsopa.

In Orthoptera, E/iaciouiia thalassina was much in evidence, sometimes
OecanthHn pellucens, Scop., sailed leisurely past, and a few Neiiwbiii.'i

saiufsun'r'-, Burr, a small, fully-winged eastern representative of

.V. si/lve.stri.s, our little wood cricket of the New Forest. It is an
interesting form of collecting, and it gives the opportunity of observing

the flight of many species that arp. not usually seen on the wing, as the

two mentioned above. Earlier in the year Forficula aiiricidaria, L.,

and (jri/llotalpa fly freely to light, and by this means m}' host has

taken one or two of the known specimens of torjicnla ])innerantuvi,

Sem., the male of which still remains undiscovered.

In September the uncultivated part of the steppe consists of a

grey, finely arenaceous clay, burnt and cracked by the sun. As the

waters recede, plants creep in to reclaim the soil; the first to come is

Artemisia maritima, the universal grass of the steppe. It is followed

by the delicate stems of Al/uu/hi caiiielorniii, one of the few plants that

are green at this period ; sprawling in patches are the long stalks of

Capparis spinona, with round, dark green leaves and strong spines, and
Prosopis stephaaiana with its pod-like fruits, burst open exposing their

crimson interior. There are few insects in Capparis whose strong

spines defy the sweep-net, nor on Prosopis, but on Alliagld there are

various [i/ii/nchcta, and sometimes Iris oratoria, L., Tylopsis tlii/mifolia,

and an immature Empiisa fall into the net. The Artemisia is burnt
grey as the soil itself, and almost every sprig is crowned with what
looks at first like a small white bulbous fiower, but on inspection

proves to be thousands of a small, pale snail, Heli.v derhende, bleached
by the sun.

A welcome patch of green is afforded by the thick clumps of three

or four species of Salsola, a dense, juicy shrub, rich in alkali. The two
commonest species are -S'. soda and .S'. kalia. Here we find OrtJioptera

sucking the luscious shoots. Caloptenus italicus, L., occurs in

profusion. More typical of the east is Dericorys roseipennis, Redt.,

first discovered in Turkestan. A near relative of the north African
1). (jibhosa, it is a sluggish insect, falling, when disturbed, to the

ground, and hiding among the roots of the plant, its yellowish-brown
variegated hues assimilating well with the light and shade beneath
the dense shrub. It does not hop activel}^ and rarely employs its rosy-

tinted wings.

It is noteworthy what a number of the local grasshoppers have
rosy or red wings. The ubiquitous Caloptenus italicus, of course, and
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the beautiful itediinnla salina { = firatiosa, Sei'v.), as well as the

Dfi-icori/s, are good instances, but I was surprised to find a Truxalid

with rosy wings, Staiiri))totiis anatolinix, Kr., a large eastern species

of this interesting genus. ]Jericuri/s rosri/jeuitis appears to be very-

localised, for I found it only in one of the patches of Salsnla, near

a gorge in the range of hills called Boz-dagh, a line of hummocks
some 300-400 feet high, running parallel to the main range, butof the

same formation as the steppes, of which it is merely a recent

crumpling. It was also in this neighbourhood that I found
Staiiroiiiitiis aiiotidiciis. Blue-winged forms are less numerous,
Oedipotia cacnilcsrens, L., is common, and once or twice I came
across (>. si-imr/tii, Sauss., its ponderous relative. Sphini/onotun

caeridavs, L., occurs commonly in the neighbourhood of Boz-
dagh, but not generally, and in the garden at Geok-Tapa I took

two or three specimens of N. aziiresrens, Ramb. The only yellow-

winged forms which I noticed were Mioscirtnn \ra(jnen, Eversm., an
elegant little Turkestane?e Oedipod that I took by the roadside near
Khaldan, Ot'ihtlciia nit/rofasciatiis, De G., and its ally, (>. inlohosieiriczu-'-

Bol., which has not been previously recorded from the Caucasus. It

was described by Bolivar from Asia Minor.

The uniformity of the steppe is surprising, and it is difficult to

specify any particular spot; occasionally dry beds of streams show
where the spring torrents run, and in their neighbourhood occur the

chief patches of Sahola, but it was only on one that I found the Deri-

coiys. In others its place was taken by T/iisoicetri(.'< ad>;j)er!iits, Redt.,

first described from Turkestan, but now known to have a wide range.

I possess a series from Tunis, Algeria, and southern Spain. An
interesting Mantid, BoUvaria hracln/ptera, Pall., a native of the deserts

of the extreme east of Europe and west of Asia, also occurred here.

Near the oasis formed by a small tributary of the Kura, on the

muddy banks of which Triilactijliis roriei/attm, Latr., is common, there

was water, even after three months' drought. There is a network of

small canals, which irrigate the rice fields, and in their neighbourhood
vegetation is richer, but in one case at least the barren steppe actually

adjoins a canal. Were there a supply of water through the dry

season, the steppe would probably afford an exceedingly rich soil.

Loosestrife and other fiowers and shrubs grow plentifully along the

banks of the canals, and in them T/iiaoicetnis dorsatm, F. de W., is

abundant ; the female is clumsy and heavy, but the male is an elegant

creature. The rich green elytra with black axillary stripe and long
white-tipped antennjB, make it a conspicuous object. At Boz-dagh,
far from the canals, where all is dry, I took a few specimens where the

green is replaced by ochre-yellow. It is tempting to think that the

bleaching is due to actual want of moisture, rather than to an attempt
to assimilate itself to its surroundings, since I found it on the green

clumps of Salsola.

Paratettix vieridionalis'''-, Serv., is abundant near the canal, it is

adult in September, and has, apparently, not before been recorded

from the Caucasus ; Tettix depressiis, Bris., is common enough

;

I. bipunctatiis, L., or arx allied species, occurred only in the immature
stages ; Eiiprepocneuiis jdoranfi, Charp., an extremely meridional

species, never occurring in Europe far from the coast of the Mediter-

ranean, is abundant, and in habits and appearance, it resembles its
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relative T/ihoicetrim adspersus, betraying its presence by its clumsy leaps

in the herbage ; Acrida tiiriita, L., is also common flying with a

clatter from shrub to shrub. The universal Standenis biculor is

common in parts of the steppe, and Pyviinuiorplia bracJu/ptera, Bol., the

west Asiatic representative of the south European F. <irtjlloides, of

which I chanced upon a single specimen, is common on the dry clay,

together with the little grey >)tanr(iderm .s/»//yZ{'.f, Eversm." hlpacromia

tholasshia swarms in most places, though less numerous on the dry

steppe itself ; E. stn^pois is rarer. On the thick hedges by the road

and vine-yards of Geok-Tapa, where bamboo grows to a considerable

height, with bramble and dense herbage, Sphndruuiantifi biociilata,

Burm.,'and the Mantis reliiiioaa, L., occur with Irk oratoria, L., and

Xip/tidimii fiisciiiii, Latr. In the thickets were a few I'lati/rhis ciifjuis,

Charp., and PL i/ri.sca, Fabr. It was interesting to find the western

railn/ti/liisdaniciis, L., and not its eastern brother /'. mvjiaturinx, L.

One of the best collecting spots was a small field adjoining the

vineyard, where there was short grass and no high shrubby plants.

Here Staaroderus bicnlor, Charp., Chnrthippus (dbomaryinatna''-, De. G.,

and C paralielus swarmed ; the southern element was represented by

Acrida turrita, L., and a single nymph of Tropodopoln ci/liiidrica,

Marsh. '= The eastern influence was seen in Staaroderus cixjnatas,

Fieb., a typical south Russian species, I'latydcis vittata, Charp., and

a large green race of Ocrrt»tA».s ;)6'ZZ/((Vu.s, Scop., recently described bj'

Uvaroff as sub-sp. taranicu.r'-, from Turkestan. Eaprepociieinis plorans

was also common here. This was the only spot where I was able to

take Gri/lloides lateralis, Fieb., though his characteristic chirp

resounded through the gardens and fields all the afternoon and evening.

The stridulation consists of two entirely distinct but simultaneous

notes, one a high sharp chirp, not unlike that of Gnjllus domesticus,!^.,

but less continuous, and a low quiet buzz that can only be detected at

close quarters. As there were no shrubs to afford it protection, I was
able to catch it on the grass with my fingers, and then took several

pairs, establishing beyond doubt, to my mind, that de Saussure

originally described the female quite correctly as having rudimentary

elytra, disproving Bolivar's contention that de Saussure's specimen is

referable to another species, and that the female of G. lateralis has long-

elytra.

I was not lucky enough to come across any specimen of Gratidia,

the Stick-Insect of western Asia; several species occur in Turkestan,

and one G. bitnberculata, Stal., has been found near Geok-Tapa. It

was too late in the season for any species of Nocarodes, the character-

istic Pamphagid genus of the Caucasus and of Asia Minor.

Beneath the dried leaves lying in the garden I found numbers of

an elegant light-brown Hololampni, in which the male has the elytra

as long as the abdomen, the disc shaded with black ; the female is

entirely yellowish-brown ; the elytra are shortened, extending half-way

down the abdomen and broadly rounded. Ii is new to science, and I

have dedicated it to my genial host A. B. Shelkovnikoff.

The only other Blattids that I took were Stylopyga orieiitalis, L.,

of which a couple of nymphs were found in the house, and the curious

west Asiatic Volijphaija aei/i/ptiaca, L., of which the winged male
occurred in the kitchen, while the apterous, heavy female buried

herself in the sand and dust outside.
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Ttut all good things come to an end. About nine o'clock in the

evening of Monday, September 16th, my bags were packed and stowed

away in the phjeton, about two-score w^ori<men, Armenians, Georgians,

and Tartars, assembled to give me a good send-off, and so, as they

danced the famous le-jjinka to the wild strains of fiddle and drum,
with a hearty good-bye from my kind host and all his household, the

driver, a Russian, whipped his little horses, and I settled down to my
long drive over the steppe to Evlach. It was a perfect night, not a

breath of wind, nor sign of a cloud ; the air so clear that it looked as

though the stars could fall down upon us. The road was long and
lonely, and my driver entertained me with tales of footpads ; he cheer-

fully pointed out the spot where, but a year or two ago, a carriage-full

of people had been attacked by a band of robbers in ambush, and lost

their lives as well as their goods ; but the assassins were soon

captured and shot. His yarns may have been true, but all we met
on the road were caravans of huge waggons, drawn by buffalo, with

loads of silk bound for Nukha.
The station at Evlach was crowded with the usual motley

assemblage of Caucasians and Tartars, who filled the train to over-

ffowing, but not, fortunately, the first class. The journey is

comfortable enough, the broad guage, slow speed, and gentle stops do
not interfere with sleep, and thanks to the oil-fuel, there is little smoke
and dirt, though the dust of the steppe on the east of Tiflis covered the

carriages and luggage with a film of fine red sand. After a days' rest

in Tiff is for shopping and greeting friends, I took train to Borjom, the

estate of the Grand Duke Michael Nicolaievitch. It is the summer
residence of the Viceroy of the Caucasus, a pleasant spot, situated on
the upper waters of the Kura, in a defile in the thickly wooded
mountains.

Autumn had already begun here, and the dripping trees, and keen

moist air were in striking contrast to the burning and oppressive heat

of Tifiis. I had little opportunity of collecting, owing partl}'^ to the

weather, and partly to the lateness in the year. The usual common
things still occurred, as the inevitable Stauroderus hicolor, Charp.,

Kpaciomia thalassina, Fabr., Ocdipnda caerulesreni^, L., and Tettix

hipinictatiis, L. At one spot I could hear the chirp of a Plianeroptera

in the trees over my head, but as there was absolutely no undergrowth,
and the trees'-'' were high, the creatures were completely inaccessible.

More interesting, though perfectly characteristic, were hololampra
sriiiiff'eri, L., of which I took one adult female under a stone, while its

larvffi were abundant; Tetti.r depreamis, Bris., I'aratetti.v iiieridionalix

Serv., and Tridacti/liis rarie(iati(^,Ijatr. Beneath one stone I saw^ an adult

Mi/riiiecnphilo ; with eager fingers I seized it, with a handful of leaves

and twigs, and flung the lot into my net, in order to pick him out and
put him safely into a tube, but the little fellow was so small and so

nimble that he escaped through a tiny hole in the net torn by the

* The trees here were mostly pines, but there were groves of the Kizil. This
is a woody shrub, with bright red berries as big as a cherry, but oblong, with a big
stone ; they have a pleasant and peculiar flavour, and make good jam. I have
not been able to find their English name. In Alexandroff's Dictionary I find
''Kizil—burning-bush, gatten-tree, evergreen-thorn, box-thorn, hound-tree,
medlar." The last is the only one of these names that I have ever heard of before.
It certainly in no way resembles the medlar as we usually know it.
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thorns of the steppe-country. As I left Borjom at dusk I could hear,

as the train slowly wended its way down the valley, the stridulation of

I^ociista, probably L. ciridissiina, L., possibly L. caadata, and of an

<>l)/ut/inscdis, or more probably of the allied PsorodonotKs specttlariK,

F. de W., which is common in these mountains.

At daybreak next morning we reached Batum, where the hot and

moist climate produces a most luxuriant and dense vegetation. The
green and wooded mountains around were covered with mist and cloud,

but the sun was hot and the air close. The scenery reminded me of

Madeira at this season of the year, though the flora is not noticeably

southern. I saw no agaves, nor palms, nor cactus, and was more
struck by the denseness and luxuriousness of the vegetation than by

any other peculiarity. In the afternoon I visited Zelenui Muis, the

Green Hill, a few miles from the town, the estate of Mr. Passek, whose
wife kindly refreshed me with water-melon, biscuits, cake, jam,

bananas, tea and cognac, after collecting round the garden. Here I

only found the common things. Mantis rdi<iiom, L., Tettix bipunctatiis, L.,

Acrida tiirrita, L., Stanroderiis bicolor, Charp., Kpacro)iiia thalaxnina,

Oedipoda caerulescenx, L., Paehytijltis daniciis, L., Ac7-otj/lits patriielu,

Sturn., Xipliidiinit fuscuiii, ConocepJialiis nitiduluK, Oeeantlnis pcUticens,

Scop., and Neiiiobiii!> lu'ipleni, Fisch. The next day, when I had hoped

to make an excursion to Bortchkha, some 40 versts to the south of

Batum, which was recommended to me as an interesting spot, a tropical

downpour lasted all day. I was told it is no uncommon thing at

Batum for such rain to last an entire week, which has earned the town
an unenviable and impolite nickname. It was not without relief that

I went on board the good ship " Grand Duke Constantine," at mid-

night, bound for Odessa, although I had to share a tiny cabin and a

dollshouse washstand with four other travellers, with the port perma-
nently closed by the captain's orders.

And so the field-work was finished. Next morning at six, as we
put into Sukhum-Kale, oar eyes were gladdened by a perfectly cloudless

view of Elbruz himself in all his majesty, rearing his snow-clad twin-

peaks Avell over 18,000 feet. Our boat, dignified by the name of a fast

direct steamer, took four days to reach Odessa, spending much time

calling at various ports, which certainly added interest to the trip,

especially as the weather, on the whole, was exceedingly fine. Thus
we called at the picturesque gorge of Gagry, at Sochy, Tuapse, at ihe

wind-swept Novorossisk, the great exporting-port for the grain of the

Kuban and Tver provinces. Here many passengers went ashore to

catch a train to St. Petersburg. " Surely," I remarked, "that is rather

a long journey?" "Oh no," they replied, "only three-and-a-half days."

That " (mbj " speaks more eloquently of conditions of travel in " Holy
Russia " than many a long chapter of experiences. We called, too, at

Theodosia, at the sunny town of Yalta, nestling in a cirque of high

rocks, skirted the mountainous coast of the Crimea, past Balaclava,

stopped to have tea at Sebastopol, at the time under martial law ; then

good-bye to sunshine and warmth, for the next morning brought us to

another wet day in Odessa, when I missed my train, the boat being a

little late, and was obliged to wait twenty-fours for another. A cold

wind, but a warm welcome, in Warsaw, a hurried visit to the

University, ten minutes chat with the learned Professor Schtchel-

kanovtsefi", engaged upon the Orthoptera of the Caucasus, a glance at

his collection, then the Nord-Express, and home.
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Bledius crassicollis, Lac, and Bledius occidentalis, Bond.

By W. E. SHARP, F.E.S.

Mr. Donisthorpe recently drew my attention to the fact that the insect,

known in our collections as JJlediiis craasinillifi, Lac, was probably

incorrectly named, and indistinguishable from a Jllcilins; described^ by

M. J. Bondroit as B. orc'ulentaiiii. Subsequent correspondence with,

and inspection of specimens kindly communicated to me by that

authority confirm this view, and there remains litLle doubt but that the

ii. cransicidiis, Brit. Colls., should be relabelled JJ. uccidentalis, Bond.
This insect has always been rare and extremely local in this country,,

and, as far as I am aware, has only been taken in a few restricted

sandy localities on the coast of Kent and Sussex, and at Wicken fen.

In the first-named locality a considerable nuujber of specimens have-

been taken by Mr. W. H. Bennett, Mr. Donisthorpe and others, and
from these localities most of the examples existing in our collections-

are derived. At Wicken fen specimens have been captured by Professor

Hudson Beare and myself. Mr. E. A. Butler has taken it at Gorton,,

in Suffolk. Of the true Ji. crassiadliti, Lac, I have been unable to

discover an example among all the specimens standing over that name
which J have had the opportunity of examining. It may, however,

exist in other collections, and in view of the number of species of the

genus recently added to the British list, the assertion that any
particular Bledius did not occur in this country would seem somewhat
rash.

The characters which distinguish these two species are easily

appreciable, and may be stated as follows :

—

Vertex of head distinctly punctured. Thorax, parallel sided with posterior

angles obliquely sloped, more coarsely alutaceous and less dull, punctuation less

close. Hind body more shiny. Ventral spines in ^ less pointed

B. occidentalis, Bond.

Vertex of head almost impunctate. Thorax, somewhat narrowed behind
with posterior angles obliquely sloped, duller and more finely alutaceous,

punctuation closer. Hind body duller. Ventral spines in s more sharply pointed.

B. crassicollis, Lac.

In colour, size, pubescence, &c., the two species strongly resemble

each other. M. Bondroit took the type specimens of B. occidentalis

among the sandhills of Zwijn, in Holland, a locality similar to that in

which the species occurs at Deal and Camber.

Some Notes on the Genus Myrniica, Latr.

(IVith. one plate and several woudculs.)

By H. St. J. K. DONISTHORPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

[Concluded from page 8.)

3. Myrmica sulcinodis, Nyl., Acta soc sc. Fennicse, ii., 3, 1846,

p. 934. ^ ? .

Mi/niiica perelef/cDis, Curtis, Trans. Linn. Hoc, xxi., 1854, p. 214.

1 Annales de la Soc. Ent. de Beige, 11., p. 24.5, (1907).
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Mi/r)nica siilciiiodis, Smith, Trans. Ent. See. Lend., 2, iii., 1855, p.

119.
'

? ? c?.

Antenxa of M. sulcinodis, 5 .

In the ^ and $ the scape of the antennsB is abruptly bent near
the base, and the club is more or less distinctly three jointed ; the

frontal area is strongly longitudinally striate ; the spines of the

epiuotum are long and strong, and the space between smooth and
shining ; the thorax, petiole and post-petiole coarsely rugose. In the

^ the scape of the antennae is about half the length of the funiculus,

and only gradually curved at the base ; the club is said to be four-

jointed (ForeP'), or four or five-jointed (Emery''*). In all the specimens
I have seen the club is distinctly five-jointed. The frontal area is

coarsely longitudinally striate. This species and lobicornis are the two
darkest in colour.

Distribution.—North Europe and North Asia, direct east to

Manchuria and Amurland ; further south in the mountains, Pyrenees,

Alps, Appenines, Balkans, and Caucasus.

I have bred males and winged females from pupag taken in the

nests at Nethy Bridge in .June. Wheeler" records and figures a

pseudogyne, but he does not say where it came from.

British distribution:—ENGLAND.—Dorset, Hants., Surrey, Essex,

S. Berks., Warwick.

SCOTLAND.— Ayr, Edinburgh, Perth Mid., Aberdeen S.,

Easterness.

IRELAND.—Antrim, Armagh, Donegal, Mayo W.

WALES.—Glamorgan, Anglesey.

The following Myrmecophiles have occurred with this species in

Britain :

—

CoLEOPTERA.

—

Ateiiielen ewariiinatiis, Pk. Woking, 4. x. 00. [Dnnis-

tliorpe).

Dnisilla canaliciilata, F. In the same nest as the above.

4. Myrmica scabrinodis, Nyl., Acta soc. sc. Fennicte, ii., 3,

1846, p. 980. ? ? (? .

Mi/ninca rubra, Curtis, Trans. Linn. Soc, xxi., 1854, p. 213.

In the ? and 2 the scape of the antennae is bent at a right

angle at the base, and is furnished with a more or less developed
lateral tooth at the bend ; the club is more or less distinctly three-

jointed ; the frontal area is smooth and shining except at the base,

where some of the stria? of the front continue on to it ; the epinotum
is transversely rugose between the spines. In the S the scape is very

short, being equal in length to the first three joints of the funiculus,

more or less ; the club is more or less distinctly four-jointed.

53 Fowniis de la Suisse, 1874, p. 79.
«o Deutsch. Ent. ZeitscJtr., 1908, p. 174,
i;i D,,7; 4,,,,,^ 7Tr,.., Ar„» zj;,t ;;; ^

" uetiiscn. Hiiii. y.enscnr., lyuo, p. 174.
'•1 Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist., xxiii., 1907, p. 43, PI. IV., figs. 45 and 46.
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Distribution.—North and Central Europe, Siberia and Turkestan.

I have taken males and winged females in the nests in July and

Antenn.e of M. scabkinodis.

Fig. 5. 5 • Fig. 6.

August, and at large in September and October. I"- have often found

workers in nests of Formica mwininea. Angus'"' records specimens

found in the stomach of a green Woodpecker {Picua ririilis) shot in

January in N. Wales. DoUman picked up a dead ergatandromorph at

Ditchling, which he kindly presented to me. !'•* have recorded it, but

as it has never been described, I have now drawn up a description :

—

Approximately lateral ergatandromorph, right half of body almost entirely

that of a 5 , the left being that of a normal <? (the left half being blackish and
the right reddish-yellow). Eight half of head rugousiy striate, larger than left, eye

smaller ; right antenna yellow, club three-jointed ; scape with strong lateral tooth

at the bend ; right half of thorax yellow ; epinotum with a strong spine ; right

half of petiole and post-petiole yellow, rugose and punctured ; right half of gaster

light fuscous-yellow ; legs on right side yellow, typical 5 . Left side of head
blackish, punctured, not rugousiy striate; eye larger; median and left ocelli

present; antenna fuscous with four-jointed club; left half of thorax blackish;

epinotum not armed with a spine
;
petiole and post-petiole fuscous-black, smooth ;

the greater part of the left half of the gaster has been eaten away, but what
remains is of a darker fuscous colour than the right. Legs on left side fuscous,

typical cT ; wings typical d .

In this specimen the scape of the left antenna ( J ) is longer than

in typical scabrinodis ^ , and the tooth on the right antenna
( ^ ), is

large. It is therefore near to the var. sahnletl, Meinert.

Wasmann''^ describes an ergatandromorph in which the left half is

^ and the right 3 .

British distribution.—ENGLAND.— Cornwall, Devon, Somerset

S., Wilts N., Dorset, I. of Wight, Hants., Sussex, Kent, Surrey,

Essex, Middlesex, Berks., Oxford, Bucks., Suffolk, Norfolk, Northamp-
ton, Glosts. W., Hereford, Worcester, Warwick, Staffs., Lincoln,

Leicester, Notts., Derby, Cheshire, Lanes., Yorks. N.E., Yorks. S.W.,

Durham, Northumberland, Cumberland, Westmoreland.

SCOTLAND.—Dumfries, Ayr, Renfrew, Haddington, Edinburgh,
Linlithgow, Fife and Kinross, Sterling, Perth S., Aberdeen S.,

Westerness, Dumbarton, Ebudes Mid.

"^ Ent. Record, 1902, p. 16, etc.
«s Froc. Nat. Hist. Glasgow, N.S., 1884, p. xviii.
'•^ Ent. Ilecord, 1908, p. 258.
«'' Stettin. Entoiit. Zeitg., 2, 1890, p. 298,
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IRELAND.—Antrim, Armagh, Tyrone, Donegal, Dublin, Wick-
low, Wexford, W^estmeath, Mayo W., Galway E., Cork S., Kerry.

\VALES.— Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Pembroke, Carnarvon
Anglesey.

The following Myrmecophiles have occurred with this species in

Britain :
—

CoLEOPTERA.— AtfHides cnwri/iyHitiia, Pk. Guestling, Wychling,
Chesham, Box Hill, Pamber Forest, Porlock, etc. {DonUilmrpc).

Mipiiietlouia linibata, Pk. Doddington, Bembridge and Cannock
Chase [Dnnisthorp/"').

Ih-iisilla canalicidata, F. Guestling, Porlock, and carrying an ant

in its jaws at Ditchling [Jtonisthorpe'''').

tliniialota analis, Gr. Porlock, May 16th, 1907 ; Bradgate Park,

May 2nd, 1909 {Donhtliurpe).

Stap/ii/linns stercorariua, 01. Forth Bridge {Donixtliorf.e''^).

Batrisiis fnrmicariiiis. Smith'''' records the capture of a beetle under
this name in a nest in Yorkshire. The true Batrisus formicariiis, Aub.,

is not in the British list. It is possible that Smith referred to

Batrisoiles (Batrisiin) re)tiistiis, Reich., a species which occurs in

Britain, chiefly with ants.*

FoRMiciD.i; :

—

Mi/rweciua i/raiiiinicola, hatv. 2 and eight ^ ^ in a

nest of this ant, under a stone at Box Hill, September 6th, 1912
(Donist/ioriw).

IcHNEUMONiD.E :
— Fcioiiiachiis aijiiis<ir(mc'usu, Forst. Bentley

Woods, Suffolk {Morleif').

Braconid.t; :

—

Pac/n/li>iiiiiia hucrata, Breb, Freshwater Bay, Pem-
brokeshire [MarshaW^).

Proctotrupid.e :

—

E.ralloiii/.rfaniipennix var. ilonisthorjiei, Kief. Two
specimens were taken in a nest under a stone {Arnold''-).

CocciD.T. :— Ortheziola rejdorslnji, Sulc. Several specimens at

Porlock {Dnnisthorpe'^'-^).

Araneina :

—

llijtiiiarac/iiii' {Salticii)^) foiiiiictcriii^, De G. ^ and
two 2 ? at Sandown, I. of W., and a young 3" at Luccombe Chine
(Dnuisfhnr/,,''' •• ^\)

4a. Myrmica sabuleti, Meinert, Kong. Danske Viedensk.

Selsk. Skrift., v., 1861, p. 827. ^ c? ( ? unknmvn).
" ^ :—Reddish-yellow

;
gaster darker above ; antennal scape bent

almost at right angles ; base with a tooth, and on the upperside with

a high sharp longitudinal keel; frontal flaps large, ear-shaped; frontal

portion wholly or partially wrinkled ; sides of head irregularly

«« Trans. Ent. Soc. Lovd., 1909, p. 403.
'>7 Ent. Record, 1911, p. 60.
'•" Ent. Record, 1907, p. 2.55.

''•' I'rans. Ent. Soc. Lond., -1, iii., 1855, p. 116.

™ Brit. Iclmeum., ii., 1907, p. 386
71 Tram. Ent. Soc. LoiuL, i., 1899, p. 78.
7^ Ent. Record, 1908, p. 106.
" Ent. Mo. 3Iaq., 1911, p. 179.
7* Zool., 1908, p. 424.
•?•' Ent. Record, 1909, p. 290.

* Since the above was written I have acquired the specimen in question from
Smith's collection. It is the B. vcintstus, Eeich., and is labelled " Yorkshire July

18.52."
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sculptured ; thorax and nodes of pedicel distinctly wrinkled longitudi-

nally. L. 21".

Antenn-e of M. scabkinodis v. sabuleti.

Fig. 7. 5 • Fig. 8. <?

.

^ :—Black ; antennae for the greater part, apex of abdomen,

joints of legs, and feet yellow ; antennal scape a third of the length of

the funiculus ; the last joint longer than the two preceding ones

together, often bent or divided in the middle ; antennte almost bare;

legs with long, oblique, sub-erect hairs ; first node of pedicel wrinkled

longitudinally ; wings greyish-brown to beyond middle. L. 2^-2f
"."

{Trandaiion fruHi the Danish).

I have taken males, winged and dejilated females, and workers of

this form, which is new to the British List, at Box Hill and the New
Forest in July, and at Seaton, when with Crawley, in August this

year.

It is rightly considered a variety of M. scabmunlis, Nyl.

Emery'"' states the 2 and ^ are not to be distinguished with

certainty from the type form, and the 3 is to be known by the

longer scape which is as long as the first five joints of the funiculus.

In my experience, however, the females and workers have a much
more developed lateral tooth to the scape than in ^icahriiwdis proper,

and the longitudinal keel on the upper side, as described by Meinert,

is very distinct. It is fortunate that I should have obtained ^ 3 , 2 ? »

.and, of course ^ ^ , in all the nests I have found of this variety.

From these it is evident that when the scape in the c? is long, the

lateral tooth in the 5 and ^ is well developed, and sabuleti represents

the extreme form of development of scahrinndis in this direction.

5. Mymica lobicornis, Nyl., Acta soc. sc. Fennic*, ii., 3, 1846,

p. 932. ^ ? . iii., 18i9, p. 31. cT •

Mijriiiica denticornis, Curtis, Trans. Linn. Soc, xxi., 1854, p. 215.

Mi/Diiica denticornis, Smith, Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud., 2, iii., 1855,

p. 120. ^ <? ? .

The scape in the ^ and $ is sharply bent, and is furnished on the

top at the bend with a strong transverse ridge, a character which will

at once distinguish it. This ridge, when seen in profile, has the

Appearance of a spine. The club of the antenn;e is more or less

distinctly three-jointed. In the S the scape is about half the length

'0 Deatfsch. Ent. Zeitschr., 1908, p. 176.
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of the funiculus, and abruptly bent at the base. The funiculus is

short, and the club four-jointed.

F., .
Cj,

Fig.

Antenna; of M. lobicornis.

9. 5 . Fig. 10. cT

Distribution.—North Europe (further south a mountain species),

eastwards to Central Asia. I have taken winged females in July and
males in July fnd August in the nests.

Meinert'''' describes a mixed trontal gynandromorph. Morley'^''

recorded a hermaphrodite in a sand-pit at Foxhall. I have not seen

"the specimen, so am unable to say if it is a gynandromorph. Rothney'''

records specimens in nests of Formica miujuinea at Shirley, and I have

several times found colonies under nests of that ant at Wey bridge.

British distribution.—ENGLAND.—Somerset S., Hants. S.,

Sussex E., Kent E., Surrey, Essex, Berks., Oxford, Suffolk E., Norfolk

E., Cheshire, Durham, Northumb. S., Cumberland.

SCOTLAND.—Haddington, Edinburgh, Fife, Kinross, Perth S.

and Mid., Easterness, Ebudes Mid., Sutherland E.

IRELAND.—Armagh.
WALES.—Glamorgan, Carnarvon.

The following Myrmecophiles have occurred with this species :

—

P'oRMiciDJ-: :— lli/niiica iinjniiico.rena, Forel. ForeF" mentioned
small males and females of what he at first thought to be a curious

form of lnl)icur)iis which were taken in the nest of that ant by Bugnion
in the Alps. Subsequently'^^ he correctly described them as a new-

species of inquiline ant.

DiPTERA :

—

P/iora fnrinicantin, Verrall. Hovering over the ants in

a colony at Weybridge {Dnnisthorpe'*^).

6. Myrmica rubida, Latr. When staying with my friend Dr. Forel

in Switzerland last October, he showed me where Mi/niiit-a rubida,

Latr., was common, on the banks of the Rhone. It was a great pleasure

to see this fine large species alive. It is much larger than any

" Vidensk. Sehk. Skrift., v., I,s60, p. 327.
'•'* Entom., 1898, p. 13.
''J Knt. Mo. M<ifl., xviii., 1882, p. 2(52, etc.
'"0 Fourmis dc la Snis.se, 1874, pp. 78 and 79.
*-! Verxum. D. Ndtiirf. Arzte. Wieii., 1894, p. 143.
'•^ Ent. Rec, 1912, p. 36.
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of our species. In the $ and ^ the epinotum is not armed with

spines, and the club of the antennas is five-jointed. Emery''-^ gives for

its distribution the mountains of the temperate zone of the Pah^arctic

Region from the Alps to East Siberia ; also in the Appenines and in

Asia ]\Iinor and the Caucasus. It has never been found in the British

Isles, but it is possible that it may have occurred here formei'ly, since

Wheeler"' suggests it was the original host of the small ant Fortnuoxenna
uitiiliilKs, and that the latter only later became associated with Formica
riifa. FoniricoxcnKH is widely distributed in Britain, and often abun-
dant in F. Tilfa nests.

I am indebted to Mr. E. A. Elliot for the translation from the

Danish, to Mr. Hugh Main for the photograph of the ergatandromorph
of M. scabrinoilis, and to Mr. Hereward Dollman for the drawings of

the wing, and the antennae. The drawings of the latter are intended

more to emphasise the important points of the different species, than

to represent an exact model of the antennae. It must be remembered
that from different points of view, the antenntB present quite different

appearances. I also wish to express my thanks to the following-

gentlemen who have kindly given me specimens, or have sent me
specimens to examine and name, or have supplied me with localities :

—

The Hon. N. C. Rothschild, the Revs. E. N. Bloomfield, G. R.

Crawshay, J. E. Hull, W. F. Johnson, F. Morice, A. Thornley,

and J. Waterston ; Drs. M. Cameron, N. Joy, and G. W. Nicholson;

Profs. T. H. Beare, J. W.Carr, C. Emery, and A. Forel; Messrs. T. W.
Allen, E. A. Atmore, C. Bartiett, E. Bedwell, J. E. Black, H. Bolton,

J. Bondroit. F. Bouskell, G. A. Brown, E. A. Butler, H. C. Champion,
C. Crawley, H. J. Cuthbert, J. Edwards, E. G. Elliman, H. Willoughbv
Ellis, W. Evans, H. S. Fryer, C. Best Gardner, W. Gardner, G. T.

Gimminghani, J. G. Gordon, J. N. Halbert, H. M. Hallett, A. H.

Hamra, B. S. Harwood, F. V. Hodgson, E. A. Hudd, J. H. Keys,

J. J. F. X. King, A. H. Martineau, E. Meyrick, R. S. Mitford, C.B.,

C. Morley, C. H. Rudge, H. Scott, W. E. Sharp, T. Stainforth.

J. Taylor, S. 0. Taylor, F. V. Theobald and M. Webb.

Ei'.RATA.-— p. 1, line 2, for " Formica rufa, L.," read Formica rulira, L.

Appendix.—First List of Aphides found witli Myrmica.

By FRED. Y. THEOBALD, M.A., F.E.S.

Aphides found with the genus Myrmica.

1. Trama troglodytes, Heyden.
= Traiiia radicis, Kaltenbach.
— Trama pubescens, Koch.
= Trama radicis, Koch.
=:Lachni(fi lomiitarsis, Ferrari.

= ltJiizobiiis Juiiant/ioiri, Westwood.
— Aphis radicis, Goureau.

References :

—

Heyden, Mus. Senk., ii., p. 293 (1837).

Kaltenbach, Mono. Plianz., p. 211 (1843).

'•« Deutxch. Ent. Zeitschr., 1908, p. 167.
«4 Avts, 1910, p. 434.
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Koch, Die Pflanz. Aphid., pp. 307, 308 ; figs. 375 and 377 (1857).

Westwood, Proc. Ent. See. Ann. Nat. Hist., xiv., p. 453.

Walker, List Homop., iv., p. 1061 (1852).

Ferrari, Aph. Liguriae. Ann. d. Mus. Civ. d. Stor. Nat. d. Geneva, ii.,

p. 80 (1872).

Ferrari, Spec. Aphid., p. 233 (1872).

Buckton, Mono. Brit. Aph., iii., p. 68., PI. cii., figs. 5-7 (1880).

Del Gue^:cio, Bull. Soc. Ent. Ital., xxx., p. 187 (1898).

Schouteden, Mein. Soc. Ent. Belg., xii., pp. 208 and 209 (1900).

Donisthorpe, Ent. Rec, p. 6 (1907).

Localities :

—

Bradgate Park, Leicestershire, May 3rd, 1909, with }Ji/niiica

scabrinoJis, Nyl. {Donisthorpe) one $ . Buckton (p. 70) records it with

M]/nnica rubra and Formica fuli(ii)iosa.

2. Forda formicaria, Heyden.
= llhi::ot('nis racca, Hartig.

References :

—

Heyden, Mus. Senk., ii., 291 (1837).

Hartig, Germ. Ent. Zeit., iii., p. 363 (1841).

Kaltenbach, Mono. Pflanz., p. 209 (1843).

Amyot, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., 2nd. Ser., v., pp. 486-541 (1843).

Koch, Die Pflanz. Aphid., p. 309, figs. 378, 379 (1843).

Walker, List. Homop., iv., p. 1060 (1852).

Buckton, Mono. Brit. Aph., iv., p, 85, pi. cxxvi (1882).

Donisthorpe, Ent. Rec, p. 39 (1902), p. 7 (1906).

Localities :

—

Box Hill, Surrey, May 14th, 1911 ; Hartlepool, Durham, October
lOch, 1910; Isle of Eigg, Hebrides, November 17th, 1911; Loch
Aber, near Dumfries, April 31st, 1908, all with Mi/miica riKjinodis,

Nyl. {Donisthorpe). Wye, Kent, May I7th, 1912, Blackheath Vale,

Kent, November 20th, 1905 {Theobald) ; Bradgate Park, Leicestershire,

May 3rd, 1909, Whitsand Bay, Cornwall, April, 1909, with Myrviica
scabriuodis, Nyl. {Donisthorpe). Balrath, County Meath, September,
1910, with M. laevinodis, Nyl. {Donisthorpe).

The specimens from Blackheath Vale were on artichoke roots with
the ants around them.

3. Forda viridana, Buckton.
References :

—

Buckton, Mon. Brit. Aph., IV., p. 85, PI. cxxvii., figs. 1-2 (1882).
In nest of M. scabriuodis, West Allendale, 1,000ft. {Utdl).

4. Tycheoides setarise, Passerini. Schouteden.
= Ti/chea setariae, Passerini.

= Geoica setariae, Forbes.

References :

—

Passerini, Gli Afidi., p. 59 (1860).
Buckton, Mono. Brit. Aph., IV., p. 88, PI. cxxviii., figs. 1-4 (1882).
Hart in Forbes, 18th Rep. St. Ent. 111., p. 101 (1891).
Schouteden, Mem. Soc. Ent. Belg., xii., p. 194 (1906).
Donisthorpe, Ent. Rec, xix., p. 6 (1907).

Locality :—
Loch Aber, near Dumfries, April 31st, 1908 {l>o)iisfhorpe), two

$ ? with Mi/rmica rwjinodis, Nyl.
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5. Pentaphis trivialis, Passerini. Del Guercio.

— Tiichea trivialis, Passerini.

References :

Passenni, Aphid. Ital., p. 82 (1863).

Buckton, Mono. Brit. Aph., IV., p. 86, pi. cxxvii., figs. 3 and 4 (1882).

Schouteden, Mem. Soc. Ent. Belg., xii., p. 193 (1906).

Del Guercio, Revistadi Patol. Vegetal., iii., p. 332 (1909).

Locality :
—

Sandown, Isle of Wight, August, 1908, with MijDiiicu taevinodis,

Nyl. [Dotiisthor/)(').

6. Brysocrypta lactucarius, Passerini.

=: I'i'iiiji/iii/iis lactucarius, Passerini.

= Aiiiycla fiiscirornis, Koch.
References :—

Passerini, Gli Insetti au. delle galle d. Terebinto d. Lentisco, I.,

Giardini, iii., p. 260, and'Aphid. Ital., p. 77, n. 13 (1863).

Koch, Die Pflanz. Aphid., p. 303, figs. 371 and 372 (1854).

Ferrari, Aphid. Ligurite, p. 236 (1872).

Buckton, Mono. Brit. Aph., iii., p. 124, pi. cxii., figs. 7-13 (1880).

Schouteden, Mem. Soc. Ent. Belg., xii., p. 199 (1906).

Localities :

—

Bradgate Park, Leicestershire, May 3rd, 1909. Two apterous J 5
{Donisthorpe) with XlipDiica nif/inddin, Nyl.

7. Brysocrypta ranunculi, Kaltenbach.
= l'e))ijJri(/its ra)ttniciili, Kaltenbach.

References :

—

Kaltenbach, Mono. Pflanz., p. 185 (1843).

Walker, List Homop., iv., p. 1003 (1852).

Schouteden, Mem. Soc. Ent. Belg., xii., p. 200 (1906).

Localities :

—

Bradgate Park, Leicestershire, May 3rd, 1909, with Myriiiica

riKjinodis, Nyl. (Thniathnrpe) one apterous 2 •

8. Aphis plantaginis, Schrank.
— Aphis (Jauci-ramtac (tlauci), Fabricii-S ?

References :

—

Schrank, Fn. Boica., ii., p. 106, n. 1185 (1801).

Kaltenbach, Mono. Pflanz., p. 59 (1843).

Amyot, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., 2nd Sc, v., p. 478 (1843).
Walker, List Homop., iv., p. 1001 (1852).

Koch, Die Pflanz. Aphid., p., 102, figs. 137-188 (1857).
Passerini, Aphid. Ital., p. 31 and 40, n. 17 (1863).
Ferrari, Aphid. Ligurijie, p. 66 (1872).

Donisthorpe, Ent. Rec, xix., p. 6 (1907).
Bonnet, Hist. Nat., i., p. 56 (1779) ?

Gmelin, Ed. Syst. Nat., i., 2209-63 (1788) ?

Localities :

—

Bradgate Park, Leicestershire, May 2nd, 1909. One apterous J
(Danist/inr/H') with Mi/niiica niifiiidilis, Nyl.

Unidentified Species.—
Three species not yet identified, one from M. ruiiinodis nests at

Loch Aber, near Dumfries and the same from Bradgate Park,
Leicestershire, with .1/. scahriiiddis (Douist/ior/ir). Another species
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from the Isle of Eigg, Hebrides; and Hartlepool, near Durham with

M. ni<ii)i(i(iis {Donisthor/if). The third with M. rKi/innilis and M.

scabri)iin}is from Bradgate Park,' Leicestershire ; Loch Aber, near

Dumfries; Sandown, Isle of Wight {IJkmist/ioype); and Great Salkeld,

Penrith [Britten).

[Since the above went to press I have found SrhiwveKva corni,

Fabricius, Tiic/teoides setidom, Passerini, and another species of Bryso-

crijiAa from Myriiiica nests.—F.V.T.]

(HOLEOPTERA.
Beetles of Tiree.—I was much interested in a paper in last

month's Record, and made enquiries at the University Geological

Museum. Mr. Marr informed me, after we had examined the Admiralty

chart, that Tiree must ahiwst certainly have been isolated from the

mainland since pre-glacial times. It may also be taken as certain (as

far as geological facts can be certain) that the island was completely

covered by a part of the " Scotch Sea." This is most interesting, for

we are apparently justified in presuming that all the dominant forms
mentioned in the paper have crossed the sea to that island, whether by

flight, human agency, or drifting. It must be remembered that the

main currents go from island to mainland. Yet the geologists strongly

support what I have above stated to be their views. Can anyone tell

us what dominant forms exist in Scotland which have not reached

Tiree, and what dominant; forms have reached Mull, or lona, without

reaching Tiree ? If any such forms exist are they winged or apterous,

large or small, and at what season do they occur on the mainland ?

Evidence on the question of how far animals can cross a few miles of

sea is still much wanted by zoologists in general. Last month's paper

has perhaps materially advanced this enquiry.—P, H. Buxton (F.E.S.),

Trinity Coll., Cambridge.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Thk Absence of Originality and Design.—It is the custom of

various daily papers to publish at this season a summary of the year's

events ; entomological journals have never formed the habit of so

doing, probably owing to the fact that such a summary usually forms
part of the Presidential Address at the annual meeting of the

various societies. We may perhaps go forward and suggest that there

is not always much real progress to chronicle.

It is then fitting to commence the New Year, with a prospect

rather than a retrospect. The time has come to advance, to cease

from these endless repetitions, and to open new ground. Nearly all

the Lepidopterists in Britain are engaged in following Tutt's foot-

steps. Now his path is no longer new ! we must prepare for a

strenuous attack on the "Micro-lepidoptera" ; we must not forget the

Spring-tails and the Bristle-tails, the Bird-lice and the Plant-lice.

But even if we cling to the " Macros " there is work to be done. The
knowledge of genitalia has been applied to the classification of the

NoctufB ; it remains to do the same for other groups. In the field of

Bionomics there are many interesting problems. Why, for instance,

is Anthrocera viciae [imiiloti) so local, its pabulum so wide-spread? It
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is noteworthy that the Bionomics of the other orders are on the whole

more neglected than that of the Lepidoptera. This applies, moreover,

to life-histories.

The anatomy of the insects is an unexplored continent. One
might imagine, from studying the books that the "Black Beetle" was

unique among insects, in the possession of any inside ! In a few years

we hope, and we expect, that the internal anatomy will be used in

determining an insect's taxonomic position. Some work is now being

done on Minojitcri/.r : but until we know in what respects a moth
differs from a caddis-Hy, this isolated piece of research is more or less

valueless. The study of anatomy, however, demands a considerable

outlay of cash. It is also extremely laborious at present, partly

because so little is known of insect histology.

To most of us Physiology is perhaps a more attractive science than

bare Anatomy. It must be remembered, however, that advance in the

first cannot precede, and must surely accompany, advance in the

second. It would be interesting to know how it is that the tobacco

weevil devours cigars and yet survives ; and how the Emperor Moth
finds his mate. In insects the subsidiary genital glands reach an

extraordinary complexity ; nothing whatever is known of their

function.

It will of course be urged that these lines of research are too

difficult for most of us ; that this work must be left to the trained

biologist and the millionaire. Yet work of simpler sort remains to be

done. Many a skilful breeder contents himself with procuring endless

series for his cabinet. Such a man should launch out along new lines.

He might investigate the effects of heat, light and humidity, on his

larva; and pup* ; or he might study the effects of varied nutrition, or

of inbreeding. It may be that, as among the Protozoa, small doses of

brandy or strychnine, will renovate a stock, worn out by inbreeding

for some generations. Heredity is now receiving the attention that is

its due ; British Lepidopterists must not be behind other Zoologists

in this respect.

In a short article of this nature we can only indicate a few of these

unexplored fields. Now is the time to advance, to build on the sound
foundations of the past. We must keep step with the main army of

zoologists, and by organization, and broad outlook, strive to avoid

these endless repetitions.

—

Communicated.
The Pairing Hadits of Hepialus pyrenaicus.—Last July I spent

somewhat over a fortnight at the Chalet Hotel on Mount Canigou
(Eastern Pyrenees), and among other interesting captures that I hope
to record later on, I found that IJepialus injreuaicits was not uncommon,
and I was fortunate enough to be able lo observe its pairing habits.

I had just netted a male when I noticed another drop into the grass

at my feet. This, of course, made me at once drop on to my knees,

and almost immediately I found this second male fluttering in a most
wild and excited manner about the long bodied apterous female. In

a few moments, perhaps half a minute, it succeeded in getting right

beneath the abdomen of its mate, which it clasped with all its legs,

and in this position the male assumed temporarily the natural resting

posture, with its bead reaching up to the third pair of the female's

logs. This habit may probably account for the extra length of the

abdomen in the female of this species, which, when extended and full
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of ova, is very long indeed for the size of the insect. In this position

I secured both specimens in a large glass- bottomed box ; by this time
the male had securely attached his organs to the female, and it then

loosened its hold with its legs, and the pair soon assumed the usual

end to end position. The box after this went into a special pocket for

further observation ; in well under ten minutes I took it out and found
both insects were free and the female running about in a very restless

manner. So restless was she that I separated them and found that

she had already begun to deposit her ova, dropping them singly and
quite haphazard as she ran about. This continued all day, and by the

next morning she had laid a considerable number and was quiet,

moving but little and only laying a very few eggs the next day. Later
on I was able to confirm this observation by a second pair, both sexes

acting in precisely the same manner.
The ova at first were glossy cream colour, but after twenty-four

hours gradually darkened and became dark slate in hue, with the

same glossy surface. The first batch of ova I dispersed on the

mountain side, but the second I brought home with me, and they
hatched in about a month's time, producing little black larvae. I had
planted a good sized pot of grass, etc., for them, and expecting that

they would be root feeders, I turned them out on to this. I have
examined the pot once or twice, but can find none of them, so that

whether they all succumbed, or whether they went down to the roots

or inside the stems at the roots I do not know, but I am looking
forward to the time when I shall be able to examine the roots and see

whether any of them have lived through the winter or not. These
habits seemed to me so interesting that they ought to be recorded.

It is a species that is generally considered rare, but it was not so on
the somewhat bare slopes just below the summit of Canigou, and I

should think that it occurs throughout a large part of the high
altitudes of the Pyrenees, as both Mr. Eowland-Brown and I have
taken it in different localities above Gavarnie.—G. T. Bethune-Baker
(P.E.S.)

:ig>OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Eakly appearance.—Yesterday, January 9th, T saw Hibernia leu-

cophai'aria on an oak trunk on Wimbledon Common.— J. Alderson.
Records.—I noticed in the January number of the F/iit<)iiiolo(/isfs

Ui'cord a note by Mr. P. A. Buxton on UnpenadeH taenialis and H.
((istaestritjalh. The former I have taken in Epping Forest from the

beginning of July to the end, and the latter in the Norfolk Broads, as

well as in Wicken Fen, from early June to late August.—H. M.
Edelsten (F.E.S.), Enfield, Middlesex.

The Season 1912.—I am afraid some of the remarks of Mr. T. H,
L. Grosvenor (vol. xxiv., p. 213, etc.) are not quite in accord with my
experience. In my garden at Horley, Surrey, Pijraineis cardiri was
quite plentiful last August, and I can also speak for Tilgate Forest,

the Worth section, where I foupd it in very fair numbers. In the
latter locality Ai'i/eria ciiliciforinis was fairly swarming in certain parts,

and I bred about 50 imagines from three or four stumps which I cut
off in April. On one of my visits to the place I counted as many as
two dozen empty pupa-cases projecting from one stump alone. Acijeria
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ci/ni)>ifoniiis is common in this district if one likes to work for the

larvii^ and pup;e. I bred about 40 this year ; my hist emergence being

August HnV, while my iirst was May 14th. Aiithnirura filipcrnhdae

was conniion on ]3ox Hill in the middle of August, but rather worn.

On May 20th I took a fine series of Jhrnthis mdaiu in Worth Forest,

including one of the finest suffused aberrations I have seen, a specimen

the whole surface of which was black-brown.—H. Baker-Sly (F.E.S),

Horley, Surrey. (This communication unfortunately miscarried and

only reached me in mid-January.—H.J.T.).

(CURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
We quote the following from the account of the Oxford Meeting of

the International Congress of Entomology in the (Jan. Ent. by H. H.
Lyman. " Considering the very considerable expense incurred by govern-

ments and institutions in sending representatives to them, is it not of the

jiighest importance that they should not be merely very pleasant reunions

where highly interesting papers are read by eminent scientists, and
where afterwards the pipes of social peace are smoked around the

social board, but that the many pressing questions of international

importance should be given first place and some attempt made to solve

them, instead of referring them to committees from one congress to

another, while every year confusion, at least in nomenclature, is

becoming worse confounded ? It is quite true that some attempts

were made by some authors to deal with matters of international

concern, but such attempts were few, and, unfortunately, some of the

ideas were crude."

In another column we print a lament at what appears to the

writer an absence of aim in present-day entomology, and an endless

and useless repetition in what is being done by entomologists in

general. Probably the writer is not in touch with our various Societies,

or he would know that an immense amount of silent work is going on

and that each worker is the centre of a band of willing helpers, who
furnish material and often facts, field observations, and experiences.

Names of these crowd into our mind, and without being invidious in

choice, we may mention L. B. Prout, who, after years of apparent
" repetition," is gradually becoming the world's authority on the

Geometers, F. N. Pierce and Rev. C. R. N. Burrows whose study of the

genitalia of the British Gt'oinctridae will ere long be given to the woild,

H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe, whose original work on the economy of

British ants is so often related in our pages, A. E. Tonge, who has

now photographs and notes of the ova of considerably more than half

the fh'itish so-called Macro-lepidoptera, Dr. Chapman, who is devoting

the major portion of his varied work to the investigation of the more
closely allied and obscure species of European Li/caenidcw, Dr. Burr,

who, besides his faunistic work in the Orthoptera generally, takes

every opportunity to get material for his work on the Earwigs of the

world, G. T. Bethune-Baker, busy man as he is in many ways, who
has in preparation a most important work on the classification of the

Lycaenidac of the world, Claude Morley, whose books on the difficult

group the Irhnemiioniflae will be standard works for all time, W. G.

Sheldon, whose investigation of the habits and life histories of the

rarest of our Arctic continental butterflies fills a much needed gap,
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J. E. Collin, who is ably carrying on the work in the order Diptera

which the late Mr. G. H. Verrall began, W. J. la-ucas and G. T. Porritt,

who are steadily investigating the life histories hitherto unknown of

the British species of Neuroptera, R. S. Bagnall, who is entnusiastically

studying the Thrips, A Sich, who is particularly working to record the

oval peculiarities and the early instars of the larvae of our British

micro-lepidoptera, etc., etc. One is tempted to go on, but space and

time forbid. It must be remembered that each one of these workers

represents many whose opportunities are probably less but Avho do

what they can to help, if it be only to verify results. It must be

remembered that most entomologists are busy men and that their

studies must of necessity often be intermittent. Does any cause

flourish wMthout a band of active sympathisers ? There must be many
who get little further than " a thing of beauty is a joy for ever."

These all fill their niche, and without such where would all that

glorious store, unparalleled in the world, which the thousands of

drawers of our Natural History Museum contain, be available for the

benefit of all who wish.

With reference to the lament printed elsewhere we note that

the majority of the readers of entomological magazines is not com-
posed of entomologists whose life work is entomology, but of men
and women who have taken to entomology as a recreation. Most of

these have neither the time nor the opportunity to make detailed and
patient entomological studies, and without detail and patient work
studies are valueless. On the other hand, most of these entomologists

meet with certain facts or make certain observations which, though
perhaps they are unable to work out in detail, are of sufficient interest

to be worth recording for the benefit of others. "When busy men take

a holiday, at home or abroad and collect insects, they thoroughly

enjoy the scenery and the sport of collecting, and they naturally like

to have some permanent record of their doings, though they may not

have made any discovery. The other readers also like to hear in

detail what their friends have been doing. Many a pleasant written

account of a jaunt has led others to traverse the same route with

pleasure and profit. Then again we must not forget the band of

young entomologists, the record of whose first observations are often

not of great value, but what encouragement is given to them by seeing

their observations in print. The fact of it is, we cannot live solely on
beef, even with our meals, we enjoy the truly necessary sweets and
fruit as well as the above mentioned solid nutriment.—A.S.

Ji^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Transactions of the City of London Entomological and

Natural History Society for 1911. Price two shillings. London
Institution, Finsbury Circus, E.C.-—This annual publication, although
dated April, 1912, has only recently come to hand, and it is the last which
will be issued from the above address, as we hear that the Society have
removed to Salisbury House, Finsbury Circus, owing to the demolition
of the London Institution which for so long a term of years has fostered

the study of many branches of knowledge, especially science, within
its walla. We find that the Society still numbers about 70 members.
The contents of the Report consist of a record of the exhibits made at
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the various meetings, with a short note of their respective purport, the

annual Address and two papers. A number of papers were read

during the year, but apparently only two have been published, riz., the

two included at the end of the volume, " Notes on the ('osniiidae," by

P. H. Tautz, F.E.S., and " Some Notes on Breeding and Collecting

during the Record Season of 1911," by L. W. Newman, F.E.S. It

seems a pity that other papers could not have been published. We
should very much have liked to read an account of the discussion
" The Relative Value of Environment and Heredity as Factors in

Production of Local Races," which was opened by L. B. Prout, F.E.S.
" Holiday Notes from Exmoor," by J. E. Gardner, F.E.S., " Notes on

Collecting Experiences in 1910," by Chas. Capper, " Collecting

Experiences in 1910," by R. G. Todd, F.E.S., and "Notes on the

Dri'pannlidae,''' by A. J. Willsdon, would no doubt have been found to

be useful both to the collector and to the more serious student. Even
if the Society were not in a sufficiently strong financial position to

publish all the papers read, one or other of our magazines Avould be

only too pleased to have these records. The President, Mr. A. W.
Mera, in his Annual Address, gives a very interesting Record of the

Season's Collecting, with many comments of his own on the habits of

particular species, on the origin and causes of certain abundance and
scarcity, and on the records of captures half a century ago compared
with present day records. We note on the Title-page that this is the

twenty-first issue of the Annual Report.—'November, 1912.

The South-Eastern Naturalist for 1912. Price three shillings

and sixpence. H. Norman Gray, 334, Commercial Road, E.—This

Annual Volume, now in its seventeenth year of publication is a record

of the work of the South Eastern Union of Scientific Societies and a

report of the Annual Congress (held at Folkestone in June last) with

the papers read at it. The only paper dealing with Entomology was
read by one of our staff, Mr. A. Sich, F.E.S., entitled " Lepidopterous

Case-bearers," treating of the wonderful ingenuity shewn by the larvie

of the genus Coleophora in the building of their movable shelters. Also

included in the Report is an account of the special exhibits got together

by the members of the Congress and their friends, and which were on view
in the Folkestone Museum. In provincial museums one so often finds

that the entomological section is in such woeful plight, that it was a

real pleasure to find that here at any rate the condition of the reference

collection was beyond reproach. The secret of course is that the

Curator is an entomologist. We sincerely congratulate Mr. Hills,

with whom years ago we had the pleasure of collecting, on the useful

state of the collections under his charge. Last year the volume
contained the obituary of one of the strenuous supporters of the Union,
our own much-missed Editor, and this year the volume contains the

record of one, without whose persistent effort the Union would not

stand where it does to-day. The Rev. Ashington Bullen, who for six

years was the popular secretary, passed away suddenly on the steamer
crossing from Calais to Dover. One of the kindliest of men, an
enthusiastic worker, honoured by all who knew him, his loss will long

be felt. A capital portrait of him has been included. Among those

elected on the Council for the ensuing two years are Messrs. A. E.

Gibbs, F.L.S., Edward Step, F.L.S., and Hy. J. Turner, F.E.S.

—H.J.T.
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The Coloration Problems.

By W. PARKINSON CURTIS, F.E.S.

These remarks are intended in some measure as a reply to the

paper published by Mr. Colthrup in the May, 1912, number of the

Ent. liecord (page 124, et scq.), and the further paper by Lieut. -Col. N.

Manders in the July-August, 1912, number (page 171, ct scq.). The
tardiness of my rejoinder should be explained. I bad penned an article,

and it actually got as far as a printer's proof, when the impending

publication in the IVans. Ent. Soc. LomL, (1912), page 445, et sc/j., of

Lieut. -Col. Manders' results of temperature experiments on 77 ///;oZ/;//7jfl.s

iiiisippits and l>anaida {lAiimas) chriisippuii rendered it desirable in the

view of the Editorial Committee that I should consider those results

before publishing my remarks. As is the way in these matters it was
difficult to follow Lieut. -Col. Manders' argument without reference to

the Proc. Zool. Soc. LiDidoii, (1911), page G96, ft se<j., where he has

expressed his views at length, and this likewise led me to read Mr. K.

L Pocock's Reyiiilta of E.r/icfiiiwnts on page 809, et secj., of the same
publication, and to reread Prof. Poulton's /^ssai/s on Erolution. The
perusal of these papers led me to consider it desirable to extend and
modify my original remarks, both out of respect for the industry and
ability which Lieut. -Col. Manders had expended on experiment, and as

a recognition of the fact that the evidence he has brought forward is

in some respects contrary to my own experience, and in others not

helpful to the establishment of the coloration theories on that firm

basis of evidence that those of us who believe in them would like to

have.

I hold strongly that the contested theories are the only correct and
natural explanations of the observed phenomena ; but the attacks upon
them have revealed weak spots in the arguments deduced in their

favour, and have shown that in some respects the evidence is slender

or negative; therefore when possible one should justify one's faith by
examples fresh from the field, rather than by logic evolved in the

laboratory and the museum.
It is a little difficult to make an effort to reply to various different

papers and yet retain some logical sequence to one's own remarks.

However, at the risk of making this seem very disconnected, I shall

deal with the matters 1 have to remark upon in the order in which
they come in the papers referred to, simply remarking that I do not

pretend, or assume, that I have dealt with the papers fully or

adequately.

With regard to Mr, Colthrup's photographic test, I would remark
that that is a very bad test as a rule, unless an infinitude of care be

expended. The record on a photographic plate is one of luminosity

value and not of colour or even monochromatic values as affecting the

human eye. An autochrome photograph would be a far better test

than an ordinary plate, but there again the human eye (and probably

the avian eye) perceives shadow as being a different colour to that

recorded by, and relieved with a greater abundance of detail than shown
in the photograph. This is so even when one uses the best panchro-
matic plates manufactured and the most perfectly adjusted orthochro-

matic screens, I know by experience, that to secure any detail in

March 15th, 1913,
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one's high lights, one has to chance a dense black shadow in mono-
chrome, or a vivid blue shadow in antochrome, where the eye sees the

detail and colour subdued by shadow, it is true, but neither the mono-
chromatic black nor the autochromatic blue. (It is not true that near

shadows are per .s*; blue or purple to the eye, as some artists contend;

distant shadows appear to be so, owing to water vapour in the atmos-

•phere ; but in dealing with these problems it is near objects that are to

be considered.) The result is that many objects stare at one from a
photograph that are unobtrusive in nature.

The term " protective resemblance " to which Mr. Colthrup objects,

is a rough and ready way of expressing the presumed utility of the

coloration to its possessor, and if the coloration theories (or in fact the

Natural Selection Theory itself) be correct, the name is not a bad one,

at the same time it is incomplete and in some ways misleading.

The vocabulary suggested by Prof. Poulton in J'^sxays on Krolntion,

page 226, is in every way preferable. In fact Mr. Colthrup's instances

of the elusive collar stud and the forceps as examples of "resemb-

lance" are really examples of the confusion of thought the term

introduces. Neither bears the slightest resemblance to its surround-

ings, and the difticulty arises from the bizarre coloration of the sur-

roundings themselves. The optical centres transmit to the brain so

many conflicting stimuli, arising from the many different fornjs and

colours observable, that the brain cannot sort them out rapidly enough

and clearly enough to deduce either the form or the colour of the

missing object. Cryptic coloring as it becomes more perfected takes

on in some degree the normal coloring, chequered or otherwise, of the

surroundings, making it still more difficult to deduce, from the stimuli

received by the optic centres, the nature of the object seen. Variega-

tion of colour alone tends to inconspicuousness, quite apart from

whether the colours and surroundings match or not.

A dull grey is very difficult to see unless it be in a big mass. When
the mass is sufficiently large, if the grey be broken up, however crudely

with colours however bright, the mass is the more difficult to see. So
pronounced is this that the big guns in some of our South Coast forts,

which are all colours of the rainbow, are very difficult to see at a very

short distance. Even the black and white parti-coloured buoys round

our coast, so painted in the hope they would be thereby rendered con-

spicuous, are lost to sight much more quickly than a plain black or

plain red buoy.

The eye certainly takes in the colour, but the brain fails to deduce

the form and nature of the object so concealed, for it loses its chief

guide to form, c/c, shadows. {Confer Prof. Poulton's remarks on the

inclined attitude of rest adopted by the Satyrids with cryptic under-

sides, which remarks are entirely in accord with my own experience,

and Dr. Longstaft'to the same effect, Tram. Ent. Sue. Loud., 1908, page

647, ff tiC'i.). If Cryptic Coloration does not serve its possessors as a.

means of escaping attack at rest, it is beyond my imagination entirely,

either as to how that coloration ever arrived at its present perfection,

or as to the manner in which it could be useful to its possessor.

(Assuming that a utility to its possessor be necessary at all, to which

proposition I shall advert later). (I note Lieut. Col. Manders appears to

agree with my views on this head).

Mr. Colthrup says, that he cannot see that it has been proved that
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lepidopterous imagines are subject to the attacks of birds or other

enemies when at rest in the day time, yet he admits on page 122, only

two pages before his remark, that certain JUfiton hiitaria were dragged

into crevices by spiders, and it is my own experience that I often find

behind loose bark, when pupa digging and the like, the dismembered

wings of the victims of attack by spiders.

On July 8th, 1910, in the New Forest I witnessed a centipede, rush

out of a crevice in the bark of a tree, seize a Tortri.c ribeana, that was

imbibing sugar, and rush back with its victim in its jaws. (The

captor and prey were sent to Professor Poulton).

On July 4th, 1908, in Berewood, I witnessed a similar attack by

a large beetle (species ?) on Xylopliasia pulyodou, resulting in the

death of the latter insect. Both cases I admit were evening cases, and
neither lepidopterous insect could strictly be said to be at rest, as

both were early visitors to the sugar patch ; both, however, were

motionless, and both must have been seen at quite a little distance.

The Toitri.v at 9 or 10 inches, the A', poli/otlon at over a foot.

In both papers in the Knt. Itecord the writers seem to desire to

limit the enemy predicated by the theories to birds, and to test the

theories by attacks on one order of insects only. Whilst I tnink this

is an entirely untenable position, yet as birds are to be the factor and
Lepidoptera the order, let us examine the matter from that point of

view.

Mr. Colthrup says he finds that it is the exception for birds to

attack. Lieut. -Col. Manders holds the same opinion (although it

appears to me somewhat faintly), but notwithstanding the comparative

paucity of recorded evidence, 1 cannot quite agree with either gentle-

man. Neither one seems to me to be fair to the amount or character

of the evidence that has been compiled, notwithstanding that the

latter of them, at any rate, has quite a share of recorded evidence to

his credit. Neither seems to give due weight to the fact that this

volume of evidence, once its necessity appeared, has been daily in-

creasing in magnitude and that with rapidity. Do these gentlemen,

when they say that the birds, with the possible exception of the Tits

and the Kestrel, (which latter I gratefully acknowledge), do not system-

atically search for Lepidoptera, understand the psychology of the birds

themselves, and have they given full weight to their particular habits?

We actually know very little about what passes in the minds of the

birds, and we do not know much more about the capabilities of their

optical apparatus. It by no means follows that a moth, conspicuous

to the trained eye of the entomologist, backed by his superior deductive

capacity, is conspicuous to VariDi /Kiliistris var. dre-sxeii (the British

Marsh Tit) when he is looking for his breakfast.

Mr. E. Barker Curtis, my brother, is an ornithologist first and a

lepidopterist second, so I am possessed of a tolerable knowledge of our

British Birds and he of our British Lepidoptera, and since this

question was raised some years back, we have, so far as our restricted

leisure permitted, noted the birds' feeding habits. One thing there is,

which we have long suspected and that we are now quite convinced of,

and that is that the birds will not, as a general rule, feed properly if

they know that they are being watched. They will pretend to feed,

but all the while the pretence covers the fact that they are watching
you. Occasionally one gets one's bird unawares, and then as often as
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not one's bird is catching an insect. (Mr. Pocock's experience Zool.

Soc. Land., lyil, page 810, bears this conviction out, since birds are

quite as shy outdoors as indoors, and I note Dr. Chapman holds the

same opinion as we have arrived at Prac Knt. Soc. Loud., 1909, viii.)

Mr. Colthrup surmises that birds rely on their beaks when looking

for insects, again I cannot agree. I have watched Tits and other

birds feeding for many hours with the aid of a powerful pair of x80
binocular telescopes by a maker of admitted reputation. I find that all

searching birds rely on eyes and ears almost exclusivel)'. (I here

remark that I do not include the long billed Charadriifurines). Dr.

A. G. Butler remarks, Travs. Knt. Sue. Land., 1910, p. 153, " he (sc.

ihe bird) sees the legs and immediately approaches and pecks it."

That is it uses its eyes first. The Thrush (JlHrdns intisicKs) certainly

relies on eye and ear alone ; when worm hunting I believe on ear,

when insect hunting mostly on eye.

The Tits again rely entirely on the eye, using the bill only for

testing what their eye has revealed, and they certainly conduct a

detailed minute and exacting search of all the bushes, small boughs of

trees, horizontal limbs of trees, horizontal rails of palings, etc., in

their vicinity (not trunks as Mr. Colthrup suggests), such a scrutiny

that one would almost think that the most perfect crj-ptic coloration

would fail to defy it.

The iNuthatch {Sitta ca/'sia), the Tree Creeper {Cert/n'a fcoiiiliaris),

the Woodpeckers {(jrerinns riridis, Dendrncnpus major and ]). minor),

on the other hand, affect the trunks and large limbs almost exclusively,

and they too scrutinize and do not use their bills till something
attracts their attention. With the Woodpeckers, however, they do
deliberately knock off chunks of bark and then scrutinize the area

laid bare. My brother and I watched Ihndrocopus major (the Great

Spotted Woodpecker) doing this in the Spring (at very close quarters

indeed, fortunately unbeknown to D. major, who failed to detect our

proximity for quite ten minutes).

The Warblers and Gold-crests seem, too, to rel}^ entirely on sight,

but also seem to me to confine their search almost exclusively to the

leafy parts of trees and bushes.

Daidias liisci)iia (the Nightingale), a dire enemy of insect life, I

must reluctantly put on one side. He searches the undergrowth, but is

so shy and so retiring that I honestly cannot say that I can call to

mind a single instance in which I have seen this bird m active

pursuit of food.

FJritJiaca riibccula (the Robin) relies on eye, and is a ground and
tree trunk feeder. The Chats Sa.n'cola oenantlie (the Wbeatear),

Pratincola nibicola (the Stone-chat) and P. riibctra (the Whinchat)
are ground and small bush-feeding birds, and undoubtedly rely on eye

alone. I'asser doiiipsticus (the Common Sparrow) searches by eye

alone, of that I am convinced.

With regard to birds that kill on the wing, they one and all rely

upon eye I believe. I am ready to admit that they may hear the

rustle and click of an insect's wing, as I used to be able to hear it, but

can. alas ! no longer do.

Rev. K. St. Aubyn Rogers points out. Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1908,

page 498), that tropical butterflies rest at a time when tropical birds

are most active in pursuit of food, and it should be borne in mind
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that in this country too our buttarflies are up lafer and to bed earlier

than our birds. Dr. Longstaft" and Mr. Annandale have made state-

ments supporting this.

(To be continued.)

Myrmecophilous Notes for 1912.

By H. St. J. K. DONISTHOKPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

FORMICID.E.

Subfamily Ponekin.e.

Poncia coan-tata, Latr.—On May 30th a number of § ? were

found in a nest of Formica fim-a at Box Hill. Six of them were intro-

duced into a./iiKro observation nest from Tiree, where they lived for a

few months, till they eventually died. They were never attacked by
the /'/^sc<? 5 5 , although they moved about freely in the nest. When
ei/ttsra 5 met a Poitera, she simply tapped it with her antennae. In

July ^ ^ were found under stones on the edge of the Deal sandhills.

On September 5th I went to Box Hill to try and find c? cT » of

which I did not possess any specimens. Searching in moss and under
stone?, where the species usually occurs there, being unsuccessful,

I started to sweep the herbage round about. There success rewarded

my efforts and I captured a ^ in the first sweep. After this speci-

mens were swept up for about an hour, when they ceased to appear. Only
one 2 occurred and she had lost the wings on one side, evidently

having been fertilized. When placed in a tube with a ^ , the latter

endeavoured to embrace her without success. As far as I am aware
the c? of P. cuarctata has not been taken in Britain by an3'oneelse now
living.

The ^' of P. piinctatissiwa has not yet been found here. I have
looked for it carefully in the British ant collections at Oxford and the

British Museum, etc., as being apterous and very ergatoid it might well

have been mistiiken for a ^ . Emery' gives a good figure of it in a

paper on ergatoid males.

Subfamily Myrmicin.e.

Mj/niu'vina uraiiiiiticola, Latr.—On Sept. 5th 1 found a small

incipient colony of this interesting little species at Box Hill, in a

nest of Mi/rniica scabrinndis, under a stone. It consisted of a deiilated

J and 8 ^ ^ , which were situated in a small chamber in the middle

of the Mi/niiica nest. On the same day I swept a large number
of M. tiraniinicola J J in company with the P. coan-tata 3 g recorded

above, but no winged 2 $ occurred. I may mention that many
Proctotriipidae were also swept, some with dark wings like the

Mi/niieciua and some with clear wings like the Ponera, which, respec-

tively, much resembled both species. On September 7th I found a ^

of M. (iraniinicola in a nest of Laxiiis flanis at Sandown, Isle of Wight.

P have before recorded many instances when this ant has occurred

with other species. It seems probal:)le that the 2 of this species may
often seek the protection of another ant's nest to found her colony.

1 Ffstsch, f., J. Rosenthal. Leipzicr, 1906, p. 37.
2 Ent. Rec, 1909, p. 258, 1912, p. 4, etc.,
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Wheeler' records the American sub-species of this ant as also being
found in other ants* nests.

Foriiiirn.reniiH nititliiliis, Nyl.—On May 17th I found a deiilated $
and one ^ in a nest of Fnnnira ni/a at Nethy Bridge ; this is its first

record for Scotland. It is evidently rare there, as I spent five days in

digging up and sifting rnfa nests thoroughly, all over the district, and
these were the only specimens I found.

Fired by my success with Poneta J J" at Box Hill, on September
6th I went to Weybridge to try and find <? J of this species, which I

had ali=o never captured before. As soon as I got to a rtifa nest in

which I have always found dealated $ J and ^ ^ of F. nitiduhin, I

observed a ^ running on the top of the nest. The day was cloudy and
dull, just such a day as Wheeler^ describes, when he found ^ (^ m the

Upper Engadine.
Further worl^ at the nest produced more $ S , but no winged $ J

were found (I have only once taken the winged J , at Bournemouth in

1906), but deiilated 5 2 and ^ ^ were numerous. When some of

these $ 2 were enclosed in tubes with J J" , the latter immediately
climbed on their backs, grasping them round the thorax with their

short mandibles. Some of the (^ (? endeavoured also to get /u cojnda

with the ? $ , as is also recorded by Wheeler. The <? is easily

recognised by its longer antenni«, which are somewhat bent when
alive, and by its more active and restless habits.

Anen/atc'ft atiatidiia, Schenck.—On July 23rd Crawley and I found
&n Anerjiafcs-Tetrniiioriimi colony in the Mew Forest. Three (? J*, a

large number of winged ? 2 , one obese J , and a number of larvte of

the AnerijaU'fi were taken. We have dealt at length with this important

discovery in our paper read at the Congress at Oxford, and elsewhere.

Mi/riiiira scabriiwdis, var. aahnleti, Meinert.—Full details of this

variety, will be found in my paper^ on the genus Munnica. I took ^ ^

at Box Hill, on May 5th, and (?(?,$$ and ^ ? in nests in the

same locality in September, and in the New Forest in July, and at

Seaton in Devon with Crawley in August. Hamm has sent me ^ ^

which he took at Sbotover in 1908, which were named Inhiromis for

him by Saunders (a deternimation with which he, Hamm, could never

agree), and again in 1905. I have also seen '^ ^ sent to me to name
by Bedwell, the locality of which I do not know.

Myriiiica riKjinodh, Nyl.—Colonies of this species were found on

the Isle of Mull and in plenty on the Isle of Tiree in April.

Leptothnrax acervoniin, F.—G. A. Brown showed me a colony of

this ant in a stump at Coatbridge, N.B., in April. (Records of

common species like this and the one preceeding, are only given to

extend our knowledge of their distribution in liritain). At Nethy
Bridge, on May 19th, a solitary dejilated $ was found under a stone.

3 The Amer. Nat., xxxv., 1901, p. 519.
* Jour.f. Fyschol. u. Neurol., xiii., 190H, p. 430.
« Ent. iiec, 1913, p. 43, etc.
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Various colonies were observed there, as usual, under bark and stones,

andthe 2 2 (a fact which I have often noticed before, and which is recorded

by Forel'% as well as the ^. ^ carry the larv.ie and papfB, and remove

them into safety, but Hamm tells me he has seen the ^ also carry

the larvie ! In July a colony consistintr of <?<?,$ $ and ^ ^ , was

found under a stone on a nifa nest in the New Forest. Instances''

of this ant in other ants' nests have often been recorded before. On
September 14th a small colony was found at Weybridge inhabiting a

fallen oak-apple. It consisted of a single deiilated 2 , 73 ^ ^ ,
and a

number of larvfe.

Lt'ptnthiira.v tabennn var. tiibfro-affinix, Forel".—Crawley and I

found a number of colonies of this variety in the New Forest in July.

They were situated under stones, often in connection with 7\'traiiioviii\n

nests, and contained S S , winged and deiilated 2 ? » ^ ^ and brood,

and in one or two a single deiilated 2 and ^ ^ .

Subfamily Dolichoderin;e.

Tapinnum erraticiim, Latr.—On May 12th a colony of this ant was

found under a stone on a bank at Woking, which consisted of three

deiilated 2 2 , ? ^ » larvte, and a large number of ^ and 2 pupfe, and

some ^ pupa3. I took home the whole colony and established it in a

plaster nest, hoping to rear the winged sexes of which I do not possess

British specimens. In spite of the fact that the ants were supplied

with plenty of food, they devoured all the 3 and 2 pupae. A number
of the S pupae were reared and the colony is still in good condition

to-day (January 26th), and eggs and young larvae are now present. Forel®

also records that 5 ^ devouied S and 2 pupae in captivity, and only

reared ^ ^ . On July 28rd Crawley and I found a large colony of

this species under a stone in the New Forest in which over twenty

deiilated 2 2 were present.

Subfamily Camponotin.^5.

Lasiitfi nijier, L.—A marriage Hight of this ant was noticed at

"Woking on September 26th.

L. nii/er var. alienn-ni(jer, Foret.—Several colonies of this variety

were found at Weybridge in September containing 3' S » winged 2 2 ,

and ^ ^ . Harwoodsentme ? § from Clacton-on-Sea,and S S and 2 2

from a marriage flight observed there on October 12th. These, on

examination, proved to be this variety. It is intermediate between

ni<iL'r and alicnns in size, colour, and the pubescence on the tibiae, etc.

ForeP" says it is nearly as common as the tj^pical forms.

L. n'njer sub-sp. aliennx, Forst.—Colonies were found at Woking,

Sandown, and Blackgang, I. of W., and at Seaton, Devon. Both

'' Fourmis de la Suisse, 1874, p. 339.
' Ent. Rec, 1906, p. 317, 1912, p. 5, etc.

" loc. cit., p. 86.
" loc. cit., p. 33.5.

10 loc. cit., p. 47.
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Allen and H. G. Champion sent me specimens from the Lizard,
Cornwall.

L. iniihrafiia sub-sp. im'.rtii.i, Nyl.—I have a few more localities for

this sub-species. Harwood sent S ^ to me, among some ants to name
from Colchester, Best Gardner from Bourne End, Bucks., and Hallet
a deiilated J taken on the road in March at Cwyrt-yr-ala, in

Glamorgan. In my^^ paper on iiiij-tnK there is an unfortunate error,

which also occurs (no doubt unintentionally), in Forel.^'- In the table

for the ^ he gives as one of the distinctions between fJanis and
iDiibrotna and nii.vtiis—1. " Ecaille . . un peu plus large en bas
qu'en haut " = tloviis. 2. "Ecaille plus etroite au sommet qu'a la

hik8e"= iinihiatns and mixtiiK. This I translated— 1. "Scale a little

broader at the base than at the apex," and 2. " Scale narrower at the
apex than at the base," which, of course, means the same thing. The
scale is broader at the apex in Jiaciix, and narrower in miibrntiis and
vrirtiia. I give a rough sketch of the scale of § ^ of the three ants in

question.

O
FlaVUS $ UmBEATUS 5 MiXTUS 2

/.. v))ibratiis var. iiii.rto-Kuihratiis, ForeP".—Several colonies were
found at Weybridge this year, and in September <? J and winged 2 2

were secured. This variety is intermediate between imibratKs and
»(?.»f//,s, the hairs on the tibiae not being nearly so pronounced as in

vnibiritiis proper, etc. On July 18th I dug up a L. alieinis nest at

Weybridge and found that the queen of the colony was what at the

time I took to be a deiilated $ uii.i-tiia. Since she has died I have found
that she belongs to the var. iin'.rto-innbrotiis. The colony, which
contained many large and small cocoons, was carefully dug up and
taken home where it was established in a plaster-nest. All the cocoons
hatched, the large ones proving to be winged ? $ of alieniin, and the

small ones of course ? ^ . The nii.vto-iinibratna J was very active,

being exceedingly rapid in her movements, and very excited when
first dug up. She laid eggs on August 7th and was always treated as

their queen by the aliening ^ ^ , who fed and cleaned her and attended

to her brood. By September 1st small larv;e had hatched, and to-day

a number of larvre are present. The ^ ^ killed some of their own
winged 2 2 on November 1st, when the ;»/>?«-?^»/>y•a^^s 5 wasobserved
to be unwell, though carefully attended to by the ^ ^ . She gradually

lost the use of her legs, and in the end could only move her antennii^

which she kept waving backwards and forwards. The ^ ^ cleaned

her and cariied her about, but on November 5th she was dead.

On August 11th, when I had the pleasure of Professor Wheeler's

company, we found at Weybridge again, another )iri.r(()-ui)ibratiis 9 , as

11 Ent.Rec, 1911, p. 236.
12 loc. cit.. p. 47.
18 I.e., p. 48.

J
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queen in a nest of L. alioins. These are instances in nature, where

the 9. has sought a nest of olienns in which to found her colony, and

has been accepted by the ^ ^ . It is probable that either the latter

then killed their own queen, or the )iii.vtn-<nnhratn>i ? did so herself.

I have before recorded^^ that I found some imibratiis ^ ^ in a nest of

aliemis at Weybridge, on July 22nd, 1911, and suggested that a ?

iniibratiis may have been present. From the above observations it is

fairly certain that this was the case.

Formica riifa, L.—On March 29th Crawley and I found a very

large nest, which measured 6ft. across, at St. George's Hill, Weybridge.

It contained vast quantities of 3 and 2 larv.-e and cocoons. On
April 17th I found <? <? at large on fir posts, at Wellington College.

It is evident that the sexes were very early this year. BignelP"' records

winged ? 5 on a nest on April 22nd, 1897, near Shaughbridge. The
earliest date given by ForeP'' is May 30th,

F. riifa var. riifo-prctti'nsix, Forel.—On September 8th I found two

nests of this variety at Parkhurst Forest, I. of W. They were situated

on a banlv, and were constructed of finer materials than the riifa nests

in the neighbourhood, and, in fact, looked more like I'xsi'cta nests.

The ? ^ were of a yellow-red colour with a neat black spot on the

pronotum, this is very distinct in some specimens, which also have a

smaller black spot on the mesonotum. I have seen specimens taken

by Butlei-at Bexhill, and by Best Gardner in Glamorgan, and Wheeler

tells me he found it at Lowood, on Lake Windermere.

F. sa!iiiui)iea, Latr.—On July 10th an attack by this species on a

colony of L. iiiiibratiis was observed at Weybridge. The nest of the

latter was situated under a gorse root some twelve paces away from

the sawjuinea nest. A row of saiKininea ^ S stood outside the

niiibrotiis nest on guard, while others had penetrated under the root,

and a large number of dead innbratus were lying about. Many of the

savfinuica ^ ^ had ^ ^ of the attacked species fastened to their legs

and antennt^. Forel" describes similar forays on colonies of L. nii/er

and L. jianis by aaniiiiinea. Wheeler^*" remarks that—" Even scaujuinea

shows a tendency to lapse into the ancient instinct of plundering the

nests of different species of ants indiscriminately," and records a foray

by the American sub-species riibicinula on a variety of Mynnica
scabri)i()ilis.

On July 15th, when again at Weybridge, a number of soni/idnea

^ ^ were observed returning to their nest with fiisro cocoons in their

jaws. A few t'usca ^ § were noticed in the neighbourhood in flight

and on the top of grass stems, some with their own cocoons in their

jaws, so evidently a genuine slave-raid had taken place.

7". e.i-Hecta, Nyl.—A small typical nest was found near Forest

Lodge at Nethy Bridge, Inverness-shire, on May 5th. This is another

" E)it. Bee, 1912, p. 7.

1' Ent. Mo. Mnq., 1897, p. 141.
i» loc. cit., p. 408.
17 loc. cit., p. 363.
1** Bull. Amer. Mus, Nat. Hist., xxi., 1905, p. 11.
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new locality in Scotland for this species. I am pleased to say there
are still plenty of nests in Parkhurst Forest, Isle of Wight.

i<. fmra, Li.—On July 7th a $ was captured on the wing at

Weybridge, and on the 18th naked $ pupjB were found in a nest under
a stone in the same locality. Colonies of this ant were found on the
Isle of Mull on April 26th, and in plenty on the Isle of Tiree. This
species and M. riKjiwidix, recorded above, were the only ants I found
in the latter island, although I was there from April 28th to May 2nd.

My friend Mr. Mitford gave me ^ ? and dejilated 2 J which he
had taken at Rothes in Morayshire, one of the latter being a microgyne
not much larger than a medium sized ^ .

All the races of fm^ca which have been recorded for Britain were
found this year, though one will now appear under a new name.

F. fusca var. (licharia, Nyl.—-First recorded for Britain by Crawley.^"

Crawley and I found a number of mound nests in the New Forest in

July, (J S , one deiilated $ , and one winged 2 being secured. I found
an incipient colony in the top of a mound on July 22nd, which con-
sisted of the deiilated $ and some twelve ^ ^ . According to Forel
the ants from a colony we found at St. Issey, Cornwall, in April, 1911,
also belong to this var.

7^ fiisca var. riibencens, Forel.—First recorded for Britain by the
writer^". Colonies were found in July in the New Forest, and at Seaton
in Devon, which contained many J^ ^ , but neither winged nor deiilated

$ 2 were obtained.

F . fiisca var. fiixco-nifibarbiti, Forel.—First recorded for Britain by
the writer'-^^ Colonies were observed by Crawley at Seaton, and
subsequently by myself when I was with him. I found others at

Sandown and Blackgang Chine in the Isle of Wight, in September.
When we have obtained more material and <? ^ and ? 2 of all the

forms, we intend to work out and publish, if possible, more satisfactory

distinctions for all these races. It is clear that in the ^ of riibencens

the scale is deeply cut out, more so than in any of the others, in fituco-

rutibarhia it is widely but not deeply emarginate, and in fimca scarcely

emarginate. 1-^^ have pointed out before that fnnco-riitibarbin lives

chiefly in the sand on the borders of rivers, lakes, and by the sea, and
f/lebaria in the earth on the plains, fusca being more common in woods.
This, however, is not sufficient to go by, since as we have seen t/lebaria

occurred with finico-rKfibarbis at St. Issey, and rubesrens with fusco-

rutibarhis at Seaton, and ijlebaria and rnbescens both occurred in the

New Forest.

F. fiisca sub-sp. ni/ibarhis, F.—^This sub-species is very distinct,

the greater number of the ^ § in a colony being partly bright red in

colour, and might easily be mistaken superficially for ^ ^ of sanr/iiinea

9 Ent. Rec, 1911, p. 96.
20 Zool., 1909, p. 466.
ii Ent. Rec, 1906, p. 217.
2^ Entom., 1911, p. 391.
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or riifa. They are much more active than fasca or any of its forms,

running about in a characteristic manner, and possess a distinct

aromatic smell. The $ ? also are very distinct having much red

about the head and thorax. I found three colonies this year at Wey-
bridge, one of which was situated in a bank, and the other two under the

turf, by the side of paths. The nests themselves were about a foot under

ground and were reached by a very small entrance hole which was very

diihcult to find. On July 11th I noticed a ^ run rapidly across the path

and disappear into the herbage, and after a second had been seen and

secured, the nest was found with considerable diiticulty. When dug up

it contained three deiilated ? $ , a large number of S ^ , larvte and

pupte. The colony was taken home, and one of the 5 ? , a number of

? S and the larvfe and pupfe were established in an observation nest.

The larvte and pupjB have since hatched and all are well to-day. The
second colony was discovered on July 18th, but was not dug up till

August 11th, when it was hoped the winged forms might be present.

This, however, was not the case. A third colony discovered in

September contained two deiilated $ ? . I found that the ants in my
observation nest accepted ^ ^ from the other colonies, also pupse,

which they brought up.

i*. fiiM-a va.r. pieea, Nyl-'.— On July 23rd, Crawley and I found a

colony of this var., which was situated in a clump of sphagnum, at

Matley Bog in the New Forest. It consisted of a number of ^ ^ , and

1.

EpINOTUM and scale of 1. F. GAGATES 5 . 2. F. PICEA ^ .

large cocoons which all hatched later and proved to be <? r? , unfor-

tunately no $ $ were obtained, dealated or otherwise. This is the

form standing in the British list, as the sub-sp. naiiates, Latr. Smith'*'

first introduced it as British in 1866 under the name of (/aiiatef!, on a

few ^ ^ taken by his son at Bournemouth. Farren*' White redis-

covered it at Bournemouth in 1872 and rightly stating it was distinct

from ;ia(/ates, he proposed the name of <ilabra for it. Saunders,'-'' how-
ever, stated that he did not agree with White that it was distinct from

(lai/ates, and retained the latter name in his book'"''. In July, 1905

Arnold'*'' found a colony in the New Forest, which is recorded as

^^ Acta. soc. sc. Fennicae, II., 3, 1846, p. 917.
24 Ent. A7m., 1886, p. 127.
25 Ants and Their Ways, 1895, p. 234.
2" Ent. Mo. Mag., xx., 1885, p. 16.
27 Hi/m. Aadeaia, 1896, p. 22.
2« Ent. Mo. Mag., 1905, p. 211.
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ijariates. I detected a specimen in the Dale collection at Oxford, from
Wareham, in Dorset. The ^ of picea difters from that of f/ayates in

the shape of the epinotiun and scale. The epinotum of the former when
seen in profile, is although slightly rounded, yet distinctly angled,
whereas in the latter it is quite rounded. The scales are also very
distinct, as will be seen by the accompanying sketches.

Emery--' remarks that he does not possess a 2 or J" of pirea and
from the descriptions there is nothing definite given to separate them
from (jaiiatpH. I possess a J picea from Belgium kindly given to me
by Bondroit and a ? (jcniatea from Vienna, kindly given to me by Forel,

and the scales are very different, much as in the ^ ^ . In t/af/ates it

is excavated at the top and shaped like that of the § , in pirea it is

rounded. Unfortunately, I do not possess a (J of (/mjates. Emery""
says the scale is not, or scarcely, cut out above. In ))icea 3 it is

evidently, but not widely nor deeply, emarginate. From fiisca and the
other forms, picea may be known by its more glabrous and shining
body.

(To he concluded.)

In Sunny Spain.—July and August, 1912. {With plate.)

By ROSA E. PAGE, B.A.

(Concluded from i^age 36.)

The only house between Cuenca and Una was reached about noon.
Here we were most kindly welcomed, a table and other necessaries

being provided for our lunch, which we had brought with us. Nothing
but water is to be obtained at this half-way house and not a vestige of

anything to eat is to be found en mute, so that it is absolutely essential

to carry with one the day's provisions. The charge for shelter and
attendance was 25 centimes ; this included the stabling and feeding of

the two donkeys. Very few insects were about, and these were very
worn. Among them were Melanart/ia lache.sis, Calias edusa, Pontia
(laplidire, Aiiriades coriihni var. arra!nmeiisis,Gevh.,a,nd''^at!/riis statilinas,

which was the only species in good order. Just before reaching Una,
however, we saw a few Erebia zapateri in a gorge. These were quite

freshly emerged, and came as a great surprise, as we did not expect to

see the species until we reached Bronchales.
We found Una a dirty little village, most picturesquely placed,

however, beside a small lake of the same name, which empties itself

into the river Jucar by a fine waterfall, and is justly celebrated for its

trout. We rested the night at the house of Seilor Felix Gomez. Our
host came in at dusk from the threshing field, received us most
hospitably and saw to our comfort, and not until we were well through
with our meal did he sit down to his own supper in a corner of the

same room surrounded by his family, each dipping a spoon in turn into

the pan which was placed in the centre. We had arranged to leave Una
at 5 o'clock the next morning, but no one in this land of "manana" has
the slightest idea of being hurried, so that it was fully three hours
later before we could get away. W^e started as before, riding on the

animal that had no baggage, but we had not proceeded far before we

••^•' Deutschr. Ent. Zeitschr., 1909, p. 195.
'M Inr cit n Uli.loc. cit., p. 194.
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came across Agriades coriilon var. Idspana, H.-Sch.—hardly distinguish-

able on the wing from A. thetia {bellanins)—in fine condition, but mostly

^ s. Dismounting, we were soon at work and able to take as many as

we wished. Now appeared Hipparcliia hriscis, followed by 5. statili)iii>i,

both in fine condition ; -S'. alci/one only in fair order, I'l/raiiieis cardui

Hipparchia arethiisa, S. seiiwle, and C. doriis (very worn) sparingly.

('oe)tu)iiji)ipJia paniphilus was common in patches at pools by the

roadside. The last vestiges of M. lachesis, a few P. dapUdU-e with an

occasional S. circe skimmed across our path at intervals as we
proceeded. At one place A. coridon var. luapana were in swarms
resting on the damp sandy margin of the river, their brilliant wings

glittering in the sunshine as they sipped the moisture from the yellow

sand. This species occurred practically alone, only two HirsuUna
ilaiiion being taken with it.

Along the road, at intervals, are small marsh}'^ areas in which we
found ( '. iphididcs, mostly worn, but a few good ones were netted. If we
could have stayed to work them we could have taken plenty, they being

more abundant here than at La Granja, where they showed signs of

having been thinned. The bogs between Una and Tragacete are practi-

cally virgin ground for this species. It was, however, necessary to

press on in order to arrive at Tragacete by sundown.
At Tragacete we were delightfully entertained by Sefior Indalechio

Martinez. We decided to send our guide back to Cuenca with his two
" burros," which were indeed quite unable to continue the journey

even if the man had been conversant with the route to Bronchales.

Sefior Martinez promised to supply us with a mule and a horse and
also to send his son Constantino with us as far as Albarracin if we
would wait a day. We were very anxious to get an opportunity for

setting, but the Tragacete people showered such attention on us (all

the chief residents calling to see us) that practically none was done.

They know here all about the discovery of K. zapaterl by the late

Canon Zapater and have an entirely inflated notion of the commercial
value of the insect ; this we did our best to remove.

We had decided to go on August 13th direct to Bronchales, a

twelve hours' journey with a good mule. Of road, there was now none,
in man}^ places not even a track, and it would have been impossible to

find one's way without a local guide. Soon after we had left Tragacete
behind, E. zapateri began to appear across and along our path through
the wooded ground of the Muelo de San Juan. Here they were not
plentiful, but given more time we could have taken a nice series

sn route. Of a dozen which we netted, ten were S' s and two were S? s.

All these specimens were fresh. Other species were similar to those

noted before, with crowded patches of Kpinepliele b/faoii, especially

near the village of Charchapanlla, through which we passed. We saw
A. coridon var. hispana, too, most of the way, but now not so
plentifully, together with worn Anii/imis niobe, M. lac/tesis, S. statiliuiis

and <.'. paDiphiliix.

As we approached Bronchales in the evening, the air became cooler

and cooler, a high wind arose, and as we commenced the descent towards
Aragon, it gradually turned bitterly cold. Presently a sharp turn in

the path revealed to us a grand view of the plains of Aragon, spread
out far beneath us like a map, and after four days in the mountains it

seemed quite strange to come into civilisation again. We had crossed
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right over the Sierras, a distance of about 80 miles. Constantino

had been directed by his father to take us to the house of a friend, so

that we Avere spared the horrors of the sack of straw, etc., as related by
Mr. Sheldon (Knt. Her., vol. xviii., pp. 98). While we thawed in

front of a large log tire in the kitchen, Constantino gave orders for our
supper, which Avas ready about 9.30 p.m.—nine hours since our al

fresco lunch. We were relieved to find our hostess a good cook, and
the beds quite clean, although the fact that our host was the village

butcher, and that his slaughterhouse was just under our window had
to be ignored. By the wajs future visitors to these villages are

advised to carry their own dinner knives, as every Spaniard carries

his own, and the entire stock in some of the houses in which we stayed

consisted of one.

We found the K. zapateri ground about a quarter of an hour's walk
from the village, and on August 14th we paid our first visit to it. We
soon discovered them flying gently among dwarf oak scrub, their short

flights broken by intervals of rest. Finding them easy to capture, but

the oak shrub rather troublesome to our nets, we crossed to more open
ground beside a tiny runnel of water, which trickled down a peaty

slope. Here we found many more settling with outspread wings on damp
spots, while others were feeding on quite dwarf flowers of autumn
crocus, and on stunted sprigs of heather. Thej' are difficult to rouse

when feeding, the females feigning death or dodging under the net.

We went back to lunch and then returned to the same spot about

8.0 p.m. The sun was still shining, the air being warm, and the

zapateri ground sheltered. W^e however only took six specimens ; no
others were to be seen in the identical spots we had worked in the

morning. Other butterflies were also absent with the exception of a

couple of worn Parnassins apollo. We resumed collecting the next

day, the morning being cloudy with sunshine at intervals. We took a

fair number; some were flying, but many were at rest on the ground,

on leaves of the scrub, and on chips of wood ; others were feeding

on the heather. They often required rousing before they would fly,

and then on]}- flitted for a short distance, just over and among the

herbage. We took one specimen this day with no eye-spots on the

upper side of the primaries.

There was very little else about except H. seinde and Pi/rf/iis proto.

The zapateri collecting was as pretty a bit as we had in Spain—the air

delightfully cool, dry, and bracing ; the ground an easy saunter from
the village, and sheltered from the wind, the glorious sunshine reveal-

ing through the pine woods on the slopes an extensive view of the

apparently limitless " campo " of Aragon, some 3,000 feet below us.

Bronchales should have a fine future before it as a health resort.

As a matter of fact the Valencians are already aware of its virtues,.

and a large number of them were there at the time of our visit, making
accommodation for the chance visitor rather precarious.

We lelt on August 16th, and with our guide Constantino Martinez,,

traversed the Sierras for some hours (a most delightful mule ride),

until we struck the carriage road to Albarracin, and thenceforward

the romance of our journey was over. Travelling along a road was a

tame affair compared with crossing the glorious slopes above. We
were now in Aragon and immediately noticed a dift'erence in the type

of people, dress, etc. W'e found Albarracin extremely hot after
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Bronchales, and a distinct contrast to Cuenca, t.//., no one is to be seen

in the narrow Moorish streets of Albarracin after sunset, while Cuenca,

with its broader roads is quite lively up to midnight.

We were disappointed in finding we were too late at Albarracin,

but having taken all the Krehia zafmteri we wanted at Bronchales, we
did not try the ground on which they are said to occur, so cannot say

in what condition they were.

We saw nothing of Sefior Narro during the three days of our visit

and understand that he now drives the diligence to Teruel, so that he

would not be available to conduct future visitors to Bronchales or

Noguera. The posada at Albarracin, although clean and comfortable,

is cei'tainly the most insanitary house we have been in.

The diligence took us to Teruel in 6^ hours, thence we came home
through Madrid.

We were surprised, on crossing the Guadarramas, to see the change
in the weather. South of the range, threshing and winnowing were

in full progress, with a certainty of dry air and continual sunshine;

northward, the skies were dull and the air cold, and as we approached

the Cantabrian Mountains the mists which rested upon them appeared

very strange to our eyes after the clear air of Castile. All the rivers

of France were in flood, and it was heartrending to see the stacks of

corn standing sodden in the fields, reaping machines abandoned,

masses of oats beaten down by the rain, and vines suffering from black

rot.

The farther north we came, the worse things became; we crossed

the channel in a gale and arrived home finding everything most dismal

and depressing. We came to the conclusion that we had certainly

been extremely lucky to have selected Sunny Spain for our holiday in

the summer of 1912.

An Old Essex Collection.

By the Kev. G. H. RAYNOE, M.A.

[Concluded from p. 1'^.)

We have now come to the third and last section of this collection,

including the four species of Lithosia previously omitted, and the

whole of the NoctiKi; These latter are a very good representative lot,

and nearly all labelled.

Having numerous correspondents in different parts of the country,

Mr. Greenwood got together a very good lot of Northern species, but

seems to have somewhat neglected his own neighbourhood. Perhaps

he did not sugar regularly, although several of his correspondents

seem to have done so.

Lithoaia coiiiplana, ( = coii)plciniila).—7.

Lithosia depreasa,
{^
= complana).—1.

Lithosia (jriseola.— 6. One being the variety straniineola.

Lithosia (jKodra.—3. " Bromley Thicket, 1844." An interesting

record of this species which now survives only in very large

woodlands such as the New Forest. It has once been taken

at Hazeleigh, and it used to be found in Epping Forest.

Onophria riibricollis.— 6. Four from Bromley Thicket, 1844 and 1845.

One, Black Park, S. Stephens, 1846.

Cybosia mescmella.— 2. " Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846."
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The NocTuiDAE are :

—

Triphaena orboiia.—13. All very similar, and with few dark markings.
Trip/iaeua vroiuiha.— 11.

Tripliaena fiinbria.—7. Five from Weir of Camberwell, 1846, and one
bred by him from Dulwich. The bottom one is labelled
" dark variety, bred larvae, Birch Wood, Spring," S. Stephens.

TripJiaoia intcvjcvta.—6. Three H. Doubleday, Epping, 1846. Two
Walton, 1843, A.G., and one Chelmsford, 1846, A.G. This
species seems generally distributed in the county, but never
common.

TripJtaena jantliina.—7. Four from Weir, Dulwich, 1846, one Ipswich,

from Seaman, 1846, one Catchpool, Colchester, 1844, and
one Chesterfield, July, 1846, Edleston.

Ceri'i/o tc.rta, [
— ciitlierea).— 6. Two Lewes, Thomson, 1846. Two

Sherwood Forest, August, 1846, S. Stephens, one Peter-

borough, 1844, and one Tunbridge Wells, sugar, 1846, Weir.

Lytaea uiiibnmi.— 6. Two Lewisham, August, 1846, Stainton, one
Whitwell, Peterborough, 1844, one Edleston, Manchester,

1844.

Charoeas n'Kjra.— 1. Perthshire, August, 1846, Weaver.
Charaeas t/roiinnis.—2. One from Edleston.

Rnainia femujinea,
i
= tenebrosa).—6. Black Park, August, 1845, and

June, 1846, S. Stephens.

Aiirotis corticea.— 1. Clapham, Thomson, 1846.

A<p-t)tii> set/etuiii.— 14. Three from Chelmsford, September, 1846,

October, 1846, November, 1846.

Aqrotis »itfusa.—18. All from Chelmsford, 1846, excepting tv\'o fr(;m

Dulwich, Weir, 1846.

A;/roti.s vallif/era.— 5. Two New Brighton, August, 1846, Edleston.

One Seaman, Ipswich, 1846. One Carlisle, Hodgkinson,
1846, and one Banks of Solway Firth, August, 1846,

Hodgkinson.
Afirotis radia {

= piita).—8. One Chelmsford, 1842, A.G. One
Chelmsford, 1845, A.G. Three Lewisham, August, 1846,

Stainton. Two Penzance, Noye, 1846, and one Peterborough,

Whitwell, 1845.

A(p-olis triiifi.— 8. Two Devon, S. Stephens, 1846. One New
Brighton, August, 1846, Edleston, and one with a similar

label put under the name of litiedlata, variety of tn'tici. This

last is not striking, the transverse lines being very indefinite.

Ai/rotifi aijidlina.— 2. Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846.

Aijrotin nif/rican-f.— 2. One Chelmsford, 1813 or 1844. Banks of the

Solway Firth, August, 1846, Hodgkinson. There are also

specimens labelled fnniom dark variety of nir/ricanfs, all from
Weir, Camberwell, 1846. Two of these are melanic, but the

third is of the form which approximates closely to Aiiratis

obscura.

At/rat is cxclaniationis.-— 12.

Aijrotis ciirsoria.—4. Two Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846. One banks of

Solway Firth, August 1846, Hodgkinson, and one Edleston,

1844.

Graphiphora rhoiiihuidca.— 4, Two Epping, H. Doubleday, 1846.

J
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Two ChesteL-field, Edleston, August, 1846. This is another

species occurring periodically in the Essex woodlands.

Graphii)hora reniqera or cataleitca [=:lucernea).— 1. Dover, August,

1846, k.G.
Grapluphora aufnir.—4.

Grapkiphora ravida.—4.

Graphipliom briinuea.^d. Two Dulwich, Weir, bred 1846. Two
Birch Wood, bred larvie, S. Stephens, May, 1846. One
Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846. Two Stainton, Torwood, 1846,

and two Carron, Stainton, 1846.

Grapkiphora triamiiilnin.—7. One Witham, Walford, 1846. Two
bred, Stephens, Birch Wood, May, 1846. Three Weir,

Camberwell and Dulwich, 1846.

Grapkiphora haja.— 6. Weir, Dulwich, 1846.

Grapkiphora daklii.— 6. One Dulwich, 1846, Weir. One Shirley,

1846, Weir, and four Torwood, N.B., August, 1846, Stainton,

sugar.

Grapkiphora festiva.—6. Four Dulwich, 1846, bred. Weir.

Grapkipkora c-nifirnm.- -1. Two Whitwell, Peterborough, 1844.

Two sugar. Hammersmith, August, 1846, S. Stephens, and
one Chelmsford, Ranpome, 1846.

On looking a little forward among the drawers I find that there

are considerable series of most common Noctaae with almost every

specimen labelled. As it seems hardly worth while to record all these

localities, from this point I propose to mention only those that seem
important or interesting.

Grapliipkora plecta.— 3. From Chelmsford, 1844.

Grapkipkora bella {= rubi).—7. Three from Chelmsford, 1844, 1845,

1846.

Semiopkora f/othica.— 11. One Chelmsford, 1844, and one Penzance,

Curnow.
Ortkosia instabilifi.—18. None of them of Essex origin.

Orthosia popideti.— 3. One Epping, H. Doubleday, 1846. One
Doncaster, Hawley, 1846, and one Didsbury, bred, 1846,

Edleston.

Ortkosia iniinda.— 10. Four H. Doubleday, Epping, 1846.

Orthosia i/racilis.—7. Two Epping, H. Doubleday, 1846.

Ortkosia stabilis.—10. One Witham, 1845.

Ortkosia miniosa.— 1. Labelled " North, S. Stephens, 1846."

Ortkosia criida.—7.

Ortkosia litura.— 18. Twelve of them Chelmsford, nine 1846, A.G.
Ortkosia pistacina.— 19. A nice varied series, including ab. obsoleta

and a very fine rufous form with dark transverse markings.

Most of them are from Chelmsford, September, 1846.

Ortkosia limosa.— 8. Four Chelmsford, September, 1846.

Orthosia lota.—8. One Chelmsford, October, 1846.

Ortkosia macilenta.—2.

Ortkosia upsilon.—6.

Mijtkimna tiirca.— ]. Black Park, Weaver, 1846. This species occurs

in Essex at Epping and Brentwood.
Mi/tkimna lithariiijria.— 7. One Chelmsford, 1846, and a specimen

labelled Chesterfield, July, 1846, Edleston. This is a dull
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leaden unicolorous form with the transverse lines nearly

obsolete.

Gmmmesia bilinea {trujraminica).—2.

Se(/etia xa n tho;/ raplia.—1 1

.

Scijetia netflecta.—4. Two Weybridge, September, 1846, S. Stephens.
Caradrinu aiiibitiiia.—2. Brixton, Thomson, 1846.

Caradrina vwrplieua.— 2. One Chelmsford, 1842.

Caradrina cubiciilaris.—-9.

Caradrina i/lareosa.—2. Alderley, August, 1846, Edleston, and
Solway Firth, Hodgkinson, 184G.

(xlaea ruhricosa.—9. Four Epping, H. Doubleday, 1846.

Glaea vaccinii.—5. Three of them Chelmsford, September, 1846, A.G.
(Haea subnvira { — liqala).—13. Seven from Chelmsford, October,

1846.

Mecoptera satellitia.—8.

Atnphipijra p>/ran)idea.— 8. One Chelmsford, 1844, A.G. One
Witham, Walford, 1846.

AiiipJiipyra trafjopo<ionis.—'\ 3.

Dipteri/rjia pinastrl.— 1. From Seaman, Ipswich.

Naenia typica.— 13.

Xylina rhizoUtha.—-4. One Chelmsford, October, 1846. One Ipswich,

Seaman, 1844. Two Whitwell, Peterborough, 1844. This
species is very rare in Essex ; one specimen occurred at

Hazeleigh, May 22nd, 1905. Mr. Harwood finds it very

occasionally near Colchester.

Xylina piitris.—6.

Calocampa exoleta.—From Peterborough, Doncaster, and Scotland.

Calocainpa vetmia.—1. Perthshire, Weaver, 1846.

LitJiomia solidaginis.—6. All from Manchester, Edleston, 1844 and
1846.

Xylophasia lithoxylea.—8.

Xylophasia snblustris.—2. From Weir of Camberwell.
Xylophasia polyodon.—10.

Xylophasia riirea.—9. One Chelmsford, 1846.

Xylophasia characterea [= Jiepatica).—6. Two Chelmsford, 1843 and
1844 ; and two specimens of the dark variety combusta,

Preston, Hodgkinson, 1846.

Xylophasia scoloparina.—3. One Preston, Hodgkinson, July, 1846.

Two Sheffield, Heppenstall, 1843 and 1846.

Xylophasia rectilinea. —1. Perthshire, June, 1846, Weaver, sugar.

Hadena adusta.— 2. One Chelmsford, 1846, A.G.
Hadena yeinina.—3.

Hadena thalassina.—7.

Hadena contiyua.—1. Perthshire, June, 1846, Weaver.
Hadena ylaiica.—4. One Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846. Three Wharm-

ton Moors, June, 1846, Edleston.

Hadena plebeia [
— dentina).— 6. One Witham, Walford, 1846.

Hadena lithorhiza.— i. One Witham, Walford, 1846, and a specimen
with very dark mottled forewings, " Penzance, 1842,
Curnow."

Hadena cucubali.—1.

Hadena capsincola.—3. Two Chelmsford, 1843.
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Hadena protea.—12. One Witham, from Walford, and two Chelms-
ford, September, 1846.

Maiiiestra .ydendens (^pisi).—G. One Chelmsford, Ransome, 1846.

Mamestra oleracea.—8.

MameMra siiasa.—4. Fine large specimens, Doncaster, Hawley, 1846.
Maniet^tra braxfticae.—8.

Mmneatra nlhicolon.—1. Cheshire Coast, June, 1846, Weaver.
Ma>iifstra rhenopodii.—-7.

Majiiextra ancepn.— 2. Chelmsford, 1843 and 1845.

yiaineatra persicariae,—4.

Fhipli'.via lucipara.—7.

llama baaiUnea.— 6. Two Chelmsford, 1844 and 1845.

Hama teatacea.—7. Three Chelmsford, 1843 and 1844.

FJania connexa.— 0. Sheffield, Heppenstall, 1844 and 1846.

Apamea fibrosa.—3. Hammersmith Marshes, July, 1846, S. Stephens.
Apamea nictitanH.— 8.

Apaniea unanhiiis.—3. All Chelmsford, 1843 and 1844.

Apamea didynia.—30.

Apamea ophiogramma.—1. Sherwood Forest, July, 1846, S. Stephens.
This is about as badly worn a specimen of a Nnctua as I ever

saw, but it does not look like opJiiofiranima, which I fancy
has never occurred in Sherwood Forest.

Acrnnycta meijac'.phala.—B. All Chelmsford, 1844, 1843, 1844, 1846.
Acronijcta psi.—8.

Acronycta wenyantliidis.— 1. Carlisle, Hodgkinson. A pretty variegated

specimen, with pronounced dark fascia.

Acrnnycta riuiiicin.—6. Two Chelmsford, Ransome, 1846.

Acronycta euphorbiar.— 1. "Perthshire, June 1846, Weaver. On rocks."

Bryophila (/landifcra.—1. Penzance, from Noye, 1846.

Bryophila perla.—10. Dover.
Thyatira derasa.—3.

Thyatira batis.—7.

Calyptra libatrix.—11.

Tethea bipvncta {= diiplaris).—1. Kinloch = Rannoch, June, 1846,

Edleston.

Tethea dilitta.—10.

Tethea snbtKsa.—1. Manchester, July, 1846, Edleston.

Cleoceris in iiimalts.—2.

Cosmia diffinis.—2. One Chelmsford, 1845, A.G. One Witham,
Walford, 1846. This local species still occurs regularly for

many miles round Chelmsford.

Coswia a/finis'.—?,. Two Witham, Walford, 1846.

Co.vnia trapezina.—17.

Cosmia fidvayo (=])alcacea).—1. Cumberland, August, 1846.

Xantlda fnlvayo.—9. Two Witham, Walford, 1846. In this series are

two specimens of the variety fiavescens labelled Dulwich,
Weir, 1846.

Xanthia flavayo. {— dlayn).—6. One Witham, Walford, 1846.

Xanthia croceayo.— 1. Dulwich, Weir, 1846. This species occurs

regularly now-a-days amongst scrub-oak on many commons
in the neighbourhood of Chelmsford.

Xanthia yilcayo.—1. Yorkshire, Weaver, 1846. Now a common
species among wych elms round Chelmsford.
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Xanthia rujina.—7.

Xanthia ferriujinea.—8. One Chelmsford, September 1846.

Xanthia tiavacfo.—1.

Gortyna niicacea.—9. One Chelmsford, 1844, A.G.

Nonai/ria ti/phae.—4. All Epping, H. Doubleday, 1846.

Nonai/na cransicornis.—3. Hammersmith Marshes, September, 1846,

S. Stephens.

Leucania ccnnina.—3.

Tjciicania styann'nea.— 2. One Hammersmith, 1846, Weir. The other

" bred, larvte Hammersmith Marshes.May, 1846, S.Stephens."

Leucania littnralis.—1. Cumberland Coast, Weaver, 1846.

Leucania nhnoli'ta.— 5. One Whitwell, Peterborough. Four Stephens,

Hainmersmith Marshes, June, 1846.

Leucania impura.—6.

Leucania pallens.—6.

Leucania pijijinina, {= (lespecta).—5. Three Scotland, Weir, 1846.

Two Brixton, Thomson, 1846.

Leucania (leniinipuncta.— 2. Near Milton Park, Whitwell, 1844.

Phlof/npJio) a nieticulosa.—13.

Cucullia lychnitis.—2. One from Weaver, another London, S.

Stephens, 1846.

Cucullia n'ibaxci.—2. One Witham, Walford, 1843. One Chelmsford,

1845, A.G.
Cucullia afiteri><.—1. Near London, bred Weaver, 1846.

Cucullia umbratica.—1.

Cucullia lactuc<T, { = chamomillae).—3. Chelmsford, 1846, A.G.

Miana literosa.—l. New Brighton, August, 1846, Edleston.

Miana stri(iilis.—5. And eight of the variety aethiops, two of them
Chelmsford, 1845 and 1846.

Miana humeralis.—4. And four ]\L tenuinaliK, all being referable to

M. furuncula.

Miana fasciuncula.—A.

Celaena haworthii.—1. Bolton, August, 1846, Edleston.

Scotophila porpJii/rea.—S.

Achitia piniperda.—2. One Black Park, April, 1845, S. Stephens. One
Doncaster, Hawley, 1846.

Actebia praecox.—1. Carlisle, Hodgkinson, 1846.

Miselia oxi/acantJiae.— 3. Two Chelmsford, October, 1845, A.G.

Miselia aprilin a.—8

.

Miselia conspersa.—1. Isle of Arran, May, 1846, Weaver.
Polia advena.—3. One Chelmsford, 1843, A.G. Two Carlisle,

Hodgkinson, 1846. This is still one of the special insects of

Chelmsford and neighbourhood.

Polia nebulona.—6.

Polia tincta.—1. Perthshire, June, 1846, Weaver.
Polia herbida.—2.

Polia jlavicincta.—6. All Chelmsford, two 1843, one 1844 and three

September 1846. A local insect, which still occurs freely at

light at Chelmsford.

Pulia dynodea.—5. All Chelmsford, 1843, A.G. This species, of which
the caterpillar feeds on lettuce seeds in gardens, seems to be

gradually becoming much more scarce, and is not known to

occur at Chelmsford now.
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Polia cki.—8.

Apatelia aceris.—5. Two Chelmsford, A.G., 1846. Three VVitham,

Walford, 1846, one of the latter being a large female with

beautiful radiated hindwings.

Enmohia ocJiroleuca.—3. One Chelmsford, 1844, A.G. Two Dover,

Leplastrier, 1846. An interesting record from Chelmsford

so far back as 1844. The species still occurs periodically in

the neighbourhood.

Abrostola triplasia.— 1. From Seaman of Ipswich.

Ahrostola urticae.—5. One Chelmsford, 1844. One Epping, 1842

and one Witham, Walford, 1846.

PUisia iota { = v-aiirei(ni).— 3.

Phisia percontationis ( = iota).—1.

Plusia interrogationiif.—1. Perthshire, 1846, Weaver.
Pluaia (lanima.—6.

Plu>iia chrysitis.—7. One Chelmsford, 1846.

Plnsia festticae.—2. Preston, Hodgkinson, May, 1846.

Heliothis peltu/era.— 1. Penzance, 1842. Looks like an immigrant.

Anarta vujrtillL—i.. One Tiptree Heath, Essex, 1844. It still occurs

there sparingly.

Anarta cordigera.—1. Perthshire, May, 1846, Weaver.
Anarta vidua {= melanopa).—2. Perthshire, June, 1846, Weaver.
Anarta lieliaca.— 1. Colchester, 1843.

Erastria uncana.— 2. Horton Moors near Carlisle, June, 1846,

Hodgkinson.
Erastria hankiana.—Killarney, Weaver, 1846.

Erastria fuscida.—2. Witham, Walford, 1846. Still occurs in this

part of Essex, but is scarce.

Phytometra aenea.—5.

Acoswetia rnfiila (= cali(jinosa.).—1. A female, Dorsetshire, J.C. Dale,

1845.

Acosmetia arcuosa.—3.

Stilbia anotnala.—1. Perthshire, July, 1846, Weaver.
Mormo ntaura.—8.

Catocala nitpta.—8.

The Butterflies of Dauphine.

By A. S. TETLEY, M.A., F.E.S.

Although the butterflies of Dauphine have been pretty well worked

by English collectors, some account of a month spent in that province

during last summer may be of interest to past and to future visitors

with the net. We left England on July 20th, and returned on August

15th. The weather was generally fine, for we got off with only three

wet days ; but the average day temperature was below the normal, and

the nights, even in the lower parts, often very cold. A brilliant morn-

ing was frequently followed by a cloudy afternoon, and even when the

sky was clear there sprang up after midday a strong westerly wind,

which lowered the temperature and cleared the butterflies away as if

by magic. The promise of an early season in April and May was com-

pletely falsified by the bad weather of June and early July, so that the

later Satyrids and the second broods of other butterflies were decidedly

behind time. The Alpine flowers were simply glorious, early and late
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summer plants all blooming together. At Le Lautaret we found
narcissi, the spring gentians, lilies white and red, pasque tiowevs, and a
thousand others, in such profusion as we have never seen anywhere in

Switzerland during a series of visits from May to August in the Jura,

the Oberland and Valais.

We went straight through to Aix-les-Bains, and set ofi" on the

morning of July 21st for Gresy and the road beyond. Heavy clouds

after rain gave way to a bright warm day. The first butterfly to

appear as the sun broke through the mists was Melanan/ia t/alathea,

and I was glad to note among the swarms of the afternoon a good
number of perfectly fresh specimens, a sign at this low level of a

season not too advanced. This was borne out by the entire absence of

the big Satyrids save for a single male specimen of Enodia dryas.

Nisoniades tones was out in a second brood, dull in colour. A single

Lycaena avion, worn to rags, was all I was to see of this " blue,"

except one at Clelles and another at La Grave ten days later. Pieris

rapae was abundant for the only time in our tour, and Kpinep/iela

tithonuH, all males, was everywhere about the bushes along the road

beyond Gresy. We never saw it again till our last day at Guillestre.

A single Pararye aeyeria taken was very near the type form. Dryas
paphia was seen once, noteworthy only for the fact that it was one of

four which were all we came across anywhere. Another usually com-
mon butterfly, Loireia {Chrysophaiuis) dorilis, was taken close to Aix,

and never turned up again.

In the evening we went on to Grenoble, and next morning (July

22nd) I went off to Clelles- Mens alone, to be followed later by my
friend, who wielded a camera with much success and occasionally took

a turn with the net. We had five days at Clelles, all fine but never
really warm as one imagines it should be there in July. The butter-

flies of Clelles are well known, and I think we met most of the habitues

of the place except the August Satyrids, Hipparchia briseis, H. arethusa

and Satyrus statilinits, the last two of which we were fated never to

see. The big Argynnids were very scarce, and there were no Vanessids
except Polyyonia c-albuin and Pyraweis cardni. And here I might at

once say that we saw hardly any of this group anywhere, the record

being /'. cardni three times, P. atalanta twice, one Euranessa antiupa,

one hibernated Vanessa to at Chateau Queyras (larvae half-grown there),

Aylais urticae, very few, no Enyonia pnlyclduros, and only one or two
Polyyonia c-albiun.

On July 24th, we climbed to the top of the long ridge that lies to

the west of Clelles. The lower slopes, dry and stony and covered with

lavender were alive with Satyrus circe, and S. hermione, swarms of

Epinephele lycaon, bright red Melitaea didyiiia and lovely fresh Polyo)ii-

mattis dainon. Then we climbed through a belt of conifers, where I

was interested to find Brenthis ino, and came out on some steep uncut
meadows, bright with familiar Alpine flowers. Krebia liyea in the

trees gave way to Krebia euryale above, in fine condition and great

abundance. Higher up were i'>'. tyndarns and E. ceto, females of the

latter still quite good. Right on the very top, over 5000 feet, were

two Clirysoplianns alciphron var. yordius, very worn— a strange

encounter. From the top of the ridge westwards one sees a vast

extent of country of rich entomological promise, but one can well
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imagine it very difficult to work. The uplands are waterless, with ill-

defined tracks and places where one could stay few and far between.
Another day we worked up to the bottom of the clift's of Mout

Aiguille with much the same result, adding another Krebia, to wit

utiifinc, male and female, both worn. Theda ilicix was common here
and there, and the females still in good condition. A single worn
Brenthifi daphne was netted and released, as also was a very worn male
Poli/oiinnatiis aiiiawki. There were no Hesperiids except Hespeiia
carthaiiii. Auriades coridon was just appearing. Epinepliele jiirtina

was in swarms everywhere, with fine brightly marked females,
approaching var. hispiilla.

On Friday, July 26th, we moved on to Briancon, the next day I
walked to La Grave. The day was very fine with cloudless skies and
a cool breeze. From Briancon to Monetier-les-Bains there was very
little to be got, the fields boi'dering the road being too highly cultivated
and the roadside barren and Howerless. This stage would be better
done in one of the very convenient P.L.M. motors. Just before
Monetier I was surprised to find odd specimens of Erebia ceto and E.
eurijalt'. From Monetier to Le Lautaret butterflies were very plentiful

but few in species. The commonest was Flebeius an/us and its variety
alpuia : then came Hirsutina damon, Adopaea Ihieola, A. fiava, and
Par)iassii(s apollo. Near the summit were Colias phicoinone and a
single Anthocharis siinplonia, in beautiful condition. After 3 p.m.,
when we were a mile or two from the top of the pass, butterflies

disappeared and there was nothing to distract us from the wonder of
the flowers. They remain the brightest memory of a glorious holiday.

At La Grave we stayed a week and had two bad days. Twice we
worked up to and beyond the Glacier de la Meije, the second time to

the top of the ridge above the little hut, whose lights we used to see

every night from the hotel door. In the lower meadows there was
not much to detain us, but when we got to the larches every clearing-

was alive with butterflies, Erebia euryale in swarms, Argynnis niobe, all

typical, lots of little blues, and among them occasional Polyommatus
eros. Above the trees the slopes, where the Alpine rhododendrons
were in full flower, were full of Brenthis pales, nearly all typical with
occasional var. /.sis. We were now over 7,000ft., and E. euryale made
\^ay for E. tyndaras and E. la])pona, the former growing more numerous
when we came to a little lake right under the clifl's below the summit.
After lunch we climbed up to the ridge behind the hut across some
steep patches of snow, but the sunshine was fitful and the wind cold,

and we saw none «f the higher Alpine butterflies except Pieris cullidice,

all tattered and torn, and Krebia yorye. The view from the ridge was
wonderful ; on one side the huge mass of La Meije, below us on the
other an immense glacier seamed with hideous crevasses, away on the
north-east the inassif of Mont Blanc, very clear and distinct, and to the
right of It a line of big snow peaks, suggesting the Valais Alps.

A long day on the bare heights at the back of the village, and
another at Le Lautaret were spoiled by bad weather. August 1st I

spent down the valley towards Bourg d'Oisans, and found swarms of
Hirnutina dainun, Epinepliele lycaon, and Erebia euryale, with Cliryso-

p/tanus viryaureae more numerous than elsewhere, yet never common.
On August 3rd we left La Grave and walked over the Col d'Arsine

to Monetier les Bains. We followed the Lautaret Road to Arsine, and
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then struck up a bare stony valley on the right, at the end of which we
climbed up to the Refuge de I'Alp. On the slopes were numbers of

Polyommatns eroa of both sexes, and occasional Brenthis pales and
Colias phicomone. These were the most conspicuous butterflies with

Krehia ti/ndants all the way to the Refuge and on to the Col. The
slopes on the Monetier side were much richer in species and numbers,
and just before we got into the trees again there was a splendid corner

where lowland and highland butterflies seemed to meet. Anthoduiris

swiplonia occurred quite frequently on the way down, and two Kuchloe

canla mines at over 5,000ft. were somewhat of a surprise. Very
occasionally Latiorina orbitnlus gathered together in companies with

Poli/o))!mains eras at damp places on the path, but I never saw anything

like the assemblies so common in the Swiss Alps. Odd specimens of

Erebia (joante were taken, but it seemed to be rare everywhere. Near
Monetier, Plebeius artjns was abundant at rest on little shrubs by the

torrent.

On August 4th we crossed the Col d'Eychauda to Vallouise and
Brian9on. A fine morning gave way by eleven to a dull, cool after-

noon, and in consequence we got no chance of investigating the

butterflies of the wild summit plateau and the superb valley on the

southern side. In the pine woods above Monetier Erebia ennjale

swarmed in thousands. Above the pines E. lappona occurred, but

had to be walked up. The Col was the barest and bleakest we crossed,

with long steep screes on either hand, where Erebia i/lacialis was
disturbed, only to seek shelter from the searching wind among the

stones out of our reach. I boxed one very fine ? almost unicolorous

black, with a faint apical spot. The valley down below near Vallouise

was very beautiful, and Avith sunshine would have given lots of

butterflies. Anthrocerids were abundant, A. carniuUca, A. pnrpnralis,

A. lonicerae, and A. filipendulae. We walked on to Argentiere and
thence by train reached Briangon.

August 5th was a magnificent day. Leaving Brian^on late, we
walked across the Col d'lzouard to Chjiteau Queyras. For the first

seven miles to Cervieres we rose very slowly in a narrow valley with

stony slopes on the left and a mountain stream on the right. Close to

Brian^on we took the first Erebia neoridas, newly emerged <? s,

Hipparchia briseis and H. semele, flying together over the same ground,

and beautifully fresh Sati/nis actaea. The last we never saw again.

All along the road to Cervieres there were a great many butterflies.

Commonest were Melitaea didyina, Hirsntina daman, Aj/riades coridon,

Parnassins apollo, and Ejyiitephele li/caon. Urbicola comma was just

emerging, Aijviades meleaf/er, fine <? s, and Polyommatns escheri were
picked up as we hurried along, and close to Cervieres a single ?
Coenonympha donis. From Cervieres we began to climb, and for the
rest of the day, though the sky was cloudless, we saw hardly anything
for our nets. At the top were a few Erebia yorye and E. lappona, but
we were too late in the day, and Chateau Queyras, by the map, seemed
to require a tramp of several hours. But a short cut left the newly
engineered road a little way below the summit and two hours and a

half of hard walking landed us at 7.30 at the Hotel Puy Cot. 1

cannot too strongly urge the entomologist in Dauphine not to miss
this walk ; the fantastic limestone crags and pinnacles on the Queyras
side are alone worth the journey from England.
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From August 6th to 10th we were at Chateau Queyras. ^^'e did

no climbing but spent our days in the valley and on the lower slopes of

the hills near the village. Erebia neorida.s occurred all round in small

numbers, all males and newly emerged. Klttgia spini was common,
with large fresh 5 s. Coenonynipha dorus seemed to be rare, for the

few I took of both sexes were quite good. There were no Vanessids

and hardly any Pierids. Hesperiids were not common. I got Hesperia

alveus and H. fritilliim, H. carthami and Powellia sao. Of the blues

Hirsutina damon and A(/riades coridon were abundant, Folyonniiatus

escheri was common with very fine 5 s, P. Iiylas was just coming out,

P. icarus and Alicia medon {cKjestis) were generally distributed.

An/i/nnis adippe was common and fine, as also was hsoria lathonia.

Melitaea didyuia, M. p/iaebe and worn M. atlialia were all of their

genus. Towards Abries Satyrus eordiila was common and many in

good order ; Epinephele lycaon was abundant everywhere. On August
10th I took two Xordmanma acaciae, a little past their prime.

On August 11th we walked to Guillestre through the gorges of

the Guil Valley. Two miles below Chateau Queyras Erebia neoridaa

was common and when the valley opened out a little the butterfly

abounded on the lavender covered slopes. They constantly settled

on the hot rocks, and less frequently at the flowers. Near Guillestre

Hipparclna briseifi turned up again and Coenonynipha dorns. Between
that place and the station E/dnephele tithoniis was common.

On our last day, August 12th, we spent a long morning at Clelles.

Butterflies were abundant. Satyrus circe was worn and 6\ alcyone

more so. Epinephele jurtina was in thousands. Ayriadea coridon was
much commoner than a fortnight before, with plenty of ? s. Melitaea

rinxia and .1/. parthenie, both second brood, were just coming out.

On the rough ground between the station and the viaduct Hipparchia
hrisei)i was common, males and females, and in fine order. Down by
the stream Erebia aethiops was just out, and E. neoridas on the edge of

the thickets above.

So ended a month of sunshine snatched from perhaps the worst
English year since 1877 or 1878. Altogether we took, or identified

without taking, 108 species of butterflies.

Experiments on the capability of Ants to withstand drought and
to recover from its effects when nearly dead.

By C. C. BEST GABDNER.

The following experiments were carried out in a room above the

kitchen, which is furnished with a ventilator leading into the chimney,
it is an exceedingly dry room. The windows and door were kept shut

and the fire was not lit during the experiments. The ants were first

placed in open upright test-tubes, which were too slippery for them to

climb, and were subsequently removed and placed in a damp plaster

nest, whilst there were still distinct signs of life. There were no other

ants in the nest, so that when they recovered they did so unaided.

Honey was placed in the nest. The ants used in the experiments were
taken at random from healthy nests. Each ant was placed in a

separate test-tube.

General notes.— I find that a.ll the ants experimented on remained
apparently unchanged until within about twelve hours or less of the
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end, when they sank rapidly. Also when removed to the damp-nest

they remained for a considerable time in the same state, but once

recovery began it was rapid. In some cases they remained for over

two days in this inert state before they showed signs of recovering, yet

on the third day they were quite lively, I find that they are all more
or less paralysed in the antenna?, this part being, as a rule, the last to

recover; indeed, the whole of the front portion of the ant seems to

break down, one ant (J) which had been in the damp nest for 16 hours

could make little use of its front left leg, yet the rest of its anatomj'

seemed to be in order ; again, another ant (E) which had been in the

damp nest for over 24 hours seemed to have lost the use of the whole

of the front portion of its body, its head was doubled up under it, and
when it moved it did so by pushing with its hindlegs. I also noticed

that when the end is drawing near, their hindlegs are stuck up straight

in the air (I have sometimes noticed the same thing with ants killed in

laurel) Somewhat similar experiments are referred to by Miss A. M.
Field in an article in the Biohuiical Bulletin, vol. 8, No. 6, 1904, pp.

300-309, and in the same publication No. 3, 1904, pp. 170-174.

Notes on individual Ants.—A.—This ant certainly ought to have

been removed at least 15 hours before it was, when 1 think it might

have recovered, I was awaj' at the time and believe the ant was dead

some considerable time before its removal.

D.—-This Ant is of particular interest, it partially recovered after

being three days in the damp nest, the nest was then again damped,

by being placed in a plate containing water, when the ant started to

behave as though in pain, wildly waving its legs and rolling about (C.

which was in the nest at the same time, remained motionless). It was
then noticed that both antennae were sharply bent at the elbow, thus

L, and that it had apparently lost the use of them, also nearly the

whole of the top of the abdomen was caved in. I then clipped its

spines (in doing which I fear I must have injured it) and placed it

back in its own nest, two days after I was unable to ascertain whether
it was alive or not, but for the last two days an ant had apparently got

hold of it where its spines were, but did not attempt to carry it about.

On the morning of the 17th I found it stretched out on its back, dead,

with no ant attending it. On the 16th the abdomen was tucked up
under it, so I conclude it must have then been alive. The right

antenna had straightened out, but the left remained as before, and the

dent in the abdomen was the same.

K.—I think the very quick recovery of this ant (for after being in

the damp nest for five hours it was quite lively) shows that it could

have remained some time longer in the tube and still have recovered.

G.—This ant suddenly recovered from being nearly dead to a very

lively state. The difference in the time that this ant and its nest mate
(J) took to recover should be noted.

E.—This ant died on the morning of the 23rd.

F.—When this ant was removed from the tube it showed no visible

signs of life.

SOCIETIES.
Entomolooical Society of London.— ( ktuher 16th, 1912.—The

following were elected Fellows of the Society:—Mrs. E. M. Waterfield,
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The Hospital, Port Sudan; Messrs. P. A. Buxton, M.B.O.U., Fairhill,

Tonbridge, and Trinity College, Cambridge ; A. Noakes, The Hill,

Witley, Surrey; Norman D. Riley, 94, Drakefield Road, Upper Tooting,

S.W., and British Museum (Natural History), S. Kensington, S.W.;.

and H. S. Wallace, 17, Kingsley Place, Heaton-on-Tyne. Arctic

Dragonflies.—Mr. W. J. Lucas exhibited a specimen of Sninatochlora

alpestrls from Porsanger Fjord, east of North Cape, also a specimen of

Aescfina caerulea { — borealis), from the same locality, both taken by

Mr. W. G. Sheldon, in 1912. Eurytela hiarbas, Drury, and E.

DRYOPE, Cramer.—Professor Poulton drew attention to a letter he had

received nearly two years ago from Mr. G. F. Leigh, describing the

breeding of E. dryope and drawing the inference that the species was

distinct from hiarbas. Mullerian mimicry between Australian

Bees.—Professor Poulton exhibited on behalf of Dr. R. C. L. Perkins

a male of Prosoph nuhilosa, Cock., (Prosopidae), and of a species of

Halictiis {Andrenidae), captured by him in the Cairns district of North

Queensland (July 1904), the hard glistering yellow mark on the black

scutellum and post-scutellum of the Prosopis, and that on its lateral

prothoracic tubercles being mimicked by a yellow pubescence

occupying the same positions in the Halictus. A new species of

Argynnis.—The Rev. G. Wheeler exhibited two specimens of a,

new Arfiynnis, discovered in June last by Mr. Harold Powell,

F.E.S., at Lambessa in Algeria. Mons. Oberthiir named it anreuana.

Cocoons of Norasuma kolga, H. Druce, spun under natural con-

ditions.—Dr. W. A. Lamborn observed that some cocoons formed by

larvae of this species in captivity had been previously exhibited by

Professor Poulton. The specimens now exhibited were formed by wild

larvae under leaves, and were found in the clearing at Oni Camp.

They gave a better idea as to the mimicry of Braconid cocoons by the

formation of little bosses of yellow silk. Ants, and a new myrmeco-

PHiLous species.—Mr. Donisthorpe exhibited (1) a small incipient

colony of Cantponotiis ligniperdns taken at Yvorne, Switzerland; (2)

Specimens of a Proctotrupid new to science, Loxotropa donisthorpei,.

Kieffer, taken in a nest of La.'^iiix jiainis at Blackgang Chine, Isle of

Wight
; (3) A specimen of Camponotus abdo»iinalis var. atricepa, Smdt.,

an American species, captured alive in his room on his return from

Weybridge. Hybrids and second broods.—Mr. L. W. Newman
exhibited (1) a long and varied series of the hybrid Smeriiithinf

ocellatus 3- X Amorpha populi 2 , bred September, 1912, out-of-

doors, from a pairing obtained June, 1912, the larvfe pupating in

July and early August. (2) Living specimens of the hybrid Zonosonia

pendiilaria $ x ammlata [omicrnnaria) 2 . (3) A living 2 specimen

of Metrocanipa viarf/aritaria, taken at rest in Bexley Woods, October

14th, 1912, which points to a second emergence of this species. (4) A
2 specimen of S. ocellatufi bred out-of-doors, on September 14th, from

larva which pupated in June, 1912. Nonagria dissoluta.—Mr. H.

M. Edelsten exhibited specimens of Nonat/ria dissolata and var.

arundineta from East Kent, bred during August, 1912, 75 per

cent, from this locality being dissoluta. The following papers

were read: — "Notes sur quelques especes des Lncanides dans

les collections du British Museum et de I'Universite de Oxford,"

par M. Henri Boileau, F.E.S. " Synaposematic resemblance

between Acraeine larvae," by G. D. H. Carpenter, B.A., M.B., F.E.S.
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Mr. Tutt's series of papers on ' Melanism and Melanochroism.' "

Rambles in Alpine Valleys.
Bound in Cloth, with Map and Photographs of District.

Price 3s. Gd.

This book contains a series of essays dealing with the colours of insects, and sugges-
tions as to the relation in past time between the Alpine and British fauna. Many new
facts are brought forward, and entomological problems discussed from various standpoints.

Woodside, Burnside, Hillside and Marsh.
(Crown 8vo., Illustrated, 224 pp. and 103 woodcuts and full-page illustrations. Bound

in Cloth. (Price 2/6).
Another series of collecting expeditions into well-known entomological and natural

history localities, with description of botanical, geological, ornithological as well as
entomological matters of interest to be found therein. The places dealt with include
Cobham W^oods, Cuxton Downs, the Western Highlands, Cliffe— all well known for their
rich entomological fauna.

To be obtained from J. Herbert Tutt, 22, Francemary Road, Ladywell Roadi
Brockley, S.E.
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Lepidoptera in the Wye Valley during 1912.

By J. F. BIRD.

Last year may well be compared to the curate's famous egg.

Even if it was disappointing at times it was undoubtedly " good in

parts !
" As will be seen further on, from the dates of the first

appearance of each insect met with during the first half of the year,

the season in the Wye Valley commenced early. LarvtB were most
abundant in May and June, and most of the oaks in this district

suffered more or less considerably from their ravages ; some trees,

indeed, being very nearly denuded of all their foliage. Unfortunately,

the lovely weather we all enjoyed in the spring did not continue, and

the promise of another fine summer was not fulfilled ; otherwise,

judging from the abundance of insects up to the end of June, I am
sure last year, following as it did the wonderful season of 1911, would

have proved, entomologically, a veritable annus viirabilis. Notwith-

standing the low mean temperature during the wet and sunless

summer, a few species, as a rule single-brooded, produced individuals

of a second emergence during the season. Several common insects,

however, were conspicuous by their absence or else extremely scarce,

yet I was able to add the names of 15 species of Macro-lepidoptera to

our local list, not previously observed by us in this district, ri:..,

Aricia iiiedon, Melitaea aurinia, Siiierinthus ocellatiis (obtained by a

friend at Llandogo), Hemari^ titi/iin, Drepnna ctiUraria, Drymouia
ehannia, Asphalia ridens, A(/rotis cinerect, A. covticea, Cncnllia vt'ihasci,

Pliisia iiioneta, Biipalaa piniaria, Apoc/ieiiiia hispidaria, Antidca

riibidata and Eiipithecia dodoneata.

In the following list of the Macro-lepidoptera met with during the

year I have, with a few exceptions, included only "wild" records;

bred records being mentioned when specimens were not otherwise

observed in the imaginal state. The list is arranged in chronological

sequence and show^s, I think, how the forward season was gradually

checked by the cold and wet summer until it became normal, or even

a little late. As most of my notes refer to the parish of St. Briavels,

Gloucestershire, I need only state localities when the earliest record

occurred elsewhere in the district. I must also mention that both my
father and I kept separate records of the earliest appearance of the
" macros " during the season, and to make these notes as complete as

possible, I have included all the species observed by him alone and also

used his dates of occurrence whenever they were earlier than mine.

During October and November I was away in Cornwall, so all the

notes during those months, as well as most of the Monmouthshire
records, are his :

—

February 8th.

—

Orrhodio vaccinii (Tintern, Mon.).—Hybernated
specimens seen up to March 9th.

February 10th.

—

Hybeinia leucophaearia.—Commoner than usual.

Besides obtaining ab. maruionnaria, I took a handsome cream-coloured
specimen with the central band boldly outlined in jet-black. Fhujalia

pedaria (Llandogo, Mon.).
February 12th.

—

Hyberiiia pyoyemuiaria (Tintern).

February 18th.

—

Gonepteryx rhaiiini.— Hybernated specimens
were seen on the wing well into July when the larvae on the buck-
thorn were quite an inch long. I'aiwssa in.—July 8th was the latest

April 15th, 1913.
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date on which I saw a hybernated specimen. Anisoptery.v aescidctria

(Tintern).

February 29th.

—

Apocheima hispidaria.—Two 3 's bred from larvfe

found on one of my oak-trees. I carefully searched the trunks for

more, but without success.

March 2nd.-

—

Tephroaia bistortata (Tintern).—I netted a melanic <?

in my garden on May 26th.

March 3rd.

—

Taeniocampa cnida (Tintern).

March 5th.

—

Antidea badiata (Tintern), and Taeniocampa qothica

(Tintern).

March 7th.—T. stabilis (Tintern).

March 10th,

—

Packnobia rubrlcosa.—One or two at light.

March 11th.

—

X>/lnca»ipa areola.—This species had quite a long
season, the last being seen on May 8th.

March 14th.

—

Axphnlia Jlaincornis (bred). Taeniocanipa opiiiia

(Tintern).—A few at light on both sides of the river, the last on
April 16th.

March 20th.

—

T. poptdeti (bred).—The larvtc occur in hundreds
every year on three particular aspens growing near one another. I

went to take some during the second week of May, but owing to the

forward season found all the larval shelters empty. In 1911, they
were not full-fed until the first week in June.

March 23rd.

—

Eupithecia abbreviata.—A fine melanic specimen
came to light on April 13th.

March 24th.-

—

Sarrothripa nndidanus (Tintern).—Another was
observed on May 13th.

March 26th.

—

A<ilais iirticae.

Mai'ch 30th.

—

Polyrpmia c-albitm.

April 1st.

—

TepJirosia punctidaria (Llandogo). Lobophora carpinata

(Llandogo).—Several turned up at light during this month, and later

in the season I obtained larva on sallow.

April Brd.

—

Taniocanipa inmida. Brephos parthenias.—I put off

trying for this insect until too late, and found it on this date going

over. Selenia illunaria.—We omitted to note in the summer the

first appearance of var. jidiaria. Larentia tnaltistriqaria.—One at

light.

April 7th.

—

Celastrina ar/iiolns.—The remarkable abundance of the

first brood was quite a feature of the spring, and specimens were

recorded up to June 9th. Pararge aegeria (first brood).

April 15th.

—

laodocampa incerta (very worn).—Larvae were

obtained on birch, privet and currant, and from one of the resulting

pupte (which, by the way, were in no way forced), a moth emerged
on December 9th. Asphalia ridens.—A J at light. From May 13th

to the beginning of June I obtained several larvae on oak. Antidea

derirata (Tintern).—The latest record for this species was May 22nd.

Anthocharis rarda>iii)ies.—On May 26th, I noticed a $ ovipositing on
Capsella biirsa-pastoris. The ova were deposited singly on the side of

the clump of flower- buds at the upper end of the stem. I afterwards

examined the neighbouring Capsella plants and found several more
eggs all laid in a similar position and never more than one on each

shoot.

April 20th.

—

Eiitatnrga ato}iiaria.—I bred a $ on May 9th, from a

larva off heather.
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April 21st.

—

Fieiis napi, Lophopteri/x caiiielina (at light), Dapta

temerata and Melanippe fiiictiiata.

April 22nd.

—

Pieris brassicae.—This first specimen, a small c? > is

remarkably like P. rapae both in the shape and the small expanse of

its wings. Triphosa duhitata (hybernated).

April 23rd.

—

Panai/ra petraria and FAipithecia pinnilata.

April 25th.

—

Runiia luteolata and Cidaria siip'iiinata.

April 27th.-

—

Coreiiiia deaignata (Tintern).—Seen throughout the

summer until September 13th.

April 28th.

—

C. unldentaria.—On the wing during the five following

months.
April 29th.

—

Hqiocrita jacobaeae.—The latest record was July 15th.

Drepana eidtraria and Cidaria corijlata.

May 5th.

—

Dre/jana. faleataria, Emuwlcsia affinitata. Enpithecia

dodoneata.—One at rest on a tree-trunk and another netted at dusk on

May 8th.

May 6th.

—

fJesperia vialvae, Phi/taiiietra riridaria, Venilia inaculata,

Coremia ferrii</ata, Asthena candidata, Eiinnelesia aUndata and Lobophora

hexapterata (common on aspen trunks).

May 7th.

—

Anaitis plagiata (first brood).

May 8th.

—

Spiloaoina mentliastri, S. inendica (Tintern), Cabera

exantheinaria, Hemeropliila abruptavia (one very worn specimen) and
Enpithecia vuhjata.

May 9th.

—

BrentJdv eitj>/iros>/ne.—On this date I netted a J with

the three inner spots in the discal cell coalescing and forming one

large blotch ; also the median band of spots on the wings are much
enlarged. Pararge viegaera, Nisoniades tages, Deiiias coryli (a ^ at

light), Cilix glaucata, Heliaea tenebrata, Cabera piimria and Ntoneria

pidveraria. Ligdia adnstata.—Met with sparingly throughout May,
June and July. Acidalia reinutaria, Melamppe iiiontanata and Eubolia

pliunbaria.

May 10th.

—

Unmicia pldaeaa (Tintern), Pgrameis atalanta (Tintern),

Graiiiinesia trilinea (ab. bilinea on May 22nd), Habrostola urticae

(Tintern), Cidaria silaceata (Tintern) and Thera obeliscata.

May 11th.

—

Aiiiorpha pojinli.—-A $ was found at rest on July 10th.

Leiocaiiipa phoebe (dictaca) (bred) and Asthciia bloiiwri.

May 12th.

—

Pidugophora meticuloHa. Agrotis cinerca.—Two ^ s at

light, the second on May 20th.

May 13th.

—

P(dyo)nrnatns icariis, Coenongniplia iiaiiip/iilKs, Dasgchira

pudibmida, Euclidia gb/phica, E. mi, Gonodontisbidentata, (Tintern) and
Minoa murinata.

May 14th.

—

Dicranara viniila (Tintern).—Daring the summer
the larvfe were exceptionally abundant on poplar. Hcpialm lupuliniis,

Aph'cta 7iebulosa (bred, Tintern) and Hadena genistac.

May 16th.

—

Juchatra alni (bred).

May 18th.

—

Xglop/iasia nirea (Tintern).—Scarce: only a few

examples, referable to ab. eombasta, noticed. Epioiic ddvenaria and
Enpithecia centaureata (one only, taken at light).

May 19th.

—

Hadena dentina.

May 20th.

—

Noctna rnbi (Tintern) and Xola coufnsaliti.

May 22nd.

—

"^pilowina Inbricipeda. Agrotis exclauiatiiDiis.—I bred

a ^ from a larva found in the garden under some weeds in July, 1911.

It stopped feeding in August, became " grub-like," and remained like
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this until May 7th when it pupated ; the moth emerged on June 24th.

Apainea hasili^iea (one found dead, Tintern). Hadena thalamna.—

I

bred several, the first emerging on May 10th, from a batch of ova laid

on a leaf on a small aspen-bush. The}' fed up on geranium.
Mclanippe haatata and Lohophora viretata (two specimens on tree-

trunks).

May 28rd.— Cidaria trnncata and Kupithccia caatit/ata.

May 24th.

—

Hepialns hitnndi and Hypena rostialis (Tintern).

]\Iay 25th.

—

Parasemia plantai/rnis.

May 26th.— Flusia i/a)i>ma (worn).

May 27th.

—

Ani/iarlfs si/Lvaniis, Phrar/matobia fulif/inosa, Ai/rotis

piita (a rather worn $ ), Ciioillia nmbratica and AcidaUa avcrsata.

May 28th.

—

lodis lactearia and Mesoleiiea orellota.

May 29th.

—

Kupitliecia pulchellata. On this date my father and I

visited a certain spot in the Wye Valley district on the Gloucestershire

side of the river. As a small colony of Mdituea aun'nia exists there,

we have been requested by the entomologist who made us acquainted

with it not to be too explicit when mentioning the locality. Here we
recorded the first appearance of the following lepidoptera : Brenthin

selene, Melitaea aiirinia (we contented ourselves by taking five good
specimens), Aricia iiiedon (not uncommon about the tlelianthemum),

Hemaris tityns (a few seen and a pair netted) and Miana striyilis.

May 80th.

—

CaDiptoqrainma hilineata.—Latest record on September
20th.

Daring May Kncosmia certata was attracted by light at Tintern,

but the exact date was not recorded.

June 1st.

—

Eiipithecia satyrata.

June 2nd.

—

Noctna trianf/nliiiii (bred, Tintern) and N. priwulae

[festiva).

June 3rd.— Pyyacra bucephala (bred, Tintern) and Phida pulchrina.

June 4th.

—

Leucania comma and Acidalia siibsericeata.

June 5th.

—

Alamestra brasdcae, Pianthoecia cHcubali, D. capsincola

and Plusio chrysitis.

June 6th.-

—

Kupitliecia rectanyidata.

June 7th.

—

Triaena psi (Tintern).

June 9th.

—

^Egevia tipuliformis and Habrostnla triplaua.

June 10th.

—

Boarmia repandata.

June 11th.

—

Pyrameis cardid and Metrocamjia margaritata.

June 13th.

—

Zancloynatha yiiacalis. Birpalus piniaria.—A ^ , the

only specimen we have met with in this district. It sui'prised me to

net this day-flier on the wing at dusk.

June 18th.

—

Pteroatnma palpina (two netted at dusk, the second on

June 29th), Miana fosciitnciila and Hydriomena iiiipiluviata.

June 20th.

—

Triphaena pronvba,

June 21st.

—

Ejiinepliele jurtina (latest record was September 15th)

and Mesoleuca bicolurata.

June 22nd.

—

Sesia f^tellatariiDi.—Only a few seen, the latest on
July 14th.

June 23rd.

—

Hylopltila quercana.—Two fine specimens bred, the

second on the 24th, from larvae found on May 13th feeding on oak.

(Jidaria fidvata.

June 24th.

—

Hypoia proboacidalis, Anyerona prunaria, Boarmia
ycmmaria {rliomboidaria), F.upitlicvia ammilata and Anticlea rubidatu.
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Juoe 26th.

—

Anthrocera jiUpendulae.—This species and A. trifulii,

usually so common, were very scarce ; no doubt owing to the drought
during the preceding summer. Where I tV>'merly met with them the

herbage was, in 1911, cropped close to the ground by cattle and
horses, and I expect the larvie suffered in consequence. Enple.ria

Incipara. AiirotiH cortieea.—Two at Portugal laurel. The blossoms
of this evergreen vvere most attractive during the latter end of June
and many common species swarmed round the flowers at dusk,

amongst others : Hadena thalcmsina, Tripliaena pronuba, Enplexia
lucipara, Xylopliasia lithoxi/lea, Noctua primidae (festica), Onraptenj.v

sambucaria, Boarmia repandata ab. conversaria, Aathena liiteata and
Hi/drioijieiia i)iipliiviata. Znnosoma Unearia. —A few beaten from
beech.

June 28th.

—

-Xijlopliasia lithoxijlea. Oiuapteri/.r saiidiiicaiia.—

I

observed a 2 at dusk hanging from under a sage leaf in the garden,

and next morning found it had laid five eggs. On July 8th, I netted

an example of ab. citspidana, 3" • AKtliena liiteata.

June 30th.

—

Hijdrioniena fnrcata.—I bred a melanic example from
a larva off sallow on June 26th. This form is common in the district.

[To he concluded.)

Myrmecophilous Notes for 1912.

By H. St. .J. K. DONISTHOEPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

(Concluded from page 68.)

COLEOPTERA.
O.vypoda vittata, Milrk.—^A specimen was captured on the wing ?.t

Woking on April 2lst.

O.vypoda haeiiwrrhoa, Sahl., IViiasophila aiKjidata, Er., Notnthecta

flavipes, Gr., and Honialota parallela, Man.—Mr. Butler tells me he
took these four species in nests of Formica nifa at Llanberis last year.

They are all new records for W^ales.

Tldasophila inqnilina, Miirk., occurred in great abundance in a nest

of Lasiiis fuliyinosiis at Wellington College, on April 17th, when some
50 specimens were secured. This, however, was a very small pro-

portion of the beetles present. I have never seen it in anything like

such numbers in a nest before. Notothecta confusa, Miirk., was also

plentiful in this nest.

Dinarda itidrkcli, Kies.—A specimen was observed on July 23rd in

the New Forest, crawling up toAvards a nest of Formica rufa, which
was situated on a bank.

Dinarda dentata, Gr.—A specimen from Woking was introduced

into my F. mnyiiinea observation nest on April 22nd. A .•ianiitiinea ^
at once seized it by the antenna, but quickly let go when the beetle

poked its tail into the ant's face. The usual defence, which 1 have
always found to be successful. A second specimen was introduced on
May 13th. They lived in the nest till September 1st, when they were
accidentally killed by me. On my return from Belgium, I found the
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nest itself (though the ants were in good condition) was very foul, and
decided to move the colony into a clean plaster nest. The old nest

was connected with the new by means of an indiarnbber tube, but the

ants refused to move. Tobacco smoke proving ineffectual, the fumes
of amiaionia were used, when the ants moved into their new quarters,

but the ammonia proved too much for the beetles, which died.

Dinarda hagensi, Wasm.—A number of specimens was observed in

the nests of 'F. e.vserta at Parkhurst Forest, I. of W., on September 8th.

The beetle was more numerous than I have seen it there before.

Drnsilla canaliculata, F.—On May 30th a specimen was found in a

nest of ?*'. fusca, on the I. of Tiree.

Staplii/liniiti ntcrcorariKs, 01.— Mons. Bondrolt gave me a specimen of

this beetle, which had been taken b}^ a friend of his in a nest of
' Tetraiiiorium caeKpitinii at Dover, in August, 1910. This capture is of

considerable interest, since Wasmann^ has recorded that it is common
in nests of Tetrauwniiui in the North of Luxemburg, and he considers

it has there become a Tretanioriiim robber. I- had already expressed

my opinion that this beetle exhibits a distinct tendency to inhabit

ants' nests. The following other records with ants in this country are

now known to me.
With '•'Mi/nnica laevinodis, South Shields, August and September,

1860 (Bold).'^ A fine series at South Shields in the nests of a

Mynnica (Bold)'*. " In a nest of red ants I found the golden tufted

StapJnjlinits stercorarius at Allerston " (Hey).^ W ith'^ Lasiiis fiavus

(Donisthorpe)."*"^ With ISIyrmica rufiinodia at Rannoch on several

occasions (Walker).^ In a nest of Formica rufa near West Ayton,

Yorks, August, 1903 (Hey)". With 'L. liavas at Blackgang and
Sandown, Isle of Wight (Donisthorpe).^" In a nest of ^Myrmica
acabrhiodis, at the Forth Bridge, in July (Donisthorpe).'^ I shall be

glad if anyone will send me further records of the occurrence of this

spfecies with ants.

Neiiraphes carinatiis, Muls.—A specimen of this very rare beetle

was dug up, deep in a nest of F\ fusca, at Box Hill, on May 30th.

Fowler^'^ gives Shirley (Rye), and a specimen in Dr. Sharp's collection.

I only know of two other captures, one by Britten in Cumberland, and
the other by Dollman at Ditchling. P^ have before recorded A'.

anr/iilatns, Miill., with ants, and Wasmann" records other species, but

1 " Staphylinus Arten als Ameisenmuber,^' Zeits. f. ivissens. Insaktenhiol., xvi.,.

1910. p. 6.

2 Trans. Ent. Soc. Land., 1909, Pt. III., p. 407.
» Zool., 1861, p. 7409.
* Col. North, and Durh., 1871, p. 37.

5 Nat., 1895, p. 270.
« Ent. Mo. Mag., 1895, p. 99.

7 loc. cit., 1896, p. 48.
« Ent. Mo. Mag., 1900, p. 25.

9 Nat., 1904, p. 232.
10 Proc. Lanes, and Ches. Ent. Soc, 1905, p. 41.
11 Ent. Bee, 1907, p. 255.
12 Col. Brit. Isles, U., 1889, p. 75.
13 Ent. Bee, 1905, p. 271.
i-i Krit. ver d. Myr. n. Ter. Art., 1894, p. 123.
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thinks they are chance quests. It seems, however, advisable to record

this rare species in ants' nests, as it may have a strong tendency
towards the Myrmecophilous habit, especially a5 Mulsant^' originally

recorded it as occurring in company with''Lasiiis brinDtetis a,t Avenas in

the Beaujolais Mountains.

Batris(jil('ti venimtns, Reich.—My friend Dr. Nicholson having-

kindly told me he had taken this beetle in an ants' nest in a tree

stump in Epping Forest, and having given me a plan of the spot, I

decided to go and investigate the matter. Accordingly, on April 4th,

I went, and found the tree stump was inhabited by a strong colony of

^. pisra. Six specimens of the beetle, as well as what I consider to

be its larva, were found in the galleries of the ants, in the heart of

the nest, no specimens occurring away from the ants. 1 consider this

species to be a regular Myrmecophile. Kraatz^'' records it with F.

viifa, F. fused, find^L. fidif/inosHs, and Von Hagens^'' with i L. britnnens,

and Ganglbauer, Reitter, Roger, etc., all record it with ants on the

Continent. Wasmann^" says it feeds on mites in ants' nests, and is

an indifferently treated lodger.

I know of the following records with ants in Britain:—In a nest of

21. scabrinmlix, in Yorkshire (Smith''^), sub B. foriiiicarii(s. P" have
dealt with this record in my paper on the Genus Mi/rwica. With L.

ftiUf/inomni at Cambridge (Crotch'-'), and in Sherwood Forest and at

Ulting near Maldon (Fowler-'-j. In ants' nests (EUis^^). With L.

fnli(/i)insux, Tilgate Forest (Donisthorpe'^'), and at Cothill near Oxford
(Collins--').

A»}jihotis uianjinata, F.—Several specimens having been found in

a nest of L. fitlii/inosiis (the normal host) at Wellington College on

September 28th, one of them was introduced into my observation nest

of L. Hwbratiia var. fiii.cto-iimbratns. It ran about in the nest, and
ducked down when it met an ant, its shape entirely protecting it. It

soon gained the inner chambers, in one of the two of which it

generally remains. It has lived with these strange ants for nearly five

months, being alive and well to-day. There is evidently something

attractive about the beetle, as the ants are continually observed to lick

it and gently scrape at it with their jaws. This is not unpleasing to

the beetle, as it then sits with the head and thorax partly raised, and
the antennfp exposed, whereas when attacked or fiightened it crouches

fiat, with the antennn? and legs drawn in under the wide margins of

the thorax and elytra. On October 27th I saw it fed by its hosts.

Fresh honey had been given to them in the last (the driest, light)

chamber, nearly all the ants had streamed out to it, and a few kept

15 Opusc. Entom., 1861, pp. 67-69.
i« Stett. Ent. Ztg., 1849, p. 187.
" Berlin Entom. Zeitschr., ix., 1865, p. i:

18 loc. cit., p. 92.
13 Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1855, p. 116.
•^0 Ent. Rec. 1913, p. 45.
21 ZooL, 1862, p. 8140.
22 Col. Brit. Isles., III., 1889, p. 93.
23 Vic. Hist. Worcester, 1901, p. 98.
2-' 'Trans. Lanes, and Ches. Ent. Soc,
25 Col. Oxford, 2nd Sup., 1910, p. 5.

1905, p. 42.
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returning] to their larvye in the first (dampest, dark) chamber. The
beetle was evidently much excited, it stood raised high up on its front

legs, the antennje rapidly vibrating. It made little rushes and butted

at the returning ants, tapping them with its antennae. Soon one
was observed to stop in front of the beetle, and open its jaws, when
the beetle put its mouth close to the ant's and was seen (through a

lens) to be fed. All the time it kept tapping very rapidly with its

antennte. The process was repeated with others of the returning ^ ^ .

Since then I have frequently seen the beetle fed. Although nuihratiifi

is so unlike fiili(jinosas in appearance {imihratiis and its races being of

course bright yellow, and fiilii/inosiin jet black), still it has a similar

smell, though not nearly so pronounced, as pointed out by Dr. ]>run.-"

Moreover, I believe it also produces carton occasionally, which is always
the case with fnliiiinoHiis. In a former papei, when recording the

capture of M)/niied(i)iia hinneralis (a beetle whose normal hosts are

L. fiilifiinnsiis and /''. mfa) with L. iniibratus, P' stated, "I am inclined

to think the stump had originally been inhabited by the former ant
{L. fiiliflinosKx), as some of the inner wood showed traces of the black

colour caused by this ant in trees infested with it." I now believe that

this was caused by the uinbratKs themselves, since, this year (1912), I

have found several nests in the ground under heather at Weybridge,
with what were evidently black carton cells for the larvje, deep in the

nest at the roots of the heather. The carton cells constructed by
fiilii/inosns, have nothing to do with the trees, or stumps, they may be

in, since similar carton may be found in nests in the earth, or even in

sand, as I once found with a colony on the sand-hills at Southport'^^

Crawley and P'' have proved that 5 J of fiilii/inosKf: will be

accepted by ^ ^ of timbratiis, and the similar smell of the two species

may help towards this end.

Potosia (Cctonia) cu})rea var. floricola, auct.= var. metallica,

Hbst. This according to Herr Eeitter, who has kindly sent me
specimens of the typical ciiprea, and the var. obscnra, from the con-

tinent (when I sent him specimens of our Scotch form), is the

synonymy of our ant's nest species. Several specimens hatched in

my observation nest of F. mfa, in September, which were introduced

as larvfe on June 28th, 1911. Larvte were again found in abundance
in a nest of F. riifa, at Nethy Bridge, in May.

Cbjthra 4-piaictata, L.—Specimens hatched out of my rufa nest in

May. On April 1st I introduced larvse into a plaster nest containing

a small colony of rufa. The larvre came from a mfa nest on Wey-
bridge Heath and the mfa colony from St. George's Hill, Weybridge.

These larvae lived in a plaster nest, where there was no refuse, as

easily as in my observation nest, which contains "sand and all the pine

needles and usual debris of the nest. 1 gave some to Mr. Main to

photograph, but some are alive to-day (February 9th), over ten months
since they were introduced. I have written in m}^ note-book, on June
23rd, " Clythra larv® moving about and apparently eating at the

26 Biol. Centralb., xxxiii., 1913, p. 27.
27 Ent. Bee, 1911, p. 59.
28 Ent. Rec, 1905, p. 271.
23 Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond., 1911, pp. 664-672.
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ground." It is evident that these larvje devour (as with ^licrodoif^)

the pellets and droppings of the ants, otherwise they could not live so

long a time in a nest without any other food.

DIPTERA.
Ceratopof/on myrmecophilns, Egger.-—Several <? g were observed on

October 2nd hovering over my observation nest of F. rnfa. Other

J 3" were seen, as usual, at Weybridge, on July 10th, hovering over

ritfa nests. The ? appears to be rare, I have never taken it in nature,

once I bred it out of my F. rufa from Oxshott in 1898,"^ and again in

a rufa nest from Weybridge in 1906,''-^ and finally I found one in a

nest of F. exsecta from Parkhurst Forest in 1910. '^'^

PIn/lloiin/za sp. ?—-Taken in a nest of Tj. ftdi;/inosi(s, at Oxshott, on
July 9th. I gathered from Mr. Collin, who said this was not P. lasiae,

Collin, that this is not the other species recorded by me as Phi/llomy::a

sp. ? taken with the same ant at Birkdale'" and Darenth Wood.'''

P. formicae, Collin.—Specimens were taken in nests of F. rufa at

Nethy Bridge, on May 17th.

Phora aequalis, Wood.—Specimens were found in a nest of L.

fuliginosm at Wellington College, on April 17th. I am quite convinced
that the species of Phora I take with ants are regular Myrmecophiles,
•in spite of the fact that they may be taken awaj' from ants' nests, and
even in numbers. I took this species with the same ant at Darenth
Wood«'' in 1909, and again" in 1910. Mr. Wood-^" says that this

species is widely distributed and very common.

Phora femorata, Mg.—One specimen was captured at Nethy Bridge,

on May 19th, which ran out of a nest of M. ruginodis, situated under
a stone.

ICHNEUMONID^.
Ceuteterus oprlmator, Grav.
A specimen was found in a nest of M. ruginodis under a stone at

Nethy Bridge, on May 19th.

BRACONID.E.
Fhiphorus bistigniaticus, Morley.—Specimens were observed

hovering over rufa nests at Weybridge, on July 18th.

Pachylotnma buccata, Breb.—Specimens were captured hovering
over ants in a nest of F\ fusca subsp. rufibarbis, at Weybridge, on

30 Ent. Rec, 1912, p. 36.
31 Ent. Rec, 1902, p. 17.
82 Ent. Rec, 1907, p. 4.

33 Ent. Rec, 1911, p. 60.
3* Ent. Rec, 1907, p. 4.
S3 Ent. Rec, 1909, p. 289.
3« Ent. Rec, 1909, p. 289.
3T Ent. Rec, 1911, p. 61.
«« Ent. Mo. Mag., 1909, p. 61.
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July 10th. On July 18th a single specimen was dug up in a nest of

L. niijey subsp. alieuKs, in the same locality. It is evidently parasitic
on many species of ants. Cobelli"" records another species, P.
creiiipii, de Rom., with L. fiili<iinosus, as was also recorded by Giraud."""

It has not been found in Britain, but may occur.

PROCTOTRUPID^.
Lo.mtrojia (hniistJiorpei, Kieffer.—This small new species, which

possesses very short wings, was found in some numbers in a nest of
L. ilanis at Blankgang Chine, on September 9th. They appeared to
be quite at home among the ants.

Baeits seiiihiiduiii, KaAiday.— J J and 2 $ of this little species were
bred on May 27th and June 7th and 8th in a bowl which contained a
small colony of /''. rtifa and debris from their nest brought from
Nethy Bridge in May. Only the ? , which is apterous, was known to

Haliday, and lean find no British records of the S- , which is winged.

Ceraphron iiiyniiecop/iiliis, Kieffer.— ^ ^ and ? 2 of this new
species were bred in the bowl described above on June 12th, 14th
and 28rd. In this species also the 3- is winged and the ? apterous.

Professor Kieft'er, who has kindly named these species for me, has
also sent me the names of some captures in 1911.

Exalonyx ica.vnanni var. sociabilis, Kieffer.—Two specimens taken in

a nest of L. fiili(/inosus at Darenth Wood, May 26tb, 1911. The type
was taken by me" with the same ant at Wellington College in

September, 1907.

Aiiihlyaspis sp. ? (" nom plus tard " K.).—With L. fnlit/inosus^

Darenth"Wood, May 26th, 1911.

CYNIPID^.
Kleditoum formicaria, Kieli'er.— ^ g and ? 2 of this new species

were bred in the ritfa bowl mentioned above on June 19th, 21st and
26th,

HETEROPTERA.
Allydus calcaratiis, L.—Early stages of this bug were found

running about with ants {F. xanfiuinea, F. rtifa, F. fusca, L. fiauns, etc.)

at Weybridge, on July 10th. The resemblance of the bugs to the ants

was very remarkable.

COLLEMBOLA.
Cyphoileirua [Beckia) albinus, Nic, was observed with Tapinoiiia

erraticum, at Woking, on May 12th ; with F. sanyuinea at Wellington
College, on April 17th ; in an incipient colony of F. fKHcax&v. ylebaria,

New Forest, July 22nd ; with F. fusca var. fitsco-riijibarbis, L. alienus,

M. scahrinodis var. sabuleti, and T. caespitum at Seaton, Devon,

39 Verh. Zool. Bot. Gesell. Wieii., 1906, p. 415.
^o /Inn. Soc. Ent. trance, 1870, p. Ixiv.
^1 Ent. Rec, 1908, p. 106.
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August 2nd ; and with />. niijer at Sandown, Isle of Wight,
September 7th.

ARANEINA.
Eramia )iierenn, Camb.— J J and $ $ of this little spider were

taken in nests of F. fut^ra on May 1st, I. of Tiree.

ACARINA.

CilUbano comata, Leon.—Observed in my observation nest of

L. luiibratiis var. vii.rt<i-iiiiihratii>i, from Weybridge, on the larva?, on
June 21st.

Anfcnnoplinriis uhbnanni, Hall.—A specimen was found on a J" of

L. niiihratiis in a nest at Weybridge, on September 6th. This is

interesting, as it may suggest how the mite may leave the nest.

During the marriage flight the mite could transfer itself to the $ .

Specimens have lived in my nest of L. nmhratuH var. iiii:vto-iiiiibratiis

for months, and are still present.

Ladaps unjrmecophilufi, Berl.—Occurred in nests of F. fusca var.

fi(sco-rn0arbi.<t at Seaton, August 2nd, and Sandown, I. of W.,
September 7th.

Sphaerolaiiaps holotlnjroides, Leon.—Was found in my L. nmbratus

var. mi.rto-'uiiibratus nest from Weybridge, in Jul}^ It was found in a

nest of L. nmhratus at Aldeburgh by Dr. Nicholson, in April.

MYRIAPODA.
Polyxenit^ hKjurus, L.—Occurred in some numbers in a nest of F.

rufa, at St. George's Hill, Weybridge, on March 29th.

CRUSTACEA.
Platyarthnis hofmanseggi, Brdt.—Was observed with F. fnsca var.

fusco-7-nfibarbif<, L. alienua, M. scabrinodis var. sabiileti, and T. caespituin

at Seaton, Devon, August 2nd; with L. niger at Sandown, I. of W.,
September 7th ; and in plenty with F. e.vsecta, Parl^hurst Forest, I. of

W., September 8th. The Hon. N. C. Rothschild sent it to me in a

nest of L. rlaviis from Ashton Wold, Oundle, in March, and Dr.

Nicholson found it with L. innbratus at Aldeburgh, in April. Mr.
Standen^", in some notes on this creature, mentions that his colleague

Mr. Hardy has given him some records of the capture of Plati/arthrus.

One of these is "Rannoch, Perthshire: abundant in nests of F. rufa."

The only other record I am aware of for Scotland is " Banffshire (J.

Edward) ; with F. fusca between Inverkeithing and St. Davids, Fife
"

(Evans^*). Personally, I have never found it in Scotland, though I

have done a great deal of collecting in the Highlands, I have
dug up and investigated hundreds of F, nifa nests at Rannoch,
and this year, in May, I spent five days at Nethy Bridge, doing
almost nothing else except dig up riifa nests, and I never saw any

*2 Lanes. Nat., 1912, p. 63.
« Ann. Scot. Nat. Hist., 1900, p. 186.
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Plati/aythiKs. Standen goes on to say that Hardy has often found it

in the burrows of wood-boring beetles. I trust it will be understood

that I am not casting any doubt on the fact that it has been found in

Scotland, but I do not believe that the small white woodlice seen by

Hardy in beetle burrows were Plati/arthnin at all. It would be very

easy for anyone (especially " without knowing its name, or the

significance of its association with ants," as Standen says) to mistake

other small white woodlice for it.

MYRMECOCHOROUS SEEDS.
Centaurea cyanus, L.—When staying with Crawley, in July, at

Seaton, in Devon, he called my attention to the fact that in his garden

the seeds of the blue cornflower were collected by ^ ^ of Myrmca
rai/inodis and carried to their nest. The nest, was situated just near the

front door, and the ants brought the seeds from quite a long distance.

Sernander,^' in his Monograph on the European Myrmecochorous seeds,

records that on August 20th, 1898, at Tostero, in Sweden, he saw a

number of F. rufa carrying these seeds, and that they brought them
to the nest from a distance of 27m. These seeds possess an elaiosome,

which attracts the ants, and belong to his Amberboa-Type^"'. He
subsequently carried out experiments^" with these seeds, and found

that when the elaiosome was removed, they were not nearly so

attractive to the ants.

FUNGOID GROWTHS.
In a former paper^' 1 recorded that I found a colony of Leiitotliora.r

acervontm, at Rannoch, all the ants of which were covered with a

fungus, and I referred to Wheeler's^" paper on ants infested with

Labonlbenia. Professor Wheeler has now kindly sent me specimens of

Lasiiis nvjer var. nen-niger infested with Lahonlhenia fonincaruni. My
Leptothorax, which I unfortunately lost, had a somewhat similar

appearance, but were much more thickly covered with the fungus.

On August 11th, at Weybridge, when I had the great pleasure of

Professor Wheeler's company we found two colonies oiLauns iimbratiis

var. iiii.vto-tiinbratus, very many of the ants of which were infested with

a curious dark brown warty growth in patches on parts of the body

and legs. This Wheeler said he thought was a fungus unknown to

him. I took home a number of ants from one of the colonies and

established them in a plaster nest. The ants have done very well, very

few have died, and the colony is in a flourishing condition to-day,

February 14th. The fungus does not seem to have spread, but

rather to have decreased. I had some difficulty in finding specimens

much affected when I wanted to send some away alive. I hope to

make experiments with this nest this year. I sent specimens in

spirit to Dr. Jessie Bayliss Elliott of Birmingham University, who is

kindly investigating the matter for me, and subsequently the live

specimens mentioned above. Dr. Elliott considered the patches were

« Kungl. Sveiiska. Vetensk. Handl, Vol. 41, No. 7, 1906, pp. 143 and 203.

*^' loc. cit., p. 16.
"^ loc. cit., pp. 144-145.
*"> Ent. llec, 1912, p. 5.

^« Psyche, xvii., 1910, pp.
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colonies of unicellular organisms on the outside of the ants, but as she

is still working at the matter, it is perhaps best to leave it here, till

more definite results have been obtained.

The Coloration Problem.

By W. PARKINSON CURTIS, F.E.S.

{Continued front page 61.)

So much for the methods of the birds. Now as to the optical

capacity of birds, I find that generally it seems to me to be much the

same as my own (possibly exactly the same as my own), but where I

think the bird's sight differs from mine lies, not so much in what their

eyes perceive, as in what the perception conveys to their brain. What
do they deduce from what they see, or what response does their organi-

sation give to the stimuli received through their optic centres ?

Ex liyjiotlied, unless the sight of the insect moving or at rest be coupled

with the power to deduce, or the response to the stimulus, that there

goes a palatable meal or an unpalatable one, well, the insect might as

well not be seen, for both Batesian and Miillerian theories require

attacks {Confer, Cockayne, Proc. Eat. Sue. Land., 1911, p. 168).

My own experience confirms the recorded observations of many
other observers, the moving insect is attacked where the still one often

escapes. I have noticed this particularly with larvte of cryptic

coloi'ation, and I can call to memory one particular instance. I was
watching a green caterpillar on a green leaf in my conservatory

(I knew the caterpillar, probably a small green rhloi/ophora meticnlo.m,

was there, I had previously seen it), I was also watching Erithaca

rubecula (the Robin), which Avith characteristic impudence makes a

practice of hunting for food in the conservatory, spending all night

there quite happily. I wondered exactly how long it would be before the

Eobin would find the caterpillar. The problem was soon solved, the

caterpillar made a slight (very slight) movement, and the Robin, then
several feet distant, hustled across and demolished it promptly. I

think that the golden rule with all cryptically coloured animals, and
one that they seem to follow with almost unvarying regularity, is,

when in presence of danger " freeze," when in doubt " freeze," except

when absolutely necessary to move, don't move. Instances of
'' freezing " habit are perhaps unnecessary, as it is well known, but

last Spring on two occasions I surprised Roebuck. I regard Roebuck
(Capreoliis capraea. Gray) as a cryptically coloured animal. The
Roebuck, one on the open heath, and one amongst sparse bushes on a
heathy brake in a wood, " froze," so did I ; on one occasion I stared

the Roebuck out, on the other the Roebuck stared me out, but until

the animal lost its nerve it never moved a hair and looked for all the

world like a dead weather beaten oak stump. Lt.-Col. Manders also

agrees that want of movement tends to invisibility. I have heard
still elephants likened to termite's nests. On the other hand, when
the insect does move, it is instantly attacked. This fact points to the

conclusion that the bird recognises the moving butterfly or moth as a

palatable meal, or why should the bird trouble to perform the com-
plicated evolutions necessary to enable it to catch the msect. That
quick recognition confirms that the bird has tested and found good
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some previous butterfly or moth, in fact has found it so good as to

be worth a great expenditure of energy. (Confer, R. I. Pocock, loc.

cit., p. 811.)

The sparrows in our garden (and probably in Mr. Colthrup's

garden, too) get more food than they can eat, and yet will go through
the most astonishing manoeuvres to catch Pieris rapae, Pieris brassicae,

and small Crambites, and will even try Sesia (3iatro//Zo.s.s<7) stellataruni

(and Biftton hirt'iria, apparently). I have seen Frhujilla codebs (the

Chaffinch) try S. stellataruni, and really it put up a good effort, seeing

that S. stellataruin can do 60 miles per hour at the least.

This year we have had in one wood ten families of tits in nesting

boxes (about 130 head all told)—of course, just at the most interesting

period, business prevented observation. One pair, Panis viajor (the

Great Tit), came to the box (each bird) every five minutes with an
average of five larvae at a time, i.e., they brought about 120 larvae an

hour. One thing was very noticeable, the larvffi were nearly all green

larvae, very few brown. To my eye the green larva on the green leaf

is much easier detected than the brown larva on the brown twig. The
brown larvte are at least as abundant as the green larvae (actually more
abundant, but for my purpose equality will serve). If not better pro-

tected why are not more brought ? It looks to me much as if the

birds' range of perception were similar to mine, but more limited in

range. I might add also, from those numerous little indefinable

peculiarities of action, that in the long run produce such an impression

upon one, and yet are so difficult to put down in black and white as a

recorded observation [confer, R. I. Pocock, loc. clt., pp. 810 and 811),

the birds limit their purview to their immediate vicinity, and do not

trouble about things at a distance, even though those things be insects

on the wing. My conclusions therefore are :—

-

(a) That a bird's optical capacity is of the same nature as that of

a man.
(6) That individually its optical capacity may be less critically

accurate in the form of the bundle of rays that the optic lens picks

up and transmits, or more accurate (as ej/., the Condor). This is a

question for the optical surgeon to settle by studying the individual.

(c) That the bird's deductive capacity is probably inferior to that of

man, and certainly inferior in all-round capacity to that of trained

man [e.;/., entomologist), who recognises the sitting object as a moth
before movement betrays the fact of life. If this conclusion be correct,

it would nullify the supposed difficulty with regard to the slight

difterence in modes of flight existing between model and mimic on

which so much stress has been laid (see Proc. Zool. Sue. Lond., 1911,

p. 704).

((/) That the bird concerns itself only with its immediate proximity

or its food area. In the case of small birds this will be close at hand,

and in the case of birds like the kestrel will comprise a larger area,

but the area, whatever it be, receives practically the undivided attention

of the bird. [Confer, H. T. Moule, "The Seemg Powers of Beasts and
Birds," Dorset Field Club Proc, 1902, p. 52, and Richardson on
" Missel Thrush," loc. cit., p. 86.)

Before I leave these remarks I would like to point out to Mr.

Colthrup that Owls, Nightjars, and night-feeding birds (particularly

Oedicnemus scolopax, the Stone Curlew), and bats, have a vision modifiedi
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for their manner of life, and from all I can see seem to be able to see as

well at night as I can in the day-time ; so to assume that warning
coloration or cryptic coloration is lost on them is entirely gratuitous,

and does not account for the fact that according to my experience

white night-flying moths, such as Leucoma salicis, and Spilosotna

menthastri, are hardly ever taken. [Confer further remarks to much the

same end by Rev. K. St. Aubyn Rogers, loc. cit., p. 498).

The following attacks at rest have come under my notice recently,

and lest the small number of these be used as an argument against me,

let me say at once I pass six days out of seven in an office in a town,

and have to get the entirety of my entomological work into the Sundays
and occasional vacation times, when this subject, though often present

to my mind, cannot receive that systematic attention it deserves.

This to some extent also accounts for the appearance of P. dumesticus

so many times, though P. doinesticiis is so far familiar with man as to

be very bold in his presence.

1. P. doniestictis (the Sparrow), July 3rd, 1909. Rose aphis and
Tortrix larva. At Poole.—This bird was deliberately searching, and
is only quoted by reason of that.

2. P. dome.sticus (the Sparrow), July 5th, 1910. A Tortrix.

Bournemouth.—Insect found by searching leaves of Ilex.

3. Sitta caesia (the Nuthatch), May 14th, 1911. Small insects.

Cram^ites. Bloxworth.^—^Searching on grass on the ground at the

edge of a wood.

4. Geciniis viridis (Green Woodpecker), 1911. Small insects,

Lepidoptera ? Kinson.—Searching in grass on the ground in an open
field.

5. P. doiiiesticKs (the Sparrow), July 3rd, 1911. 21amestra

braasicae.—Taken at rest amongst herbage at Poole (E. H. Curtis).

6. Stiirna vnU/aris (the Starling), August 3rd, 1911. A(jriades

coridon.—Captured sitting on grass. These insects were chipped or

worn, and were released by me in my garden, and settled on the

grass, as they were lethargic after confinement in a pill box. It is

possible that the starling may have seen me turn them out on the

grass, as the attack took place five or ten minutes after they were
released ; but, if so, the bird was very quick to recognise the provision

of an easy meal.

7. Turdus mudcHK (Song Thrush), July 10th-26th, 1912. Leucania

impura.—Captured in a cornfield and brought to nest, at Wicken,
Cambs. The insect was undoubtedly taken at rest, because it was
middle day, and the bird flew up out of the corn with the insect, close

to where I was standing. (E. H. Curtis corroborates this.)

8. LocHntella naevia (Grasshopper Warbler). July 10th-26th, 1912.

Crambites.—Many observed at Wicken. The bird was feeding young
in a tangle of brambles. I could not find the nest but watched the

bird make repeated journeys to the grass at the edge of a field of

barley and return with Crambites. It was a dull afternoon. (E. H.
Curtis corroborates this.)

9. Certhia faiiiiliaris (Tree Creeper). May 12th, 1912. Lobophora

halterata. — Birds feeding young in nest. There were no wings
outside the nest, which was in a crack in an ash tree, which
crack was opening and shutting about two inches so that I could

not put my hand in for fear of getting it crushed. I did not see
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the birds carry any wings away. Both parents brought a grey moth
about the size of L. Iialterata. On one occasion the female

brought three in her bill at once. I was busy over other matters and
I could not keep count, but whenever the birds came under my notice

returning to the nest they had at least one moth. Lobophora halterata

was the most likely as the place was suitable, the insect was fully out

and the species brought to the nest seemed to me to be halterata. If

it was not that I think it must have been Tephrosia bistortata. The
insects were obtained hy searching the large upper limbs of the oaks

in the vicinity of a birch copse. I could find no L. halterata sitting

on the birch myself, although on the previous day I had seen several

and I put that down to the fact that the night had been absolutely

still, under which condition insects fly high and settle high.

I was in the vicinity of the nest from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. that is,

about 60-100 feet away most of the time. Observed at Marlpits,

Dorset. (E. H. Curtis corroborates this.)

10. Emberiza xchnenideiin (Reed Bunting). June 2nd, 1912.—

A

grey moth about the appearance of Apauica didj/nia.—The bird was
feeding full-groAvn young and found the moth by searching in standing

rushes and long grass. Subsequently it brought a green Noctiia

caterpillar, I was unable to keep track of the bird, as when it found it w£|,s

being watched the young spread and it skulked in the rank herbage

and kept out of sight. Any-way we failed to identify the moth, as it

was given to the j^oung bird which swallowed it so promptly.

Observed at Kniton near Wimborne. (E. H. Curtis first saw this and
called to me " What moth has the schoenicleus in its bill ? ")

11. P. doDiesticiis (The Sparrow). May 4th, 1912. Daai/chira

pudibnnda $ s, two cripples.—Exposed at Poole on a dark apple stump
;

one taken after eight hours, the second 48 hours. I consider that the

above cited instances support very materially the view that birds do

search for insect food, and that Lepidoptera are amongst the orders

attacked at rest.

12. Erithaca rubecnla (Robin). February 16th, 1913.— Tnrtricodes

hi/eiiiana taken off an oak tree-trunk at Kniton. I saw the robin sit up
on a holly stump with a lujcmana in its bill. I said to my brother,

"Did you see that robin ?" He replied " Yes, it has just taken an

insect off that oak tree-trunk." 1 said " Watch it, it has gone behind

me"; in a few minutes it returned to the same stump with a second

Tortricodefi hyemana. I said to my brother, " W^here did he get that

one ? " My brother said, " Off' the same oak." We then hunted the

trunk and found a third specimen sitting on some dead honeysuckle

that twined round the tree-trunk."

My brother on reading Lieut. -Col. Manders' paper said "Anyway
the sparrows hunt our walls for Mdanippe finctaata, and if birds don't

hunt systematically why do they hover along rail fences looking under

rails ? They do not do it for amusement."
It is the fact that on many occasions we have observed birds

hovering along rail-fences and looking under rails. This position, as

everyone must know, is a favourite position of rest with many JS'octiiae.

* NoTE.^This was a robin out in a wood away from houses, but robins are

notoriously bold in the presence of man, and this one subsequently came to us for

crumbs as we were having tea sitting on a bank close to the oak tree above referred

to. Most birds would not have dared to catch a second insect so close to us.
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Moreover, my brother and I can both aver that we have watched the

Dartford Warbler {Melizophiltts iindotiis) on several occasions feeding

itself and its young on Catoptria nlicetana, Oraphnlitha plunihana, and

such small fry obtained by a careful and systematic hunt in bushes of

Ule:r europaea. It starts at the ground and works to the top of the

bush, and then flies to the next bush and does likewise
;
yet no orni-

thological work we possess, or have referred to, says much more than

that Melizophilns undatiis feeds on small insects of various orders.

Although apparently Lieut. -Col. Manders considers attacks during

flight are to be considered casual playing, and he seems to regard

them in much the same way as some fishermen regard salmon rising

to a fly, I difter from him, and will now give attacks that have obtruded

themselves upon our notice.

1. Corviis mnnedula (Jackdaw). May 1st, 1908. Bumble-bee sp.

—In the Wimborne Road, Bournemouth. Persistent chase. This

insect is regarded as distasteful. (See R. I. Pocock, loc. cit.).

2. Aeschna //ramiis (Dragon-fly). July 28th, 1908. Pieru

brassicae.—Queen's Park Golf Links, Bournemouth. (Caddie and
partner interfered so the attack was not completed).

3. P. dowesticiis (The Sparrow). July 28th, 1908. Cramhiis

tristelliis.—Attack unsuccessful. Queen's Park.

4. P. doine.iiticnii (The Sparrow). August 2nd, 1908. P. brassicae.

—At Poole. Three attacks. One successful.

5. P. do)iiesticHs (The Sparrow). August 3rd, 1908. P. brassicae.

—At Hambledon Hill. Six attacks, all unsuccessful.

6. Capriinul(/us europaeus {Kight-ja,v) '? May 22nd, 1909. Panaffra

petraria, dabera exantliemaria, Odontnpera bidentata.—^Berewood.

Wings picked up in the ride.

7. P. doniesticiis (The Sparrow). July Brd, 1910. Cidaria testata.

—Bournemouth. The insect was beaten to the ground by the sparrow

and then captured.

8. P. domesticHs (The Sparrow). June 11th, 1911. Melanippe

rivata or M. sociata.—I put the insect up in Break Hill Wood. It was
promptly captured.

9. Chloris chloris (Greenfinch). July 20th, 1911. Epinephele

jitrtina (janira) or E. tithonus.—At Stapehill. Observed by E. H.
Curtis ; the attack was successful.

10. Ci/pselns apiis (The Swift). July 21st, 1911. Vanessa io.—

Released from breeding cage at Poole. Insect evaded the bird.

(E.H.C.)

11. P. (/o'we.s'«/:c»s (The Sparrow). September 8th, 1911. Pumicia

phlaeas.—At Poole. Successful.

12. Accentor modularis (Hedgesparrow). September 26th, 1911.

Plusia r/ainnia.—At Poole. The bird " mufted " it, and only got a bit

of wing. (E.H.C.)

13. P. duinesticiis (The Sparrow). May 17th, 1912. Melanippe

^iuctnata.—At Poole. (E.H.C.)

13. P. domesticus (The Sparrow). May 26th, 1912. Pieris rapae.

—At Poole. (E.H.C.)
14. Embeviza citrinella (Yellow Bunting). July 26th, 1912.

Lasiocaiiipa ijnercm <? .—At Wicken, Cambs. The insect was too nimble

for the clumsier bird.

15. Stimia vulgaris {m^kvling). July, 1912. Moth sp. ?—Morley
Houghton at Wicken, Cambs.
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16. Miiscicapa f/riseula (Grej^ Fly-catcher). August 25th, 1912.
Vanessa atalanta.—Luhvorth. We went up a path with some short
fir trees on the north side. There were several P. atalanta as we went
up, sunning on the south side of the trees; we also saw ivio Musdcapa
ijriseola. There were no wings in the path. An hour later we returned,
there were two wings coloured side up in the path, one fly-catcher,

but nu atalanta '. It was still sunny.
17. Lfl?»'»ssp. (Shrike). September 1st, 1912. Craiiihiistristellus.

—I found this insect still alive, threaded shrike-fashion on a sharp
sedge, in the same way as I have found butterflies done by L. colhirio.

The insect was alive, and when I cut the sedge managed to struggle
off. No shrike was seen in the vicinity, but I have not the smallest
doubt that a Lanins was responsible.

(To he continued.)

A few Notes on Lepidoptera in the Middlesbrough District in 1912»

By T. ASHTON LOFTHOUSE, F.E.S.

Unless otherwise stated the following notes refer to insects taken
at Middlesbrough or in a locality a few miles from Middlesbrough,
which is well wooded and includes large tracts of moorland reaching
to an altitude of about 900 feet above sea level. The woodland
consists of lai'ge areas of spruce, larch, Scots fir, and other conifers,

interspersed with mountain ash and a little birch in various stages of

growth, and on the lower slopes are a good extent of alder in places
with oak, elm, sycamore, sallows, and in a restricted area a few
aspens. With the exception of April the weather prevailing from
Spring to Autumn in this district was of the worst description, there

being rain almost every day and necessarily the sun appeared on very
few occasions ; although the weather was anything but ideal, by
working in sheltered places a fair number of interesting Tortrices and
Tineina were obtained, my attention being principally devoted to

working the Micro-lepidoptera, some of the species taken being
additions to the Yorkshire list.

The first species noted were Hi/bemia leucophaearia and Phuialia
pedaria at rest on tree trunks on February 25th.

On March 3rd, Leptoi/ravima literana occurred on alder trunks in an
alder and birch plantation, the greenish-grey form without black mark-
ings. A few Coccyx atrobilella were bred towards the end of April from
spruce cones collected earlier in the year. I'hoxopteri/.v lundana were
taken on May 11th, and also the second brood specimens on August
31st. Eiipithecia huh'f/ata were found on fir trunks on May 18th, on
which date the following were also noticed:

—

Hadena (jlauca, Tephrosia

biundtilaria on larch, lu'tinia turionana-'', a single specimen fresh out,

at rest on a fallen fir trunk near a recently planted fir plantation,

Catoptria ulicetana freely, and Stu/monota internana about gorse,

Cnephasia politana and L\ mnsndaua, Capua farillaceana flying in the

sun about dead bracken, among bilberry and near oak trees, and
Neniopliora scluvarziella flying about over bilberry. I also took a few
larvfe spun up in evergreen hWhevry {Yacciniu)ii vitis-idaea) from which
Tortri.c fosterana were bred later, and from mined leaves of the same
plant I bred Lithocolletis vacciniclla at the end of June, together with
several ichneumons. Eupithecia fra.rinota was bred on May 19th
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and until the end of the month. From a pairing I obtained ova,

which hatched out on June 19th, and the larvie of which had mostly

pupated before August 2nd. Sti[iiiio)wta dorsana: this Tor«?-ny occurred

fairly freely on the afternoon of May 25th, which was fine and warm,

flying from 3 to 4.30 p.m. on a railway embankment. The males Hy

very rapidly, but the females, of which a few were taken, are more

sluggish and more often found sitting about on the plants. Two or

three interesting aberrations were taken, two specimens havmg the

dorsal blotch divided into two parts, and one with the dorsal blotch

reduced almost to spots. The wonder is how this species continues to

exist in the locality, seeing that the herbage is annually cut close

down for hay early in July. Kj/hippiphura cirsiana was also flying

in this locality at the same time, (Tlypliij)teiijx ftmcunriddla simply

swarmed, a few Mtcroptenj.v caltlidla and a single specimen of

Coleophora fahncieUa were noted.

On June 1st, Fentliina pruniana and L'ardia tripiinctana were

beaten out of hedges, Phoxopteryx imjrtillana were met with among
bilberry and Incitrvaria muacalella were flying about flr trees in late

afternoon. Adela riridella, GelefJiia ericetella and G. lowjicornis

occurred among heather, and several GlypJiipteryx jischeriella were fly-

ing in early afternoon about gorse in a hedge bank. 'Sivanniienlawiiria

coiiibineUa, Aryyrestliia cnrvella and Larerna heUerella were found in a

garden at Middlesbrough on June 6th. Specimens of L. atra

occurred about apple trees flying just before dusk early in August.

On June 15th, Tinea iveaverelLci''- occurred among fir trees. I had

previously taken specimens in 1911, when Mr. B. A. Bower visited the

dib.trict with me and suggested that the specimens were probably this

species and not T. nit^ticella. On going through my series of T.

rasticella I found that they were all but one referable to u-eavevella.

Art/yrest/iia conjnyella occurred freely about mountain ash until

well into July, 1 also took a few specimens of the unicolorous dark

bronzy-fuscous form ab. aerariella. Spilonata tninaculana first occurred

on June 16th. Hedya neylectana was found resting on poplais,

fencing, etc., on June 18th and throughout the remainder of the

month. luibolia pln»ibaria was flying about gorse on June 22nd,

and Acidalia fiuiiata occurred among bilberry, Melaniiype tristata

Tortrix viburnana also among bilberry, Mixodia sclinlziana on moors,

Eupoecilia viacidosana, Fhoxopteryx ndtterpacheriana and Ocnerostoiiia

piniariella, the last beaten out of firs. Tortrix costana, Elachixta

luticnmella, K. cenisella, K. triatoiiim and Bnjotroplia senectella were

taken in some marshy ground near Middlesbrough on June 27tb, and

on the same date Tortrix unifasciana was taken in the garden, this

last occurring very plentifully after this date.

On June 29th I noticed Boiiibyx qiiercHs var. calliinae 2 , flying in

early evening; other species noted on this date being lietinia pinirorcnia

among pines, and also Stiymonota coniferana of which I took odd

specimens flying about Scots fir or beaten out of the branches on
two or three subsequent dates, the last taken being a perfectly fresh ?

on August 3rd.

Coccyx vacciniana, Gelechia covfinix, about burnt heather on moors,

Bryotroplia desertella, a single specimen of Bracltycrosttata cinereila,

and Cedestis farinatella were met with. Of Dichroramplia tanaceti,

several were taken flying about Achillea )nillefolivm in the garden about
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6 p.m., and it occurred pretty freely on the following few days ; I

noticed some of the empty pupa eases pushed out from about the roots

of the plant.

On July 4th, GraplwUtha snhocellana occurred about SalLi, and

on July 6th I took a freshly emerged specimen of Pliisia interroyationis.

A few Coccyx nanana were flying round tips of spruce trees in the sun

about 2.30 p.m., 1 have also seen them flying in the sun about 6 p.m.

Coccyx taedella occurred freely about spruce trees flying at early dusk.

Some very nicely marked specimens of Nudaria mundana occurred on

the stone walls on July 7th, on which date Scoparia viurana was

taken.

On July 8th, I took Eupithecia vrinntata and Aryyresthia albistiia,

and Nan^iodia stipella was beaten out of fir trees.

On July 9th, several Hedya lariciana were taken, and during the

next two or three weeks, but it never occurred commonly, I noticed them

flying about the upper branches of larch trees from one to two hours

before dusk. Faedisca occultana was fairly common among larch and

fir, fresh specimens being taken up to August 31st. When beaten out,

this Tortrix usually shoots out obliquely and down into the herbage.

Coleophura laiicella and Aryyresthia atmorielW'- were met with. This

last species, which is not described in the books on Micro-lepidoptera

available, was pointed out to me last year by Mr. Bower when he

visited the disrict ; it occurred fairly freely, and very visible traces

were noticed of its having been feeding in the tips of the larches.

On July 10th, Aryyresthia sorhiella was noticed about mountain

ash trees with specimens of Ornix scoticella. CuculHa iitnbratica

was bred on July 11th. Tortrix cinnamomcana occurred sparingly on

July 13th, and subsequently; Amphisa yerninyana. Penthina sauciana

occurred in considerable numbers on this date, flying in the early

afternoon about bilberry ; I have also noticed them flying about noon.

Grapholitha niyromacidana occurred about ragwort, Sciaphila siib-

jectana, Catoptria cana, and Aryyresthia epirippella, the latter were very

plentiful flying about bracken, etc., in early evening (although it was

foogy and very damp) near a wild cherry tree which, when tapped,

simply swarmed with them.

On July 14th Coreviia tnumtata and Cidaria populata were

noticed, while (Jra)iibus niaryaritelUis and Bactra lanceolana

occurred freely in suitable localities, I took one or two nicely

marked forms of the latter. I'eronca caledoniana was taken here,

a rather early date for this species, which was taken in pretty

good condition and more commonly on August 17th. Sericoris

lacanana was a perfect pest on the moors ; Panrplusia viercuriana was

captured and Orapholitha penkleriana occurred commonly about hazel

and alder until September. G. yeniinana occurred about bilberry and

later was by far the commonest Tortrix about this plant.

On July 15th 1 took a single specimen of Ephippiphora triyewinana

at rest on a fence, Teleia dodecella was beaten out of firs about this date,

Bryotropha politdla, B. terrella and E. briinnichiana were met with on

16th, and of Sciaphila sinuaiw a few were beaten out of firs, and of

course S. viryaureana.

On July 17th Anaitis playiata, Sropitla olicalis, S. prnnalis and

Scoparia awbiytialis were common. A single specimen of <!>'. crataeyella

was taken on an oak tree-trunk. Tortrix riridana was not so
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coiumon as it usually is, and the oak trees did not show such signs of

the ravages of the larvce of this and other species as is sometimes the

case. I took three specimens of the pretty Tineid CerostoDia sojiiella

off sycamore tree-trunks. During the next fortnight about two dozen

specimens were taken in a very restricted locality, and in every in-

stance but one off the trunks of sycamore trees, although other trees

occurred close to them.

On July 18th Veniiua camhrica and (Uindia uhnana were beaten

out. Several specimens of Scardia corticella were taken off two

decayed alder trunks (one tree), and during the next fortnight, I

noticed a good number more, all restricted to this one tree.

July 20th gave me Axtlicna hUnneri, Dicti/opteryx loeffiiiniaiia, and

Penthinn corticana on birch. Grapholitha cinerana''' occurred during

the next fortnight, and I took about a dozen specimens of this Tnrtri.e

almost without exception resting on aspen trunks and consisting of

two forms, the grey and the grey with black markings. It was notice-

able that this species was out and over before G. nindla commenced,

and that none of the forms of niaella taken were in any way similar.

Prays, ciirtiselliis, Cernstoiiia ritella about wych elm, and C. antella about

wych elm and hazel occurred at this time.

On July 25th I took Aryyreathia pyymaeella in the garden at

Middlesborough, it being very wet and cold weather for some days

about this time.

On July 27th I took a single specimen of Paedhca rufiwitramr' in

fine condition.

On August 3rd Kllopia prosapiaria and Larentia olivata, Pacdisca

corticana and Scardia arcellavvere beaten out. OcliMnJieimeria hisontella

occurred on a grassy hill-side flying about 2 p.m., and Batrachedra

praeanyiista was on oak and aspen tree-trunks, principally the latter.

On August 5th Tortrix .vyloxtrana occurred among oaks, Paeduca

wlamlriana was beaten out of hazel, and Phihaloccra qiiercana out of

oak.

On August 17th Oporahia filigrammaria occurred on the moors,

(jraplwlitha ramella and its dark variety about birch, and O. nhella

about sallows in a very restricted locality. A variable series of this

last pretty Tortrix was taken during the next few days. They were

usually found at rest on the sallow trunks but had a habit of darting

oft or dropping suddenly to the ground, and were most difificnlt to

follow. Lita fraternella, L. atriplicella and Cemiostoiim Hpartifi)lidla

were also taken on this date.

On August 24th I met with Cidaria iniinnnata and Lita )naculca,

two specimens.

August 25th produced Opostcya salaciella.

August 31st Polia chi was taken, Teras candana was beaten out,

including the two or three varieties of this species, Pemnea schalleriana,

Deprcssaria c(Mella and Aryyresthia nitidella were met with, Cltelaria

hiibnerella was beaten out of hazel, Oecnpkora fulviguttella, and Fdachista

atricdiiiclla were common in a swampy locality.

On September 8th two specimens of Kiipithecia fraxinata were bred

from this year's larvae.

* Denotes species that appear to be additions to Mr. Porritt's List of York-

shire Lepidoptera.
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In concluding these few notes I must acknowledge the assistance
I have received from my friends Mr. John Gardner and Mr. B. A.
Bower, and others in the naming of the more obscure species.

Records of Local Coleoptera. II.—Hydrodephaga.

By G. W. NICHOLSON, M.D., F.E.S.

I propose next to deal with the water-beetles. As, however, I must
confess to having hitherto neglected these, except on my visits to the

Cambfidgeshire fens, the present list will prove but a meagre one. I

do not propose to enumerate the majorit}^ of my Wicken captures,

since, although I have found nearly all the local rarities, these are well

known to occur there.

A. Haliplid.e :

—

Brychiiis devatiis, Pz., Shelford, Cambs.; Idali/iliiH

ohlujnus, Er., Gravesend ; Aldeburgh, Suffolk; JH. amfiuis, Steph.,

Epping Forest ; H. nmcronatiis, Steph., I have on several occasions

taken a single specimen in drains on Burwell Fen, but never at

Wicken; H. fi.nviatilis, Aube, Hartley Wintney, Hants. ; H. striatns,

Sharp, Gravesend ; H. inimaculatus, Gerh., Godmanchester, Hunts.;
Gravesend, by far the commonest species of the genus ; H. wehnrkei,

Gerh., Wicken Fen and Bishop Stortford ; Cneinidotus impressuK, F.,

Gravesend. Mr. Balfour Browne has confirmed the difficult species of

Halipliis.

B. Dytiscid^e :

—

Hi/droporus flavipes, 01., Hartley Wintney ; H.
oblonf/ns, Steph., Balrath, Co. Meath; H. umhrostis, GylL, Wicken Fen;
Aijabiis canspersHs, Marsh. ; exceedingly common at Gravesend; A.

abbien'atKs, F. Mr. Dollman very kindly gave me a plan of where he

had captured this species at Soham {Knt. Mo. Maf/., 191B, xlix., 14).

When I visited the spot, however, on May 15th, 1912, it was dried out.

It was with much pleasure, therefore, that, a few days later, I netted

a couple of specimens in a small pond on Wicken Fen. Plata)r,bits

viaciilatiis, L., I once took a specimen in flood-refuse on the towpath at

Kew ; llijbii(s fenestratHx, F., Bishop Stortford, Herts.; Rhantun, (/rapii,

GylL, Pulborough ; II. pnlveroHHn, Steph., Wicken and Burwell Fens;
R. notatus, Berg., very common at Gravesend ; Di/tiscns circunifiexitf,

F., Gravesend.

On the Shedding of the Cornuti in Pyrausta aurata, Sc.

(With four plates.)

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D.

In the Eiito»iolofiist's Record for 1910, at p. 63, I gave an account

of certain remarkable structures in Peridea trepida, which are trans-

ferred from the male to the female in pairing, and referred to various

other species in which similar occurrences in a less extreme form take

place.

Some of these are well known to various observers, but I do not

know of any actual record of them in any English publication. I take

courage therefore to report one of these, which I investigated some
years ago. The species I have selected is Pyrausta aurata {puniccalis).

There are one or two other species of the genus in which the same
facts may be observed. These are within the genus L'yrausta as

restricted by Stainton and Barrett. In the species included, beyond
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Photo. F. Noad Clark.

Genitalia of Pyrausta aurata s , Cornuti i-resent.
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Plwto. F. Noad Clark.

Genitalia of Pyrausta aurata cT , Cornuti shed.
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Photo. F. Noad Clark,

Genitalia (bursa) of Pyrausta aurata ? , containing cornuti.
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P/iofo. JT, JVood Clajik.

Genitalia (bursa) of Pyrausta aurata ? , containing coknuti.
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these, in the extended genus by Staudinger and Meyrick (really

Hampson, Pro. Z. S.), I have not met with the arrangement, but

I have of course only examined a few of the very numerous species.

In these Pyraustas the eversible membrane that Pierce calls the

"vesica" and has by some been called the "penis," a name often

applied to the tedoeagus, but which really should be used only for these

two structures taken together, is of very great length, and possesses at

one point, which in quiescence is accommodated within the aedoeagus,

an armature of cornuti.

In the only species I propose to refer to at present, Fijramta

anrata [pimicealU), the cornuti consist of one comparatively very large

spine and a number of smaller ones.

These are well seen in Plate IV. In fig. 1 their general relationship

to the whole male appendages is seen ( x 30). In fig. 2, the portion of the

fedoeagus containing them is magnified by 100. The large spine is

seen to be nearly O'Smm. long, smooth, curved, and pointed, basally

it is somewhat bulbously expanded, and is clothed with short hair-like

processes, resembling a bottle-brush. The smaller cornuti are less

deeply chitinised, and, therefore, more transparent, but the bases and

attachments of a few of them are well shown ; they are about 0-2mm.
long. Such is the appearance of the male structures before pairing

has taken place. After that has taken place appearances are as shown
in Plate V., where the same parts, at the same magnification, show
very clearly the points of attachment of the cornuti, but the spines

themselves are conspicuous by their absence.

When we examine the female structures we find a reversal of all

this ; in a female that has paired we discover the presence of these

cornuti, of which no trace exists in the virgin state. I have not

thought it necessary to present photographs of the parts when the

cornuti are absent as they really show nothing except that the cornuti

are not seen, but I present photographs. Plates VI. and VII., of two

specimens after pairing. Fig. 1, m each plate, shows the terminal

segments of the abdomen, the extremely long, coiled, and convoluted

duct connecting these with the bursa co/mlatrix and other associated

structures, of the details and uses of which I am very ignorant. In

Plate VI. the enlarged photograph of the bursa and associated parts

shows that the duct, of which Fig. 1 has demonstrated a lengthy

portion partially free, continues a further complicated series of con-

volutions that are held together in some way that does not affect the

lower portion, and obscures several sacs associated with the bursa

proper. This bursa I take to be the sac marked by the speculated

plate seen to the right side of Fig. 2, whilst the male cornuti are

contained in a mere structureless sac, where they may be seen towards

the left lower portion of the preparation.

In the other example, Plate VII. , much the same conditions are

seen, the large spine has, however, escaped by a rent made in mounting
the preparation from a transparent sac that is not the one carrying

the spiculated plate, whilst the smaller cornuti are held in another

portion of the convoluted mass. The large spine has turned round in

the interval of taking the two photographs, the medium used in

mounting having been still rather fiuid.

How are these spines conveyed through the great length of coiled

tubing from the exterior to these places so far from the surface ?
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The tube forming the "vesica" must penetrate all the way, and

not only so, but must do so as a double tube, i.e., the tube as it enters

must gradually be everted, precisely as the whip-like tails of Centra

larvfe are everted, only the process is not completed as in the puss-

moth larva, but there is still within the outer portion of the tube when
the process is complete, a part of the inner portion. The ^ tube

engaged must therefore be of practically twice the length of the $ tube.

In this way there is no gliding of the wall of the c? tube along that

of the 2 , each portion of the 3 tube as everted will remain at the

point of the 2 tube where it is everted, the process being continued by

the inner portion of the J tube pushing forward to be everted in its

turn. This process would go on until the portion of the tube carrying

the cornuti becomes everted in the sac or sacs of the bursa. In this

way the cornuti do not, as one is inclined at first to think must
be necessary, pass up the ? tube as an advance guard, themselves in

contact with the ? tube and rubbing along it, and presenting terrible

difficulties of the sharp points catching in or even piercing its walls.

Between them and the J tube are the double walls, the direct and the

inverted, of the 3 tube (or " vesica "), and the only parts that slide

over each other are the opposed visceral surfaces of the ^ tube, those of

the part already everted that is at rest as a lining to the portions of ?

tube already penetrated, and of the portion that is still advancing

within the portion at rest.

When the male tube is withdrawn the corunti present no greater

difficulty theoretically to be withdrawn with it, than they did to

their entrance, and as a matter of fact, in many insects there are very

elaborate and complicated spines arising from the vesica, that are so

withdrawn after having served their purpose, whatever it is.

In our Fyraiista aitrata, however, it has obviously been of some
advantage not to withdraw the cornuti with the tube, but to leave them
behind. Possibly where the tubes are so lengthy and convoluted, as

in this species, the withdrawal is easier without them and can conse-

quently take place more rapidly, and may thus present some advantage

under circumstances of danger when each insect may more readily

escape, if rapidly liberated, to seek safety.

I may rem^ark that my idea of how these cornuti are introduced is

purely theoretical, deduced from examining the structures. It seems,

however, to be at variance with the fact that the position of the

cornuti within the fedo?agus suggests that they lead the way and
advance in front unsheathed. The question seems to me one that

may perhaps be solved by further observation, which will, however, be

very difficult. The real support of my theory is that one does often

see the vesical tube extended by this process of eversion, and that

unquestionably wherever it extends to in the female passages it does

so as a double tube. It is also in full agreement with the scheme of

these parts that is expressed by Dr. Sharp, Trans. Knt. Soc. Ijmd.,

1912, p. 600, in the statement that the S tube forms " a perfect tube

without orifices." He describes the apparent orifice as due to " the

invagination of the tube into itself." The process of penetration,

which I have attempted to describe above, might be more simply

defined as the evagination of the tube.
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Aberration of Dryas paphia. {With plate).

By ALFRED SICH, F.E.S.

This very handsome aberration of the male of Dri/as paphia was
taken by Mr. J. A. Carnegie-Cheales, near St. Aguan, in the Depart-

ment of the Yonne, in France, in July, 1907. It had apparently

recently emerged from the pupa and was found resting on the grass

beside the border of a wood. The figure is reproduced from a

beautifully coloured drawing from the brush of Miss Carnegie-Cheales.

The ground colour is normal, but the usual black markings are

developed to an extraordinary extent. In the type there are three

small sub-costal dashes in the forewing, in this specimen the central

dash has become a large conspicuous spot. The black scaling on the

veins of all the wings is very much increased, especially towards the

margin. The spots and lines beyond the centre of the wings have

coalesced and form irregular black bands. The antimarginal spots

beyond the bands have also coalesced but horizontally. Those on the

forewings appear as elongate ovals, while those on the hindwings
assume the dumb-bell shape. It is said, " variety is pleasing," and
this magnificent specimen forms no exception to the rule.

An account of the Breeding of Amphidasis betularia and ab.

doubledayaria.

By Miss E. MILLER.

In the early morning of June 15th, 1910, I captured a pair of A.

betularia from the side of our dining room window ; the female being

a lovely black ab. double'layaria of medium size, and the male of the

usual light type and rather small. The female laid several hundred
ova in about three days, and the larvae commenced to emerge on July

1st, when I sleeved them all out on plum, white willow, elm, birch and
oak. A considerable number of the larvae died in all stages, more
especially those fed on plum and white willow. I have noticed before,

and also in this case, that many A. betularia larvae when fed on plum
are green in colour and greatly resemble the young plum twigs. The
moths emerged as follows :—

Ab. doubledayaria. Type.

May

June

16th,
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3rd, 3 $s ... 2 $s
4th, 1 2

5th, ... 1 cT

6th, 1 ^ + 2 2 s

7th, 1 2
8th, 1 J + 2 2s ... 2 2s

„ 9tb, 2 2s
„ 10th, 1 2 ... 1 ?

„ nth, 1 <y + 1 2 ... 12
12th, 3 2s... 32s

„ 18th, 3 2s... 1 <? + 1 2
14th,

„ 15th, 1 c? + 2 2s ... 1 (?

16th, 2 <?s ... 2 2s
„ 17th, 1 <? ... 3 2s

18th, 1 a^ + 1 2

„ 19th, 1 2

20th, 3 2s ... 2 2s
„ 21st, 1 (? + I 2 ... 1 ?

„ 22nd, 1 2 ... 1 ?
23rd, 2 2s

„ 24th,

25th,

„ 26th, 1 2

„ 27th,

„ 28th,

„ 29th, 1 2

30th,

.July 1st,

2nd,

3rd, 12 2 2s

27 3's+ 45 2 s ... 29_a^+ 43_2_s

^'
7'2 ' 72

Of this number exactly half (72) are of each type ; of the ab.

doiihledayaria, 27 are males and 45 females, and of the light type 29

are males and 43 females.

[I have to thank Mr. Turner for submitting these interesting notes

to me for comment. The facts are quite in agreement with previous

records of broods of A. betiilaria reared from parents, one of which was

of the type form, while the other was of the var. douhledayaria. The
late Mr. A. Harrison records a brood reared from eggs laid by a type

2 crossed with a douhledaijaria S '•
—50 doid)ledayaria = 'i5-d%. 54

type = 54-l%.

A brood I reared from wild parents, type (J smd doiddedaijaria 2

gave 109 doubledai/nria = il%. 123 type= 53%.
The Mendelian expectation in regard to these and Miss Miller's

brood would be either all black or all of type form, if one of the

parents happened to be a pure dominant (I think I am right in saying

that the question is still open as to which form acts as dominant and

which as recessive in the case of A. hetularia) or, if one parent was a
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D.R. (heterozygote) and the other a recessive the result should be 50%
of each form. Of course none of these breeding results afford any

•direct evidence for or against the Mendelian Theory of Heredity, as

the results are equally explicable according to the Galtonian Theory in

the case of segregating characters. Miss Miller's brood is, however, a

further addition to the evidence already large, which suggests an

undue preponderance of dominant recessives (heterozygotes) among
wild moths which exhibit melanism, a feature of the evidence which

I do not recollect ever to have heard explained by any of the supporters

of the Mendelian Theory of Heredity. The details of emergency while

affording, interesting and valuable data for later statistical work, which

will no doubt be undertaken in Entomology as in other branches of

science, do not suggest anv obvious comment as they stand.—A.

Bacot (F.E.S.).]

Lepidopterology.'

By Dr. T. A. CHAPMAN, F.Z.S.

This thick and sumptuous volume is not second to any of its

predecessors ; it is not first only in-so-far that each Fascicule has

different interests to the others, and so it is impossible to compare
them. There are 355 pages of text, 64 coloured plates, and 69 of

reproductions of photographs.
The preface is devoted to the subject of " No description valid

without a figure." It was obvious at the Oxford Congress that it is

no use kicking against the pricks, and just as Mendel's discoveries

were treated with contemptuous silence for 35 years, or asM. Oberthur

tells us about the reception of Rambur's discoveries amongst the

skippers, which have been still longer in fructifying, so must the

principles underlying M. Oberthiir's demand become more generally

appreciated before anything practical can be done. As we become
more and more overwhelmed with the flood of descriptions of new
species, of which the number yet to be described much exceeds that of

those we already know, so will the brevity and precision of figures as

compared with descriptions be more valued. It may be further noted

that there is, year by year, an increasing practical acquiescence in M.
Oberthiir's views, figures of the whole insect and anatomical and other

details are more and more used, so that it seems highly probable that,

though Oberthiir's formula may continue to be refused acceptance, we
may wake some morning to find that it has been all but universally

adopted.

In the next section is a note by M. Serge Alpheraky proving that

a sub-genus is really irrational and impossible. Various of his state-

ments, by the way, are open to criticism, possibly because they are

framed with a view to the point in question, rather than to mere
general consideration.

Parts of his argument read as if a " genus " had first to be

•recognised and defined, and then it had to be seen what species would
go into it. It seems to us to be precisely the reverse ; first decide

what species group themselves together as a genus, then define the

genus on their characters, not forgetting that such definition may

* Etudes de LipidopUrologie eorn-parie, par Charles Oberthur, Fasc. VI.,

Rennes, Juillet, 1912.
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require amendment on another species of the genus being recognised.

The truth is, not that a genus is something in nature that wejhave to
discover, but that it is merely a group of species that seem to be more
closely allied to each other than to other neighbouring groups. It

should further be accepted that if such a group be inconveniently
large, it may be divided into several genera, that are more closely

allied to each other than genera, as usually accepted, are. Such
genera (often called sub-genera) may be accepted even if not separable
from each other by very crisp definition, or, as it is more usually

regarded, if there aie species that are more or less intermediate. Even
in the most "natural" genera, it should be recognised that there is

great room for the question of convenience and for the personal equation,
and that any attempt to completely eliminate these factors must fail

and is at the root of much of the difference of opinion that exists.

To take an instance referred to by M. Alpheraky, the Vanessas, if

there were only the British species, convenience requires they shall all

be Vanessas, including even Pyrameis. But when we deal with the
species of the world it is very desirable to divide them. Equally some
persons may say that larval and other characters, that carry generic

weight elsewhere, require these species to be divided amongst several

genera, even if we had only the British species to deal with. There
is nothing in the facts themselves to say one or other of these views is

right. What is convenient must follow general opinion. The personal

equation must be dealt with by mutual toleration.

Then follows " Observations sur les Hesperides du Genre
SijrichthHs." this section begins with a personal reminiscence of how great

a change has come over our views on many entomological questions

since the author became a member of the French Society more than
50 years ago. He relates how Rambur, in 1858, diagnosed with
accuracy various species of Si/rirhthus by the anatomy of their

genitalia, yet neither Boisduval, Duponchel, Guenee, nor Graslin,

though certainly well aware of Rambur's work, paid the slightest

attention to it, and treated it as non-existent, and that it was left

until the present day for Dr. Reverdin to show the soundness of

Rambur's position and carry the elucidation of the genus Si/)ichtJui!<

to the extent with which we are now all familiar. M. Oberthiir

praises the high merit of Rambur in being so far in advance of his

age, and gives full recognition and well deserved praise to the work
of Dr. Reverdin. He gives us, by the way, interesting reminiscences
of A. Constant and C. Jourdheuille, though Constant had very high
scientific accomplishments and was a man of much learning, and as

all who have met him will agree, a most amiable and instructive

companion, he always regarded varieties and aberrations as unworthy
of notice or study.

M. Oberthiir found he and M. Jourdheuille were absolutely at

antipodes in this matter, M. Jourdheuille stating that he sought for

his collection the largest, most beautiful, and the most normal
specimens. After some remarks on the value of the genitalia in

recognition of species, the species of Si/rkhthiis are dealt with in geo-

graphical groups. 1. The North American group includes four species

of Boisduval's, of which figures are, for the first time, given in this

volume. 2. South America. 3. Europe, Asia, and North Africa follow,

the latter are subdivided into (a) Asia and Eastern Europe, and (6)
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Western Europe and Algeria. 4. Tropical Africa. Under each of

these IS a list of species with historical and critical remarks in most
cases, much of which one would desire to quote if space allowed.

Article III. is a translation from The National Reriew of China
(Shanghai) on the region of Ta-tsien-lou, prefaced by some introductory

notes, and by a communication from the late Pere Dejean. IV. deals

with the Zyg^nas of Central Italy, and a paper by Signor Orazio Querci

on these is given in Italian and in French translation, and V. an
important communication on Ziji/aena tranaulpina and its variation by
Count E. Turati occupies twenty pages and refers to the figures in

PI. LXII. in the fifth fasciculus.

There follows, as Section VI., a most interesting account of a new
Arctia discovered by Mr. H. Powell in Algeria. It is allied to Cyw-
balophora pudica, a common South European moth, notable for

squeaking when on the wing. The new species Ti/mpanophora liamhli

(Harold Powell) Oberthiir, is apparently very rare and local in Algeria,

yet Mr. Powell found an area of some two or three square miles in

which the larva swarmed to such an extent as to totally destroy the

barley crops and clear off much grassy and other herbage. Mr.
Powell's observations are of great interest, he deals with the life-history

in detail, and his account of the way in which the male repeats his

cry when approaching the female, and the less loud replies of the

female, of his investigations of the structures by which the sound is

produced, and of various other details of structure and habits, makes
such a record of curious facts and persevering observations, and is set

forth in so clear and simple a manner, as is quite a luxury to read.

There are next some 80 or 90 pages of " Revision des Phalenites,"

continuing the account of Guenee's types, and referring to 226 figures

on Plates CXLIV to CLX.
The next ten plates give figures of exotic butterflies chiefly from

Central Asia, but also from Africa and South America. These are all

dealt with in the explanation of plates.

Then follow thirteen plates of varieties of Arctias, Jiavia, hehe,

villica, caja (six plates), purpnrata and doniinida, of which a number of

villica and caja are from British examples, some of which suggest big

prices at Stevens. These plates are in illustration of the treatment of

the Arctiids in Fasc. V., and details are given in the explanation of

plates. Varieties of caja have been much figured, but nowhere else is

there so large a collectien of varied forms so beautifully presented as

here. There are four or five more plates of chiefly non-European
Arctiids (not varieties) including T;iwpano}ihoya haroldi, with its

semi-apterous female. Then follows a plate of varieties of S. menthastri,

under the name of Inbriripcda ; most of these examples are British.

In Vol. v., M. Oberthiir gives his reasons for believing this species to

be really the inbricipeda of Linnaeus, and that Esper was in error in

applying that name to the species to which we now apply it. It

appears, however, from what M. Oberthiir says, that Linnanis, by
his reference to Roesel, included both species under hthricipeda, though
his description was taken from iiientlmatri, Esper. It was, therefore,

quite within his right for Esper to retain the Linnean name for either

species, renaming the other, besides which Esper was the first to

figure the insects under these names, though M. Oberthiir apparently
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regards Linnaeus as not coming under his rules as to figures being

more authoritative than descriptions.

There are next several plates of Satyrids and other butterflies.

Plate CXXVII. represents several striking cases of mimicry by
Lepidoptera, of Hymenoptera and Diptera. A plate of Agrotids and
three of L'atorala follow, and then five of life-histories of Algerian

species worked out and drawn by Mr. H, Powell.

There are seven plates with 137 figures of species of SyrkltthuH,

illustrating the important paper on the group, in this volume.
The photographs, some 59 in number, entitled " Exploration de

Harold Powell en Algerie, 1911," are not the least interesting in the

volume. The first dozen are from living insects, including

Tijinpanophora harohii. The remainder illustrate the country investi-

gated, giving the habitats of various Lepidoptera, with the character-

istic surroundings of the insects and their foodplants.

The volume increases our high appreciation of Mr. Powell as a

scientific naturalist and observer, as an energetic explorer and collector,

and not less as an artist and photographer, and shows what a

marvellous amount of work he did in 1911. M. Oberthiir is much to

be congratulated in having two such accomplished assistants in his

labours as Messieurs Powell and Culot.

[In Part II. of the current volume of the Aimales Je la Socike

Kntoiiiolof/igiie de Belfficjne, M. Paul Dognin gives several pages of

notes on the various species discussed in the "Revision des

Phalenites " in the above named volume of Kttales, and offering

many corrections in the nomenclature of the figures given on the

plates of M. Oberthiir. His remarks are confined to the species of the

S. American fauna he has referred to, which he has in his own
collection.—H.J.T.]

Coleoptera in Sussex during 1912.

By HEREWARD C. DOLLMAN, F.E.S.

The neighbourhood of Ditchling during August and September

repaid my collecting there moderately well. On August 30th I was
very pleased to come across another example of ilembidiuiii qiiadripiis-

tulatiim, Dej., under a stone in a damp part of Spatham Lane sand-

pit. MetabletHs tnincatellun, L., a species I have on occasion found
" strays " of at Ditchling in previous years, was found in some
numbers among moss growing on an old flint wall (September 2nd).

The second example of Helophurus porcidus, Bedel., found in the district,

was taken off a wall one very wet August day.

From some foul straw in a farm-yard, on August 20th, I sifted out

a few Uxijpoda iraterhoitsei, Rye. This rare beetle I found not un-

commonly in stack-refuse in April, 1911. I must thank Dr. David

Sharp for " spotting " this little-known form for me. (Kvijpuda annu-

laris, Sahib., was secured in nice series by sifting dead beech leaves on

September 11th, when one or two of the very uncommon Clwleva

nliirita, Er., were also tubed. September 19th gave me an interesting

local record in (Jnediiis maiiriis, Sahib, (var. fai/eti, Thoms.), one of

which species was found under the bark of a dying oak. (Jiiediusi

fnlijiduii, F., recorded before as not uncommon in cow-sheds at
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Ditchling, was found in great numbers among dirty, damp straw in a

large shed on September 12tb.

By beating clematis, elder, and other hedge-row plants, a number
of Lathridius aufiulattis, Man., were knocked out, in company with

many of its common congener, L. lardarins, DeG. Assiduous work at

a cut grass heap, accumulating week by week from the tennis-court,

resulted in a few interesting captures. The genus Monotoma was
represented by five species, three of which were quite common, M.
hrevicullis, Aube., M. picipes, Herbst, and ZIV. lonf/icollh, Gyll., and

two much more scarce, ^1/. spinicollis, Aube, and M. quadricollis, Aube.

A specimen or two of Mi/niiecoxenus vajwrariorinn, Guer., was also sifted

from this grass heap. On September 15th I caught an Aphodius

porcux, F., flying over the Clayton Hill Road, no others being found,

however, in spite of much searching. Interesting as suggesting one

of its food-plants, the capture of Apion affine, Kirby, in very small

numbers on Ononis (September 19th) is worth noting.

From under the bark of a felled pine, riddled by the common
Toiniciia and Hi/laste.t, a large number of Hylastes opacns, Er., could

have been taken. This is rather interesting, as pines are very few and

far between around Ditchling. A walk over to " West Wood," beyond

Ditchling Common, on September 18th, led to the discovery of

a cossus-iniected oak tree, a large, but not a strong infection.

Epinaca decern(jattata, F., and Crijptarcha striyata, F., were the only

interesting "goat-species" taken, but from moss oft" the trunk an

Anchu)iienus lirens, Gyll., and one Scydmaenus piisilliis, Miill., were

shaken out, while from out of the fairly solid wood a few larvs of

Haplocneinu.i iniiiressns, Marsh, were dug out. My friend Mr. Cribb

took a few imagines from this same tree earlier in the year. Later in

the same day, I spotted another eo.ss/(.s-oak on Ditchling Common, and

the best capture from this tree was a nice series of Ciyptarclia iinperialis,

F. Homaliam planum, Payk., also occurred to me here. A few walks

over to the coast, to work around Brighton and Rottingdean, resulted

in some local forms being taken. Under stones Zabrus gibhus, F., a

series, Licinas depressing, Payk., five or six, Amara consiilaris, Duft.,

and a few Syncalypjta liirsuta, Sharp, were found. Shaking out grass

roots near the edge of the cliffs produced, amongst many other more
common beetles, Ocypus pedator, Grav., SilpJia obscura, L., in numbers,

and a few Opatrum. September 3rd, my father and I went over to

Balcombe Forest, principally after Lepidoptera. The day was not by

any means without profit among the Coleoptera as well, however.

The most choice capture was a fine example of the blue form of

Byctiscns betideti, F., beaten from birch ; the lateness of the date points

to this being one of a second brood, a fact already noted in the life-

history of B. popidi.

Khiiis vulkmari, Panz., was found in great numbers on the lower

surface of submerged stones and brick-bats in a quickly flowing stream

;

several often could be seen upon one stone. On the bank of the

L. B. and S. C. Ry., just after Balcombe Tunnel, I tubed a few

Notiopliihis. On capture I did not worry about their specific identity,

wanting any members of the genus to replace old specimens in my collec-

tion. On examination, all four of them turned out to be the rare N.

quadriyuttatiis, Dej., the arrangement of the four punctures, except in

one specimen, not symmetrically including a rectangle, the lower
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left puncture in three of the specimens being markedly lower than its

corresponding fellow.

We gave some little time to working one or two Formica riifa

nests, situated near the entrance of Balcombe Forest. I mention below

all the myrmecophilous beetles seen, knowing that all localities and
dates of such species are of particular interest to one of the editorial

staff, even when the beetles concerned are not by any means " rare."

O.vi/poda haemorrhoa, Sahl., common, Thiasoplnla am/idata, Er., very

scarce, Notothecta fiavipea, Grav., not uncommon, N. aticeps, Er., one

or two, Qiiedius brevu, Er., four or five, and Leptacinus forniicetonun,

Maerk., common, were the " regulars " present. One example of

Bryaxis fosmdata, Reich, presumably a stray, was also noticed.

Additional Notes from Ditchling for 1911.— (Pages 20-28

<inte.)—Home of the more obscure captures of last year, having

been submitted for verification to the various specialists in their

groups, I now put on record Homalata lani/inda, Er., one or two
in thick moss from a small wood, April 15th. Homalota parens,

Er., from moss round a small pond, August 30th. Homalota pili-

<u)niis, Thorns., in company with the latter, very rare. Homalota exilia,

Er., a few of a large form of this species from under stones on April

12th. From a dead starling on September 22nd, I took a short series

each of Homalota puberida, Sharp, and H. oblita, Er., also one specimen

of a form apparently referable to soror, Kr. By sifting moss in the

garden field, H. villosida, Kr., was taken sparingly in April.

One or two Gabrius bishopi, Sharp, were shaken out of cut reeds

at Offham, near Lewes, on April 30th. On September 23rd, I found a

small Placusa commonly under the sappy bark of an oak ; this turns

•out to be Placnm piimilio, Grav. A single specimen of Ato)iiana

iimbrina, Gyll., was also found under this bark. Other species of

Atomaria found during the year, worthy of noting down, were:

—

nuiri-

ventris, Steph., nit/ripemns, Payk., in cow sheds; atra, Herbst, rarely in

moss, etc. ;
fiiscata, Sch. ; r^iitta, Steph., common round a small pond ;

wesomelaf,, Herbst, rare, in company with i/iitta : J'uscipes, Gyll., a few

by sweeping on the Downs; pnulla, Payk., very common in stack-refuse

and moss ; beroUnendx, Kr., rare ; apicalis, Er., not uncommon, and
versicolor, Er., one from a rotten oak bough.—H. C. D.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
A New European Butterfly.—Herr George C. Kriiger, of Milan,

contributes to Societas Entom(do<iica for March 15th, an interesting

note recording the occurrence in Spain of a Hesperid butterfly, which
is new to the European list. The insect in question is Fanara borbonica

var. holli, Obth., and the writer tells us that in December, 1910, his

father sent him, for the collection of Count Turati, a male specimen of

a " Dickkopf," which was a reminder that he had collected a number
of them more than twelve years previously, and had distributed them
among the gentlemen who had participated in his first collecting

journey, as " Panara nostrodamiis var." He took the first examples

of this beautiful golden-yellow befringed and dusted Hesperid, whose
forewings in both sexes are ornamented with semi- transparent spots,

in June and Jnly, 1899, on the flower-beds of the railway station at

Algeciras. Later on, in August and September, and in subsequent
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years, he saw them abundantly between the second and third railway

bridges on the right bank of the Rio Miele. This river, which is only

a short kilometre long, collects its waters in the cork woods of the

Sierra de la Luna, the most southern of the Spanish mountains, and
flows into the haven of Algeciras, in the bay of Gibraltar.

Monsieur Obeithiir has determined Count Turati's specimen as

being Panaia borboni'-a var. holli, Obth., which he had previously

described from Algerian specimens sent home by Captain E. HoUfrom
the province of Hussein Dey, captured at the end of October. The
variety seems to differ from the type which occurs in Madagascar,
Bourbon, and Sierra Leone, by being smaller, and in the reduction in

size of the three white points edged with black, on the underside of

the hindwings. Monsieur Oberthiir's notes on the subject will be

found on pp. 363-5 of vol. iv. of Etudes de Lepidopterohxjie Comparee,

and there are two figures on Plate LX. in the next volume of the same
work. Herr Kriiger's Spanish record adds a very interesting species to

our European butterfly fauna, and English entomologists who intend

visiting the south of Spain during the coming season should be on
the look-out for it.—A. E. Gibbs (F.E.S.), St. Albans, Herts.

Another new European Butterfly.—Dr. Chapman is still

pursuing his investigations into the more obscure species of the

Lycaenidae. In the Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud., Part iv., page 662,

he discusses " An unrecognised European Lycaena, identified as

Ayriades thersitea (Boisd. MSS.) Cantener," illustrating his remarks
by live plates. Almost from its first recognition this species has
been confused with Polyoiinnatns icariis ab. icariniDi, which it both
closely resembles and associates with on the same ground, but from
which it is generically distinct in its genitalia. The species seems
to be comparatively a southern one. So far the distribution is

outlined only by the specimens which he, Dr. Chapman, has had in

review. Savoy, Dauphiny and Provence in France ; Piedmont, Piceno
and Siena in Italy ; Tragacete, Albarracin and Barcelona in Spain

;

Syria, Persia and Central Asia ; Trelex, Ollon and Visp in the Rhone
Valley ; and two more northern localities Weimar and Saxony.
In his researches Dr. Chapman has brought into notice an interesting

work published in Paris in IbSl, hist. Nat. des Lep. lihup. oh Pap.
diur. des depart, des Rant- et Bas-Ithiu, de la Moselle, de la Meurthe et

des Vusyes, Par L. P. Cantener, Avocat, ex-Prof, ci I'ecole de Sorege.

This book is well illustrated by a series of capital plates.—H.J.T.
A Gynandromorph of Parnassius delius.— Carl Hold figures and

describes a striking gynandromorph of P. deli us in the Int. Ent. Zeit.

of March 22nd. It was captured sitting on the foodplant on
July 10th, 1911, near the Naret Pass, in S. Tessin. While the two
left wings are quite of the pure white of the male butterfly with only
a few black markings, the right wings show the typical form of the

female with much extended black markings, especially pronounced in

the eyespots of the hindwings. The two wings on the right side are

larger, the eyespots are larger and more distinct than those on the left

side. The forewings possess the usual red costal spots on both sides,

except that on the underside of the right wing is a second red spot, as

is usual in the $ . Also on the inner margin of the underside of the

right hindwing is a large red spot, which is wholly wanting on the
left. The abdomen is male.—H.J.T.
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A Gynandromorph of Orgyia antiqua.—Karl Abrecht, of Saar-

briicken, figures and describes a gynandromorpb of O. antujita in the

Knt. Xeit., of March 22nd, which was taken in a garden where the

species is very abundant. It was sitting on the cocoon from which it

had just emerged. The pupa case showed the gynandromorphism
very distinctly. The left side is male and the right side female. The
line of separation is very apparent, and exactly median down the

body. The <^ side of the abdomen is brown and the 5 side gray,

sharply separated in the middle. The <? legs, especially the front

ones, are long and brown, the 5 legs short and gray. The J wings
are imperfectly developed, probably owing to difficulty in emergence
from the pupa. No examination of the genital organs has been

made.—H.J.T.

:igiOTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
The Past Season, 1912.—Mr. Baker-Sly states in the last month's

number of the F!nt. liecord (p. 54) that Anthrocera filipendidae was
common on Box Hill in the middle of last August. The species was
extraordinarily rare on the North Downs near Wrotham. In the one
locality on the Downs, which I visit with any frequency, it appeared to

be non-existent. I was particularly desirous of finding it as I am
attempting to hybridize Burnets.

Hijihaecia nictitans has also been very rare near Tonbridge. I was
wanting spirit material for dissection and only obtained one specimen.

I could find no members of this genus in the Lake district during the

first fortnight of September, the weather, however, was extremely
unfavourable. One or two of my correspondents have noted the

scarcity of the insect this last season. Leucania lithanjyna was
perhaps more common than usual near Tonbridge. Ceiniostowa

lahurnella was extraordinarily rare again in the garden near Tonbridge,

we have been particularly atfiicted by this species in previous years.

This August the one or two laburnum trees which I searched appeared
to be rejoicing in complete immunity from the pest.—^P. A. Buxton
(F.E.S.), Trinity College, Canibridge.

Lyc.ena arion at Constantinople.— Count Michel Bukowky,
Secretary to the Austro-Hungarian Embassy here, has shown me a

remarkably large and fine female L. arion, which he took close to

Therapia on the European side of the Bosphorus early in July 1912.

The specimen, a light form, was the only one which he saw. I have
not seen L. arion alive yet but hope to take it here. Meanwhile
records of this species from the S. Eastern portion of its distribution

area which does not seem to extend much, if at all further South than
Mt. Olympus above Brusa, being few and far between, I have noted
this capture with Count Bukowky's kind permission.—P. P. Graves
(F.E.S.), Club de Constantinople. Febntarij 2St/i, 1913.

Vanessa io.—On March 5th I saw a verj' good example of \'anrssa

io in my garden sporting in the sun.—H. G. Gregory, Westleigh,
Salisbury. March 8th, 1918.

Collecting Notes in 1912.—During July, 1912, I was staying at

Rhosilli, a tiny village at the extremity of the Gower peninsula of

Glamorganshire. The country round includes miles of cliff top,

extensive moorland and sand-burrows, deep lanes and the great sandy
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stretch of Rhosilli Bay. The following list of beetles collected there

may be of interest.

Cincindela uiarithiia, common along a short stretch of the low

sandy cliff of the bay, but not seen elsewhere; ('ychrus rostratiis:

Nebiia coniplanata, shaken from overhanging roots of rush on the cliff

of the bay; ChlaeiiiKs rcfititus, Annua tihiaiis, A. liicida, harpaliis

neijlectits and H. ijinariis, all on the sand dunes ; Ainava hifrons,

('alathus moliis &ud <
'. flavijx'n, llenibidiiini pallidiju'iDie and 11. ijiiadri-

[/Httatinii, Droiiiins iiwridionalis ; Deronectea lattix, one taken from a

shingly stream on the moor; A<iabus didyouts, Oci/pits aier, common
along the cliff- tops; ridlonthtis lepidu^, one on the sand-burrows;

Stenus //uttiila and S. pallitarsis, Silplia tristis, Subcoccinella 24 -punctata,

Antherophagus pallens, Anoinala frischi common on the sand dunes
;

Aeijialia arenan'a, Cteniopiis sulplmrens (abundant) ; Lagria hirta,

Heliopatlies gibbns, Salpingus aeratns, Aptliona nonstriata, (JtiorJn/nchus

riigifrons, P/iilopedon genn'natns, Hypera fai^cindata under Erodimn on
the sand-dunes ; Apinn sabidatiim and A. aetJiinpfs, Aloplnix trignttatiis,

< 'oeliodes (jn^rcnx, (''eiithorrhy)icJnis litnra.

During September of this same year I was at Buttermere, in the

lake district of Cumberland. Carabns glahratns occurred rather

frequently, especially in the big ravine called Coledale ; C. catenulatua

was abundant and very variable, one black specimen taken ; C. arvensia

scarce. Other species taken were Xebria gylUnhali, Pterostichns

aethiops, Patrobns assi)nilis, Beinbidiiini atro-caernleion, Agabiis arcficus,

abundant in a tarn at 1,700ft.; Hydroporits hmgulns and H. septeni-

trio)ialis, Staplnjlinns stercorariti.^, Qnediiis fulvicullis, PhilontJtiis decnnis,

Othiits laenitscidns, Acidota crenata, Lesteva sharpi and L. sicula,

Hunialota ereniita, Silpha nigrita and S. qnadripunctata, Cryptoliypmts

ripariHs. On the whole, beetles were rather few and far between, and
even the commonest species were hardly more than locally common,
with the exception of LTeotrupea sylvaticns and Ci. renialis, which were

everywhere. Very litfle was found high on the mountains, but

Pterostichns niadidus occurred at 2,000ft., as did ByrrJins pilitla.

Philonthiis varians was taken above 2,400ft., and Carabus arvensis at a

little below that height. I may add that during this year I took

Lathrobiuni angustatnni at Coverack, in the Lizard Peninsula of

Cornwall, in April; Orsodacna lineola and its var. hunieralis together at

Ruislip, April 28th, Cassida vittata at the Lizard in April, and
Isclmohiera sangninicollis at Burnham Beeches on May 11th. Being a

mere beginner I have to thank Mr. Donisthorpe and Dr. Nicholson

for much kind help in naming my captures.— J. W. Allen (M.A.,

F.E.S.), 30, Blenheim Gardens, Cricklewood.

CURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
We hear with pleasure that the London Institution is not to be

pulled down and that consequently the City of London Entomological

and Natural History Society have returned to their old quarters in the

historic building, which we understand has passed into the hands of

the Government. The Society's Transacti(jns (reviewed ante page 55)

were issued to date we find, and it was quite an accident that the copy

for review, forwarded in April, did not reach us until late in the year.

In the Ueoiie Mensuelle de la Soc. Ent. Nanniroise a new form of
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Kuuwrpha elpennr is recorded as ab. alhoradiata.—" Alis posticis

superne alboradiatis."—In the hindwings the spaces between the
nervures are rayed with white. This radiate marking is stated to be a
rare form of variation in the Sphinfiidae. A small example of

Gonepteryx rliaumi measuring about 43mm. in expanse is named ab.

ininor, and for the form without the orange discoidal spot, which
occurs occasionally, the name ohsoUta is suggested.

The current parts of the Verhnml. k. k. zoo. -hot. Gesell. Wien contain
a comprehensive article on the Lepidopterous fauna of the Otztal, or

Oetzthal, a valley running south from Otz, a station about mid-way
between the Arlberg tunnel and Innsbruck, by Professor D. Moritz
Kitt. For four succes«;ive years he spent his holidays there, lasting

from the beginning of July to mid-September, and with the help of a
few friends, who occasionally stayed with him, he has obtained records

of no less than 118 species of butterflies besides a very large number of

species of Macro-Lepidoptera Heterocera. He refers to the previous

records of captures and observations in the same area, and adds
geological, geographical, and other notes useful for any future visitor

to this famous north Tyrol valley. A sketch map of his wanderings
with elevations is included.

The Annual Address to the Entomological Society of London, by
Rev. F. D. Morice, M.A., the President, was devoted to a detailed

consideration of " Secondary Sexual Characters as exemplified in the

Aculeate Hymenoptera of the European and Mediterranean areas,"

based upon his own personal examination generally of long series of

specimens and of most species in nature. It is a distinct addition to

our permanent entomological literature.

The c? of (JoUas chiaa, with violet shimmer on the upperside of

the hindwings, has now been named ab. g niicans by Hans Kiefer,

Ent. PiioKhrhan (Insekteiiborse), March 22nd. It is an analogous
aberration to the ab. ^licciua of (

'. ini/rmidonc

A series of articles is appearing in Fauna exotica on the systematic
use and advanta,ge of the electric light for entomological purposes.

The genus Parnassiiis for some time past has occupied the attention

of many entomologists, and one rarely takes up the usual weekly
entomological magazines of the continent without finding at least one
article devoted to this genus. Unfortunately, the new names which
appear are multitudinous, and one can only fear that excessive

duplication must be taking place.

Professor Dr. Rudow contributes an article on the Micro-lepidoptera

of Upper Austria to the Rut. Zeitachrift, of March 15th. He states

that there are no less that 1,282 species with 120 special races found
in this I'egion. Of these 171 are I'ljialidae: 30 are Pterophoridae : 4 are

Orneodidae : 330 are Tortriceiy: AQ are Y/ioitoniei(tidae : 12 are (ihiphip-

teri/i/idae; 18are Plntellidae : 212 are (Telerhiidae : 18Q are Elachistidae:

91 are (Tradlariidae : 23 are Li/nuctiidae : 60 are Nepticididae ; 5 are

Talaeporiidae ; 80 are Tineidae : 6 are Kriocraniidae, and 5 are

Micropteiyfiidae.

In the I)it. Ent. Zeit., for March 15th, is given a plate with figures

of two very interesting hybrids from heilcphila lineata var. lironiica g
and D. eiipliorhiae ? , with figures of the parents for reference. Of this

brood there were 21 perfect pupre, seven males and fourteen females.

Three males emerged in the autumn of 1912 and two male pupre died;
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the rest, two males and fourteen females, came out in the present- year.

To the Entomological News Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker is contributing

an article on Everes comyntaa and E. am)/nttila. It will be remembered
that in Vol. X. of Britit<h Leiiidoptera, the late J. W. Tutt accepted both

the above forms as races of the Pahearctic Everes ari/iades, with a

certain amount of reservation. To this decision he was mainly led by

the work of Mr. Bethune-Baker and Dr. Chapman. Setting out with

this view our author has now come to an exactly opposite conclusion,

viz., that E. conii/ntas is a distinct species. The possession of a series

of some 600 specimens, the examination of several hundred more,

many preparations of the genitalia, the hearty co-operation and opinion

of Dr. Chapman, and the evidence of many of the principal American
entomologists, some of whom have bred the species brood after brood,

have led Mr. Bethune-Baker to this result.

To those interested in the study of Mimicry an article in the March
number of the Eut. New.^i by J. R. Haskin, " The Danaine Species of

N. America and their Mimics," will be very interesting. He attempts

to apply the Batesian Theory to Danais strifiosa, D. berenice, and D.

ple.vippiis, and their mimics Liiiwmtis ohnolfta, E. floridensis, and Aiiosia

ple.npiHis, adding his own field observations on these insects.

In the current volume of Entomolof/isr/ii' Mitteilmujen, the official

organ of the "Deutsches Entomologisches Museum," a series of articles

are appearing by Fritz Wagner on the lepidopterous fauna of the Hi
district of Russian Central Asia. Portions of this area have already

been investigated by Alpheraky and by Frederichsen. Several figures

of the more striking forms have appeared, together with a plate of 20
forms of Pnrnassius actiiix all taken on the same ground.

In the Scottish Natitralist for February, Mr. A, E. J. Carter records

two Diptera of the genus TctcJujdro'nia as new to the British List.

LacJn/drornia annidipes occurred at Aberlady in June, 190i, and is a

widely distributed European species of quite distinctive characters.

T. major was taken at Loch Tay in July, 1904, and is the largest

species of the genus. It comes nearest to T. ecalceata.

A very complete and valuable story and life-history of that

beautiful and curiously rare Noctua, ( Kvytr»ipia orbiculosa, Esp., appears

in the "Annals of The National Hungarian Museum" for 1912—from

the pen of Dr. Antal Schmidt. The species was described by Esper from
a single male example, taken at Szeged, probably in 1797 or 1798, and
now in the Hungarian National Collection. The second example was
taken at Varosliget in 1847. Since that date (K orbiculosa has been

found in various small localities near Buda Pest, but never until quite

recently in any numbers. In consequence of the rarity and value of

the specimens, extraordinary efforts Avere made to keep the localities

secret, and one even hears of collectors going on the ground armed
with a revolver, and using this weapon upon intruders ! The imago
appears in September and October. The males fly with a swift

undulating flight in small clearings in woods in the morning sun in

search of the female, which is usually to be found at rest. The ova are

dropped in the sand, loose, in the neighbourhood of the foodplant

Iris jiiimila, and pass the winter in that stage. The larvte emerge in

April, they feed, chiefly by night, on the leaves and rhizome of Iris

pitmila. The article is illustrated by an excellent coloured plate
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showing the different life-stages and the working of the larva in the

foodplant.

j^ C I E T I E S

.

The Entomological Society of London.— Xoveinber &t/i, 1912.
— Dr. Emile Frey-Gessner, La Roseraie, Geneve, Svi'ifczerland,

was elected to the Honorary Fellowship rendered vacant by the

death of Prof. Ganglbauer. Messrs. G. C. Bodkin, Govt. En-
tomologist, George Town, British Guiana ; C. Bowring, Acting
Commissioner of Customs, Wenchow, China; F.L. Davis, J. P., M.R.C.S.
(Eng.), L.R.C.P. (Lond.), Belize, British Honduras; Dr. Dewitz,
I)evant-les-Ponts,Metz, Lorraine; H. M.Hallett, 13, Earl Road, Penarth,
Glamorgan ; A. D. Imms, D.Sc, B.A., F.L.S., Forest Zoologist to the

Govt, of India, Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun, U.P., India ; N.
Jardine, 2, Castle Street, Ashford, Kent ; H. King, Govt. Entomologist,
Gordon College, Khartoum, Sudan; Jal P. Mullan, M.A., Asst. Professor

of Biology, St. Xavier's College, Chunam Kiln Road, Grant Road,
Bombay, India; E. J. Paterson, Fairholme, Crowborough; W. Rait-

Smith, 86, Gladstone Street, Abertillery, Monmouthshire; and
Dr. A. Seitz, 59, Bisraarckstrasse, Darmstadt, Germany, were elected

Fellows of the Society. Brknthis pales, var. isis, ak. napaea,

AND ab. suffusa. •—-The Rev. G. Wheeler exhibited on behalf of

the Rev. F. E. Lov/e a series of Brenthis pales taken in the Heuthal,
Bernina Pass, on June 21th, 27th and 28th, 1912. Some were of the

var. uis and some of the 5 s of the ab. napaea, but the most remark-
able were very pronounced examples of the ab. snfiisa, Wh., both J
and ? , some of the latter being almost completely black. Blue
Females of Polyommatus icarus.—Mr. Wheeler also exhibited

on behalf of Mr. R. M. Prideaux a series of unusually blue ? s of

Pobjoiniuatus icarus, taken in the spring of this year in the Westerham
district. Melitaea aurinia.—Mr. L. W. Newman exhibited a long and
constant series of M. aurinia, bred from two batches of ova laid by
North Cornwall $s; and on behalf of Mr. G. B. Oliver, a picked

and varied series, bred by the latter also from North Cornwall
larvas. A myrmegophilous African Lycaenid.—Dr. W. A. Lamborn
exhibited two larvfe and two bred imagines with corresponding pupa-
cases, of the Lycaenid butterfly Ruliphijra mirifica,Yio\\. The larvte

were found in a nast of the ant (hcophylla sniaraf/dina var. lonijinoda.

The Spherical Structures on Cocoons of the Tineid Moth Epicephala
CHALYBACMA, Meyr.—Pfof. Poulton read a letter, describing the pro-

duction of these structures, written May 27th, 1912, from Peradeniya,

Ceylon, by Mr. E. E. Green, and exhibited thecocoons referred to therein.

The West African Agaristid moth Messaga monteironis , Butler, a

MIMIC OF the Hesperid Pyrruochalcia iphis, Drury.—Mr. J. A, de

Gaye, who was present as a visitor, showed examples of the above-

named model and mimic captuied by him on the same day at the same
plant. A MYRMECoPHiLous Coleopteron.—Mr. Donisthorpe exhibited

a specimen of Thorictus foreli var. bonnairei, Wasm., a small beetle,

fastened on to the antenna of an ant, Mijrnieencj/stKs bicolor, F.

PiERiNE Butterflies and their Scent-Scales.— Dr. F. A. Dixey made
some remarks on the Pierine genus Pinacopteryjc, illustrating them by
exhibiting male and female specimens of most of the species, side by side
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with which were shown drawings made to scale of the plumules character-

icticof each form. Protective Resemblance.—Mr. A. Bacot exhibited

an Acridiine Orthopteron from the Benguella Plateau, which bore a

very perfect resemblance to the scorched grass stems, on one of which
it was resting ; also specimens of the Dipteron (jlossina palpalis, var.

wi'llinani, Austen, from Catumbella River. Gigantic Larv^.—Mr.
Eltringbam exhibited two specimens of an unusually large Lasio-

campid larva which had been presented to the Hope Department by
Mr. C. A. Foster, who took them in Sierra Leone. Each larva was
about seven inches in length. Professor Poulton suggested that the

larvte might perhaps be (hniotncta subfascio, Wallf., or (i. re(/io, Auriv.

The following papers were read :—" On New Species of Fossorial

Hymenoptera from S. Africa, chiefly FAidinae," by Rowland E.

Turner, F.E.S., and " The Life-History of Psciidacraea eiirytiis hoblei/i,

Neave," by G. H. D. Carpenter, B.A.,'B.M., B.Ch., F.E.S. A paper
on " Some Luminous Coleoptera from Ceylon," by E. Ernest Green,

F.E.S. , was read by Mr. C. J. Gahan. Noreinher 20th, 1912.—New
Fellows.—Miss Margery H. Briggs, B.Sc, 7, Winterstoke Gardens,
Mill Hill, N.W. ; Messrs. Edward Ballard, Zomba, Nyassaland

;

George Trevor Lyle, Bank House, Brockenhurst ; Rev. J. W. Metcalfe,

The Vicarage, Ottery St. Mary ; Kurt, Baron Rosen, Zoologische

Staatssammlung, Munich. West African Rhopalocera and Hymen-
optera.— Dr. W. A. Lamborn exhibited (1) a small company of the

Nymphaline butterfly Eiiphaedra ravola, Hew.
; (2) Two bred families

of the Pierine butterfly, Lenccronia arf/ia, Fabr., with the ? parent in

each case. A Scarce Hemipteron.—Mr. E. C. Bedwell exhibited

specimens of LofiiosoniKs cnercis, H.S., one of the rarest of the British

Li/i/aeidaf. Mantid Oothecae.—Mr. 0. E. Janson exhibited specimens
of a remarkable Mantid ootheca from Delagoa Bay. ^Aberrations of

CoLiAs edusa.—Mr. E. C. Joy exhibited two aberrant specimens of C.

ednsa, bred from Folkestone in October last. Remarkable Larval
Nests. Dr. K. Jordan exhibited two nests of Eucheira socuilis recently

received from Western Mexico. The caterpillars of this Pierine

butterfly live gregariously in an opaque nest of silk, which has an
aperture at the lower end. Pupation takes place in the cavity of the

nest, the pupa; being suspended b}' the tail, as in the case of yymphalidae.
The following Papers were read :

—" Notes on Various Central

American ( 'aleoptera, with Descriptions of New Genera and Species,"

by G. C. Champion, A.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S. ;
" The Butterflies of the

White Nile, a Study in Geographical Distribution," by G. B. Longstafl",

M.A., M.D., F.E.S. A considerable discussion took place on the

subject of Dr. Longstaff' s paper.

PREVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Lepidopterorum Catalogus, Part x. Tortricid.e. E. Meyrick. W.

Junk, Beklin. Price, Mark 8.10.—Some time ago the above-named
part of the " Catalogus " came to hand, and as we were then just com-
mencing to overhaul our Tortn'res it was expected to be very useful.

At the moment the genus Peronea was before us, and the remembrance
of an article in the pages of this magazine some years ago, giving an
exhaustive account of the various named forms of Peronea criatana,

by the late J. A. Clark (and J. W. Tutt), came to us. What was.
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the reference ? The " Catalogus " should tell us. On turning to

the genus Pcrunea, page 59, to our utter astonishment we found that

Curtis was the only author credited as having discussed this genus.

Surely Barrett, Stainton, Wilkinson, Wood, Herrich-Schjiffer, Heine-

mann, Dapouchel, Treitsche, Siephens, etc., etc., have treated of this

genus as a whole, and surely many more or less comprehensive notes

on it have appeared in magazine literature from time to time, <?.//.,

Weston, Webb [Hnt.). On turning to P. cristana, p. 66, we still found

no help, for there was no reference to i,he article we needed and we
had to wade through the indexes of the back volumes of the " K)it.

Record," before we met with the article we wanted in vol. xiii., page

227 et seij. Here we found that 65 forms had received names at one

time or another, and that full references were given with copies of

the original descriptions of each form. Going back to the " Catalogus
"

we found only 19 named forms referred to, the rest were utterly

ignored. (South's "Entomologist" List published as far back as

1884 gives 30 named forms for Great Britain alone). We can only

say how disgusted we were at the ignorant, or shall we say negligent,

incompleteness of the List as we have tested it. Surely it was
absolutely necessary in an important work of this nature, to give every

available reference likely to be of use to the future student, at least every

author and every name, which has been at anytime used as a synonym
or in any way connected with the genus or species, should be included,

even if riper experience and deeper knowledge have shown error to

have crept in. Turning to page 3 to see the list of anchors, treating

of the Tortricidae as a whole, we were again grievously disappointed

to find not a aimile reference. After what we had been led to expect

from the splendid example set by L. B. Prout in his section

of the " Catalogus," the Ueometridae, where he gives no less than

Hixteen pages of references to the works of those who have dealt with the

section more or less at length, we can only wish that the " Tortricida
"

section had never been issued. We did expect that at any rate our

English contributions to this great work would be much above the

general average completeness attained in the various sections and not

far and away below as this one is. Let us hope that the Editors will

in future vigorously insist against the acceptance of any further

contributions unless a very high standard of completeness be both

attempted and attained. The part before us will have to be done

again before it can be of use to any one who takes up really serious

and thorough research work in the Tortricitlae. Further investigation

shows us that only a limited number of works have been consulted for

references and that a large number of important contributions are

utterly ignored, (-fi-'.//., hiferana page 11. No reference to Chapman's
valuable contributions to our knowledge of this species.) It would be

much better to include all possible references, even if some were of

doubtful utility, rather than to make a selection, which selection, in the

nature of things, can only be satisfactory to the man who makes it.

References are the tools with which a student works, and the greater

ease and saving of time in this mechanical and routine work, the more
time, thought and energy are available, and the better and more
thorough the scientific results attained. The work, as regards get-up,

printing, etc., as it would be coming from the firm of \V. Junk, of

J3erlin, is quite admirable.—H.J.T.
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The Coloration Problem.

By W. PARKINSON CURTIS, F.E.S.

(Contimied from page lO'J.)

Although it is not easy to say what is the object of attack, the

action of attacking an insect is unmistakable, because of the sudden
alteration of tactics on the part of the bird, the sudden pull up and
then the quick twists and turns. It is a matter of surprise to us to

find what an immense number of birds like insect diet. Besides the

regular insectivores, ciz., the Sijb-iidae (Warblers), Cypselidae (Swifts),

Capriiiudijidae (Night-jars) and Swallows and Martins {Hiriindinidae),

we have now noticed the major portion of the rasseriforuies, the Gulls

Larus canus and L. ridibiindus, the Stru/idae (Owls) and the common
Heron {Ardea cincrea). This last, unlikely bird, we noticed catch an
insect on the wing in July, 1912, in the Cam Valley. Reputedly
graminivorous birds dearly love insect food, and we notice that

Sturna vuhjaris (the Starling) and Frim/illa coelebs (the Chaffinch)

make a practice of frequenting tree tops in the late afternoon in order

to catch those insects which bask in the last rays of the dropping sun.

It may be noted in this connection that Pierids, Lycaenids, Satyrids

and Nymphalids in the late afternoon seek the upper parts of

trees to sun themselves. What is the logical conclusions to draw
from these observations? To my mind one only, viz., that insects,

including Lepidoptera, form a staple article of diet and are procured in

the manner one would expect from the habits of the bird. It is of

little use quoting the ornithologists on this subject, Mr. Marshall has
already pointed that out. Lieut. -Col. Manders has (1911 Trans.

Znol. Sac. Lond., page 696 et seij.), quoted their opinions on this point,

and they are, like their works, so vague as to be almost useless.

I venture to suggest to Lieut. -Col. Manders, that his remarks
{loc. cit., page 711), with regard to Mr. Marshall's quotations, might pass
muster as a piece of smart pleading in a defence, where counsel had a

bad case to support, but that it leads nowhere in a matter of this

nature. None of the disputants have a case to make good, it is only
a question what is really the truth in the matter. Mr. Marshall was
quoting from ornithological works, and not giving his own observa-

tions, nor observations directed to this particular end, and an
admission on the part of an ornithologist was valuable, since it meant
that the attacks were sufficient to force themselves upon the notice of

an ornithologist. To argue, therefore, that he himself is entitled to

assume that the mere fact, that an ornithologist omits mention of

feeding upon lepidopterous imagines and only refers to Grasshoppers

and various other kind of coleopterous insects ! (the Italics this time are

mine), means that no lepidopterous imagines are attacked, is an
entirely unwarranted assumption. The fact is that the ornithologists

usually note that a bird will or will not eat an insect (usually

according to my experience when they say not they are wrong). But
if any insects be eaten they do not remark whether the food be a
Chalcid fly or Attaciis atlas, because, more often than not, they cannot
tell one from the other. The ornithologist who laboriously mounts
the contents of his birds' stomachs and then as laboriously identifies

the mounts is still a rarity.

May 15th, 1913.
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Lieut.-Col. Manders does a very great deal less than justice to the

evidence produced by Mr. G. A. K. Marshall, because first he says "all

available evidence." It was all the evidence that Mr. Marshall's great

industry collected in a very short time, and it was a pretty strong

collection, but there were omissions to my knowledge. Secondly, he
entirely ignores the Garden Warblers [Sylvia shiijdcx, Becht.) that

actually fed their young on Pieiis rapae. Further, why he should

assume " that if any bird fed, etc., such would be known," I do not

quite know, and he might refer to Mr. Marshall's remark on the

Kestrel, which was originally a casual observation of mine, and once
pointed out, has been noticed by other people at various different

localities, and has been repeatedly confirmed by myself all along the

Dorset coast. Yet no one had remarked it before, and it must have
been going on for untold centuries. I refer Lieut.-Col. Manders, also

to Folsom, Ent.nmolo;i!j, with reference to its Biononiic and Economic
Aspects, page 284, et see], (pub. 1906).

[ do not think myself that it matters whether we ascertain how
much protection be afforded by cryptic coloration. No one believes

(or ought to believe) that either styles of coloration secure absolute

immunity, a comparatively qualified protection will call into play just

those forces which the believers in the theories consider to have been

called into play. I cannot follow Lieut.-Col. Manders into the jungle,

nor can I pit twenty years of mature experience against his twenty
years, since my naturalistic leanings only became noticeable a little

longer ago than that, but though it may seem a matter of chance which
animal comes to grief, the "seeming" is probably quite superficial.

It may well be that the two tigers, acting in concert, would not get as

good a chance of even coming across the bull-bison with the keener

hearing and the keener scent. It may seem a lottery, but even

lotteries conform to the law of averages. I cannot admit the cogency

of the argument that the capture of an odd specimen here and there,

etc., can have little or no effect. How many people observe these

attacks, how many record them ? Few of the former, still fewer of the

latter, yet one may be quite sure that, what the bird is bold enough to

do before one's face occasionally, it is likely to do much more often

behind one's back, and one may also be sure that the entire bird

population over the entire area of their residence are doing exactly the

same thing all the time, and the cumulative effect must be very great.

Eemember we do not see a very small decimal per cent, of the actual

slaughter, and, with the best will in the world, we can only observe a

very small decimal per cent, of the birds, over a still smaller fraction

of their area of residence.

I agree that to find birds which systematically prey or prove

systematic preying upon Lepidoptera by an overwhelming weight of

evidence, would be evidence that would close the mouth of the caviller

once and for all, but I likewise agree that to find such a bird or birds

is a difficult and laborious task, and after twenty years of birds and
their funny little ways and curious individual likes and dislikes, I

should say a well-nigh impossible task. The best way to solve the

difficulty is to procure the stomachs of insectivorous birds, mount the

contents, however fragmentary, and elucidate them as best one can.

Mr. Marshall has pointed out the difficulty of identifying parts of

lepidopterous insects (1908, Tran^. Knt. Soc. Lond., page 138), but the
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secondary genital armatures of Lepidoptera are much better known now
than they were, so that it should not be an entirely impossible thing to

get an approach to accuracy. (The genitalia, eyes, elytra, and other hard
chitinous parts of insects seem to make up the bulk of the excreta of

insectivorous birds.)

There is another method which might produce results :—Sit and
watch a nest day in and day out, let numberless others do the same,
and if you find caterpillars only are brought, change your nest, because
one individual v/ill specialise on a particular caterpillar or caterpillars.

For example, ray brother last year was busy for a long time watching
a pair of Willow-wrens (P. tmchilus var. eversma)mi) feeding young.
They brought almost exclusively Tacniocampa cruda and T. stabilis. I

noticed Parns caendeus (the Blue Tit) bringing larvae to a nest, and so
far as I could see they seemed to be entirely Cheimatubia brumata and
Oporabia dilntata, with a very occasional Hubernia defoliaria. On the
other hand a Chiff Chaff (L'hi/Uotiropiis rufus), which my brother
watched, seemed to have a great partiality for the brown Hj/bemia
larvre. Therefore you Avant an individual that hunts for imagines, and
not only a species that does so. Mr. Colthrup doubts if birds look for

wings at all, but rather the body. I once again disagree. Mr. Colthrup
seems to give his birds credit for a very small amount of intelligence.

Will he say that Haeinatopus ostrilenKs (the Oyster-catcher), Tadorna
corniita (the Sbelduck), and Lanis an/oitatus (the Herring-gull) look
for oysters, cockles, and butterfish ready shelled. Is it not the fact

that they look for the shells and prize them open or drop them on a
stone to break them ? Does Coccotliraustes cuccothraiistes (the Haw-
finch) look for cherrystone kernels and single peas ? Does he not
rather look for cherries and peapods, knowing full well by experience
that inside is the food he seeks ? Cannot the insectivorous birds

be allowed credit for sufficient deductive faculty to enable them to

deduce presence of bodies from presence of wings ? Dr. A. G. Butler
{ioc. cit.) rightly comments that man is very given to under-estimating
the intelligence of the lower creation. (I do not wish to enter into the
thorny problem of whether a particular a3tion is a blind response to a
stimulus, or a caiefull}- reasoned out line of action, as for the purpose
of these theories it does not matter.) A further reason is that later

researches would seem to show that a very large portion, if not all, of

the complicated actions of man are very much the same kind of

responses to stimuli. (See Prof. Poulton's " Darwin and Bergsou on
the Interpretation of Evolution," Jledrock, No. 1, April, 1912, pp. 50
and 51).

As to Gnophos obsruraria, if in a secure retreat it is only dislodged
with much beating. G. obacuraria much prefers a rabbit hole to rest

in to anything else, and it requires some hefty thumps on the ground
outside to induce it to rush into the waiting net, and it does not,

according to my experience, display that nervousness Mr. Colthrup
mentions.

Now the big Boarmiids, whose coloration is cryptic to a degree, and
whose attitudes of rest seem specially adapted to render them still less

conspicuous, are very nervous, especially of sudden movement or
passing shadows, which rather supports the view that the perfec-

tion of colouring is due to stringent weeding out. My experience
is limited to Boarmia roboraria, B. consortaria, B. (jeiiniiaria. B.
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repandata and B. cinctaria. The first and last are the most nervous.

Again is Mr. Colthrup sure that everything in nature has a use ?

What about the vermiform appendix or a pig's tail ? It is probable

that everj' natural attribute has had, has now, or will have a utility to

its possessor, but whether or not a particular attribute is now at this

present time useful, is entirely a question of fact. Mr. Colthrup's

argument takes no notice of vestigial organs. Lohophora carpiuata's

green bloom may have been useful once, it may merely be an

atavistic character (it is found in other members of the genus when
fresh) not suflticientlj'^ harmful to be worth eliminating, it may merely

be an extraneous chemical condition having no bearing on the survival

of the insect, and, moreover, the strong probability is that copulation

and oviposition are completed before the green has faded out. L.

carpinata does not rest exclusively on birch, and if it did, old birches

are nearly always clothed with a pale green lichen, so that the colour

would pro tempore be useful. I think fences may be taken into

consideration, they are ver}^ like weather broken boughs of trees and
dead stumps.

In Lieut. -Col. Mander's more extended remarks in (1911) Proc.

Zool. Soc. Loud., page 696, [which is fittingly followed by Mr. R. J.

Pocock's experiments on page 809] ''', I am met by the difficulty that

Lieut. -Col. Mander's arguments are tropical and my experience

is English, and only a very small part of England at that. Judged

alone the position of affairs in Bourbon and jManritius, to which

Lieut. -Col. Manders calls attention, seems to present a serious difficulty,

but any synaposematic combinations there existing must be brought

under the general application of the theories, and the existence of the

conditions, apparently inimical to the application unquestionably wovdd
no doubt be explicable, were we sufficiently informed, which we are

not at present. I cannot pretend to be sufficiently equipped to deal

effectively with special cases of this kind, in regard to which I have

no first-hand knowledge, but two things struck me. Lieut. -Col.

Manders dismisses several of the birds as too small to be possible

causes. I believe this to be a fallacy. I do not from my own
experience believe that size of insects matters much to a bird if only its

beak be strong enough to tear the insect to pieces. Of course a bird

with an exceedingly long slender bill, like some Humming-birds,
cannot tackle an insect, unless it be a minute one, but subject to that

it is very unsafe to draw inferences from relative size. Secondly,

absence of material departure from a pattern, figured as little time ago

as 1833, not a century, means little when one considers that heredity

would tend to keep the species true to type, in the absence of any
force tending to cause a departure, and it may well be that this

particular synaposematic combination (if such it be) was the product

of forces at work long ago, and for such a long time that the facies

now existing has become firmly established. It is interesting to note

that the Mauritius Kestrel, CercJnieis punctata, seems to have much the

same habits as our own bird, and likewise that the remark on the

Friviiillidaf not being hunters of insects is contrary to ray experience

of the Frini/illidae in England.

* There is a kind of poetical justice about the juxta-position of these two

papers, which, as an ardent advocate of the theories, appeals to me.
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Lieut. -Col. Manders, by his temperature experiments on
Liiimas chrysippiis and tJypolinmas umippvs, has endeavoured to

do what most opponents have not attempted, or when attempting

have failed, r/c, to furnish an explanation of the marvellous likeness

subsisting between presumed model and presumed mimic, and
after a careful perusal of his paper as published (1912, Trans. Ent.

Soc. Loud., page 445), I am bound to say 1 think he too has failed.

Had he succeeded in demonstrating that temperature and (or) moisture

had caused the remarkable similarity of the Danaine and Nymphaline,
then indeed, as Prof. Poulton remarked at the time, the major part of

the theories would have been so shaken that the residue would hardly

have been worth propping up. (Prof. Poulton in lit., October 11th,

1912, informs me that this is how his remark, made in discussion

after Lieut. -Col. Manders' paper, should have been understood, and not

as some of those present believed and indeed informed me as denoting

that Prof. Poulton thought Lieut. -Col. Manders had succeeded in

establishing his point or in damaging the theories.)

That moisture and heat do not afi'ect coloration I do not attempt

to contend, the rule apparently being that island races are darker than

races from the adjacent continents.

{To be continued.)

Lepidoptera in the Wye Valley during 1912.

By J. F. BIRD.

[Concluded from par/e 89.)

July 2nd.

—

Carculrina alsines.

July 3rd.

—

Xola cncidlatella, Afjrotis sef/etinn, Lp.ucania coniijera,

and Lifjdia adiistata (perhaps the first appearance of the second

brood)

.

July 4th.

—

Loinospilis inarf/inata, Acidalia bisetata, Timandra amata
(aniataria) and Amoebe viridaria (very worn).

July 5th.

—

Xylopliasia monofjliipha.

July 6th.

—

Aijlais nrticae (first brood), ApJiantopits hijperantns,

T/tijatira batis, Caradrina (juadripunrtata, Heiitithaea aestivaria,

Cidaria populata (a new record for me in St. Briavels) and Chesias

obliquaria (also bred on March 18th from a Tintern larva).

July 7th.

—

Zonosoma annulata.

July 8th.

—

Cidaria picata. C. pritnata.—A few netted at dusk and
also bred from larvfe (Tintern and St. Briavels),

July 10th.

—

Coenonympha pamphilns (second brood), Netodonta
droDiedarias, $ (bred), Triphaena orbona (bred), Calynmia affinis

(Tintern, bred from larvae off wych-elm) and Cidaria pyraliata.

July 11th.

—

Cosmotriche potatoria (bred).

July 12th.

—

Polyommatus icarus (second brood).

July 13th.

—

Pinna moneta, $ .—Netted at dusk, as it was flying

over bramble-blossom at the edge of a wood.
July 14th.

—

Polyyonia c-albam.—This, the summer brood, lasted

up to September 15th. Leiocampa dictaeoides.—One bred from a larva

obtained in 1910, and had therefore passed through two winters in

the pupal stage. Melanippe nnani/idata.

July 15th.

—

Pieris napi (second brood). Chattendenia ir-album.~On
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several consecutive days a few 3 s paid my orchard a visit and fought

each other for a favourite perch on the leaves of one particular apple-

tree. Although this species occurs commonly on the Monmouthshire
side of the valley, this is the first year I have met with it in Glouces-

tershire. Adopaea linea, Xudaria niiiiulana. Cleoceris viniinalis.—

I

also bred a few of this variable species from larvae oft' sallow, the

first emerging on June 28th. Miana bicoloria and E)ipithecia

tenniata.

July 16th.

—

Drjias paphia.—Rather common in my orchard. I

netted a rather curious J" , with the apex of the forewings devoid of

spots. Anthmccra trifnlii. lAtltoaia liirideola.—I kept two larvae, one

found on a stone wall, and the other on the trunk of a Cedrus deudara.

By feeding them on the young shoots of sallow, I managed, for the first

time, to rear the perfect insect. Bri/ophila peda, Abraxas sijlrata, A.

grofisiilariata and Cureiiiia didi/iiiata.

July 17th.

—

MalacoRouia neiistria.—The larvae were common in the

hedges ; the first season we have found them so since we have collected

in this district. Noctiia aiujuy, Zimdonnatlia tarsipennalis and

Eupithccia coronata.

July 18th.

—

Bitlujii qitmxus.—-The larva; were common in May, and

I bred a nice series of this butterfly, the first emerging on July 1st.

Two I bred are worth noting : (i) A <? with underside of forewings

suffused with orange over one-quarter its area from the inner angle,

(ii) Another 3^ , the markings on the underside unusually dark and

conspicuous, especially the discal lunules. Although the pupre of this

species are not fastened in any way to their cocoons (!) I fancy the

larvae may very occasionally attempt to pupate on the tree. I, at any

rate, found a larva, evidently full-fed, resting in a small chamber

formed of web and fragments of leaf, etc., spun round the leaf and

flower stalks at the end of an oak twig. Being interested, I did not

disturb it, but left it alone for further observation. During the

following few days I looked at it occasionally, and once or twice

inspected it after dark with a lamp. It never moved, but gradually

altered in colour in the way this larva does before pupating. One
morning I found the little cell empty, and no sign of the larva ; either

it had been picked out by some insectivorous bird, or else it had, as I

believe, pupated, and not being attached had fallen to the ground.

Considering the abundance of the larvje during the spring, I

was surprised not to see more than one example of the butterfly on

the wing during the summer. VancHm. io (fresh brood), Tephroda

bistortata (2nd brood) and Addolia scutulata.

July 19th.— Calyiiinia trapezina.

July 20lh.-

—

Jlydroecia nictitans, Crocallu elbujnana and Zonosoma

2)0 rata.

July 21st.

—

Cerigo iiiatiira.

July 22nd.

—

Aniphipyra tragnpogonis, A. jigramidea. Pliida gatxma.

—The fresh brood now began to appear. The latest record for this

species was December 7th, at Tintern.

July 23rd.

—

Leucania litharggda (very worn) and Eubolia limitata.

July 21th.

—

Pieris braa.dcae.—The larvae were found feeding on the

seed-vessels and leaves of Jdesperis matronalis. At least two of them

pupated on the small upper leaves of some neighbouring perennial

sunflowers, attaching themselves to the upperside along the midrib.
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Noctiia haja, Apamea ociilea, and Leiicania pallcns. There is plenty of

ragwort to be found here, but I have never found it particularly

attractive in this district until I tried, on this date, the experiment of

treacling the blossom. It was quite the stickiest job I have ever

tackled ! however, it proved successful, but I was disappointed that

only common insects turned up at the feast I provided for them during
the next three or four weeks. Amongst the visitors were :

—

Noctua
plecta, xY. hoja, Leucania palle7is, L. coni(/era (in swarms), Hydroecia
nictitmi^, H . micacea, Amoebe viriiiaria, Kupitliecia tenuiata, etc.

July 25th.

—

Faran/e aef/eria (second brood) and Noctua plecta

(second brood).

July 26th.

—

Celastrina an/iolioi (second brood).—It was curious,

considering the abundance of this species in the spring, that the summer
brood was not at all plentiful. The latest date on which I saw this

butterfly was September 15th. Onuphos nbttcttrata.

August 3rd.

—

i\ii)ina iimrinata (second brood).-

—

Ithiiikl saw one of

these little day-fliers on this date. However, I met with a fresh-

looking specimen at rest on a leaf in a hedge on August 16th which I

am sure of. I also fancy a small, drab-coloured moth I saw Hying in

the sunshine as late as September 15th was also this species.

August 5th.

—

Pieris rapae (second brood).

August 7th.

—

EnpitJiecia piunilata (second brood).

August 8th.

—

Rtiiidcia phlaeas (second brood), Piircuueis cardui (new
brood). I'arargc nmjaera (second brood).—Latest record, September
17th.

August 9th.

—

Noctua xantlwuraplia, Luperina testacea (Tintern) and
Cidaria silnceata (second brood).

August 11th.

—

TripJiosa dubitata (fresh brood) and Anaitis plcvjiata

(2nd brood).

August 12th.

—

Evniieleda blandiata.

August 13th.

—

Hydroecia micacea.—-Latest record September 16th,

August 19th.

—

Hepialus syh-inu!<.

August 20th.

—

Luperina cespitis (Tintern).—^The 3 s were not un-
common at light on the Gloucestershire side of the valley.

August 25th.

—

Noctua rubi (second brood, Tintern) and A\ unibrosa.

August 27th.— Gonoptera libatrix {also bred, August 10th).

August 31st.

—

Epineuronia popularis.—The 3 s common at light.

September 1st.

—

Hadena protea (bred).—I obtained several larvas

off oak during May.
September 3rd.

—

Polia eld.—Also bred on August 16th.

September 5th.

—

j\lelanippe subtristata (second brood, Tintern).

September 11th.

—

Aniathes pistacina (bred, Tintern) and Eupithecia

subfulvata,

September 13th.

—

Gonejiteryx rhavmi, Pararye aeyeria (third brood),

CHix ylaurata (second brood) and Noctua ylareosa.

September 14th.— Xanthorhoe {Melanippe) unavjulata (second

brood) and (Jidaria truncata (second brood).

September 15th.— Pyrameis atalanta.—I bred one on August 3rd
from a pupa found in spun up nettle leaves.

September 18th.

—

Cidaria iiniiianata (very worn, the only specimen
seen) and Asphalia diluta.

September 19th.

—

Amathes lunosa (a new record for us in St.

Briavels).
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September 22nd.

—

P/>lia flavicincta.—On August 81st I bred a

specimen from a larva found feeding on the blossom of garden
Diant/iKs.

October 14th.

—

Oqiyia ant'Kjua (Tintern, a J assembled with a

bred ? )

.

October 16th.-

—

Poh/i/onia c-albinn (second brood).—Bred. The
only " wild " example of the autumn brood was found on December
14th, hybernating under the canopy of a bed in my father's house at

Tintern.

October l&th.

—

Gorti/na ochracea (Tintern).

October 19th.

—

Amatlien vmcilenta (Tintern) and Cidaria siterata

(jisittacata) (Tintern, a specimen at ivy-blossom).

October 20th.

—

Oporabia diliitata (Tintern).

October 23rd.

—

Auiat/ws lota (Tintern).

October 28th.—Mdlinia circelkiris (Tintern).

November 2nd.

—

Hi/bemia defoliaria (Tintern).

November 5th.

—

Cidaria miata (Tintern).

November 6th.—Hiiiiera peunaria (Tintern).

November '7th.

—

Cheimatobia briunata (Tintern).

November 15th.

—

Hybernia aurantiaria (Tintern).

November 19th.

—

Cheimatobia boreata (Tintern).

December 6th.

—

Foe.ciluca'nipa populi (Tintern).

I here mention a few of the larvae met with during the season that

I have not already referred to in the preceding notes :

—

Cliattendenia

iv-album (May 17th, on wych-elm at Tintern), Pohpjonia c-albiivi (on

currant and nettle ; the larvae which produced the autumn brood fed

up unusually slowly, even m the natural state, and those taken arrived

at the perfect state from October 16th to 29th), Brentkis euphrosyne,

Anthrocera trifolii, Macrot/iylacia rubi (abundant locally), Drepana

falcataria, Dicranura bifida (several ova on aspen bushes], Dryniutiia

chaonia (May 16th, one larva found by my father on oak at Tintern),

Notodonta ziczac (a few larvffi and ova on aspen bushes), Pharetra

rinnicis, Af/riopis aprilina, Taeniocampa mimosa (May, on oak; a large

brood was found on May 20th, also a few stray larvae at Tintern
;

many proved to be "stung"), T. munda (May, on oak, ash, etc.),

Amphipyra pyramidea (May, on lime, currant, and wych-elm), Cucullia

verbasci (June 21st, half-a-dozen larvfe on Serophidaria aquatica (?))

Amphidasis strataria {prodroiiiaria) (May 26th, on oak), Hybernia
aurantiaria (May, on oak), PJ. leticophaearia (May, on oak), Acidalia

aversata (beginning of May, on Laiirinm tttacidatinn) and Chesias

obUquaria (on broom).

Description of the pupa of Heodes dorilis.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, E.L.S., F.Z.S.

Whilst staying on Mount Canigou last summer I found a dull

apple green Lyc^enid larva, which remained for a week without eating,

so that I wondered what was going to happen as it did not die and
apparently showed no signs of pupating. I examined it each day and
at last one morning I found it just completing its metamorphosis.
On the same evening I examined it again, when it was a most
beautiful object the delicacy of its greens and pinks being quite

striking.
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On the second day the colours were much more solid in tone and

had become, as time shoAved, the permanent colours of the pupa,

previous of course to the general darkening that comes on just before

the emergence of the imago ; on the fourth or fifth day after pupation

I took the following description of it.

Eyes, face and two thirds of the antennte dark green, the ventral surface and
wing-covers pale yellowish-green with almost imperceptible lines of darker green,

the proboscis is also rather darker green, the lateral portion of the pupa above the

wing cases is likewise green up to the last segment but one. The upper part of the

head is pale pinkish with a blackish dot on each side (? the sockets of the antennas)

the space between the top part of the eyes is paler and separated from the rest by a

pale crescent. The thorax is greenish tinged with pink, with a dark green central

line, on each side of which, in the centre, is a dark spot; on each side of the thorax

before the suture of the wing cases, is a series of three dark dots ; the dorsum has a

broadish central darkish pink line, on each side of which is a broad pinkish-white

stripe interrupted at the segments, these are succeeded by a broader darkish pink

stripe, also interrupted at the segmental divisions, edged by a fairly broad white

stripe, on the lower edge of these white stripes the spiracles show as dark points

ending in a triangular series of three just behind the thoracic shield ; below and
behind the spiracular dots is a fine dark short diagonal dash on each abdominal
segment from the third to the sixth, inclusive. The whole of the dorsal surface is

densely covered with very fine short setae, the lateral part of the abdominal surface

being less densely covered.

The larva pupated on July 22nd, and a nice bright female emerged
at home on August 10th.

I sent the empty pupa case to my friend Dr. Chapman who has

kindly given me permission to publish his description of it.

Description of the Pupa Case of Heodes dorilis. {With tn-o plates).

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

Specimen of empty case. The front of the thorax is by dehiscence

expanded laterally and shortened dorso-ventrally, partly (the former

chiefly) by separation of the two sides, partly (chiefly the latter) by
curling of the separated portions.

The pupa is 10-5mm. long, of which only 1-8 is behind the wing
and antenna cases. The height (3rd abdominal segment) is 4-Omm.,
the width 4-5mm. at the same place ; when alive it obviously

narrowed forwards of this in both directions fairly equally, now it

does not narrow across, but is reduced dorso-ventrally to 2mm. at

front of mesothorax.

The colour is pale yellowish -grey, with many black spots and dots.

The most regular of these form a dorsal row, one in middle of each

segment ; a dorsal row, one behind middle of each segment ; a supra-

spiracular row of slightly larger dots, and the hind abdominal seg-

ments show a subspiracular and two ventral rows. There are very

numerous minute dots generally scattered amongst these ; the wings
show irregular dark markings of more or less coalescent dots, that

avoid the lines of nervures. The head is so clouded as to be nearly

black. The legs and antennas are finely dotted, the shafts of antennae

rather dark.

The dehiscence shows a dorsal slit down the thorax, and to some
extent continuing laterally between the thorax and abdomen, on one side

little beyond the 1st abdominal segment, on the other reaching down the

wingmargin nearly to the 4th abdominal segment. The prothoracic piece
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on either side is quite free, except that it is kept attached to the nieso-

thorax by the first spiracle. The antennre are free nearly all their

length froni the wings, but are attached to the legs, except just at the

base of the first pair. The head remains attached to the maxilla? and

first legs.

The posterior end of the pupa is the 9th (with 10th ?) abdominal

segment, forming a rounded shield ; in front of it ventrally is a deep

hollow, whose anterior margin is the posterior border of the -Tth

abdominal segment. A hand lens hardly reveals any hairs.

The pupa mounted and viewed transparently, presents hardly a

point by which it can be dift'erentiated from that of liutiiicia phlaeas.

The ribbed network is almost of the same pattern. The rosettes have

their margins more definitely divided into leaflets, generally trefoil, but

quadrifoliate, etc., with considerable variation, B. pldaean shows only

traces of such division. //. rinianreas is more like H. (Jorilis, but they

are more irregular in shape in that species.

The "umbrella"— or "fungus"—hairs are very like those of

phlaeas, perhaps a little larger, an upright solid looking stem, ending

in a rather flat expanded flower-like cup, supported by irregular ribs

ending in projecting points at the margin. In dispar, the hollow of

the cup extends downwards to the base, there being no separate stem,

the expansion of the cup beginning gradually at the base, instead of

suddenly at the top of a stem. Vrri/ain-eai' is of the same type as ilispar.

Aniplii(Jai)uis is different, there is no cup, but the top is branched like

antlers, generally four. Like p/dacas there is a definite dorsal head-

piece of much the same size and shape, and the structures otherwise

are practically indistinguishable, it has a cremaster of short anchor-

shaped hooks, just like phlaeas.

On the wings, which are perhaps most easily compared, the rib-

netting is of a slightly larger and bolder character than in phlaeas.

There being only one specimen of dorilis, its variations can only be

guessed, but as to phlaeas, some pup* are of nearly uniform ochreous

tint, and others vary into black dots and spots, quite approaching

this dorilis.

The flights of lenticles round the spiracles seem to be rather denser,

of larger lenticles than in jddaeas, and on the 2nd abdominal segment,

they are marshalled mto close rows by evanescent lines of ribbing

passing between them.

Explanation of Plates IX. and X.

{Photos, hy A. E. Toiigc.)

Portions of Pcpa shell of Heodes dorilis mounted in Balsam.

Fig. 1.—Thorax, wing and first four abdominal segments of right side, x 10.

The shade near the front of prothorax is the dorsal headpiece, which is attached to

the prothorax, but has here been doubled beneath it.

This shows the dark spotting of the pupa.

Fig. 2 shows a central portion of Fig. 1, x 2.5. It shows the different pattern

of netting on the body and on the wings, the latter being without hairs, lenticles,

or rosettes.

It shows also the special pattern of netting across the origin of the wings, both

of meso- and meta-thorax.

Fig. 3 is a portion of the margin of an abdominal segment, x 200, showing

the umbrella- (fungus-, trumpet-) hairs, several lenticles and the rosettes at the

branchings of the netting.
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Further experiments on the temporary social parasitism in ants

of the genus Lasius, Fab., with a note on Antennophorus
uhlmanni.

By W. C. CRAWLEY. B.A., F.E.S.

While staying at Seaton, Devon, last summer, I was able to

procure a number of naturally-deillated or freshly-fertilised $ $ of

Lasius niiier and L. umbratiis, after a marriage-flight of these two
species on September 15th.

In dealing with ants of this genus, I prefer to use fertile 2 ? , as

though I have made experiments with artificially-dealated 2 ? of

iinihratiis, two of which were permanently adopted by queenlesa

colonies of L. niger (Extr. 2nd, Inti'vii. Comj. Ent., Oxford, 1912), the

$ 2 never behaved like fertile 2 2 , were always restless, and attempted

to escape from the nest. The number of experiments to be described

was necessarily limited, since I had only three colonies of L. ni(/er in

my possession at the time, and I was afraid that the 2 2 of L.

vuibiatus, which, unlike those of ;;i///6'>-, alienus, and fiavits, are very hard

to keep alive in captivity without ^ ^ , would not survive the delay

necessary to establish fresh colonies of the host species in artificial

nests. The experiments, nevertheless, give additional proof of the

parasitic habits of L. iiinhratiis, eliminate the possibility of 2 2 of the

two species combining to found colonies, and suggest a method by

which the host queen, if present, may be destroyed by the parasitic

queen. The J J and 2 2 , some winged and others already deiilated,

began to appear on the roads about 2.0 p.m. on September 15th. One
deiilated niiibratiis 2 was seen to enter a hole under a wall, which
proved to be one of the entrances to a nest of L. nu/er, the host species.

Three iiiiibyatiis 2 2 , still winged, and a J , were confined together

overnight ; in the morning the ^ and one 2 were dead, the latter cut

up into three pieces, head, thorax, and abdomen. One colony of L.

nif/er that swarmed on September 15th, had already been observed to

swarm earlier in the summer, July 14th.

A. Experiments with a colony of L. nir/er, dating from 1911'

containing over 1,000 ^ ^ ,
queen, and brood (nest number, 40).

Exp. 1. September 15th, 1912.— An artificially deiilated L.

initbratns 2 was placed in the fourth or outer chamber of nest 40. She
at once entered the next chamber, which was dark, was surrounded by
ants, and taken into chamber two. Many ants attacked her, though a

few saluted. She made no attempt at resistance, and before long was
dead.

Exp. 2.—Soon after Exp. 1 an artificially deiilated 7>. jiii/er 2

was placed in the outer chamber of nest 40. She was at once

attacked and eventually killed. There were no signs of friendliness.

This only confirms numerous experiments, which seem to show that

this species will never accept strange 2 2 of its own kind.

Exp. 3. September 17th, 1912.—A naturally deiilated {i.e.,

fertilized) L. xuihratus 2 was placed in the outer chamber of nest 40,

the entrance to the other chambers having been closed. There were
nine ^ ^ with the 2 , all of which were friendly to her. Two days
later, all still being on good terms, the barrier to the other chambers
was removed. A few fresh ants attacked, but others saluted the 2 •

Later she was held by both antennae and two legs, and as it was
evident she would be killed, I removed her.
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B. Experiments with a small incipient colony of L. n'Kjer,

founded in 1911, consisting of about 100 ^ ^ ,
queen and brood,

(nest 42).

Exp. 4. September 1.5th, 1912.—An artificially deiilated L.

iiiiibratits 5 was placed in the outer chamber of the nest. Several

ants came to her, and were greatly excited, but not hostile. She
remained motionless whenever an ant touched her. After ten minutes
she entered the dark chamber of her own accord, but was attacked and
soon held by every limb. Next day she was dead.

Exp. 5. September 16th, 1912.—A naturally deiilated L.

iuiibratu:^ 2 was isolated in a glass tube with one ^ from nest 42.

After some time she killed the ^ . Next day the tube was opened and
placed inside the nest. The 2 came out, entered the inner chamber
and patiently submitted to the attacks of a few ^ ^ . The L. nif)er

2 then came up to her and saluted her, and kept returning and
saluting hei" for several hours, caressing the intruder with her

antennae. Some ^ ^ saluted her also, but later in the afternoon she

was fiercely attacked and so badly injured that I removed her.

Exp. 6. September 17th, 1912.— Another naturally deiilated

iniibratns $ was confined in the outer chamber of nest 42 with a few
ants, who at first attacked her ; some hours later they were all on
friendly terms. In the evening of the 18th I removed the barrier to

the inner chamber, but on returning after twenty minutes found the

2 nearly dead.

C. Experiments with a small colony of L. ni(je)- consisting of

about 200 ^ ^ and larvjT?, but no queen (nest 41).

Exp. 7. September 16th, 1912.— Two ^ ^ from this nest were
confined in a tube with a young fertile 2 of L. Kinbratiis, who
immediately killed one of them, and attempted to catch the other. I

then put another ^ in the tube. Some time afterwards both ^ ^
were killed. Next afternoon I placed the tube in the nest. The ?
remained in the tube, but several ^ ? visited her and examined her

without any hostility. Presently she came out of the tube surrounded

by ants, some of which saluted her, and entered the inner chamber,
where she walked quietly about, only one or two ^ ^ showing any
hostility. In about an hour's time, however, there was a complete

change in the attitude of the ants, and they began to attack her with

great animosity. Eventually, when she was nearly dead, I removed
her.

In this case it is conceivable that in the process of killing the three

7wjer § ^ , the 2 acquired the " nest aura," which, however, wore off

in about an hour.

Exp. 8. September 18th, 1912.—I confined a naturally deiilated

2 of L. nvjer in the outer chamber of nest 41, with a few ^ ^ .

Unlike the nmbratns 2 2 she avoided these ^ ? as much as possible.

Some hours later there was a dead ^ on her foreleg. Next morning
as she was still uninjured, and a few ^ ^ saluted her, I removed the

barrier to the inner chamber. She entered of her own accord, but

immediately reappeared and tried to escape from the nest. After

sometime she again entered the inner chamber, but was seized by an
antenna and presently attacked on all sides. By 2.0 p.m., she was
dead.
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Exp. 9. September 19th, 1912.—I confined, as before, a naturally

dealated L. imibratii>; 2 in the outer chamber of the nest with ten ^ ^ .

She was not attacked at all durini^: the day. Next afternoon I removed
the barrier and she very soon entered the inner chamber, where she

was seized by three legs and an antenna. At the same time however
other ants saluted her. In the evening she was nearly dead, but no
longer attacked. Occasionally ants saluted and licked her. She was
in such a weak state that I did not think it possible for her to recover,

so I left her in the nest. Next morning she had recovered tea certain

extent and was able to walk about slowly, though one antenna was
badly twisted. No ants attacked her, and in fact she appeared

accepted. On the 22nd she had completely recovered, the only trace

of the rough treatment she had undergone being her bent antenna.

At the moment of writing (March 1918) she is in perfect condition

and surrounded by a court of ^ ^ . Thus it was only in a small

queenless colony that the parasitic ? was accepted, but in all the

nests, so long as the number of ^ ^ was small, the 2 was not

attacked. It is conceivable therefore that in nature a $ might enter

an outlying part of a nest, and be gradually accepted by most of

the S ^ until she was able to enter the nest proper.

No cases are known of the host queen and the- parasite living to-

gether in a nest, so, unless a ? can only be adopted by a queenless

colony, it must sometimes happen that a J is accepted by a colony

already possessing a queen of its own species. In such a case the

intruder must either kill the rightful queen herself, as the queen of

BotJirioiinjmie.r kills the queen of her host, Tapinowa nv/erniiiuDi, or the

^ ^ of the host species must themselves assassinate their own queen,

as do the ^ § of Tetra)iiorium cafspituw when they have accepted a $

Anerr/ates atratidns. (Extr., 2nd Int. Cong. Ent. Oxford, 1912.)

In order to throw some light, if possible, on this problem I confined

several queens of utiibratun with queens of ny/er. The results were

striking.

Exp. 10. September 15th, 1912, 7.0 p.m.—A young fertile ? of

L. ttiiibnittffi and one of L. ny/er were isolated in a tin glass-top box.

They avoided each other as much as possible. At 11.0 p.m. the ni(jer

2 was dead.

Exp. 11. September 16th, 1912, 1.0 p.m.—Another pair of young
fertile 2 2 were isolated. At 1.40 the nit/er 2 was nearly dead.

The Kinbratus 2 then came up, and, standing over the nii/er, bit

savagely at the pedicel. At 6.10 the nit/er was cut into three pieces.

Exp. 12.—At the same time as the last experiment, another pair of

similar 2 2 was isolated. No attacking was observed during the day,,

but the following morning the ni/ier was dead. In this and the

previous experiment the ants were confined in glass tubes of half inch

bore, stopped by corks. The lunbratva 2 2 were able to gnaw away
the corks to a considerable extent, whereas the weaker mandibles of

the nvjer could make no impression on them.

The supply of 2 2 having given out, I was unable to continue

these experiments. The last three, however, show that the L.

Kiiibratiis 2 ? will attack L. nifjer 2 2 and are able to kill them
easily, in spite of their smaller size, owing to the greater power of their

mandibles. A newly-fertilized 2 , then, fortunate enough to come
across an incipient colony of L. ni[ier, might easily disregard the
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attacks of the young first brood ^ ^ , kill the queen (t/. Exp. 14), and
be established in hci- place. If she happened on a queenless colony of

ni()er, even a populous one, she might, as I have shown elsewhere

{Science Gossip, May 1900, N.S., vol. vi., no. 72, p. 365, " Alien Queen
Ant; " Knt. Mo. M(ui., 2nd ser., vol xx., p. 94, 1909 ; Trans. Knt. Soc.

Loud., Parts iii. and iv., p. 657, 1909 ; etc.), readily be adopted by

the ^ ^ .

I also made the following three experiments with colonies of L.

uinbratns and L. flams.

Exp. 18. September 17th, 1912.— I isolated a young fertile

iiinbratiis $ and gradually introduced Kuihratns ^ ^ from an old mixed
colony of /(///f^ and iniibratiis, with queen and brood of the latter

species, dating from 1908 (nest 11). The ^ ^ were excited and some
attacked her. She was attacked from day to day and finally killed.

Exp. 14. September 17th, 1912.—A young fertile nnibratiis J

was placed at the entrance to a nest of L. innbratus with two L.

fidif/inosHs queens and fnlii/inosits brood (nest 83, dating from 1910).

She entered the nest, but was attacked by the first ^ ^ that met her.

She walked on with her assailants hanging to her legs until she

reached one of the queens. She immediately sprang on the back of

the queen and seized her by the pedicel, the favourite point of attack.

Being hauipered by the ^ ^ , she was unable to hold the queen, who
escaped. Later in the day the intruder was killed.

Exp. 15. September 17th, 1912.—Another young fertile iimbratiis

$ was put into a nest of /.. ti(iviis with queen. She was attacked and
killed.

Experiment 14 is an ad)nirable illustration of what I take to be

the mode of attack when the intruder meets the rightful queen of the

nest. In Experiment 5, however, the innbratus $ made no attempt

to attack the queen, who was persistently friendly to her.

Note on Antennophorus tjhlmanni.—The following occurrence

shows that ants, though unable to injure the hard bodies of these

semi-parasites with their mandibles, yet can easily kill them with

forniic acid. Ants of most species, however, have a great reluctance

to making use of their poison in the recesses of the nest, as in a

confined space the acid is fatal to the users themselves. In December,

1911, I removed an AntfinmijtJiorus from a ^ of L. iimbratiis and
placed it on its back on a slide. It vainly attempted to right itself by
using its long forelegs as levers. I then held an ant close to the

Antennophorus, which seized the ant's foreleg and ran with incredible

rapidity along the ant's body, finally returning to the underside of the

head, the usual position. I then again attempted to remove the

Antennophorus, but the ant, held by my forceps, began to struggle, and

a drop of formic acid appeared at the tip of its abdomen. The
AntennojihorHs came into contact Avith the acid, dropped off the ant,

and expired instantly.

Though the ants sometimes feed these commensals, an ant will

always struggle violently for some time after one has fixed itself on

her, and an ant which bears an A)itennuphurns never seems to leave

the inner chambers of the nest. It seems fairly clear that the ants

only tolerate these tenacious Acari because their mandibles are not

powerful enough to remove them, and they are not sufliciently

intelligent to employ their formic acid to rid themselves of their

embarrassing burdens.
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Constantinople and Syrian Butterflies. Corrections and Additions.

By P. P. GRAVES, F.E.S.

Hesperia armoricanus, Oberthur, AT Constantinople.— After

seeing the figures of HeHjieria armoricanus, Obth., in M. Ch. Oberthiir's

Fourth Volume of the Etudes de Lepidopterolof/ie (Jomparee and in the

last number of the Bulletin of the Geneva Lepidopterological Society,

I began to suspect that the Hesperia which I somewhat doubt-

fully described as H. alveus in the Ent. Rec, vol. xxiv., p. 12, was
really H. ariiioricanus. Nine specimens taken between May and
September, and sent by me to Dr. T. A. Chapman, F.E.S. , for

examination of the genitalia, i.e., 40 per cent, of my series, prove to

be ]L ariiioricanus. I believe all, or nearly all, my '•^alveus" to be
the newly-discovered, or, rather, newly separated species. H. armori-

canus would seem to be double, or perhaps triple-brooded here. I

have taken specimens from May to October, as recorded in the Ent.

Bee, vol. xxiii., p. 317.

Ageiades thersites, Cantener at Constantinople.—This redis-

covered species must bo added to my Constantinople list, the F.
icarus ab. icariniis, which I described as being "almost racial," at

Kiitchiik Tchekmedje, on August 12th, 1911, proves to be A. thersites.

Dr. Chapman has kindly verified the genitalia. The (? form of A.
thersites, from Tchekmedje, on the European side of the Sea of

Marmora, differs rather considerably from the local o F. icarus.

The wings of the male are more compact, the insect is smaller,

the ground colour of the upperside is a far more reddish lilac than
local ]'. icarus, and that of the underside more yellowish. The
female seems also to have rather a darker underside than the local

females of F. icarus. I have taken one genuine icanniis here, in

every way resembling ordinary F. icarus, save in the absence of the

basal spots on the underside forewings, and in a marked tendency to

obsolescence in the case of the submarginal row of spots on the

underside hindwings. It will be interesting to see whether the spring
emergence of A. thersites bears a closer resemblance to F. icarus.

The difference between the ? s of the two species, as found here,

is not marked, if the distinguishing marks of A. thersites, and the

somewhat darker average of its ground colour on the underside, as

taken here, are left out of consideration.

Urbicolids in Syria.—The small " G. nostrodamus" recorded by me
as taken at Beirut, on August 23rd and 24th, 1910, prove to be lefehcrii.

I should be glad to know if this species has been previously recorded
from Syria. I have since received specimens from Signor F.

Cremona, of Beirut, taken in May-June and in August. I have also

taken G. nostrodamus, at Beirut, on the Dog River, in July, 1907. I

think all or nearly all my Egyptian Gei/enes are nostrodamus. From
my notes I am inclined to think that the latter is less of a dry ground
insect than G. lefebmi, or, to put it difl'erently, that G. nostrodamus is

more likely to be taken in gardens, clover fields, and irrigated lands
than its smaller relative. May I add that, thanks to the kindness of

Dr. Chapman, who identified my G. lefebvrii for me, I learn that the
" form of U. alveus" recorded by me from Ain Zahalta Cedars (6,000-

6,800 feet), end of July and beginning of August, 1907 {Ent. Rec,
xvii., p. 231), and from the Cedar Mountains at nearly 10,000 feet.
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on August 27th, 1910 {Ent. Rcc, xxiii., p. 35), and of which I have
received a female taken by Signer F. Cremona at the Cedars of

Lebanon (6,400 feet) at the beginning of August, proves to be a form
of Henprria serratulae. I have had no acquaintance with H. fierratnlae

in Europe, and so cannot say whether these Syrian specimens are

close to the ordinary Central and East European form. They seem
to ine to be nearer to the fine H. aerratidae figured in Lep. Coiiip.,

vol. iv., plate iv., by M. Culot, from specimens in M. Ch. Oberthiir's

collection. Will readers of the Knt. llec. note that all my records of

H. alveiis at Ain Zahalta and elsewhere in Syria refer to this form of

H. serratiilae.

Finally may I note that Dr. Chapman informs me that an examin-
ation of the genitalia of a Uesperia, taken by me at the Cedars of

Lebanon, in company with Miisehampia proto, on August 28th, 1910,

proves it to be H. annnricanKx. The specimen resembles on the

upperside M. Charles Oberthiir's figure of var. fabressei (Lep. Comp.,

IV., pi. Ivii., fig. 519), being an " enlarged and exaggerated " form of

H. ariiioricanm. The underside, however, does not show the tendency

to rust colour remarked by M. Oberthiir in Southern and littoral

specimens, but is of the usual marbled greenish-olive tint with un-

usually well developed Avhite bands.

Cteniopus sulphureus, L- A Study in Masculine Mutability.

By W. E. SHAEP, F.E.S.

That the male sex in insects is generally more susceptible to

variation than the female is well known to most Entomologists, and a

striking instance of this principle as operative in Nature has recently

been brought to my notice by Mr. Donisthorpe in the case of the

Hetei'omerous beetle Cteniopim HulpJiiireus, L., an insect often

abundant in localities near the sea and occasionally in more inland

districts, and widely distributed throughout the country.

Of 47 specimens of this beetle, which Mr. Donisthorpe had kindly

allowed me to examine from his own and the "Bates" collection, I

find 21 are $ and 26 J examples.

In the former hardly any variation in colour can be detected. They
are generally of the dull testaceous yellow which is the normal
coloration of the species— some \ery slightly darker, in which case

thorax and elytra are concolorous, some slightly lighter, in which the

thorax appears rather more ferruginous than the elytra, the palpi

brown or testaceous with the last joint black. The sculpture of the

thorax, however, varies slightly, especially in the strength of the

lateral basal impression. Seidlitz indeed dift'erentiates under the

varietal name (/ilnts the form— " prothorax foveis oblongis basilibus-

baud argute impressis," but the distinction seems hardly sufficiently

constant or important to justify its recognition as a varietal character.

The males, however, were very difierent, out of the 26 examples

examined only 4 were completely normal. The remainder may be

arranged under the following varietal names.
Palpi and antenna? quite black, head dark.

1. Thorax and elytra normal in coloration. <? palpalis, Seid.

2. Thorax and head dark brown or black.

(a) Elytra normal. J snliihitratits, Gmel. {hicolor, F.)

(/>) Elytra grey brown. J vnirinus, Hbst..
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A fourth form, in which the elytra are of the normal ochreous with

dark apex (var. $ analis, Seid.), did not appear to be represented

among these specimens, but I have an example in my own collection

which may be referred to it, taken at Rhosneigr, in Anglesey. It

appears, therefore, that the whole of the forms of this insect recognized

as varietal liy continental authorities also occur in this country, and
similarly are confined to the male sex; and the question at once arises:

Why is this variability so specially implicit in masculinity ? What is

the principle which enables or induces the male organism, so much
more than the female, to express itself in unequal individual pigmen-
tation '? For that is the direction variation takes in this case. Now
it is obvious that even the most tentative answer to such questions as

these would require far more knowledge than we at present possess of

one of the most dilBcult questions of Biology-—the essential meaning
of sexuality. But before dismissing the subject as beyond our grasp,

a few words may be devoted to expanding it. For whether we hold

with that school of biologists of wbom, in this country. Prof. Geddes
is perhaps the chief exponent, that sex maybe expressed fundamentally
in terms of Energy, maleness meaning predominant Katabolisn), or

expenditure of energy in excess of nutrition, femaleness a predominant
Anabolism, or nutrition in excess of expenditure of Energy, Avhich

theory would imply that organisms are sexually indifferent up to a

certain point in their embryonic life, and that the tendency which
finally determines sex may depend very largely on conditions of

nutrition—or whether we rather adopt the view that sex is unalterably

determined in the fertilized ovum—this much at least we must admit,

that there seems to be a wider choice of alternatives, or a freer

response to Environment, among the cellular determinants, which
originate pigmentation in the male than in the female of this insect.

And this is true, although we may interpret the facts in two ways,

or, at any rate, recognize that there are two quite distinct lines such

an interpretation might take.

(1) We may regard these varietal forms as virtually hybrids— the

simple result of inheritance, partial or blended, and their colonr differ-

ences the expression of such inheritance, in accordance doubtless with

Mendelian principles, but far too obscure and complicated for us to

disentangle. Or

—

(2) They may originate independently in each individual organism
in reponse to some special and varying stimulus in the environment,

such as foodplant, temperature during critical periods in ontogeny,

etc., and in that case we should have to assume a much greater sus-

ceptibility to such stimuli in the male than in the female organism.

It is evident that only by a course of careful experimental breeding

of C. sidphiueus, in all its varieties, could we hope to approach the

solution of these interesting problems. This of course remains one of

those tasks of the future that can be confidently recommended to

entomologists in quest of new lines of research, and if I have dwelt on

the subject at some length it has been not only for the sake of putting

on record as occurring in this country certain forms of insects, which
are recognised by definite varietal names on the Continent, but also to

hint, how in the manifestations of this far from rare beetle, there may
be biological problems of the deepest interest, which our most care-

fully applied varietal nomenclature helps in no way to solve.
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€§rURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.

The standard work, Tlie (Joleoptera of the British Islands, by W. W.
Fowler, issued between the years 1887 and 1891, for some years past

had wanted bringing up-to-date, owing to the large amount of details

as to the life-histories and distribution of many species that had subse-

quently accumulated, and on account of the very numerous additions

to the coleopterous fauna of this country which assiduous collectors

have announced. We are pleased to note that a supplementary

volume (Vol. VI.) is shortly to be published comprising the addenda
which has been recorded during the quarter of a century which has

elapsed since the first volume appeared. There will be 20 additional

coloured plates, and a comprehensive paper on the British Myrmeco-
philous Coleoptera by Mr. H. St. J. Donisthorpe, F.Z.8., F.E.S. We
understand that Mr. Donisthorpe has also collaborated to some extent

with the author. Rev. W. W. Fowler, M.A., D.iSc, F.L.S., in the

main portion of the work.

We have received No. II. of the Bulletin of the South- Eastern

Union of Scientific Societies containing many items of interest concerning

the Societies within its folds and also details of the forthcoming

Congress in June, to be held this year at Hampstead, under the auspices

of the Hampstead Scientific Society. This will be the Eighteenth

Annual Congress, and the President-elect for the year will be Sir

Hercules Read, President of the Society of Arts.

Progress is usually slow; especially is it so in the vexed question of

Nomenclature. At last it is announced that, in accordance with the

decisions of the International Congress of Entomology at Oxford last

August, the Entomological Society of London have elected as Repre-

sentatives of the Society on the National Committee on Nomenclature,

Messrs. J. H. Durrant, L. B. Prout, and C. 0. Waterhouse. Probably

no better selection could have been made ; from personal knowledge of

them one can say that they are not faddists, they will deal with all

questions impartially, they will lean to the expedient rather than to

the absolute, their knowledge is unequalled and, what is more, for

many years their opinions have been widely sought and accepted.

The Entomological Society have also appointed a permanent
Nomenclature Committee, consisting of five ex-o[ficio and two elected

members with power to add to the number when necessary. The five

former are the three representatives of the Society on the National

Committee, the British Representative on the International Com-
mittee, and the Secretary of the Society ; the two latter, the

elected members, are Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker and Dr. Karl Jordan.

Thus as at present constituted the Committee of the Society consists

of Messrs. G. T. Bethune-Baker, J. H. Durrant, C. J. Gahan, Dr. K.

Jordan, Messrs. L. B. Prout, C. 0. Waterhouse, and the Rev. G.

Wheeler. It is to be hoped that decisions arrived at by this Committee
will at once be accepted by all those responsible for our entomological

literature, whether maga;cines, or transactions of Societies, or con-

tributed articles, even though the individual writers may personally

di&agree, for only by this rigid acceptance can any real stability be

assured in our scientific names.
In the March number of the Ent. Mo. Ma;/., Mr. D. Sharp

announces the capture of the true Bracbjcellus distinctus near Bourne-
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mouth, a species of Coleoptera new to Britain. The species formerly

supposed to be B. distinctiis was last year pointed out by Dr. Joy to be

a new species which he named B. sharpi. In the same number
Dr. Joy, after examination of the aedeagus of a large number of

specimens, has differentiated three species new to science from the

well-known Atheta iiielanocem, viz., A. tumlini, A. malleus and

A. nbti(saii;ii(la.

Williana Greenwood Wright, of San Bernardino, California, the

author of that fine work Butter/iien of the West Coast, died last December,

at the age of 83. He gave help freely to the writers of the last

century, and he was the discoverer of many butterflies and moths,

several of which have been named in his honour.

In the E)it. Eiiud., for December 21st, last, Fritz Hoffman of

Krieglach names the form of Arctia caja with the black submarginal

markings of the hindwing continuous, and including the fringe also

black, as ab. nv/rociliata. Has not this aberration been previously

named ? Can anj^one turn up the reference if it has ?

In the Pomona Journal of Entomolofiy, the " only entomological

magazine published on the Pacific slope " of North America, Mr.

Wilhelm Schrader of Los Angeles, California, has published two

articles on the breeding of Junonia coenia under high and cool

temperatures, illustrating his remarks with several figures. In the

first article he summarises the results obtained through a series of

tv/enty-two successive generations produced within a period of two
years and seven months. These experiments were carried out at a

temperature of 90 degrees. In the second series of experiments

described, the larva3 and (or) pupje were subjected intermittently to

cool air, often as low as 60 degrees. Besides these regular lines of

experiments many side lines were carried on as opportunity occurred.

We understand that Mr. Schrader is constructing an elaborate and

specially planned building to continue his experimental work on a

larger scale.

In the last-issued part of the Berliner Entomologische Zeitsclirift

Klemens Dziurzynski contributes a comprehensive article on Bnpalus

j>iniaria{us) and illustrates it with two coloured plates containingtwenty-

one figures of the various local and aberrational forms. He discusses

the distribution of the species in Europe and diagnoses shortly the

known local races and forms, and names others which have up to the

present time not been catalogued. The following is the list of the

named forms :—ab. 2 fuscantaria (deep brown and brownish black

markings); ab. 2 /'/(h'arm (dark red-brown or yellow) ; ab. $ unicolora

(uniform ochre-yellow) ; ab. ? stritjata (cf. fulvaria with a strong

transverse band) ; ab. 3 flarescens (with yellow ground, cf. the type);

ab. ? kolleri (with a very strongly marked transverse band, and like

the (J ) ; ab. dzinrynskii $ (like ab. flavescens with a strong transverse

band) ; ab. nana, (a small ab. flavescens 3); ab, ^ tristis (with very

dark lower-wings) ; ab. 3 nigricans (a very dark form with much
increase in the area of the black markings) ; ab. 3 nigricarius (a

uniformly black form) ; ab. g anomalaria (ground colour of all the

wings of a smutty light brown) ; ab. 3 albopuvcta (more or less

uniformly dark with white or yellow markings in the anal angle of the

forewings) ; ab. 3 alboinacula (more or less uniformly dark with

light yellowish longitudinal streaks) ; ab. 3 hirsc/ikei (with the usual
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dark markings lighter and the light area darker to a yellowish-white)
;

ab. $ niin/hiixaria (a small alpine form with dull markings) ; ab. <?

nivalis (the form with the ground colour pure white) ; ab. ^ innnacu-

la (the basal streak on the forewing absent and the hindwing as in

the type but duller iu ground) ; ab. <? albldaria (with much redaction

of the black area on all the wings and light yellow ground). A fine

gynandromorph is also figured, the R.-side /lavesccns ^ , the L.-side

strigata J .

It is interesting to find [Nat., January, 1913, p. 20) that Maras-
marcha liinaedacti/la [phaeodactyla) which in the Appendix to the Lint

of Yorh/tire Lepidoptera Mr. G. T. Porritt recommends to delete as a

county species, was found in plenty flying over its food-plant, rest-

harrow {Ononis firniisis) at Sledmere by Mr. Wm. Mansbridge.
A new species of Bled ins is described {I'jnt. Mo. Map., vol. xlix.,

p. 1) by Mr. D. Sharp under the name Ulediiis (lulielmi. It is closely

allied to 11. annac and was discovered by Mr. W. E. Sharp in York-
shire.

Another species of Coleoptera is also {Ent. Mn. Mai/., vol. xliv.,

p. 7) announced as new to Britain by Mr. P. de la Garde, ciz., Homalota
aquatilis, which has been found by him in flood-rubbish at Buckfast-
leigh and Christow, and by others at Tiverton, S. Brent and Dawlish.

A new species of Diptera is announced {Ent. Mo. Ma;/., vol. xliv.,

p. 13), by Mr. J. H. Wood, as Hilara albocini/iilata, from specimens
taken on the banks of the Monnow, a tributary of the Wye.

The Migration of insects is always an interesting question. In the

Canadian Entomoloijist, vol. xliv., 366, Mr. F. M. Webster, gives

details of three such occurrences with the species Anosia /deA-ippus,

which took place under his close observation.

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society of London.— Decemher Afh, 1912.

—

Mr. C. A. Foster, Worcestershire Regiment, Beechwood, Ifiley, Oxford,

was elected a Fellow of the Society. The President announced the

death of Mr. W. F. Kirby, formerly Honorary Secretary of the

Society. Mantid Oothecae.—-Mr. Waterhouse exhibited a diagram of

the ootheca of a Mantis and read notes upon it. Mullehian
Associations from Costa Rica, Venezuela and Brazil.—Mr. W.
J. Kaye exhibited a number of butterflies with one moth belong-

ing to the principal Miillerian association as found in Costa Rica.

A number of specimens, both set and unset, of the principal Mullerian
group from Caracas, Venezuela, were also shown. From Santos,

South-East Brazil, were shown the principal members of the synapose-

matic group to call attention to a member of the group that had not

been previously mentioned. The species was Pericopis isse, a Hypsid
moth. Metallic Colour in Chrysids.—Dr. G. B. Longstaff exhibited

a small box of Chrysids, and started an interesting discussion on the

means by which the metallic coloration was produced. Series of
Melanargia .tapygia and M. Galatea from Sicily.—Mr. J. Piatt

Barrett exhibited series of these two species from Sicily.—A scarce
Orthopteron.—Mr. G. T. Porritt exhibited a series of Platydeis rucseliii

taken by himself at Trusthorpe, on the Lincolnshire coast, this year./

The forms of Leuceronia argia, P., in the Lagos district of WkstJ
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Africa.—Mr. W. A. Lamborn supplemented his previous account of

two families of bred L. arf/ia by referring to a short series of

females taken at Oni between April 1st, 1910, and January 25th,

1911, a period inclading a whole wet season and a part of two dry

seasons. Russian Pahnassius apollo.—Mr. J. A. Simes exhibited a

short series of P. aixdlo from the Government of Viatka, with a

series from the Alps of Dauphiny and Switzerland for comparison.

The Cocoons of Epicephala chalybacma, Meyr.—Prof. Poulton

showed an enlarged photograph of the cocoons of K. chahjhacma upon
the leaves of Tamarind, Foinciana jmlclwrruita, taken at Pusa on May
31st, 1911, by Mr. T. Bainbrigge Fletcher. A Richly-colourrd
Example ok Planema arenaria, E. M. Sharpe, from t^e Sesse Islands

IN THE Victoria Nyanza.—Prof. Poulton exhibited a S specimen of

PL arenaria, taken by Dr. G. D. H. Carpenter on Bugalla, one of the

Sesse Islands. The Effect of Hot and Cold Climate upon the

Colours cf Rumicia phl^as, L.—Prof. Poulton exhibited thirty-

seven examples of R. phlaeas, captured on the same bank at Cerne

Abbas, Dorset, in the hot August of 1911 and the cold August
of 1912, by Dr. R. C. L. Perkins. Eight out of the fourteen males

captured in 1911 were much darker than any of the eight males

captured in 1912. The copper tint of the eight 1912 females was more
brilliantly lustrous than in the seven 1911 females. Polyommatus
ICARUS Females.—Mr. T. H. L. Grosvenor, who was present as a

visitor, exhibited a series of P. icarns females principally from various

localities on the North Downs, arranged according to the year and the

emergence to which they belonged. Ruralis Aberrations.—The Rev.

G. Wheeler exhibited, on behalf of Mr. R. M. Prideaux, some
aberrational forms of liHinicia phlaeas and three ? " Blues," consisting

of one very dark specimen of Jr/riades coridon and two of A. thetis,

one being of the ab. urania, Gerh., and the other having the fore-

wings dark and the hindwings symmetrically of a pale fawn-colour.

Females of Agriades thetis and Polyommatus icarus.—The Rev. G.

Wheeler also exhibited the specimens of A. thetis ab. urania, Gerh., to

which he had referred at a former meeting. Also a series of blue $ s,

most of them entirely blue, taken this spring at Notgrove in the

Cotswolds, and for comparison the bluest ? he had taken there

previously, in which the blue scaling was less than the least blue of

this spring's captures. Species of the Genus Teracolus.—Dr. F. A.

Dixey exhibited specimens of Teracolns ep/n/ia, Klug., and some allied

forms, together with drawings of their respective scent-scales. The
following papers were read :

—" On some new and little-known

Bornean Lycaenidae, with a revision of the Thecline genus Thamala,

Moore," by J. C. Moulton, F.L.S., Curator of the Sarawak Museum.
" Descriptions of South American Micro-Lepidoptera," by E.

Meyrick, B.A., F.R.S. " Synoptic Table of the British species of

Aleuonota and Atheta, Th.," by Malcolm Cameron, M.B., R.N.

"Comparative Notes on Chilades (jalba. Lea., and <J. plriala, Gr.-Gr.,

by G. T. Bethune-Baker, F.L.S., F.Z.S. "Notes on the Specific

Distinction of certain species in the orhituliif; and pheretiades section of

the Genus Plebeins," by G. T. Bethune-Baker, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

Annual Meeting.—January loth—Mr. J. E. Collin, one of the

Auditors, read the Treasurer's Balance Sheet for 1912, showing a

balance of £16 18s. 9d. On the proposal of the Rev. F. E. Lowe,
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seconded by Mr. H. Main, it was unanimously adopted. The Rev.
George Wheeler, one of the Secretaries, then read the Report of the

Council. Mr. A. Bacot proposed that the Report be adopted. This
was seconded by Dr. T. A. Chapman, and carried unanimously. The
President then put the list of the Council's nominees for Oflticers and
Council for the Session 1913-1914 to the Meeting, and asked for a

show of hands. They were then declared elected unanimously. The
President, the Rev. F. D. Morice, then delivered an Address, at the

close of which Mr. C. J. Gahan proposed a vote of thanks to him for

his services as President and for his . address, at the same time asking
for its publication as a part of the Proceedings of the Society; this was
seconded by Mr. C. Fenn, and carried unanimously. The President
having replied with a few words of thanks, Mr. G. Meade -Waldo
proposed, and Prof. Selwyn Image seconded, a vote of thanks to the

Officers of the Society for their work during the past year, which was
also carried unanimously. The Treasurer and both the Secretaries

returned thanks, the former referring- to the generosity with which Dr.

Chapman had for years contributed towards the expense of the plates

published in the Transactions.

The South London Entomological and Natural History
Society.—Derember 12th.—Swiss Coleoptera.—Mr. Ashdown ex-

hibited a collection of over 100 species of attractive Coleoptera

obtained by him in Switzerland in June and July, 1911 and 1912,

including Ceramhyx cerdo, C. scopolii, Saperda acalaris, Trichiiis

fasciatus, etc. Melanic N. xanthographa.—Mr. Tonge, very dark
Noctua ivantltor/rapha from Deal at sugar, and a bred series of Cirrhia

citrago from Dorking. T. pronubana ab. ambustana and an ab. op

0. ochroleucana.—Mr. South, for Rev. W. Claxton, a series of

Tortrix promibana bred, from Bournemouth, among which was a

specimen identical with the ambustana of Hiibner, it was the only one
of the form reared; and a form of Olethrentea ochroleucana from near

Romford with the apical third of forewing greyish, enclosing dusky,

cloud-like markings almost parallel with the termen. S. American
Syntomids.—Mr. Kaye, three Syntomid moths: Orcynia carcarata,

from Caracas, mimicking a wasp ; (K tarsalis, from British Guiana,
mimicking a fossorial wasp, and Trichura cerberifi, J , with long anal

projections, mimicking an ichneumon with long ovipositor. The
resemblances were most pronounced. Geographical races of M.
aurinia.—Mr. Grosvenor, series of Melitaea anrinia from more than a

dozen British localities, to show the geographical variation. A.

adippe and its named varieties.—Mr. Hy. J. Turner, a series of

undersides of Arfiynnis adippe, to show the variation obtainable on the

continent, including ab. cleodoxa, var. chlorodippe, var. cleodippe (the

two last Spanish), ab. baiuvarica, ab. ornatissima, var. nonm/ica, etc.

Shetland Agrotis cursoria.—Mr. Newman, very varied forms of Ai/rotis

ctirsoria, from Shetland. An inhabitant of an Ant's Nest.^—Mr. Main,

larvfe of Cbjtlira qnadripnnctata, in their cases of excrement, taken by
Mr. Donisthorpe from a nest of the ant Formica rnfa. January 9th.—
New Member.—Mr. F. H. Stallman, of Dulwich, was elected a member.
Aberration of P. machaon.—Mr. R. Adkin exhibited three specimens

of Papilio machaoyi reared from Norfolk larvae, having the whole of the

lunules on the outer margin of the hindwings more or less strongly

orange. Early Records.—Mr. Newman, a living J Selenia bilimaria
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bred outdoors on January 9th, the first of the brood emerged on

December 20th. He also showed sprays of alder and buckthorn in

leaf. Aegekia andren.^formis (?) in elder,— Mr. Rayward, the

working of Aojeria andrenaefurwis in Vibwniviii and a similar working
in elder, which had all the characteristics of that of A. andrenaefonnis.

Californian Butterflies.—Mr. Tonge, several species of butterflies from
Redlands, California. Mr. Gahan read a paper on "Mimicry in Coleop-

tera " and illustrated it with a large number of particularly mimetic
species. Janiiary 23(v/.

—

Annual Meeting.—The Reports of the Council

and Officers for the past year were read and adopted, and the President

read the Annual Address in which, after discussing the affairs of the

Society and reviewing the entomological happenings for the year, he

summarised his own work in the study of the ova and early stages of

the Lepidoptera. The following is a list of the Officers and Council

elected to serve for the ensuing year:

—

President.—A. E. Tonge, F.E.S.

Vice-Presidents.— W. J. Kaye, F.E.S. , and B. H. Smith, B.A., F.E.S.
Treasurer.—T. W. Hall, F.E.S. Librarian.—A. W. Dods. Curator.

—W. West. Hon. Secretaries.—Stanley Edwards, F.L.S., and H. J.

Turner, F.E.S. Council.—R. Adkin, F.E.S., C. W. Colthrup, F. W.
Cowham, A. E. Gibbs, F.L.S., A. Russell, F.E.S., W. G. Sheldon,

F.E.S., and A. Sich, F.E.S. Votes of thanks were passed to the

President and other Officers. Special Meeting.—It was unanimously
agreed to appoint an Editor of Proceeding as an additional Officer and
to increase the number of the Council from seven to nine. The new
rules to take effect as from January 1st, 1913. Ordinary Meeting.—
Second and third brood of P. fuliginosa.—Mr. Buckstone exhibited

several short series of bred I'hraj/iiiatobia Jidiijinosa representing second
and third broods from Aberdeen, first brood from Horsley, and second
brood from Wendover. The Plague Flea.—Mr. Bacot, an enlarged

photograph of an Indian flea, reputed to be one of the carriers

of plague. Records.—Mr. Dunster, specimens of Dici/cla oo, MeUinia
oceilaris a,nd Miselia oxijacantliae from Winchmore Hill.

Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.—Annual
Meeting.—December 16tli, 1912, Dr. P. F. Tinne, Vice-President, in

the chair. New Member.—Mr. Chas. Percy Rimmer, Liverpool, was
elected a member. Elections.—The following members were elected

officers and council of the Society for 1913. President :—^F. N. Pierce,

F.E.S. Vice-Presidents.—B.. Wilding, Wm. Webster, and Hugh Main,
B.Sc, F.E.S. Treasurer.—J. Cotton. Librarian.—F. N. Pierce, F.E.S.
Hon. Secretari/.—Wm. Mansbridge, F.E.S. Council.—C.B.Williams,
R. T. Cassall, F.E.S.,. L. West, H. S. Leigh, F.E.S., A. E. Gibbs,

F.L.S., F.E.S., A. W. Boyd, M.A., F.E.S., C. E. Stott, and P. F.

Tinne, M.A. Annual Address. ^—The Vice-Presidential address by
Mr. Claude Morley, F.E.S., entitled " Ichneumons," was read, and a

vote of thanks to the author was unanimously carried. Exhibits.—
Mr. F. N. Pierce:

—

Dianthoecia lutca^o and var, harrettii, and
H. aniillacea : Mr. Rimmer, a small collection of Macro- and
Micro-lepidoptera including Binnicia phlaeas ab. sc/niiidtri, from
Anglesea and a specimen of Aiufihijo/ra jii/rauiidea from Carnarvon.
Januari/ 20t/i, 1913.

—

Ant Associations.—A paper by Mr. H. St. J. K.
Donisthorpe, F.E.S., was read by the Hon. Sec, the subject being
" Some Associations between Ants of different Species." The paper
fully described all that is known of these associations, and specially
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dealt with the relationship between species of Formicoxenus, Aneiffcitcs,

and Wheeleriella. A discussion, showing a general interest in the

subject, ensued, and a vote of thanks to the author was carried

unanimously. Exhibits.—A box of Micro-lepidoptera by Mr. A. W.
Boyd, collected in Lancashire and Cheshire during 1912, recording

many new localities for species already on the local list. Mr. W.
Mansbridge showed a bufi' male of Diaphora mendica from Co. Cork.

e^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Text-book of British Butterflies and Moths. By L. W.

Newman, F.E.S., and H. A. Leeds. 3s. 6d. net. Gibbs and

Bamforth, St. Albans.—This is a thoroughly practical book for the

outdoor worker, the worker who means business, i.e., to acquire a real

knowledge of the Lej^idoptera in nature and at the same time to pick

up as much as possible of the real science as he goes along. The first

chapter, headed " Hints," coming from the experience of the senior

author, will be found of the greatest use, dealing as it does with Ova,

Larva?, Pupte, Imagines, Assembling, and How to obtain Eggs.
Eecognising that probably at the present time the books most used

by the collector for the identification of his specimens and for the

purpose of getting a groundwork of knowledge of the Lepidoptera of

our own country were South's Butterflies and Moths of the British Lsles,

the authors arranged the whole of the English names in alphabetical

order, and have used them in the first column of their tabular arrange-

ment, qf which the main portion of the book is comprised. The next

column contains the specific name with synonyms and the names of

the chief varieties and aberrations, with a short diagnosis of each, and
often indications of the lines of variation to be looked for. Then
comes a series of columns for the months with indications of the

period during which the various stages of a species are obtainable.

Another column gives general remarks as to range of occurrence,

habits, etc. Finally, a column is devoted to the foodplants of the

larva, method of pupation, rearing hints, etc.

Then follows a list of the specific names in scientific order with

numbers attached as well as the family, genus and English name
(South's), so that the exact natural position of any species can readily

be ascertained.

The last comprehensive table is an alphabetical list of both the

specific and English names, with cross references to the main table,

so that it is an easy matter to at once, with a gmall amount of effort,

find out exactly the information one wants to facilitate any projected

field work.

In additon there is a list of food-plants, the names used, both

English and scientific, being those in the " Wayside and Woodland "

Series of volumes written by Edward Step.

Every endeavour has been made to verify and obtain the latest

information, and the book cannot fail to be a veal assistance to the

collector in enabling him to quickly gain such an intimate acquaint-

ance with the life histories of our Macro-lepidoptera, as will hold him
in good stead in the real scientific work, which by its use he will be

the sooner able to commence, before his enthusiasm has been quelled

by the length of time so often taken in mastering the preliminary

field-work.—H.J.T.
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Gravesend during April and May, 1912 ; Some Beetle Jottings.

By HEREWARD C. DOLLMAN, F.E.S.

My first expedition to Gravesend this year was on April 11th, my
last on May 15th ; between these two dates I managed to get some
collecting there on two or three other occasions. Some of the species

I mention have been already recorded from Gravesend, but the fact

that they are still to be found there is not without its interest.

Some of my pleasant excursions to this excellent, if somewhat
desolate, hunting-ground, were much enhanced both in their pleasure

and productiveness by the companionship of Mr. Donisthorpe and Dr.

Nicholson.

Bi-mbediitiii fnui'ujatniii, Duft., not uncommon on April 28th, about
one ditch ; only stray specimens were found, however, on subsequent
searches. Ciieiiiitlotiis im/nrttsKs, F.—This local beetle was fished up
not uncommonly on April 28th. lihantiis notatns, Berg., not easily

captured, but apparently of very general distribution throughout the

locality. ''^-Di/tixciis circiunjh.vua, F., rare. ''''P^nocJinix In'cnloy, Pk.,

sometimes very abundant. Helnphonis vniUa)iti, Rye, found in great

numbers upon submerged lumps of clay in one small pond. On
roughly breaking up such clods beneath the water, the HelojihuvHs rose

to the surface in plenty, and were easily collected. Hydrohiiis. obloiu/iix,

Herbst., very common in the brackish ditches. The best of the
Oct/ii'liiiis noted were 0. <,mratiis, Muls., very rarely, and (K n'riilis,

Peyron, in considerable abundance. Some little attention given to the

genus Anacaena was instructive to me ; I found that all the large

specimens [A. (ilohtibia, of course, excepted) proved to be A. ovata,

Reiche. This form I have found to be very much more generally

distributed than A. linihata, F. The latter is a very distinct insect

when alive, and I have as yet found it only in Epping Forest. The
smaller ^(/rtfflp^rt proved to be both A. ovata, Reiche, •And''-A. hipiistidata

,

Stepb., the smallest ones always being the latter, easily differentiated

by the colour of the head and maxillary palpi. On April 11th I sifted

a nice series of 'I-li/jxicj/jitiis divcoideim, Er., fi'om some sedge refuse,

where on May 15th I found Philont/iKs quitiqiiilian'iis a,h. (limuliatua,

Er., not uncommonly, but easily outnumbered by the type-form.

P/iilouthiis fiiiiiai-iiis, Grav., was found in small numbers among cut
reeds on May 5th, on which day was taken also one of the very rare

Philont/iKs piDicfiis, Grav. "^''Acfobiiis pnn-endiis, Grav., occurred to me
once or twice among pond refuse. ''Steniis hiciassatns, Er., and
''''Steniis cajialicidatiis, Gyll., Avere both found not uncommonly by the

side of the ditches, while two {3 and 2 in cop.) '^ Stenas fuseicoruis, Er.,

were taken off a plant in the small chalk pit close to Higham railway
station, on May 15th. Sifting pond refuse gave me one or two
''-IrJouiaiitiiii o.ri/aca)itJuie, Grav., diligent search failing to reward me
with further examples of it. By sifting cut reeds, stray 'Choleva
ai/ilis, 111., were occasionally noticed ; this is a species that always
limits itself to casual specimens when it comes my way. 'Atoinaria

beroliiieiisis, Kr., occurred sparingly in dry sea refuse, in company with
many common members of the genus. Among some heaps of

cut Spariianiniii, etc., I took a short series of ''•TdinatopJiilnx brcvicollis,

Aub. I have to thank Dr. Nicholson for "putting me on to" this

June 15th, 1913.
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choice little beetle. On May 19th I noticed a few Teleplwrus fuscaa,

L., crawling over thistles in a meadow, but conld not find many of it.

On this day I was also pleased to take some ''''Ptiniis (jermannR, F., in

an old gate post inhabited by Codiosoma spadi.r, Herbst. On April

28th, among broken rush and sedge refuse trapped at the end of one of

the ditches, 1 found a specimen of hJaemonia ciirtisi, Lac; subsequent
work here, both on this occasion and on other visits, only produced a

few more specimens, until May 15th. On this day, however, after

finding five specimens by casual search among this ditch debris, I

made a detailed examination of the neighbouring ditches and ponds
for its toodplant, and I soon found a large dug-out pond, in which
Fota))ioi/('t(in pertiiiatiis was growing in profusion ; from the first few
handfuls of which, wrung out and dried, I took quite a sufficient series

oi the Haejiionia. When waiting for the "up" train from Higham
on my last visit, I noticed several plants of Ballnta nifira with the

leaves riddled by innumerable Lonfiitarsiis ballotac, Marsh. Litoflacti/his

leiicoffaster, Marsh, I found very rarely, both in the water net and at

roots of aquatic plants. The genus Bof/tiiis is tolerably represented in

the ditches of Gravesend. Dr. Nicholson first stimulated me to work
at them by taking '''B. nodiilnsiis, Gyll., among heaps of reed refuse

more early in the year. Very kindly he showed me the exact spot

whence his specimens came, but on that outing I failed to find the

beetle. May 15th found me at the spot again—this time by hauling
out large masses of "water-weed," and laying them on sheets of brown
paper, I managed to detect, very much to my delight, two or three of

this fine Bai/oiis. Other members of the genus taken at one time and
another, during these two months, were :

—

B. anjillarfii^, Gyll.,

B. liiiiosits, Gyll., B. tempestiviis, Herbst., 'B. frit, Herbst., and F>.

glabrirostru, Herbst.

Species marked with an asterisk are not recorded from Gravesend
in Canon Fowler's work.

Coleoptera noted in the Home Counties during 1912.

By HEREWAED C. DOLLMAN, F.E.S.

On May 31st Mr. H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe came over and
suggested to me a day's beetle-hunting in Eichmond Park. Our
principal quarry was to be Trinodes hirtus, F., of which I had
previously secured one perfect example in the Park, and he and I

together on another occasion, a larva. [The latter now meta-
morphosed into a well-matured imago.] After removing, and tapping
over paper, a considerable amount of very promising " cob-wenby

"

oak-bark, we were each rewarded with one specimen of Trmodes. I

was very interested in seeing some dozen imagines (mostly c? J ) of

Tiresias nerra, F., for never before had I seen anything but the larva

in a wild state. They were mostly under the more loosely attached
pieces of oak-bark, among the dry webby accumulations, in just such
situations as the larv;e frequent. A few were noticed, however,
crawling on the outside of the bark. Mr. Donisthorpe found a small
patch of HoasKs infection on one of these oaks ; and here we found
C'ri/ptop/iaf/iis sranicnit, L., ab. patriielis, Stm., some dozen specimens,
with its type-form commonly enough. Cryptarchus striyata, F., was
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also at this tree, but only in small numbers. Honialmm oxijacanthae,

Gr., I took a few of from some large fungi on an old stump ;
the

principal tenant of these fungi was Gi/mphaena affinis, Man., which

was present in extraordinary profusion. In one of the plantations my
companion found rather a surprise in a specimen of Malthinus frontalis,

Marsh., Avhich he swept up. An hour or two, on July 23rd., in

Richmond Park, gave me one nice species in Xj/lnphiliis ocitlatita, Gyll.,

of which I took eighteen specimens ; all of them were females. I

found them in the wood of, and crawling about the exterior of, that

oak known to most Coleopterists who have worked the Park, as the

dwelling of Doreatoma and Anitt/fi. The former was seen in great

abundance, but not one of the latter was noticed. Aphodius zenheri.

Germ., was already to be found in quantity among the deer

droppings, somewhat early for this species to be well out, I fancy.

The famous water-beetling ponds at Hanwell, on April 17th, after

much dredging, yielded a short series of the rare Coelainbns deroratns,

Gyll., one of the few nice beetles yet to be found there. During

May I made two or three excursions to Epping Forest, working

principally around Chingford and Highbeech. On my first trip

(May 10th) quite my best capture was a fine example of PJiilonthiis

nviriventrn, Th., taken from putrid fungoid matter on an old stump
at Highbeech. May 26th was the date of my next visit to the

Forest. The day's " bag" included :

—

Melnndrya caraboidi's, L., from

under Ash bark ; Tripla.c rtis>tica, L.. under bark of Horse-chestnut,

and from off Hawthorn bloom ; 'Jrh'/diorKa finiiratKs, Man., commonly ;

Clytiis )iii/sticiis, L., several; <Traiiniiopfera holomdiua, Pool., one;

Anaspis (larneysi, Fow., several ; Anospis rurilabris, Gyll., common
;

and Ananpis Kuhtestaeea, Steph., not uncommon. (The last was in

abundance on elder flowers.)

On May 30th I made my last trip to Epping ; by beating oaks in

the Loughton district I knocked out :

—

Graunnoptera aiialis, Pz., Hhi/n-

c/dtes pubeacens, F., Coeliode^i eri/thrDli'ticiiK, Gmel., and Magdalis cera.n,

L., amongst many more common forms. Mr. Donisthorpe suggested

a trip to Darenth Wood on June 30th. Many of the usual specialities

were noticed, and in addition a few other interesting beetles. In the

lane, by beating some Blackthorn bushes, we found Sci/mnns vriniwus,

Ross, in plenty. Mordellistena hiDneralis, L., and M. veuwaldef/fiiana,

Pz., were swept from flowers. A short series of the ab. femujinens,

Marsh, of Orchestes alni, L., were beaten off Iilmus ccavpeMHu. From
Sisyinbriton officinale, between Dartford and Darenth, I took a nice

series of Ceathorhynchus picitarsis, Gyll. My best thanks are due to

Mr. Donisthorpe for advising me to try for the species, he having

taken it in the same locality some years before. On July 7th, at

Oxshott, a short series of Dryopliilns piisillus, Gyll., from dying and
dead Larch boughs, and a stray specimen of Stilicus genicnlatit.s, Er.,

were the best captures. Lastly, I must record Gracilia minnta, F.,

from Hove House, Bedford Park. The first specimen was found on
June 1st on the window in a spare room ; subsequently, others were
found crawling on the walls, pictures, etc. It was not until June
6th that I found where they were breeding—this was in the binding

within the lid of a travelling trunk. On this day I took over sixty

examples from the trunk, and at later dates found this most graceful

little Longicorn still emerging in some numbers.
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The Coloration Problem.

By W. PARKINSON CURTIS, F.E.S.

{Concluded from p. 129.)

Lieut. -Col. Manders argues, p. 449, that it is scarcely reasonable

that the same agent should throw one insect back to type and another

to the form toward which it is tending, and then goes on to say that

we shall be confronted with the same difficulty {i.e., appearance of a

form not currently believed to be ancestral) in Hi/poliinnas, yet, as I

will show, his own arguments are certainly vitiated by the very same
thing, an attempt to explain two diverse results by the same set of

causes. I think he will find that LI. nnsip/nifi ab. /»«*/« isa Mendelian
recessive, a consideration of the brood bred by Kev. K. St. Aubyn
Rogers shows that this form is a recessive (1912, Proc. Ent. Soc.

Lond., p. vii.). Then again he assumes that the brown female H. bolina

is the oldest form. I was always led to believe that the oldest forms of

the female of both H. )iiisippns and H. bolina were those most like the

male, and this belief receives the strengthening help of the fact that

the males of the other Hypolimnafi and Kuralia, particularly H. dexithea

from Madagascar, the males and females of which are alike, as well as

some of the genera allied to Hi/pdlijiniax, many of them display much
the same markings and coloration as the male of //. inisippas. If the

older form of female be the female like the male, as seems entirely

probable, Lieut.- Col. Manders' attempted temperature-moisture ex-

planation is met with this difficulty, both J I. bolina and II. niidppuft

occur abundantly in Ceylon, both are closely allied, yet the same
temperature and moisture has driven //. luisippiis female into Danaine
coloration and H. bolina female into Euploeine coloration. The
germplasm of two species so very closely allied is yet so very different

that the same external causes have decked one female in many different

garbs of Euploeine dull brown and the other female in the gaudy
orange yellows of the Danaine. To travel over a continent to the

German Cameroons we have a precisely analogous case, the )ni)iia

group almost as closely allied to H. misippus and H. bolina, under
precisely similar conditions to those of H. niisippiis, are driven by

those conditions into association with the black and white Amauris,

whilst the same conditions produce the female H. i/iisip])i(s forms
diocippus, inaria and alcippoiden. I have now before me
Amauris ef/ialea, A. Iiecate, A. niavins, A. Jiecatoides, L. chrijsippns,''

L. dorippiis, L. alcippits, H. diocippus, H. inaria, tl. alcippoides,

H. anthedon, H. dubia, H. dinarclia, and a form of H. diibia

bearing a close resemblance to H. inima, all from Bipindi, German
Kameruns. All, if Lieut, Col. Manders be right, the diverse results of

the same climatic causes, a truly wonderful result. Personally I cannot

*NoTE.—Professor Poulton expresses surprise at the occurrence of Limnas
clwi/sippus var. doripjms in the German Cameroons, and calls my attention to the

fact that Limnas chrysippus type is rare there. I can only say that my specimen
was sent to me tof^ether with some 30 or 40 specimens of various species of

Danainae and Ni/mplialinae all bearing the locality label, and this is the one speci-

men in respect of which the locality would give rise to comment. The specimens
were obtained from a collector whose reliability and care is I believe unquestion-

able. At any rate I have never found him in error myself. He represented to me
that they were a recent batch from that locality, and they bore every evidence of

answering that description. The specimens were very fresh and in fine order.
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swallow that, but I can see the logic and harmony that at once reigns

when the Batesian and Miillerian theories are brought to bear upon
that wonderful assemblage of startlingly decorated models and their

faithful copies. [Professor Poulton has pointed out that precisely the

same difficulty lies in the way of explanation by External Causes in

the Nearctic Region (1908), Trans. Knt. Soc. Load., p. 449 fi seq., and

Rev. K. St. Aubyn Rogers has shown the same difficulty exists in B.

East Africa (1912), Proc. Ent. Soc. Lond., p. 496, and Professor

Poalton has called attention to the same difficulty in the Planema

alcino'e, P. iiiacarista and Acraea alciope combination, Bedrock loc. cit.,

pp. 57 et sei].]

.

Moreover the ochreous-orange of H. chri/fiippiis and H. diocippus is

not a prevalent colour amongst blue butterflies in my experience,

which I admit is limited. The browns associated Avith blues, except

the little lunules on the wings, are the dull Satyrid browns and not

the warm browns of the Danaidae.

Besides all this, if temperature be the explanation, why have the males

retained their ancestral and conspicuous dress? One would have expected

them to have varied likewise under the same stress. Again, p. 456, Lieut.

-

Col. Manders argues on the basis that variations are necessarily small.

They often are, and natural selection is supposed to act upon such small

variations, though many of the aberrations and variations that have

come under my notice in nature have been rather marked departures

than gradual. W. Bateson, in Materials for the Stiidi/ of Variation,

has collected a mass of evidence showing that variation often takes

place by quite perceptibly sudden steps. When the variation has

appeared, the principal of Mendelian heredity would tend to cause it to

reappear, and if an advantageous variation, natural selection would
gradually stereotype the variation to an extent that might turn the

particular set of peculiarities which make the variation into an

ascendant form, {confer Prof. Poulton, Bedrock, loc. cit., p. 63, for

example of such a variation in Acraea alciope). Once again, Lieut. -Col.

Manders argues that it is difficult to see how a small variation could

be selected by a bird or deceive a bird, but it may well be that the

detail in which we see synaposematic coloration to-day is the result of

the increasing discrimination of birds, as the discriminative faculty

would be enhanced in each generation by the fact that the bird who
successfully discriminated, would have a better area of food supply,

because it would be sure of palatable insects all the time, instead of

chancing unpalatable insects, which judging by Mr. Marshall's

experiments on the Mantis, seem to be positively harmful if sufficient

of them be consumed. [Confer, G. A. K. Marshall (1908) Trans. Ent.

Soc. Lond.. p. 96.] I find I have expressed myself almost in Mr.

Marshall's words, but I had not read his paper since it appeared, and

only referred to it after. On the whole Mr. Marshall has expressed

what I mean much more forcibly and clearly than I have done.

Professor Poulton remarks tome in litt. January 2lst, 1913, "In
synaposematic approach we do not need that a bird be mistaken,

provided it is reminded of a previous experience and approaches the

Miillerian mimic cautiously, so as to have every opportunity of

appreciating its defence—that might often be sufficient. Or again, if

the bird found both model and mimic unpleasant it could more easily

remember the experience if they were alike, even though it did not
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mistake the one for the other. I thiuk this may be important in the
early stages of approach."

I fully appreciate that Lieut. -Col. Manders' observations in Ceylon
seem to point to a somewhat indiscriminate slaughter of protected
species, and not to a discriminative slaughter, but all unpalatable forms
have their particular enemies which catch them easily as they are

slow and conspicuous.
The Mendelian Theory (which, in its later application as a useful

piece of machinery and as accessory to the Darwinian Theory seems to

me to be sound) would explain almost entirely the lack of inter-

mediates, and if, and when necessary, would explain the preservation

of advantageous intermediates at the time such forms were intermediate
and had not become fixed forms. [Confer, Dixey, F.A., (1908), Tram.
Ent. Soc. fjoml., p. 751.] I do not know on what basis Lieut. -Col.

Manders assumes that a bird's education is complete, if it is off the

nest in May, by the following October, but it is at least as great an
assumption as any of those he attacks, and I do not think he gives full

weight to the fact that birds from the Northern Latitudes which have
migrated southward for the winter, arrive, if I may be allowed to judge
by the only migratory birds with which I am acquainted, in their

winter quarters in September and would, therefore, be doing any
tasting that they might require about the time that H. iDisippus is on
the wing.

Judged by the test of stress produced by migrant insectivorous

birds and by nesting and nestlings, the cases of supposed Batesian
mimicry occurring in these latitudes bear out the theories.

I believe the following list is approximately correct.

Model : BombiiH terrestru (sp.)

Mimics: Heinarh fuciforudii (early May), H. titi/iis: (early May).
Model : Leucoma >>alicis.

Mimics: Porthesia clirijwrrhaea {aurijiiia) (late June and July).

Models : Spilonotna liibricijieda and S. nientliastri (not fiara).

Mimic: Diaphora menclica $ (June).

Model : Ve.ipa crahro.

Mimics : Tioc]>iliwn apiforniis (May to June), and T. crabroniforuiia*-

(late May to July).

Model : I do not know, but certainly Hymenopterous insects which
are probably armed in some way.
Mimics: Scinptfroii tabaniformis (June), ^Ef/eria scoliaeformis (June to

July), ,E. xpheciforiiiis (June to July), ^E. andreiiaeforinis (June to July),

yE. tipiiliforiiiis (June to July), .E. veHpiformis {asilifoniii.K) (May to

August), ^i<J. niynpaefuriiiis (June), ^E. cididfororis (April to June), ^E.

forwicaeforinis (July to August), ^E. ichneuiiioniforini.H (July to August),

A^l. muscaefoniris (June to July), and ^E. chrysidiformin (June and July).

Looking at the above list it is obvious to the most superficial

person that the earliest appears after birds have received an immense
accession of numbers by the migrants' arrival, that insect life is at its

*NoTE.—I would like to say that I was completely taken in by Trochilium
crahrotiifonuis on the wing last summer and that 1 have the greatest difficulty in

following ^-Eiieria culiri/'ormis and Sexia vei'piformh (axiliforiiiia) on the wing when
they get mixed up with Hymenopterous insects. My eyesight is unusually good
both in accuracy of focus, truthful rendering of colour and depth of focus, and,

moreover, I can use my eyes at a very much wider angle than most people.
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highest point, that no case occurs amongst them after the nestling

period is over, and downward migration, which starts at the end of

July, has got into full swing. The cases occur at just that time when
one would expect them to occur if the bases of the theories be correct.

To turn to another feature of this island fauna. It is an integral

part of the theories that warning colours lose their utility to a large

extent, where insect food is scarce. Let us take the insects which
exhibit warning colours, and which, by birds' behaviour, I judge to be

nauseous:

—

Antlironna /ilipt'iulxhie (June and July), Hipocrita jarobacae

(May to August), Calliinorpha (lomiiuila and C (.luadnpnnctata (hera)

(June)*, Diacrisia sannio (May to June), Para^ewia idantafjinis (June),

{ParaAemia plantaf/inis is very oiiensive to my nose, it has a peculiarly

dank, corpsy smell about it, that is not easy to describe, but which is

very penetrating and persistent). Arctia raia (June and July), Aretia

villica (June and July), Spiloaouia iiientliaxtrl {Diacrisia /lava), S.

liibncepe.da, and <S. nrtirae (all June and July), Leiicoixa ftalieis

(June and July), Pdlura luonaeha (July). (Prom everything I can
see from the carelessness of this moth in its site of rest and general

behaviour and odour, I believe it to be protected). Satarnia pavonia

(April), Venilia iiuiciilaria (May to June), Abraxas i/rossidariata (June

to July), and probably the genus (Jabera (June), one and all appear
during the time insect life is most abundant, and when the birds

would not be driven to unpalatable food. How difterent is the

case when the downward migration of the hungry yearlings is in full

swing, during the winter months and early spring, when our insecti-

vorous winter residents are busy and very hungry, one and all of the

lepidopterous insects seek the retiring garb of russet-brown and dead

leaf colours, or else dress themselves in the soft greens and greys of

the lichen-covered trees. Professor Poulton has also pointed out that

Coccinellids, which pass the winter as imagines, hide when the insect

life is getting scarce ; so also Vespa. There also seems to be a ten-

dency, amounting in some cases to a bitterly prejudiced obsession, to

throw doubt upon the validity of the results attained by experiment on
captive birds, and to treat them as of no account in every case where
they show that the supposed protected insect is not palatable. In

some cases the writers seem to go to the absurd extremity of rejecting

everything in favour of the theories, whilst seizing upon and insisting

upon every little point which they think tells against the theories.

Then again, I think that those who reject such evidence are clearl}'^

wrong, apart from the question of selection of species eaten. It must
now be admitted by all, in face of the abundant evidence forthcoming,

that birds of almost every species show a marked partiality for insect

food of some kind. It is notorious that birds in captivity do not get

a sufficiency of insect food either in quantity or variety, since it is so

difficult to procure. Accordingly one would expect that a bird in

captivity would accept greedily insect food presented to it, unless it

were too shy to feed in the presence of man, and that without being

too particular as to kind presented. When, therefore, one gets birds

under these conditions deliberately rejecting particular species time

after time, I believe one to be quite safe in drawing the inference that

the insect is unpalatable to that bird and inferentially to all birds of

* I have never taken it till late July.—H. J. T.
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like tastes. I also believe that the fact that the bird and the insect
may not necessarily be a bird and insect which would normally meet
in the wilds to be a fact of very little moment. R. J. Pocock's con-
clusions, loc. cit., p. 810, which amply bear me out, are of particular
interest in this respect, and I do not think that the fact that Lanins
collnrio has a known partiality for bumble-bees, sufficient to discount
the results attained by these hio;hly instructive experiments. Lest it

be said that Lanins collnrio, the Redbacked Shrike, has not this marked
partiality, I might mention that my brother and I found a pair of L.
collnrio a little while back that had collected between 80 and 40
bumble-bees and stuck them on a thorn hedge, very neatly pinned
against being wanted for the next meal.

To my mind Mr. Colthrup and Lieut.-Col. Manders, in viewing the
question of protective coloration from the narrow standpoint of attacks
on lepidopterous imagines only, give opponents of the theories a handle
to which they are in no wise entitled. True it may be that a proved
systematic and constant preying of birds upon lepidopterous imagines
would place the theories on an immovable basis, but without admitting
that no such preying has been proved since the evidence cited and
referred to above goes a long way to this end, I maintain that the
coloration theories are entitled to all the support they can draw from
any source from which they can get it. Were cryptic coloration a
phenomenon only observed in the Lepidoptera in the imago stage, I

should be with these two writers (see Mr. Colthrup and Lieut.-CoL
Manders) in regarding the absence of attacks on the cited Folia chi as
a fact throwing doubt on the whole theory, but on every hand one
finds that this form of concealment is resorted to, and, as shown by
Mr. Marshall's observations in South Africa, is often only resorted to

by some species at the time when the stress of life is more severe, viz.,

the dry season.

" The theories must be taken as a whole and contested as a whole."
The Rev. G. Wheeler {in litt., October 31st. 1912),^^= took me to task
over that statement because, in his view, I had exhibited the weakness
of a specialist (which by the way I cannot pretend to be). Or as
another friend of mine remarked when I pointed out to him the
extraordinary likeness of Danaida (Salatitra) t/enutia and Pentliema
dichroa, " Oh, you see mimicry in everything." Mr. Wheeler went on
to refer me to remarks of his in the (1910) Kntowohujist, p. 214, where
he girded at the systematist who pinned his faith to a single character.
Now, his views there expressed are, if I may say so with deference,
unsound, but his objection to my statement is, I submit, equally
unsound. I cannot admit that the soundness of a theory ought to be
tested by the measure in which it may be applied to elucidate a set of

facts to which it has no true relation. A being with no knowledge of

the density of air, but a knowledge of the effect of gravity, would

* I have no desire to "burke" the publication of any part of this paper, much
of which is very valuable and all very ingenious, and it is reproduced as received

;

but I must protest that it is not " playing the game" to answer in a magazine
article a letter that has never been published and was never intended for publi-
cation, and which was admittedly both incomplete and hurried. What I wrote in
the Kutomolopist I entirely adhere to, but 1 sincerely hope that no one will take
my opinions on this subject at second-hand from the present paper, where they
are m some cases caricatured and in others totally misconceived.— George
Wheeler.
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probably explain the rising of a balloon as due to a cessation of the

operation of gravity. This mistake does not detract from the sound-

ness of the theory of gravitation. Likewise, there may be specific

instances in which a superficial observer might assume a synapose-

matic combination where such did not exist ; but I cannot for the

life of me see that that throws any doubt on the correctness of the

theories. An individual might readily be led to suppose that a group

of Boarmias were a synaposematic combination instead of all being a

syncryptic assemblage. Mr. Wheeler suggests that the theories might
be applied where almost demonstrably applicable, but rejected in other

cases. The theories would lose their value to me entirely if they

could not be applied throughout and to their logical extremity. I do

not believe that natural laws operate in a piece-meal style, every-

thing that I know tends to make me believe that every law

in nature is carried into operation in its entirety and to its

logical extremity, and that the supposed exceptions are the result

of inter-actions of laws which we have failed to elucidate. Prof.

Poulton remarks to me in litt., "There are such accidental resemblances

between patterns of butterflies in different regions, but they are very

rare, if on the theory of chances we assumed that an equal proportion

of the mimics within the same region are also due to accident, it would
cut off a small fraction of our examples, and in very many cases we
have changes in mimicry in relation to geographical distribution over

the region, and such are of course beyond any doubt." 1 do not, of

course, mean to say that it is not possible to fancy a cryptic resem-

blance existing between two objects from remote parts of the globe,

since one lump of dirt is very like another. It may be well that

cryptic resemblance to the sand cliffs of Cape Colony would be quite a

serviceable resemblance of a sand cliff" in Britain. Moreover, I can-

not follow Mr. Wheeler in his suggestion that the theories may apply •

to one Order, and need not necessarily apply to another. Like results

are the result of like causes in probably every Order. The physical

means and machinery producing the results may vary infinitely, but

the primal cause of the tendency and the goal aimed at are alike. For
example, assuming the cause of mimicry to be the stressof the struggle

for lire, and the result attained be a mimetic resemblance, the means
used are very various, it may be by increase or reduction of scales,

increase or decrease of pigment, but the end attained by these

various modifications is a passing likeness, and the operative causes

shew the theories at work practically. Lieut.-Col. Manders' Scotch

attitude, however canny, will not enable him to occupy a place of

neutrality, since there being no other rational explanation of the

observed phenomena in the field, if he does not accept the explanation

he must be treated as an opponent, and I think the opponents of the

theories should state clearly, what I cannot see that they have done as

yet, whether they say the Batesian and Miillerian theories are bad as a

whole or only bad as applied to lepidopterous imagines.

If the former, it is open to them to supply, and in fact necessary

that they should supply, a rational explanation of the extraordinary

likenesses between organism and organism, and organism and inorganic

surroundings. I am fully aware that generally it is a bad method of

arguing (and it is a method I have no love for) that you must accept

my explanation, however futile, unless you can put one less futile in
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its place. I venture to ihink, however, that the present views of the

coloration problems will hold the field until some general theory is

promul,2;ated by the opponents, into which as many of the known facts

dovetail as neatly as they do with the present theories. In considering

special cases of difficulty such as Bourbon and Mauritius, there is a

tendency to lose sight of the striking fact that the present theories,

wherever applied throughout the globe have furnished a ready explana-

tion of the phenomena presenting themselves in the particular area

considered, and that without curtailment or modification. They have
been found to be as general as the application of Newton's laws.

Further, that nearly the whole of the known facts and evidence fall

into orderly arrangement and logical sequence under the theories.

It has been found by past scientific experience, in practically every

field, that attempted special explanations assigning a particular cause

or set of causes to each phenomenon isolated, and bearing no proper

relation to the cause or causes producing analogous phenomena, have,

in the long run, been found to be unsound.
If the opponents merely say that they oppose the application of

the theories to lepidopterons imagines, for I cannot see how they can
contest the application of the theories to the other Orders and larval

stages, do they want two theories where one will do ?

Such an instance of duplicated general laws of nature is not within

my own limited knowledge.
In plain English, can the opponents of the theories explain the

facts by anything but the theories ? I trow not.

(I have to acknowledge the kind assistance of Prof. Poulton, who
read the above and made a number of helpful suggestions.—W.P.C.)

Addendum.—Extract from the Bird Diary of E. H. Curtis, under
•date April 5th, 1913:—At Break Hill, Canford, Dorset.—In the fir

wood between the schneuideus marsh and the motor road we (.sc.

E. H. C. and W. P. C.) saw a Sitta caenia fly to the foot of a fir tree

and work up to abDut fifteen feet from the ground ; it made a sudden
run up the trunk and nailed a large grey yDCtna (probably Xylocaiiiya

areola). It took the moth in its beak and beat it against the bark.

It then took the moth up to a cracked limb in the small branches of

another tree about 50 yards away, and dislodged a forewing by
jambing the insect in the crevice and plucking at it. By this time the

insect was fairly " bald," but the result not being satisfactory, he took

it out and rubbed the insect about on the bough and stuffed it into

another split. Two more wings flew off, and after a little more
pecking he swallowed the body and thorax of the insect, wiped the

fluff oft' his beak, and called up his mate, and both departed. The
wind was so high that we lost sight of the insect's wings, and it was
impossible to recover them." With regard to this it may be noted

that the insect was at rest and the bird was searchim^.—W. P. C.

The Season of 1912 in the Abertillery district of Monmouthshire.

By W. RAIT SMITH, F.E.S.

It is somewhat late in the day to give an account of one's doings

in 1912, but, as the season was such an extraordinary one everywhere,

it will be as well to have a few notes on the little worth recording from

this part of the country.
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January and February produced nothing except a few Phvjalia

peOaria $ s and some very ordinary Hijbernia viarginaria (proi/enuiiaria).

From several larvae collected at Weston-super-Mare last year were bred

a good many Hybernia Diph-apraria. T was struck with the large per-

centage of $ s these larva) produced.

During March things were a little better, although hardly anything

but the very commonest spring insects were seen ; two Poli/ploca

(Asphalia) fiavicornis were taken at rest on fence posts on the 10th,

also a solitary ^/.soy*/i//rt (Anisopteryx) aescnlaria: the latter instct has

been getting scarcer every year; a few years ago it was exceedingly

abundant throughout the district, but has rapidly decreased in num-
bers each succeeding year, the specimen taken on the 10th was the

only example I was able to find, in spite of really close searching for

the species, as I was anxious to renew my series. Malenyilns [Larentia)

nudtistriyaria was rather early this year, the first examples, three ^ s

and one 2 , were taken at rest on bed-straw on March 10th, and the

species occurred fairly commonly throughout the month ; by searching

with a lantern about 11 p.m. a good many were taken at rest on grass

stems, several pairs in cup. Most of these were typical; ab. riryata,

Tutt, was scarce, and only one ab. nubilata, Tutt, was taken ; the best

form was one with a light yellowish-brown ground colour, taken on
the 12th. Several Taeniorampa yot/n'ca emerged in my breeding-cages

about the middle of the month, from the 8th to the 14th, a good fort-

night before wild emergences.

At the beginning of April the sallows were in full bloom, and on

two nights, the 3rd and the 5th, insects were exceedingly abundant at

them. By far the larger proportion were Taeniocauipa yothica. T.

stabilis and T. palvendenta were plentiful enough, together with hyber-

nated examples of Orrhodia vaccinii : T. instabilix, as usual, was
decidedly scarce, two only were taken. Pachnobia rubricusa was not so

plentiful as usual. I was pleased to take a dozen fine and varied

Taeniocaiupa opium on the 5th ; this species is by no means common
here. The Pierids were about in fair numbers throughout the month,
although not so plentiful as in normal years ; Picn» napi was the

commonest of the three " whites," P. rapae fairly common, and P.

braasicac. decidedly scarce.

On April 24th, in a small secluded valley, about three miles from
Abertillery, I found Callopliryu rubi out in extraordinary numbers. I

did not happen to have my net with me, but managed to pill-box

fourteen examples as they feasted on the few remaining sallow blooms.

The next day I again visited this valley fully " armed," and found C.

rubi even more plentiful than the day before ; I could have taken two

or three hundred, with very little trouble, if necessary, but was content

with 76 picked specimens. Some of these are heavily spotted with

white on the underside, a S was taken having the lower wings of

a golden shade ; the best variety was a $ with the underside of a

bronzy shade. This aberration was rare, a few were seen approaching

it, but only this one example had the underside of a pronounced

bronze. The day was cloudy, with intervals of bright sunshine ; the

moment the sun became obscured not a single C. rubi was to be seen,

they disappeared as if by magic. I carefully searched to see what they

rested on, and after a few minutes had no difficulty in finding them on

birch leaves, holly and bilberry, or anything green, not a single one
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was to be found on the dead grass or bracken. When the sun was
obscured it was quite unnecessary to use the net, the insects were
easily pill- boxed as they rested, they made no attempt to tly unless the
sun shone. C. rubi is a fairly common insect here in ordinary seasons,
I have never seen this species in such numbers anywhere before. Did
the hot dry season of 1911 account for this profusion ? I am looking
forward with interest to see if this butterfly will be in anything like

such numbers in 1913. Saturnia pavonia ^s were fairly common on
the hilltops, the $ s, as usual were not so much in evidence. Tephroaia
crepnscularia, usually fairly common, was decidedly scarce; only three
examples were seen at rest on larch trunks, but I was pleased to find

that one of these was of the blackish form, ab. ni;ira, which was not
uncommon here a few years ago, but disappeared when the one wood in

which they were to be taken was cut down. Brpphoa jtartltenias was
seen in about its usual numbers, flying swiftly round the birches; it is

a fairly common insect in this district.

From April 25th a spell of heavy rain set in, which lasted until

May 10th without a break. The 11th was dull and cloudy, but as it

was not actually raining, I had a few hours' collecting at Aberbeeg,
about two miles from Abertillery, where I found insects were fairly

numerous, especially Ne)iiop/iora swaiiniierclaiiiiiiella, which was beaten
out of beech in little clouds. A few Tortrix and other micros were
taken in the same way, half a dozen fine dark Cidaria !>iifnmata were
taken at rest on larch trunks, and other Geometers beaten out of

the bushes included Coremia ferrugata, C. designata, Larentia
tristata, Lozogramma (Panagra) petraria, and Xanthorho'e fiitctiiafa.

The last-named insect was very common throughout the month,
and was almost the only insect to be seen at light. Collecting at

light does not pay in this district, a four or five mile march
round the lamps night after night for one or two common moths
is not profitable work. A few fine Mamentra {Hadena) glaiica were
taken at rest on stone walls, together with odd examples of Mamestra
{Hadena) thalassina, M. contigiia, and A], dentina. Dusking on the
hillsides gave Cabera piimria and 6'. exanthemata, Perizona (Ennnelesia)

albulata, l<]upithecia luilgata and E. nanata, Xanthorho'e niovtanata,

Coremia ferrugata, C. designata, and Opinthngraptis liiteolata in fair

numbers, and Ematnrga atomaria and Lozogratnma petraria in

abundance. On May 19th I took a fine male Malenydrin .solicata at

rest at the foot of a large beech ; this is a species I have not seen here
before. A second example, a rather worn J , was found at rest

amongst bilberry on the top of one of our hills, on the 26th. Cilix

glancata, not a common insect in this district, was taken at dusk on
the 13th. The "Hooktips " were conspicuous by their absence this

year. Prothgmnia {fhgtometra) riridaria and Heliaca tenebrata were
not to be found in their usual numbers, only a few were seen on sunny
afternoons. I failed to find a single Kudidia glyphica this year, a
species usually fairly common in the district, and only saw one worn
Endidia mi. Amongst the butterflies Coennngmpha pamphiliis appeared
to be in their average numbers, but the usually common Ni.Hnniailes

tages was decidedly scarce.

On May 28th I had a day's collecting at Torquay. The day was
fine and bright in the morning, but clouded over about 1.30 p.m., and
remained so for the rest of the day. I was anxious to get a series of
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Bapta hiiimcidata, so spent the greater part of my time beating bushes,

etc., for this species. Insects which were about in fair numbers,

included Mewletica nrellata, Cainptograuniia hilineata (common), Bapta

temerata, Acidalia re})nitaria (common), Antidea rnhidata, Amoebe

viridaria (common), Xantiiorho'e finctiiata (common), yi.s?/te«« candidata

(abundant), (Jidaria snjf'iiiiiata (worn), Xantkorhue viontanuta (common),

Lif/dia aditstata, Eiipitliecio riilf/ata and a single Bapta bimacidata,

which was beaten out of wild cherry. Micros did not seem inclined to

move, the only insect beaten out at all freely was Tortrix viiimtrana.

Owing to the lack of sunshine butterflies were not much in evidence,

the only things noticed were a few Knrhloe cardamines, all S s except

one, and a couple of Paravf/e ef/eria. This is not a very satisfactory

result, but, considering the season, one had to be satisfied with small

mercies.

The greater part of June was wet and dull, consequently but little

collecting could be done in this, the busiest month of the year.

Butterflies were very scarce, two or three worn Brenthis eiiphrosyne

were seen at the beginning of the month, the allied B. selene was not

nearly so common as usual ; one example with very large light marginal

spots, which made the insect look quite conspicuous on the wing, was
taken on the 22nd. Ridnu-ia phlaeas and Foh/Diinnatiis icariis were

very scarce; Aitf/iades sylraniiswas fairly common, a very light example,

a $ , was taken amongst others on the 22nd. A few worn Calloplirys

rnbi were still about at the beginning of the month, also one or two
Euchlo'e cardaiiiincs ; the latter insect has been very scarce this year.

The two common iSatyrids Epiiwphele juitina (janira) and Cdennnynipha

paiiiphilus were to be seen everywhere. Moths appeared to be in about

their usual numbers, whenever the weather allowed one to collect.

Hepialns hecta swarmed in every wood, Hepialiisfiificonebulosa [relieda)

was fairly common on grassy banks; a very fine ab. yallicus was taken

at rest on a fence post on the 9th. On the 8rd I took a 2 H. Inpidina

at rest on a wall in the centre of the town, the first example of this

common insect I have seen here. Adacita statices occurred in fair

numbers in its very restricted haunts, Antlirocera tilipendulae and A.

trifolii were common enough at Crumlin and Pont-llan-fraith. The
" Hawk " moths are very scarce in this district, a fine ? Ainorpha

pnpuli, found at rest on a stone wall, was brought to me on the 18th,

a very late date, this is the only example 1 have seen this year.

Eiuiwiplia {Uliaerocaiiipa) eljienor, a single specimen, the first I have
noticed in this district, was observed at dusk on the 20th of the month.
Hippocrita jacobaeae, not a particularly common insect here as a rule,

was about in fair numbers this year, a few Paraseviia plantayiins were
seen flying swiftly up and down the steep hillsides ; in my experience

the best time to take this insect is about 4 p.m., when the flight is not

nearly so rapid ; the same remark applies to the 2 s of Macrothijlacia

rnbi and Lasiocam pa cjnercm, both of the latter insects were seen in

about their usual numbers. A single $ J)iacrisia sannio (^nissnla)

was found at rest on a clump of rushes on the 22nd. I take one or

two examples of this insect each year and always in the same spot, I

have never taken more than two in any one season, a fact I cannot
account for ; in other districts in which I have collected, if the species

has been taken at all, it has been, as a rule, in fair numbers. The
two common " Ermines," Spilo.sowa menthastri and S. litbricipeda, were
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taken freely at rest on grassy banks, and in flight at dusk. Diaphora
mendica was not noticed this year; a ? of this species taken at Crumlin
in 1911 laid about 60 ova, the larva? fed up well on dock and eventu-
ally gave me about 40 pupje, for some reason or other all but three

died during the winter, so the net result of these 60 ova was three

typical 5 s.

I " sugared " during the iiionth whenever possible, and on the
whole found it fairly productive in numbers, though not in species.

By far the commonest insect at sugar was A'lrotis e.irlaniationu, even
exceeding in numbers those usual pests at sugar Tiylophania incmo-

(jlypha and Tripliaena proniiha, Acronicta rumich, Hadena thalasaina,

H. oleracea and H. pisi, Xijlophmia riirea and var. alnpeciiniH, X.
hepatica, Noctiia plecta, liiisina tenebrosa, Ayrotis sef/etinii, Miana
s'riiiilifi, and one or two other common Noctuae, were taken plentifully

enough at sugar, together with a few Noctiia primulae (feativa), N. riibi

and Caradrina qiiadiipunctata, with single examples of Apaniea basi-

linea and BoHibycia riiiiinah'a. The last species I have not hithertO'

taken in this district. Acronicta psi were common in their usual

resting-places, the trunks of large beech ; from a larva of this species

collected in 1911 a fine g emerged on October 8rd, surely a very
unusual date ; a few Hadena (jlaiica were found at rest on stone walls

;

one or two Acronicta menyanthidis were taken off fence posts and walls;

this species varies greatly in numbers each year, some seasons it is to

be taken in abundance, and in others it is quite scarce. On the 22nd
I took a fine fresh XylnpJuisia lit/toxylea at rest on a fence post, a few
posts further away produced a rather worn Manicstra [Hadena) yenistae

on the same date. Both these species must be rare in this district, as

I have not taken them here before. At dusk most of the common
Noctuae were to be taken more or less commonly flying over rough
herbage. Acronicta rinnicif; and Leucania iinpura were very common^
L. pallens decidedly scarce, as were the genus Miana and PetUanrpa
arcuosa. Searching the birch trunks and elsewhere for Aplecta

nebulosa and A. tincta was a failure; A.tincta is a scarce species

in this district, I have only taken three altogether, but A. nebnlnm
is not uncommon in most seasons. The genus Plnsia was very
scarce this year, only one or two worn examples of the usually abundant
P. festiicae were noticed, the other species Avere conspicious by their

absence. Amongst the Geometers Opixthoyraptis liiteolata was very
common everywhere, Metrocampa maryinata and Pseudoterpna prnniata

were to be taken in fair numbers in the Llanock Wood, Boarmia
repandata and B. yeininaria were very scarce. Acidalia fatvata as

usual was common enough on every hillside, together with swarms of

Lozoyramnia petraria, Xanthorho'e tristata, Malenydris didymata and
Ematitrya atoinaria. Beating bushes and rough herbage in the woods
gave Loniafipilis maryinata, Acidalia imitaria, A. reniataria and A.

aversata, Cabera pusaria and C exanthemata, Mesoleiica ocellata, M.
[Coreinia) ferrnyata and M. desiynata, Ainoebe viridaria and a few
other common Geometers. I did not notice Mexoleiica albicillata or
Eulype hastata this year; neither are common insects here, one or two
are taken each season, as a rule. The active Seiniothisa litnrata were
not uncommon in most woods, a few Kachoeca obliterata and Tephrosia

punctidaria were netted, fuipithecia laricinta was common enough
among larch and K. nanata amongst heather. Dusking gave a fair
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number of Hydriomena /areata (eliitata) and H. imphu-iata, Cidaria
fidvata and C. corylata. A few Odezia atrata were noticed in their

very restricted haunts. Ort/iolitha plnmbaria was rather scarce, this is

a somewhat local insect with us. A fine fresh $ PacJn/a {AmpJiidasis)

hetularia was taken at rest on a grassy bank on the 22nd.
This usually common insect is decidedly scarce in this district. I

have only taken two or three altogether. One or two afternoons were
spent in a fruitless search for Kntepliria awsiata a species which
occurs rarely amongst rocks on the tops of these hills.

On June 15th I went to Pont-llan-fraifch principally to ascertain if

Melitaea onrinia were still to be found there. This beautiful insect

was to be found in one field in abundance up till 1907, in which year
I took a good series, but for some unexplained reason, has decreased
in numbers since ; last year only a few were seen. I was delighted to

find M. aiirinia in decidedly increased numbers, I took a few picked
specimens, one or two had very large yellowish marginal spots on the
lower wings. The best aben-ation taken was one with the central
spots on the lower wing entirely black, instead of the usual yellow,
this example is exactly like the one figured by South in his British

Biittrr/lieH, pi. 65, fig. 6. I found insects were fairly plentiful up till

lunch time, but mostly of a common order, the commonest species

was (Jranibiis perlelliif; and its var. wat rini/tonellKs. I was very pleased
to take Botj/s lujalinalis a Pyralid new to me as far a,s this district

is concerned. About 2 o'clock it began to rain heavily which put a
stop to further collecting for the day.

(To he concluded .)

Lepidoptera at Fontvielle. Bouches du Rhone.

By Eev. F. E. LOWE, M.A., F.E.S.

Spending the greater part of June in the South of France, I decided
to follow up a suggestion made by Mr. Kenneth Morton, in last year's

Entoiiiolor/iHt, and try the district near Aries, called " Les Alpines." I

am bound to say that from a lepidopterist's point of view it proved
entirely disappointing. Insects were, as a rule, very ordinary, and
with one or two exceptions few in numbers. I entered upon the chase
with great hopes, for the locality is weirdly-attractive and unlike any
other place I have seen. As will appear, however, the results of the
expedition were so insignificant that I should not venture to chronicle

them but for two reasons—first, that the Editorial Secretary presses me
for an account of my last year's experience, and secondly, that Mr.
Tutt so constantly urged that information of what districts do not

produce was important, as well as what they do. In a word, he
desired negative as well as positive evidence. Well, Les Alpines affords

little but negative evidence. The dates of my excursions were June
19th, 20th and 21st. We were lodged at the Hotel du Forum, Aries.

Les Alpines, or Les Alpilles as some French authors prefer to call the
hills, are reached by the strangest of railways from a little station
connected by a footpath with the P. L.M. Station. The line runs
through a desolate country skirting the Alpines which lie to the
left. The carriages of this Cliemin dc fer departmental <i' Aries are
remarkable even in a region notable for antiquarian interests,

and remains of hoary antiquity—they must be quite seventy years
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old. Upon examination they proved to be old third-class coaches

of our own G.W.R. and M.R. They have, however, been promoted to

the dii^-nity of second class, and without any attempt to remove the

plain English "Third Class." A large 2 has been painted upon the

central panel of the doors, which would seem to be the only paint they

have received since they were discarded by* the English companies.

But at the cautious pace at which the train ran we were landed safelj'

at Fontvielle, our distination. After a hot walk of about half-an-hour

we reached the beginning of our hunting-ground which is an irregular

treeless moor between two ranges of low hills—those on the left Les
Alpines, sometimes attaining a fair height, but bare, the lower range

on the right is wooded towards the top. There are extensive stone

quarries at the base of the hills and strange excavations which are said

to date from prehistoric times. The moor is crossed in every direction

by rough cart tracks and covered by a rough growth of wiry herbs and
grasses. Flowers were not abundant. On the wide spaces between

the quarries flew in moderate numbers, Melanan/ia f/alatliea, a few
" blues," with here and there Melitaea didijma and Cnennnyinpha

paiiiphiliiH. The best thing here perhaps was an occasional T/u/uielicus

actaeoit, or a still less frequent Anthoc/taris belia var. aiisonia. But
working upwards, always to the right, on higher ground, which was
dotted about with some stunted bushes, I came upon my first

encounter with Kpi)u'pliele ida. These were scarce the first day, but on

the second and third visit very abundant. This was the only

butterfly, which was a new experience to me. I secured a long

and perfect series of both sexes. A little thing in the habits

of this species, at least in this locality, occasioned me some surprise.

I should have expected to find its behaviour like that of its near

relative K. tithonxs, which appears always to gambol round bushes,

and especially the flowers of the bramble, basking often in dozens on

a single small bush. But K. ida entirely neglected the bushes for the

ground, and showed more the habit of Pararge nictiaera or Coeno-

nynipha pawphilnx. Among the " Moths " I had little better success.

I had hoped, on seeing such unusual ground, that I might find myself

among interestmg species of AcidaUdae or Craiidudae, but of the

former only two, and of the latter none, revealed themselves,

neither did I see a single Zygfenid. Two moths, however, I did find

which were quite new tome. One fresh specimen of Kverr/estis extiinalis,

which I boxed under the impression that it was a most remarkable

specimen of Pionea forficalu. The other species, of which I obtained

two male specimens, was a Noctxa, Eublemma stiavis, Hb., which I

believe is rather a good thing. These were kicked up out of scrubby

ground at a still higher elevation. The following is a complete list of

the Lepidoptera observed during my three visits:

—

-Papilio machaon (2),

Pieris hyaf^sicae, P. rapae, Anthucliaris belia var. au-wnia, Cioitepteryx

cleopatra, emerging; Colia edtisa, early brood Avorn ; Thecla ilicis,

mostly worn, generally very small, and of the var. aesridi : ('allopJirys

riibi, worn to rags; and Rinniria phlaeas, scarce. The "Blues" were re-

presented by Plebeian an/iis (^aei/on), the brood was passing; of the females

there were both the brown form and also that with much blue at the

bases of the upperside. Plebeian aniyroiinomon was small and scarce.

Saditaiitides baton, a few dark, rather small, and with diminished red

band on underside hindwings. Aricia inedon (aHtrarche), few and
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ordinary. Polyommatus icariis, small, and with brown females with-
out a trace of blue. Aifriades coiidon, nearly over and not, I should
think, abundant. Of the Vanessids I only record one worn PtjranietH

cardui. The Melitaeae were represented by one very worn M. plioche,

and a brood of bright, but not large M. didtpna just coming out,
Melananjia (/alat/iea was fairly frequent in and around the quarries.
SattjriiH circe (one) would undoubtedly be common later. JliitparcJiia

semele, very fine and very abundant, as also were Parari/c nu'i/aera.

Epinephelc Jiirtina, E. ida, and K. paKipliai'—all abundant, the last very
worn. Coimoni/iiiiiha darns, a few, but very local, probably not fully

out; C /ja»;/;/(/7».s, decidedly scarce. Of the Hcsperidae,! saw a few
Erijnnis altheae, Adopaea tiara (tJiainiias), and Tln/welicun actaeon.

The moths, so far as my notes go, seem to have been very little in

evidence, for I can only record five species, viz., Acidnlia oc'hrata and
A. rnbiijinata (1), Ererijextis extiinalift (1), Odontia dentalis (1), and
Enhlemma snavis (2).

It should be noted that the actual Alpines were never explored by
me, but only the country lying at the foot of that range.

Pupal Moult of Agriades coridon ; The Maxillary Pocket of

Plebeiid Pupa. {Witli tno plates.)

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D., F.E.S.

Amongst other items communicated to Mr. Tutt will be found in

vol. X. of Brithli Lepidojitera, p. 226, an account of the pupa of I'lebeius

argus (aet/on), together with an illustrative plate. I there described a
curious pocket to contain the extremities of the maxilbB. This passes,

so to speak, into the interior of the pupa, just as a pocket is inside

a garment, though with an opening outside. In the case of the pupa
the opening is covered by the ends of the wings and antenna soldered

down, not unlike a flap covering the opening of a pocket. The
maxillfe dip under the antennae, where these meet each other in the
middle line, but pass down behind them, and have 0'6mm. or so of

their extremities in this pocket. The arrangement is well seen in the

photographs from the pupa shell mounted in balsam making the

structures transparent. In the pupa, viewed from outside, unprepared,

no trace of this pocket is seen, the antennsc and wings abutting on the

anterior margin of the fifth abdominal segment in the usual way. The
additional length of proboscis so accommodated is so small that it

hardly seems worth while, but the arrangement is very interesting in

comparison with the ways in which a long proboscis is disposed of, by
an external process, into which a loop near the base projects in some
Sphiiujes, and a terminal projection holds the end of the proboscis in

Plmia and Cucidlia.

I revert to the matter now, in order to record an observation of the

way in which this curious pocket is formed.
On June 21st, 1911, I had the luck to watch a larvie of Ai/riadcs

coridon moult to pupa. The larval head is, as usual, moulted entire,

but has a hood of prothoracic skin all round it, the dehiscence being
across the back of the prothorax. The lining of the oesophagus (and
stomach ?) withdrawn is about 3'Omm. in length, the middle milli-

metre being a stifi chitinous piece, the end very delicate and slender.
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The wings came clown to their full extent during the moult, and the

maxillae, etc., with them. The moult did not occupy many minutes.

The maxilhe projected nearly a millimetre (guessed, not measured)
beyond the wings.

The 5th abdominal and following segments were very movable and
active, more capable ot various contortions exercised m pushing back
the larval skin than they ever appear to be during larval existence.

In only a few minutes after the moult was completed thej^ drew
up and assumed very nearly their final pupal positions. Whilst these

segments were still very movable, the intersegmental membranes were
wide and flexible to allow of those movements. As soon as the

descending skin had left the 4th to 5th abdominal incisions the

membrane here was alternately stretched and closed up as the peri-

staltic movements of moulting went on. At first this was, in fact,

simply the ordinary action of an incision when the segments on either

side are in relative motion, and the projecting maxilhe, extending,

saj', a millimetre beyond the wings reached halfway across it when
it was extended, when it was closed they were between its folds.

Then the extent of the incision on either side in front seemed to

diminish, as if by shrinking of the membrane, but in front over the

maxilire it continued to open, at each movement, the margin of the

fifth segment getting gradually sharper and sharper in the middle
line. Then when the incision closed at each movement, this margin
came over the ends of the maxill;D, which seemed a little bent back-

wards. Next, they were not completely uncovered when the incision

Avas most open, but elsewhere less opening was accompanied by
gradual shrinking of tlie intersegmental membrane. Finally, the

maxillae were permanently covered.

The pocket was thus seen to consist of the intersegmental mem-
brane kept stretched as it was during the moult, whilst throughout
the rest of its circle it contracted together, so as to be little more
than an inappreciable cement, joining the margins of the 4th and
5th abdominal segments together.

The photographs from the Jlritis/i Lepidoptcra are here repro-

duced.

Explanation of Platks.

Plate XI.—Fig. 1—Front of 4th and 5th abdominal segments of pupa of Flebeui-t

argiis, showing projection ot maxillffi into pupal interior through the
4-5 abdominal incisions, x (JO.

Fig. 2.—Front of 4th and 5th abdominal segments of pupa of Plebeius

argits, with portion of 5th segment cutaway to show maxilliE project-

ing into interior of pupa, through 4-5 abdominal incision, x 60.

Plate XII.—Diagram of condition of portion of pupa when involved; the inter-

segmental membranes are still uncontracted and admit of free

movements.
4. Fourth abdominal segment.
5. Fifth abdominal segment.

W, wings. A, antennas. M, maxillffi.

P^ P^. Posterior border of fourth abdominal segment.
Pg Pg. Posterior border of fifth abdominal segment.

Ar, Ag. Anterior border of fifth abdominal segment.
These are the borders as seen in the mature pupa, but at the moment illustrated

they are separated by an expanse of nearly structureless membrane, I. 4-5, I. 5-6,

and which admits of the pupal movements. Very rapidly, however, these mem-
branes shrink up, so that in the mature pupa P^ coincides with Ag, and the inter-
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sesmentai membrane is represented only by a little thickening of the integument
at the incision. At C.C., B.B. however, where the maxillae lie in front of the

membrane, such contraction is modified. B.B. reaches C.C, but the anterior half

of the intersegmental membranes remains behind the maxillee and the posterior half

comes in front of them, so as to form the pocket.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Attacks on insects and allied questions.— There are several

active collectors in this vicinity and we are all interested in "Mimicry"
and the various lines of thought which go with it. It is surprising

what important things may be and are passed by trained students of

nature if they are not in line with the work undertaken. For example,
this matter of iinperfect specimens of butterflies taken in a day's catch;

I suppose about one collector in a hundred would stop to consider the

nature of the damage. This season I am preserving and counting all

the damaged specimens, and up-to-date find that nearly 8% show un-

mistakeable signs of encounters with their enemies. Last Sunday I

took notice of an occurrence which I have probably seen dozens of

times but made no mental note of it. A large, active, grey lizard

(very common in California), about eight inches long, ran briskly over

the surface of a thickly flowering wild lilac bush and snapped up flies,

bees and other insects with the greatest ease. I've seen thousands of

lizards running around on the ground and over the rocks, but never

imagined that one could travel so freely and easily over a flowering

bush even though it was ver}^ dense. I have no doubt that most of

the torn wings on butterflies in this vicinity are caused by these lizards

and am planning to carry on some experiments on this line.

Another interesting line of thought which has attracted my
attention lately is connected with the chrysalis stage of butterflies.

The most interesting species I have studied so far is Papilio zolicaon.

1 have several hundred chrysalids under observation. Some are nearly

two years old and still healthy with only occasional deaths. I shall

keep accurate records of larva, chrysalis and imago dates together with

sex data for three more years, making a total of five, and then tabulate

and try to draw some conclusions. When I tell you that thq first lot

of about thirty chrysald dates in November and December, 1912, have
imago dates running from three days to the present time, and with

half-a-dozen still in the chrysalis state, you may imagine what lines

of thought open up. This southern county is serai-arid and frequently

we have several years with very little rainfall. The food-plant is fitful,

sprouting after the irregular rains. If the imagines all came out at

some certain season, they Avould very likely have no food-plant upon
which to deposit eggs. The protective colouring and evil smell of the

larvse aid to preserve the species, while the irregularity of butterfly

season and the apparent chances of failing to mate counteract this.

In fact I find that a long continued observation of simply one species

brings out all kinds of ideas.

I hope to see some more work done on the bird versus butterfly

question from now on, and will send you copies of anything that may
be published locallv. -— J. R. Haskin, Los Angeles, California.

May Uth.
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EuPHAGus cyanocephalus (Brewer's Blackbird).—These birds are

very common in Los Angeles. Last weel\ I saw two of them chasing
a large flying insect which hid in a palm. I thought it was a butter-

fly and routed it out. It was a large green flying-locust. One of the

birds started after it again, but it landed safely in another tree.

Protectire coloration probably saved it. This bird is also a grain

eater. Several come to ray chicken yard regularly when the grain is

thrown out to the hens.—Id.

:i^_OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Appeal to all Entomologists.—The movement in favour of the

protection of Nature, which is now extending over the whole world, was
applied a few years ago to Lepidopterology as it was noticed that an
ever increasing number of collectors, some of whom collect with view
to sale, is exterminating certain insects having a limited range. In
Switzerland there are butterflies and moths which are certainly exposed
to this danger. The Swiss Entomological Association has accordingly
decided to accord these insects their protection and save them, if

possible, from extermination. The following are especially in question :

Krehia christi, Ratz. Plebeitm seplnjnis var. bjcidas, Trapp. Ocnoi/i/na

jiarasita, Hb. Arctia cervini. Fallou. The Swiss Entomological
Association addresses an urgent prayer to entomologists of every
country to cease from the destruction of the above mentioned insects

and to preserve them for futurity by avoiding for a number of years
the restricted districts in which they are to be found. The Swiss
Entomological Association ventures to hope that this serious appeal to

brother naturalists will not have been made in vain. On behalf of

the Swiss Entomological Association.

—

Dr. J. Escher-Kundig,
President, Dr. August Gramann, Secretary, Prof. Dr. E. Bugnion,
Dr. a. V. Schulthess, Prof. Dr. M. Standfuss, Dr. R. Stierlin.

[With regard at any rate to two of the species mentioned, Erehia
christi and Plebeiiis b/cidas, the signatories to this appeal are disturbing
themselves quite unnecessarily. I have been intimately acquainted
with them in their special haunts for many years including 1912, and
have no hesitation in stating that both, and especially E. christi, are

much commoner than they were twelve or more years ago. More-
over, P. hjcidas is not nearly so local as is usually supposed, and the
greater part of the haunts of E. christi are so inaccessible that there is

no possibility of its numbers ever being materially diminished by
collectors ; especially since very few of the females ever come within
range of the net. One notices also a remarkable absence of the names
of those lepidopterists who are best acquainted with the haunts of these
insects among the signatures.—G. Wheeler.]

SOCIETIES.
The Entomological Society of London.— P'ebniari/ 5th, 1913.

—

The President announced that he had nominated as Vice-Presidents
for the ensuing session the Rev. F. D. Morice, M.A., and Messrs. J. E.
Collin and J. H. Durrant. Moths from British Honduras.-—Mr. A.
E. Gibbs exhibited a number of insects, principally Syntomid moths,
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from British Honduras. The Forms picea and gagates of Formica
FuscA.—-Mr. Donisthorp^exhibited ^ ^ and ^ ^ of Forwica fiisca var.

picea, Nyl., from the New Forest, and a 5 from Belgium, and pointed

out that it was standing in the British lists as i/ai/atea, Latr. He gave

a history of var. jiicea as British, and exhibited ^ ^ and a 5 of the

true F. fnsca, sub-sp. i/a(/ates, Latr., from Vienna, and pointed out that

i/ai/ates has not occurred in Britain. Sexes of Gonometa subfascia,

Walker.—Mr. J. A. de Gaye, F.L.S., who was present as a visitor,

exhibited five (T J and eight ? $ of Gonoiiwta subfascia, Walker, which
came from Lagos, S. Nigeria. Mr. de Gaye explained how the males
were captured while they were trying to get into the breeding cage in

which were two newly-hatched females. Prof. Poulton observed that

Dr. Lamborn's previous experiences had made it almost certain that

in spite of the great difference in size and appearance these insects

were the (J and J of the same species, but that Mr. de Gaye's experi-

ence had now placed the matter beyond doubt. Papilio dardanus.

Brown, female form leighi.—Prof . Poulton exhibited the leiyhi female

together with one trophonius—two members of a family bred by Mr.

G. F. Leigh from a female parent of the latter form. Further syn-

EPIGONIC PsEUDACRAEAS OF THE EURYTUS, L., GROUP, BRED BY Dr. G.

D. H. Carpenter on Bugalla, in the Sesse Archipelago.—Prof.

Poulton exhibited two sets of parent and offspring recently received

from Bugalla. Cornish Phryxus livornica.—Mr. B. Harold Smith
exhibited 85 specimens of Phryxus livornica taken at light in South
Cornwall during the last half of May, 1912. A probable Gynandro-
MORPH OF Acidalia virgularia.—Mr. A. Bacot exhibited a specimen
of Acidalia virf/idaria having the right wings melanic the left wings
of normal grey coloration. Rhopalocera from the Western Hima-
layas and Turkestan.—Mr. N. D. Riley exhibited on behalf of M.
Andre Avinoff a collection of Rhopalocera made on a journey

in the Western Himalayas. The following paper was read

:

" Trichoqramwa, Westw., probably synonvmous with Pentartliron,

Riley (Hymenoptera)." By R. C. L! Perkins, M.A., D.Sc, F.Z.S.

March 5th, 1913.—The following were elected Fellows of the Society :

—Miss Blanche A. Coney, The Poplars, Pucklechurch, Glos. ; Messrs.

Lachlan Gibb, 88, Blackheath Park, Blackheath, S.E. ; Gerald F.

Hill, Govt. Entoaiologist, Northern Territory, South Australia, Port
Darwin, N.T.S.A. ; Lowell Mason, 22 and 28, Club Arcade, Durban,
Natal. The Hon. N. Charles Rothschild brought before the notice of

the meeting, the Society for the Promotion of Nature Reserves, and
briefly outlined its objects. A Coleopteron resembling a Dipteron.—
Mr. J. E. Collin, on behalf Lt.-Col. C. G. Nurse, exhibited three

specimens of a peculiar insect which Mr. G. C. Champion had identified

as a species of Myiodites, a heteromerous Coleopteron, captured by Col.

Nurse at Quetta (India) in 1912. A remarkable Coleopteron.—Mr.
0. E. Janson exhibited specimens of a curious form of Staphylinid

beetle from South Brazil, apparently FJcitoinorpha arachnoides,

Wassm. A collection of Larentia citrata, L. (immanata. Haw.),
from Iceland.—Mr. L. B. Prout exhibited a series of L. citrata, L.,

from Iceland. An almond-feeding Chalcid.—Dr. K. Jordan exhibited

a species of Knrytouia together with its live chrysalis from Cyprus,

where the species does extensive damage in the almond plantations.
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Tinea pallescentella bred from hare's hair.—Mr. R. Adkin exhibited

specimens of T. pallcficcntella that he had reai^d in January last from

larvfB found feeding in a bale of hare's hair received from Brandon,

Suffolk, in the previous November. Disabling injuries found in

Lepidoptera,—Prof. Poulton exhibited a male specimen of Acraea

peneleos, Ward (pelasf/itifi, Grose- Smith), whose left hind-wing was
missing, having been lost in an attack by a wagtail. Prof. Poulton

showed examples of specimens belonging to various distasteful groups,

exhibiting injuries similiar to those of the above-mentioned A. pi'iidfos.

The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.—

•

Febriianj ISth.—New Member.—Mr. C. R. Wixcey, of Palmer's Green,

N., was elected a member. Editor of Proceedings.—It was
announced that Mr. Step had been made Editor of Proceedings and
that Messrs. J. Piatt Barrett and N. D. Riley were added to the

Council in accord with the alterations in the Bye-laws passed at the

Special Meeting held on January 23rd. Varied series of C. graminis.—
Mr. Buckstone exhibited several aberrations of .

Charaeas ijraininis,

including a remarkably uniform, grey specimen, the markings being

scarcely discernable. The genus Ophonus (Harpalus).—Mr. West,

six species of the Coleopterous genus Ophonus [Hnrpalus in part) with

the asdoeagus mounted by the side of the males, and remarked that the

study of this organ had revolutionised the previous identification of

the species. A gregarious Dipteron.—Mr. Andrews, a series of the

Dipteron Haematobia irritans. taken off the backs of bullocks near

Milford Haven. It was stated that the flies had frequently been

observed clustered in dense rings around the horns of bullocks. A
Geotrupes larva.—Mr. K. C. Blair, a large living larva of a

Geotrupes sp. (Dung beetle), and compared it with that of Melolontha.

Syntomids and their Models.—Mr. A. E. Gibbs, a large number of

Syntoiii.idae with their supposed models, taken by Dr. Davies, of

Belize, in British Honduras. Epunda lichenea bred.—Mr. Tonge, a

fine bred series of Epunda lichenea from Eastbourne. P. machaon

aberration.—Mr. Coote, bred Papilio machaon, in which the ground-

colour approached that of ab. aurayitiaca. Aberrations of British

butterflies.—Mr. Frohawk, various aberrations of Mditaca aihalia,

M. aurinia, and M. cin.via, including a fine melanic form of the first

species and some fine underside forms of the last-named, together

with drawings of an albino Arcpjnnia ailippe, an albino luichlo'e cnnla-

niines, etc. Microscopical exhibits.—The rest of the evening was
devoted to microscopical exhibits by Messrs. C. B, Williams,

R. Adkin, F. Noad Clarke, W. J. Ashdown, and W. West (Ashtead).

Februanj 2,1th.— Lantern Slides.— There was an exhibition of

Lantern Slides by Messrs. W. J. Lucas (various entomological spots

in the New Forest and Surrey, etc.), C. W. Colthrup (lepidoptera at

rest, birds' habits, etc.), T. H. L. Grosvenor (views on Colley Hill, the

variation in Vleila napi, Brenthu selene, B. euphroayne, Mclitaca aurinia,

and species of Anthrocera), and A. W. Dennis. Balkan Pierid.e.—
Mr. A. E. Gibbs, butterflies collected in the Balkans in 1912, including

Pieris inanni, P. eri/ane, Aiithocaris belia, Pontia dapUdice, Leptosia

dnapis, Coliaa cdum, and ('. hiptle and aberrant forms of each species.

Hybernation of Vanessa io.—Mr. Colthrup, a specimen of Vanessa io

found hybernating in a room in Dulwich. White marked aberration
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OF Sphinx ligustri.—Mr. Tonge, a specimen of Sphinx ligustri, in

which the pink coloration was replaced by white. Aberration of
Melit.ea didyma.—Mr. Turner, an aberration of Melitaea didyma in

which the black markings were for the most part of a pale slate colour,

and various forms of the female of this species. Bred series of
Lampides boeticus.—Mr. Frohawk, a bred series of Lampules boeticiis of

unusually large size. The larvae fed upon green peas. He also

showed some very fine drawings of the protective resting positions

of various species of lepidoptera. Five generations of A. virgu-
LARiA.—Mr. R. South, five generations of Acidalia vin/idaria, bred
from ova laid by a ? captured at Bishop Auckland, August 7th, 1910.
March 13th.—New Members.—Mrs. A. Gibbs, of St. Albans, Mr. Geo.
Brooks and Mr. Gilbert Storey, of the British Museum (Nat. Hist.),

were elected members. Living Larvae.—Mr. Tonge exhibited living

larvfe of Epunda lichenea and of Aplecta occulta. Photographs.—Mr.
Colthrup, some excellent photographs of well-known collecting

localities and of the resting positions of various species of the genera
Tephruaia and Boariiiui, showing protective resemblance. Rhaphidia
larva.—Mr. C. B. Williams, larvtp of the Snakefly, Rhaphidia notata,

which has occurred not uncommonly in pine stumps at Oxshott. It

fed readily on aphides. Thera variata from the N. Forest.—Mr,
Piatt Barrett, specimens of the true Thera variata from the New
Forest where the larvte occurred on Spruce. Larva of Geotrupes
STERcORARius.—Mr. Brooks, the larva of a (jieotnipes sfercorariits found
under a rubbish heap. Balkan Lepidoptera.—Mr. A. E. Gibbs, the
Satyrids and Hesperids taken by him in his trip to the Balkans in

1912 and contributed notes on the occurrence and variation of the
various species. Tinea pallescentella in Britain.—Mr. R. Adkin, a
series of Tinea pallescentella, and read a short paper on its history as a
British species and discussed his experience in rearing it.

—

Hy. J.

Turner.

BITU AR Y.
Lord Avebury.

The Entomological Society of London has lost its oldest, though
not its eldest, Fellow, by the death of Lord Avebury, who passed away
on May 28th, " full of days, riches and honour," at Kingsgate Castle,

near Ramsgate. Rarely indeed is it given to any man to exercise so
great an influence in so many departments of life as he did throughout
bis long career. The mere list of the offices he held in many societies,

differing so widely in their scope as the Geological, the Ethnological,
the Statistical, the Chamber of Commerce and the Institute of Bankers
(to name only a few of those with which he was associated), and the
fact that he could write with authority on such diverse subjects as
"Prehistoric Times," "The Uses of Life," "The Scenery of Switzer-
land" and " The History of Money," are enough to fill the ordinary
man with wonder "' that one small head could carry all he knew." He
will probably be best remembered by posterity as the originator of
" Bank Holidays," though this was only one of many similar pieces of

useful legislation for which he was responsible, but it is rather as an
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Entomologist that we would speak of him here. In this department

he is specially known as the author of the "Origin and Metamorphoses
of Insects," which appeared in 1874, and " Ants, Bees, and Wasps,"
which was published in 1882, but the long series of his papers on this

subject began in 1852, when he was only 18 years of age. Two years

earlier he had been elected a member (it was before the days of Fellows)

of the Entomological Society of London, of which he was President in

1866-7 (probably the youngest President on record), and again in 1879-

80. Though it was long since he had attended the meetings he had
never given up his interest in the society, and was an exhibitor at their

last conversazione in 1911. His writings, though in style they appear

to belong to the lighter side of scientific literature, are in reality always

based on a thorough grip of the subject in hand, and are the outcome
of first-hand knowledge and personal observation. It is tempting to

Avrite at length on the charm of his personality and the wide scope and
importance of his public services, but this is not the place to do so.

Lord Avebury was twice married, in 1856, and again, five years after

the death of his first wife, in 1884 ; his second wife survives him, and

to her and to his numerous family we offer our respectful sympathy.

—

G.W.

Herbert Druce.

Though not seen of late at meetings, we nevertheless much regret

the loss by death of Mr. Herbert Druce ; that he has not been seen

much among us recently does not mean that he was not as keen as

ever in the pursuit of entomology, for as a matter of fact he was
working up to his final illness. He evinced a love for nature study at

a very early age and was elected a member of the Entomological

Society in 1867, so that to-day there are but twelve Fellows his senior.

He was elected a Fellow of the Zoological Society in 1870, and of the

Linnean in 1872, in both of which he served on the Council and was

Vice-President, whilst he served on the Council of the Entomological

Society in 1885 and also in 1892. His name will always be remembered

to Science as the author of the portion of the Biohvjia Centrali

Americana that dealt with the Heterocera, his section alone running

into three sumptuous volumes. In addition to this he was a prolific

describer of new species of insects, his contributions of which, in the

Annals and Ma(/azine of Natural Ilistori/, were continuous, and if we
include those published in purely Entomological periodicals would

probably mount up to several hundred. More than one monograph
issued from his pen, and we are under the impression that the material

for another was almost ready when the last Eeaper claimed his right.

He was ever ready to help those who came to him, and the writer has

grateful remembrances of very much kindly assistance that was always

given in the most cordial manner possible, whilst happy recollections

will remain of very many evenings passed under his hospitable roof.

A portion of his valuable collections will, we understand, be sold, but

we believe the splendid collections of Li/caenidae and Hesperidae belong

to his son, Mr. Hamilton Druce, so that they, we are glad to know,

will remain intact, and we mast hope that the Heterocera, at least,

may find a home on this side of the water. Our sincere sympathy

goes out to his sons and daughter.—G.T.B.-B.
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The Season of 1912 in the Abertillery District of Monmouthshire.
By W. RAIT SMITH, F.E.S.

(Concluded from page 163.)

On June 28th I went down to Folkestone for a fortnight's collecting.

As things turned out I was very fortunate in selecting this particular

fortnight, the weather was beautiful nearl}'^ the whole time, the last

few days were particularly bright and hot. My object in selecting

Folkestone was to try to obtain in particular two of the local insects

that favoured locality produces, viz., Aiijeria (Sesia) chnjaidiforinis and
Tapinoatola bondii. I was fortunate enough to get both. Most of my
collecting was done in the Warren and on the top of the cliffs between

Folkestone and Dover. This particular fortnight is a sort of between

seasons for butterflies, so that, generally speaking, I found these insects

rather scarce. One or two panse Pieris brassicae and 1'. rapae were
noticed, not a single fritillary of any species was seen, the '' blues

"

were represented by a few worn Polyoniinatiis icariis, A(/ria(le.s t/ietis

{ailDuifi) and Citpido (Zizeia) niinimus. The most plentiful butterfly

Avas Aiifiioiles sylvanus, which was very common everywhere. Ppineiihrh

jnrtina [ianira) was not so common as I expected to find it. At the

beginning of July Aphantnpiis liijpetantiis. began to appear in numbers
;

a good many were netted and examined for ab. ohsoleta, which I am
told is not uncommon here, and other varieties, but without succes.s.

Melanarnia (jalathea and Adopaea Jiaca [thauiaan) were common enough
after the first week in July. On the 11th I took a fine S- Colias ediisa,

the only one seen during my stay. A few very ordinary Fininiria

phlaeas and a single very pa>iHe Nisoniades [Thanaos) tatjen were also

noticed.

Day after day was spent in searching for ^-E. chnj-^idifonins without

success, and I had almost given up hope when my luck turned on the

afternoon of July 5th. I Avas resting on a chalky slope about

4 p.m., Avhen idly disturbing some rough herbage near me with

the handle of my net, I put up a small insect, which, when netted,

turned out to be ihe much sought for clearwing. I lost no time
in making a close search in the immediate neighbourhood jind

in about a quarter of an hour two more were taken. The next
morning, the 6th, I was early on the scene of my former captures, and
in the course of a couple of hours about twenty .£. chri/sidifonnis

were netted. I could have taken a good many more had I wished to.

1 found this species nearly every day after this, in a good many widely
distiil)uted localities, scarce in some places and common in others; I do
not think it advisable to give the exact locality where ^E. cJni/sidifDniiis

is to be taken in numbers for obvious reasons. This species is an easy
insect to take, once one has got used to their flight, Avhich is low on
the ground and rather rapid, and habits. The text-books give the

time of flight of Ai. chrysidifoniiis at about noon, in bright sunshine;
personally, I found this species most commonly at 3 p.m., but have
taken it from 10 o'clock in the morning till 5 o'clock in the afternoon,

I contented myself with a moderate series of picked examples, the ab.

fiari'.sccjis form was nearly as common as the type. This species varies

greatly in size, now, unfortunately, mostly very small. In the
opinion of a well-known Folkestone entomologist, to whom I mentioned
the matter, this is due to the greed of a few collectors, who have

July-August, 1913.
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rooted up all the dock they could find for larvae, so now the insect is

forced to take to sorrel as its food-plant. It is a thousand pities this

beautiful insect should have suffered so much persecution. As this

species does not vary to any extent it is quite unnecessary to have a

very long series of it, I should like to appeal, with all due respect, to

my brothers of the net, to be moderate in their demands when they

meet with .E. chnjdtliforinis, or any other rare insect. It is a foolish

policy to " kill the goose that lays the golden eggs." I made a close

search whilst at Folkestone for other species of ^Et/eriidae {Sesildae)^

and on July 8th was fortunate enough to take three .E. ichneumoni-

formis as they flew in the early morning over a steep piece of broken

ground; two others were taken on the 10th and 11th in widely

separated localities. This little clearwing appeared to be rather scarce,

these five examples, of which two were males and three females, were

all I could find. .E. ichneHmonifotinis is an awkward insect to take, it

has a habit of flying very low to the ground and with considerable

rapidity, its small size and inconspicuous colouring makes it a very

difficult insect to see. I did not find sweeping herbage, as recommended
in some works, a success, but possibly, with more experience, I would

have taken this insect in greater numbers.

Searching fence posts on the Warren and elsewhere was not so

productive as I expected, the most common insect taken in such

situations was Xylophasia lithoxylea, and other species taken more or

less commonly included Xylophasia monoylypha, Ciicullia umbratica,

Hadena {Ma)iiestra) brassicae, H. oleracea, AcidaUa acersata, A.

uiarqinepunctata, Eupithecia centanreata, K. vulgata, several Tortrices

and other micros, and about a dozen Sphinx liiiustn mostly in perfect

condition. One post in the Warren appeared to be specially favoured

by this large moth, as four examples were taken oil' on consecutive

afternoons.

Beating bushes and rough herbage gave a good many insects

principally Geometers and Micros. By far the commonest insect

seen was Euclidia (flyphica, scores could have been taken had one

wanted them, Venilia maculata were to be beaten out of every bush,

Ortholitha bipunctaria was very common on chalky slopes, the males of

of Diacrisia sannio (russtda) were common enough amongst long rank

grass, the females as usual were not so much in evidence, and a couple of

very fresh Kndrosa [Setina) irroreUa were disturbed out of similar places.

I was surprised to pick up a rather worn $ Bupalus piniaria from

amongst the rank grass at the top of the zig-zag path, far enough away

from the nearest pines, it must have been blown out of its usual haunts.

A fine fresh J Arctia villica was found at rest under a gorse bush.

Other insects beaten out of bushes included Caniptoi/raiiniia bilineata

(abundant), Melanthia procellata, Nemoria viridata, Hemitliea striyata

(common), Phibalapteryx tersata (common). Abraxas yrossidariata

(common), Loxiaspilis maryinata (common), Eupithecia haworthiata

(isoyrawviaria) (abundant), E. puiiiilata (common), E. sxiccentnriata

and E. scabiosata, AcidaUa triyeminata, A. bisetata, A. nrnata and A.

aversata, Strenia clathrata and a few fine fresh Aspilates yilraria,

Eiiiaturya atoiiiaria, of a much lighter form than we get in Abertillery

Avas common enough, one 2 I took was marked exactly like a male,

Enlype [Melanippe) unanynlata and E. [M.) montanata, Coremia fcrru-
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•r^ata and a single Am/erona prnnaria, together with a good many
Tortrices and other micros.

Dusking, which was fairly successful, gave most of the Geometers

I have just mentioned, with the addition of Ourapteri/x sambucaria,

Hijdricniiena impliiviata and a single Leptinneria [Acidalia) stritjilaria

taken on July 6th, which was probably the best capture of the holiday.

Several evenings after this were spent in the Warren in the hopes of L.

stiic/ilaria turning up again, but without success. A few common
Noctnae were taken at dusk, but nothing worthy of mention except

Pjirrhia [Charadea) umbra of which I netted four rather worn
examples. The weed-grown sides of a small stagnant pond was a

rather productive hunting ground at dusk, Lencania pallens was very

common here, but even this insect was exceeded in numbers by the

beautiful Alncita {Aci/itilia) pentadacUjla, which were flying gently, in

scores, over the weeds like animated snowfiakes, in company with

several Schoenohius forficellits and Catacly^ita lemnata.

On the night of July 10th I took my first Tapinostola bondii, which
was found at rest, about midnight, on a grass stem. The next night I

again visited this particular spot just at dusk. I was fortunate enough
to find T. bundii about in fair numbers, but unfortunately rather passe,

a dozen fair examples were taken. This very local insect, to get which
was one of my objects in visiting Folkestone, is confined to an extremely

restricted area, the exact localitj^ I do not intend to divulge. The time
of flight is of very short duration, before 8.30 p.m. not a single example
is to be seen, they appear on the wing all at once, and the flight is

quite over by 8.50 p.m. The moth can then be seen at rest on grass

stems, etc. A few of the local Stenia punctalis and a nice varied series

of Miana hicoloria were taken at the same time.

Sugar was tried on several nights, with good results as far as

numbers went, although I was not fortunate enough to take any of

the local coast insects I had hoped to get. The best night I had at

sugar was July 6th, a hot close night with thunder about, insects were
on the sugar in extraordinary numbers. I took the following species

at sugar on this and other nights, Leucania pallens, L. iuipura and
L. litharm/ria, Axijlis putris, Xi/lophasia litJioxylea, (abundant), X.
subltistris (common), A', rtirea (common). A', monoi/li/pha (abundant),

Mamestra brassicae (common), Apamea secalis (octdea), Miana strigilis

(common), Caradrina )iiorpJieHs and C. ahines, Aijrotis exclaniationis

(abundant), Triphaejia pro7iuba (abundant) and T. orbona, Nuctua
plecta (common), Hecatera serena, Phlof/ophora meticiilosa (abundant),

Hadena oleracea (abundant), and Plitsia (jamnrn. There is nothing very

striking in this short list, but it was well worth the trouble taken, as

it was a wonderfully interesting and, to me, uncommon sight to see

such a large number of insects at sugar.

Collecting round the gas lamps at night was rather disappointing,

although insects of a common order were plentiful enough, nothing
really good was seen. Knpithecia obluiKjata was very common at

light; this species together with two or three common CraDibi were
seen on almost every lamp. Brijophila peiia was not so plentiful as

I expected to find it. I was particularly anxious to obtain the local

form ab. suffusa, but only succeeded in takmg two examples of this

dark variety, intermediate forms were more plentiful. The other

insects seen at light were not of any particular interest.
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I spent a certain amount of time in searching tree trunks, but was
not fortunate enough to talte anything of note, the commonest insect

to be taken in this manner was Boannia neiiimaria ; a single Chloro-

di/!^tis rectan;iiilata was taken off an old hawthorn trunk.

The I'tei-ophorina are always interesting insects to most collectors.

I gave a considerable amount of attention to this group and succeeded

in taking the following species :

—

Maraswarclia hmaedactyla {i>hat'<i-

dortt/liis) which was exceedingly abundant among Onovis: this species

was to be taken in scores by sweeping the net gently over the Ononis,

the pale $ s were rather scarce in comparison with the <? s. The-

beautiful Capperia {(Krifptilus) iietcwdacti/la (tei(ciii) was taken in fair

numbers among wood sage, a single (J-ri/ptilus parindactijla was taken

in flight at dusk, SStcnitptilia {MiDiaeseoptilii's) pterodactyla was fairly

common and in fine fresh condition in woody places, Leioj>tili(s-

ti'phradartyla was taken in fair numbers at dusk together with a few

Aiiiblifptilia cosiiiodactyla {acanthodactijla) and Wlieeleria [Aciptlliay

nireidactyla {haliodactyla) and swarms of the common but lovely

Alucita jientadactyla. One or two Adaina (Leioptilns) vncrodartyla, in

a very worn condition, were beaten out of hemp-agrimony.

I found time too limited to be able to give much attention to

"micros," but as it was I took several interesting species, which included

2Jyelophila cribriaii not uncommon amongst thistle, but getting rather

paaae. Four fine fresh examples of the local Oduntia dentalis, one of

the most beautiful insects we have, were beaten out of viper's bugloss

in the late afternoon. This insect has a very short quick flight, it

feigns death in the net when taken. Ebidea verbascaiif< were just coming

out in the middle of July, two or three examples were taken ; the

same remark applies to Nomophila noctiKdla. Hcrbida cespitalis and

Srnparia dubitalU were abundant everywhere. A single Scoparia

cembrae was taken at rest on a fence. Crawbus pratellus and Scnpiila

ferrwialis were very much in evidence. A very fresh Homoeosunia

slrmella was beaten out of rough herbage together with two or three

Phvcis ornatella, one has to be very quick to net the latter insect, as it

starts up quickly from under one's feet and makes a headlong, dive for

the nearest bush. x\mongst the Tortiices, the best thing taken was

Lozopera francillana, a single example of which was beaten out of rough

herbage. Retinia pinicolana was common amongst firs, Xantliosetia

haiiiana, mostly rather worn, was common amongst thistles. I was

anxious to get the allied X. zoeyana, but was not very successful, one

$ only was beaten out of rough herbage on -July 10th, several other

species of Tortrix more or less common were taken. On July 12th I

left Folkestone to retm-n to Abertillery, after a very pleasant and,

on the whole, successful holiday.

Daring the remainder of July I had very little time for collecting,

but even if I had it would not have been possible to do much on account

of the weather. On the few occasions on which I was able to get out

I found insects were vei'y scai'ce, a few Pieris brassiroe and /'. rapae

kept company with dilapidated Epinephele jurtina and Coenonympha

paiiiphilii>i, PiMHiicia jddrii'as and Adopaea flora (t/ioioiios) were very

scarce. I have to record a new locality for Adopaea Irneola. Looking

through some store boxes a few weeks ago I found half-a-dozen

Adopaea lineola amongst a lot of A. jiara. These examples were all
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taken near Bozeat, a small village seven miles from Wellingborough,

Northamptonshire, in August 1907. These specimens of mine are

undoubted A. lineola. I believe this species has been recorded from

Barnwell Wold near Oundle, Northamptonshire, which would be

about 15 miles from where I took my examples. I very much regret

now I did not take a long series, which I could easily have done, as

these insects were flitting about a rough grass field in considerable

numbers. These Northamptonshire specimens do not differ in any

way from others I possess from Essex and North Kent.

A little was done at " sugar" during the latter part of July;

insects, which were fairly numerous, included Lencania uiipnra

(common), L. pallem, Xiilopluma ritrea (common), X. monof/lypha

(abundant), Hadena (Maniestra) brassicae (common), Miana striijilis

(abundant), Rumia tenebrosa (common but pasae), Agrotis segetion, and

A. e.aiamationin (abundant), Triphaena pronnba (abundant), Noctua

migur (fairly common), N. plecta and N. .mnthni/rapha (common),

I'hlogophora iiieticidnsa (abundant), Enplexia Incipara (rather scarce),

and Hadena oleracea (abundant). I did not meet with some Noctiiae

which generally occur here such as Noctua primulae {feativa), N.

hrnvnea and N. baja. Searching flowering rushes after dark with a

lantern was an absolute failure, on one or two occasions I did not

see a single moth. Some years this method of collecting pays well, on

a favourable night a hundred moths can be taken without undue
exertion. I made a special search for Noctua ditrapezium , as I have

done for several seasons, but without success, and as only one specimen

of this rather rare insect has been taken here during the last seven

seasons, I have come to the conclusion its occurrence in this district

must be more or less accidental. The Plusias were very scarce, even

the usually common Pliisia festucae was only represented by one or

two very dilapidated examples. During July nothing but the very

commonest species of Geometer were noticed.

The greater part of August was very wet. When the weather

allowed any collecting at all, I found the second brood of Pieris

brassicae, P. rapae and P. napi fairly common, especially the latter,

Vanesm io was common enough, although hardly in its usual numbers,

Pi/raiiu'is atalanta and P. carditl were only seen in single examples at

a time, not more than half-a-dozen altogether. Only two (Juneptcryx

rhaiinii, an insect which is usually very common throughout this

district, were noticed, a few RKDiicia phlaeas, Pohjnmmattis icarns and
Coenoni/iiipha paniphilus made up the list of butterflies. I did not try

any " sugaring " this month, the few moths I collected were mostly

netted at dusk, the commonest insect about appears to be Malenydris

[Larentla) didt/iiiata which, as usual, SAvarmed amongst the heather

and Noctua exclaDiationis was also equally common. Cahjmiila trapezina

and Triphosa dnbitata were not uncommon. Other moths taken are

not worth mentioning as they were of no special interest.

On August 8th I visited the small valley where I took Stilbia

anoinala last year. I found this moth was out in its very restricted

range in fair numbers and in beautiful condition ; a nice series was
taken on this date and a few more were collected on the 15th. Two
examples of the handsome Cranibiis pinellus were taken this year, which
is about my average, although this species occurs throughout the whole
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district I have never taken more than odd examples at a time, generally
late at night. I should like to know if other entomologists have the
same experience with (J. jiinellus. Searching heather bloom after dark,

with a lantern for Lyuris textata, L. /lojutlata, and L. associata was very
successful. I took these species in considerable numbers, several pairs

of L. teatata, in cop.

On August 6th I paid a second visit to Torquay. I started out
from Abertillery at 3 a.m. in torrents of rain, but hoped the weather
would improve by the time I got to the end of my long journey. It

was not actually raining when Torquay was reached, but it was far

from an ideal day for collecting. There were a few gleams of sunshine
during the day, but for the most part the weather was dull and cloudy
with occasional showers. During the bright intervals I netted a few
Paraiije tn/eria, Epiiiepltele jurtiua (^ianira), I'arart/eniegaera, E])i)iepJiele

tithonus, i'yraiueis atalanta, lininicia pJdaeas, some fine fresh Plebeius

arr/us, and saw but failed to capture two Colias edusa. Whilst chasing
one of the C. ednsa, I caught my foot against a length of hidden wire and
in falling heavily caught my head against a large stone which "laid me
out " for a few minutes, however nothing more serious than a severe

headache for the rest of the day resulted. Beating bushes for

Geometers was very wet work and not very productive, a few Xanthorhoe
[Melanipjie) jiiictiiata, Acidalia aversata and other common Geometers
were netted, together with several Scopula ferrmialh which was very

common. A couple of Aspilates i/iltmria were disturbed out of rough
grass, also a fine fresh Ai/rotiii pnta, a rather worn Endotricha ficun-

viecdis and one or two Stenoptilia pterodactyla. Nemnphila noctiieUa in

a decidedly jias^e condition was very common on some rough broken
ground between Torquay and Babbacombe. A single full-fed larva of

Pyraiiieis cardui was found on a hollyhock mallow, surely rather an
unusual foodplant. This larva produced a fine 5 on August 28th.

At the end of the month I devoted one or two afternoons to the

common but variable Dictyopteri/.v contaminana. Large numbers of

this little Tortrix were beaten out of whitethorn. I was particularly

struck with the fact that the typical form with bright straw ground-
colour was almost entirely confined to low elevations, at the top of the

hills, which rise about 500 feet above the valleys, the common forms

of this species were the vars. ciliana and rhoinbana with dark ferru-

ginous ground colour. The small stunted weather-beaten Avhitethorn

in exposed situations gave this species in the greatest numbers, a sharp

kick on the main stem of a whitethorn resulted in a little cloud of

these insects.

The frightful weather we had during September put a stop to all

collecting, except in the last day or two, when a few Polia chi were

taken at rest on the stone walls, nothing else of any interest was noted

throughout the whole month.
On September 24th I went down to Bicklej% Kent, for a few days.

Searching fences gave a few moths, the commonest of which were
Luperina testacea, a couple of Ennomos alniaria {tiliaria), and a few

Acidalia virgularia were taken on the 23rd, several Acidalia

mariiinepunctata, and a single Thera juniperata were taken on the 25th.

together with a few more Acidalia viryidaria.

A few of the common autumnal insects were met with during
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October, the best things taken were a few nice forms of Tapinostola

rufa, which were not uncommon amongst rushes. Oporahia dilutata

this year was not so common as usual. After the middle of October

further collecting was quite out of the question.

Taking the season throughout, the most striking difference between

this and an ordinary year was the scarcity of butterflies, which I

suppose can be accounted for by the absence of sunshine, and the

comparative scarcity of common insects which in normal seasons

occur in profusion. However in spite of the season I have been able

to add seven new species to our local list, viz :

—

Ewnorpha elpenor,

Hadena (lenistae, Xylophada lithoxylea, Bowbycia vbimialis, Hepialus

lupiilina, Malenydris salicata, and Botys hyalinalis.

Protective Resemblance.

By C. W. COLTHRUP.

In Mr. Parkinson Curtis' reply to my note on the above subject

[Ent. Bee, vol. xxiv., page 57), I note incidentally that he changes the

title to "Coloration Problems." Evidently he is not greatly

ena^noured of the term "Protective Resemblance, " as is evidenced by

his remarks, " incowplete and in some ways inisleadmy," with which I

agree. If I were tempted to alter the title I should add to it "Mimicry
and Warning Coloration," but have not done so because I hold that

each of these terms is best dealt with separately to avoid confusing the

issue, although, in replying to his remarks in the order in which they

appear in his paper, I am bound to make reference to them. In the

first place I am pleased to note he admits that the attacks by Lt.-Col.

Manders and myself have shown some weak spots in the arguments
deduced in favour of the theory, and that in some respects the

evidence is slender or negative.

I should like to point out that not only should there be " logic in

the laboratory or museum," but also in "examples fresh from the

field," and I must say I fail to follow his logic when he doubts the

ability of the British Marsh Tit to see a moth when looking for his

breakfast, and later on says that " Tits rely entirely on the eye

such a scrutiny that one ivould almost think the most perfect cryptic

coloration would fail to defy it." I am afraid Mr. Curtis has not read

my note as carefully as he might have done, otherwise he would
not fa-ther me with the " bad photographic test." If he will refer to

my note again, and to the note, Ent. Bee, vol. xxiv., page 76, to

which I refer, he will see that my point was that " a photograph was
a very bad test of resemblance to surroundings," so that his remarks
on the photographic plate only confirm what I had already Avritten.

With regard to the " elusive collar stud and forceps," I mentioned
these ironically to show that it does not follow because an object is

difficult to see, although bearing no resemblance to its surroundings,

it is therefore a case of " protective resemblance." As an instance of

the " confusion of the thought, etc.," which he refers to in connection

with the above, I would cite Mr. Russell James, Junr's. note {Ent.

Bee, vol. xxiv., p. 306) re Camptoi/ramma fiuviata, where he states

that the moth closely resembled the broken " blisters."

With regard Mr, Curtis's remarks " Cryptic colouring as it becomes
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moi-e perfected tahes on in some degree the normal colouring,

chequered or otherwise, of the surroundings," can he explain the

meaning of tnkei^ on, and by what means this is accomplished? It is

quite certain the attacks of birds cannot introduce the colour of the

surroundings. Again he says " variegation of color alone tends to

incanspiciionsness, quite apart from whether the colors and surround inf/n

iiiat'-h or not," then why call every instance of this " protective

resemblance?" In support of the above, I remember once finding a

clutch of Lesser Tern's eggs on the beach, one of which was white.

Returning later in the day to photograph it, I found the clutch as

dif'Hcult to discover as one of normally coloured eggs, although I

had marked the spot pretty well. On another occasion I found

by accident four eggs of the Ringed Plover on a mudflat, quite

away from any beach, and unlike their surmundini/s, yet on returning

later to photograph them, I was surprised to find them as difficult to

discover as on the shingle where they are supposed to be so wonderfully
" protected." I shall have occasion to refer later on to these eggs on

the beach, Mr. Curtis says it is beyond his imagination entirely how
Cryptic Coloration ever arrived at its present perfection, if it does not

serve as a means of escaping attacks at rest, and offers a contradiction

when he casts a doubt as to whether " a utility to its possessor be

necessary at all." I am inclined to agree with the latter remark. Of

what use are the beautiful (to human beings) markings on lichens,

leaves, flowers, etc., the beautiful colour and markings of some stones,

the varied shapes of leaves, the colour and stripes on the hedge snails

Helix h(jrte)isis and H. nemoralis, the sculpturing on the eggs of a

number of moths and butterflies (the colour and pattern often present

on the former), the sculpturing on some seeds, some of which by the

way are very like the eggs of moths and butterflies ? Is this claimed

as mimicry too ? Mr. Curtis misrepresents me with regard to Biston

hirtaria on tree trunks. I did not say that they were attacked in the

daytime ; they were not, but at twilight ; but even if they

were, the spider on the trunk would be on the same plane and

would view the moth end on, when the cryptic resemblance (if

present) would be of no use. There is no doubt that movement

at dusk was fatal. I note Mr. Curtis gives instances of attacks

by a centipede and beetle on Tortri.r ribeana and Xnlopha^ia

vionofibipJia {poli/odon), and admits that it was at night and the moths

moving. As records of the fact these are alright, they do not help

"protective resemblance" however. Mr. Curtis must not confuse

the issue. In my original note I referred to moths at rest. He
demurs to my limiting the discussion on " protective resemblance " to

moths. I can quite understand this because he must know that the

surest and best way to attack the theory is to do so piecemeal, to avoid

confusing the issue by endeavouring to cover too much of the subject

at once. I can assure him that it was not because I had no evidence

against the theory in other orders of insects, birds, etc. Incidentally

I may mention that Ringed Plover and Tern's eggs on the beach, and

Lapwings on the beach and marshes are supposed to be good examples

of " protective resemblance," yet they are quite easily found by their

enemies— the Gulls, Crows, etc. The Lapwing's eggs on the green

grass of the marsh being no easier to find than on the bt-ach, to a
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iljuman being. If there is anj^ value in this " protective resemblance,"
how is it that Redshanks and Snipes, which belong to the same family,

and lay similarly coloured and marked eggs, have so little faith in it

that they hide their eggs in tufts of grass, and in the case of the former
Avhen nesting on the beach lays its eggs in the centre of a sloe bush ?

Since writing the above I happened to be reading Field ami Hedijcroa-, by
Richard Jeffries, a very careful observer, and I find he comes to the same
conclusion with regard to the supposed "protective resemblance "of shore

birds' eggs, and has a very interesting chapter, pages 251-254, on the

above subject; his remarks strike me as practical and full of common
sense. I once found a Wren's nest built where tree trunks, branches,

fences, posts, etc., were covered with lichen, and the birds had used
the lichen to cover their nest. What marvellous instinct and what a

splendid case of " protective resemblance," says someone. Yet ic is

alread}' discovered by a mere human being, and is much more easily

found by its natural enemies. The birds had simply taken the

materials to hand as does another bird that uses pieces of paper strewn
in a paperchase, the nest thus being most conspicuous. A case is on
record of a bird's nest in India being made of wire from lemonade,
etc., bottles.

Mr. Curtis misquotes me and fathers me with a " bloomer." He
says, " Mr. Colthrup surmises that birds rely on their beaks when
looking for insects." He leaves out the word "also" beforb rely, and
quite overlooks the fact that I was speaking of Tits only, thus making
it appear that I was speaking of birds generally. I should have
treated this as a clerical error, but for the fact that he is at pains to

show that various birds rely "on eye." Of course they do, surely no
one doubts that. Mr. Curtis corrects me, and says that Tits do not

search tree trunks. In this he is quite wa'ong. I have often watched
them go carefully all over rough tree trunks both in the open and in

my garden, where two old oak trunks are a regular hunting ground
for Cole and Blue Tits, whereas the Robin confines his opei'ations to

quite near the ground, or only where some ivy gives him a foothold.

With regard to the beak of the Tit, it is a far more useful and
deadly instrument than Mr. Curtis appears to think. Recently I

watched, at close quarters, a Great Tit endeavouring to crack a very

hard seed with its beak, which it eventually succeeded in doing. It

held the seed between its feet, and the noise it made as it delivered

blow after blow in quick succession, was nearly equal to that made by
a Woodpecker. I once saw a Tit at work on a tree trunk, and on going

to investigate, found it had cleaned out the contents of a "kitten"
cocoon—another dig at " protective resemblance" —as exemplified by
the cocoon. The Great Tit also has the vicious habit of attacking

birds about its own size, and with repeated blows on the skull of the

unfortunate victim, it succeeds in smashing it, and then devours the

brains. So much for the beak. With regard to his remark on the

Tit's eye, "s»c/i a scrutiny that one woidd almost think that tlie most

jierfect cnjptic coloration ivould fail to defij it," I quite agree and—exit
*' protective resemblance."

With regard to his query as to whether Lieut. -Col. Alanders and
myself understand the psychology of the birds themselves, answering
for myself I should say that I imagine I know as much of the psychology
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of birds as Mr. Curtis knows of the psychology of insects, but I fail

to see what bearing his remarks on the British Marsh Tit {Panis
palxstn's var. (Iresseri) have on the point. I still maintain that the

published records of the attacks of birds on moths on tree trunks, or

in undergrowth, or on butterflies u-hen at rest, are quite infinitesimal

when the enormous number of these insects, and the often quite local

occurrence of many is taken into consideration, and do not warrant
the assumption that the cryptic coloration is the result of the weeding
out by such attacks.

(To be continued.)

Some Notes on the Early Stages of Cemiostoma laburnella.

By ALFEED sigh, F.E.S.

In the late summer of 1908 I noticed that there was a plentiful

supply of material for the study of the life cycle of the beautiful Tineid
moth, Ceiiiiostowa laburnella, on, in and about a small laburnum tree

in the garden at Chiswick. I therefore took the opportunity of finding

out some details connected with the economy of this species, and the

notes on the observations I then made and have made since, form the

basis of this paper.

The milky-grey Qgg is laid on the underside of the leaf of the

laburnum, and the larva on hatching eats its way through the base of

the egg-shell into the interior of the leaf. Once in the leaf it mines
spirally towards the upper surface until it lies just below the upper
cuticle of the leaf. This first part of the mine shows as a reddish-

brown blotch about 1mm. in diameter and is visible on both sides of

the leaf. On the underside of the leaf, usually in the centre of this

blotch, lies the vacated egg-shell. This is only partly filled with
excrement and appears in certain angles of light as a speck of gold-

dust. The larva, in its first instar, is now not quite 1mm. in length.

The prothorax is wide and swollen and acts, I think, as a thrusting-

block to the head when the larva is feeding. The body is pale grey
with the canal yellowish-green. There are neither legs nor prolegs

and the little caterpillar lies perfectly helpless when taken from the

mine. When the larva has completed this small blotch it lies up for

the first change of skin. After this is accomplished the larva, now in

its second instar, commences a narrow gallery mine which runs right

away from the blotch usually to a distance of 4mm. This gallery,

but for a slender line on each side, is filled with black excrement.
The larva in this stage is much like that in the first instar, but

the thorax is not swollen. There are traces of the foot-like pads on
the thoracic segments, but the larva is quite inactive. At the end of

the gallery the larva prepares for the second change of skin, hiding
itself partly under the excrement, its head lying at about 1mm. from
the end of the mine. On the prothorax there is a conspicuous dark
spot. The larva mines dorsum uppermost. After this change the

larva, now in the third instar, shows that it has somewhat developed

;

the pads on the thoracic segments are now furnished with claws

and there are four pairs of prolegs, those on the fourth and fifth

abdominal segments being stronger than the other two pairs. These
two middle pairs are so strong that the larva can stand on them alone
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and elevate the anterior and posterior portions of the body. This feat

also shows that its muscles are well developed. The larva now mines,

right and left from the end of the gallery until it has eaten out a

round patch of the parenchyma, of a diameter of 6mm. This patch is

filled with black excrement, except a pale yellow line which runs
about half-way round the outer edge. This is where the larva lies

until it has assumed its fourth instar. The change of skin success-

fully completed, the larva soon recommences to mine. It now begins

to form that part of the mine which later becomes the conspicuous
pale brown patch that so disfigures the leaves when a laburnum tree

has been badly attacked by this species. The regular mine, up to this

stage, consists, as we have seen, firstly of a minute dark spot, secondly

of a short gallery, and thirdly of a larger more or less circular blotch,

the three portions together, in outline only, reminding the observer of

a balloon with the car attached at a further distance from the envelope

than usual. But, of course, the mine is perfectly flat, and remains
flat till completed. Each portion of the mine corresponds with one
stadium of the larva. When the larva in the balloon-like portion of

the mine has changed its skin and assumed the fourth and last instar,

it commences mining on a larger scale, and its tracks form a series of

arcs. In the more regular mines, in cases where the egg was laid

towards the base of the leaflet, the larva makes a continuous progress

right up to the apex of the leaflet, usually keeping one side of the mid-
rib, and consuming all the parenchyma contained in the upper half of

the space bounded by the mid-rib and the margin of the leaflet. But
many mines are not so favourably situated, and the larva, in order to

obtain its full amount of nourishment, has to mine the leaf on both

sides of the mid-rib. In most cases the last part of the mine so

involves the earlier portions that they become lost to view, or difficult-

to make out. This last part of the mine often measures a length of

30mm. with an average breadth of, say, 7mm. When the larva, in its

first instar, has once reached the upper surface of the leaf, it mines
dorsum uppermost, and continues in this position till the mine is

completed. The upper cuticle of the leaf, which the larva separates

during the process of mining, is fairly transparent, and the larva would
be easily seen in the mine but for the fact that it deposits almost all

of its excrement on this upper cuticle. The excrement is at first

green, but in a few hours becomes black and effectually hides the

caterpillar. In the last part of the mine, the larva, when feeding,

usually lies in a semicircle, with its head at the circumference of the

mine, where it bites away at the parenchyma ; its tail is also near the

margin of the mine. The anus is turned upwards in order to place-

the pellet of excrement on the upper cuticle. Hence, as the larva,

mines out a line from one side of the mine to the other, like the swath
cut by a scythe, this line is followed, a little distance behind, by a line

of excrement, and thus the last part of the mine is characterised by a
number of black arcs running across it.

The larva in this fourth or last stadium is of a pale waxy grey with
a broad dark green band on the dorsum of the abdominal segments.
The prothoracic shield is dark grey, divided by a pale line, the usual
tubercles and sets are present, and there is an abundance of short pile.

The larva is very active when taken out of the mine and usually spins
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a thread of silk as it crawls. If annoyed it wriggles. When the larva

is full fed, it remains for a certain time in its mine until it has lost the

broad green dorsal stripe. It then cuts a slit in the upper cuticle and
leaves its mine for ever. I was fortunate one morning in seeing a

larva, which had left its mine, crawl down the leaf stalk on to the twig

and from the twig to the branch, from the branch to the main stem
and so down the main stem to the ground. This was in September
and most of the. larva? of the second brood which came under ray

notice did likewise, or attempted to do so. On the other hand most
of the larvje of the early brood appeared to spin up on the leaflets.

The cocoon and the method of its preparation are both highly

worthy of attention. It is one of those which have sometimes been

called hammock cocoons, as the real cocoon is not fastened to the

foundation on which it is built (as, for instance, that of Dicrunnra

viniila) but is swung between strands of silk. When the larva has

selected the situation in which to form its cocoon, it commences by

spinning a number of strands of silk, not around itself as most larvte

do, but only on two sides of itself. After a short time, the larva is

seen in the centre between two parallel walls of silk. It remains in

the centre while spinning, but faces one wall at a time, and

stretches its head to the right and left as it passes the strand

of silk from one to the other end of the wall. After a time

it will turn round and face the opposite wall, adding silk to

that in the same way. This action, with frequent rests, is

continued for five or six hours, when the walls are nearly completed.

In a well made cocoon the walls will be about 12mm. long and 2mm.
high and 1mm. apart at the top. These walls are not perpendicular.

One approaches that position and the other leans greatly towards the

opening between thera. The leaning wall is necessarily the larger and

on the top of this wall the larva spins a number of loose fluffy threads

which partly hang over the top of the wall. No such threads are spun

on the other wall. At the bottom between the walls the cocoon proper

is spun. This is spindle shaped and not much more than half the

length of the walls. It is frequently spun almost into the base of one

of the walls. Though the whereabouts of the pupa can be seen through

the cocoon, the latter is rather closely woven and moderately tough,

though soft. When these larvte spin up on the leaflets of the

laburnum, the walls of silk draw the leaflet into a curve, like the string

does a bow, so that a convenient space is formed in which the cocoon

proper can be spun. I have noticed that the cocoons spun on the

leaves in June are often rather poor structures compared with the

elaborate cocoons spun in Autumn. Pupation takes place three or four

days after the completion of the cocoon and the larval head-shell and

skin are usually thrust out of the cocoon proper.

The pupa is a very singular one, very flat and covered with strise

or minute ridges, running over the limb-cases. The limbs come down
almost to the end of the body. The eye- caps at the bases of the

antennae are very conspicuous. There appears to be no cremaster for

anchoring the pupa to the cocoon ; I presume the transverse ridges on

the limb-cases help to retain the pupal shell in the cocoon when the

moth escapes, as the pupa-case is left in the cocoon when the moth
emerges.

(
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The beautiful imagines of Ceuiinstoma labnrnella may often be seen

in abundance in May and again in August in the close neighbourhood
of laburnum trees. They are fond of resting on the leaves and fly out of

the foliage, when that is disturbed, like a crowd of minute snow
flakes. I think the period during which the imagines of either brood
are on the wing lasts about six weeks. As far as my observations go
I know there are two distinct broods in Chiswick, the moths occurring

in May and again, generally much more numerously, in August,
while the larvfe may be found in June, July and again in September.
I think It quite possible that from the end of April till the beginning
of October imagines might be taken on the wing and that full fed

larvi^ might be found any time from June till November, but I cannot
consider this species as being continuously brooded during the summer,
as some have suggested. I think that the last stragglers of the first

brood are sometimes overtaken by the forwards of the second brood,

and the two following facts seem to point distinctly to the truth of

there being only two broods during the year ; firstly, there are two
periods in the year when the imagines, on the one hand, and, two
periods when the larvte on the other, are abundant, and secondly, that

between these periods of abundance the imagines and the larvm
respectively are very scarce.

Hibernation takes place in the pupal stage, thus this species

differs in this respect from its very close ally, C. ftpartifolidla, which
passes the winter as a larva, and which has only a single brood in the
year.

To me one of the most interesting observations I made on
C. labnrnella, was that Avith regard to the supposed habit of the larva

of letting itself down from the trees when ready to spin its cocoon.

I have alread}^ stated that the full fed larva of the autumn brood after

leaving its mine, crawls down the stem of the tree. In so doing, it

would doubtlessly spin up in any suitable situation on the bark that it

might find. If no such situation is found, the larva wanders over the

ground below the tree. Instead of making a long peregrination over

the branches and down the trunk of the tree, how much more simple,

how much less laborious it would be for the larva to lower itself, by
means of a thread of silk, straight as a plumb line to the earth !

Therefore, because this seems so natural and so plausible, we think we
have seen the larvae letting themselves down in hundreds. We have
certainly seen hundreds of larvte actually hanging by threads, we have
seen many actually let themselves down off the tree. They do not

however take this action voluntarily. It is the force of circumstances

that compels them to do so. When we see them hanging by threads

we shall, if we closely examine them without scaring them, discover,

not that they are letting themselves down, but that they are all actually

trying to get up, to regain the position from which they have fallen.

I tir:st noticed this on September 20th, 1908, when I saw six larvfe

hanging on threads and found that they were all trying to ascend,

and that they had little balls of silk between their thoracic legs, show-
mg how they rolled up the silk as they reascended. I then saw some
larvae fall suddenly off the branches and hang by a thread about a foot

long, but after a short time they also began climbing up again. By a

sudden side movement of the head and thorax, the larva is able by
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means of the thoracic legs to gather up the thread, and so regain the

position from which it fell. As the larva is so small and the action so

rapid, I cannot yet say exactly how the thread is caught up, though I have
-attempted to settle this point by aid of a lens on very many occasions. In
order to see why the larvae let themselves fall, I carefully watched various

individuals as they crawled down the tree, and I noticed that when
they came to a branch, having a horizontal direction of growth, the

larvfB generally crawled along the lower side of the branch, and on one
occasion I actually saw a larva fall from the smooth bark. It fell only

to a depth of about half its own length and very soon pulled itself up
:again and recommenced its journey. This I have come to look on as

absolutely a mere accident, but it was curious that I should first

observe a larva fall in this way. The next thing I noticed was that

there were a number of ants running over the trunk and branches of

the tree. I soon found two ants descending the trunk, each carrying

a, larva of C. labitrnella in its jaws. Later I saw a third ant seize a

larva as it was crawling down the trunk, and the larva wriggled much
while being carried away. I tlien turned to a branch of the tree and
and watched both ants and larvfe. I several times saw the ants run
very close to the larvfe and the latter took no notice of them nor did

the ants seem to be aware of the larvas until they were almost in

<;ontact with them. At last I saw an ant actually come in contact

with a larva and the larva instantly dropped off the branch and fell to

A depth of about a foot. There it hung for a short time and then

began winding itself up again. I have not the slightest doubt that

the larv89 I had previously noticed falling from the tree to about a

foot's depth had also been attacked or irritated by ants. On the other

hand there is no doubt in my mind that scores of these larvfe do reach

the earth hanging on their threads. I have seen them do so. The
process of winding themselves up again when they have once fallen a

foot or more occupies a very long time and must be tedious to the

larva. They frequently make a second fall while ascending, but

whether this is owing to the fatigue, or to an accident in the winding,

I cannot say. I fancy that after a second fall they rarely, if ever,

regain the tree, and therefore sooner or later fall to the earth. When
there is a breeze blowing the larvfe sway about on their threads and of

course often get entangled with the threads of other larvfe. That the

larvae reach the earth by descending on threads of their own silk is

perfectly true, but I maintain that this is not a premeditated action,

that it is not done without some kind of compulsion, that it is

always accidental, that is to say that the larva does not descend

from its own subjective idea, but on account of some objective

interference with its natural procedure. I captured some of

the ants I have mentioned and sent them to Mr. A. H. Hamm, who
liindly identified them as Lasiim niijer, L., a common species in most
gardens. Since 1908 I have noticed larv;^ of various species, especially

those of the Geouietrina, hanging by threads, and they were always

likewise trying to ascend. But of course many of these larvae were

not full fed and were trying to get back to the food. Such, however, is

never, I believe, the case with C. laburnella, as they do not leave the

mine till they are full fed. Many leaf-mining larvje have the power of

moving from one leaf and making a fresh mine in another leaf, but
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the larvae of C. laburnella do not appear to have this power. After

having taken larvae out of their mines, I could never induce one to

enter another leaf.

The leaves of the laburnum are composed of three leaflets, and each

leaflet is usually large enough to support two or even three larvae of

€. laburnella, but when this species is very abundant, many of the

leaflets have so many eggs on them that there is little chance of any

larvfB maturing. On September 3rd, 1908, I found at Cookham one

leaflet with 22, another with 38, and a third with 40 mines. I should

say that in these cases none of the larvae would reach the fourth

stadium, they would all previously die of starvation. Thus, when this

species becomes excessively numerous, the females are prone to lay

too many eggs on the favoured leaflets, and so, by causing the death of

many larvife, to assist in maintaining the proper balance of

individuals.

Most authors place the genera L'ennoHtonia and Phyllootiiitis in very

close proximity. However near to each other their ancestors may
have been in remote ages, they have become now, if my judgment be

correct, widely separated. They are both highly developed genera,

but they have developed on diflerent lines. I think the feature of

greatest contrast is shown in the pupa. In C'eniiostoma the pupa may
perhaps be said to be armed with transverse ridges, and probably the

ridges help to retain the pupa in the cocoon. In P/njUocnistiH the

pupa is of quite a different form, and is most elaborately armed with

spines and bristles to aid it to force its way out of the cocoon.

Coniostoma may be near Lyonetia, but if we retain it in the family

Lyonetiidae, we must remove Fhyllocnistis, which, in my opinion,

rather belongs to the Gracilarvidae. When I first began to observe

CeuiioHtoma laburnella, I looked for points of relationship with

Phyllocnistis, as most of the authorities place these two genera close

together. However, I soon found that my quest met with no

encouragement, and that the species I had under observation had
apparently no kinship with the insect which so delighted me some
years ag3.

Ovum :—The egg is of peculiar shape, somewhat resembling a pie-dish with

the pie in it. This seems to be a shape common to tlie genus, at least the ova of

C. spartifoliella and C. lotella agree with C. laburnella in this respect. In profile

the outline of the egg rises slightly above the periphery, while below that area it

slopes inwardly down to the base. The long axis measures 0"25mm., the shorter

0-2mm., and the height 0-06mm. The sculpture consists of slight irregular

pentagonal network, which appears on the upper surface only. The colour is

milky grey.

Larva:—First instar. Length 0-6mm., width of head O'lmm. The head is

large but the jaws are not prominent. The prothorax is twice the width of the

head, the mesothorax rather narrower than the prothorax, and the metathorax very

narrow. The body is fairly cylindrical, but the ninth and tenth segments are

abruptly narrower. There are no legs or prolegs and no visible tubercles, even
under an eighth objective. The usual head marks are pale brown, and the body is

pale grey with a yellow central band running down the abdomen.
Larva :

—

Second inatar. Length l-2mm., width of head O'lTnim. Somewhat
like the larva in first instar but the thorax not so much swollen in proportion.

There are traces of the ball-like pads below the meso- and metathorax. On the

•dorsum of the prothorax there is *a somewhat quadrangular dark brown patch.

The larva mines dorsum uppermost.
lik-RXK-.— lliird instar. Length *?-8mra., width of head 0-3mm. Head and

thorax rather flattened, body more cylindrical. Segmental divisions very well
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marked. The ball-like pads on the niesothorax, the metathorax, and a smaller

one on the prothorax are furnished with a claw which is probably the terminal

joint of the true thoracic legs, the other joints being hidden in the pads. There
are four pairs of abdominal prolegs, all without crotchets. The pairs on the fourth

and fifth segments are very well developed as already described. The anal claspers-

are rudimentary. The setaa are well developed and placed on strong simple-

tubercles. The tubercles are much in their usual positions except i, which is

placed further from the mediodorsal line than ii. This strikes one as being

peculiar, but this position of i is found in other microlepidopterous larvas. There-

are a large number of skin hairs or pile. The thoracic shield is dark brown but

undivided. The body is shining pale grey with a pale green mediodoi'sal stripe.

liJiUXA -.— Fourtli inatar. Length 6mm. Width of head 0-4mm. The larva

in shape is mnch the same as in the 3rd instar, but it is much more active and
crawls rapidly about. The head is light brown. The prothoracic shield is dark

grey divided medially by the paler band. The body is pale yellowish waxy grey.

A broad green band runs dorsally from the mesothorax to the sixth abdominal

segment. The tubercles are the same as in 3rd instar. Tubercle iv carries a long

bristle, but both tubercle and seta are quite normal, not in the least like iv in

Ceiniontoma scitellu. The abdominal prolegs carry a single circle of from 14-15

black crotchets, while the anal claspers bear about 17 crotchets arranged in the

usual horse-shoe manner.
Pupa :-—The pupa is very flat. The limb-cases reach almost to the end of the-

body. They are all strongly transversely wrinkled. The antermal eye-caps are

very conspicuous. There appears to be no armament of bristles nor any
cremaster.

The Coloration Problem. A Rejoinder.

By Rev. G. WHEELER, M.A., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

When I first read Mr. W. Parkinson C.urtis's article, as published.

in the last number of the K)it. Record, it was already in type, and it

was too late, without unduly embarrassing the Editorial Secretary, to-

do anything more than append a foot-note (see p. 156), the expressions

in which it is now incumbent on me to justify, more particularly since

I find that Mr. Curtis acted under an entire misapprehension as to the-

purpose of my correspondence with him. I cannot imagine how this

misapprehension arose, but of course I do not suppose that he had any
intention of treating me unfairly, and am sure that he felt himself

justified in the course which he adopted. That my letter to which

reference Avas made has never been published is an undisputed fact

;

that I did not intend it to be replied to in any publication I thought-

Mr. Curtis would infer from the fact tbat it was adunttedly both in-

complete and hurried. In the first paragraph the followmg sentence

occurs :
—" Even now I am only able to treat it in the most cursory

way, and not at all with the thoroughness that the subject and your

treatment of it deserve. Please forgive me if I ' rush ' a few points-

and leave others alone." There were also in my letter other matters

which made it impossible to publish it as it stood, a view in which

Mr. Curtis entirely concurs. My letter then was not merely un-

published, but I thought obviously "never intended for publication."'

Mr. Curtis however supposed that he was expected to answer it in his

article, on account of the circumstances under which the correspondence

arose, and of which he has asked me to give some account. In

September last the Editorial Secretary. sent me Mr. Curtis's original

article, and as I knew that important papers bearing on the subject

would appear in the Transactions {^and Proceed inijs.) of the Kntn-

loijical Societij before the article in question could possibly
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appear in our Magazine, I informed the author of this fact,

and asked him whether he would prefer to read these papers

before publishing his own, as they might modify his views and cause

him to re-consider some parts of his paper. At the same time I took

occasion to point out certain fallacies, as they appeared to me, in the

arguments by which some of his views were supported. The paper a3

a whole seemed to me so valuable and important, that I wished the

writer to have every opportunity of making it as perfect as possible,

and as he had not been present at certain meetings of the Entomo-
logical Society he had no possible means of knowing that these papers

were about to appear. I am carrying out his wishes in stating that as

a matter of fact he did modit}' his article in certain directions, in

consequence both of the publications of the Entomological Society to

which I had referred him, and of the observations I made in my first

letter in September, and more fully in that of October 31st, which is

now more particularly in question. Of course if he had simply referred

to the correspondence from this point of view I could have had no
objection, but he appears to me to have singled out only those points

in it W' hich he wished to dispute. This however is a matter which any
reader can decide for himself.

I have Mr. Curtis's own authority for stating that what he wrote
was that he regarded my views expressed in the Entonioloiiiu as being
" sound " (not " unsound," as erroneously printed), and the point of

my argument there is just that of his next paragraph, namely, that

the soundness of a theory ought not to be tested by its mapplicability

to certain cases. I do not see how anyone could read Mr. Curtis's last

paragraph on p. 156 and not feel confident that I had expressed

adherence to an entirely opposite theory. Again, the whole reference

to my opinions certainly appears to me to place me among
the opponents of the theory of Mimicry, while in point of fact I merely
think it a pity that a theory which is of great value, and the best

working hypothesis yet propounded, should so often be made to

appear ridiculous by being stretched to cover cases to which it is quite

inapplicable. Again the author of the paper writes:—"Mr. Wheeler
suggests that the theories might be applied where almost demonstrably
applicable, but rejected in other cases." What I wrote was :

—" It is

at least possible that protective resemblance may be extremely useful

and mimicry an actual fact in some cases, or at some stages, but not
in others. It is surely quite logical to accept it in some instances in

which it is almost demonstrably true, and to reject it in others in

wJtich it is almost demonstrabhj false.'' Here, I submit, my views have
been 'caricatured.' It would doubtless have been better if for 'true'

and 'false' I had written 'applicable' and 'inapplicable,' but that my
meaning was grasped by the author is evident from his use of the word
'applicable' above. Again:—"I cannot follow Mr. Wheeler in his

suggestion that the theories may apply to one Order and need not
necessarily apply to another." I Avrote :

—" It might easily be true
{tJiouijh I dont think it is so) that Mimicry was a perfectly good and
sound theory applied to some parts of the animal kingdom but not to

others—not to the Lepidoptera for example—but I believe it would be
much truer to say that it often applies to many Orders, including the
Lepidoptera, especially in the larval stage, but that it is stretched by
its advocates to cover countless cases with which it has nothing to do."
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In this case I consider that any reader might suppose my views to

be the exact opposite of what I had declared thern to be, though, had
the original letter been before the readers of the magazine, I should not

have complained, as it would then have been obvious to them that the

"suggestion" was one with which I did not agree. The above include

the whole of Mr. Curtis's references to my letter (as well as to the

obiter dicta in my article in the KiitouiologtHt), and I submit that

there is not a single instance in which my expressed views are

not to some extent misrepresented, and that the expressions used

in the last line of my foot-note to his article were fully justified.

I must plead guilty to a confusion in expression, but not in thought,

between the truth and the apjdicabilit;/ of the theory of mimicr}'-. This
confusion I should never have allowed to appear in print, which makes
me all the more regret that a " hurried " letter has been treated as if

it were a carefully thought-out and published expression of opinion.

I thought at first that Mr. Curtis had been betrayed into the same
confusion, but he appears in reality to make the universality of a

theory's applicability the test of its value ! {i.e., presumably of its

truth), for he writes:—"The theories would lose their value tome
entirely, if they could not be applied thrntitjliont (the italics are mine),

and to their logical extremity." At any rate they would not lose their

intrinsic value because they are not universally applicable, which is fortu-

nate, since there is probal^ly not another individual among the advocates

of the Mimicry theory, who would make such apparently uncompro-
mising claims for it ; unless I misunderstand him it certainly seems a

case of "save us from our friends." 1 will give an example of what has

deceptively the outward appearance of a syncryptic group caused by
Miillerian mimicry. In is well known that the darkest forms of many
grey moths of widely difi'erent genera are now by far the commonest in

and around London, and that the area in which this takes place is en-

larging itself almost annually. Is it seriously contended that this is to be

accounted for, as might seem on the surface to be the case, by Miillerian

mimicry, instead of being one of the most obvious and easily understood

instances of the working of natural selection by means of protective

resemblance^ It may, and I think does, show something of how
mimicry works, and even arises, but there has been no time within

the last 25 years for the formation of a syncr3^ptic association between
these various species, to say nothing of the fact that they are not all

out at the same time of year. Again, the same result has been brought

about in several damp localties elsewhere in England by totally

different causes but by the same mechanical means, oiz., an increase

in the number of dark scales and a diminution in the number of light

ones, the precise opposite of the law for which Mr. Curtis seems to

contend on p. 157, though I greatly doubt whether at bottom there is

any considerable difference between his views and mine on this particular

matter.

In my letter occurred the following paragraph :
— " There is no

argument more illogical than one which is in constant use, viz., that

you can only disprove one theory by supplying another in its place

and proving the latter true. This argument is often so wrapped
up that it seems not to have occurred to the writer that it is really the

essence of the argument after all." Mr. Curtis has " no love for"

this method of argument, yet he employs it quite openly in the last
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paragraph of p. 157, and somewhat more covertly at the end of the

preceding paragraph, when he pronounces against Col. Manders'
attitude of neutrality

;
yet surely it would be difficult to find a case in

which this argument is less applicable ; for Col. Manders' attitude, if

I understand it rightly, is not merely permissible, but is actually the

onhj scientific one in every matter which is not practically proved, and
is known as the attitude of " Scientific Scepticism." [By the way, if

the contention that a theory must be universally applicable is tenable,

Mr. Curtis would be justified in supposing that I must necessarily be

an advocate of Religious Scepticism also, which in point of fact, I

hold to be the most unscientific attitude in existence.] It is the

bounden duty of every scientific, man to l\eep an open mind until a

theory is proved (not mathematically however, which is impossible out-

side pure mathematics), and it is quite illogical to regard him as

necessarily an opponent because he does so. I should define my own
position on the subject as a very friendly neutrality, and possibly Col.

Manders' might be defined as an " armed neutrality," though I would
not presume to speak positively upon that point.

Of the immense value of the observations detailed in Mr. Parkinson
Curtis's paper it is needless to speak, and not less valuable are his

arguments as to the utility of experiments made with regard to the

palatability of insects in the case of domesticated birds ; I shall hope
on a later occasion to make a few comments on some of these points,

mainly with the view of trying to add in some slight degree to the

practical value of future experiments of the kind.

Neuraphes nigrescens, Reitt., Verh. zool.-bot. Ges. Wieii, 1881,

p. 566. A Species of Coleoptera new to Britain.

By H. St. J. K. DONISTHORPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

"Like X spansJialli, and coming near to it, peach-black, the thorax,

shoulders, and the apex of the elytra sometimes dark red brown, the

antennas and legs rust-red, the palpi yellowish, the forehead very dis-

tinctly punctured, the thorax, as in A^ siiarshalli, hut before the base with

a small central puncture, sometimes also with a very fine short central

furrow, the elytra of the same outline as in X. sjiarshalli, on the whole a

little more strongly punctured. Long, 1mm." On comparing my speci-

mens of JS'. sjiarshalli with some taken recently on Lundy Isle, I was

struck by the fact that two specimens had distinct central furrows on

the thorax, and, moreover, looked a little different. These were both

found to have been taken at Wicken Fen, September 16th, 1909, and

March 19th, 1910, in sedge refuse. They agree very well with

Eeitter's description, as they possess both the central puncture as well

as the central furrow in the thorax. The forehead also is distinctly

punctured, more so than in any of my A'. sparshalH. Ganglbauer, in

his table, separates nif/resreiiK and ^idcatnhiH, Fairm., by the central

furrow, etc., in the thorax. In the latter the head is weakly punc-

tured. In my specimens the elytra seem to be a little broader in

proportion to the thorax than in s/iarshalli. With such nearly allied

species, however, it seems best to regard them as niyrescois, rather

than to make a new species.
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Further Notes on Libythea celtis. (With five plates.)

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D.

In the last Volume of the Kut. Record (xxiv., p. 302) I gave a
short account of the egg and oviposition of Libj/t/wa veltis : as I have a

few notes and specimens of the larva, it may be useful to say some-
thing of these.

Eggs laid on April 17th hatched on the 23rd. The newly-hatched
larva is pale grey with some brown tints on the head. In the 2nd
instar the head is nearly black and the rest of the larva is of a neutral

grey tint and looks quite hairy (the hairs being aggregated, of course,

just after moult). When full-grown in this instar it is 5mm. long, with
black head, a pale slatey body, with a paler dorsal line and a paler,

nearly white, lateral (subspiracular) line, reminding one much of Pieris

or Encldo'e. Seen under a moderate hand lens (dorsally), the appear-

ance suggests an Iidxs, due to the great distinctness of the sub-

segmentation, giving the impression of a large number of quite equal

segments. There are, in fact, four subsegments to each abdominal
segment, fairly equal, but the two front ones perhaps rather wider

than the two posterior. Beneath the lateral line the flange is not
continuous but is divided by an oblique projection on each segment.
There are very numerous short black hairs, noAV hardly visible except

in profile against a pale background. The larva is of very equal

diameter from end to end, the head is only slightly smaller. The pro-

thoracic plate presents, on each side, a very narrow black slip, with a

good many black hairs, like those elsewhere. The larva has a habit of

sitting in " sphinx " attitude.

In the 3rd instar the larva is substantially as in the 2nd, with an
increase in length to 7"5mm. or 8mm. Head black with a pale trans-

verse greenish shade. The colour is rather darker, and pale bases

around the origins of the abundant black hairs can be distinguished.

In the following instars the hairs become less obvious, the colour

becomes green, most of the full-grown larvje being green with white

lateral lines, a few, however, retain a brownish coloration.

The arrangement of hairs in 1st stage Celtis is, on prothorax, on
each side of the middle line a group of four, the 1st (from middle line)

and 3rd shorter and slightly posterior to 2nd and 4th. Then two, the

second decidedly long, next another long one, all these approximately
in a transvere line, then another a little posterior at about spiracular

level. On mesothorax on each side, three short hairs about equally

spaced in a transverse line, then a fourth rather longer and a little

posterior, another longer one at a lower level and another further

behind not quite so low. [On the metathorax the arrangement is the

same.] On the abdominal segments are i, ii and iii, short hairs well

apart, iii a little posterior to i, ii a good deal so. Two hairs, rather

longer and more slender below spiracle, the posterior the longer and
lower, on 9th and 10th, the arrangement is modified. On the

posterior margin and beneath are more ordinary (pointed) hairs, some
as long as those already noticed. These expand towards their

extremities and have a circle of fine points, the appearance suggests

that they are hollow and cupped like those of some Pierids. The
longer are about •05mm. in length the shortest about •02mm. The
prolegs have 9 to 11 hooks in two sizes and apparently in a single

transverse row. (pi. xiii., figs. 1 and 2).
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In the 2nd instar the hairs are much more numerous, the primary
that were present in the first skin are still to be distinguished as longer

and larger (about 0"16mm. long)]; between dorsum and spiracle are,

in addition to the three primary, 8 to 10 shorter hairs (aljout 0-08mm.
long, except one just above spiracle very minute, about 0-015mm.
long), all these have the same structure. The prolegs have 17 or 18
hooks, of which 4 or 5 are spread on the outer margin, the rest (in two
sizes) packed along the inner (pi. xiii., fig. 3). My specimens of this

instar are not clear enough to apportion the hairs to the several

subsegments.

In the 3rd instar the hairs are more numerous, 15 or 16 secondary
between dorsum and spiracle (pi. xiv, fig. 4). This photograph
shows the 4 subsegments very distinctly and how the hairs are

arranged in a central line across each subsegment. The division of

each segment into four subsegments is distinct throughout all the larvl

stages.

In the 3rd instar the prolegs have about 19 hooks alternately larger

and smaller, they are of a full horse-shoe form, i.e., a complete
circle, but for a small gap at inner margin on the posterior sets, the

first pair (on 3rd abdominal segment), however, show a complete circle

with about 5 smaller hooks only along front margin. In the 4th
instar the hooks are sparse and small on one margin, but a complete
circle would be a correct description of most specimens.

In the 4th instar (pi. xiv., fig. 5), the hairs are very numerous and
are so spread as to be irregularly placed across each subsegment,
perhaps about 70 or 80 to the half segment above the spiracle, varying
in length from 0-3mm. downwards, the prolegs have about 28 to 30
hooks without a very decided break in the circle except on the claspers,

where the outer portion is bare for about a fourth of the circle. There
are very numerous fine sharp skin-points, these are aggregated, with
partial clear spaces. The places they occupy are dark on the photo-

graph, looking almost like plates across the subsegments.

In the 5th (last) instar (pi. xv., fig. 6) the hairs are very numerous,
especially the smaller that are tolerabljr evenly distributed, even
between the subsegments. These minute hairs seem to be pointed,

not coronate like the larger ones. The larger ones seem to be pro-

portionally fewer than in the preceding instar, as though some of the

smaller of that instar had joined the swarm of short ones in this. The
longest hairs are about 0-4mm. long. The patches of sharp skin-points

are less extensive than in the preceding skin, and show dark in the

photograph. The prolegs in this instar have about 50 hooks closely

packed in their alternating sizes on the inner side, but with only

about seven on the outer margin, but these so spaced as to make it

difficult to say there is an actual break in the circle, or where it is if

there is one (pi. xvi., figs. 9 and 10).

Plate xvii. shows the larval heads from cast skins in all the instars

except the 4th, of which I do not appear to have preserved a present-

able specimen. That of the last instar is somewhat damaged. They
are fairly regular in their increase in size from stage to stage, the

ratio being apparently an addition of 50%, or as 2-3. The actual

widths would be in millimetres— 1st, •4mm.; 2nd, -Gmm.; 3rd, •9mm.;
4th, 1^35mm. ; 5th, 2mm.

The full grown larva and pupa are beautifully shown in the
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photographs by Mr. Tonge (all the others are by Mr. F. N. Clark).

The larvae are on a spray of ('dtis austyalis. I need say nothing about

the pupa, as I described it in F.nt. ilec, vol. xii., p. 284 (pi. xv., figs. 7

and 8).

It is to be noted that the larva retains a cryptic coloration like the

Satyrids, and has not developed a warning aspect like the Vanessids.

The subsegmentation into four equal subsegments agrees with the

simpler instances in Pierines and Satyrids, these usually have more
subsegments, those that have four are probably more primitive in this

respect, though they may not be so in others.

The hairs retain throughout the appearance at the extremity of

having an opening, with some fine points round the margin (pi. xii.,

fig. 2, hairs of first instarx500), but when the 4th instar is reached

the extremity is not enlarged at all, with the trumpet-like extremity of

the 1st and 2nd instars, but tapers fairly uniformly to the end, where,

however, of course, it is not pointed, but as if truncated or broken oflf,

until magnified enough to show the actual structure. As already noted

the finer hairs in the last instar and those beneath are of the ordinary

pointed form.

The structure of the larva is chiefly of interest so far as it may
throw a little more light on the true affinities of L/ibythea.

There are several items that may be taken into account. The
general appearance of the larva is certainly that of a Pieris or Kvcldoe,

this one might pass over as a result of "convergence," in larvae living

exposed on green foliage, were it not that the hairs, if not precisely,

are very nearly, identical with those of many Pierids, in having an

extremity formed for exuding fluid. The gradual change in the

number and arrangement of hairs as each instar arrives is much the

same as in Fierix, but without ignoring this, its importance is small,

as it is much the same in many different larvfe. The circles of hooks

on the prolegs are so actually or nearly complete as to suggest that we
have in them a record of affinities with much lower groups, no other

butterfly that I know has complete circles of hooks, except among the

Hexperidae.

The wing outline of the imago, and the foodplant of the larva,

seems to point unmistakeably to alliance with Vam'xsa. The imaginal

colouring gives the same sug'gestion. The pupa is Nymphalid, but

certainly not Vanessid, perhaps more nearly Danaid. The egg is

almost if not quite Vanessid. The palpi of the imago are, I believe, of

no phylogenetic significance. Scudder (1889) is unable to suggest any
utility they may have. I set a specimen or two to show their real

meaning, in agreement with the attitude of living specimens. I

called Mr. Tutt's attention to them, and I think they passed into his

collection ; Avhere they are now I don't know, but Mr. Tutt published

a note on the point in Knt. Ilemnl, vol. xi., p. 239. The cryptic

habit, so built up must have proved very useful, as it is still pronounced
throughout the whole sub-family.

The neuration is rather Satyrid than Vanessid. The normal
structure of the female fore-tarsi, would certainly place Libytltea at the

base of the Nymphalids. In this as in other cases we must remember
that lAhi/t/wa has had as long a time to be modified in various

directions as its relatives, so that whilst such primitive characters as

it possesses are probably significant, specialised characters, whether
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like those of its relatives or not, are more likely to be later acquire-

ments and not to possess much importance in settling its phj'logeny.

Explanation of Plates.

Plate XIII.—Fig. 1.—Portion of larval skin 1st instar x 120

,, ,, ,,
2.—Two hairs of ,,

,, ,, ,, 3.—Portion of ,,

,, XIV.— ,, 4.— ,, ,, „
„ 5.— ,, ,, ,,

,, XV.— ,, 6.— „ ,, ,,

,, ,, ,,
7.—Two larvae in the last instar on spray of Celtis australis.

,, ,, ,, 8.—Pupa of L. celtis.

„ XVI.— ,,
9.—Hooks of right prolog of 5th abdominal segment.

,, ,, ,, 10.— ,, ,, left ,, ,, ,, ., „ in last

instar.

,, XVII.— ,, 11.—Larval heads of 1st instar x 2-5

„ 12.— ,, „ ,, 2nd ,, x25
,, 13.— ,, ,, ,, 3rd ,, x25
14.— „ head of 5th ,, x 25

»1 M
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scolitrforwe was caught amongst a number of males attracted to a

virgin female, though unfortunately its sex was not noticed until after

it had been killed. It seems doubtful if such cases are exactly parallel

to the one we report, as there is no evidence published to show if the

attracted female is a virgin.

j^CIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Resting habit of Pykameis cardui, Colias edusa, and Pieris napi.

—On July 26th, 1912, in the late afternoon I watched separately, two

$ C. edusa dawdling along on the Downs near Beachy Head, evidently

in search of something. Eventually, they came to a straggling

bramble, and after examining one or two leaves, finally took up a

position for the night under one of them, resting head downward.

On July 28th, 1912, at Abbott's Wood, I saw a specimen of P. napi

flying in a short interval of sunshine. Suddenly the sun became

obscured and a few spots of rain fell. Instantly the P. napi flew to a

bramble bush and took up a position of shelter, head downward under

a bramble leaf.

On August 16th, 1912, in the late afternoon while sitting on the

shore under Beachy Head my attention was drawn to a specimen of

F. cardui flying about the face of the cliff searching for something. I

watched it for ten minutes entering a number of crannies, until at

last it found one which suited its purpose and there settled for the

night. I put these on record for what they are worth, and may have

occasion to refer to them later.— C. W. Colthrup, 141, East Dulwich

Grove, S.E.
Irregularity of hatching of ova of Ennomos erosarja.— In

" Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist," Part 3, page 15, the

late J. W. Tutt refers to the irregularity of hatching of the ova of

various species, and remarks on the few reliable recorded observations

on the point. It may be as well therefore to record that from a batch

of ova laid by a 'i E. eromria, which I took in the New Forest in

November, 1911, the first hatched on April 8th, 1912, and the others

continued to do so up to June 22nd. The first larva pupated on June

9th, and the first imago emerged on June 22nd, the same day that the

last ova hatched.

—

Id.

Fertility of Liparis dispar.—At the beginning of June 1912, on

leaving home for a time, I left a number of pupag of Liparis dispar in

a large cage. On overhauling them on August 1st after my return, I

found that twelve ^ s and 44 ? s had emerged and that at least 43

batches of eggs had been laid.

The remains of 2 moths shewed 42 that had certainly laid all their

eggs, the bodies being shrivelled and the apical wool expended, several

that were perhaps less shrivelled than the rest were found, however,

to contain no eggs. In two cases the apical wool was more or less

present, and the bodies of these two specimens contained eggs.

On June 3rd, 1913, practically all the young larvje had hatched

and it was found that of the 43 batches of eggs 42 had been completely

fertile, whilst one small batch contained a good many apparently

unfertilised eggs.

I put this observation on record as such data are sometimes asked

for. Of various points it may help to elucidate, it bears on the pro-
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portions of the sexes in insects, in L. dispar, at least, it is obvious that

an excess of <? s is by no means a necessity and probably, therefore,

does not occur. The actual proportion of the sexes in the experiment

was, of course, purely accidental, but it shewed that one male to three

or four females was a good working ratio.—T. A. Chapman, M.D.,

Betula, Reigate. June 9th, 1913.

Collective Protective Eesemblance. — In the Bulletin de la

Societe Entowologique de Fiance for 1913, page 137, is an article

by the abbe J. de .Joannis, on a collective case of protective

resemblance. The writer had been compiling a list of Lepidoptera-

Heterocera which are exclusively injurious to cultivated Mono-
cotyledons, such as sugar-cane, rice, maize, sago, etc., in India

or Java. After doing so he was struck by the fact, that out of the

29 species in his list, no le^s than 17 belonging to five different

families, had essentially the same design of markings on the wings,

and were thus particularly adapted to the special circumstances in

which their lives had to be spent. The general character of these

markings were longitudinal from base to outer margin of the cell, at

the outer extremity of which it rayed out fan-like. The transverse

markings were some discontinuous lines of a few dots, and the ground
pale yellow, dull orange, brown or whitish-yellow. All the species

had the lower wings very much differentiated in marking from the

upper ones. These insects, sitting on the stems of the plants they

frequented, with rayed markings such as these would no doubt be

admirably protected by their surroundings. At once he noticed that

the remaining 12 species fell into two groups, one of six species, small,

white, yellow or sombre in colour, uniform, without markings except

an inconspicuous discal dot, the other group of six species more or less

conspicuous, and no doubt protected in some more special way in

accord with their own peculiar habits.

The species in M. de Joannis' list are:

—

NocTUiD.E.— Cirpliis loreyv', C. fra<jilis''', C. anipuncta'' , Sesamia

inferens'^' , S. uniformis*.

LYMANTRiiDiE.

—

Laelia si{ff'usa'''', L. adara-''-, Aroa socr«s*, Dasijc/dra

seciiris*.

SpHiNGiDiE.

—

Leucophlebia Uneata'''.

Euterotid^.—Dreata petola.

Notodontid.e.—Anticyra combusta'^.

PsYCHiD.E.-

—

Mahasejia (jraininivora^

.

Pyralid^e.— Pohjocha saccharella''', Anerastia ahlutella\, Schoenobins

bipiinctifer asj, Scirpopliaga excerptalis\ , S. auriliitai, S. inonostif/inai,

Diatraea venosata''', Chilo simplex-'', (J. aaricilia'', C, infttscatellus'^,

Ancylolomia chrysographella'''', NyinpJiula fiuctuosalis, N. depunctalis,

Cnaphalocrocis medinalis, Morasinia trapezalis, Pyrausta coclesalis.

Those marked * are the 17 species with similar markings; those

marked f are the 6 species with unicolorous forewings ; the unmarked
species are the 6 more or less conspicuous ones.—H.J.T.

Divergence in the forwardness of the season in different
parts of Switzerland.— During a month in Switzerland, in 1912,

which was by no means prolific in specimens, the fact that one cannot

judge of the forwardness or otherwise of the season in one part of

Switzerland from another was more forcibly borne in on my attention

than has ever been the case in my long experience of that country.
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At Simplon Village and in the Laquinthal the season was unusually

early. Erehia christi, for instance, was well out in the last week in

June (which may possibly account for the pessimism displayed by

certain Swiss Entomologists as related in our last number), and I

thought that by arriving on the Albula Pass a week earlier than I did

in 1911 I should certainly not be too early for species such as Erebia

pharte, Melitaea matnrna var. wolfoifihen/ori, etc., which had been quite

in rags the year before, nor even for those which, like il. asteria and
Hesperia andromedae, had been well out on the previous occasion. My
disappointment was therefore great when 3i. viatnnia only put in an

appearance, in the shape of two very fresh specimens, on the last day
of my week's stay, K. jdiarte in one specimen on the same occasion,

and M. asteria and H. androiin'dae never appeared at all, other species

also being equally late, with the general result that, as far as

specimens here were concerned, I might almost as well have stayed at

home.

—

George Wheeler, 37, Gloucester Place, W. July 1st, 1913.

GONEPTERYX RHAMNI AND G. CLEOPATRA IN COMPANY. An equally

unsuccessful visit was one I paid to the Ligurian Riviera this spring
;

there was however one fact which seems worth recording, vi^., that

Gonepten/.r rhainni and G. cleopatra were just about equally common
in the Portofino peninsula. The former were generally as large as,

sometimes larger than, the latter. The <? s of course are easy enough
to distinguish and the 5 s may equally well be recognized by the pale

orange streak near the middle of the forewing on the underside of G.
clenpatra. There was no sign of intermediates, and if there is still

anyone who supposes that G. cleopatra is the southern form of

G. rhainni this experience should go far to remove the impression.

—

[Id.]

Apperceptional Expectancy.—In a short article in the Can. Ent.

for June, Harry B. Weiss contributes some interesting remarks

concerning Protective Resemblance. He says that, " The perception

of an insect is modified by associated perceptions from adjoining

surroundings or adjoining parts of the butterfly. In addition to

sensation, which is the result of stimulation upon the organ of sight

by the object in question, perception is also determined by apperception

which is the contribution of the mind from previous experience. In

other words the mind also contributes something which helps to form

the complete mental content Without this apperceptional

expectancy fact insects would be more conspicuous than they are. .

. . . Many trained observers, and in fact, numerous birds, are able to

overcome this expectancy, and as a result discriminate such insects from

their surroundings, although such discrimination may be due in part to

an ability to perceive them. By reason of this apperceptional expectancy

many insects also appear more conspicuous amid certain surroundings

than others. The more the coloration of an insect approaches that of

its surroundings, the less conspicuous it becomes, but in all cases

apperceptional expectancy tends to make this inconspicuousness more
complete, and, as a rule, more protective."— [Quite so!]

I5)0TES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Deiopeia pulchella.—On Saturday last, June 14th, whilst

collecting on the Surrey Downs with my brother, Mr. A. Russell, I had
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the good fortune to capture a, speciraen of this rare moth in fine

condition. I am not collecting moths this season, but being struck by

the size and peculiar flight of the insect, which seemed unusual for

any white moth of my acquaintance, I gave chase and when it settled

secured it to give to my brother. A cursory glance in the chip box
(in which I had placed it when settled) showed the moth to be of

the " footman " family, but although the insect seemed familiar to me
I did not at once recognise it, and a few minutes after handed it to

my brother remarking that I had got a prize for him. He at once

identified the moth and desired me to retain it.— S. G. Castle
EussELL, 14, Waldegrave Park, Twickenham.

LOPHOPTERYX CARMELITA IN NORTHUMBERLAND.-—On May 12th I

was fortunate in finding a S and a ? of the above species on the

trunk of a birch tree, the moths were about four inches apart.

The S was rather worn but the 2 in good condition. I boxed
the latter and by the 15th she had deposited 13 eggs. I then killed

it as I was anxious to have the specimen set up, this being a record

for this country. The eggs were fertile and the larvffi emerged on the

27th and 28th May. The specmaens were taken near the Tyne Valley,.

South of Carbridge, which place is about 17 miles West of

Newcastle.—G. Nicholson, 2G, Lancaster Street, Newcastle.

Gloucestershire Lepidoptera.—Since my notes in a previous

volume, the following species, apparently unrecorded for the county,

have been captured by myself. Tischeria angusticnllda, June 5th, 1912,

flying in the evening among Bosa canina in this neighbourhood
;

Chrijsorlijsta schiankella, June 15th, 1911, at dusk over marshy ground
;

and (j-eleckia scalella, June 2nd, 1913, resting on a lichen-covered oak,

the last two occurring in the Dean Forest district.—W. B. Davis, 3,

Rosebank Villas, Churchfield Eoad, Stroud, Glos. June 1th, 1913.

Colias edusa.—Are we in for an ediisa-yea,v? T saw one on June
2nd at Godstone, Surrey, my friend, Mr. M. Robinson, took one at

Reigate on June 3rd, and on June 9th 1 took a (^ at Chailey, Sussex.

—A. E. Tonge (F.E.S.), Aincroft, Reigate. Jime dth.

At Ascot, on June 2nd, I took a freshly emerged Colias eJtifta, a-

large and pale specimen, and on June 3rd I saw three more at Horsley.

T have also seen several worn Pi/rameis atalanta and P. canliti.—A. W.
Buckstone, 18, Burlington Lane, Chiswick. June lOt/i.

On June 4th I saw a specimen of ('alias edusa flying near a clover

field at Aldermaston.—J. Clarke, 7, Castle Crescent, Reading. June
lOtli.

I have seen several Colias edusa, and it looks as if the continental

things are coming over this season.— S. G. Castle-Russell, 14,.

Waldegrave Park, Strawberry Hill, Middlesex. June 15tJt.

Colias edusa in 1912.—^It may be of interest to put on record my
experiences with the above species in 1912. My friend, Mr. E. P.

Sharp, took two S s and two $ s fresh out, at Abbott's Wood, on July 21st,.

and I subsequently found that other collectors had taken a number of

3 s near Eastbourne in the previous week. On July 24th I saw two 3' s

on Eastbourne front in the morning, and two more on my way to Beachy
Head. On my arrival there I took one ^ and one 5 var. helice, both fresh

out, and saw another var. Jielice flying madly with the wind and quite

impossible of capture. On the 25th a journey with Mr. Sharp to a

field of clover and other flowers, a good way out over the Downs, was
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disappointing. The early morning was fine, but on arriving on the

field at 10.20 a.m., the sun became obscured, and did not appear again
till 4.30 p.m., too late for C. edusa to fiy. I, however, had the good
fortune to take a freshly emerged J and $ in a warm bright interval,

both of which I disturbed as I chased a specimen of Aiy/i/nnis afjlaia.

They were, however, very lethargic and quite easily captured. I saw
another J flying, but lost sight of it in the sunburnt grass. There is

no doubt that, had the day kept fine, we should have made a good
bag, and to make matters worse a man started mowing the field with
a machine, and when we returned two days after the flowers were all

laid low. On the 26th I paid a visit to Beachy Head, and the sun
again became obscured this time only by a thin veil of mist. Two <? s

were seen flying out of reach, and another freshly emerged was taken

quite easily on a clover flower. Soon after I missed another which
was careering madly along, and in giving chase disturbed yet another
which disappeared over the clift'. At 4.30 p.m. I took two fresh $ s at

rest on the undersides of bramble leaves (see p. 196). On the 27th I

took one ^ and three 2 s freshly emerged, and Mr, Sharp netted a

worn c? , the sun being again behind a haze. On the 28th we cycled

to Abbott's wood, but the wind developed into a gale, the sun became
obscured and C. ednna was out of the question, although Mr. Sharp's

son took a <? and ? in a sheltered spot near Eastbourne in a bright

interval.

On August 2nd, on the way up to Beachy Head, quite a number
of C. cdnsa were seen flying with the strong wind toward the town,
stopping on the way to visit the red valerian on the slopes. Arrived at

Beachy Head I took six specimens and met three other collectors who
had taken eleven between them. On August 5th, Mr. Sharp and I

cycled to the Powns, the day being fine, but a very heavy wind blowing.

We missed two $ C. ednsa, and in chasing one I had the misfortune

to fall and badly injure a finger which put an end to cycling. I

however visited Beachy Head on the 11th, when the sun was
again obscured by mist and a heavy gale blowing, but in a sheltered

spot I found a 3 (J. ednsa enjoying the red valerian and managed to

net it with my left and uninjured hand. On August 13th I saw a

number of C. c'<liisa on the railway banks near Brighton and on the

14th on the banks near Polegate, and met a collector who had counted

thirteen on the railway banks between Polegate and Hailsham when
passing in a train. I give these rather extended notes to show that

had the weather been favourable C. edma would, no doubt, have been

very plentiful. At Margate, between August 24th and September 14th,

I netted five (J C. ednaa, all very badly worn. During the whole of

my stay at Eastbourne and Margate I saw no signs of C. hyale. In

going through my notes and series of C. edusa, I find that I have

had the good fortune to take it in 1900, 1902, 1904, 1906, 1908, 1911,

and 1912, and as Mr. South records it in British Butterflies, page 53,

in 1892, 1893, 1894, 1895, and 1899, it would appear to be a pretty

frequent visitor. The weather in 1903, 1907, 1909, and 1910 was
very unfavourable and no doubt accounts for its absence. C. Jnjale I

have onlv taken in 1900, 1901, and 1911, and Mr. South records it in

1892, 1893, 1899, 1902, and 1904.

In 1911 the weather was gloriously fine, yet although C. liyale was
common I only saw two C. ednsa. If failure of foodplant was the
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cause of these migrations, as I have seen suggested, one would expect

both species to be affected in the same year.—C. W. Colthrup, 141,

E. Dulwich Grove, London, S.E.

A Plea for the Preservation of Etichloe Cardamines.—On
one of the rare outings which we have been able to permit ourselves

this Spring, to wit, on May 24th, we passed a most enjoyable afternoon

at Horsley.

Leaving the station, we tramped a mile or so along the main road

until we turned oft' down a lovely little lane, so narrow and so rough
as not to allow the passage of the motors, which went rushing off one
after the other to the left along the wider road.

As the sun was extremely powerful, and it happened that we had
brought with us neither net nor camera, we rested long on the grassy

banks, spangled with the starry stork's-bill, bright blue speedwell and
mj'osotis, with masses of fool's parsley and hedge garlic, beloved of

Euchloe canlaiiiinen ; the fresh green of the banks and hedges, the

beautiful play of sunshine on the road, together with the shadows
thrown by the tall elms, the songs of numberless birds, and the genial

warmth, the peace and restfulness of the whole scene were altogether

delightful.

One thing, however, was lacking ! Where were the multitudes of

butterflies of various species, Avhich, in Spain, Switzerland or France,

would have given an entrancing air of life and movement to the

scene? Certainly, a solitary and lonely-looking Kuchlo'e cardmnines

appeared here and there, flitting from flower to flower of the stork's

bill, testing the delights of each, or settling on the hedge garlic,

displaying its charming orange tips, which seem to speak to one of

Spring sunshine.

Farther down the lane, when at last we continued our walk, were
one or two others, flying over and above the hedges, the orange tints

being quite distinctive even at a distance.

We were congratulating ourselves that there were a few, if only a
few, of these spring butterflies left to brighten the lanes of Surrey,

and turned away to the right to ascend through a wood, when down
the slope towards us, came an entomologist, armed with big black net,

no doubt bent on slaughtering our poor cardamines .'

We did so wish that something could be done to protect these and
others of our beautiful lepidoptera, in places where they are evidently

becoming fairly worked out.

If only all collectors of British Diunti would sometimes leave their

nets at home on nice sunny days, and take their pleasure in observing
the habits of insects instead of diminishing their already extremely
small numbers !

I understand that, on the following Saturday, a party of between
twenty and thirty lynx-eyed entomologists scoured the same district,

the average " bag " being extremely small. Is it to be wondered at ?—Rosa E. Page, (B.A.), New Cross, S.E. [Report hath it that very
little " scouring " was done.—H.J.T.]

®^URRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
In the Fievtie Memuelle, for April, M. Lambillion announces an

aberration of Fijrameis cardui as new. He describes it as follows :

—
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"Mulfco obscurior, alarum maculis nigris majoribus, alis posticis nigro

conspersis, ab. melanosa." The forewings are a very deep black with

almost all the black spots confluent, and the paler areas much
restricted. The hindwings clouded with black, the three sub-marginal

spots confluent and much enlarged, the paler areas much reduced and
darkened with dusky scaling. Several specimens were obtained at

Virton, by M. I'abbe Cabeau in August, 1912.

In a subsequent paragraph in the same Magazine M. Lambillion

remarks on the figure of the aberration of Dryai^ paplna published in

the Ent. lieconi recently, that the author (Mr. Sich) has omitted to

name it and probably has the erroneous idea that unique aberrations

occur in nature. M. Lambillion is strongly of opinion that for the

purpose of reference this form should have a name.
We are pleased to receive two further parts of the Catalot/uc of the

Lepidovtera of Behjiitm by M. L. -J. Lambillion, of Namur. It contains

a further amount of addenda accumulated since the appearance of the

earlier parts which have been published as a Supplement to the

Revue Menanelle dc la Societe KntotiioUxjique Nariianme. The parts can

be obtained separately for a small charge.

In the Scoiti:<h Xatiiraii^it for April, Mr. W. Evans records the

following moths captured at the lantern of the lighthouse on Fair Isle

in 1912. 'rrijdiaeva pronnba, one dark purple-brown form, and two
pale yellowish-grey variety; Iladena dentina, one; Plima ijamina, live.

These have already been recorded from Shetland but not previously

from Fair Island.

In the April number of the Ent. ]\li). May., Lieut. -Col. E. G.

Nurse announces two species of Ilymenoptera as new to Britain. Ciabro

kieseniretteri was taken at Ampton and West Stow, Suffolk, in 1912,

and is nearest to C. tibialis and C. clavipes. Polistex (/alliens occurred

at Chandler's Ford, Hants, and were taken by Major Robertson in 1911.

Mr. J. H. Wood announces four hitherto unrecorded species of

Anthoiinjidae (Diptera) in the April number of the Ent. Mo. Mai/. Two
of them, Pci/'iiiiyia dnlcaiiiarae and Coe)iosia siiyniatiea, he describes as

new to science. The former was taken by the edge of Devereux Pool,

and the latter near Monnow. Phaonia (Hyetode.sia) )na[/nir(nnis was
first takeij at the above named places, and Coenosia /lerpuxilla is not

uncommon on the Black Mountain range in July.

In the Kntomoloyist for March, Fred. V. Theobald, announces the

occurrence of a hitherto unrecorded species of saw-fly from Hampshire
and Berkshire. The larvte were sent to him in 1911, and imagines

were bred in April and May, 1912. It has been identified b}'^ the Rev.

F. D. Morice as Li/t/aeonematus ni.oestus. The larvaj have been very

destructive to apple foliage at Froxtield, Hants.

In the May number of the Ent. Mo. Ma;/., Dr. Lindinger announces
Aspidiotiis bararicKs a Coccid new to the British List. It was found

on Calluna vidi/aris at Chester and Aberdeen.

Mr. J. E. Collin has commenced a further List of thirty Diptera

new to the British List in the May number of the Jvnt. Mo. May.
Empid^.-—Cyrtoina intermedia, from the New Forest to Aviemore. C.

pilosa, from Sussex to Sutherland. C. siiiiplieii>es, from Dorset to Avie-

more. BJia\ii])hoinyia obsciira, taken by J. J. F. X. King at Kilmun in

1906. R. hirtiila, from Clova, Forfar. R. tibialis taken at Aviemore
by Col. Yerbury in 1904. R. niyripennis, from Brockenhurst to Spey
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Bridge. R. lnjbiida, from Nethy Bridge, Padstow, Oxford, etc. VUupis

ru/iventrix, from Wormsley Park and Timworth. Hilara qiiadrifaria,

from Wicken, etc. H. fulvibarba, from Studland, Lyndhurst, etc.

Sy7ia)iiphutera jiallida, taken by Mr. D. Sharp in the New Forest.

Tachydrontia macula, from Tarrington, Wormsley, and Spey Bridge.

T. tlioracica, from Lyndhurst, Porthcawl, etc. Dolichopodid^.—
Syntornion mikii, on boggy ground near Trevone, Cornwall. Acra/»>iliis

ni(jer, taken by C. G. Lamb, near Padstow. Syrphid^.— CliiloHia

globidipes, taken by Lieut. -Col. Nurse at West Stow in 1911. Antho-
MYiD^.

—

Calliuphryfi exiita, from Windermere, Dawlish, Barmouth, etc.

Lispe conmnyirinea, taken by J\Ir. Lamb at Padstow. Dexiojjsis

lacteipennis, taken among marram grass at Walton-on-Naze by
Col. Yerbury. D. riibriconiis, found by Col. Yerbury at Porthcawl
in 1903 and 1906. I'e[/oiinjia iilmaria, in the garden at Newmarket.
F. niyriaquama, taken by Mr. Harwood at Colchester. Borborid.e.— Liiiio.sina caenosa, from closets at Oldham in November, 1911,

etc. L. pullnla, from Chippenham Fen. Sapromyzid^.—Sapro-

vnjza laeta, taken by Col. Yerbury at Nethy Bridge and Loch Assynt.

<S. quadrinotata, taken at Lochinver by Col. Yerbury. <!>'. apicalis, from
Frinton-on-Sea, Essex. Chloropid^.—l)iplotua:a ruficepa, taken by
Col. Yerbury at Loch Assynt. Geomyzid^.—Apltauiosuma qnadrinu-

tattnii, taken by Mr. Lamb near Padstow. A. approxiniaUdu, from
Walton-on-the-Naze.

In the April number of the Eiitniiiolo(/uc/ie 2iitteiliiui/en Geo. C.

Kruger gives an account of several species of Lepidoptera from
Sardinia, L)/)iiantria kn((/eri, A<ir<>tis jordani and IJeriiiinia (jl(ja)itea ;

and notes on other species found on the Italian mainland, the forms of

Kuchloiis pra»innria, Arctia rilltca, A. hnnewJcai, and A. antjelica.

In the current number of the Canadian Entuinoloi/ist, F. H. Wolley
Dod continues the valuable series of notes which he has long con-

tributed on Alberta Lepidoptera; and E. P. Venables gives an instance

of several specimens of Lrraptaj-albuin being attracted day after day to

a piece of bacon hanging from a branch of a tree, constantly alighting

on and around it.

In recent numbers of the Ent. Mo. May., Mr. D. Sharp, F.R.S.,

described the following species of Coleoptera :— (1) Haliplim broivnei,

new to science, is extremely like tJ . jiaviatiUs with which it has
hitherto been confused. It occurred in 1868 at Stony Stratford in the

Eiver Ouse. This name brownei Mr. Sharp subsequently " corrected
"

to bron:neanus. (2) Actobiiis ytennensis, new to science, was taken in

May, 1909, near Beaulieu Road Station, among moss ; it is allied to

A. siynativoDiia and A. cinerascens. (3) Taclnjs [Tachynya) n-alkevianns,

new to science, is allied to T. parrnlus and was taken in the New
Forest in company with the last species. Mr. Norman H. Joy describes

the following species :— (1) Qiiedius subapicalis, new to science, was
found at Brockenhurst in August, 1912, and is allied to Q. cruentua.

It occurred in an old owl's nest. (2) Atheta luayniceps, new to Britain,

was taken in Inverness-shire in October, 1909, in flood rubbish. It is

very similar to A. debilis. (3) Atheta teniiinalis, new to Britain,

discovered in Mr. Champion's collection. It is related to A. elunyattda

and was taken at Gosport. (4) Philoiitlnis .'icoticiis, new to science,

was found in Inverness-shire by Messrs. Joy and J. R. le B. Tomlin,
and is quite distinct from others of the genus. Mr. E. A. Newberry
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describes Trarhypldnem lUffitalis, new to Britain, from specimens
obtained on the banks of the Medway at roots of Heliant/ieininn and
Lotus. It is very close to T. ftpiniinaniis.

The bed of the old lake Florissant, Colorado, still continues to

yield fossil remains of the Insecta. We have just received the

Bulletin of the Univeisiti/ of the State of Iowa containing a long account

of the study of a collection made in the summer of 1912 by H. F.

Wickham. A list of 95 species of Coleoptera is given, all of which were
obtained in a small excavation in the shale, not more than six feet

deep and possibly some twenty feet long. It is curious that the group,

which was the best represented, was the Bhynchophora, by some thirty-

eight species. Six plates are appended to the paper.

Herr W. Junk (IBerlin) sends out a special edition of his Catalogue

of Works on Lepidoptera, No. 46, with the title Bibliotjraphia

Lepi(l()ptt')oloi/ia, in virtue of a preface of twenty pages " Des
Lepidopterologische Literatur," and six giving a list of Auctores

Lepidoptcrohviici ("living" understood). The title is a little ambitious,

but for a short paper, the " Lepidopterological Literature " may be

useful, as the author proposes, in suggesting " the value (for the

collector and the scientific worker) of the chief Lepidopterological books

and periodicals." It might be easy to criticise it, but as p^n apprecia-

tion of standard works and periodicals, by one who has opportunities

of judging of the extent to which they circulate, it has a definite value.

The list of living authors must similarly have a certain value, but it

would be easy to make a considerable list of names, some of which at

least ought to have been included.—T.A.C.

That huge summary and general review of the results of the close

and continuous study of Systematic Entomology for the 150 years which
has elapsed since the time of Linnpeus, viz., the Genera Insectorum, has

reached fascicule 150. M. Wytsman of Brussels, who, with a com-
mittee of well known entomologists, is responsible for the issue of this

undertaking, has obtained the help of the best specialists in each

Family. A separate fascicule, with its own plates and pagination is

devoted to each Family or Subfamily, and is in the mother tongue

of the author. Some plates are plain, some are coloured, as the

subject requires. The greatest progress has been made with Coleoptera,

of which 51 fascicules have appeared, of the Hymenoptera 27 and of

the Lepidoptera 24 fascicules. Among the authors from the British

Isles are Dr. Jordan, H. Eltringham, Hon. Walter Rothschild, L. B.

Prout, Dr. Burr, E. Meyrick, W. L. Distant, T. Theobald, Rev. W. W.
Fowler, the late R. Shelford, the late M. Jacoby, etc.

In a recent number of the Feuille des Jeunes Naturalistes is an
interesting article on the " Frequency of Melanism in the Lepidoptera

of the North-West of France." There is a list of the species in both

Macro- and Micro-Lepidoptera in which this phenomenon has been

observed in that district. The records were taken from six collections

only, but they are said to be large and comprehensive ones. In the

Rhopalocera are Papilio machaon ab. niurofasciatus, Pieris napi ab.

hryoniae (!), Poh/oimnatus phlaeas ab. almost black forewings, Apatura

ilia ab. iiiades, Limenitis populi ab. treiiiulae and ab. niijra, L. sibylla

ab. niyrina, Vanessa levana ab. obscura, Grapta c-album ab. very brown,

Melitaea aurlnia ab. obscura, M. athalia ab. navarina, Brenthis selene

ab. black, Dryas papJiia ab. valedna, and Epinephele jurtina ab. black.
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The cause of this form of aberration is put down to the very damp
winters which have been experienced of late years.

In Part I. of the Troux. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1913, just issued, Mr. W.
J. Kaye contributes a summary of his "Observations on Mimicry " in

the South American section of the family Sipitoviidae, the models for

which are chiefly Hymenoptera. There is a coloured plate of some of

the more striking mimics and models, so that those who are not so

fortunately situated as members of our London Societies, may form
an idea of these extraordinai-y resemblances and of the marvellous

contrivances by which the similarity is produced in different instances.

Dr. G. B. Longstaft" contributes another of his intensely interesting

and informative papers, on the " Butterflies of the White Nile ; a

Study in Geographical Distribution," illustrated by a map of his

wanderings, and a plate of figures of three very rare Pierids, Pinacop-

ten/.v vcnata, Teracoliis ejiln/ia, and T. liatjore. Of the 75 species of

Rhopalocera taken in the area, no less than 33 belong to the I'ierinae.

Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker contributes a short paper on the " Specific

Distinction of Chilades (/alba and C. phiala," two Lycfenids of Western
Asia, illustrated by a plate of the genital armatures. He also

contributes a second paper on similar lines dealing with the " Specific

Distinction of several species in the orhitnlns and pheretiades section of

the genus Plebeiiifi," illustrated by three plates containing figures of

the genital armatures. There are also two faunistic papers, by
Messrs. C. G. Champion and E. Meyrick. Last, but quite as in-

teresting as any of the papers, are thirty-two pages of the Proceedings
in the Ordinary Meetings. These pages are replete with important
observations, short contributed notes, summaries of discussions, letters

from corresponding members, remarks on exhibits, records of

experimental work from all parts of the world, opinions of specialists

on various questions, etc., collected and edited with infinite care and
labour by the Hon. Secretary, the Rev. Geo. Wheeler. Such carefully

edited miscellaneous matter forms a mine of wealth for future work if

properly and fully indexed.

The decease was recently announced of Philip de la Garde, R.N.,

F.E.S., of 8, Queen's Terrace, Exeter. He had been a Fellow of the

Entomological Society of London since 1892, and was a student of the

Lepidoptera and Coleoptera, occasionally contributing notes on those

group to the Ent. Mo. Mag. In the "nineties" be contributed several

articles and notes to the pages of the Entoiuolo(iist, containing lists of

the Lepidoptera taken and observations made in various parts of the

world during the voyages necessitated by his professional duties.

We have received a copy of a paper by Dr. Roger Verity of Florence,

read at the Linnean Society in May, entitled lievisioji of the Linnean
Tijpe^ of Palaearctic Ehopalocera, v,'hich. we can fairly say outpriorityises

priority, and undoubtedly the extraordinary changes in the nomen-
clature of our butterflies there put forward should receive the earnest
and thorough consideration of the new National Nomenclature
Committee before coming into general use. In fact, we take it that
henceforth all names proposed and all alterations suggested may be
brought before this committee by any objector.

M. Verity has closely examined the existing collection of Linneus
in the possession of the Linnean Society, now at Burlington House
and has considered every specimen, label, pin, etc., with the four
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later descriptive works of that author, viz., Systema Naturae, ed. x.,

1758, Fauna Suecica, ed. ii., 1761, Museum Ludovicae Ulricae, 1764,

and Systema Naturae, ed. xii., 1767. Linneus' own marked copy of

the Systema was also before him, and he had the literary and historical

assistance of Dr. 13. Daydon Jackson in his researches. The following

are among the suggested changes given, some of them worked out in

considerable detail, so intricate was the argument required to sub-

stantiate the proposed alteration.

Papilio sinon, Poda, for P. podalirius, L. ; Papilio podalirius, L.,

for P. feisthameli, Dup. ; Euchlo'e belia, L., for E.euplieno, L. ; Apatura
iris, L., for A. ilia, Schiflf. ; Apatura pseudoiris, Ver., for A. iris, auct.

;

Charaxes jason, L., for C. jasius, L. ; Argynnis esperi, Ver., for A.

adippe, auct.; Satyrus hermione, L., for iS. alcynne, Schiff; Satyrus

major, Esp., for S. hermione, auct. : Epinephele janira, L., for E.
jurtina, L. ; Epinephele janira va,r. jurtina, L., lovvsir. fortuuata, AlT^h;

Lycaena idas, L., for fj. aryyroynomnn, Bergstr. ; Lycaena ra)nbari,

Ver., for L. idas, Ramb. Many varietal and aberrational names are

also compromised in the suggested alterations.

Since " some of these have been the object of long controversies

among entomologists, owing to insufficient original descriptions, and
others reveal mistakes which have been carried on for over a century

and a half, and which ' are ' so thoroughly rooted by habit that

nobody ever suspected their existence," they can well be

refused validity, and we hope that this matter will be dealt with, at

any rate by the National Committee in the British Islands. Some
of the suggestions will possibly have to be accepted ; Argynnis niobe

var. eris is the " nymotypical " form, since the Linnean description of

niobe fits the Linnean labelled specimen which has been subsequently

called eris. Hence it is the type form and eris drops. Unless of

course the argument prevails that when with such common species,

150 years of literature and records exist with the old nomenclature, it

is more convenient to allow the old inaccuracies to remain in the

interests of future reference and research.

Perhaps some one competent to discuss the minutiaj of this paper

will do so in a future number.
The collections of the late Mr. A. PI. Clarke, F.E.S., of Earl's

Court (see vol. xxiii., p. 256), have recently been presented to the

University of Leeds by Mrs. Clarke. The cabinets contain some 6,500

specimens from the Continent as well as from the British Isles, and
will form a particularly valuable reference collection on account of its

general completeness. In addition there are some 6000 specimens of

Exotic butterflies, which will form a most useful introduction to the

Fauna of the different regions of the globe. We also understand that

the working library of entomological literature belonging to Mr. Clarke,

is included in the donation. We congratulate the University upon the

acquisition of so much that will be of value to the Zoological side

of the work of the Institution.

In the current number of the Pomona Journal of Entomoloyy,

henceforward to be known as the Journal of EJntomoloyy and Zoology,

is a monographic article by J. C. Bradley on the Siricidae of North

America, with five plates of species and details, carefully worked out

keys to the genera and species (males and females), and a considerable

amount of Bibliography. The genera are Sire.v, Urocerus, Xeres,
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Trenie.r and Teredon. Out' jnvcnciis (noctiliu) is a species of the genus
Sire.r, the American form having the varietal name cyaneus. Our
///V/rt.f is a Urocerns and is not found in North America.

We quote from the Entowologkal Neu's, June, 1913, p. 277, a state-

ment which we thoroughly endorse. " One of the crying needs of

descriptive entomological, and in fact of all zoological, work, has been
that of a standardisation of colours—the necessity for a uniform set

of terms having a fixed chromatic value which could form a basis

for colour-description and comparisons." A work dealing with this

subject, entitled Colour Standards and Colour Nomenclature, has been
written by Robert Ridgway, Curator of the Division of Birds, United
States National Museum, with many plates of Eleven Hundred and
Fifteen Named Colours, after twenty-six years of " thorough study of

the subject from every standpoint." We have not seen a copy of this

work, but the technique of the plates is said to be excellent, each
colour having been done in large sheets which were cut up into squares

to be placed on the plates. This work should prove of inestimable

value in all descriptive work.

The question of E. li(jea and E. euryale is again discussed in the

VerJiandlun//en der Jc. k. tool. -hot. Gesellsc/taft in Wien, pt. 1-2., 1918,

by D. H. Zerny, from the point of view of the androconial areas of

these two species and var. adyte in the large amount of material from
all the main mid-European localities and from Scandinavia in the

Vienna Hofmuseum. He considers that A', liyea and E. euryale are

quite separate species, but that regarding the form adyte a confusion

has arisen. The adyte of Hiibner he concludes is a form of E. euryale,

but the specimens so named coming from Norway, and very similar in

appearance, are a form of E. liyea, and, he remarks, want a varietal

name. In tbe same part are two figures of var. turcica $ and $

of Melanaryia yalathea, and upper and underside of Jslelitaa aurelia ab.

corythalina, a form not often figured, together with another named
form of Parnassius apollo, viz., var. transsylvanicus. Erebia christi is

analytically compared with E. epiphron var. valesiana by Herr
Schwingenschuss, giving both the distinctions which are quite constant

and those which may vary to a more or less definite amount.
In the Berlin Ent. Zeit., 1912, pts. 3 and 4, just issued, there are

figures of two aberrations : (1) Fapilio podalirius, in which the trans-

verse bands are partially suppressed and otherwise indistinct, band 8

being represented only by a large spot; and (2) of P. machaon, in which
the outer third of the cell of the hindwing is strongly emphasised in

black and having a transverse black line across the cell, leaving

an enclosed yellow oval. In the same number is a contribution by

Dr. Paul Schulze on the variation shown in Drepana lacertinaria, with

a plate of twelve figures. The forms noted ars as follows :

—

Drepana lacertula, gen. aest. erosula {= aestiva), the summer brood.

,, ,, var. (etab.) scincula, the Lapland form.

„ „ ,, ,, ab. r»^e/7'rfs,likethefirstgener-

ation in colour and markings.

„ ,, ,, ,, ab. ronjuncta, the two trans-

verse lines approach below the discoidal spot.

„ „ „ hrykaria, the Finland form.

,, ,, ,, ,, ab. dimidiata, larger in size.

,, „ ,, tacoraria, the Kentish form, small.
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There is also a long article on the "vexed question" Erebia euryale

and /'.'. liiiea which requires much further consideration than a mere
notice, in view of what has been done recently in breeding from the

Bgg, the crossing of Lapland and Alpine forms, and comparing of long

series of local races from many localities.

We have received the Report of the Ilniihi/ ScJiool Natural History

Society for 1912, and note that it is the forty-sixth issue. The Society

does most praiseworthy work in training its members in scientific

methods, interesting them in varied branches of science, putting them
in the way of obtaining a knowledge of what has been done and what
remains to be done, and making them accustomed to use mutual
confidence and mutual aid in the furtherance of what they aim at.

The Society is divided into sections each with its special study

;

Botanical, Entomological, Geological, Zoological and other branches

each have their devotees, varying in number from year to year, but

carrying on faithfully the work and traditions of their predecessors.

The present secretary is Mr. D. A. J. Buxton, who is one of our occasional

contributors, and who with his brother Mr. P. A. Buxton gave an

account of a holiday in Greece some twelve months ago in the pages of

this magazine. There is an extensive list of the Lepidoptera observed

near Rugby in 1912, together with similar lists of the Neuroptera,

Trichoptera and Coleopfcera. In these lists all observations which have

not been verified in some reliable way are queried. This is as it should

be ; an example of strict scientific accuracy. We congratulate the

Society which has had successively such members as Messrs. A. F.

Hemming, P. A. Buxton, F.E.S., and D. A. J. Buxton.

Our contributor, Mr. W. Parkinson Curtis, F.E.S., sends us a copy

of a paper by himself read before the Bournemouth Natural Science

Society " On Order and Method in forming Collections." It is roughly

divided into two sections, one dealing with Entomological, the other

Avian Collections, although the former contains many details, etc., that

apply to both, such as labelling and recording, upon which he lays

particular stress. He points out that all serious workers must use

both dissecting tools and microscope extensively, and remarks how
often variation is indicative philogenetically.

We have just received the fourth and concluding portion of the

Cataloipie of the Lepidoptera of Xorthttiiiberlaiul, Durham, and Neiccastle-

on-Ti/ne. This work was commenced by the late J. E. Robson of

Hartlepool in 1899, when part I., containing the Rhopalocera,

Bombyces, Sphingids and Noctuids was issued. The Geometrid

portion appeared in 1902, and the Tortrices in 1905. After this date

Mr. Robson's health became too precarious to allow close continuous

work, and, subsequently to his death in 1907, the remaining M.S.

passed into the hands of his friend and co-worker John Gardner,

F.E.S. The latter gentleman has at length completed the last section

devoted to the Tineina and Pterophori. It has been a tedious and

difficult task owing to the few workers in the group and the often

uncertain determination of the captures. The part contains some 200

pages and includes a photograph of the late author with an appreciative

memoir. The original notes were all made under the supervision of

Mr. R. Bankes of Corfe Castle, the arrangement "failing any generally

accepted sequence " of species, is that of Stainton's ]\Ia)iiial. There is
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a long list of additional species recorded for the district by the editor.

It is somewhat a pity that the nomenclature of the species contains all

the altered names of the Staintonian period and not the original

appellatives to which we have in the main returned during the last

few years. The editor has done his work very carefully and given all

contributors their full acknowledgement both for opinions and facts.

The complete work forms a standard book on the district comprised
and should be a great stimulus for further work.

The Annual Report of the Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological
Society generally contains a few papers of an informative character of

more than local interest. The present Report for 1912, just to hand,
is in no way behind its predecessors in this respect. Mr. H. St. J.

Donisthorpe contributes a very valuable paper, " Some Remarkable
Associations between Ants of Different Species." Mr. Donisthorpe
gives a table by Emery, with additions of his own, which comprises
many species of ants associated with others in various ways and for

various reasons, and subsequently deals in detail with most of the
included species. Mr. Claude Morley contributes a long paper on
" Ichneumons " in its extended sense, dealing generally with the whole
of the parasitical Hymenoptera, referring to the technical details and
characters necessary for the study of these insects, and to many of the
most interesting life- histories of species typical of the various families.

Not the least interesting item in the Report is the personal reminis-
cences of the late Life-president of the Society, Samuel James Capper,
by Mr. F. N. Pierce, containing as it does autobiographical notes on
incidents and active members of the Society. In the Council's Report
we read that ouc old friend Mr. Mansbridge will soon have the first

part of the Local List of Lepidoptera ready for press, and that Mr.
Pierce's " Genitalia of the British Geometrfe " is rapidly approaching
completion. The accounts for the year show a balance of ^25. We
never like to see more than a nominal balance, believing that the
members are entitled each year to have their " money's worth " from a
Society. In this case, however, there is a definite object in accumu-
lating the balance, a praiseworthy object too, viz., to publish the Local
List we have referred to above.

The Volume of the Nataral Histonj of the British Bntterfiies, which
was left unfinished by the late J. W. Tutt at his death, is gradually
approaching completion. Part XV. has just come to hand containing
the remainder of the Life History of Aricia medon (astrarche). Two
further species of which the notes are in hand have to be dealt with,
viz., Li/caena avion and Haineavis [Neiiieobiiis) lucina. If any of Mr.
Tutt's numerous collaborateurs have details of these two species in

their hands, the Rev. George Wheeler, who is kindly arranging the
matter for the press, would be pleased to receive them as soon as
possible.

j^OCIE TIE S.
The South London Entomological and Natural History Society.—Mavch 21th.—Donation.—Mr. B. H. Smith gave two specimens of

Phvi/xiis licnrnica to the Society's collection. C. exulis.—Mr. R.
Adkin exhibited several specimens of Cryniodes exulis from Shetland
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and from Inverness to show the characteristics of the two races.

Photograph.—Mr. Colthrup, a further series of his photographs of

insects at rest and of the eggs of shore birds in nature. Balkan
Lepidoptera.—Mr. A. E. Gibbs, a number of Nymphalids especially of

the genera Arifi/nnia and Melitaea taken by him in the Balkans in the

summer of 1912, including Dryaa pandnra, An/i/unisadippe ab. cleodo.ra,

Ixsnria latlumia, Ihentltin /lecotr, Melitaea trivia, M, athalia var. meliadiensis

and ab. navaiina, Neptix liirilla, Poli/t/onia eijea, etc., with (_'/in/nop/ianiis

alciphron and Libi/tliea celtia. Sicilian Lepidoptera.—Mr. J. Piatt

Barrett, a number of species of Sicilian butterflies, including Mclananiia

japi/r/ia, M.plienma and var. plemnra, M. (jalathea and vars.Z»r(7s/, prociila

and Hi/racnxana and discussed other allied forms; he also showed a series

of Knclilo'e. damone. Pupa of L. arion.—Mr. W. J. Kaye exhibited the

pupa of Lycacna arion found by Mr. Percy Richards in 1908 in an
ant's nest in a frail cocoon. Aberration of E. cardamines.-—Mr. F.

W. Frohawk, a form of EucJiloe cardaminefi in which the discoidal spots

of the forewings were considerably within the orange apical area.

—

April lOtli. S. fagaria.—Mr. Buckstone exhibited living larvn? of

Scodiona far/aria [hehjiaria) from Oxshott. Aekrration of hybrid

between Ephyras.—Mr. Newman, a remarkable aberration of a hybrid

between Epltyra annulata ^ and E. pendidaria $ , in which the outer

half of all the wings was melanic. Paper on the Balkans.—Mr. A.

E. Gibbs read a paper entitled "Through the Balkans with a Camera"
illustrating his remarks with a number of lantern-slides of views and
scenes in Bosnia and Hercegovina where he made a collecting tour in

1912.

—

April 2,it}i.—Special Exhibition.-—The evening was devoted

to a Special Exhibition of specimens of Orders other than Lepidoptera

and was a most successful meeting. Books, etc.—Mr. R. Adkin, on
behalf of Mr, R. Armstrong Adkin, exhibited series of the shells of the

Molluscs Helix hortensis and H. neninralis in considerable variety and a

long series of H. aspersa from the chalk near Eastbourne. He also

showed an original copy of A Naturalist's Calendar, 1795, being

extracts from Gilbert White's diaries, and a facsimile reprint of Gilbert

White's Elnra Selborniensis, issued by the Selborne Society in 1911.

Also he exhibited a spider's web and spider mounted between glass by

the late Mr. H. McArthur. The Society's Collections.—Mr. W.
West (Greenwich) placed on the tables sixteen drawers of the Society's

reference collections (British), viz., two of Orthoptera, presented by

Dr. Malcolm Burr, etc., two of Neuroptera, presented by Mr. W. J.

Lucas, Mr. W. J. Ashdown, etc., one of Hymenoptera and eleven of

Coleoptera. Mr. West also exhibited twelve drawers of his own
collection of British Heteroptera, Homoptera and Psyllina. New and

RARE Coleoptera.—Mr. E. A. Newbury, a number of new and rare

species of British Coleoptera including Apion selousi, Tracm/p/doens

digitalis, Lathrohium ripicola, Hoiiialota aguatilift, Mi/rniecopora

brevipes, Thinobius pallidas, Cartodere argns, Derntestes pervvianus,

Bledins denticollis, B. filipes, B. sacerdendiis, Ceuthorln/nchns parviilus,

Ijaccobiiis purpnrascens, Orthochoetes insignis, etc. Mr. Priske, varied

series of Helix nenioralis and H. aspersa from Seaton, Devon, and the

varied forms of the Coleopteron, Geotrupes mutator from Hanwell.

Swiss Hemiptera and Hymenoptera.—Mr. Ashdown, examples of the

species of Hemiptera and Hymenoptera taken by him in Switzerland, in-
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eluding Cicadetta montana, Aelia acuminata, Harpactor iracimdus, Mutilla

europaea, etc. Fireflies.—Mr. Sheldon, two species of " fire-fly
"

met with on the continent and the eggs of the migratory birds Red-
wing and Fieldfare obtained by him in Lapland. Hemiptera
RESEMBLING LePIDOPTERA, AND AUSTRALIAN INSECTS. Ml". Hy. J. Tumer,
Homoptera from S. America resembling Lepidoptera in form and
marking, including the beautiful Poeciloptera phalaenoides : Heteroptera

of bizarre form and marking from Columbia, etc., including Apiomerus
liirtipes with two curious processes (" flags ") at the anal extremity of

the abdomen ; two large-bodied Orthoptera from the Transvaal used

as food by the natives ; and a box of large and conspicuous insects

from the up-country of Western Australia, Aculeata, Diptera,

Ichneumonidae, Odonata, etc. Scorpions, etc., and flashing of fire-

flies.—Mr. K. G. Blair, living Scorpions, Earwigs and Glowworms
from Monaco, and gave his experiences in the States of the "flashing"
of the fire-flies, and an account of the experiments there carried out

with artificial " flashing." Hemiptera and Coleoptera.—Mr. Buck-
stone, insects of various orders from New South Wales. Mr. Main,
two species of cockroach and a large glowworm, etc. Mr. Ashby,
Hemiptera and Coleoptera from Oyo, Southern Nigeria and his

collection of Donacia, Clirysomela, and Cryptocephaliis (Coleoptera).

Destructiveness of the Sawflies S. gigas and S. noctilio.—Mr.
Gibbs exhibited a case containing specimens of Sirex noctilio and
Sirex ijigas, the saw-flies whose larvae cause much damage to fir

timber, and examples of the damage caused. He also showed a case

of the various groups of the Sub-Order Hemiptera, and gave notes on
the two exhibits. Foreign Orthoptera and various immigrants.—Mr.
H. Moore, two drawers of Orthoptera, one mainly European, the

other large exotic leaf crickets; a box of Xylocopidae, Violet Carpenter-

bees from all over the world; a case of Lantern-flies, Fuh/oridae

;

foreign insects introduced to Deptford by shipping, such as Blabera
citbensis, Ac/ieta biniacidata, Acridiinn acgijptiiun , etc. ; and a selection

of Orthoptera and Homoptera to illustrate a note on " Singing
Insects." The Witches-Broom.—Mr. Andrews, specimens of "Witches
Broom " fungus-gall, Ascomyces sp. ? on willow, and types of 63
species of Diptera taken in the months of March and April chiefly at

sallow blossom. A series of plant -galls and drawings.— Mr.
Coxhead, specimens of plant-galls and soma very beautiful water-

colour drawings of the same, and the gall fly Uroiuyces ficariae under
the microscope. Collembola.— Mr. West (Ashtead), four species of

Collembola under the microscope. Exotic Phasmids, Mantids,
Gryllid^, Arachnids, etc.—Mr. Edwards, large and conspicuous
species of Pltasmidae, Mantidae, Grjjllidae, and Hyiiienoptera, chiefly

from British North Borneo, together with the remarkable Chelifer,

Thelyphenns lucanoides, and the curious Arachnids, Actinacantha
arcuata and Gasteracantha vittata. May 8tJt.—Mr. E. B. Haynes of

Wimbledon was elected a member. Erebia zapateri.—Mr. H. E.
Page exhibited a short series of Erebia zapateri taken by him in Spain
and which he was placing in the Society's cabinet. " Singing" crickets.

—Mr. Hugh Main, two living field-crickets from Lisbon in the

curious cage in which they are kept for " singing." One specimen
gave an exhibition of his power in the room. Large African
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Saturniids, etc.—Mr. J. Piatt Barrett, two fine Saturniids from
Nairobi. S. Tyrol, rhopalocera.—Mr. Sich, Rhiopalocera from the

S. Tyrol, P. machaon, P. podoliriiis, Lihythea celtis, Scolitantiiles orion,

Glaurnpsi/che iolas, etc., and read a paper entitled " Sprina; in the

South Tyrol." .^[aij 22;n/.

—

Epinephele .jurtina.—Messrs. Edwards,
West (Ashtead) and Carr, pale blotched examples of KpinepJiele jurtina :

Mr. Adkin, a series from various British localities some near var.

hispaUa and one ab. aplendida : Mr. Gibbs, a series from Algeria

Corsica, Balkans, Vosges, Jura, etc., including var. hispnlla, var.

fortunata, var. tanrlca, etc., and short series of other species of the

genus, }'j. janiroiden, E. ida, K. panpha'e, E. tithnnus, with many vars.

and aberrations ; Mr. Hy. J. Turner, a series from Portugal, Spain,

Pyrenees, Teneriffe, Hyeres, Corsica, Algeria, Crete, Greece, Turkey,

Switzerland (many places), Niederwald, Juras, French Alps, etc.

Colour photographs.—Mr. Main, colour photographs of Tephrosia

crepiiscidaria, taken by himself. L. carpinata with green flush.—Mr.
Tonge, bred series of LnbophDia carpinata from Tilgate Forest ; two
specimens were distinctly green tinged. Paper.—Mr. Turner read a

paper entitled " One of our common butterflies, Epinephele jurtina,"

showing the growth of our knowledge of the species from the time of

Linnfeus, 1758, and the consequent growth of the nomenclature.

—

June 12f/i.—Infested tobacco.—Mr. R. Adkin exhibited tobacco

leaves that were much infested by a species of beetle, which was
afterwards identified as Anohium paniceuin. The tobacco came
recently from Turkey. A new Hemipteron, Psylla albipes.—Mr.

West (Greenwich), a series of the new Hemipteron, Psi/lla albipes

discovered by him on white-beam tree. Galls on blackthorn.—Mr.

Coxhead, blackthorn leaves with galls of the Dipteron, Cecidoniyia

pruni, from Shooter's Hill. Aberration of A. grossulariata.—Mr.

Cowham, an aberration of Abraxas (jrossulariata with the black

markings on the forewings coalesced to a wide band suppressing the

usual yellow markings. Stag-beetle larv^.— Mr. H. Moore, larvae

of the stag-beetle, Lucanus cervus from Lewisham. Rare beetles.—
Mr. Blenkarn, a series of Bruchits pisi, a Coleopteron found by Mr.

Main in split-peas in a Woodford shop, and a pair of the rare

PterosticJnis pariunpunctatus taken at Chopwell, Northumberland, in

May, 1912. Reports.-— Several reports were made of the occurrence

of Cnlias ediisa, Pyrameis atalanta, and P. cardiii.

Entomological Society of London.—]\Jarcti Idtli, 1913.—Messrs.

Thomas Alfred Coward, F.Z.S., Brentwood, Bowdon, Cheshire ; Wm.
H. Edwards, Natural History Dept., Birmingham Museum ; Lewis
Gough, Ph.D., Entomologist to the Govt, of Egypt, Dept. of Agriculture,

Cairo ; John Hewitt, B.A., Director of the Albany Museum, Grahams-
town, South Africa; Carlos E. Porter, C.M.Z.S., Professor of Zoology,

Agricultural Institute, Santiago, Chile ; and Gilbert Storey, Entomo-
logical Research Commission, Natural History Museum, South
Kensington, S.W., were elected Fellows of the Societ3^ Coniopteryx

Larvae.—Mr. C. B. Williams exhibited two larvae of Coniopteryx tinei-

formis, eight of which were beaten from pines at Oxshott on the 16th

inst. The genus Eciton and Myrmecophiles.— Mr. Donisthorpe

exhibited various species of ants of the Genus Eciton, the " Wander
Ants," and gave some account of their interesting habits. He remarked
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that a number of Myrmecophiles run with them on their wanderings.

Ants from the United States and from Switzerland.—Mr. W. C.

Crawley exhibited a few ants collected during September, 1909, in

Pennsylvania and Cleveland, Ohio, and some species collected with

Dr. Forel in Switzerland, August, 1912. The Rev. F. D. Morice made
the following exhibits by means of the Epidiascope :—^1. Lantern-slides

showing the pectinated antennae of the ^ in the Sawflies Loiihijnis pini,

L., and Monoctemts jimiperi, L., the latter new to Britain and not yet

recorded. 2. Lantern-slides showing paradoxical (secondary sexual)

characters in the legs of numerous S Aculeates (Bees, Wasps, and
Fossors). 3. Microphotos of the apex of the $ " terebra " in Cimbex

lutea, L., and Cimhex feviorata, L. 4. Entomological Congress groups

at Oxford and Tring. (Lantern-slides). During the course of this

exhibit. Dr. Chapman, at Mr. Morice's request, explained the manner
in which he had seen the wings of the ? Odynerus spinipes imprisoned

between the tridentate middle femora and excavated middle tibi^ of

the <J . A paper by Mr. H. Eltringham, M.A., F.L.S., "On the Scent-

apparatus of Amauris niavius, L.," was read by the author, the black-and-

white drawings by which it was illustrated being thrown on the screen.

—April %id, 1913.—Messrs. Andre Avinoff, Liteyny, 12, St. Peters-

burg; W. Bowater, Russell Road, Moseley, Birmingham ; J. S. Carter,

Warren Hill Cottage, Eastbourne ; James Davidson, M.Sc, Imperial

College of Science and Technology, South Kensington, S.W. ; Arthur
H. Foster, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P'^ (Eng.), M.B.O.U., Sussex House,
Hitchin ; J. A. de Gaye, King's College, Lagos, South Nigeria; Oliver

Hawkshaw, 3, Hill Street, Mayfair, W., and Millard, Liphook ; and
Ernest Edward Piatt, 403, Essenwood Road, Durban, Natal, were

elected Fellows of the Society. The Rev. G. Wheeler explained that

he had been mistaken in some of his observations on Anjynnis

mireMana on October 16th, 1912. The name auremina was given by
Fruhstorfer not by Oberthiir, and a few specimens were already known
before Mr. Powell discovered it in numbers at Lambessa as previously

stated. It had also been figured by Turati. Transfers of Butter-
flies.—Mr. E. Ernest Green exhibited cards showing the transferred

wing-scales of butterflies. A Northern Locality for Tetramorium
o^spiTUM.—Mr. Donisthorpe exhibited a specimen of Tetramorium
caespituin, L., ^ , from a colony found by Mr. Evans on the Bass
Rock in Scotland, March 21st, 1913; the most northern records known
in Britain were Denbigh in Wales, and Cambridge and Suffolk in

England. Ants from Egypt.—Mr. W. C. Crawley exhibited numerous
species, sub-species, etc., which were taken at Helonan during
December and January last. Dr. Jordan gave a short account of the

Zoological Congress at Monaco, with special reference to Entomological
Nomenclature, and thanks were voted to the Society's Delegates for

their work at the Congress, and to Dr. Jordan in particular for his

interesting and satisfactory account of it. The following papers were
read :

—" On the classification of British Crabmnidae (Hywenoptera),"

by R. C. L. Pei'kins, D.Sc, M.A., F.L.S. "Descriptions of new species

of the Syrphid genus Callicera (Diptera)," by the late G. II. Verrall,

F.E.S. Edited by J. E. Collin, F.E.S. " Neue Pyrgotinen aus dem
British Museum in London," Von Friedrich Hendel, Wien.

Lancashire and Cheshire Entomological Society.—Meeting held

at the Royal Institution, Colquit Street, Liverpool.

—

March llth,
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1913.—Professor Kobert Newstead, F.R.S., M.Sc, of the Liverpool

School of Tropical Medicine, delivered a lecture entitled " The
Bionomics and Morphology of soine Blood-sucking Flies." Mr. New-
stead dealt in his usual lucid and thorough manner vv^ith the life-cycle

of representative species of the genus Glossina, or Tsetse flies, which
convey sleeping sickness to man and " ngana " to cattle, the species

incriminated being (jlonsina morsitans and G. palpalis. The lecturer

also described Stoinoxi/s calvitrans, a world-wide species, and a common
stable-fly in Great Britain, which is strongly suspected of being con-

cerned in the transmission of trypanosomes. A very interesting life-

history was that of Siinnlinin, whose larvte live in rapidly running,

shallow streams, and, lastly, the minute midge, Pldehotomaa papataaii

(Fam. Psychodida), found commonly on the Mediterranean littoral,

and elsewhere in subtropical and tropical countries, which carries the
" three days " fever from sick to healthy persons, was described. Mr.

Newstead, having visited many different parts of the world to investi-

gate the life-cycles of these insects, and having himself discovered

many important facts concerning them, was able to give a vividness

to his remarks that no mere book knowledge could have done. The
lecture was illustrated by blackboard drawings and microscopic prepara-

tions showing the structure and anatomical details of the insects men-
tioned above. Further exhibits by Mr. Newstead were two specimens

of Glosdna severini, Newst., a new species recently recognised from the

Congo Free State, and a specimen of the very rare G. ftiscipleirris,

Austen, also a wasp, Bembex forcipata, that has only recently been

found to store its larva cells with the tsetse fly; this exhibit comprised

nine flies from a single cell together with the wasp. The university

collection of bloodsucking flies was also on view, containing practically

all the known species and many types. Mr. F. N. Pierce exhibited

the genus Acidalia as at present arranged and also as it falls into two

distinct groups when classified according to the genitalia. Mr. C. E.

Stott sent for exhibition a specimen of T/n/reucoris scaraboides, a chalk

Hemipteron picked up on the shore at Blackpool.

—

April21st.—^New Mem-
bers.—Messrs. Alan Cookson, Blundell Sands, and Alfred Watts, Oxton,

were elected members of the Society. Address.-—Mr. R. Wilding gave

an address entitled '' Notes on some rare and local Coleoptera," in the

course of which he gave details of the haunts and habits of the follow-

ing species, viz. :

—

Miscodera arctica, Amara rufocincta, Bembiditon

5-striatuni, B. mgricorne, Cywindis vaporariorum, Perileptus areolatiis,

Ocypiis fnscatiis, Qiiedius auricomus, Pseudopsis sidcatus, Heptaulicus

viUosux, ^Egialia rufa, Ammaecius hrevis, Aniaotoma ciliaris, A. rugosa,

AntJiiciis bi)naculatiis, Antherophacius silacinis, and Chrysomela cerealis.

Mr. Wilding exhibited series of all these species in illustration of his

remarks. A discussion ensued on the bionomics of the less known
species occurring on the sandhills, from which it appeared that a good

deal of research is still required, especially in connection with the larval

habits. Exhibits.—Mr. Alfred Watts exhibited two specimens of

Heliaca tenebrata captured by himself near Birkenhead. Mr. W.
Mansbridge showed Epinephele jiirtina (janira), Ad^cita statices, and
Polyommatus icariis, all very brightly coloured, from Co. Cork ; also

Boarmia repandata from Huddersfield. Mr. F. N. Pierce brought a

box of Micro-lepidoptera chiefly Tortrices, from various localities, which
he had obtained as material for working out the genitalia.
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Ji^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The North American Dragonflies of the Genus Aeschna. By

E. M. Walker. 213 pp.+ 28 plates. Published by The Librarian,

The University Library, University of Toronto. Price $2.00.

—

This volume— the advent of which deserves a warm welcome—treats

of those species found only north of Mexico. It forms the eleventh

brochure of the "University of Toronto Studies," and appears to be an

exhaustive and complete piece of work. In addition to studying the

material from public museums (including the British Museum)
and large private collections, the author has been able to

observe most of the eastern species treated of, and in such cases

descriptive notes of the colour-pattern and drawings have been made
from the fresh material. Dealing with the Taxonomy of the Genus,

the following points are noted :— Generic characters of the adult.

Generic characters of the nymph. Secondary sexual characters.

Characters of Specific value and Terminology :

—

(a) Imago—Colour-

pattern. Genitalia, (i.) Accessory Genitalia of Male ; (ii.) Genitalia of

Female. (6) Nymph—Measurements and Abbreviations. Genetic

Eelationships of the Genus Aeschna. The Sub-family Aeschninai'..

The Aeschna Group.
Then, Climatic Variations are treated of, as well as the Colour

Variation of the Female and the Geographical races. Under General

Life History we get the sub-heads:-^—Season of Imaginal Life; Length
of Imagmal Life ; Habitat ; Influence of Weather Conditions

;

Migrations ; Seasonal Variation in Number of Individuals ; Food ;

Enemies ; Mating Habits ; Copulatory Position ; Comparison of Copu-
latory position with that of other Odonata.

From this concise list of " Contents " the scope of the work is at

once seen. In addition there is a liberal supply of plates, well

executed by the Heliotrope Co., Boston. The volume should have a

place in the library of all students of this Order.—H.E.P.
The Macro-lepidoptera of the World, Vol. II,, The PALiEARCTic

Sphinges and Bombyces, 56 coloured plates (2849 figures). By Dr.

Adalbert Seitz, Stuttgart. Price £2 5s. (Messrs. Kernen, Stuttgart,

Germany.—At the end of 1911, we reviewed the first volume of this

monumental work, and now we have before us Vol. II, while seven

others are in course of being issued in parts, of which two are nearly

completed, one containing the Palfearctic Noctuids. The section now
under review consists of 480 pages (100 more than in the preceding one),

and contains 56 coloured plates, most of which are very well produced,

but a few of those of the genus Zi/f/icna and its allies are not quite

what they should be. For these latter the present publishers are not

responsible. To those entomologists who have not easy access to some
large collection these plates are of the utmost use, not only for

identification of species in hand, but to show all related species side by
side, to illustrate the sum total of a genus, and generally to broaden
the views of the student.

Dr. Seitz himself contributes a portion of the text, the remainder
being written by various specialists in their own groups, including Dr.

K. Jordan, Dr. E. Strand, Dr. K. Griinberg, Dr. P. Denso, Hon. Walt.
Eothsehild, Messrs. W, Warren, M. Bartel, R. Pfitzner, etc. This hst

of names ensures that in the condensation of facts to form the letter-

press, everything of prime importance for the object of the work should
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be inserted and that it should be quite up-to-date as to the latest

observations and results. One item, which is certainly unique in

works of this kind, is a detailed summarj^ of Sphingid hj'brids with
plates by Dr. P. Denso, who is so well known as an ardent student in

this branch of research. In his introductory remarks Dr. Seitz notes

that he uses the name Bombyces in no scientific sense, but as a
useful comprehensive term to indicate those groups of Lepidoptera-

Heterocera not belonging to the Sphingids, Noctuids, Geometers, or

Micros.

In the arrangement of the matter one paragraph is given to each
form which is considered to be a species, and included are all the

named varieties of the species with the more common and
conspicuous aberrations. But the author states that he has
omitted from the text a large number of names of aberrations, the

inclusion of which would have enormously increased the bulk of the

work without proportionately increasing its usefulness to the general

student. We can quite understand this latter statement, when we
recall to mind that Pamassius apallo has elsewhere credited to it con-
sidarably more than one hundred named forms, and that this list is

constantly increasing. As regard the nomenclature, the author has
kept "essentially to the law of priority," and has given only the

absolutely necessary synonymy. The genera are used as a rule in a

w^de sense, just as in Vol. I. Enodia and Hipparchia were suppressed
in Sati/rKu, and Melanipias in Erebia. This is not so in all groups; in

the difficult Familj'^, Psyckichr, for instance, the detailed subdivision

into genera is given, probably because these species are of much older

ancestry than the other included groups, and hence they fall into the

more disconnected and fragmentary sections, which must be indicated

by named genera.

In the introductory remarks we are informed that subsequent to

the completion of the sixteen volumes containing the various families,

a further volume will be issued. Vol XVII., which will contain articles

on the Physiology, Biology, and Preservation of Lepidoptera, besides

the addenda of species added to the various fauna during the progress

of the work. This volume will be extremely useful in manj' ways,

although we question whether space should be given to the consideration

of Preservation a subject treated at length in all elementary works. We
think the space might be better employed. For instance, we should like

to see the opinions of the various authors as to classification, unified in

the last volume. Three different authors have so far written on the

Satyridae with the result that there are three quite different arrange-

ments of the genera in the Palfearctic, Indo-Malayan and American
Volumes, and we suppose there will be a fourth in the African Volume,
Presumably this occurs in the other families and one would like to see

an attempt made to unify these arrangements into probable phylogenetic

relationships, which may give the generalising student something
definite upon which to base his arguments and studies, rather than the

four groupings made irrespective of one another.

Every Natural History Library of any pretence and all Lepidop-

terists should get these volumes on the Palisarctic Fauna. Nothing
so comprehensive and so well illustrated has ever been produced before.

The low price is quite incommensurate with the amount of information.

—H. J. T.
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Collecting among the volcanoes of Eastern Java. {With tu-o plates.)

By Dr. E. A. COCKAYNE, F.E.S.

The volcanoes of Western and Central Java, with their wonderful
cloak of virgin forest, have been described by many writers, notably

by Wallace in his classical work, Tlie Mala;/ Airhipdat/o, in which he
gives an account of his ascent of the Gedeh and Pangerango. The
drier volcanic mountains of the East end of the island have been far

less frequently visited, and are comparatively little known except to

the Dutch. It is true that both Wallace and Doherty visited the out-

lying Arjoeno, but neither appears to have collected on the main mass
of the Tengger volcanoes. Their appearance and the character of

their vegetation is so unlike anything I saw in Ceylon or Celebes, the

only two other equatorial islands I visited, and their entomological
wealth is obviously so great, that I think an account of my brief stay

at Tosari in July, 1910, may interest others, and better still perhaps
stimulate them to go out of their way to pay a longer and more
profitable visit to the locality. I can assure them it would be made
enjoyable by the ease and comfort of travel, and by the courtesy and
ready help afibrded by the Dutch, civilian or ofBcial.

Leaving the damp heat of Soerabaya at 8.12 in the morning, I

travelled by train through the fertile coast plains with their rich crops

of rice, tobacco, and sugar cane, to Pasaroean, where I arrived about
9.30. Here I hired a pony and cart and was driven to Pasrepan, along
a broad road lined by grand avenues of tamarind, kanari, and teak trees.

Amongst the many fine insects seen on this part of the journey were two
Attacus atlas, on the underside of a huge banana leaf. They were the

first I had seen at rest by day. After narrowly escaping disaster in a

collision with a cart heavily laden with cut sugar-cane and drawn by
two large bulls, I reached Pasrepan and changed into a smaller cart,

in which the long ascent up the lower slopes of the Tengger
Mountains was made as far as Poespo. This part of the road is

bounded all the way by hedges of lantana, a flowering shrub always
frequented by tropical butterflies. My slow ascent was enlivened by
the sight of great numbers of Precis ipliita var. horsfieldi, P. eiiijone,

Cram., the intermediate form, P. asterie, crowds of representatives of

the genus Catoiisilia, and the abundant yellow Terias libi/thea, innumer-
able " blues," and the less frequent but more brilliant spectacle of a

deep purple Eaploea, probably Salf)in.c leiicostictus, or a huge orange-

tipped Heboiiioia ijlaucippe. At Poespo the road becomes too

steep for carts, and the rest of the journey, taking about 2|-

hours, is performed on a small but hardy native pony. The
vegetation during the ascent gradually changes in character as

more and more temperate forms replace the tropical and appear
amongst the exotic shrubs and graceful tree-ferns. Above Poespo the

road at first runs through extensive coffee plantations growing in the

shade of forest trees crowned with clusters of huge red blossoms and
inhabited by numerous bands of monkeys.

In the shady parts hundreds of the dull brown Satyrid, Sadarga
nala were noticed, and many of the beautiful Lyc^enid Ilerda epicles,

whose wings are splashed with orange and purple, were flitting

about the edges of the road. The swift low flight of Catopsilia snjlla

September 15th, 1913
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gave one a glimpse of its white forewings and brilliant orange hind-

wingS as it crossed and recrossed the sunnier spaces, and once I saw
the Hash of the metallic green spots on the hindwings of the gorgeous
Papilio arjioio var. teni/nereiisis. Here, too, I caught Hi/psi'lis vera and
both sexes of Si/)iibrent/iia ((injliu'im var. Jara)iu>i. Both sexes of the

former and the male of the latter closely resemble a brown Xc/itis as

they rest on the extremity of a branch, but their flight is much swifter;

the female Si/iiibicnthia, in Java, resembles the common blaclv and
white Xcptis Inicotlm'e, though elseAvhere it is brown and black like the

male.

Mounting higher and higher we left the coft'ee plantations

behind and reached the steep bare slopes and deeply cut ravines of the

Tengger Mountains. Their forests have all been cut down long ago
and no trees have been left, except here and there a fine old tjemara
(Casiiarina) tree with graceful tamarisk-like foliage. Many young ones

have been planted recently by the Dutch, but have not yet had time to

alter the somewhat barren aspect of the hills. Every available piece

of ground is cultivated, chieflj^ with Indian corn, the staple food of the

natives, replacing rice, which, it is said, they vowed never to eat again

after they were driven from the plains by the victorious Mohammedans.
Cabbage and other homely vegetables are also grown in great quantities

to supply the cities of the plain. In the late afternoon I arrived at

the Sanatorium Tosari, a comfortable hotel, built on a small plateau

in the style usual in this country, and lying nearly 6,000 feet above sea

level. It consists of low pavilions, one containing the public rooms, the

others the bedrooms, each opening independently on to a broad

verandah. The drawing-room was upholstered in red velvet and made
a quaint contrast with the bedrooms, which were furnished in a style

suited to the tropics, but its brilliant lights were most attractive to

moths at night, though, but for the rules of the hotel by which the

lights were all turned out at 10.80, the number of interesting species

taken Avould have been much larger.

On the morning after my arrival I left the hotel at 4 a.m. to see

the active volcano. My journey up the steep slippery path, so steep in

parts that it is cut in steps, mounted on a small pony and guided by a

native torchbearer, was by no means lacking in excitement. We
reached the edge of the crater at 6 a.m. and had breakfast. To the

geologist this is a most interesting region. The summit of the mountain
is formed by an enormous, almost perfect crater four or five miles in

diameter. It is no longer active, and its floor is formed by sand and

volcanic debris, the " sand sea." In the centre of this four small

volcanic cones have been erupted at different times and form a complex
group. The nearest, the Batok, is an almost perfect cone, and looks so

bare and uniform that it appears lo be artificial. The active volcano,

the Bromo, lies behind, and is half hidden. It is always pouring oat

smoke, and the dull roar from its crater was clearly heard. All the

trees on the steep sides of the main crater, here called the tjemara-

lawang (gate of the spirits), are scorched, though they lie nearly two
miles from the Bromo. When I reached this, the "sand sea" was full

of white mist, above which peeped the Batok and the other craters.

Beyond the far side was the sharp cone of the Semeroe volcano

(12,000 feet high), which is also in constant eruption. As the sun

rose, the mist gradually melted away, and huge clouds of white smoke
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rolled out of the Bromo, whilst from the summit of the Semeroe puffs

of deep orange-coloured smoke shot up every few minutes and gradually

drifted away. I led my pony down into the " sand sea," and riding

across to the Bromo, walked up the steep slope to the summit, which

lies only 714 feet above the level of the " sand sea." This, however,

is itself between 8,500 and 9,000 feet above sea level. The vegetation

is very scanty, and consists chiefly of coarse grass ; in fact, the sand is

so sparsely covered that mirages are of frequent occurrence. The
rough slopes of the wall of the main crater support a much richer

vegetation. There are a good many tjemaras and mimosas, and there

is a thick herbaceous undergrowth, from which I disturbed so many
moths that I determined to visit it again next day on foot and armed
with my net. I discovered that the time each day for collecting

butterflies would be very short. For although almost every morning
begins at sunrise with a cloudless sky, and the hills stand out sharp in

the clear air, at about 10 o'clock clouds form on the sides of the

mountains and gradually increase, spreading upwards and downwards,
until the whole summit is enveloped in a vast mass of clouds which
does not disperse till sunset. At first it is too cold for butterflies to

fly, and, just as they are fully on the wing, the first wisps of damp
cloud appear, and soon a fine drizzling rain begins, and lasts from
about midday till late afternoon.

As I had decided, I left the hotel at 7.30 a.m. the next morning,

and soon saw four species of Lycaenid, Lainpi'les boetiats, Cataclni/sops

strabo, Fabr , Enchri/snps cik'Jiik, Fabr., and a large form of Zizera otis,

the first named being much the commonest. Climbing a little higher

I met with dozens of Pi/raiiwia cardid, rather small, but otherwise

typical, and saw multitudes of their larvte feeding on a species of

Aftemma. At about 7,000 feet An/i/nni'^ uiphe var. javanomx was seen,

the males of which are much smaller and paler than those met with in

Ceylon. The female, with its white apical band, closely resembles

Danais cJtrysijJinia, of which it is generally accepted to be a mimic.
But though I took the species on numerous occasions in Java and
Ceylon, where I also saw hundreds of the Danaid, and was more than

once deceived by mistaking the An/nnnis for the Danaid, I never saw
the two species in the same locality ; the Ari/i/nnis prefers a different

kind of country, and lives at a much greater elevation. In Japan,

where the fritillary is met with, the Danais does not exist. The male
Aniynnis flies swiftly and low down over the grassy banks, the female

is slower on the wing, but both love to rest with wings expanded on

the path. On the whole I am inclined to regard this as one of those

cases of accidental resemblance, of which many other wonderful

examples could be collected. It is misleading, because the geographical

range of the two species is closely similar. The white apical band is

common to many groups of Nymphalines and is probably ancestral.

These curious accidental resemblances must occur, owing to the strictly

limited range of size of Lepidoptera and of possible colours and
patterns, but it must not be thought that my remarks are intended to

cast any doubt on the theories of mimicry, which are far too well

founded to be shaken by the necessity of discarding one commonly
quoted example.

Somewhat higher is a more level stretch covered with tjemara trees

and with a carpet of pink flowered brambles, and it was in this part
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that I lirst saw the big black and white Danaine butterfly Man<ialim

albata. It was not common, and flew high in the air. Apparently it

likes the bare open summit of the crater as much as the woodland, and
on the Gedeh and Kawah Manoek, further West, it flew in the thickest

parts of the virgin forest. Resting on the plants under the tjemaras

a large and handsome long-winged Abraxas conlhwntaria, Warr., was
common, which Doherty took on the neighbouring volcano, the

Arjoeno, while on their trunks was an occasional worn Boarmiid, and
two specimens of a Cidaria were taken. Beyond this wood is the

loveliest display of flowers which I saw in the tropics. There is a

shallow valley with here and there a rough mass of volcanic rock. A
few small tjemaras and mimosas break its monotony, but the whole
valley is blue with the gigantic Bromo forget-me-not ; here and there

the large yellow blooms of a big St. John's wort afford a striking

contrast. A tall green spurge is common, and a herbaceous plant six

or eight feet high, with flowers stiff-petalled like the everlasting flower,

brackens, and an occasional tree-fern, were seen. Other large and
showy plants grew here, amongst them one with orange flowers, and a

yellow-blossomed leguminous plant. Amongst the smaller plants I

noticed a species of dead nettle, a buttercup {i!tiniiiici(liis), a violet

(Viola), a pale yellow Calceolaria, a beautiful blue-flowered leguminous

plant with a clover-like leaf, a Thalictntiii, and sorrel and dock (liiiiiiex).

In spite of all the flowers, butterflies were very scarce, and I only saw
one additional species, the pale blue C!/airiri>i akasa, much the shape

of t". arfiiolua, but with black tips to the forewing in both sexes.

Many were drinking at the damp patches on the path. Further on a

stream crossed the path, and along its course grew clumps of giant

nettle ten feet high, and near them Fi/ra^ieiti dejeani was abundant.

The species is like /'. atalanta in markings, but the white and red are

replaced by a dark cream, and the black by dark brown. It flies

swiftly, but does not travel far, and often settles on the path with

wings spread in the sunshine, and when it rains a good many can be

found at rest on the upper side of the nettle leaves. The larva was quite

common, living singly in a closed-up leaf, and though I failed to find a

pupa, I shook out an imago whose wings had not yet begun to

expand. The larva is much like the darker form of P. atalanta.

Wherever the banks were steep and covered with long grass and rough

herbage, Geometers were abundant, especially near the crater wall.

The vast majority proved to be the very variable XunthorrJwv hulifica,

Warr., and one L)i/s!<troi)ia citrata {ii)niia)iata) was caught, and a

conspicuous moth with shining deep brown forewings and pale straw-

coloured hindwings, with a sharp cut black border, I'hotoscotosia

viiiltijilicata, Warr., was common, and easily disturbed. Here, too, I

caught a fine brown and white Deileiiiera, a species unrepresented in the

British Museum, and a small semitransparent Syntomid, a species also

hitherto undiscovered and since named (Jallitomis p/iaeosoma, Hmpsn.
Later I took tAvo more near the hotel. It is much like L'allitomis

iloherti/i, first discovered by Doherty on the Arjoeno, but the abdomen
is black instead of yellow. The group is common in Java and I found

another new species, C. midticincta, Hmpsn., with white spots on the

forewings and a yellow ringed abdomen, on the summit of the Kawah
Manoek volcano near some pools of boiling mud. The other days I

was there I caught scarcely any more species, but every night at the
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lamps in the hotel I made many additions to my captures. Night

work; in this locality would undoubtedly repay the entomologist. The
paths are in many places protected by posts and wires, and sugaring

would be an easy matter, but I think a sheet and lamp would bring in

a richer harvest. Even in the hotel moths swarmed, and, like the

vegetation, they gave one strange contrasts for temperate and tropical

genera and species. Amongst the commonest were A(/yotis [A.rtjlia)

piitris a,nd Cirphis (Leiicanca) e.vtranea ( — iinipinicta), whilst a species

C. albicoata near ('. alhijjiincta was equally abundant, and the ever

present Sphiu.r arnvnlndi was common.
Amongst other species the following were taken, for the identifi-

cation of which I am greatly indebted to Sir George Hampson and
Mr. Prout, but many still remain unnamed.

RHOPALOCERA :— Nymphalin.f- : Pi/rameii^ dejeani : Arfi>/nni.s

niphe. Euplcein.e : Mavf/alha alhata, Zinck-Sommer. AcrvEin^ :

Telchinia rcsta. Lyc.*:nid;e : Lycaenopsis [Cyaniris) alcana : [Mmfddes
hoeticiis, Lin.; ('atachrj/sops straho, Fabr. ; Enclni/snpfi rnc/iis, Fabr.

;

Zizera oth, Fabr.

HETEROCERA :

—

-Sphingid.e : Sphinx convolvnli. Nolid^e :

Celaiiia /^//of«(7( ro«, Hmpsn.; Cela)iia mesomelana, Hmpsn. SYNXOMiDiE:

Callitiiinis pliaeosoiiia, Hmpsn. Lithosiid.e : Antira caUutiaria, Moore;
Miltoidtrista piiprcpia, Hmpsn.; Miltoc/irixta scripta, Walk. Noctuid^:
Claridt'a assitlba : Ayrotiii roiispKVcata : Ayrotis piita : Ayroth (?) daldii

;

Polia paiinof<a, Moore, subsp. sikkinia : Cirplds albicosta : CirpMn
extranea {itvipvncta) ; l^n'ojx's chloridia. Green ; Conne}nda r-brininca,

Green; Acrapex /trisca, Walk.; Acrapt'.r (?) bninnea, Hmpsn.; Acrapex
lencajdiaebia : Sesa)iiia iuferena : Xylostola iridixtincta, Moore ; Aiiiyna

ylaiicopora, Hmpsn.; Boratia (?) atellata; Bortitia (?) venalba ; Sinna rain-

spila, Walk. ; Pliisia orichalcea, Fabr. ; Plii>tia confm^a, Moore ; Erketa
inavyidatn. Sarrothripid^ : SarrntJtripiis yriaea, Hmpsn. ; Blenina

qninaria, Moove; Riaoha proniinnis, Moore; R. viridescenn, Hmpsn. (n.sp.).

Saturniid^, : Loepa katinha, Westw. (a large male). Euptehotid.e :

Enpterote te.ftacea, Walk. Limacodid.e : a species not in the British

Museum. Lasiocampid.e : a species not in the British Museum.
HYPSiD.r, : Aryina avf/iis, Koll. ; Deilonera sp. (?). Lymantriid^ :

EiipviHtin iirenaaiira, Swinh. ; Enprocth, n.sp.

GEOMETRID^E :— Amongst others were the following:—
HicMiTHEiN.^c : n.gen., n.sp.; DiplndisDia obnupta, Swinh; Tiuiandra

piinctinercis, Prout, n.sp. ; JvrytJirnlopJuis bipiDictattis, W^arr. (or n.sp.

allied to it) ; Ptychopoda two (?), (n.sp.) ; P. delicatiila, Warr. (subsp.

oi lioloKericeata) ; <S'fl»r(',s (?), n.sp. ; P/iotoscotosia Diiiltiplirata, Warr.;
Dysstroiiia citrata, L., var. nmeifera, Warr. ; Xantlinrrlio'e ludifica,

Warr. ; X. sordidata, Moore. ; Zhidava palpata, Walk. ; Kupithecia

enpitJicciata, Gnen. ; EiipitJiecia, n.sp. (?) ; Nadayara (?), two n.sp.;

Liixiaria contiyaria, Walk, (common) ; Jjitviaria (?), n.sp. ; Trplirinopais

parallelaria : Tephrinopsia (?), n.sp.; BoaDiiia acaciaria, Boisd.
;

Boaiinia (?), sp. ; T'rapteii/x pliiristrif/ata, Warr.

In Andalusia—March and April, 1913.

By EOSA E. PAGE, B.A.

Mr. Page and I little thought, on quitting Spain last August, ihat

within a year we sbould be returning thither; but the opportunity
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having presented itself, ]\Iarch 15th found us on our way to Andalusia,

well primed with notes and sketches (for which we are greatly indebted

to Mr. W. G. Sheldon), and, of course, expecting a glorious month
among the Spanish forms of spring Lepidoptera, which should have
been in full force during March and April.

Andalusia itself, though extremely interesting to the student of

history, w'as, I must confess, a little disappointing to us entomologically,

for, cultivation being evident everywhere, the amount of suitable

ground for insects of any sort is strictly limited to the Sierras, though,

indeed, we did see an odd specimen or so of I'aran/e ei/eria in the

Parque Maria Luisa at Seville.

At Malaga, on March 24th, we worked up the small stream referred

to by Mr. Sheldon in his charming article describing his visit to

Andalusia, and then, diverging to the west of the mountain, examined
both sides of the stream, continuing past the upper farms guarded by
sundry "ferocious dogs," of which we had been warned, and which are

said to be a necessity owing to the vicious propensities of the ubiquitous

gipsies. The day Avas sunny, but a cool light breeze was blowing
landwards, and later on, cloudy periods intervened. On the previous

day a violent wind and thunderstorm had raged. As to whether the

season were late, the weather at fault, or the goats were grazing

too thoroughly, we were uncertain, but insects were very scarce,

although generally distributed throughout all the slopes examined :

we found, indeed, all the species expected, but only in ones or twos.

These were as follows :

—

llwator ballns : both sexes
;

generally distributed, and the most
common of all the species seen ; about 50% were cabinet specimens

;

their low and rapid flight causes them to be very inconspicuous when
on the wing, and when settling they are well protected by their

velvety-green undersides.

Tliais rtiinina : J" s and 2 s in good condition ; rather wild in the

wind, and fond of flying over banks just out of one's reach.

Epme})J)elc pasiphae : two J s just out.

Euchlu'e euplien(iide>i : one S in splendid trim.

Gonopterij.v cleopatra and Pijraii^eis canliii : both hibernated

specimens, the latter worn and small.

raiari/e etjeria : one or two flitting round gardens of villas in the

suburb of Caleta.

Collaa eihisa : fairly frequent ; worn and small.

GlaKcopxi/c/ie iiidanops : a few, mostly worn.

On the 27th, we tried the lower hills nearer Caleta and got aiTiong

vineyards, where, although the day was somewhat hotter, we found

fewer insects still. TJtaiti nmiina occasionally sprang up from the

bare upturned soil among the vines and fruit trees, difficult ground on
which to follow them up; and a few Antlioc/iari^i helia were flying at a

great rate up and down the slopes. A couple of I'a/iilio podalirius ab.

feisthamelii were noticed in gardens in Caleta, both out of reach.

After our experiences at Malaga, we hardly knew what to, think of

our chances at Granada, but " hope burns eternal " in the entomo-
logist's heart, and we put our bad luck down to the goats. We were

only able to collect here on one day, April 2nd, a delightful morning
being spent near the Genii River, from which we had fine views of the

Sierra Nevada, a long snow-covered ridge with a single peak standing
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above the rest, the celebrated Vega (irrigated valley) lying at its feet.

The spring tints were everywhere most beautiful ; cherry and peach

trees were loaded with delicate blossoms which freely opened their

petals to the balmy air as if secure from the intrusion of rude

winds and frost in that sheltered spot. The ground on which we were

working, however, proved to be rough, stony and unproductive, and
goats were again much in evidence. Some AntJincharis belia and
Puntia ilaiilidice var. helUdice, a large proportion of which were worn,

were pairing and settling on a bed of very dark blue flowers of the

leguminous order (probably a crop of some kind), as well as on the

leaves of almond trees ; in both these situations they were much easier

to follow than when scudding through the gorges and up and down
the grassy slopes. A few Colias ednsa, in good order, were flying in

one spot, and odd specimens of Colias hyale, Scolitantides baton var.

panoptes, Pieris rapae, $ Polj/oiiiviatus ale.vis ab. icarux (a lovelj^ form),

Coenunijinplui pavipldhiK, Rniiiicia pJdaeas and Papilio iiutchaon

were captured. All these, even in units, are extremely interesting

forms.

In the afternoon the weather broke up ; we awoke next morning to

find a snowstorm in progress, and cold unsettled weather continued

until we left, on April 4th, for Ronda, a very cold journey in an un-

heated train, the mountains en route all covered with snow. This did

not augur very well for Ronda, and, indeed, finding no hope of

collecting there, although the ground appeared free from goats, w^e went
on to Gibraltar, leaving all our apparatus at Ronda. We were greatly

surprised to find the Rock basking in brilliant sunshine during our

stay. There was, however, no collecting to be done, the only Lepi-

doptera seen being a few Thais mtnina, very small in comparison with

those from Malaga, and mostly worn, together with one or two worn
Pi/ranu'is cardiii and a very fresh looking Pi/raineis atalanta. The 9th

found us back«at Ronda, this being our last day there, as we were
leaving for home next morning. We had very reluctantly resigned

ourselves to returning with practically nothing. But the 9th was to

be the best day of the holiday. One felt on rising that it was to be

a collecting day ; the clear sky, brilliant sunshine, the balmy air

tempered by a cool breeze, revived our exhausted hopes ; towards the

forenoon, however, clouds gradually gathered, and the collecting

ground was in shadow for the rest of the day. On arriving at the

pinewood opposite Ronda, there were the Anthocharis taf/is, A. belia,

together with a few A. beleun'a, flying along the edge and up and down
the precipitous slopes, settling on lavender flowers of a very deep-blue

variety, or on cistus, the white flowers of which were just opening, so

that they were much more inconspicuous on these plants than on the

lavender. Standing on the top of the clift", one could net them as they

glided up; if missed, they generally went on and down the other

slope, but did not return, as did two or three worn Papilio podalirius

ab. feistluDiu'lii, which had a habit of whizzing past one, returning

again and again after being struck at and missed. As the morning
advanced insects were in fuller force, generally distributed over all the

giound. Of other species there were only a few ; a single richly-hued

Eitchloeeiiphenoides flitting down the face of the clift', several brilliantly-

coloured Gonopteryx cleopatra, one or two Callophnjs rubi, their green

underwings glittering in the sun, one Eiiffonia polychloros, one Thestor
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ballus, a few worn Parayt/e inei/acra and I'l/rmiieis cardiii, while half-a-

dozen IV/fl/s ruinina rustled out of the grass at our approach, and were
easily caught. The sandflies had evidently not yet emerged, but there

were many bees about, and also plenty of lizards.

With the greatest regret, we left Eonda, and turned our faces in

the direction of home, to find that bad weather had been general
throughout the whole of the Peninsula as well as in the West of

Europe generally ; crossing the Guadarramas, the snow lay thickly in

the pinewoods, and in patches reached even to the railway line. No
doubt, although we only had two really bad days during the month,
there was something in the meteorological conditions that was
uncongenial to insect-life, affecting it even in Andalusia.

Review of Field Work in 1911.

By RICHARD S. BAGNALL, F.L.S., F.E.S. (Hope Department of Zoology,
University Miisevjii, Oxford).

During the year 1911 my opportunities for field-work and
entomological study were few, and yet the results were more than
satisfactory.

As President of the field section of the Natural History Society of

Northumberland, Durham, and Newcastle-upon-Tyne, I made a point
of not only attending each meeting—^sometimes at considerable
inconvenience— but of devoting such time as I could to one group of

Arthropods, of which little was previously known as regards the local

(and indeed the British) fauna and distribution. Happily, I chose the
Myriopods, partly on account of the interesting features—so suggestive
of (Jmilpodea—seen in Scolopendrella, of which I gathered some
hundreds of specimens.

With the exception of a few hours in the New Forest and at

Blackgang Chine in the Isle of Wight on the occasion of the British

Association Meeting at Portsmouth, my collecting . outside field

meetings was practically confined to the immediate vicinity of my late

home in Penshaw, Co. Durham.
In my Presidential Report to the Society 1 remarked that altogether

the year had been an extraordinarily fruitful one, the additions to the

local fauna numbering somewhere between two and three hundred, and
the additions to the British fauna being summarised as follows :—One
order (Protuea, Silvestri), four families (Acereiitoiiiidd , Silv., and
Eoseiitomidae, Berlese, in the Protiira, Biachypaiiropodidac, Hansen
in the Pauropoda, and Brachychaeteninidae (nov.), Verhoetf, in the
Diplopoda, several genera, and about sixty species, of which thirteen or
fourteen were new to science.

It may prove interesting to make a brief resume of these captures.

Myriopoda.—The ]\Iyriopods, of which over sixty local species

were met with, may be taken in their four divisions, the main
additions being made by a special study of the small creatures

comprising the orders Pauropoda and Si/m/dn/la.

Pauropoda.— For a long time the two species described by the late

Lord Avebury remained alone as British. We now know six in the

North, of which Brac/iypanropKs lubbocki, BagnalP'', is the first British

representative of the Bravhypauropodidae.

* Trans. Nat. Hist. Soc. of Northumberland, Durham and Newcastle, n.s.,

vol. iv., pp. 59-60, 1911.
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Symphyla.—The classical Sciitinerella {Scolopendrella) iiiniiacidata

of Newport remained until recently the sole representative of its kind

in this countiy. In my synopsis''^ I am able to bring forward thirteen

species, many of which have since been found in other localities.

Scutiiierella tfinni/'cs, Bagn., ^'. biscutata, Bagn., S. hanseni, Bagn.,

Scoluiiendrella diinehiunms, Bagn., S. horiida, Bagn., S. delicattila,

Bagn., and 6'. ininutissiiiia, Bagn., are described as new.

DiPLOPODA.—I was particularly fortunate in stumbling across

several interesting species of Millipedes proper, the additions (not a few

of them quite conspicuous creatures) to the British list being as follows :

— Bradnjchaeteuina haijnaUi (gen. et sp. nov.), Yerhoeff, from Gibside,

& blind " square-backed millepede," which Verhoeff makes the type of a

new family! ; the little white Polydesinid, Tltanosoma Jiirassicin)i\,

Verb., in numbers from a Wear Valley dene, and sparingly from other

parts of the country ; Polijde)i)nus coriaceus, Porat, from Moles' nests.

County Durham; Microchoideutna sp. (? silvestre), from Gibside;

Isobate>i raricnrnis, C.L.K., from Durham aad Northumberland ;

Napoiidiis sp. (? jiabitatiis, Nemec). from a Wear Valley dene, with

Titanosuiiia, and the little prettily-marked var. perplexa of (rloiiieris

wargiiiata from Gibside and Teesdale:[. Tita)iosoii)a jnrai>s;icuiii was

previously only known from a single 5 found on the Danube, in 1910;

it would seem to be parthenogenetic.

Chilopoda.— Two specimens of Lithobiufi from Gibside were

identified by Mr. Edv. Eiliugsen of Kragero, with some hesitation as

L. iiiiiiifrons, Haase, an addition to the British fauna. It is necessary

to obtain more material.

Ectoparasites.—Perhaps the most interesting piece of work

attempted during the year lay in the commencement of a study of the

Arthropod ectoparasites of the birds and mammals of the North of

England, by Mr. Wm. Hall, of Fatfield, County Durham, and the writer.

At the end of the year we had listed 4 ticks, including the recently

described Ixodes caledouiciis, Nuttall, from a starling ; 28 different

fleas, including Trichupsi/lla dalei, Rothsch., in numbers from house-

martin's nests; T. caijabiouUis, Wagn., (insidaris, Rothsch.), from

cormorants ; Ti/jihlojisi/lla ila^i/meiiius, Kothsch., T. iH'utacauthds,

Rothsch., and Cteiui/isi/UKs siiectabilis, Rothsch., from small mammals
;

5 Hippoboscid flies, including the light green O.ri/ptenuii pallid it m,

Leach, from the swift ; bloodsucking lice {Anopliira) from various

mammals, and 84 or more bird-lice [yhdloiiluKja). This latter material

is forming the subject of a series of notes appearing in the Journal

of Economic Jliolo(/i/ and includes 80 or more species not, at

that time, recorded as British. In connection wuth the study of bird-

lice, I am of opinion that much remains to bo done as regards

.those that affect the commoner birds ; for instance, many of our most

interesting discoveries were from birds such as the commoner gulls,

•cormorant, teal (an apparently new Trinnton), starling, blackbird,

.swift and chaffinch, and I attribute the reason for this to the fact that

workers in the Mallophaga have secured their material chiefly from

Zoological Gardens, ornithological friends and poulterers, and thus

* loc. cit., n.s., vol. iv., pp. 17-41, pi. i., and text figures, 1911.

t Zool. Aiizeiger, vol. xxxviii., p. 445., 1911, and 'Trails. Nat. Hist. Soc,
Northumberland, I)arJinin, and Newcastle, n.s., 1912.

I
Zoolo()i.st, July, 1912.
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the ecto-parasites, of the rarer birds and game birds have become better

known to us than those affecting the common birds.

Protura.—In 1907 Prof. F. Silvestri'- diagnosed an order of

curious pi'imitive creatures, aptei'ous and without eyes or antennse, the
I'rotiiici, which stands alone in the Insect World. The Italian species

have been beautifully monographed by Berlesef, who regards them as

a new Order of Myriopods, the Myrientoniaia. I have had the

pleasure of discovering species of the three diagnosed genera falling

into the two families of the order, the Accrentoniidae and Ensentoinulae,

and now that my time can be largely devoted to Zoology, I hope at no
distant date to work out our British forms. The species are not really

micommon and are also widely distributed ; I have found them in

several localities from Dundee southwards.

Apterygota.—In 1910 I collected a good deal of new material in

the order ('oUciiibola (Springtails), including numerous additions to our
list, which I have not yet had the opportunity of bringing forward.

In 1911 I scarcely did anything in this group with the exception,

perhaps, of making other records of some of the species met with in

1910, such as the Neelids, Mi'ijalnthorax )niniiiiiis, Willem., and Xeeliis

vnirinus, Folsom, the equally tiny ]\iicraniniLln jnjijwaea, Axels., the

curious Tt'tracanthiila fthiJtti, Wahl., 'I'lillbeiyia qiiodriKj)i')ius, Born.,

2\ kraiisbaiicri, Born., J', calipi/ciofi, Born, and others.

Thysanoptera.—I cannot conclude this brief review without a few
words on my favourite insects, the thrips or T/u/sanoptera, although I

was unable to do as much work in the group as in previous years.

Two recently described species, AtiihhjtJiyipa ericae, Bagn., and Bai/nallia

aifneKsae, Bagn.,;j: were taken in new localities, including nuinerous
examples of the previously unrecognised male of the latter ; Mr. H. S.

Wallace, F.E.S., discovered an interesting new species [I'hi/sntlnips

latiis, Bagn.) at Whitfield, Northumberland, whilst Prof. Karny has
shown that the large elm-leaf thrips taken by myself in the Derwent
Valley and Teesdale differs from the type of IJothnps Inadaccnsiii,

Uzel (in the Vienna Hofmuseuni), to which I had I'eferred the species;

it must now be known as Hnodia bai/iialH, Karny. ^ At the Harbottle

week-end meeting of the Northumberland and Durham Natural History

Society, which I noted in this Journal, CJiirothripn ha)iiatns, Tryboni
[diidae, Uzel), Fiankiiniella teniricornis, Uzel, Baf/nallia klapaleki, Uzel,

and /)'. dilatata, Uzel, were recorded as new to the British fauna.

One of these, ('. hmuatun, was taken later at Matley Bog in the New
Forest, where Mr. C. B. Williams and I had the pleasure of discovering

Ct'p/iolothrips nionilicornifi, Eeut., an insect I had anticipated would be

found to occur in our countrv.

Collecting Rhopalocera in France, 1913.

By E. B. ASHBY, F.E.S.

This year I left London on the afternoon of June Gth by the 2.10

p.m. train, which enabled me to reach Clermont-Ferrand (via Paris),

in the Auvergne district, the next morning at 6.29. After breakfast

* Boll. Lab. Zool. Gen. e Ag. Portici, Vol. I., p. 296.

t Redia, vi., 1909.

I Journal of Economic Biologij, Vol. VI,, pp. 1-11., 1911.

S rrents. Evt. Soc, 1912.
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I had time to see the magnilicent cathedral before leaving the Place

Lamertine, in the centre of the city, by the steam tramway for Puy de

Dome. In early June the first train does not start until 10.15, and

though the line was open to the summit, I contented myself with

booking to the station La Font de I'Arbe, which was reached about

11.0. There I started working the lower slopes of the Puy de Dome.
Unfortunately the day was windy, and not too sunny, and possibly

because I was too high up for the date, I only succeeded in getting

about two dozen insects, the best species being Brenthis i'lijihrosijne.

As it was very close and threatened thunder in the early afternoon, I

left La Font de I'Arbe shortly after 8.0 p.m., and reached Clermont-

Ferrand Station in time to catch the train to Perpignan and Yille-

franche, in the Pyrenees Orientales, at which latter place I arrived at

noon the next day. From here one is conveyed by a good service of

motor cars to the Hotels at Vernet-les-Bains, a distance of about three-

and-a-half miles uphill. The hotels at Vernet are all under the same
management, and one has the run of all their grounds. I stayed at

the Hotel des Bains Mercador, which I found most comfortable and
quite reasonable.

After lunch I set out " on the prowl," working up the valley of the

river Cady, on the road to Casteil. The day was fine and the sun very

hot, conditions which continued during my stay at Vernet. Only a

few insects were taken this first afternoon, but they included two fine

male examples of Papilio podalinnH var. feisthamelii. It was the first

occasion of my meeting with this form, and I was greatly interested

in seeing how much they were attracted to the damp patches on the

mountain roads round Vernet, occasioned by the overflowings of the

irrigation streams in the farmers' fields ; again and again did this

insect return to its feast after being disturbed by passers-by. I worked
up to Casteil, a quaint little mountain village with its tiny church,

and got as far as the Ravine de Saint Martin.

On June 9th I walked to Casteil, and after passing through the

village and crossmg the river, pursued the road parallel to the Jou
torrent for about two hours until I reached two " cortals " (mountain
shelters for the shepherds and their flocks), where I turned to the

right to ascend up to the tower of Goa, which stands so conspicuously

on the hill-top. Around the tower I again found Papilio podalirim

var. feiatltamelii, with ['. )iiac/iaon and I'l/raiiieis atalanta, all three

pursuing one another with avidity, as is their wont on high ground,
but Loveia alcipliron var. f/ordins, which occurs there, was not yet out.

It was a hot and tiring journey, but repaid one for the trouble.

Between Vernet and the tower of Goa, I found that Aporia cratae(ii

was much the most common insect, although its predominance seemed
likely to be questioned very shortly by /'. pmlaliritis var. feist/iamelii,

which daily appeared in increasing numbers. I took ScoUtantidea orion

during the day and a tine specnnen of Arctia rillica.

On the following day I collected in the Valley of Saint Vincent,

which is best approached through the winter garden at the back of the

Hotel des Bains Mercador, from the top of which descent is easily

made into the road. I went up the road as far as the Cascade des

Anglais, a very pretty spot, and here again P. podaliriiis var.

feisthaiiu'lii were both numerous and very fresh. More Scolitcoitides
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avion were taken, together with Colias edusa (1 ? ), Thais rionina var.
medesiraste (1 J ), Knchlo'e ciiphenoides, etc.

The next day, June 11th, I again wentnp the long winding path to

Casteil, and thence on to the monastery of Saint Martin du Canigou.
It was somewhat of a disappointment as I found but very few insects
on account of the date being too early, as I was assured by a French
peasant that there were " grands papillons " around the monastery. I

obtained more P. /mdaliritis var. feisthaniclii, a fine L. aliphran var.

(/ordiiis just emerged, and some " blues " in good condition.
On June 12th, I ascended the hill through the pine woods

immediately behind the same winter gardens, and after some time
came out by the Cascade de Dieterichs, a spot best visited in the fore-

noon as it is much frequented later in the day by visitors to Vernet.
From there I went on through the village of Casteil towards Col Jody.
In a field close by the bridge over the river Cady, a " hot corner " for

Rhopalocera, I took several Paniaasinx iiineiiiotiyne in good condition.
Presumably they bad been blown down by the strong breeze from the
higher mountains and when seen on the wing at a little distance I was
struck by their resemblance to Aporia crataeifi.

June 13th was spent in the Hotel grounds in the hope of finding
Laeosopis rubaris. This species is to be found at Vernet in June and
July beyond the Grand Hotel du Pare and beyond the Dairy and
Tennis Court on a rather high path whence you overlook the leaves on
which it settles. But although I took several T. niynina var.

iiiedesicaste there in very good condition and quite a number of .S'. orian,

I saw nothing of /.. lobori.s, and do not think that it was out. In the
afternoon I left for Perpignan, and thence went on to Barcelona, and
en June 22nd, after collecting in various parts of Spain, found myself
back in S.W. France at Guethery.

This last place is a charming spot, lying as it does at the head of

the Bay of Biscay, with a lovely view of Biarritz a few miles off. But
Rhopalocera here were a great disappointment. The best capture was
one Mclcniaii/ia (/aUithca var. procida, and that on a beautifully fine

day.

The next day found me in the Forest of I'ontainebleau by 10 a.m.,
but unfortunately the weather was dull and the results again very
disappointing. The best capture was Ndidwanma (T/ieda) ilicis. The
fact that some 14,000 adders are annually killed in the forest is a
note of warning as to where one treads. The captures during the nine
days spent in France were by no means encouraging, either in number
or species.

Diestrammena marmorata, Haan. A Remairkable Exotic Orthopteron
in England.

By MALCOLM BURR, D.Sc, F.E.S.

I am indebted to the Rev. E. N. Bloomfield for the opportunity of

examining a remarkable addition to our list of introduced Urthoptera.
The species in question is Dicstraiiimena niarworata, Haan, a native of

Japan. Mr. Bloomfield received the specimens from Miss Alice
Young, of Rye, who informs me that three specimens were taken by her
sister on September 23rd, October 19th, and November 12th, 1912,
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respectively, iu a small outhouse at the end of a paved yavd in the

garden of a house at St. Leonards.

It is probable that they were bred there, as Mr. Bloomfield

suggested to me, since the ova, as Wiinn has shown, are deposited in

crevices in earth, and so can easily be transported from place to

place, though they hatch remarkably soon, at least under favourable

conditions, as Wiinn's specimens hatched within a day or two of

being deposited.

This is not the first record of the occurrence of these creatures

in Europe, for Chopard has recently {Ann. Sor. Ent. France, 1913, p.

284) recorded their occurrence in some numbers in a greenhouse at

Lille, and they have been established in some place in Germany,
certainly since 1904. Hermann Wiinn describes the circumstances
and their habits in detail in an article entitled " Beobachtungen iiber

eine in Mitteleuropa eingeschleppte Hohlenheuschrecke," in the

Zeitschrift fur Insekten-hiolani,', Band V., pp. 82, 113, and 163, 1909.
This author refers to their occurrence in greenhouses in Siidmiihle,

near Munster in Westphalia, at Lommatsch in Saxony, at Frankfurt-
am-Main, Erfurt, Fulda, and Wandsbeck ; at the last place they
appear to have been first noticed as long ago as 1903.

They were at first looked upon as serious enemies to the plants in

the hothouses, and doubtless numbers were killed by zealous gardeners,

but Wiinn's observations confirm the accepted belief that these

creatures are carnivorous, and therefore the friend, rather than the
foe, of man. Wiinn found a colony hiding below flfigstones under a

hothouse at Fulda. Kept in a suitable terrarium, they refused flowers

and leaves, but when apparently hungry ate dates, apple rings, and
egg plums, though they refused figs and nuts, but they eagerly

devoured chopped-meat and attacked live insects, which their nimble-
ness enabled them to catch ; one specimen actually caught and ate an
imago of Ktnnorp/ia elpenov which emerged from a pupa in the terra-

rium, and small Lepidoptera were readily devoured.

On June 2oth Wiinn observed a female carrying a spermatophore,
which had been attached by a male to her genital opening ; she bent
her body and tore it open with her jaws ; it took her about 45 minutes
to open the outer covering, and in about an hour and a half the whole
thing was removed ; on July 4th she laid her eggs, and the first larva,

hatched out on the 6th, and some more a day or two later. The ova
are about 1mm. broad by 2mm. long, and the shell, which hardens
rapidly after deposition, is sufficiently strong to protect the ovum
against severe shocks.

This curious phenomenon in allied genera has recently been
described and discussed in detail in Russian by B. Boldyrefl" in the
Eorae Sec. Ent. Tlosa., xL, No. 6, 1913.

Dicstrannnena belongs to the group H/uiii/iiilopJionr, related to our
South European Dolichojunlidae, divisions of the Stenopeltnntidae.

This is a widelj^-spread and remarkable group of Locimtodea (Plias-

yonurodea) : they are devoid of any traces of organs of flight and of

auditory apparatus, and the tarsi are laterally compressed, in contra-

distinction to all other Locnstodea on which the tarsi are depressed.

Like its European relatives, Diestraniviena is a remarkably spidery

creature, with extremely long and slender legs and appendages
; the
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general colour is invariably some shade of more or less marbled yellow

brown.
They live in caves or in holes in wood, etc., and shun the light

;

the eyes are but little reduced, hat the very long antenme and palpi

and cerci, point to a high development of the tactile sense.

]). )itanii(>rata is a well-known Japanese species; other members of

the genus are D. nuicolor, Br., recorded from Vladivostok, Pekin, and
the Mulmein caverns in Tenasserim. Wiinn is uncertain whether to

refer his specimens to D. iiuinnorata or to D. iiniailor. Personally, I

refer those submitted to me by Miss Young to the former species
;

moreover, so much garden produce is imported now-a-days from
Japan, that that country seems more likely to send us unexpected
representatives of its fauna than Vladivostok, Pekin or Tenasserim.

[Since writing the above I have heard further from Mr. Bloom-
field that the creature occurs at Relfe's Nursery Grounds, St. Leonards,

which is doubtless the original source of Miss Young's specimens. Mr.
Bloomtield has since received six more from the Nursery, where it is

reported to be not uncommon in the Fern House, where they now and
then receive plants from Japan.—M.B.]

The Terminology of Variation.

By Hy. ,J. turner, F.E.S.

On page 217 of volume xxiii. of our Magazine, is a complaint

of the " bare, non-informational system of loose nomenclature, which
is gradually creeping into our entomological literature," and the

complaint of these "slipshod methods of writing," which "ought never

to have been allowed to come into our science," is here repeated. The
following gems are culled from recent entomological literature. Pa/)ilio

podaliriiis pudaliriiiK podali)'in>i, Pieris napi napi iiapi, Pieris hra&aicdi

brasdctr brasfiior, Kiicldoe bellezina insiilaris sardna praxox, Zyfjmia
carniolica app".nina calahrica interiiiedia cinntdata, and so on and so on.

To nine hundred and ninety-nine out of a thousand lepidopterists these

names are empty strings of words with but little intelligible meaning.
Hurely one must urge that the indications of the relationship these

appellatives imply should always be inserted. Again it is urged as on

page 218, vol. xxiii., " Science, to be really science, admits of no
slovenly methods ; it must be exact, not only in its essentials, but in

its use of terms, which are the handles, as it Avere, of its essentials."

Apropos of the above paragraph, is it possible to arrange a code of

terms which will be universally understandable ? At an early stage

of our study we were quite content with the term " wax.'' = varietas

(variety) of Linneus. Our necessity then and for many years went no
further. This term covered all divergence from the form''' commonly
recognised as the exponent of a species, until the introduction of the

term "ab." for aberratio (aberration).

It had become so apparent that under the term " variety " there were

* I retrain from using the word " type" here, as I am of opinion that Linneus
did not in fact stereotype one particular individual specimen as the type, an
opinion that is suggested and supported indirectly by the careful perusal of Mr.
Roger Verity's paper read before the Linnean Society, May, 1913, entitled "Revision

of the Linnean Types of Palasarctic Rhopalocera."
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designatecl at least tAvo absolutely distinct classes of facts, that even before

the time of Herrich Schiifter's Sjis. Bear. SdiDi. Ear., the term " ab."

==aberratio (aberration) had been introduced, for we find him writing-

in that work, " Abweichungen, die bei Exampiaren Ein und derselben

Brut vorkommen konnen und wirklich offers vorkommen, bezeichnet

man als Vanetiit, Spielart. Abweichungen dagegen, welche nur

ausnahmsweise und in einzelnen Exemplaren beobachtefc werden und

durch Form, Zeichnung order Farbenvertheilung ein der Stainmart

ganz fremdartiges Ansehen haben, nennt man Aberratio, Abart."

(Vol. i., p. 4, 1843.)

The different significance of these two terms was quite easily under-

stood and remembered. The latter was introduced to designate a more

or less isolated and non-recurrent form, uncertain in its cause of

origin, and absolutely uncertain in its appearance in season and

locality. That left all other variations indicated by the term " var.,"

which, with the progress of study and the necessity and desire of

indicating by names, soon became a conspicuously confused term, as

it gave no indication of the different ideas of the relationships com-

prised under it.

In the year 1861 Dr. Staudinger in his Cat. I.ep. Eur., Ed. I,, p. x.,

attempted to define strictly the scientific significance to be henceforth

understood by the signs var. and ab. He says, "I have endeavoured

to establish distinctly the difterences which separate purely accidental

varieties or aberrations, from local varieties or races. The first

(designated by " ab.") are in my usage those which are liable to occur

everywhere, in the same area and at the same time as individuals of

the species itself or those of its own race."

He then goes on to point out two classes of " aberration," " Some
are always reproduced obviously of the same facies, as for example ab.

valedna of Ari/i/miis paiihia, ab. Iioxpita of Neineophila iilantaijinin, etc.,

others, on the contrary are subject to almost infinite variation, without

•ever recurring exactly of the same form."
" It is quite different with local varieties or races which are as

important in the series as species. I have designated these by a "v."

(varietas). It is here that it is often very difficult to decide Avhether

these forms are only modifications of the type, or if they should be

separated."

It must here be noted that after cutting off the non-recurrent

variations at first included, it was necessarily implied that the

variations then comprised under the term "var.," were those which
recurred more or less regularly under the condition of season or

locality.

We thus see that Staudinger to all intents and purposes first fixed

the definite application of the term " ab.," and secondly, not only took

out this portion of the original signification of the term " var.," but

still further restricted the latter to the idea of what we now generally

call "subspecies" or "geographical races," thus making all the other

ideas formerly implied under the term " var." to become indesignate."

In spite of this pronouncement of Staudinger in 1861, the term

* Friihstorfer's use of the term " subspecies " to signify what is nothing more
than a casual though recurrent aberration, such as his subspecies of Li/caena

arion, is simply indefensible.—G. W.
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" var." is still used in a general sense to cover all kinds of divergence

which do not fall under the well defined term " ab."f

The entrancing study of the variation of species attracted many
votaries, to whom the term " var." in the Staudingerian sense was much
too comprehensive and indefinite. First, the variations due to the con-

ditions of season were indicated by the new terms "gen. ass."=
generatio lestiva, and "gen. vern." = generatio vernali:', for the recurrent

summer or spring form as opposed to the typical form. That left two
main ideas under the term " var." : (1) the recurrent variation en-

countered regularly in some portion of the area inhabited by the species;

(2) the recurrent and apparently fixed form of a species confined to an
area (country, etc.) more or less definitely detaclied geographically from
the general area of distribution of the type form. In the latter case the

term " sub-sp." = sub-species, has been used by many, with the idea

that here we have a "species in the making," i.e., given sufficient

time, complete isolation from opportunities of crossing with the type

form, and other altered conditions, a new species would eventually

arise. For a variation which is localised in high altitudes and is ex-

clusively recurrent and which can come under none of the foregoing-

specialised cases of "var." it has been proposed to use "v. alt." =
varietas alticola. Thus we are left with the original term " var."

shorn of most of its significance and restricted in its application to
" any recurrent variation encountered regularly in some portion of the

area inhabited by the species" (and sub-species). There are still several

other terms which are used more or less indefinitely and indiscriminately

to cover the ideas outlined above. For example, " forma " = form
and " race." The word " form " seems much too indefinite and much
too general in its common use and significance to be used in so

restricted an application as to be capable of assuming the definite

requirement of exact terminology. The same objection can be raised

in the case of the word " race " but perhaps with much less force. It

has been used to express the idea of a recurrent and stable variation

occurring in the area inhabited by a form recognised as a species or
" sub-species," i.e., more or less coincident with the restricted applica-

tion of the term " var." as above.

In the "Revision of the Sphingidae," referred to previously, Messrs.

Rothschild and .Jordan discuss the question at some length. They
point out that, " the differences between varieties of the same species

are characters which may be termed rudimentary specific barriers and
that the varieties themselves are rudimentary (

= incipient) species."

They clearly lay it down that by the term " sub-species " they
" designate nothing else but the geographically separated different

components of a species." All other variation is considered by them
as " individually or seasonally falling under the category dimorphism
or polymorphism," and they discard the term " var." as stated above

and substitute the equally unsuitable word " form," adding qualifying

f Kothschikl and -Jordan in 1903, in their " Revision of the Sphingidae," accept

this situation and remark, " We understand under varieti/ not a particular category

of the components of a species, but employ the term for all the different members of

a species indiscriminately. The different categories of variation must receive

special terms in a precise classification and a special formula must be employed
for them in a precise nomenclature." (pagf! xliii.) They therefore drop the precise

significance to the word varietas.
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syllables to show various relationships, i.e., f. norma= normal form,

2 /'. = female form, etc. In addition they suggest that it be invariably

understood that the third name in order be the subspecific name unless

otherwise stated and needs no abbreviated term attached.

Applying the above terminology to the name Zi/i/aena carniolica

appcnnina calabrica intermedia cini/nlata, it is possible that the following

is a solution, although no one but the author can presume a knowledge

of the exact intention. Anthmcera [Zi/f/aena) carniolica, sub. sp.

appenina, race calabrica, var. intermedia, ah. ciwjidata. Again Euchloe

bellezina insularis sardoa praecox should possibly mean Euchloe ta<iis,

sub. sp. insularis, race sardoa, var. or ab. praecox. But what Pieris

brassicae brassicae brassicae or Fapilio podalirius maura podalirius

signifies is beyond anyone but the author to translate.

There will always be the difficulty of fitting every new fact to our

scheme of terms on account of the constant occurrence of overlapping,

yet if the use of such a code of varietal indication be insisted on, so

much the greater \n\\ be the ease with which we, as readers and

students, can understand the writings of the specialists whose work
necessitates the interpretation of the above signs.

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Dr. Verity's Revision of the Linnean types.—It is a most

unfortunate circumstance, though one for which of course the author

is in no way to blame, that Dr. Verity's paper on the Palnsarctic

Rhopalocera in the Linnean collection should come into the hands of

so many entomologists without the criticism by Dr. Jordan that

accompanies it in the Transactions of the Linnean Society. This

criticism robs the paper of much of its sting because it robs it of much
of its importance, showing, as it does, that the primary data are really

insufficient in most cases to serve as a basis for such violent changes

as are suggested, and that in some cases at any rate the conclusions

are demonstrably incorrect. I shall hope shortly to be able to treat

this paper critically in detail, so will now only express a hope that no
systematic entomologists will jump to the conclusion that these

changes must all (or even mostly) be accepted without thorough

examination, or indeed, without a distinct pronouncement from the

International Committee. I cannot, however, refrain from recording

at once my complete agreement with one at least of Dr. Verity's

conclusions, of the truth of which I have been convinced for years,

namely that it is, from any point of view, impossible to retain idas, as

the name of Rambur's Spanish Lyc^enid, the full cogency of the

reasons for which is hardly brought out by Dr. Verity, possibly

because he regarded them as so very obvious.

—

George Wheeler,
37, Gloucester Place, W.

:ig^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
CoLiAS edusa, etc., NEAR BoGNOR.—^On August 15th, while spending

a fortnight at Bognor, I saw two Colias edusa one in fine condition, the

other much worn, a Pijrameis cardui, and P. atalanta. There were
plenty of traces of Smerinthus ocellatus larvae, but apparently all had
gone down. On August 5th, near Goodwood, the larvas of Cucullia,
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hiclinitift were common, and Pieri>i rapae and Epinep]>ele titJwnita were
abundant. I was at Horsley this morning soon after six to try for

larviie of Theretra porcellus, but with no success. I found, however,
two full-fed larviB of S. ocellatiis.—W. J. Kaye, (P.E.S.), Caracas,

Ditton Hill, Surbiton. Aui/itst 22n<l.

Food of the lary.e op the Coleopteron Cassida viridis.— On
August 12th, during one of the fitful gleams of the sun while on a

drive from Salzburg to visit the wonderful salt mines of Berchtes-

gaden and the weird Konigs See I had a sufficient glimpse of

Euvanessa antiopa to identify it as it dodged to and fro in front of the

horses. Instead of following the example of the average visitor and
be piloted by one of the native women out into the lake, I took a most
lovely wood path which led to the "coign of vantage" called the

Malerwinkel. All along the walk grew a large yellow-tiowered Salvia

of which everywhere the leaves were much riddled after the manner of

our British Coltsfoot by Porrittia (jalactodactyla. A search soon showed
abundance of larva; and pupa3 very similar to those I had years ago

found on thistle, and which turned out to be the young stages of a

species of Cassida. Some of these larvte and pup^ie were put into a tin

and brought away. To-day I find that several specimens of the common
Cassida viridis have emerged. I thought that possibly it might not

have been recorded that Salria h one of the food-plants of the Cassida.

—H. J. Turner. August 20th.

Cetonia aurata in numbers.—On August 3rd, in the meadows at

the back of Cortina, on the slopes of the Sorapis, I saw several large

plants of a very beautiful globular headed thistle. On close approach

the capitulum of each flower head was found to be attacked by one or

more fine specimens of the beautiful Cetonia aurata. The specimens,

of which I took about a dozen, seemed somewhat larger than the

specimens one is familiar with as having been taken in England.

—

H. J. Turner. August 20th.

Nests of Hymenoptera.—On August 4th, while on a drive from
Cortina d'Ampezzo, in the Dolomites, to Pieve di Cadore, to visit the

birthplace of the painter Titian, taking advantage of the driver's halt

to refresh his horse (?), at one of the small road-side villages on the

southern slopes of the Antelao below the scene of the disastrous land-

slip of 1816, I found, on the very exposed face of a rough stone

wall, the nest of a wasp, possibly that of a Polistes. The nest was
attached by its pedicel, and must inevitably have been destroyed by the

driving storms to which the district is subject at times. None of the

cells were occupied. This reminds me that some three or four years

ago, while going through the churchyard at Grindelwald, I saw the nest

of another species of Hymenoptera on the exposed face of a memorial
of rough untrimmed stone. The nest was of mud, and in both colour

and texture so exactly resembled the rough stone that it would not

have been seen but for the activity of the makers. The nest, too,

faced the mid-day sun, and must also have been liable to suft'er from
drenching rain, but of course, being sessile, would not be so easily

swept away as in the former case, where the nest itself was frail and,

in addition, attached to the stone only by a slender pedicel.—H. J.

Turner.
Butterflies drinking.—On the morning of August 5th, I took a

ramble from Cortina to Tre Croci up the Bigontina. During the
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previous night there had been a storm, and the ground was somewhat
moist, although the sun was brilliant and delightfully warm. As mid-

day approached all along the road large quantities of butterflies were

seen "drinking" up the moisture in the sun. They were principally of

the genus Krebia, K. ciiryale, swarms, E. pronnc, abundant, E. tyndarufi,

a few, and K. melatiipiis, a few. Although Brcnthia palen was common on

the adjacent slopes of the Sorapis, I did not see one cross over on to

the road to assist in the feast. The sight was quite apparent to all

the passers-by as I was informed of the occurrence by several friends

subsequently, and I repeatedly saw visitors stop to look at the living

black clouds. I am inclined to put lu(ranessa antiopa down as a

drinker. An individual flew around me among the pines and finally

settled in the road, it was, however, far too wary and I failed to secure

what was a lovely and perfect specimen. Blues were very scarce on
this ground, only two or three specimens of Aijriades corulon and
of Ci/cmiiis seiiiiair/ita were seen.—H. J. Turner.

Food of larv.e of Hpilosoma lubricipeda.—In the garden to-day

I notice that the young larvae of the above species are feeding on the

thick leaves of bedded out Begonias, leaves of the Geraniums, including

the succulent ivy-leaved kinds, the foliage of the Tradescantia and also

on the Michaelmas Daisy.

—

Hy. J. Turner. Aii(/ust 2ith.

Deiopeia pulchella in Derbyshire.—May I bring to your notice,

the capture of a female Deiopeia pulchella. The moth was taken on
June 14th by a member of the Trent College, N.H.S., and was beaten

out of laurel bushes in the college grounds. It is not a good specimen,

probably owing to the buft'etings received on its long journey. I

believe there are very few, if any, records of the capture of Deiopeia

pulchella in a locality so far from the sea and the continent, as Trent,

and, so far as I know, it is some years since it was taken at all in

England.—H. H. Wallis, Trent College, Derbyshire. Juh/ 2ith.

[It is very annoying to find after this is in print that the identical

paragraph has been sent to another magazine.—H.J.T.]

Season of 1912 in the Abertillery District.—May I suggest

that it is a mistake to include under such a heading notes for Folke-

stone and other places, far far from Wales. Surely the notes for

Folkestone should be published separately ; or else the title of the

paper might be made less special. My reason for uttering this

grumble is that any Kentish entomologist might very easily pass over

a paper on Monmouthshire in glancing through back numbers. If he

did so, would he be to blame ?—P. A. Buxton (F.E.S.), Tonbridge.

[Localities are indexed year by year, and this digression to Folke-

stone should appear among them.—H.J.T.]
EucHLoii cardamines.—I do not wish to comment on the main

point of Mrs. Page's note (p. 201.) May I, however, record the fact that

in 19] 2 the insect in question was extremely abundant at Cambridge,

whereas this season (1913) has found it quite remarkably scarce. In

the neighbourhood of Cambridge this is certainly not due to over

collecting. I am inclined to wonder whether the same may not be

the case even at Horsley.—P. A. Buxton (F.E.S.), Tonbridge.
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(grURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Enquirers as to the authorship of Current Notes please note :

—

" Current Notes are, as a rule, contributed by the Acting Editor who
is responsible for them. Those contributed by the other Editors or by
correspondents have initials attached."

—

E7it. Record, Vol. xxiv., p. 128
(1912).

We regret to announce the death, on November 29tb, 1912, of Miss
E. E. Mazaraky, corresponding Member of the Russian Entomological
Society, at the very early age of 26. Miss Mazaraky did not contribute

to the literature of Entomology, but her loss is deeply felt in St.

Petersburg, where she regularly enlivened meetings by her genial

presence, and greatly helped her uncle, V. V. Mazaraky, the hard-

working treasurer.—M.B.
The same Society more recently suffered another loss in the person

of Count Michael Nikolaievitch Rostovtseff, in his forty-fourth year.

Count Restovtseff was not much J^nownin Entomological circles out-

side St. Petersburg, but many personal friends will deplore the absence
of this charming and gifted man. In 1908 he made large collections

of insects in Southern Italy and Northern Africa, which he handed
over to his friend A. P. Semenoft'-TianShansky.—M.B.

Mr. A. E. J. Carter, in the Ent. Mo. Mof/. for August, introduces

two species of Lhimohiidae (Diptera) new to Britain. Dicranomijia

rti/ivcutria taken in Perthshire has been recorded from Finland hitherto.

AcypJtona arenlata was taken at Musselburgh, Midlothian, in July, 1906,
and is another species hitherto only recorded from Finland.

Mr. R. S. Bagnall has contributed an article on the remarkable
new order of insects, the Protura of Silvestri, to I\nnniei}<ie, vol. ix.,

p. 215 (1912). The study of these minute, most primitive insects,

besides being of extreme interest, will probably turn out to be of con-

siderable economic importance to agriculturalists and horticulturalists.

Mr. D. Sharp, in the July number of the Ent. Mo. Ma;/., adds a new
Coleopteron (Jri/ptobiion. brevipenne to the British fauna. Hitherto this

species has been confused with C. fracticorne, which is the rarer insect

and was only recently discovered by Mr. Ford at Bournemouth, and
afterwards rightly determined. He also announces four species of

Homalota, new to science, which had long previously been confounded
under the name H. fuvf/icola. He has named them H. reperta, from
Brockenhurst, in a hollow beech; H. inoptata, with the former species;

H. (jijnandrua, only one specimen, with the two last species ; and H.
sabquadrata from the same locality.

Several other new species of Coleoptera are announced in the July

number of the Ent. Mo. Alag. Mr. Newbery describes a species of

Apion, found by Dr. C. F. Selous by sweeping mixed herbage at Barton-

on-Sea, as new to science under the name Apion selou.iL It is near to

A. cerdo. Mr. Joy describes three species of Staphylinids as new to

science
; (1) Atheta britteni, fronci flood rubbish, Langwathly, Cumber-

land
; (2) TroiinpJdofUK liemcrinus, from burrows in the mudbanks at

Anthorn-on-Solway, Cumberland, in company with Jlledins atricapillus,

obtained by Mr. Day ; and (3) TIrinobius lonijicornis, from flood-rubbish

at Dalwhinnie, Inverness-shire.

An example of a Scoparia, " in good condition, without label,"

" taken some years ago in the neighbourhood of Chester," "probably
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at the electric light," is the basis for the introduction of a species both

new to Britain and new to science by Mr. E. Meyrick in the Knt. Mo.

Mag. for July. It is "probably most allied to S. alpina," "from
superficial appearance .... a frequenter of open ground (not

tree trunks)," and " should be looked for on sand-hills and hillsides."

It is suggested that it may be of foreign origin, but no European or

exotic species approaching it is known. The specimen is to be called

Scoparia vafra, Meyr. Before coming to a decision as to the specific

stability of this specimen, which is characterised by so much "prob-

ability," it is necessary to examine it from the point of view of more
advanced modern work. In the Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1911, p. 501,

Dr. Chapman has a paper entitled " On the British (and a few Conti-

nental) species of Scoparia, Hw.," illustrated by 9 plates containing

some 75 figures of the genitalia. The results there arrived at on

definite structural characters are substantially the same as those

previously suggested by both M. Guenee and Mr. E. R. Bankes and

based on considerations of habits and markings.

The last published part of the Meuwires. de la Societe Entowohxi'iiine

de Behje contains the 22nd instalment of a Revision of the Prionides,

which was commenced in the Annales, in 1902, by Prof. Aug. Lameere
of the University of Brussels. There are included in the present

contribution a summary of the corrections suggested by the new
material which has come to hand during the progress of the work, and

also descriptions of the new species which have come into the hands of

the author.

In a recently published paper in the L'roceedinijs of the U.S. National

Museum, Prof. Harrison G. Dyar gives an account of some 242 species

of Lepidoptera obtained in the Yale Peruvian Expedition of 1911, and
therein states that " a large part of the species of Lepidoptera could

not be found in the collection of the U.S. iNational Museum at

Washington." It was necessary for him to send the specimens to

London for comparison and identification. This is undeniable

evidence of the richness and condition of our National and other

collections and a strong testimony as to the knowledge and ability of

our scientific workers.

The July part of the Annales de la Societe Kntomoloijique de

Behjiijue contains a note on the Circulation of the Blood in the Wings
of Insects, by M. R. Bervoets. A resume of the results of previous

writers is given with a quotation from the conclusions of Messrs. J. H.
Comstock and J. G. Needham, that " the adult wing, whatever it may
have been originally, has become a dry resilient plate of chitine

traversed by finely adjusted supports." M. Bervoets gives an account

of his own experiments and observations with the wings of living

insects, the may-bug, the house-fly, a Pierid, a dragon-fly, etc.,

in considerable detail, and concludes his investigation with the

opinion " qu'il exist une circulation du sang dans toutes les ailes des

insectes et que ces organes du vol nc sont done desseches en aucun
cas

;
que cette circulation est destinee a aller nourrir les elements

nerveux et sensoriels qui s'y rencontrent et que par consequent I'aile

n'est pas un organe mort et desseche, mais bien un organe vivant et

sensible."

In the same part M. Francis J. Ball contributes some notes on the

Lepidoptera of Belgium, including a short summary of the species of
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the genus llespcria in Belgium. That no less than eight species of

this genus should occur in a continental area so closely adjoining our
own country, which has only one, is a most remarkable fact. That
there can be little doubt as to the reliability of this list we are assured,

since all the specimens upon which it is based have been submitted to

M. Reverdin of Geneva for verification. Dates and localities appear to

be also reliable. . The list is as follows:— Hespnia sao, hi. cartJiaini,

H. aerratnlae, //. alreiia (four undoubted specimens), H. alveiia var.

fouhjuii'vi (two undoubted specimens), //. aniion'ramis, H. cirfiii (one

undoubted specimen), //. onnpnrdi (one undoubted specimen), H.
malvae, and H. mcdrae var. tarns. The writer also records a specimen
of H. mali-ac g , typical on the left side and var. tarafi on the right

side, taken at Ilockai, Belgium, June 22nd, 1912.

Parts IV. and V. of the Aunales de la Socictc Kufoiiwlot/iijiie ilc

JU'h/iqKe, 1918, contain a number of papers on Coleoptera, mainly
exotic, one each on Hemiptera and Ants, and hy Baron de Crombrugghe
de Picquendaele, a series of notes on the Micro-lepidoptera of Belgium,
supplementary to his Catalogue raisonne.

In the Atiumaemii for May 17th, in a Review on " The Supplement
to the Coleoptera of the British Isles," by Canon Fowler and H. St, J.

K. Donisthorpe, we note the following appreciative remarks on our
esteemed colleague:—"Mr. Donisthorpe's notes are beyond praise, and
all too few, proving him to be, if proof were necessary, a shrewd and
careful observer. We note specially his essay on the Myrmecophilous
Coleoptera of Great Britain, which gives the life-histories and habits

of several of the species belonging to this most interesting group."
From 1871 to 1882 there appeared in the old Saitthh Nattiralist, as

part of Dr. F. Buchanan White's Insecta Scotica a series of notes by
Mr. D. Sharp on the " Coleoptera of Scotland." In the July number
of the present Scottish Naturalist Mr. Anderson Ferguson has
commenced a supplement to those articles based largely on the recently

published vol. vi. of the Coleoptera of the British Isla)ids, by Canon
Fowler and Mr. H. St. J. K. Donisthorpe, but containing many local

records and notes, to which those authors did not at the time have
access.

Mr. Willoughby Gardner informs us that the " types " of micro-

lepidoptera in the collection of the late Thomas Boyd have been placed

in the National Collection at South Kensington Museum, by Mrs. W.
C. Boyd, of Waltham Cross.

M. A. Janet notes. Bull. Sor. Ent. Fr., p. 290, 1913, that the

first figure on plate 94, vol. ix., of Seitz's Macrolepidoptera Fauna hid.

Anstralica, IHnrna, represents under the name Anadehis batiiiara a

Satyrid coming from Tonkin treated in the text as a local form of A.

diadeiiioides, Moore, described by Fnihstorfer in Iris. Vol. xx., p. 253

(1907). This form is none other than that described by him (M. Janet)

in the Bull. Sac Ent. Fr., p. 216, 1896, under the name Zethera

noirei. The type and co-type of this last with the plate from Seitz

for comparison were exhibited at the meeting of the Society on
June 25th.

In the Bev. Mens. Soc. Ent. Nainur., of July, a new form of

I'arascotia (lioletobia) ftdininaria is announced by M. J. Guerin. This
aberration, which the author names ab. hrabantaria, after the late

M. Brabant a distinguished entomologist of N. France, is characterized

by the under surface of all the wings being of a uniformly white
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colour with the markings standing out in relief as if put on lightly

with a crayon.

We read in the Kntomohuiical Neim for July that the system now
used in the U.S. National Museum for arranging the insect collection

consists of cork-lined trays of various sizes for each species, so that

when re-arrangement takes place an entire species can be handled at

one time, instead of only one specimen as heretofore. This, of course,

could not be done if the drawers were glass-bottomed, as in all the

newer cabinets in our British Museum. Even in these latter cabinets

it is quite possible, with care, to remove rows at a time, if a stand or

empty drawer be at hand to temporarily hold the removed rows.

Some years ago we remember seeing a home-made cabinet (not glass-

bottomed) in which the cork was fixed to moveable slips pinned

down to the bottom of the drawer.

To those entomologists interested in the Lepidopterous Fauna of

Bosnia and Herzegovina we would call attention to the series of

articles contributed by Dr. Karl Schawerda to the IVr/t. k.k. zoo. -hot.

Gcsel. Wicn, of which the last appears on page 141 et scq. of the present

year's issue, as a lesult of a three weeks' visit paid by himself and his

friends—Dr. Karl Schima and Baurates Hans Kautz—to the moun-
tainous area bordering on the Montenegrin territory. Dr. Schawerda
has also included the results of the work of Herr Josef Janecko, who
collected for him over the same ground in the spring and autumn.
The articles previously written will be found in the Verh., 1906, pp.

650-652; 1908, pp. (250-256); 1908, Jahres. Wn. Ent. TV., pp. 85-

126; 1910, Verh., pp. (19-34) and pp. (90-93); 1911. pp. (80-90) and p.

(175); 1912, pp. (112-116), p. 122, pp. (138-148).

Ji^EYIEWSAND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
Proceedings of the South London Entomological and Natural

History Society.—1912. 154-(-xx. pp. 10 Plates. 4s. 6d. Published

by the Society at their Rooms, Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge.

—This volume of 174 pages with ten black and white plates is half

as big again as the " Proceedings " for the previous year, when
there were only four plates. That such a Society can afford to produce

so pretentious a volume shows strong enthusiasm coupled with strict

econom}'', for according to the balance sheet the income is only just

over sixty pounds per annum. Of the papers published two are by
Mr. R. Adkin—•" Varietal Names as applied to the British Lepidoptera"
and "Labelling Entomological Specimens." With the former we are

largely at one with the author. The difficult point is what forms
ought to be named and what not. All proved geographical forms
certainly should be named and all strongly marked aberrations, -we
hold, should be named if recurrent. From the utility point of view it

is doubtful if any good purpose is served by naming a unique
aberration, unless it conies under one of Mr. Adkin's general names such
as obscnra, or riifa, etc. With Mr. Adkin's second short paper on
"Labelling Entomological Specimens," we are in agreement entirely

when he asks for each individual specimen to be labelled with exact

data. But in asking all and sundry to till in the counties and vice-

counties of the Watson ian map we see trouble. Errors would be as

plentiful as blackberries. We should much prefer to leave the matter
to a careful collector and compiler of the individual records. Mr. A.
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E. Gibbs has a very useful paper on '* The genus Coeuoni/mpha,"
where, besides tabulating the chief variations to which the several

species are prone, he discusses at some length the specific identity, or

otherwise, of some of the more obscure forms. Mr, W. J. Lucas
contributes notes on " Earwigs that breed in Britain," and treats

seriatim the species of our native Forficididac. It will be noted that
under the recently considered rare For/icitla lemei there are now
localities in every county from Berkshire to the Hcilly Isles. Follow-
ing this paper comes one on " Mimicry in Coleoptera " by Mr. C. J.

Gahan. To hear what such a well-known authority on the Coleoptera
has to say with regard to Mimicry in that order is interesting reading,

and we need only say here that Mr. Gahan is a stout " defender of the

faith " in mimicry as a real force in Nature. The Presidential Address by
Mr. A. E. Tonge is occupied with a detailed review of the work done by
himself with the ova of the British Lepidoptera, and we can say with-

out fear of contradiction that no similar Presidential Address was ever

before delivered on the primary stage of the Lepidoptera. The
" Abstract of Proceedings," which includes the reports of the field meet-
ings, occupies no less than 79 pages, and covers a very great miscellany of

Natural History (but principally entomological) matters. The report

of what was exhibited at the Annual Exhibition of Varieties on
November 28th runs to a number of pages and shows again what
an interesting exhibition this must have been. Mention must also

be made of the reports of the Annual Congress of the South-
Eastern Union of Scientific Societies, of the British Association

and of the Second International Congress of Entomology, to all of

which the Society sent delegates. Lastly, as usual, there is a most
comprehensive index, so that valuable matter need never be lost

sight of. There is one matter, doubtless owing to the Society's

laudable attempts at economy, that one cannot help regretting and
that is the change of printer. The printing is different to what it used
to be ; it is clean and clear, but the paper is poor and not good
enough, and the cover is a wretched introduction to the interesting

matter inside.—W.J.K.
[The paper, both of the book and cover, was selected by the

Society's Publication Committee from a number of samples submitted

to them.—H.J.T.]
" Guide to Photo-micrography."—We have received from Messrs.

E. Leitz, the well-known opticians, a work entitled " Guide to Photo-

micrography." It gives highly detailed practical instructions for this

branch of science, but is designed more especially for users of Leitz's

lenses and apparatus. A chapter is devoted to the description of

special apparatus for the photography of insects, from which the reader

may extract some useful information ; we think, however, that practi-

cal experience with less elaborate apparatus, would solve many of the

implied difficulties. There are also described (with illustrations)

apparatus for other branches of this work, such as the photography of

large sections, solid objects, stereoscopic photography and cinemato-

graphy, the last in conjunction with Leitz's new condenser for the

photography of living objects, bacteria, etc. The purely photographic

procedure is comprehensively treated, and there is a portion devoted to

the autochrome process. There are also tables of magnifying powers
which will be of service to users of Leitz's objectives and eyepieces.

—

F.N.C.
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A new Palaearctic species of Xenopsylla (with plate).

By the Hon. N. CHARLES ROTHSCHILD, M.A.

Among some Siphonaptem lately received from Asiatic Russia there

are two <? <? of a species of Xenapsi/lla which are remarkable for the

development of the posterior abdominal segments and the bristles of

the legs, particularly on the hind tarsus.

Xenupsylla Jiirtipes, spec. nov. (PI. xx., figs. 1-2.) J • The species

is nearest to A', (/erbilli, Wagn. (1903). The episternum of the meta-

thorax is separated from the sternum, and the hind femur has no sub-

basal ventral tooth, in which characteristics A', hirtipes agrees with X.

gerhilli, X. mycerini, X. rainesis and some other Xenopsylla [cf. Para-

sitology, i., p. 58 (1908)] . In both A'. yerhiUi and A', hirtipes, the

bristles placed at the apices of the tibia and first and second tarsal

segments of the hind leg are very long, but, in addition, in A', hirtipes

the bristles situated at the posterior edge of the first hind tarsal seg-

ment are also very long and strong, as shown in fig. 1, this not being

the case in any other known species of Xenopsylla. Further, the

apical margin of the seventh abdominal tergite is dorsally strongly

produced in A', hirtipes (fig. 2, vii. t.), and the eighth sternite (viii. st.)

bears only one ventral bristle on each side in A', hirtipes, while it has

three in A', gerbilli. The clasping organs agree more closely with those

of A', (jerbilli than with those of any other species, but are nevertheless

easily distinguished by the upper lobe p\ being broader and bearing a

large number of bristles. Two S <? from near Djarkent, Semitchenskoi,

E. Turkistan, October 5th, 1912, off Allactaga elater, and November

25th, 1912, off Meriones taniariciniis.

A Swiss Eldorado.

By P. A. H. MUSCHAMP, B.A., F.E.S.

It may seem injudicious to advertise Eldorado when one has found

it, and no doubt it would be so were it not that nature has kindly taken

matters into her own hands and put about fifty per cent, of this happy

hunting ground well out of the reach of any but the rash fool, who is

willing to risk his life in order to bring home with him a huge bunch

of edelweiss, rather than rest content with a modest nosegay of these

enticing flowers. Let who will come, many terraces will ever remain

where the winged beauties may mate unmolested by the man with the

net, and where their progeny may ever feed unobserved of all save the

Satanic black salamander and the predacious Hymenoptera. Here

indeed is a "campus et apricis statio gratissima papilionibns." Since

1901 I have spent every summer holiday Avandering about over hill

and dale in every canton of Switzerland and have never found its

equal. In order to get to this Eldorado you need but to beg the

beneficent distributor of holiday joys to accord you sundry slips of

paper giving you the right to travel by the way of Zurich to the quaint

little town of Glarus, put your traps and yourself into a carriage

belonging to the little hotel at Klonthal and have yourself conveyed

thither, unless you prefer to economise, in which case you make use of

shanks his mare and send up your traps by themselves. This little

hotel is situated on a lakelet that is now double the size it was five

October 15th, 1913.
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years ago, owing to a big dam that heaps up its waters before convert-
ing them into light for many villages, and force for far distant tram-
ways. The good people, who look after one's comforts there, are all

unspoiled by the horrible flood of tourists by whose agency Cook and
his rivals raise the prices and lower the charm of so many beautiful

spots in Switzerland. Here you are treated as a man and a brother,

and fed and lodged decently at a reasonable price. What if the pauses
between the dishes be slow

;
j'ours the fault if you cannot fill them in

with cheerful small-talk. From Klonthal Hotel to the happy hunting
ground runs a pathway, Avhich is a continual joy to the eye, and where
so many butterflies and moths do congregate, that unless you get up
at 4 a.m., and thus avoid temptation by the way side, the probability

is that you will never even reach your goal. Leaving the hotel you
take a path, at the nearer extremity of which you will see a sign-post

directing you to the KlubhiUte. This path takes 3'ou first through acopse,

where, in late June and early July, fine specimens of Jirenthis thore a.ve

to be netted. Then you cross a little bridge and begin to clamber up
a steep path through woods leading up to the Rossmatterthal, and in

these woods Abraxas i^i/liata generally SAvarms throughout the whole
month of July. The path now follows the side of the torrent that

comes down from the glaciers of the Gliirnisch, and much collecting

may be done the whole way, the predominant butterfly being Erebia,

well represented bj' oemt', stijfpw var. pijrcnaica, lii/ea, prono'e var. pitlto,

mni'stra, pJiarte, ceto, iiidaiiipiis, vwdiisa var. hipponiedima and ipndariis.

Well up this beautiful valley lies a tiny group of chalets, or more cor-

rectly speaking huts, in the biggest of which you will find very simple
food and liquids (non-alcoholic). Now the path becomes steeper, and
we reach the rapid slopes that lead up to the Klubhiitte, the slopes

which we have set out to find ! At the very foot of these live the

Parnassiids in all their glory and in full numbers. Here indeed, were
they so inclined, could P. apoUo interbreed with P. deli us, or with P.

mnemosyne, for I have taken all three of them on the same spot and on
the same day. However, P. ddiiiti and P. iDnemoxyne confine them-
selves to a little tract of land by the water's side, while P. apolln is to

be found right up to the top of the slopes, not far from the glacier

itself. The blues are remarkably interesting the whole way up, but
still more remarka.ble is it that one finds the predominant blue varying
according to the altitude all over the slopes, I took most careful note
of this in 1908, and found that from 4,300ft. to 4,600ft I took Pob/uni-

viatiis eras, 0. (tit/ioniis, Hb.), with the alpine forms of Ciipido Diininnis

and Cj/aiiiria seniiarfnift. At an elevation of 4,G0Oft. P. eros ceased

abruptly, and w^as replaced by Albidinn pherctes, which continued to be

the predominant form up to an elevation of 5,900ft. A. plieretea is

joined by an occasional Latiorina nrbitiilus at about 5,700ft., and this

latter remains the only representative of the blues on the slopes up
beyond the Klubhiitte (Alpine Club Hut). I took it as high as the

flower-covered slopes, at an elevation of 7,100ft.

Before going any further let me say a few words about this high
flying blue, by far the most interesting of the blues to be found here.

It is I believe the form that has been named by Lowe, ab. aijiiilania,

taken by him on the Pilatus, and previously described (but not named)
by Frey as having been taken in the Engadine. In 1908 it w-as abun-
dant on the high slopes of the Gliirnisch, but it was only when I
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reached home that I noticed that I had taken a form new to me ; I

must say, to excuse my blindness, that I have never taken a very long

series of the type. This summer, thanks to the perpetual rains all over

the country, blues have been extremely scarce, and this particular

insect has suffered so greatly, that though Mr. and Mrs. Page and my-
self searched for it most conscientiously, I only took a single specimen^

a female. I have thus but a tiny series of 31 ab. (njiiilonia in all, but

they make up for their want of numbers by being most beautiful and
of a very special form. The upperside of the forewings in both sexes

has generally from two to six more or less clearly marked white spots,

forming an antemarginal band, and the triangular apical spots are very

black and bordered with white. The undersides of all four wings are,

as compared with those of L. orbitulns, extremely pale, paler than in

A. p/wretes ; the black pupils in the white patches of the upper sides

are much reduced in size and are frequently missing. In the lower

wings the pale fawn ground colour reaches only about half way across

the wing, being bordered broadly with snowy white ; the black spots on
the hindwings are either wanting altogether or are represented by one,

two or (in a single case) three tiny blark dots on the upper margin
near the costa ; the peacock feathering is often present, and stands out

in strong contrast in the middle of the snowy border, and is pushed
further back from the fringe than in L. orbitulns. This butterfly is

rather smaller than L. orbitidi(ft, and the cut of the forewing is less

rounded. Several of the females have the slaty-blue of the male reach-

ing to the marginal border of the wing. Lowe's ab. aqttiloiiia (if, as I

presume, this is Lowe's insect), is certainly a local race on the Glar-

nisch, for I have not seen a single insect approaching the type. Is it

something more than a variety ? That is what time alone can decide ;

I intend to sacrifice a few species to the microscope this winter and
will, if no kind reader take the job off my hands, do my best to secure

the egg and raise the larva, though, as that of L. orbitulna is only known
up to date as a full-grown refugee under the stones, comparison will

be impossible till there be something to compare it with.

Among the A. jilteretes taken by me on these slopes are a few that I

have described in the " Bulletin de la Soc. Lep. Geneve " as ab. pitpil-

lata : these have dark spots in all the white patches of the underwing
except in the discoidal ; others (underfed ?) having a forewing of from
10mm. to 11mm. I have named ab. minor. Not uncommon among the

females is Wheeler's ab. caernlen-punctata

.

On these same slopes Melitaea ci/nthia is usually common enough,

and a small percentage of the female Erebia f/lacialis are ab. alecto,

having the two eyespots visible on the upper and under sides.

Vorbrodt, in his work just published, says that ab. alecto is rare in

Switzerland, and has only been taken in Valais, Engadine and Tessin,

Of ft'. (ior<je, all three forms are found on the Glarnisch, typical E.

(joviie, ab. enjunis, and ab. triopes.

It would be ridiculous to try to make out a list of all the lepidop-

terous insects I have taken on and around these glorious slopes ; it

would be very easy to make a list of those Swiss butterflies that I have
not found here. All those that are met with in the mountainoas dis-

tricts with exception made for a few strictly local forms like Erebia

citristi and ft', fiarofat^riafa, Plebeiiis Keplnjriis xar. bjcidas, and two more
generally found species, I'arciuiina optilete and Anthoc/iaris simplonia I
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have netted up till now on the Glarnisch ; still I may perhaps have
overlooked them. After having taken sub-sp. jucunda [tienevends), the

Geneva local form of Antlirocera {Zi/t/ania) faiista, in large numbers, at

an altitude of 6,000ft., in 1908, curiously enough I captured this sum-
mer, at 3,200ft., a single specimen evidently just emerged from the

pupa, though nearly a month later in the season than those taken so

much higher up five years ago. Now A. (Zi/naena) fausta is a southerner

only represented in Switzerland by a fine large form at Tramelan,
and by our quaint little friend sub-sp. jucimda, so long supposed to

have only one home, the foot of the Saleve, which, by the way, is not in

Geneva but in France. In 1901 I had the pleasure of finding a few
sub-sp. J»c/(»r/a on the Vanil Noir, in the Gruyeres. In 1903 my friend

Dr. Denso took it on the Jura, not far from Geneva (but in France),

and since then it has been recaptured by Dr. Pictet, at the foot of the

Diablerets, the place where the first var. jucunda had been taken by
Meissner in 1818 (after this date it was lost sight of and then renamed
var. (jenecensis by Milliere, who, in 1861, had obtained it from the

Saleve). In 1904 Messrs. Tutt, Blachier and myself took it on the

same ground on which Denso had found it the summer before. Now the

nearest place where this Burnet has been taken is just 100 miles from
the Glarnisch, separated as we are from the Diablerets by the whole of

the Rhone valley, the Bernese Oberland and the Todi group. Why
should var. jiicnmla exist here, so far north of any other locality in

which it has been observed, and about 4,500ft. higher up? If we
examine a few score of var. jncunda and A. fausta side by side, we are

struck by the feeling that A. fausta is a highly specialised form of var.

jucuvda rather than var. jucunda an underfed northern form of A.
fausta. Jucunda is a smaller form ; in my series I find that the

smallest measures from tip to tip only 15|mm., but the biggest of the

tribe is 23mm. across, and that is nearly as big as the giant among my
smaller series of A. fausta. The colouring is of a sober vermilion on
very dark ground, the spots on the upperwings being generally smaller

than in A. fausta, whose vermilion has been well mixed with orange.

In both species the j-ellow bordering of the red spots is sometimes
wanting, but in A. fausta the red seems to have invaded the yellow,

while in var. jucunda it is the black. The red collar (which is yellow

in A. hilaris and does not appear in A. ahjira) is but a little narrower
in the northerner, but the abdominal band that covers three segments
in the southerner is incipient or wanting in our Burnet ; this is

specially the case with the Glarnisch moth ; out of 26 netted on the

4th of August, 1908, not one has a sign of the red band, and only one
has a portion of the genital armature reddish ; on the Saleve an
incipient band is found in something like 95 per cent, of the insects I

have examined.

Variation in the arragement of the markings is more noteworthy
in \SiV. jucunda, 3, 4, 5, 6 being often enough completely isolated (ab.

.^('(jreiiata) or may be all confluent, or 5 and 6 may unite in a perfect

circle. Judging from my own insects xanthic forms (ab. lutcsrcns) are

not so very rare, but the lower wing alone is yellow ; the wing that is

protected from the sun. I suspect all my specimens with pale upper-

wings of having been subjected to too much sun and rain. My theory

is that our small, robust, rapidly moving, varying moth is pbylogeneti-

cally older than its more gaily coloured southern sister. So far as I
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can learn J, faiista is monophagous, while var. jucunda would seem to

be a less dainty feeder; I have actually watched a female deposit an

Qgg on tTenm moutantiui ! This on the Glarnisch.

Leaving this fascinating moth I should add that those who take

Burnets will find much to interest them in the valley. PKrjniralis,

scabiosae, acliilleae, exulanA, trifolii, lonicerae, flilipendulae, traiisal/>ina,

astragali, pencedani, and ochsenhi'iiiieri are all represented here on diffe-

rent parts of the slopes. One of the best moths I have found there is

Flnsia aeiiiula, which seems to be almost plentiful; this moth is very

rarely taken in Switzerland.

As I do not intend to make out a long list of all that is to be taken

in my Eldorado, I cannot do better than terminate this short article by
advising you to put in at least one night at the Klubhiitte, where you
will sleep, and sleep grandly, on a bed of hay covered by an Alpine

Club blanket
;
your bed will cost you lOd., and the view from your

bed-room window alone should be well worth £10 to any lover of

nature. A long stay at the Klubhiitte presents certain inconveniences

to one who cannot get along without his morning tub, but even this

difficulty may be got over if you are not overburthened with shyness.

[Mrs. Page has promised to continue these notes for me, speaking

of Glarnisch as she found it in this, the very worst year in the memory
of the long-lived Glarus peasants.—-P.A.H.M.]

Protective Resemblance.

By C. W. COLTHRUP.
(Continued from page 1S2.)

With regard to Mr. Curtis's remark that "in this country our

butterflies are up later and to bed earlier than our birds," this would
leave about six hours in which the birds could feed on them while fly-

ing, yet, as far as I know, we have no case of " mimicry " among
butterflies in this country. On the other hand, if we consider the Rev.

K. St. Aubyn Rogers' observation, cited by Mr. Curtis, " that tropical

buttertties rest at a time when t.ro]ncal birds are most active in pursuit of

food,'' "mimicry" would appear not to be necessary at all.

On page 97 Mr. Curtis says, " My own experience confirms the

recorded observations of many other observers, the moriui/ insect is

attacked wliere the still one often escapes." Here again he confirms what
I have said, as it is quite obvious that the weeding out process, neces-

sary to bring about "protective resemblance," cannot take place with

moving insects. It is inovement that is fatal. The roebuck and other

so-called cryptically coloured animals in the wild state know this and
stand or lie perfectly still. It must not be forgotten, however, that

their enemies would see them before or at the same time. Another

point is that their enemies rely mainly on scent, and more often than

not are on the warpath at night, as anyone who has spent nights out

in the woods, etc., as I have, can testify by the heartrending squeals

one hears. I note, however, that Mr. Curtis was not deceived by the
" freezing " roebuck, which " looked like a weather beaten oak stump,"

and I imagine its natural enemies would not have been either. I should

regard the above as an instance in which, to use Mr. Curtis's own
words, " rariei/ation of colours tends to inconspicuonsness quite apart from

udiether the colour and surroundings match or not." An exceptionally
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dark or even a black hare, would be quite inconspicuous crouching on

one of the large Sussex beaches, by its resemblance to sorue of the

dark weather-beaten logs lying about there.

I have often noticed in the spring, in Sussex, as many as twenty to

thirty hares in the young green corn, where they are most conspicuous.

Of course they ought not to be there seeing that their colours do not

harmonize, and the important time for the species, the breeding season

at hand. Show yourself and they immediately crouch, but their colours

do not match. If they were on dry grass land, it would be cited as a

splendid case of " protective resemblance." There is a way out, how-
ever, look again, can you not see they look like clods of earth. How
Avonderful ! What a wise provision of nature !

On page 97 Mr. Curtis asks why " the bird should trouble to per-

form the complicated evolution necessary to enable it to catch the

insect—unless it recognises it as a palatable meal," and then in the

next paragraph on page 98, he says, " the sparrows in our garden get

more food than they can eat, yet will go through the most astounding

niancjeuvres to catch T'ieiift rajme, etc." In the first place it does not

show that the bird recognised a palatable meal, in the sense that it

could discriminate between palatable and unpalatable. If it could,

surely the birds in tropical countries could do the same. I have

watched our well-fed sparrows catch I'icru ropae for sheer " devilment,"

toy with them and then leave them on the ground, in the same way
that tl:iey nip oft' rose leaf-buds and shoots of chrysanthemums that

have been stood out temporarily from the conservatory. I should be

very sorry to attribute the rejecting of i'. rapai' to distastefulness,

neither ^should I call it a fair test. Yet the conditions are very similar

to tests that are often carried on with birds in confinement. On page

98 Mr. Curtis records that the great tit {Varus major) brought nearly

all green larvje to its nest, and asks " //' the brown larva; ivere not better

rrrotected why were not more broiif/ht / " and supplies the answer in an

exactly opposite case on page 127, where he instances the case of a

chiff-chaft' {P. rufus) which '^seemed to have a f/reat partialitij for the

brown Hijbernia larva'." He says, " to my eye the green larva on the

green leaf is much easier detected than the brown larva on the brown
twig." That may be so to his eye, but from his own evidence above I

should say that it mattered little to the biid, and also that the bird's

eyes were much keener than his and not the reverse as he suggests.

What about the brown larva on the green leaf, as instanced by the

larvse of li. hirtaria.' These larva}, from the time they are hatched

till they are full grown, are of varying shades of brown, with whitish

spots in their earlier stages, and during nearly the whole of their

existence rest on the undersides of the green leaves of the lime, or on

the green leaf twigs, and it is only just previous to pupation that some
rest on the dark tree-trunk, the majority let themselves down to earth

by a thread. They are not distasteful, as the sparrows in my b^ck

garden cleared ofi" nearly all the larvae in their early stages from four

lime trees, yet in the front garden, on three lime trees, the larvae

escaped, not through "protective resemblance" nor "distastefulness,"

but just "chance." In East London, in two or three roads, the larviB

have been such a ))Iague the last three springs that the local authority

had to seek advice from the Board of Agriculture for their extermina-
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tion. This in spite of the fact that the lai'vje are not coloured like the

foodplant, and there are numerovis sparrows in the roads.

With regard to his conclusions, page 98 :
—

(a). I should say on his own evidence the reverse is the case,

(b). I will follow his example and leave this to the optical surgeon,

(c). I cannot understand how this conclusion could have been

arrived at, except to attempt to " nullify the supposed diffi-

culty with regard to the slight difference in modes of flight

existing between model and mimic, on which so much stress

has been laid," to which he refers.

It is the \vorst evidence in favour of the " protective resemb-

lance " theory by weeding out if " tlie bird's ileductin' capacitij

is probably inferior to tliat of titan, and certainhj inferior in all-

round canacitij to that of trained man (ej/., entomologist), icho

recof/nises the sitting object as a niot/i before mt>vement betrai/s

the fact of life." I shall have occasion to refer to this declara-

of Mr. Curtis's later,

(d). With this I agree, with the reservation that this might apply

to the nesting season only, as after the fledging of the young
birds the families shift their quarters and start working south.

Mr. Curtis draws my attention to the fact that owls, nightjars and
the stone curlews " have a vision modified for their manner of life."

No one knows this better than I do, as I have spent many pleasant

nights in their haunts, particularly that of the stone curlew, besides

watching the latter for hours in the daytime. Mr. Curtis, however, is

again mixing up " protective resemblance (cryptic coloration) " and
" warning coloration." I did not say that the latter was lost on them,

although so far as the suggestion being " gratuitous," I may mention

that I spent a most interesting evening in the late spring of 1912 under

an arc lamp, at Ventnor, where the bats and an owl were having a

splendid time. I saw them repeatedly take Sjiilosoma Inbi icipcda and
<S'. menthastri. I was able to identify them as the bats worked close to

the ground, and occasionally I managed to net them. There were

numbers of small moths besides Dicraniira rinitla and Siihin.c li(/ustri.

The bats were as plentiful as the last named, and chased them close to

my face, so that I often did not know if I was striking at a bat or a

moth. I was not speaking of " warning colours " at all, however, but

of "protective resemblance," and I still maintain that it is absurd to

suggest that " cryptic coloration " can have any protective value when
the moths are flying after dark. With regard to white night-flying

moths being instances of "warning coloration," anyone spending an
evening around electric arc lamps will easily be able to refute this. I

have frequently seen Ljencoma salicis taken by bats and owls. In fact

it ha,s always struck me that white or light coloured moths have a most
unfortunate time when flying to light. On page 100, under example

11, Mr. Curtis, after noting various insects taken by birds, says, " I

consider that the above cited instances support very materially the

view that birds do search for insect food." I have never doubted this,

otherwise we should not have insectivorous birds. In a number of the

instances recorded, however, the insects were taken in grass, and there

is no evidence that they were taken at rest. In the search the bird

would move the herbage, disturb the insect, and movement would
result in capture.
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With regard to the instances of insects taken by birds (pages 99 and

100) referred to above, I submit the following :

—

6. Starling (Stnnnis vnhjaris) and Af/i iadcs cDiidon. This instance

is of no value as evidence for or against " protective resemb-

lance." seeing that the conditions were quite artificial, and with

regard to palatability, I have already recorded in the Fjito-

Diolni/isfs lifcnrd some years back, in support of Mr. Curtis's

note, that I had watched a kestrel feeding on this species at

Beacby Head, and also that a pair of stone-chats were feeding

their young on them.

7. Song-thrnsb [Tiirdus iniisicns) and Lciiccniid iinpiira. In this

case there is no conclusive evidence that the insect was taken

at rest, as last summer and autumn I netted quite a number of

Nortiiai' flying in the daytime

—

L. pallms, L.iiii/nira, A.ocitlea,

L. litliarijiiria, L.conii/cra, etc. As they were flying to flowers

I accounted for it by the fact that the nights being very cold

and windy, when no insects came to sugar or light, they were

forced to seek for sustenance in the day time.

9. With regard to the tree-creeper {('crthia fainiUaiis), this is just

the bird I should expect to take L. ludtcrata, or any other

insect off tree-trunks, and Mr. Curtis's description of the search-

ing powers of the tit, "such a scrutiny, etc.," would apply

equally well here.

11. The house sparrow {P. domesticiis). I note from this experiment

that Dasycliira piidibimda, a pale night-flying moth, is palat-

able to the well-fed sparrows. It is certainly not white, but

near enough when flying around electric light against a dark

background.
12. The robin {I''rithara nihecida). I was not aware that the robin's

feet were adapted for tree-trunk climbing, except near the base

of the trunk, or where ivy or honeysuckle gives a foothold.

The fact of its taking so small an insect as Tortvicndes /n/e)iiana,

points to the fact that larger insects would have very little chance of

escaping detection. I may here state my firm belief that the sight of

birds is much keener than that of himian beings. I have myself often

seen the house sparrow hover along searching under rail fences and
stone copings, and by their success should imagine their sight and
"deductive capacity" is not so inferior as Mr. Curtis thinks (page 98,

conclusion c). With regard to the Dartford warbler (page 101). which
takes "such small fry obtained by a careful and systematic hunt in

bushes," surely he would not suggest that this bird would mistake a

specimen of the moth Dasyntoma solicdla sitting on a leaf, or a young
larva of the alder moth [Acronicta alni) for bird droppings. The
thoroughness with which this bird carries out its search would also be

sufficient to cause movement, which would be fatal, and I imagine no
other bird would be deceived either.

The instances of attacks by birds given on page 101, are very use-

ful records of the fact, and the only remark I have to make on them is

—why is the bumble bee regarded as distasteful ? Surely it is a com-
mon object in the shrikes' larder. The hive bee is another insect

regarded as distasteful, yet the great tit will sit outside a hive, catch

and devour them. With regard to Mr. Curtis's remark on page 126,

on the kestrel and Atjriadcs coridon, and his suggestion that " it must
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have been going on for untold centuries," surely it is about time

"protective resemblance" stepped in and put a stop to it; or in other

words, the kestrel as a species, has surely had long enough to weed out

the conspicuous forms, and given us a form that gains " protection
"

from its surroundings. Again, although these century old attacks have
been going on, and m spite of there being no distasteful species present

which it can mimic, A. coridon survives. On page 126 Mr. Curtis says,

" 1 do not tliiitli it matters u-liether we ascertain how iiiiic/i protection be

afforded b;/ cri/ptic coloration." That is just what is wanted to be found

out to justify the term " protective resemblance," and to prove that

"cryptic" coloration in butterflies and moths has been brought about

by the weeding out of birds. On the same page Mr. Curtis says, " How
many people observe these attacks, how many record them ? Few of

the former, still fewer ol the latter .... and one may be sure

that the entire bird population over the entire area of their residence

are doing the same all the time, and the cumulative effect must be very

great, etc." If the above goes on and all the birds act as the Dartford

warbler did, which Mr. Curtis records on page 101, the result would be

extermination. What about "protective resemblance," and why are

these insects not distasteful ? Mr. Curtis's last paragraph of despair

on page 126 is very pathetic, in which he expresses the thought, which
is no doubt fathered by the wish to—" close the mouth of the caviller

once and for all." I would remind him that it is possible to cavil

—

for and against, and because certain field naturalists reason tbings in a
difi'erent way, it does not follow that they are wrong or less scientific.

Mr. Curtis twits me on page 127 with giving birds "credit for a

very small amount of intelligence" because I said of the tits that I

doubted if they look for wings at all, but rather the body, and again
on the same page he says:—" Cannot tite insectiroroiis birds be allowed

credit for si(/ficient dediictire faculty to enable tliem to dedttce presence of
bodies from presence of wini/s," yet on page 98 he says, " the bird's deduc-

tive capacitij is probably inferior to that of man, and certainhj inferior

in all-round capacity to that of trained man (f.//., entomologist) who
recognises t/ie sittin<i object as a mot/i before tiiovenwnt betraijs the fact of

life." I think I gave the birds credit for more intelligence than he
does in the above. If the birds do not recognise the moth till it moves,
how can it deduce presence of bodies from presence of wings of a sitting

moth. On the other hand, if the moth moves, "cryptic." colouring is

of no use. I may mention that I was thinking of such insects as

Tephrosia bistortata, Boarmia consortaria, 1). ffemmaria, B. cinctaria,

Lobophora carpinata (lobulata), etc., which one most commonly finds at

rest on tree-trunks, where the bodies are exposed between the flat wings.

A tit searches for very small insects on tree-trunks, and, I repeat, would
probabbj see the body first, having its eyes focused for small things.

The body is the important part to the bird, as it furnishes it with a

meal, and the wings are discarded, to the human being the wings have
the most interest on account of the markings. With regard to Mr.
Curtis's remarks on the oyster-catcher, hawfinch, etc., I am sorry I can-

not respond to his invitation to say anything so silly. These instances

are not analogous.

I agree that " Dr. Butler rightly comments that man is given to

under-estimating the intelligence of the lower creation," especially

when it is suggested in support of " protective resemblance " that a
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bird will mistake a small moth or caterpillar, its food, for excreta of

its own kind. With regard to (inojihns ohsciiraria, I am well aware of

the habit of this moth in the New Forest, where the earth is dark and
the moth dark also. If the dark coloration is "protective," why is it

that the moth hides itself in a rabbit burrow ? In that position it

certainly could not be weeded out by birds. With regard to the

Boarmids, I have found B. robnraria, B. comoitarici and />. repandata,

very "skittish," B. (/eiiiiiiaria and B. ciuctaria not so, with the excep-

tion of some worn c? s of the latter that have been emerged some time.

1 cannot see how this nervousness " supports the view that the perfec-

tion of colour is due to stringent weeding out." B. roboraria is quite

easy to see, and I have never had any difficulty in finding as many B.
cinctaria and B. f/onmaria as I want. It is movement that is fatal,

and if any weeding out takes place, it would be the nervous ones that

would be taken, irrespective of colour. With regard to his query, page
128, as to whether I am " sure that everything in nature has a use," I

would refer him to my remarks on page 180 in the present paper. I

am strongly of opinion that there are many things in nature that have
no use to their possessor. Of what use are the markings on leaves and
flowers ? I am aware that the latter are supposed to guide insects to

the nectar and incidentally to bring about fertilization, but then this

goes on quite as successfully where the flowers have no marks, or

whether the flowers are white or coloured. Of what use is the bloom
on grapes, the bloom and markings on a horse-chestnut, or the red
colour in a radish? With regard to the green of L. carpinata [luha-

lata), to which I referred in my original note, and to which Mr. Curtis
refers, page 128, I certainly believe this to be " an extraneous chemical
condition not necessary to the survival of the insect." With regard to

Mr. Curtis's remark on it, " not sufficiently harmful to be worth
eliminating," I wonder who would decide this in nature, and bow the

elimination would be brought about. My idea is that it is an outward
sign of an internal healthy condition. With regard to Mr. Curtis's

remark " that copulation has taken place before the green has faded
out," this may be so, but it reminds me that I have found Liiperina

testacea freshly emerged after dark and in cop, before the wings of the

5 are dry, and the eggs have been laid before morning. I have also

found Pachetra leucophaca, Triphaena pronitha, and other moths freshly

emerged and in cop. after dark, and visiting them again half-an-hour
after have found the ? s hard at work ovipositing. In these cases the

colour and markings of the wings have no value to the species, seeing
that the important function of reproduction has been accomplished.
With regard to L. carpinata [lobnlata) not always resting on birch,

that is no doubt a fact, but then if it rested on a fence it would be like

a " mudsplash," a " mortar splash," or a " broken blister." If it rested

on a brown tree-trunk it would be like a green or grey lichen, accord-

ing to how long it had been out of the pupa. If, however, it were a
brown Noctuid moth and rested on a brown tree-trunk, it would be
" beautifully protected " (until the tits or tree-creeper came). If, how-
ever, it happened to rest on some grey lichen, it would "look like a

piece of dislodged bark," and so on. A marvellous game of " heads
you win, tails I lose." No matter where the moth rests it is

" protective resemblance."
{To he concluded.)
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Observations oh Dr. Verity's Review of the Linnean Collection and

his sugi^ested Nomenclatorial Alterations.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S.

In the Journal of the Linnean Suciet)/ (Zoolof/i/), vol. xxxii., p. 173,

etc., Dr. Verity has set down his conclusions after a very careful survey

of the Linnean Collection. Four months have elapsed since the issue

of that paper, with a brief criticism by Dr. K. Jordan ; during that

time I have been endeavouring to reconcile myself to Dr. Verity's

drastic changes, but the more I review the situation the more I feel the

impossibility of accepting his alterations. The entire paper is based

on the assumption that the Linnean specimens are types. He says,

" In all cases in which the examination of the ti/pes seems to necessitate

alteration," etc. A type as we understand it to-day was absolutely

unknown in the days of Linnaeus, and we have no evidence of what

species his collection contained at the time of publication of the tenth

edition of the Si/stcma Nat.iira\ It is therefore quite impossible to

accept the Linnean specimens as tijpes, this being so, neither can we
consider that the races named are niinofypical races, in fact we have

some direct evidence that they are not. For instance, in dealing with

Pieris napi, Dr. Verity says, " Suffice it, then, now to have established

that the Scandinavian race is the nimotypical one." To my mind
this is very far from being so established. What are the facts of the

ease? Linnfeus had one specimen in his collection in the year 1767.

"We have no evidence that that specimen was in his possession in 1758

when the insect was named. The whole argument for the changes

proposed depends on " the important fact that Linnseus marked in his

own interleaved copy of the Sijat. Xatur(C, xiith ed., every species he

possessed specimens of." Now had Linnteus marked his own xth edition

it would have been more easy to accept at least some of the conclusions

arrived at, but we have practically no evidence which of the marked
species in the xiith ed. he had when he issued the xth ed., nine years

previously, whilst it is generally accepted that he named a large num-
ber of species that were not in his own collection—some even from
figures then in existence. The description given on p. 468 would suit

any P. napi: it should also be noted that no habitat is given, but

several references are given to plates and figures then in existence, and
these can scarcely be said to belong to the Scandinavian form. The
references are definite, and no one can say that the one Linnean speci-

men now in existence is the one from which the description was taken.

We must, therefore, take the former and not the latter ; to my mind
this is the only reasonable course, and it becomes more reasonable still

when it is considered that Dr. Verity's purely hypothetical suggestion

involves the altering of names known all over the world and in use for

a hundred and fifty years. 1 will now go into a few species in more or

less detail.

Papilio podalirii(s.—This specimen was named in the xth ed. S>/xt.

Nat., p. 486. There is no description, but definite references to works
and figures in existence, figures that are quite good representations of

the Central European insect. Article 25 of the International Code on

ZooUxjical Nomenclature on the Law of Priority is as follows:—"The
valid name of a genus or species can be only that name under which
it was first designated on the condition [a) That this name was pub-
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lished and accompanied by an indication, or a definition, or a descrip-

tion. (6) That the author has applied the principles of binary
nomenclature." Both these conditions are fulfilled in this case, the

indication or definition being to certain well known figures, therefore the

name is valid for the Central European insect, so the name xinon can-
not be accepted for that species, and quite certainly lottcri cannot be
regarded as nimotypical. In this case the adoption of sinnn to replace

podaliriuti (type) is contrary to the Code.

C/iri/wphantis viiijauieae (1758).—In his first brief description

Linn^Bus says, " Punctis atris sparsis," which refers to the upperside,

and certainly suits best the Spanish form viiet/ii vog. v. Sch. In his

second and full description he says, " supra fulvis imraaculatis,"

whilst of the $ he says, " Subtus primores maculis sparsis atris

margine albo-ocellatis posticfe cinerascentes punctis nigris obsoletis."'

I have never yet seen a specimen in which the spots of the primaries

could be called "margine albo ocellatis." Apparently that descrip-

tion was taken from an unusual aberration, but apart from this it

suits the form from the Taurus mountains excellently, much better

than any other form I know. The fact that the description was taken
from an aberration is proved by the " supra primoribus fulvis maculis
sparsis atris," and certainly the Scandinavian form of the female is by
no means " maculis sparsis." It is evident from this that the descrip-

tion does not fit the specimens in the Linnean collection, therefore

those specimens cannot be called nimotypical. Consequently Dr.
Verity's name ihal/)i)iits cannot be adopted.

Llir)/so/ilia)iti>; hippotlio'e (1761).—This species was described by
Linmeus in the second edition, F. Snccica, p. 274, and it is of some
importance to note that the author specially mentions the " fasciam
ad marginem posticum fulvam," a character relied on by Dr. Verity

for the race he wishes to call viinis. The dividing line between the

sub- Alpine form (not eunjbia) and the Scandinavian form is almost
impossible to define. I can pick out from my Swiss and German
specimens man}^ that it would be almost impossible to differentiate. It

is quite open to students to accept the name )iiifm for the large

brilliant form found in many places (besides the Pyrenees and
Germany), and found alongside the smaller and duller specimens (no

doubt caused by the larv?e being less well nourished) ; but I am not
prepared at present to sink the long known stieberi to hippothoe hippo-

thue. I feel that if we are to change long standing names there

should be absolutely no doubt on the point, and in this case we have
no proof at all that the two Linnean males are the insects from
which he drew up his description.

Lycaena Idas.—Dr. Verity proposes to substitute this for L. arf/i/-

ro;/noiiion, and in the course of his remarks on the species he admits
that it is open to another opinion as to whether or not the specimens
in question are ar(/i/roiino)iion or arijm, yet he proposes the substitu-

tion of names. I have had a little correspondence with Dr. Verity on
the matter, and think the case sufliciently important to go carefully

into all available details. The species was first mentioned in the 1st

ed. F. Suec, pp. 246 and 217 :—
" No. 808 S =Ar(jns ocidatiis."

"No. 804 2 =Ari/ns fascns, an pr^ecedentis foemina ? Habitat in

ericetis."
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The second reference is in the Systenia Naturae, 10th ed., 1758,

p. 483:—
" Arrjus, 152, 803 and 804 F.8:'% in Rhamno, Europfe, Africa?."
" Idas, 192, p. 488. P.B. alis nigris concoloribus, punctis lOflavis

ovatis sparsis, in Tndiis."

This species is here described under Fapilio Barbarus, which is a
heterogeneous group of species, all of which are stated to come from
" in Indiis." The word Barbarvs evidently indicates merely that

they were foreigners, and possibly in some cases that he hardly knew
where to place them. The description exactly suits an Indian female

of P. icaras.

The next reference is the 2nd Ed. of F. Stiecica, 1761, p. 253:

—

"No. 1,074, arnus, sp. 803."

This is followed on by
" No. 1,075, Idas, sp. 804, 805."

Here he adopts the name idas for No. 804 in the Si/ste)iia Naturae,

and makes no reference to the idan he described in that work, probably
having forgotten it, as it was not in his collection, and in the absence
of the type I look upon that idas as the female of our icaras : but he
also adopts the name idas for No. 805 of the F. Sitec. Now 805 and
806 are placed together in the Si/st. Nat., under the name " rubi 154."

It is quite evident that Linnteus himself got mixed up here; there is

an error somewhere, for 805 cannot be both an/us and rubi. In the

Ed. XII., Sj/st. Nat. (1767), he still uses (wrongly, according to our
present ideas, for idas was preoccupied in the group) idas for aryus $ ,

but he states that it is the female of aryns.

These are the facts of the case as it now reveals itself to us, and
in spite of the fact that Linnjeus stated his second idas was the

•female of aryus, and in spite also of the fact that Dr. Verity himself

states that he himself is in doubt as to whether the one specimen is

really the 2 of aryyrnyninnon, though he inclines to that opinion, he
still ventures to substitute idas for the well-established name aryyroy-

nonion.

I regret I cannot follow him here, though, of course, I certainly

accept raiiibnri for idas, Ramb. It should be borne in mind that the

fact that he had already described a species as idas makes a second idas,

whether blue or brown, impossible from the purely nomenclatorial point

of view. A very great many of Dr. Verity's alterations are made on
the assumption that the specimens in the Linnean collection are types,

and therefore the races are nimotypical. This assumption cannot, I

think, bear a minute investigation, and if there is any doubt what-
-ever, I feel strongly that no nomenclatorial change should be made.

Agriades thersites, its distribution and variation in the Rhone Valley.

By B. C. S. WARREN, F.E.S.

In the early spring I had the good fortune to come across Ayriades

thersites on the banks of the Gryonne river. It was very abundant
and seemed to be distributed over most of the neighbouring country.

In Dr. Chapman's paper on A. thersites (Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond.,

* It will be observed that Linnaeus here writes 803 Argus oculatus, and 804
Argus fusciis.
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1912), he says that at the time of writing, the only records of the-

occurrencG of A. thersitcs in the Rhone valley were from Ollon, Visp,

and specimens taken by himself in the Val d'Herens. I therefore gave
special attention to looking for this species all through the summer,
and have in consequence been able to add several more localities for it,

namely : at the foot of Les Pleiades above Clarens, Aigle, St. Triphon,

Charpigny, most of the fields round St. Triphon Station, all along the

banks of the Gr^'onne river, from where it flows into the Rhone to the

other side of the valley, on the main road from St. Triphon to Bex,
and rough ground near the railway lines on the Bex side of the

Gryonne. In this last locality I took three undoubted specimens of

PolijoiniDatiis icariis var. icarijins, in the second brood, the only ones I

have seen this year, or so far taken in Switzerland. Between Bex and
Sierre A. thersitea does not seem to occur. I was unable to find any
trace of it near Vernayaz, Martigny, Follaterre, or Sierre ; but in the

Pfyn Wald near the village of Pfyn Mr. Temperley took two 3 $ .

In these localities where A. ther^iitei^ is found it is quite abundant,
but seems to be strictly confined to places where Ojtobri/cliis satica,

presumably its foodplant, grows. In most instances here the connec-

tion between the two is very marked. To take one example. At the

foot of Les Pleiades on a rough patch of ground, about 100 yds. long

by 50 broad, there was a lot of O. mtiva growing, and A. themites was
plentiful; but, on either hand, in the fields on the hill side, where
HirnHtina tlai)iOJi, Ai/riades coridon, Pohjoiiniiatns icariis, ('olias Ju/ale,

etc., were flying in numbers there was not one specimen of A.thersites,

and though a long search was made, not a single plant of 0. nativa could

be found. One would expect A. thersites to occur at Sion, as over

miles of country there, on the right bank of the Rhone, amongst acres

of orchards and asparagus beds, ().sati.ra grows in profusion over every

yard of uncultivated ground, but of course, as it is a very common
plant, it naturally grows in many places where A. themites probably

does not occur.

As will be seen from the above list, the headquarters of A. thcrsitfs

in this part of the Rhone valley are round St. Triphon, where it

spreads over the whole valley. In all these localities it is double-

brooded. I first found it by the Gryonne, on April 28th, and during

the next few days it became abundant, and lasted on until the very

end of May, the second brood appearing about July 18th, and I

took the last stragglers of it (2 <? (^ and 1 ? ) on September 19th.

All through this time it appeared to renew itself continually, as in spite

of the frequent intervals of very bad weather, it was possible to obtain

fresh specimens flying with numerous worn ones, up to the end of

August and beginning of September.

The specimens in my possession show a considerable tendency to

variation, considering the limited area from which they have come,
although there is very little diti'erence between the spring and summer
broods. On the whole, the ground colour of the ? 2 of the summer
brood may be said to be darker than that of the ? ? of the spring

brood ; they are also less scaled with blue, and the orange lunules of

the forewings are more conspicuous.

In size the <y cT I'un slightly larger than the ? 5 , varying from
3ilmm.-38mm. as compared to the 32mm.-34mm. of the 5 ? , though
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one J reaches 38mm. All these measurements are from the centre of

the thorax to the apex of the forewing x 2.

The amount of blue scaling on the ? $ seems to be just as variable

as in Polj/niiiniatiis icanis. I feel no doubt that everj'' form of blue-

scaled 5 , known to occur in P. icams, will be found to exist in A.

t/ieisiti's from different localities. The most usual form here is one
heavily scaled Avith blue on the basal area of all four wines, and with
an external edging of blue spots (almost forming a band) round the

orange lunule.s of the hindwings. I have two specimens entirely

without blue scaling ; some with taint scaling on the fore- and none
on the hindwings ; others thickly scaled on the hindwings to beyond
the discoidal, with only very slight traces of blue on the inner margin
of the forewings. The most extreme form I have found here, as yet,

is broadly scaled with blue to well beyond the discoidal on all wings,

but specimens from the Riviera, in the possession of Mr. Temperley,
have the blue extending right up to the margin.

The orange marginal lunules are also very vaiiable. Specimens
with a complete series on all wings being rare ; while of the other

extreme I have only seen one example, which was quite without them,
the marginal row of blue spots on the hindwings looking very con-

spicuous in consequence. The most frequent form here is that with

the lunules complete on the hindwings, and represented by only one
or two spots at the anal angle of the forewings. It would, however, be

quite possible to form a series showing every intermediate form
between the two extremes.

In the colouring and markings of the underside, A. thersitea is

much more constant than P. icai-tis. Amongst the 5 $ in my
collection the only noticeable variation is in the position of the sub-

median row of spots, in both wings, which sometimes are quite close

to the marginal lunules, and sometimes well in on the wing, almost
(in some few cases quite) touchmg the discoidal. The 3' 3 show more
variation in the spots themselves. In several cases there is a tendency

for the submedian spots of the forewing to lengthen into streaks

towards the base of the wing, and in one example spot 3 (from the

costa) is lengthened until it touches the discoidal, and spot 2 nearly

so, on both forewings. In only one specimen is there any sign of the

spots becoming obsolete. It has the forewings normal, but on the

hindwings three of the four basal spots are missing, the costal one
only remaining; while of the submedian row only three are left, the

costal one, and the 3rd and 4th. Some readers may question if this

specimen is A. thersites, but the position of the apical orange lunule,

in connection with the remaining costal spot of the submedian row
hindwing, and of the double spot of the submedian row forewing, can

leave no doubt on the matter.

As regards the time of appearance of the broods of A. thersites and
P. icams, the following paragraph is found in Dr. Chapman's paper:

—

" Herr Schreiner notes one fact that does not accord with the,

certainly somewhat meagre, information I have as to other areas, he

says that alexins does not appear in either the first or second brood,

till the corresponding brood of ale.ris has been long on the wing."

This observation of Herr Schreiner's certainly does not accord Avith

the emergence of the species here, as A. thersites appeared fourteen
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days in the spring brood, and about a week in the summer brood, in

advance of P. icarux.

In numbers, A. thersites has far surpassed P. icaniK this year, in

both broods, despite the fact that /'. teams is so much more widely

distributed. Whether it would he so another year is questionable, for

P. icanis, in common with many other usually abundant species, has
not been at all plentiful this year.

^rOLEOPTERA.
Note on the occurrence of Euconnus nanus and Euthia schaumi

IN the Northumberland and Durham area.—Euconnus nanus, Schm.
—Whilst "warming" out Oribatids from a bag of moss taken in Gibside

on April 12th, 1913, an active insect, which looked remarkably like a

very small wingless Proctotrypid in shape and movements, attracted

my attention. On capture it proved to be a specimen of the above rare

and minute beetle, which has only been recorded once—by Dr. Joy

—

since originally taken in the vicinity of Scarborough by Messrs. Lawson
and Wilkinson.

Euthia sc/iauuii, Kies.—On New Year's Day (1913) I took an
example of Euthia schaumi whilst searching the remaining " bottoms

"

of the old haystack at HoUinside for Xeuraphes rubicundus. There
was very little stack-refuse left, and the Xeuraphes (which occurred

plentifully early in January, 1911) was not met with on this occasion.

I'seudopsis sulcata was, however, observed. The above Scydmaenids
are interesting additions to the fauna of Northumberland and Durham.
—Richard S. Bagnall (F.E.S.), Oxford.

Food-plants of Cassida equestris.—On July 19th. 1913, I found

larvteof Cassida eijuestris in all stages, and some pupte on Salvia i/lutinosa,

at Bourg d'Oisans. Later 1 met Avith this plant in various places in

the valley of the Romanche, and almost always more or less riddled by

this beetle. Early in August I found at Bourg d'Oisans only one or

two larvae, but the beetles were numerous. Mr. Champion tells me
that the beetles are Cassida equestris, and that he saw them in Surrey

about the same date on mint. (Jassida riridis feeds on thistles, C.

eijiiestris on various Labiatae. The early stages were dealt with by

Gravenhorst in 1812, and in 1817 Cornelius described the larva living

on Staclnjs stjlvaticus, its attachment (on the Continent) to Salria is well

known. The pupa is attached to the leaf by retaining a hold of the

fixed larva-skin. In the Ent. llec, xxv., p. 284, Mr. Turner records

finding the larvae of Cassida riridis on apparently the same Salria

f/lutinosa. Assuming our Editor for Coleoptera saw Mr. Turner's notes,

I hesitate in suggesting that it was C. eijuestris and not C. riridis, which

he met with, but "I hae ma douts."—T. A. Chapman (M.D.), J^etula,

Reigate. September llth, 1913. [In spite of the fact that the beetles

were small and that they passed the scrutiny of several coleopterists

when exhibited, they are no doubt C. ei/uestris. The proofs of the

two notes on Coleoptera in the last number did not reach Mr. Donis-

thorpe.—H.J.T.]

:ig^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
CoLiAs edusa at Chichester.—During the latter part of August

(Jdlias edusa was somewhat abundant here. My neighbour, Mr.
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Humphrey, took ten in one afternoon. Neither the var. hclice nor

Coliaii hyalc has been noticed.

—

Joseph Anderson, Chichester, Sussex.

September 10th, 1913.

Melanargia iapygia var. cleanthe in the Hautes-Alpes.—On our

way to Digne this year, my wife and I, acting on the advice of Mr. H.

Rowland-Brown, stayed a night (June 29th) at Rosans, in the Hautes-

Alpes, with the object of searching for Melanargia iapygia war. cleanthe.

Our search was successful, and we took a nice little series ;
but the

insect had clearly been flying for some time, and so many specimens

were badly worn that we set free nearly half of our captures. Of those

we kept, about half-a-dozen only were quite perfect. The species was

flying with M. galatea over hay-fields, but it was easy to distinguish the

two species on the wing. Var. deanthe is rather a strong flyer, but we
did not find it difficult to capture. Our specimens show little variation.

—J. N. Keynes (D.Sc, F.E.S.), Cambridge. September 12f/t, 1913.

Foodplant of Pyrameis oardui.—On August 16th, 1913, between

Bourg d'Aru and St. Christophe, in the Veneon Valley, the imagines of

P. cardui, in fresh condition, were on the wing. I noticed on plants

of an Erynijium, that I take to be campestris, growing on the slopes of

the wayside, empty tents that seemed unlikely to be anything but those

of P. cardiii larvae. After some searching I found one of these occupied

by a belated larva of P. cardui that had just entered its last instar. This

larva I fed up on thistle till it was fuUfed, when it sickened and died,

as a result doubtless of being kept in a closed tin. P. cardui eats a

large selection of Compnsitae, and has also been recorded on nettle,

Ecliium and Mallow. It is probably a proof of my narrow reading, that

I do not remember seeing a record of it on Enjngium. It seems, how-

ever, that I may assume such records do not abound so as to render

another undesirable. The suggestion may be very unorthodox botani-

cally, but one cannot help imagining that P. cardni recognises in

Krgngium some composite rather than umbelliferous characters, beyond

the prickly nature, which is reminiscent of thistles. The presence of

prickles would hardly attract the butterfly, and the larva no doubt

demands a strictly digestive test.—T. A. Chapman, (M.D.). September

2'Ind, 1913.

Newspaper Entomology.—I am enclosing the following specimen

of " newspaper entomology." I do not know if Lamarck did separate

Xeniatocera from other Diptera, but I am pretty certain he did not class

them with the Arachnidae. Also I do not think that entomologists

would endorse the statement that "at the worst he (the " daddy long-

legs ") is a harmless nuisance.
" ' Daddy long-legs.'—An invasion of Suburban Gardens.— ' Daddy

long-legs ' has never been regarded as a pest, but in the suburban

garden just now he is something of a nuisance. For some
reason or other, and the naturalist declines to hazard an explana-

tion, 'Daddy long-legs' is invading gardens and summer-houses
and buzzing across window-panes in unusual force. The children

regard him with more approval than others of his tribe, but

familiarity is breeding contempt. ' Daddy long-legs ' is one of the

species Arachnida, which means that he is a spider. At one time he

was classed as an insect, but Lamarck separated him from them, and

now he is catalogued along with scorpions and mites. His six pairs of

legs, long body, and wings, deprive him of much resemblance to the
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ordinary spider, but there is much in their habits that show that they
belong to the same species. Whenever the nights becDme cold, ' Daddy
long-legs ' will disappear. At the worst he is a harmless nuisance."

—

Pall Mall Gazette (late Sporting Edition), September 25th, 1913.—
H. W. Andreavs (F.E.S.), Shirley, Welling, Kent. ("What is a
species ? "—H. J. T.)

Myrmica ruginodis, a marriage flight.—While tramping through
the pine forests near Nethy Bridge, on August 15th, I came out into a
clearing, and noticed at one spot that a number of winged $ and <?

ants of the above species were alighting upon and running about on
some of the fir stumps. They were so active in the fierce hot sunshine,
and fell off the stumps so quickly into the dense undergrowth of heather
and blackberries, that I had much difficulty in capturing a pair actually
coupled. I proceeded on, and about a mile nearer home, on one of the
forest roads, I found that the centre of the roadway, for a length of

some dozen yards, was covered with $ ? and c? c? of the same species ;

all the $ 2 were coupled, and at least three or four other j ^ were in

each case struggling desperately to displace their more successful rivals.

Running about amongst these Mi/ruiica riifiinodia were a couple of

winged 2 Formica riifa. I had settled down to watch operations,

when I heard the noise of an approaching motor car. I managed to

bottle the two F. mfa and about half a dozen of the coupled Mi/nnica
riiffinorUs, when a big car rushed over the spot and swept ants and dust
(of which, owing to the long drought, there was a thick coating on the

roadway) into the air and away in all directions into the undergrowth
by the side of the road. It is very rarely motor cars pass along these

forest roads, and it was therefore a piece of very bad luck to have one's

observations spoilt in this unlooked-for way. The hour of the day was
2.30 p.m., and the air temperature was 75"F., the day being very hot
and sultry.—T. Hudson Beare (B.Sc, F.E.S.), 10, Regent Terrace,

Edinburgh.
Formica exsecta at Boat of Garten. A new locality.—On

August 12th I discovered two strong nests of the above species, near

Loch Var, which lies embosomed in the heather clad moor westward of

the railway line from Aviemore to Forres via Boat of Garten.

—

Id.

At Harrogate.—The weather has been rather showery here for the

past few days and I have only seen Folia chi, Oporabia tili<iramuiaria,

and Hi/droecia niivacea, on the occasional walks I have been able to

take.

—

Stanley Edwards (F.L.S., F.E.S.). September 20th.

Drinking habit of Euvanessa antiopa.—I note Mr. Turner's remark
on page 235 of the Fnt. Record, "I am inclined to ])ut E'livanessa

antiopa down as a drinker." When visiting the suburbs of Montreal
and Toronto, at the end of last July and beginning of August, I saw
several specimens of this fine insect. They were all flying at the road-

side or settling on the roads, and were not difficult to take when thus

employed. The roads had in nearly every case been recently watered.

—E. G. Whittle, Southend. September 'dOth.

Celastrina argiolus, third brood (2)—During the last few days

of September I saw several specimens, both J and 2 , of Celaatrina

argiolus flying in my garden.—J. A. Butterfield (B.Sc, F.E.S.),

Plumstead.
Notes from West Surrey.—On September 6th and 7th I spent a

week-end in West Surrey, in the neighbourhood of Godalming. The
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first day was quite cool and dull with a sharp shower or two, so that

very few species of Lepidoptera would, or could be made to, come out.

Along the sides of the roads and lanes leading to the General's Pond,

Puttenham, several colonies of the larvfe of Gracilaria oniisella were

found in bladders in the leaves of the Artemisia vnh/aris. The larvfe

were mostly small, although one was found in its final instar of an
orange-red colour. Hipparclda semele was seen on the heath practising

its habit of settling on the ground, immediately falling over sideways,

and Epinephele tithonus was met with several times. The long valley

leading down to the pond was tenanted at one spot by a very small

race of Coenonympha paiiiphiliis in some numbers. Not one specimen

approached the normal size. One example only of Plnsia t/amnia was
taken and a Vanessid was seen, which was apparently Aijlais iirticae,

but I was not absolutely certain. The second day was warm and
sunny, and was taken up with a walk to Highdown, or Highdon as

known locally, a wooded hill two or three miles south of Godalming,
and then to Hambledon and back through Whitley, nearly the whole
way being by footpaths and commons. The neighbourhood of Highdown
produced more H. semele and E. tit/xmus, with a number of specimens

of Uninicia phlaeas and Pohjomtuatns icarns, the females of the latter

species being very much suffused with blue. On Hambledon I was
pleased to meet with a Paran/e mc/iaeia, of course of a second brood,

and to see Colias edusa fly by.—H.J.T.

SOCIETIES.
The South London Entomological and Natural History

Society.-—June 2Qth.—Larv.e Exhibited.—Mr. Main exhibited pupa
and living larva of Parnasftins apollo, and the larva of the Tiger beetle

Cicindelu sylvatica, from near Meiringen, Switzerland. Galls.—Mr.
Coxhead, galls on leaves of beech, and coloured drawings of the same.

They were of the Cecidomyiid Mikiola far/i. E. cardamines var.

TURRiTis.—Mr. A. E. Gibbs, a series of Kucldo'e cardamines from near
Messina, Sicily, and pointed out that they were small compared with

average British specimens, and were known as tHrritis, in which the

apical blotch is not extended beyond the discal spot. Phyllotoma
ACERis.—Mr. Main said that PJnjllotoina aceris, the jumping sawfly,

was now common in many places in the larval state. The Season.—
Messrs. Sich, Adkin, Edwards, Barrett, and Dr. Chapman made
remarks on the season, mostly as to the general scarcity of insects.

Juiij itJi.—A Moroccan Tick and Psychid Cases.—Mr. Main, a

species of tick from a tortoise of Moroccan origin, the males were
small and blackish in colour, while the female was many times larger

and of a delicate slate colour; also cases of the Psychid Acantlwpsyche
opacella, from Meiringen. Comparison of various broods of C.

ARGioLus.—Mr. Adkin, series of Celastrina ari/inliis : (a) Reared in

July and August, 1912
; (/;) reared in April and May, 1913, from the

same lot of larvae from Eynsford
;

(c) reared from Eastbourne larvfe

in April and May, 1918. The spring series were much alike, and the

females had much less of the heavy bordering of the summer
emergence. Exhibit of Australian Papilios.—Mr. Edwards, several

species of Papilio of the P. aeycus group from the Australian region,

including the rare P. yambrisus. Polistes nest.—Mr. Blair, a nest
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of the wasp Pulistes <iallica from Meiringen, with the living female.

Comparison of sizks of Lepidoptkra captured this year with
THOSE OF other YEARS.—Mr. Barrett and others remarked on the

comparative sizes of the captures of other seasons with the present.

Some members considered that imagines were smaller this year, while

others thought that they were quite up to the average size.

Juhi 2it/i.—A RARE Erycinid.—Mr. Edwards exhibited a pair of the

Erycinid, Stalachtis etuiina, from the Lower Amazons. Insect pests.

—Mr. Adkin, JJorkhaiisenia /iscinlospn'teUa, bred from hare's hair. Mr.
West, a scries of the Coleopteron Anobimn iianiceiiui, found destroying

tobacco leaves by Mr. Adkin. Variation in 2 P. icarus at Dorking,—
Mr. Curwen, some 15 examples of Poh/omniatiin icanis from near Dork-
ing, showing much variation in the spotting and coalescence of the

spots on the under surface. Parasites of 0. antiqua.—Mr. Hugh Main,
parasites of the larva of Oifujia aiitujiia, and the larva of the large

water beetle Hydrous picens. Larva of H. euphorbiae.—Mr. Ashdown,
the larva of Hyles euphorbiae from Switzerland. Migration.—Mr.
Barrett read a note on the Migration of Butterflies, Aporia crataeyi and
Pieris brassicae, in Sicily.

Aut/ufit lith.— S. URTic.E at Eastbourne. —Mr. Adkin, a series

of Spiloanwa urticne reared from larvae taken at Eastbourne in

the autumn of 1912. Variation in H. daedalus.—Mr. Edwards,
varied examples of the Aiv'ican Hanianumida dcwdal us, 'pomiing out

the extreme response of the underside markings to the environment,

and the pupa of Tiptila oleracea, the common "daddy-longlegs."

Comparison of Swiss and Sicilian butterflies, and pupa of N. typh^
AND N. sPARGANii IN siTtJ.—Mf". Barrett, Sicilian and Swiss Satyrus

hcriiiioue, the former the larger, Uaywardia telicanus and Laiupides

hoeticas from Sicily, and the pupfe of Nonayria sparyanii and A', typhae

in sitii, head upwards in the former, downward in the latter. Gall
caused by icterana.—Mr. Dennis, a gall on Plantain caused by Tortrix

icterana. Field Reports.—-Mr. Curwen said that Cnlias edusa was
common at Mickleham on August 10th, and specimens of Nisoniaden

tayes were also obtained on the same date.

Aiiyust 2Sth—Living ant-lion.—Mr. Main exhibited the living

imago of an ant-lion which he had bred from a larva obtained in

Switzerland in June last. It was a female, and while held would
feed on flies presented to it. Exhibit of Orthoptera and the

rare T. fasciata.—Mr. West, the Orthoptera, Thaiiinotrizon

chwreiis and Forficula anricularia var. forcipata, from Dartford,

and on behalf of Mr. Carr, the rare Coleopteron TricJiius fasciatua

from Mid-Wales. Aberration of A. exclamationis.—Mr. Adkin,

a specimen of Ayrotis exclamationis from Lewisham, in which the

reniform and orbicular stigmata were united. Autumn captures.

—Mr. Dunster, Colias edusa from Lyme Regis, /'. atalauta, P. cardui

and r. io from Crewkerne, with Kpione apiciaria, JSleaoleuca ocdlata, etc.,

from the same locality. Local Swiss butterflies exhibited. ^—Mr.

Curwen, series of Pidymuiuatus esdwri and Lycaeua sep/iyrus ynv.lycidas

from Switzerland. Ova of B. gemmaria curiously placed.—Mr.

Carr, ova of Jioartuia yeuiiiiaria deposited in a box among ova of one of

the " thorns." Interesting Coleoptera from the Tyrol, etc.—Mr.

Turner, specimens of the Coleopteron Cetonia an rata from Cortina,

Cassida equestris bred from larvte on a Salria near Konigs See, Bavaria,
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and a nest of a wasp taken from a wall on the road leading from
Cortina to Pieve di Cadore. T. bisellieli.a in the Zoological Gar-

dens.—Mr. Sich reported the occurrence of a Tineid, Tineola hi^dliella,

in some numbers in the Indian rat-snake's den at the Zoological

Gardens. Eemarkable instinct of Vespa germanica.—Mr. Step read a

communication describing how wasps [Ve>i}m [lenuanica) deliberately

cut holes through some tennis netting which had impeded the direct

road to their nest in his garden.

Sej)teiiiber l]^/(.—Hyles euphorble.—Mr. Ashdown exhibited

the imago of Hi/les etiphurhiae bred from a larva taken at Aigle,

Switzerland. Mamestka pisi in a London garden.—Mr. Turner,

a larva of Mamestra pisi from New Cross, feeding on Michaelmas

Daisy. Lapland heterocera, 1911-12.—Mr. Sheldon, a collec-

tion of Heterocera taken in the Arctic areas of Norway and Sweden
in 1911-12. Of the eighteen species shown, ten are to be found in

the British Fauna. Species like Plmia hochenu-arthri, Anthrocera

exulans var. ranadis, Pwdos coracina {trepidaria), etc., found in the

high Alps, occurred there near sea-level. British species of Vespa.

—Mr. West (Greenwich), examples of the wasps Vespa (jennanica, V.

sylirstii)i and V. vtdtjaris to show the specific characters. Mr. Step,

specimens of V. germanica and T'. vuh/aris to show the difieience in the

appearance of the face. Species of Loweia.—Mr. Curwen, a series of

Loiveia aleipJiron var, ffordiiis from Iselle, showing much variation in

intensity of ground colour, and a short series of L. amphidatuan from
Caux, near Montreux. Autumn captures.—Mr. Carr, the large spider

Epeira qiiadrata from Crockham Hill, on heather, and reported

Asphalia dilitta common at sugar, Noctna glareosa common, and
Agrotis agathina fairly common. Mr. Sich reported Carpocapsa

jn)nionella as abundant. Mr. Tonge reported larvfe of Nonogria tgphae

at Deal to be extensively parasitized this season. Mr. Smith reported

Phri/xus livornica as occurring for the third year in succession at the

Lizard, and also specimens of Leucania vitellina. Agrotis Imiigera

were in some numbers in the same locality.

Entomological Society of London.—May 1th.—Mr. G. T. Bethune-

Baker, President, in the Chair. Mr. Charles C. Best-Gardner, of

liookwood, Neath, Glamorgan, was elected a Fellow of the Society.

Obituary.-—The President announced the death of Mr. Herbert Druce,

F.L.S.—A Rare Weevil.—Commander J, J. Walker exhibited a series

of AcalgptHs carpini, Fr., var. ritfipeniiis, Gyll., taken on and about a

sallow-bush at Weston-on-the-Green, Oxon, in April, 1913. An Albino

OF T.ENiocAMPA GRACILIS.—Mr. N. Chai'les Rothschild exhibited an

example of Taeniocampa gracilis, captured in April this year at Wood
Walton Fen, Hunts, white all over, without any markings whatever.

A New British Ant.—Mr, Donisthorpe exhibited a form of Pasiiis

a(finis, Schenek, an ant new to Britain, of which he had found a colony

at Tenby in South Wales, on the sand-hills, on April 24th this year.

Scales of Cnethocampa pityocampa.—Mr. H. Eltringham exhibited a

number of the scales composing the anal tuft of Cnethocampa pitgocampa,

Schiff., remarkable as being the largest scales known in any lepidop-

terons insect. The female forms of Papilio polyies, L., in the

Hong-Kong district.—Prof. Poulton exhibited four males and six

females of Papilio polgtcs, L., captured on Stonecutters' Island in

Hong-Kong Harbour. All the females were of the male-like form cyrus,
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Hiibn. A Family of Papilio dardanus, Brown, bred from eggs laid

BY A PLANEMoiDEs, Trimen, FEMALE.— Pi'of. Poulton read exti'acts from
letters received from Dr. G. D. H. Carpenter, telling of his success in

obtaining, for the first time, fertile ova from a planemuides female of

P. dardanus. Three jilaneiiioides and seven liippocoon females had been
bred from these eggs. Wings of Danaine and Euploeine butterflies
killed by birds in Ceylon.—Mr. J. C. F. Fryer exhibited a large

series of the wings of Danaine and Euploeine butterflies from Ceylon,

remains of those insects which had been observed by him to be eaten

by birds, mainly by the so-called " Wood-Swallow," ArtatiiHs fusciis

;

also a few specimens of the same butterflies which had been killed by
Asilidai', these being distinguished by the fact that the bodies were
nearly or quite intact. The following papers were read :

—" On the

British MyretophiUdae," by F. W. Edwards, F.E.S. " Culicidae from
Papua," by Prank H. Taylor, F.E.S. " Pupal Coloration in Papilio

pohjtes," and " The larval habits of the Tineid moth Mdasina encn/a,

Meyr.," by J. C. F. Fryer, M.A., F.E.S.
June Ath.—Royal Patronage.—The President announced that

His Majesty the King had been graciously pleased to become Patron
of the Society. The death of Lord Avebury, the oldest Fellow of

the Society, was announced, and also that of Mr. Philip de la

Garde. Election.—Capt. F. Sitwell, Wooler, Northumberland,
was elected a Fellow of the Society. A Scarce Aberration of

Rhynchites aeneovtrens.—Mr. C. 0. Waterhouse exhibited a

blue variety of the female of Hhynchitcs aeneorirena recently taken
at Burnham Beeches. Tatochila immaculata, Rob.—Dr. F. A.

Dixey exhibited a male and female specimen of Tatochila imma-
culata, Rober, with a pair of T. sticpnadice, Stdgr., for comparison.
Ants and their Guests.—Mr. Donisthorrpe exhibited a fine series of

Ulavicjer loiu/icornis, Mull, (including live specimens), with its proper

host [jasiiis iniibratiis-mi.fttis, with which he had taken it at Box Hill

on May 16th and 23rd. British Anergates atratulus, Sch.—Mr.
W. C. Crawley exhibited 3 , virgin 2 , f^^iHy developed fecund queen,

and a partly-developed queen of Aneri/ates atratulus, Sch., taken for

the first time in Britain, July 1912, New Forest. The resemblance
between the under surface of many species of Melit^a and that
of certain Palaearctic Hesperid^.—Prof. Poulton called atten-

tion to the striking resemblance between the parts of the underside

exposed during rest of many species of Melitaea and certain Hesperidae

—especially the large species H. antonia, Spe}'., H. sidae, Esp., and to a
less extent JH. carthami, Hiibn. Two Algerian diptera—an Asilid

AND AN Uncodid.—Prof. Poulton exhibited a female of the Asilid fly

lJeli(/moneiira brunipes, F. {Asilus castanipes, Meigen), together with
the Oncodid (Cyrtid) fly PIn/segaster 7)iaculatus, Macq., both from
Batna, Algeria—the Asilid' dated July 2nd, 1909. Neither of these

was present in the British Museum collection. A Locustid and a

Reduviid mimic of a Fossorial Aculkate in the S. Paolo District
OF Brazil.—Prof. Poulton exhibited on behalf of Dr. Adalbert Seitz,

F.E.S., the Fossorial model Pcpsis sapi)hirus, Pal. de Beauv., and two
of its mimics—the Reduviid bug Spiniijer ater, Lep. and Serv., and the

Locustid (Phasgoneurid) Scaphura niiira, Thunb., var. r/rr/or.sn, Kirb.

A pale TiENiocAMPA GRACILIS.—Mr. J. C. F. Fryer exhibited a light

specimen of Taeniocawpa i/mrilis for comparison with that exhibited at
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the last meeting by the Hon. N. C. Rothschild. Thalpochares ostrina

FROM Paignton.—Comm. J. J. Walker exhibited, on behalf of Dr. R.

C. L. Perkins, a specimen of Thalpochares. ostrina Hiibn., var. carthaiiri,

H.S., apparently freshly emerged from pupa, taken by Dr. Perkins at

Paignton on June 1st, 1913. A single batch of Celastrina argiolus
EMERGING IN AUTUMN AND SPRING.—The President showed 33 specimens
of Celastrina ari/ioliis bred from one batch of eggs, sixteen of which
emerged last autumn and seventeen in May of this year. Synepigonic

SERIES of PaPILIO DARDANUS, FROM PARENT FORM PLANEMOIDES. Dr.

G. D. H. Carpenter gave an account of a brood of Papilio dardanus
raised by him from eggs laid by a J of the plavemoides form, consisting

of 22 specimens, seven hippocoon, three planemoides, the rest males.

Insects and Asclepiadace.e.—Dr. K. Jordan showed a Swallow-tail

[Papilio thoas sub-sp. thoantiilea), a Hawk-moth (Protoparce dilfissa)

and a Honey-bee {Apis luellifica), which were found dead at Buenos
Ayres on Araujia albens, being caught by their proboscis in the

flowers of that plant. Stridulating Pupa.— Dr. K. Jordan also

exhibited, on behalf on Prof. Seitz, the cocoon and chrysalis of a

Noctuid from China. The pupa bears dorsally at the base of the last

segment a patch of sharp longitudinal ridges, and there are corres-

ponding ridges on the inside of the cocoon. This stridulating apparatus
enables the pupa to produce a loud chirping continued sound. A useful
apparatus.—Dr. G. B. Longstaft" exhibited a simple apparatus which
he had designed, with the assistance of Mr. H. Eltringham, to turn
over several butterflies at once, so as to display alternately the upper- and
under-sides. It was manufactured by W. Watson and Son, 813, High
Holborn. Bee and Parasite.—Dr. Longstaft' also exhibited a small
bee {Andrena, sp.) with a Coleopterous larva, apparently a Meloid,

partly on, partly in its abdomen. Captured near Seville, Spain, April

15th, 1913. Papers.—" On the relationship between certain West
African Insects, especially Ants, Lepidoptera and Homoptera," by W.
A. Lamborn, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., F.E.S., Entomologist to the Agri-

cultural Department of Southern Nigeria. With an Appendix con-

taining descriptions of New Species by G. T. Bethune-Baker, Pres.

Ent. Soc, W. L. Distant, J. Hartley Durrant, and Prof. R. Newstead,
F.R.S. " Supplementary notes on new or little-known forms of

Acraea,'" by H. Eltringham, M.A., F.Z.S. With description of a new
form of Acraea encedon by Prof. E. B. Poulton, D.Sc, F.R.S.

Ji^EVIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
"^ Preliiuinary Report of the Tetnperature reached in Army Biscuits

diiriufi Bakinr/, especially witJi reference to the destruction of t/ie Imported
Flour-moth, Ephestia k'uhniella, Zell." By J. Hartley Durrant, F.E.S.,

and Lieut. -Col. W. W. 0. Beveridge, D.S.O., R.A.M.C. (Avith seven
plates).—This is a Report of probably one of the most important pieces

of economic entomological work which has been done in this country
for many years past. In spite of precautions, increasing in vigilance

each year, to obviate the ravages of moths and beetles, it has hitherto been
impossible to prevent the more or less extensive depredations of certain

insects on our army stores. Minute and careful observation soon proved
that the species of Lepidoptera mainly involved were Ephestia ki'ih-
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7iiella and Coreyra ceplialonira, besides two or three other species of

/''phf'stia. A number of species of Coleoptera also occur, but the bulk
of the damage to the biscuits was caused by the first species. Closely
sealed tins, which had been in a colonial depot for some time, when
opened were found to contain only a mass of debris and dead moths.
Careful investigation during the manufacture and packing of the
biscuits showed that the only possible period of access for the moths
was while the biscuits were cooling from the oven previous to packing,
when even a few perfect insects could do incalculable damage by deposit-

ing their ova on a very small percentage of the biscuits, either when
spread over the cooling chambers, or when collected for packing. Early
in the enquiry it was necessary to ascertain what the temperature of

the biscuit was during the twenty minutes it was travelling through
the oven. By means of a carefully conceived arrangement of a thermo-
couple and a millivoltmeter, it was found that although the temperature
of the oven was always very considerably above boiling point, that of

the inside of the biscuit was never above that point. Since a
temperature of 69° for twelve minutes was found sufficient to cause ova
to fail to survive, and that access was obviously impossible after the
sealing of the tins, the cooling and packing periods were the critical

times to be put under a more perfect control. As yet the actual lowest
temperature sufficient to sterilise the ova has not been ascertained, and
it is put forward as a practical suggestion that screened cold air be
introduced to cool the biscuits, and at the same time to make it a
physical impossibility for any moth to pair and oviposit, and to remove
any intruding moth by revolving fans, etc. One or two important
biological points came out during the experiments. It was found that

Ephestia k'uhniella responded most readily to temperature, for while it

took on the average 158 days to go through its metamorphoses in the

British Museum, at an average temperature of 63°F, when kept under
observation at Washington, U.S.A., at an average temperature of 82°F,
the period might be as short as 38 days. This ready response to heat
suggested that the native habitat of the species must be a more tropical

area than the Mediterranean coasts. It is now practically certain that

the original home of this moth is the upland of Guatemala. Mr. C. G.
Champion records it from Panajachel, Guatemala, 3,000ft., December
30th, 1880, in a flour-mill of the house he stayed at for some time.

This is the earliest date with a definite locality, although Zeller described

and named the species from a specimen taken at Halle in 1877, and
supposed to have been introduced from America in meal. It will be

noticed that E. knliniella is now spoken of as the " imported flour-

moth," and not the " Mediterranean flour-moth " as formerly. It was
also proved that ('nrcijra ce/ihalonica was an oriental species intro-

duced freely with Rangoon rice. The Report concludes with a complete
bibliography and the synonymy with the descriptions of the moths
concerned. In addition there are five plates with figures of the imagines,

larviB and pup^e, with details of the characters of the head and wing
neuration, drawn by Mr. Durrant. It is needless to say how well this

work is done, for those who know the name of J. H. Durrant are

assured of the high and efficient character of the Report.—H.J.T.
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Coleoptera in Lundy Island {trith plate).

By ROBERT S. MITFORD, C.B., F.E.S.

My friend Mr. Donisthorpe and I, having had for some years past

a great desire to visit Lundy Island in search of Coleoptera, more
especially with the view of endeavouring to add further species to the

list published by Messrs. Joy and Tomlin in the I'^nt. AJo. Maij., for

1900 (page 1) and 1907 (page 27), decided early this summer to

carry out our wish. Accordingly we left London on Sunday, June
8th, for Bideford, where we put up for the night at the Royal Hotel,,

famous for its associations with the Rev. Charles Kingsley. The next
morning we left Bideford at 7.30 a.m. by the s.s. " Devonia," a small

80 ton cargo boat absolutely devoid of any accommodation for

passengeis, and after a most uncomfortable and somewhat tempestuous
passage, the discomfort of which, however, seemed in no way to affect

my companion, we reached the one and only landing place on Lundy
Island, at 11.20 a.m. Here we were met by Mr. Allday, the Post-

master, who had arranged to lodge us at his cottage on the east side

of the Island, about a mile and a half from the landing place, and we
cannot speak too highly of the kindness and attention which we
received from him and his wife and daughter, all of whom made us

most comfortable during our stay.

We remained on the Island nine days, and explored every part of

it, with the result that we are enabled to add 39 species to the lists

above referred to. Ceiithorrhijnchus contractus, Marsh., and its var.

palUpes, Crotch, abounded on wild cabbage, and Psijlliodes liiiidijiennis,

Kuts., was found on the same plant, both in the south-eastern part of

the Island, and more plentifully on wild cabbage growing on the east

cliff' on the northern side of the Postmaster's cottage, near a fine

pinnacle on the cliff locally known as the " Rocking-stone." Long and
careful search on the cliffs near and round the lighthouse at the

southern point of the Island and along the western cliffs, failed to

reveal a single specimen of the local L'ardinphorus erichsoni, Buys.,

much to our disappointment, but Mr, Donisthorpe had the good
fortune to sweep one in a densely overgrown ravine in front of the old

Manor house. We were doubtless too late for this insect. Melanotiis

rutipes, Hbst., was plentiful at the northern point of the Island, as also

was Athoiis haeiiwrrhnidalis, F., the male specimens taken of the latter

beetle being of a very small form, chiefly dark in colour. The only

female taken differs from the type in that—besides being much smaller

and darker—the thorax is reddish, the posterior part and two longi-

tudinal stripes in the centre being black. Here also it was curious to

see Cetonta anrata, L., in abundance flying about amongst the rocks.

This species was also seen near the old Manor house. Several-

examples of L'oyi/iubites aeiwiis, L., including the blue form, were taken

at rest on the steps leading down the clift" to the northern lighthouse,

and on the lighthouse walls.

By tearing up and carefully searching the roots of a yellowish

withered-looking grass [Holcim lanatns, meadow soft grass) on the

north-western cliffs, Melanop/ttlialiiia (listiivjuenda, Com., was found in

plenty, together with Caeiio/isis iraltuni, Boh. Nenraphes sparshalli,

Pen., lSc)jdiiiaeniis collarin, Mull., and Sri/ilmaenus piisillits, Mull., and
NoNEMBER 15th, 1913.
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one of the last-named species was taken in a nest of the Common
Gull together with Gnatlionom ptinctiilatits, Th., Hoiiialota ni(p-ironiis,

Th., in abundance, and a few specimens of Cholera icatsoni, Spence.

Of TrachijphhcHs laticollis, Boh., we only captured one specimen,

which curiously enough was found in an ant's nest under a stone.

At low tide an examination of the rock pools at the Southern
extremity of the Island produced Helnplwrun (meipenni^, Th.,

Oclitliehins lejolisi, Muls., Blediiift opaciin, Bloch., and Mirralijnnna

brevipenue, Gyll. We have also to I'ecord the capture of a black var. of

Beuihidium lanipros, Hbst., but we failed to meet with Steviis nxsinni,

Steph., or its var. insiilaris, Joy. Amongst other interesting captures

we may mention that at the roots of a large tuft of the common-thrift
and also under pieces of slate lying at the old battery on the West
Cliffs we found some fine specimens of a large earwig, both ^ g and

5 5 . We sent examples of these to Dr. Malcolm Burr, who was good
enough to inform us that the insect was a large variety of the common
earwig, Forficida aunctdaria var. forcipata, Steph., and that it

especially occurs in islands and on mountains. It is fully described

and figured by J)r. Burr in the Knt. Mo. Maci., for 1907, page 173, and
1911, pp. 225, 226. We also secured specimens of the slug Ar'um

hortensu, Fer., a large slug of a pale yellowish testaceous colour, with a

dark brown stripe on each side, and one of the pigmy shrew. These
were presented to the Natural History Museum, and Ave take this

opportunity of expressing our thanks to Mr. Oldfield Thomas and also

to Mr. Morson, assistant in the Department of Zoology, who kindly

assisted us by determining the identity of the slug.

The countless number of sea birds and their breeding haunts
afforded us a spectacle of fascinating interest. The Lesser Black-

backed Gull (two pairs only), the Common Gull, the Kittiwake Gull,

Puffins, Guillemots, and Razorbills were all nesting, and by clambering

down the rocky slopes of the Northern point, where the chief breeding

places are, we were able to get amongst the birds and to observe them
at close quarters.

The puffins w^ere literally in thousands, and appeared to have little

fear of man, for they would emerge from their holes as we climbed

about and sit on the rocks close to us. We caught one as it emerged
from its nest and examined it for Mcdlophaaa or Siplumapteva, which
Mr. Donisthorpe was anxious to obtain for Mr. Rothschild, but with-

out result, as the bird was entirely free from either pest. We also

shook out, sifted, and exaiiiined a nest of the Common Gull with

similar results as regards Siphonaptera. The sight of these clouds of

birds, their close proximity to the observers, and the beauty of their

flights, combined with the romantic scenery of the clifi's, surrounded

by the mighty Atlantic Ocean, formed a picture which will long

remain in our memory, and Mr. Donisthorpe succeeded in taking some
excellent photographs of these enchanting scenes as well as of other

points of interest. On June 19th we again boarded the " Devonia,"

and had a calm and pleasant passage back to Bideford, having had
delightful weather during the whole of our stay on this lonely island.

We cannot conclude this brief account of our expedition without

placing on record our appreciation of the kindness and courtesy shown
us by Mr. Heaven, the genial Squire of Lundy, to whom we are glad

to tender our grateful thanks for much valuable information and
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assistance, and for aft'ortling us every facility for pursuing our
researches, thereby adding considerably to tlie pleasure and interest of

our visit.

A list is appended of the 89 additional species taken by us, thus

bringing up the total number of species, so far recorded from Lundy,
to 501.

H.ar])ali(ii ritpicola, Stm.
Be)nbiiliiiin laiiipros, Hbst. (black

var.)

Hydroportta piihescens, Gyll.

HydroponiH litiiratiis, F.

Octhebius lejidid, Muls.
Honialota mf/ricornis, Th.
Hoiiialota clancida, Er.

Conoxoiiia licidiiiii, Er.

MeiiacroiiKs rhifiidatii^, Man.
Mi/cetoponis! ani/iilarh, Rey.
Qnedius ni(/riceps, Kr.

Philnnthiis iiianjinatiix, F.

Pliilonthus rarians, Pk.
(HlduH laeviiiscnlKs, Steph.

LatJirobitiiii (/eiiiiniini, Kr.

Lathrobiuin vmltipiinctani, Gr,

Sitnins diversus, Aub.
Steniis ericlisoni, Rye.
Bledins opaciis, Block.

(Kvijtehiti aciilptits, Gr.

Micrali/iinna brevipenne, Gyll.

Aiiisotoma calcarata, Er.

i'ludeva chri/>iO)iieloides, Pz.

Nein-aplies sparslialli, Den.
Sr>/dinaeniis pusillus, Mull.

G)iath(iiiciis piincti(latii:<, Th.
Sapriniiii nitididns, Pk.

t'ori/inbitea aeneiis, L.

TdcjilKinm bicalor, F.

ll/taipnn/clia luiibata, Th,
Maltliiniis fasciatiis, 01.

Loiioitarsiifi peUiicidiis, Foud.
Maiitina chri/Kantheiiii, Koch.,

var. crotchi, Al.

Cvep'tdi)dera transversa, Marsh.
Rliijnchites iiiinntus, Hbst.

iStropliDwunis cori/li, F.

Htjpera riiiiiicis, L.

Sibiuin sodalis, Germ.
llkiuoncKs castor, F.

Ants and Myrmecophiles on Lundy (jrit/i plate).

By HORACE DONISTHORPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

The only records of ants from the Isle of Lundy, that I can find,

are by the late F. Smith, who visited the Island twice in August, 1869,
chiefly in search of Hymenoptera, and found the following species :—
Mijiiin'ra ritijinodis, Ims'ius niger, L. flaviis, and Furniica fiisca (Knt.

Ann., 1870, p. 24), and again in 1874, when he adds Last us alieniis and
Formica ciinicularia [Eiit. Mo. Mar/., x\., 111. (1874)]. Having spent

some nine days, as stated above by my friend Mr. Mitford, on Lundy,
and having paid particular attention to ants' nests and their inhabitants,

I am able to add a few species to the above lists, and also to record a

certain number of Myrmecophilous creatures noticed.

Mi/riirica riufinodis, Nyl.—Not uncommon under stones.

M. laerinodis, Nyl.—Scarce.

M. ruf/iiiodis var. laeriuodo-riif/inodis, Forel. —One colon}' found.

.1/. scabrinodis, Nyl.—Not uncommon. The Aphis Forda formicaria

was taken in one nest.

M. scabrinodis var. sahideti, Mein.—Several colonies observed.

Tctramorium caespitiiiti, L.—A number of colonies occurred, some
being very large ones, under stones in dift'erent parts of the Island.

They contained larvae of various sizes and ^ pupje, and in one nest

sex papte also, and a deiilated ? was present in another. In one colony
all the ^ ^ were very large and dark in colour, and no $ or brood
was observed. The ground was very difficult to dig up, and nothing
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else was found, though the nest might well have contained an
A}U'njateii-Tetra)iH))iiiw colony. Two small spiders taken with this ant
on June 11th and 12th are considered by Dr. A. Randell Jackson to be
Acortaiic/wniiis sctirrilis, Cbr. This little species, which is new to

Britain, is recorded by Wasmann with the same ant from the Rhine-
land and Bohemia. The Apliidac, Pcntap/iis waniinalin and VoyJa
formicaria were found, and in several nests a large number of

Paracli'tuii ciiiiiciforniis. The Ararus, Laelops cqiiitans was observed
riding on the ants. riati/arthriis ]ioff'iiianse(i;ii, Beckia albina, and a
Proctotrupid not yet named completes the list of myrmecophiles found
Avith TetroDioriitiii. In three different nests a number of seeds were
found, which Prof. Weise tells me are a Ceiastiuiii sp. ?

Lasius niger, L.—Common. ] husilla canaliculata occurred in one
nest.

LatiiitH alinms, Forst.—Not uncommon. The A/>hi)lac, Geoica
caniosa and Traiiia troi/lvdijtea, and the Coccid Jtiperxia subtcrrauea,

occurred in these nests. Fei/eiiiii/idlfia bracln/ptero, Kiefier, an ab-

berant <Sciara, with short wings, was found in the galleries of one nest

in June. This is its first record for Britain, and only two specimens
taken by Mons. Peyerimhoft' in Algeria have hitherto been recorded.

Trachtjitrojioda e.rcaiata, Wasm. ? A number of a small Acarii»,

which appear to me to be this species, occurred in one nest.

Lanius fiarits, F.—Common. Eggs, larvte, and J , $ , and ^'

pup;ie were present in most of the nests. In one very large colony
three deiilated $ J were found ; this is very unusual ; indeed, in our
paper on the founding of colonies by queen ants, read at the Inter-

national Entomological Congress for 1912, Crawley and I state that,

" Certainly, we know of no case where more than two females have
been found in one nest." This does not apply to virgin females, or

deiilated J 2 gathered together after the marriage flight, but in a

well-established colony such as the above. A Proctotrupid not yet

determined, Beckia albina, and the Aphidae, Tijcheoidcs hirstitiiin, N. S.,

Tetraneura uhni and Alacrosip/uoii, N. S. (Theobald, MS.), were found
at large in neste of this ant, and the Acarus Cillibano coinata, fastened

on the larvfe.

Lasiiis uii.rtiif;, Nyl.

—

Two colonies of this addition to the island

were observed which contained specimens of the Acari, Sphaerolaelaps

h(dothipoides and TracJnjiirupoda boatocki. Beckia albina also occurred

with this ant.

Formica fimca, L.—Plentiful. Lai'ge colonies occurred under
stones which contained many deillated $ 2 . A number of micro-

gynes were present, some of them being deiilated, whilst four or five

possessed some wings, and wing-stumps, evidently from last year.

Eggs were found in all the nests, and larvje, and ? and sex cocoons in

some. Drnsilla canalicidata, a Chalcid, a spider which Dr. Jackson is

unable to name at present, and a number of a Laela])s sp. ? (near to L.

nu/nnophiliiK, Mich.) were found in these nests. The most interesting

discovery, however, was a large number of the larva?, all sizes, of

Atemeles enian/inatns, which were always situated on the ants' brood.

As soon as the stone over a nest w^as lifted up, the first thing the ants

did was to seize these interesting beetle larvae and endeavour to carry

them down the galleries into safety, and considerable celerity was
required to secure any. The perfect insect is recorded by Joy and
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Tomlin [Rnt. Mo. Ma;/., xliii., 28 (1907)] , though they do not men-
tion its host, and judging from the number of its larvfe observed in

many parts of the island, it would seem to be abundant.
Fonnica fiisca var. fiisro-ntfibarhis, Forel.—This variety was

observed on the west coast only, it is probably the F. cunicularia

referred to by F. Smith.
It is evident from the above notes that both the ants of this island

and also the other inhabitants of their nests would well repay further

study.

"A Swiss Eldorado" in 1913.

By EOSA E. PAGE, B.A.

Mr. Muschamp has, in the preceding number, given one aspect of

his Eldorado ; I am now going, in response to his request, to show the

reverse side of the picture. I must, however, apologise to the reader

for a second doleful article in one year, ray excuse being that our late

esteemed and revered Editor always considered that the lean years

should be chronicled as well as the fat ones.

On July 27th, five nets were at work on the Stafa marshes ; Coe-

nouijiiiiiha tip/nm was nearly over, but enough good speci aliens were
obtainable if worked ; their habits recalled to us the Spanish (

'. ijihioides,

C tiphnn, however, being much more conspicuous and easy to capture.

Ap/iaiitoptis lij/perantiis type, with many ab. caeca (these being especially

numerous this year) was still plentiful and fresh, one remarkable

specimen having the ground colour of the left hindwing underside

creamy m lieu of the usual coloration, whilst the left foreAving is

devoid of all spotting, and has some of the membrane of the apical

portion missing, an accident having evidently occurred during the

pupal period. A few nice $ s of Melitaea (licti/nna and Lijcaena alcon

completed our short list of insects taken, the year being an exception-

ally bad one here as everywhere else in Switzerland. In the afternoon

a thunderstorm broke and rain continued daring the rest of the day.

The following morning looking much too unpromising for collecting,

we visited Ziirich ; but, provokingly, out came the sun, of course too

late for any alteration of our plans.

The 29th being fine, we walked, with Mr. Muschamp as our guide,

from Glarus through shady woods up to the Children's Summer
School, where a spring invites one to an alfresco lunch, M'ith which,

however, one must provide one's self, the school not possessing a super-

fluity, even of bread. Continuing through wood, we at last came out

some hundred feet above a little gem of a lake, surrounded by a suc-

cession of grand and rugged slopes, every tint and line of which it

reflected in its placid surface. This we skirted, taking the right hand
side, the road running between the precipitous slopes and the flowery

banks of the Klonthalersee to the Klonthal Hotel. The remarkable

dearth of insects the Avhole way up was, I fear, a bad omen, nothing

at all appearing but a few Fvebia stij/jne in very fair condition, flying

on the herbage at the base of the rocks beside the lake.

The next day we continued our ascent through the Rossmatterthal

to the Club Hut, by the beautiful path described by Mr. Muschamp.
Just above the chalets of Werben a few PaDias.^ius apolln and P. deliiis

were taken, the latter flying wildly in a gully beside the stream,
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while on the slopes iuiinediately above were a good uumbei' of the fonuer,

the remarkable fact heini^ the reversal of the two species with regard

to altitude ; among the few taken were, of course, no hybrids. Higher
up, long sweeps of flowery Alp stretch from the rocky precipices aloft

to the valley below, forming perfect collecting ground in ordinary

seasons ; the only insects which had been able to survive the continual

rains of the preceding weeks were a few Albidina p/ieretes, A i tela

eninedon, F.rcbid sti/i/nr, and an odd Cu/iulo uiininia, with one Melitaea

djntliia (acri|)p]e), Hying just below the Club Hut. Mr. Muschamp,
who knows these valleys intiniatel3% was astounded at the poverty of

insect life, but did his best (though ineffectually) to console us with

accounts of what slioidd be there and in what numbers they oiuj/it to

be. We reached the Club Hut without rain, but during the night it

poured in a uioat business-like way, and the morning broke showing the

valley beneath us full of mist. Collecting being out of the question,

we clambered over the rocks above the Club Hut and on to the glacier,

to find the crevasses all covered up with fresh snow, through which we
tradged for a good distance, examining hundreds of lace-winged flies,

beetles of several species, cranefiies, and other Diptera resembling

Louseflies, all of which lay numbed and frozen either on the surface of

the snow or in slight indentations, these no doubt caused by the ab-

sorption and radiation of heat by the insects owing to their darker

coloration. On the slopes above the Club Hut, where the sun shone
for a short time, were a few Melitaea ci/nthia, the ? s evidently just

out, and sunning themselves ; also one or two h'lebia Ictji/toiia, chipped

by the hail. Everything being so hopeless, we descended in the after-

noon through the mists to the Klonthal Hotel, where we passed the

next few days of fine weather, hoping that the insects would be emerg-

ing to enjoy it too.

Our next visit to the Club Hut was on August 4th, the weather
during the morning being delightful. In the lower wooded slopes of

the Rossmatterthal Krehia Ivjea and E. iiianto were flying fairly plenti-

fully, P. apollo was in numbers as before above Werben ; solitary

specimens of Arj/i/nnis at/laia, Urenthis aiiiat/Liisia, B. jialca, C'l/anirif:

semiargns, with a J Albulina jdieretea in shreds, were the only butter-

flies on the splendid ground between Werben and the Club Hut. A
subtle change in the weather heralded a heavy hailstorm, which we
only just escaped by scrambling up to the Hut in time, and rain con-

tinued all night, as on our last visit. The next two days were spent

in the Club Hut, waiting for the rain to stop. Mr. Muschamp has

hinted at some of the delights of a stay here, but a description of our

attempts to pass the time during the unceasing rain and hail of these

two days, not above the clouds, but among them, the Hut supplying

nothing in the nature of literature or of writing materials, would make
entertaining reading. We managed to get down to the Hotel Klonthal

again on the afternoon of the 6th, and then followed a period of rain

lasting till the 15th, during which the hotel gradually emptied, Mr.

Page and myself being the only two left to listen to the landlord's

wailings. Telephonic communication with Stilfa elicited the fact that

the weather was as bad all over Switzerland, and that the season was
the worst for the last 20 years, worse even than in 1912 ; people were

all coming down from the high Alps and the hotels in the plains were
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full to overflowing : the Jungfrau bad been wrapped in mist for six

weeks.

On the 17th we were roused at 3.30 a.m. by our vigilant

friend, with the news that it was a grand morning; by 4.30 we
were off for our third attempt, reaching the Club Hut at 9.0, the sun
shining brilliantly, but the valley being nob yet reached by its rays.

How we enjoyed our walk in the clear cold air, the herbage covered

with hoar frost, the freshly fallen snow on the peaks glittering as the

sun lit up point after point, the forms of the mountains being outlined

by the shadows thrown on the valley slopes. A few Gnophids were
resting on the rocks as we passed them on the ascent. As soon as the

sun had had time to warm the ground and disperse the frosts, we
commenced to search the forget-me-not besprinkled slopes to the right

of the Club Hut, but not an insect appeared. We sat down in blank
despair, words failing us to express our feelings at the havoc worked
by the continual rains ; we even gave up trving to console each other

by drawing attention to the magnificent views all around us.

About 11 a.m. we wandered over to the moraine, where a stream from
the glacier comes down between deep stony banks of debris, and here

we were delighted to see an Krcbia (jlacialis (type) airily skimming
along a yard or two above the stone-bestrewn ridge. Further search

was rewarded by our seeing about a score in varying condition, together

with a few K. uort/e. On returning to the Hut we found Mr.
Muschamp's son George had taken a var. alecto on screes to the left of

the Club Hut (going up). Both he and Mr. Muschamp worked the

same screes in the afternoon, but found no more, although they saw a

few worn Melitaea cyiit/iia.

We slept again at the Hut, and were aroused about 5 a.m. by the

blithe carolling of the maid outside the " Damen-Salon " window, to

find another brilliant day. As soon as the sun reached the Hut we
commenced the descent, working the slopes en route. Near the moraine
Antlinicera [Zuiiaena) exidan» was fairly plentiful on its food-plant, a
species of trefoil, and on Alpine rose, but there was no sign of Latio-

rina oibitidiis, although Mr. Muschamp had taken one on the previous

day. Few butterflies were seen until we got to the steep grassy slopes

leading down to the river, where Anthroceia (Zi/fiaena) ochseiilwimeri

were plentiful on flower-heads, with an occasional E. tijndarns and a
few A'. pJiarte. But as one descended, half glissading on the slippery

grass, and revelling in the " grilling " due to the return of the sun-eod
in all his power, after weeks of bad weather, the soft flutter of Erebias

all around one (chiefly E. iiianto, most of which had just emerged), and
the joy of being once more on the warpath almost made one forget

past dolors, and one could easily imagine what Eldorado must be like

in more favourable times.

After a frugal lunch at Kilsern, the weather suddenly became dull,

the air softer, and very little was done in the lower woods ; the only

Drijaa paphia seen this year, a small and crippled specimen, was rest-

ing on the herbage by the roadside near the Klonthal Hotel. Next
day, rain and thunder visited the valley once more and the weather
had evidently broken up for good, so we gave up further attempts at

collecting and left Klonthal, hoping to revisit it at some future date,

under better auspices.
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" These tliree, of which my tale is specially,

Whan that they saw they miRht not come thereby,

Within their bietts fnl sorevveful were their gostes.

But home they gon, they niighte not sojourne,

The day was come, that homeward must they turne."

(With apologies to Chancer.

Further note on Dr. Verity's Linnean suggestions.

By G. T. BETHUNE-BAKER, F.L.S., F.Z.S., F.E.S.

Since writing my criticism on Dr. Verity's paper on the Linnean
collection I have been able to refer to all the references given in the

case of Papilio podalirins, and 1 tind in the " Mux. Ltutuvicae I'L,"

that Linnaeus gives on p. 208 (where he describes the species for the

first time), a brief diagnosis of it, and also an extended description; in

the former he describes it thus, "podalirius 27 alis caudatis subcon-

colovibns jlare^roitibufi," in the latter he says " supra //arae."

This description is decisive in being inapplicable to lutteri, no
accurate author could call /of^t';-/ yellowish, to say nothing of yellow, it

is greyish, and the contrast in colour between it and typical jioilaUiitm

is very marked.
Dr. Verity says that entomologists do not seem to have in all cases

noted in which of Linnagus's works the first description appeared. To
this I would say the first descriiitlon is not necessary for the validity of

the name, a figure or reference to a figure is recognised by the " Code"
as sufficient for validity; but further, it seems to me that the doctor

himself cannot have referred to this description, as if he had he could

not have fitted it into a specimen of lotteii, for no one mnld call lotteri

yellow, whereas ordinary jKxUiliriiis would always be called yellowish

or yellow. There is another point I think he ought to have referred

to, but which he significantly omitted, /•/::., the fact that in the work
just quoted, Linna?us, with all the facts before him ranks sinon as a

synonym of iiodaliriiis.

Now let me touch another point still—Duponchel's feuthamdi—that

author described his species in his " Hist. Xat. Lep.," p. 7, et. seq., and he
here comes in as first reviser, saying that feisthauieli is not jiodaliritix,

hut that it is a distinct species, whilst Dr. Verity himself emphasises
this very thing. This fact of itself should have prevented him going
back from the first reference to figures by Linnaeus and attempting to

upset a name that had been in use for 150 years, and the " Code
"

would certainly rule the action as " ultra vires."

Let us, however, go back to the figures referred to by Linn!T?us and
look at that contained in Rosel's work. This was evidently well-known
to that learned author. The figures there given are quite good ones of

typical central European podalirius and the}^ are as Linnteus describes

them yellow, this " indication " given in the lOth ed. of the '' Sijsteuia

Naturae " cannot be ignored ; and again with this before him (and as I

suppose Dr. Verity would say with specimens before him as well)

Poda's figure puts in an appearance which was recognised by Linnaeus
as his }H)dalinus, and the name given by Poda, viz., sinon, was sunk
without note or comment to his earlier name.

I cannot possibly accept Dr. Verity's statement that LinnsBus con-
sidered the first mention of the name in 1758 as null, for the whole
•evidence that I have now brought forward is absolutely in the contrary
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direction, and proves that he maintained bis name for the Central

European insect, even to the extent of sinking his friend's name to his

own previous one. I hold, therefore, that iKidalirins must stand as

hithertofore, and would conclude with the hope that Dr. Verity's

suggestions may be referred to the National Nomenclature Sub-

committee.

Notes on Erebia gavarniensls, n.sp., and some forms of Erebia

manto.

By B. C. S. WARREN, P.E.S.

Flying on the Grammont, on the 16th of last August, with seven

other species of Krchia, I came across K. manto in profusion. A week
later, on the Rochers de Naye, I found it again in great numbers.

From these two localities I obtained a fine and varied series. In all

S8 J s and 30 2 s.

A very superficial examination showed that slightly more than half

of these were typical K. manto. While endeavouring to separate the

various forms I found in this series, I referred to Mr. Wheeler's
" Butts, of ISiritz." Here there are three forms mentioned : the var.

pyirhiila, Frey., and abs. biibastis, Meissner, and caccilia, Hiibn.

With the first two I was not concerned, as none of my specimens

approached either, and of the ab. caecilia I had four specimens which
I referred to it without hesitation. But there were many other forms

in my series, so 1 turned to Mr. Lowe's interesting article in the

Entoinologht (vol. xlv., p. 144).

He here mentions four forms, but is principally concerned with

two—the vars. voi/esiaca, Christ, and trajanus, Hormuzaki. The
former Mr. Lowe states, according to Staudinger, to be a " form of

the ? without basal spots on the underside hind wing, otherwise as in

the type," but adds that Riihl gives a fuller description, noting it

as being " larger than the tj^pe, with the markings of the forewings

yellow and broader, and seldom containing black spots." These
descriptions were not very satisfactory, but as I had not any specimens

which seemed to merit the name voyesiaca under either description, I

left the matter alone.

The second form which Mr. Lowe found commonly at Champery,
was a form of ? entirely without markings on the underside (the
^' underside " being in italics one may conclude the upperside was
typical), which he first thought an undescribed variety, but then refers

to var. trajanus, Hormuz. Here, again, Staudinger's description

leaves considerable doubt as to what trajanus might be. There are

none among my specimens which would answer to the description,
" underside entirely without markings, upperside normal "

; but I

have four $ s in which, on the underside of the hindwings, the median
band is only represented by a few small isolated spots, the basal spots

scarcely visible, being suffused by the ground colour, the forewings

underside typical, and the markings of the upperside as in the type,

but slightly reduced. These might possibly come under the name
trajanus, according to Staudinger, but if they did Mr. Lowe's specimens
could not. Again, I have a few fine S' s with the median row of

spots on the underside of the hindwings reduced to three or four tiny

spots, scarcely visible, all the other markings are present as in the
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type, but greatly reduced in size; these, too, uiii/ht possibly be a J
form of the var. trajaniis (but again it was only "possibly"). So
far, the confusion only seemed to be getting worse. Of the remaining
two forms mentioned by Mr. Lowe, I was not concerned with the ab.

in/rrhula, having nothing approaching it among my captures, and
about the var. caecilia, one did not think there could be any un-
certainty. I have four specimens (as already noted) two S s and
two $ s, which I was sure were to be referred to this var.

One 3 is entirely without the rust-coloured bands and black eye-

spots, both on the upper- and underside. The other S and two $ s are
nearly so. I was putting these specimens on one side, with a feeling
of relief, when another difficulty arose.

I have in my collection a series of the beautiful Krehia from the
Pyrenees, which in all recent publications is mentioned as the var.

caecilia of /V. iiianto. On placing my specimens from the Grammont
beside those from the Pyrenees, it was at once apparent that both
forms could not possibly be placed under the same name. The Swiss
specimens were exactly like the type, but without the spots and bands;
i.e., the whole of the underside of the ^ is suffused with the beautiful

mahogany colour which is so conspicuous in the type ^ . In the
larger Pyrenean race there is nu trace of this whatever. My
P^a-enean specimens, too, were absolutely fresh when caught, and
this makes the want of the colouring all the more striking. A further

careful comparison of the Pyrenean specimens with typical ntaitto^

and of the neuration of both, left little or no doubt in my mind that I

had here two separate species.

There was only one thing left to do. I wrote to Mr. Wheeler and
asked him if he could get, and send me, the original descriptions of

the vars. caecilia, Hiibn., trajanus, Hormuzaki, and pj/rrhnla, Frey,
(his diagnosis of the latter, in his Bittts. of 'Switz., leaving some un-
certainty as to how closely this var. approached var. caecilia). This
troublesome job, in spite of his many engagements, he most kindly did;

and also sent me some most useful extracts from papers by Dr.

Chapman and Mr. Elwes {Trans. JhJnt. Soc. Loud., 1898) bearing on
this subject.

To take the var. caecilia first, the folloAving is a translation of the

original description, which is given under the heading Pap. pi/rrha,

manto, Esp.:—" Caecilia, Hubn. (pi. xlvi., figs. 213, 214).—One finds

examples of this species in which the macular bands are partially or

entirely unicolorous. I have figured one of these varieties, and a less

pronounced one is at rat us, Esp."
Mr. Wheeler tells me that the figure is nearly black on the upper-

side, with rather chequered fringes, and that the underside is not so

black, and with a small patch of reddish on the forewings. Fringes

yellowish-brown.

Though Hiibner's is not a very minute description, it is perfectly

obvious that the central European form is the one which he intended
to name. He actually says it inhabits the " German Alps," and the

statement, " partially or entirely," in referring to the bands and spots,

shows that he was not even thinking about the Pyrenean race. The
Pyrenean race, therefore, has no claim to the name caecilia or to any
connection with it, and is apparently left in want of a name.

I find that both Dr. Chapman and Mr. Elwes, dealt with this race
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fifteen years ago, yet, during the last few years, it has been (whenever

mentioned in the magazine articles) spoken of as var. caecilia. The
folio \ving extract is from Mr. Elwes' paper.

" ab. caecilia, Hiibn., 213-14, Text, p. 85. Alps.

{Sii})ra fere vel rariiis tota )iii/)a.)

var. constans, caecilia, Dup., i., 49, 6, 7. Pyrenees.

(<? <'i 2 supra tota niijra, ? infra iiiiniis fusca nutata.)"

He also states (p. 171), that he is not giving it a new name, not

being sure whether manto does not exist in the Pyrenees. Thus, while

suggesting separation, Mr. Elwes seems to class this race as a

Pyrenean fonu of caecilia, while in his definition he does not even

mention the extraordinary difference of colour in the 3' underside.

Seitz has made a curious mistake in applying the name c(mHtans,

Elwes, to a Pyrenean form of )nanto, since the latter 'gave no name
to it at all, but merely stated that while caecilia is an aberration in the

Alps., it is a constant variety in the Pyrenees.

Dr. Chapman, without naming it, separated this race from manto,

on the strength of the genitalia, and though this is not always sufficient

proof by itself (as was shown not so long ago by certain species of

Melitaea), in this case there are so many other constant characteristics,

practically sufficient m themselves to give it specific rank, that one may
take it as conclusive.

The following description of this Pyrenean Erehia, is made from
28 specimens in my collection ; sixteen $ s and twelve ? s, all taken in

the Val d'Ossue, Gavarnie (where it is exceedingly abundant), on
July 20th and 22nd, 1911.

$ .— Slightly larger than E. manto, varying from 46mm. to 48ram.
{inantu 40mm. to 44mm.).

Upperside : Ground colour velvety black, entirehj without markings.

Underside : Same black ground colour as the upperside, but with-

out the velvety gloss. No trace whatever of the mahogany suffusion,

(which covers the whole surface of the underside of the wings in

manto), giving it the dull blackish-brown appearance, which is so

striking a characteristic in this species. Occasionally a verij small

rust-coloured spot at the apex of the forewings. Only two out of the

sixteen ^ s in my possession show this, and in these it is confined to

the underside. The fringes of both fore- and hindwings very much
less conspicuous than in manto, owing to their being of the same shade

as the ground colour of the wings.

? .—Very constant in size, and larger than manto: 50mm. {nutnto

? varying from 42mm. to 48mm.)
Upperside : Usually entirely black, without bands or spots, as in

the (J ; but occasionally with two small black apical eye-spots present,

the spots in these instances are somewhat smaller than the corres-

ponding ones in manto. The ground colour on the whole darker.

Underside : Frequently completely without markings, though never

so unicolorous as in the J ; more usually with one or two veri/ small

yellow spots on the hindwings ; no basal spots ; on the forewings a

square rust-coloured spot at the apex ; no eye-spots. The whole tone

of the ground colour much duller than in )nantu.

In the neuration the following are the principal differences :

—

Pyrenean race, forewings : All the nervures slightly more curved

than in manto. Discoidal cell a little more than half the length of the
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wing, the connecting nervuleat the end of the cell, between nervures 4

and 6, nearly straight, except for a small sharp angle where nervure 5

joins it. Nervures 6 and 8 springing from the costal angle of the

discoidal cell, but not touching at this point. Cell one-third as broad
as the length. In inantn the ditcoidal cell is just half the length of the
wing, the connecting nervule between nervures 4 and 6 curved ; convex
towards the base of the wing, the junction of nervure 5 causing no
angle. Nervures 6 and 8 joined at their base, springing from the same
spot in the costal angle of the discoidal cell. Cell a little more than
one-third as broad as the length.

Hindwing: Discoidal cell much less sharply angled than in iiianto.

Nervures 6 and 7 rising close together, and ending further apart (at

the margin of the wing) than in mauto. Nervure 5 consequently rises

much further from 6 in the Pyrenean race. Discoidal cell slightly

narrower than half its length, while in inanto it is a little broader than
half its length.

The various characteristics of size, markings, tone of ground colour,

are all exceedingly constant, and if taken with the structural ones, viz.,

the neuration and Dr. Chapman's verdict on the genitalia, can leave no
possible doubt that this Pyrenean Eiehia is a distinct species. As
i'nmtona, Seitz (not Eiwes), would have to be taken as the name of a
dark Pyrenean form of iiianto, if such were found to exist, the Pyre-
nean species is still unnamed, and I propose the name i/ararniensis,

n. sp., for it.

We now come to the var. trajanuH, Hormuzaki. The following is

a slightly abbreviated translation of the original description.
" Var. $ trajanuH, Hormuz.—The characteristic marking which

separates our variety from the type [iiianto) lies in the ground colour

of the underside.
" Forewings a light red-brown, dusted with yellow-gre}^ towards the

apex and costa ....
" Hindwings light greenish-grey, quite different from the ground

colour of the forewings, resembling the colouring of the underside
hindwing of E. arete. This colour is thickly spread over almost the

whole surface of the wings, and there is a pronounced covering of

greenish-gray hairs near the base .... All the spots are dis-

tinctly bordered, in both specimens, not with reddish-yellow, as in the

type, but with pale whitish-yellow."

This description (which was made from two ? s taken in Bukovina,
on chalk) shows that none of Mr. Lowe's specimens, or mine, are in

any way connected with the var. trajanus, which must be a magnificent
variety, and is probably a purely Eastern one. The reference to the

colour which surrounds the spots on the underside of the hindwings,
at once excludes Mr. Lowe's specimens, as the ground colour does

mine, and probably his also ; for he makes no mention of this being

unusual. One cannot, therefore, do better than to refer Mr. Lowe's
specimens to the name he suggested for them in the beginning, var.

iiKlif/ciis, which he described as " a 2 form, underside entirely without
markings, upperside as in the type." My four Js which (as already

noted) have the median band on the underside of the hindwings onlj'

represented by a few small isolated spots, the basal ones scarcely

visible, being suffused by the ground colour, the forewings underside

typical, and all markings of the upperside similar to the type, but
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slightly reduced, must be considered a transition to var. hvlii/cns, Lowe.
The four g s, already described (see commencement), which I

thought might belong to the same form as the ? s, are excluded from
this, since placing the latter as transitions to var. indii/enK. Failing to

find any more concise name for them, I must regard them as a transi-

tion to var. raecilia.

There is still another fine ab. of the ? which has not, so far, been
mentioned ; in this the band on the upperside having completely dis-

appeared, leaves the black e^^e-spots without any rust-coloured sur-

roundings. These spots are double the normal size on both fore- and
hindwings. The underside is quite typical. I have two specimens of

it, one from the Grammont, and one from the Rochers de Naye. No
$ of this form has, as yet, come under my notice ; but I have remarl<ed

that among the J s, as soon as any loss of the bands occurs on the

upperside, a similar reduction takes place on the underside. It is

therefore probable that this ab. will only be found among the 5 s.

Up to the present it does not seem to have been noticed, so I suggest

the name of ab. jnnu-tata n. ab., for it.

Aenigma*tias blattoides, Meinert, captured in Scotland.

By HORACE DONISTHOIiPE, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

On July 21st 1 captured a specimen of this very rare aberrant

Phorid in a nest of Fuviiiica fitsca, situated under a stone near Forest

Lodge at Nethy Bridge, in Inverness-shire. It was observed running

about in the galleries of the nest, and was very rapid in its movements.
It is apterous and superficially very like a tiny Blatta in appearance.

When placed in a tube the anal segments of the insect's body were

observed to be rapidly exserted and retracted. On sending it to Mr.

J. E. Collin he returned it to me as the above species.

Aeni;ji)iatia:-i blattoides was first taken by Meinert^ in Denmark, in a

nest of Foiiiiica fitsca. He took two specimens near Copenhagen, the

first is in the University Museum there, the other appears to have

been lost. Wasmann- next bred a specimen in one of his observation

nests of Formica rafibarbis in 1902. In 1906 he found a specimen in

a nest of F. ni/ibarbis under a stone in a garden at Luxemburg. Under
the same stone Lasius nii/er was present and it may be mentioned that

in the first case he had given L. ni()er cocoons to the nitibaibis. His

third example was found in 1905 in the same garden, this time in a

pure rafibarbis nest. In 1908 he observed two freshly hatched speci-

mens in an observation nest of F. ex&ecta, to which he had given a

number of F. fusca cocoons. It seems most probable that the true

host of the fly is F. fusca (and its sub-species F. rafibarbis), the

Dipteron emerging from the fusca cocoons. As the parasite is so

seldom found, it is most likely as Wasmann remarks, that when hatched

it leaves the nest and only re-enters to lay the eggs. Dahl believes

that the 3 of Aeni<jiuatias is Flatypiiora lubbocla', VerralF, and, however
this may be, it is noteworthy" that all the specimens found of the former

are $ $ and of the latter d" J . I have been looking for I'latij/dtora

for 20 years, and at last, this year, I bred two specimens in my F.

1 Ent. Meddel., ii., pp. 212-226 (1890).
•^ Biolog. Ceiitrul., xxviii., pp. 728-730 (1908).
3 Linn. Soc. Journ. Zool., xiii., 260 (1878).
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mmjHinea nest on July 11th and 26th. As I have had this nest for

four years, it is ahi:iost certain that the flies Avere not bred from the

xaiKiuinea pupje, but from fm^ca cocoons, of which I have given large

numbers to the " slave-makers " for slaves and food. All Wasniann's
specimens were found in July, and both my I'laiy/i/iora and AciiijimatiaH

occurred in the same month.

Collecting Rhopalocera in Spain, 1913.

By E. B. ASHBY, F.E.S.

I left Vernetles-Bains on the afternoon of June 13th, and after a
night's travel arrived the following morning at the Estacion Francia,

Barcelona, about 7.50. After breakfast I took my way by tram to

the Plaza Catalonia, where another tram must be taken to the

Funicular Railway Station, whence commences the ascent of Mount
Tibidabo, the whole journey taking about an hour and a quarter.

The beauty of the scene when one arrives at the top is superb;

below is spread out the large city of Barcelona, away beyond it is the

coast-line and the blue waters of the Mediteii'anean, and to the west

the undulating landscape of Catalonia. There is plenty of good collect-

ing ground along the crest of this mountain towards the left, and the

sun was shining brightly in a perfect sky. I found Mtdanarfiia

lachesin just emerging and secured a tew in splendid condition. Colias

edii.'ia was well on the wing, not as we usually see it on our English
seaboard in twos and threes, nor even as generally seen in Switzerland

and the Basses Alpes, but really very numerous and in good order.

Pajiilio iiiachaon was evidently still emerging, as T took a dozen perfect

specimens along the flatter portion towards the left, without any diffi-

culty. J^i/raiiieis rardtii was perfectly fresh, evidently they were just

coming out, as also was Melitaea didyiint. Nordinannia [Theda) ilicis

and Puntia dopiidirc were about equally numerous, and I secured a

couple of Ant/iocJiari.H hdia. Here I was very pleased to meet with

Epinepliele juisi'iihae for the first time, and as it was in good order I was
able to take a nice series. There are two very good restaurants near

the station on Mt. Tibidabo, so that after lunch 1 was able to go on
collecting again, and about four o'clock I returned to Barcelona, quite

pleased with a most successful day's collecting.

The next daj' was spent in travelling to ]\Iadrid ria Reus, Caspe
and Saragossa, and I found that travelling in Spain was sufficiently

comfortable, and that excellently cooked meals were served in the

restaurant cars. To my regret time did not permit of my seeing Sara-

gossa and Madrid properly, as I was anxious to get to the next collecting

ground, La Granja, as early as possible. After a three hoars' train

journey from Madrid, passing over the Sierra Gnadarama, I arrived at

Segovia on the morning of June 16th. A further journey of seven

miles in an omnibus brought me, about 12.80 p.m., to the Hotel

Europeo, at La Granja. The trains do not t'.avel very fast in Spain,

and from the train between Madrid and Segovia I had no trouble in

identifying many of the large numbers of butterflies I saw along the

sides of the railway, especially at the lower levels. One would like to

find a good place to stay at readily accessible to this portion of the

journey.

La Granja, the Grange, originally a monld>h farmhouse, was con-
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"verted by the Bouvbon king, Philip V., into a residence rivalling the

glittering creation of Versailles, and surrounded as it is by lovely woods,
which extend for leagues in every direction, by gardens, lakes and
streams, the Palace of San lldefonso, in the month of flowers, is a

paradise and a miracle combined. I found the Hotel Euiopeo quite

comfortable, and as the King and Queen of Spain were staying at the

Royal Palace of La Granja at the time, full of officers of the Spanish
garrison.

After " merienda " (lunch) I went out by the Puerta del Sol towards
the hills, but did not find much except some very fine Apmia cratae/ii,

which are much larger than those caught in Switzerland or France.

A thunderstorm prevented much being done, but I subsequently captured

a very good specimen of Macrnt/tj/lacia rubi, which dashed straight at

my face. The next day, June 17th, I worked the hills above La
Granja to little purpose, except that I was fortunate enough to get

several specimens of F.rebia evias, and three large beetles which I have
not as 3^et identified. A few C'o/m.s edima were flying on the lower

slopes, together with several var. helice. In the afternoon, after leturn-

ing to the level of La Granja, and working in the direction of the well

known farm, I found insects abundant, especially Melitaea aininia of

the form var. ibcrica, Obthr., in good condition. Among other species

were ['Icbeius ari/us [ocijon), Aiy/i/imis aijlaia, A. niobe, Melanar(jia

lachesia (one, which seemed to have just emerged), lltais riiinina

(slightl}^ worn), and a few commoner insects.

On June 18th my collecting was much hindered by cloud and rain,

but I " sat it out," and during the bright intervals got some good
things. Colias ediisa, Ponfia dapUdice, and about a dozen Drj/as pan-

dora absolutely fresh. This last species was seen first on this date,

three days earlier than I calculated before I left England that I should

take it. They are really extremely abundant at La Granja, and though
difficult to catch in the early morning when settled on the ground under
the ferns, they are very easily swept ofi' the thistles on which they

settle during the sunshine later in the day. After getting wet through
during this long day, spent on both sides of the stream between La
Granja and the farm, I returned to the hotel rather knocked up.

The following day, June 19th, the sun came out in all its strength

in a cloudless sky, conditions which continued until I left La Granja,

at the end of the week. I spent the da}^ on the left side of the Segovia

road, past the polo ground, in a ravine down which a stream runs,

uniting with another stream by the bridge under the main road. Leaving
La Granja by the Puerta del Segovia, in half an hour I was on the

ground. I took Lampides boeticns for the first time, but it was somewhat
worn. Melanan/ia lacltesis and M. japtjijia var. rleaiitlie, were on the

banks above the stream in small numbers. Dnjan pandora was abun-
dant, as was Anjijnnis aqlaia, and a few A. niobe and one Pontia

daplidice turned up.

June 20th I incended to spend in the same place, but by half past

twelve I was compelled to give up on account of the heat and return

to the hotel and rest for the remainder of the day. My captures

were the same species as on the previous day with several more
examples of L. bueticus.

The next day I made an early start and worked on both sides of

the stream leadmg to the farm. Many Dnjas nandora were obtained
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and a female of Thais runiinn, in splendid condition, was captured.

My special quest on this day was LacoKoin's (Thecla) robnris in its

special haunt, the right side of the road leadinpf to the farm, but
without success. At the end of the afternoon of this day I left

La Granja to return to Segovia. During the drive I noted
hundreds of Lencoiua salicis flying around the numerous poplar trees

along the roadside, apparently quite fresh. Before starting on my
journey I took the opportunity of visiting the Cathedral of Segovia
with its beautiful paintings, the fine Roman aqueduct and the Alcazar.

After travelling all night I arrived in Guethary, France, about noon
the next day. Altogether my trip in France and Spain of this year
was a very pleasant and successful one, and in conclusion, with
reference to the various statements which have appeared both in this

magazine and elsewhere, I should like to place myself on the side of

those who consider that the comparative dearth of insects in England,
France and Switzerland, in the early part of the year at any rate,

was due, not to over-collecting, but to the excessive amount of rain

last sumujer and in the early spring of this year.

Tyrol in 1913.

By DOUGLAS H. PEARSON, F.E.S.

Having no personal knowledge of the butterflies of Tyrol, we
determined this year to go and make their acquaintance, and on June
26th left London for Innsbruck ria Boulogne and Laon.

The Brenner Pass was to be worked from Innsbruck, and many
good things were to be taken from the district ; but we arrived in a

steady rain, which continued for three days with variations from rain-

ing to pouring, and during that time the net was not unpacked.

Feeling suicidal, we took train to Bozen and in the afternoon were
rewarded by glorious sunshine and the first sight of butterflies. The
next morning (June 30th) we set out for the Eggenthal, walking down
the far side of the rivei', and picking up Coenon<iiii}>lia arcania, Brenthia

ilaphne, Melitaea athalia, etc., on the way. Soon after entering the

Thai Cdastyina arr/ioliis was taken, and a nice little series of this,

including a few 5 $ in fresh condition, was captured during the week.

A very few Srolitantides orion were also netted, but not quite fresh, and
three Ni'/itis lurilla, which were new to me. These last have a float-

ing flight and are not difficult to catch if they condescend to come
within reach, but they spend most of their time over the tops of the

willows in un-get-at-able places. In contrast to Innsbruck the road

was nearly two inches deep in dust, with deep ruts, and when stirred

up by the frequent timber lorries, was very unpleasant. The black

cicadas on the telegraph posts made more noise than a flock of starlings,

but they were the only insects that could be said to be plentiful.

On July 1st we took the interesting wire railway from Kohlern and
walked up to Titschen, but the only insects of interest were Krcbia

euri/alt' var. ocellaris, which Ave found in a clearing of the wood. This

is so unlike the ordinary forms of A', ennjale that it might easily be

taken for another species, the red-brow^n band being reduced to tiny

dots and the ground colour being nearly black.

The next day we took train to the Mendel Pass, with plenty of

boxes for Krebia ncn'iie, which were supposed to be sitting on the rocks

J
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waiting for ns. On the top of the Pass—a terribly civilized place

—

E.

eiiri/ale was fairly common, but all with strongly marked bands, and
no var. occllaris were seen, whereas at about the same elevation at

Kohlern none of the type were met with. The rocks on the way down
were most carefully worked for E. nerinc, but not a sign of it was seen,

and insects generally were very scarce with the exception of Parari/e

acJiinc, which was fairly common in some of the roadways into the

woods, while an odd PolyoDDiiatas cuiianda, Erebia ceto, and J'jitcanesna

antiopa were picked up.

One of the chief attractions to Bozen was Libijthca cdtis, which Mr.
Lowe found swarming in the iSarnthal and Eggenthal in 1901, but two
visits to the Eggenthal and one to the Sarnthal failed to turn up a single

specimen. Hearing that there were a number of Celtis trees behind
the Hotel Austria, at Gries, we took the tram and walked through the

pretty gardens attached to the hotel, where cactus were growing wild

on the mountain side, and a nice collection of foreign cacti were doing
well in a rocky part of the garden. Celtis trees there were in plenty,

but no L. celtis, though on returning from a walk towards the Sarnthal
a solitary specimen was seen in the street and missed as it flew over a

high wall. This was the only specimen seen until one was captured
in the Eggenthal on July 5th. It surely could not have been over, but

unless Mr. Lowe cleared out the stock it is strange that it should not
have turned up in any of the various localities worked.''' The Sarnthal

was even deeper in dust than the Eggenthal, and also hotter if possible,

but butterflies were by no means plentiful, and we only managed to

take four S. oHon, two Everes avfjiades, some Papilio podaUriiis with

especially long tails, and odd specimens of Pohjonunatus hylas and C.

aKjiolus.

On July 5th we took the diligence to Karersee, and by walking
ahead managed to take the aforesaid solitary L. celtis, two Pohjonunatus

vieleai/er, several P. auianda, very bright and with strongly marked
borders, and one each of Linienitis Camilla and L. sibylla, which were
taken at one stroke of the net. One Linienitis iwpuli—the only one
seen—was also taken in the Thai, and a fair number of Brentlds daphne.

Karersee, with its comfortable hotel, seemed an excellent spot for

butterflies, but the weather turned cold and wet, and practically

nothing was taken either here or on the two days' drive down to

Cortina, through the splendid scenery of the " Dolomite Road." We
stayed at Cortina from July 9th to 16th, but insects were exceedingly

scarce, and with the exception of some more nice forms of PL eunjale

var. ocellaris, practically nothing was taken. We moved up to Tre
Croci in a deluge of rain, and the next day walked up Cristallo, until

the newly fallen snow became too deep and made heavy going. The
following day we walked up to the Pfalzgau Hut, and within ten

minutes from leaving the hotel had the luck to meet with Erebia

pharte, flying freely in an open space on the hillside. No time was
lost in bagging a nice series, but directly the sun went in they disap-

peared as if by magic, and evidently got well down into the herbage as

none could be seen sitting on the grass, and in the afternoon not a

* Certainly not "cleared out," for in the spring of 1912 Mr. Sich reported it in

absolute abundance on the roadsides south of Bozen. They were of course hyber-
nated specimens.—H.J.T.
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single specimen could be kicked up. We drove down to Toblach
and took train to Innsbruck, where it was still raining and where the

hay still lay sodden and brown in the meadows.
With pleasant memories of Weesen we broke the journey there, and

tried the marsh for a belated Lycainia arcctfi, f.. eii/ilioinis, or C. tiphon,

but not a sign of any of them could be seen, though we took a feAV

quite freshly emerged (i. rlianmi.

A long walk to the top of Speer produced nothing better than
Krehia lii/ca, and we took the train home wondering what had become
of the butterflies, as during all our trip even the commonest insects

were distinctly scarce, and nothing could be said to have swarmed.
As a set oft' to the lack of insects the flowers were beautiful, and

over twenty species were found which we had not seen in Switzerland,

including Rliododendron chamaecistits, Putentilla nitida, Diont/ius vkjhs-

pessulajiaa, Aqmle;/ia thalictrifulia, Primula minima; 8axifra(ja caenia,

etc. May 1914 give us better hunting !

SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
Gnophos obscuraria and rabbit-burrows.-—I am wondering if Mr.

Colthrup's remarks re Gnophos obscuraria and rabbit-burrows in the

current number of the Ent. Record (page 250), covers a case of associa-

tion that has hitherto escaped notice. I have frequently noticed the

partiality of this species for hare soil in chalk districts, but the sug-

gested restriction to rabbi t-Avarrens is ovitside my experience. Possibly

the habit is a local one and limited to the dark form alone.-—A. Bacot
(F.E.S.), 19, York Hill, Loughton.

With regard to Mr. Bacot's query re G. obscuraria, I may say that

on a slope of the Downs at Eastbourne, where there are no rabbit-

burrows, this insect rests on the bare soil, etc. (as indicated in my note

on "Protective Resemblance" in the May, 1912, number of the

FjUtomologist's Record, p. 125), but on other parts of the South Downs
where there are rabbit-burrows, it rests in them. It is possible some
may be found outside, but I have not done so.

The method employed by the New Forest collectors to get the

insect (which I have worked well elsewhere) is to take a "swish "made
of one or two long twigs, rattle them at the mouth of the burrow, and
net the insects as they fly out.

After all, this habit of hiding away in dark places is not so unusual
with moths as is generally supposed, and I feel pretty sure that those

found on fences and tree trunks are in most cases the exceptions.

On the Crumbles, at Eastbourne, a large expanse of bare shingle

with only a few wooden posts, Xylopha!<ia )iiono(/lijpha [polydon) some-
times swarms at sugar, yet if you examine these posts the next day
you Avill be lucky if you find a single specimen of A', iiionoi/li/pha at

rest on them, yet they would harmonize very well with the old wood.
Where do they go ? I believe down in the shingle.

At the beginning of last July in a small outhouse in our garden, a

specimen of Mania viaiira was found at rest, and day by day the

number increased till one morning there were seventeen. The moths
went out for their flight at night, and returned through five triangular

openings at the top of the door, the base of the triangles being only
three inches. Individual moths could be recognised by certain marks.
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They continued to resort to the shed after I left London at the end of

July for my holidays.—C. W. Colthkup, 141, East Dulwich Grove, S.E.
Latiorina orbitulus.—In his remarks on this species, p. 243 ante,

Mr. Muschamp appears to have overlooked a few data bearing on its

life-history to be found in Trans. Ent. Soc. Loud., 1911, p. 148.—T. A.
Chapman (M.D.), Betula, Reigate.

:^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Aberration of Epinephele jurtina.—In the Irish Naturalist for

April Mr. L. H. Bonaparte-Wyse records, among other things from
Kerry taken last year, a remarkable aberration of Epinephele: jurtina

{janira). It was a female, "which has two black spots below the
large apical eye-spot on the forewing. These spots are also reproduced
on the underside." It was captured at the foot of Mangerton on July
16th, and on August 1st a very similar specimen was taken at

Glenbeigh. He also records two specimens of a Hydroecia taken on
Valentia Island as H. crinanensis according to the verification of Rev.
C. R. N. Burrows.—H.J. T.

Occurrence of Pemphredon carinatus, Thoms., at Reigate.—On
September 7th last I saw, on a post near Reigate, a small black wasp,
that did not strike me as familiar, and captured it accordingly. I gave
it to Mr. Frisby, who tells me it is I'extpliredon {Ceratophoriis) carinatus,

Thoms. The diagnosis of the species will be found in Ent. Mo. Mar/.,

vol. xlvi., p. 10, by Saunders. The species is perhaps uncommon
enough for its occurrence to be worth recording.—T. A. Chapman (M.D.)
Betula, Reigate. October 9th, 1913.

CoLiAs Edusa at Hailsham and Brighton.—I had expected to find

reports in the magazines of many captures during 1913 of this

charming insect, but, so far as recorded, few appear to have seen them
in large numbers. I think, however, 1913 must be regarded as an
edusa year if my experience be any criterion. I first noticed this

insect in one of Brighton's busiest thoroughfares on May 27th,

sailing between the traftic. I had not the wherewithal to effect a

capture, although, by a coincidence, I had but a moment before left a
Naturalist's premises where I had ordered nets, etc. I saw another at

the Dyke near Brighton on June 15th.

During fourteen days' entomological work at Abbots Wood near
Hailsham, in July and August, Isecured 21, including one&h.helice. But
the surprise awaited me on my return to Brighton. I found a clover

field of 33 acres and spent several days in securing a dozen C. edusa

and another ab. helice. Later, noticing boys chasing insects in an
adjoining field where oats were standing in sheaves, I left the clover

and was surprised to find the cornfield literally alive with C. edusa. In
15 minutes, before breakfast, I secured 20, and, having obtained

sufficient, I watched the insects. It is no exaggeration to state that I

saw hundreds, but not one C. hyale. Very few left the cornfield for

the clover, a fact for which I am unable to account, since the cornfield

last year had a potato crop and the clover field was in its second year's

growth.

The last specimen I saw was on September 28th on the sea front

at Hove.—Louis Meaden, Melbourne, Dyke Road, Preston, Brighton.

Hydrcecia crinanensis in Norway.—We have just returned from
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Norway with a score or so of a Ihjdrocna, which Mr. Burrows identifies

as //. rriiuntoisis. This species has not yet l:)een actually recorded

outside the British Isles, though this is doubtless due, in the main, to

the fact that very few entomologists are competent to differentiate the

various members of the genus to which it belongs. The specimens
were taken at Moen (also called Mo) in the South Trondhjems-Amt,
70 miles S.W. of Trondhjem itself. Moen is in the valley of the Sura,

lat. 63", the latitude of southern Iceland. The insect occurred, mostly

at sugar, from August 16th till the end of the month, when we left

the locality. Both sexes came to sugar, occasionally in some numbers.
But though they came to sugar quite near the house, once only did

one present itself at light. This, however, was partly due to the fact

that Norwegian windows are not always made to open. Once a worn
9. was taken flying over a bearded-wheat field in the sunshine at

noon. Mr. Burrows firmly believes that the species is attached to

running water. Certainly at Moen this was the case. But we also

took the insect in the valley of the River Liddel, in Eoxboro'shire, N.B.,

in 1909, and there it was occasionally found in numbers on dry hill-

sides. It is difficult to refrain from speculating on the probable food

plants of H. cnnanenxis. In the Liddel valley we frequently took the

insect on flowers of Scabiosa sp., and ('ardiiun palustiis. Of course it

may well be that these are only frequented by the imago and are not

the pabulum. Nevertheless some have thought that scabious will

prove to be the creature's food. This plant certainly occurred at Moen
with the thistles (hiapordini acaiit/u'inii and I'arditKs arre)tnis. ('.

pLilnstris also occurred. Not many plants are common to the dry grass

hills of Roxboro' and the damp low Sura valley. The Sura produced
dock [Hiniii'.r spp.), which is the food of H. nictitam, and also the

allied genus Fobjiioninn. Both these plants were absent from Liddel-

dale. One is perhaps led to conclude that the food-plant is scabious

or some thistle, unless indeed the larva is a general feeder, or a grass

feeder.— P. A. Buxton (F.E.S.), and D. A. J. Buxton, Fairhill,

Tonbridge.

(CURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
In the Canadian Kntoiiiohiijist, for August, Mr. C. H. T. Townshend,

of the Entomological Station, Lima, Peru, announces the discovery of

another species of jumping maggot, in the flowers of a species of cactus

{Cereua sp. ?) growing on the luire foot-hills of the Andes about 40 miles

from Lima. These grubs were capable of jumping from six to eight

inches from a hard surface, by curling the body until the head and
anal plate end meet, and then suddenly straightening the body from
the anal end. Specimens of the perfect insect; (Diptera) were bred,

and appear to be a species new to science, and constituting a new
genus, probable an aberrant member of the Sepsidae, but partaking

also of the characters of the Milichiidac. It has been named Acucnla

Kaltaiis.

M. Forel, at the International Congress of Entomology in 1909,

computed the number of known species, races, and varieties of ants to

be somewhat more than 6,000. In a recent note in the Ann. 8oc. Knt.

lielf/., he gives a summary of his own collection showing that it con-

tains no less than 5,829 different forms, of which 8231 are quite

distinct species, Hence his previous estimate must be considerably
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below what exists, as there must be many additional species and forms
existing in other great collections of the world.

At a recent meeting of the South London Entomological and
Natural History Society, Prof. E. B. Poulton, M.A., F.R.S., gave an
address, with lantern slides, on "Mimicry in the Njaiiphalines of North
America." The Professor was at his best, and probable no more lucid

account has ever been given of the probable interrelations between the

Liiiienitis group of the Nymphalincs and the Danaines inhabiting the

same area. His remarks were illustrated at each point with specimens
and lantern slides, and the evidence chosen seemed so strongly to the

point that even those opposed to the hypothesis of mimicry must have
been compelled to admit more than the usual " There Avas something
in it."

The Annual Exhibition of Varieties of the South London Society

will be held at their rooms, Hibernia Chambers, London Bridge, on
November 27th. The meeting opens at 7.30, and visitors and friends

are cordially invited to be present and if possible to bring exhibits.

There are two things we wish to urge on all those who exhibit, first, to

label adequately and clearly, secondl}' to hand full details of their

exhibits, and a note of any remarks they may make to the Hon. Secre-

taries at the meeting, for embodiment in the Report.

Five further parts of the Lepidopteronim Catalni/iis have come to

hand, (ireoiiteti-idae : sub-fam. fleiiiitlwiuae, by L. B. Prout, is another

masterly volume of 192 pages, and what we have said of his work before

in this magazine, we can again say with emphasis, the compiler omits

nothing which is likely to be of use to an earnest and thorough student.

Cast)iiulae : sub-fams. Castniinae, Neocastniinae and I'e))ip/ii{/ctst(iliiuu',

by K, W. von Dalla Torre, and Brahinaeidae, by E. Strand, with

M('(ialnpyflidae, Dalceridae and Epipyropidae, by H. G. D}'ar and E.
Strand, deal with groups not so generally known, but they appear to

be moulded on the lines of the first mentioned part by Mr. Prout.

Numbers of references, at least all the important ones, are given to the

Families, Sub-families and the Genera, and in the species the forms

and aberrations are, as of course they should be, included. With
regard to the two other parts, Carposinidae, Heliodinidae and Gb/phip-

teri/i/idae, and FteropJioridae (we find the author means what is now
known as Alncitidae) and Orneodidae, by E. Meyrick, we can only

deplore the issue of them, and repeat with emphasis Avhat we said in a

previous review, reserving for a future date a more detailed summary
of the more glaring instances of " ignore "-ance of recent work, which
in the interest of science should be generally known.

Part IL of the Transactions of the KntowoUxjical Societi/ of London
has recently been issued. There are sixteen pages of the Proceedings,

containing a full and adequate account of the matters which are

brought up at the ordinary meetings, and of which our own report is

only a mere outline, and more than two hundred pages of the various

papers read. Amongst these H. Eltringham contributes " On the

Scent Apparatus in the male of Amaiiris niacins, L. ;
" J. C Moulton,

'• On some new and little-known Bornean Lycaenidae ; together with a

revision of the Thecline genus Thaimda, Moore;" J. C. T. Fryer,

"Pupal coloration in Pajiilio polytcs, L.," and "The larval habits of

the Tineid moth Melassina enerya, Meyr.
;

" H. Eltringham and Prof.

Poulton, " On new or little known forms of Acraca :" K. C. L. Perkins,

" On the Classification of British (Jrubrunidae (Hymenoptera) ;

" the
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late G. H. Verrall (edited by J. E. Collin), "Descriptions of new species

of the Syrphid genus (V//Z/V( m (Diptera) ;

" etc. There are thirteen

plates.

In the Knt. Mo. Ma;/, for October, Mr. R. S. Bagnall, F.L.S.,
describes two species of IlaplotJiri/is as new to the British Fauna, viz.,

U. juncorum and H. (Iistin(/in'ndiis, both from near Oxford.
The Annual Volume of the South-Eastern Union of Scientific

Societies, The South-Easteni Naturalist, contains a record of the
Society's activities during the year, an account of the Congress, which
was held this year in the metropolitan area, viz., at Hampstead, and the
papers read at the Congress. None of these last could be strictly

included in the term " Natural History " unless it be the capital paper
giving an account of the " Geology of Hampstead " by Mr. F. VV.

Rudler, which we had the pleasure of hearing. There are four plates.

The next Annual Congress will be held at Bournemouth in June, 1914,
when we hope to hear a great deal about the Natural History of

Hampshire and Dorset.

In 1911, the late Mr, G. H. Verrall, the well-known entomologist,
bequeathed to the National Trust his property in Wicken Sedge Fea
and St. Edmund's Pen, amounting to nearly 240 acres. These places

are about the last remaining portions of the great undrained and un-
cultivated fens of the Eastern counties. They lie about seven miles
South-east of Ely, and about 3^ miles west of Soham in Cambridge-
shire.

A considerable sum— amounting to over £300—was payable as

estate duty on the gift, but owing to the generosity ot an anonymous
donor, the Trust was enabled to accept the bequest.

The Fen cannot, however, be preserved in its natural condition

without a considerable annual expenditure—an expenditure in excess

of any sum which the Trust is able, having regard to other claims
upon its funds, to devote to the purpose ; and it has been decided that

in order to deal with Mr. Verrall's bequest as he would have wished,
an endeavour should be made to raise an adequate endowment fund.

The Trust is in no way desirous of restricting access for genuine
naturalists, but it is anxious, as far as possible, to prevent over-

collecting, and the exploitation of the Fen for commercial purposes.

It is felt that the employment of a permanent watcher may go far

towards the attainment of what all true nature lovers will desire, viz.,

the preservation of the wild life of the Fen. A permanent watcher
would be able to do something to check the indiscriminate "collecting"
done by unscrupulous persons, which has gone far towards exterminating
the rarer plants, butterflies, and moths.

To the zoologist the Fen has long been known as the home of rare

Butterflies and Moths ; of the former, L'apilio machaon is the best

known, but the Fen abounds in other species peculiar to marshy lands.

Subscriptions may be sent to The Secretary of the National Trust

(S. H. Hamer, Esq.), 25, Victoria Street, S.W.
Mr. R. S. Bagnall, F.L.S., F.E.S,, continues to work steadily at

the study of the Thysanoptera and the other Orders of more or less

obscure and little-known insects, which he so enthusiastically began

some years ago. We have received copies of several articles written

by him recently. " Brief Descriptions of New Thysanoptera," Ann. <.(

Maif. X. I J., September, 1913, various Thrips from Africa and India.

"The Scottish Xiimi'lnjla,'' Scot. Xat., August, 1913, seven of the four-
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teen British species. " Lithohius duhoscqni, Brole., a Centipede new to

the British fauna," ZooL, August, 1913. " Two species of Haplothrips

new to the British fauna," Ent. Mo. Mar/., October 1913. And "Notes
on Aeolot/iripidae, with description of a new species," Joitr. Econ. lU'oL,

September, 1913. We hope soon to have, from Mr. Bagnall's pen, a

few elementary notes illustrated with detailed figures to enable our

readers to recognise the members of these obscure orders, some species

of which are of especial importance from an economic point of view.

A small but very interesting Exhibition of Photographs has recently

been held at the Royal Photographic Society's rooms by members of the

Nature Photographic Society. There were 132 very choice examples of

nature photographs, including work by most of the well-known
specialists. Mr. Hugh Main exhibited several of his beautifully executed

life-histories, of which the series of the Maple-leaf-cutter Sawfly, of the

Nest-making of rolijdesmvft co)iiplanatus (a centipede), of the Water-

beetle {DijticHs mar<iinalis) and of the Glow-Avorm were probably the

best. Mr. A, E. Tonge showed a set of photographs of the eggs of

British Butterflies and a most wonderful case of protective resemblance

in Bryupliila (jlandifera on a lichen covered wall. Mr. C. W. Colthrup

showed several sets of the resting attitudes of British moths in their

natural surroundings admirably illustrating their protective resem-

blance. Mr. A. H. Hamm showed the resting habits of several British

butterflies including a print of the marvellous resemblance in the case

of Eucldd'e carda}iiiiies. Among other exhibitors were Messrs. A.

P'rost, Somerville Hastings, Grace Kearton, C. G. Pike, T. M. Black-

man, F. Martin Duncan, etc.

Jl^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
" lra)isactio)ifi of the Cardiff Nattiralists' Society.'' Vol. xlv., 1912

(pp. 128 + vi.).—Less than one-third of this volume is taken up with

natural history strictly so called, of which our colleague Mr. J. R. leB.

Tomlin, M.A., F.E.S., occupies some eighteen pages by a first instal-

ment of a very full annotated " Catalogue of the Coleoptera of

Glamorgan." There are also several pages of entomological notes by

other contributors. Like many of our provincial societies, this Society

has in the past scarcely carried on sufficient definite biological work to

justify the words "Natural History" in its title, and we are pleased to

have the opportunity of appreciating earnest endeavours to break from
this custom. From Mr. Tomlin's introductory remarks we find that

there are in Glamorganshire but few active present-day workers in

biological science, although there have been a few notable students in

the past. Much of the area has, however, never been worked syste-

matically, and it is hoped that the present summary may be an

incentive to the younger generation with their greater leisure and
opportunities to take up some line of investigation in nature. We
quote from the notes an item of more than local interest: "The
extremely local Nebria couiplanata, L., one of the finest of the British

ground beetles, was described as new to science by Fabricius in 1792,

under the name of Carabiifi areiiariiis, in ignorance of the prior Linnean
name, on specimens sent him from the Glamorganshire coast by the

famous Sir Joseph Banks." Mr. Tomlin would be pleased to obtain

any records which he does not possess of the district, and he would
particularly like to ascertain where the late W. G. Blatch recorded his
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captures in the neighbourhood of Swansea in tl^e latter half of the

nineteenth century.—H.J.T.
Annual Rkport and Transactions of the Manchester Entomo-

logical Society, 1912. Price Is.—The Eeport is a record of the

Society's steady progress and success in keeping together a small body
of local entomologists. There are now some fifty members, of whom a

good proportion are known to us by their contributions, at one time or

another, to our current magazines. The meetings have been well

attended, and some interesting and useful papers have been read. Mr.
W. Buckley, the President of the year, gave the annual address, deal-

ing mainly with " Entomology and the Microscope." Mr. J. Mangan,
M.A., gave a lecture on the " Larch Sawfly {Neinatus erichsonii) and its

Parasites," showing strong evidence that encouragement of natural

checks is the only real control of the pest. Mr. H. S. Leigh, M.Sc,
read a paper, " The Life-histories of the Leaf Insect {Puldiriplnilliuiii

crnrifolium, Serv.) and the Mantis [Spltodnnimntu biociilata, Burm.),"
which is printed in full in the Report. Messrs. B. H. Crabtree and C.

F. Johnson gave interesting accounts of the butterflies met with on
their holiday trips to the " Rhone Valley" and the "Pyrenees" respec-

tively. The Rev. S. Proudfoot detailed his experiences in " Wicken
and District." Mr. J. Watson gave a lecture on "The Parnassiinae,

an Ancient Group of Butterflies," of which a summary is printed, and
in addition contributed two important papers on the SaUtrniidae, a

family which he has studied for many years, viz., " Notes on the Actias

Group of Satuniiidae and Descriptions of two new Genera," and "The
Genius Philosaiiiia, Grote, and its Hybrids." Mr. B. H. Crabtree,

F.E.S., has contributed a very beautiful plate of Varieties of Abraxas

(/rossulariata, to the Report, from an admirable photograph by Mr. R.

Tait, Jn., for the reproduction of which, in the present number, we are

indebted to the kindness of the former gentleman. 'Tis a pity the

spelling in the Report is weak.—H. J. T.

Explanation of Plate XXII.

Fig. 1.— i . ab. lacticolor-radiata, Kayn. Ground colour of upper-wings luteous,

hindwings creamy white ; median band pale yellow.

,, 2.— i . ab. lacticolor-liitea, Kayn. Ground colour of all the wings luteous;

median band pale orange.

,, 3.— c? . Ah. alhispatiata, B,a.jn. Broad white area between central fascia and
outer margin.

,, 4.— c? . Ah. gloriosa, Eayn. Ground colour of all the wings golden; basal

blotch and median band yellow and woad ; broad black stripe ex-

tending along three-quarters of the costa.

,, 5.— cT . ab. melanozona, Kayn. A pretty form, examples of which were bred
a few years ago by Mr. W. Keid of Pitcaple.

,, 6.— r? . ab. )ii,f/roco.s/<( ^/, llayn. Broad black stripe extending along nearly

the entire length of the costa.

,, 7.— ? . ab. Ilavipalliata, Kayn. Forewings with broad luteous area, like a

mantle, between the black basal blotch and the discal spot.

,, 8. — 'i . nh. iiigro.Hparsiita, Kayn. Hindwings exceptionally heavily dusted
with black scales.

,, 9.— cf . Specimens with outer margins of forewings heavily blackened, central

fascia brilliant yellow.

,, 10.— (^ . Specimens with both fore- and hindwings deeply radiated with intense

black ; central yellow fascia nmch diminished.

,, 11.— d. ah. varlei/ata, Porritt. With fore- and hindwings prettily radiated

with white.

,, 12.— ,j . ab. nigrvi^ixirsatd, Kayn. All four wings entirely suffused with deep,

slaty black, the ordinary markings appearing as though seen through
a veil.
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Some Additions to the Isle of Wiglit List of Coleoptera.

By J. TAYLOR.

Unfortunately I have been able to do hardly any collecting daring
the last eighteen months, but as others have kindly told me of their

captures, there are several beetles to record. They are :

—

''•' Benibidiitm clarki, Daws.—Sandown, May (Newbery).
* Metahletus trtmcatelliisi, L.—In sedge tufts, Alverstone, April

(Beare).

M. obsciiro-r/uttatufi, Daft., var. '''atratiis, Dej.—Sandown, September
(Bedwell).

"'•• Laccobins oblouf/iis, Gorham.—Sandown and Luccombe Chine,

September (Bedwell).
* O.viipoda lon(/iiisci(la, Er.—In moss, Sandown (Taylor).
'' Tliiasophila imjuilina, Mark.—In nest of f^asins fidujinosus, Apse

Heath, near Shanklin, August (Donisthorpe).
-'' Calodera oethiops, Gr.— In brickfield, Sandown, September

(Bedwell).
"^ Hoiiialota vidua, Steph.— On wall, Sandown (Taylor).

H. angiistida, Gyll.—Sandown and Alverstone, April (Beare).

(This species has been recorded from the Isle of Wight before, but

from no exact locality.)
'- H. debilis, Er.—In brickfield, Sandown, September (Bedwell).
'' H, sordidtda, Er. and *H. testudinea, Er.—In stack refuse,

Sandown (Taylor).
•' Mi/nnecopotn brcri/iex, Butler.—Ventnor, September (Bedwell).
'• Eiicepkalns couiiiUccnis, West.—Sedge tufts, Alverstone (Beare).
* Sipalia rnficnllis, Er.—Greatwoods, Shanklin, April (Beare).

* Tachinus pallipes, Gr.—Niton (Mitford).
* Qiiediiis violocliinua var. Jtlspanicns, Bernh. {hcoiniiioiiua, Sharp).

—

In salt marsh, August (Donisthorpe).
'''-

I'liiloiit/iiia (jitifiqidliariiis, Gyll.—(Type form, only the var..

ilmidiattia being recorded previously). Bank of pond, Sandown
(Newbery).

* Actobius cinerasicens, Gr.—In brickfield, Sandown (Bedwell).
'''- Leptaciniis batijchrits, Gyll.—Sandown, August (Donisthorpe).
* Lathrobiaiii foiuilnm, Steph.-—In sedge tufts, Alverstone (Beare).
* L. quadratinn, Pk.—In stack refuse, Sandown, April (Beare).
"••' Acheniiim hnmile, Nic.—Yaverland, September (Bedwell).
'' Cryptobiinii (jlaberiuHiii, Hbst.— Alverstone (Beare).

* Medon obwletas, Nor.—In brickfield, Sandown (Bedwell).
* StejiKs pHsillus, Er.—Sandown (Beare).
'' Trtii/ophluens ricularis, Mots, and "T. Ki(btilis, Er.—Sandown

(Bedwell).
* Lestera heeri, Fauv. (punctata, Duv.).—Bembridge (Donisthorpe)..
'• HiviialiiDii vile, Er.—In stack refuse, Sandown (Bedwell).
'•' Mei/artlinis a [finis, Miill.— Sandown (Beare).

* Netn-aphefi anynlatiis, Mull.—In seilge tufts, Alverstone (Beare).

* Scijdinaenus collaris. Mull.—In sedge tufts, Alverstone (Beare).
' Mdanop/ithalma distiui/itenda. Com.—Parkhurst Forest (Donis--

thorpe and Nicholson).
'' Necrobia viijicvllis, F.—Newport (Donisthorpe).

December 15th, 1918.
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Lonr/itarsufi /acobaeae, Wat., var. '^riifescens, Fow.—Sandown
<Bedweil).

* Salpintfii'^ raiitanei(><, Panz.—Parkhurst Forest (Nicholson).
-'' MordelUiitena lu'iiwaldeifi/iana, Pz.—Sweeping in lane, Morton,

August (Oonisthorpe).
'• RIiy)ichiti's aeneorirena, Marsh.—Alverstone (Taylor).
''• Thn/oi/enes t^cirrhosun, Gyll.—" Pits," Sandown (Donisthorpe).
* Siincro7iyx reichei, Gyll., and also its var. ^-cJiampionis, Fow.

—

On Cuscuta epitJnjminn , Parkhurst Forest, August (Donisthorpe and
Nicholson).

"•- Rhinoncas castor, F.—Lake, near Sandown (Newbery).
* Calandra oryzae, L.—In rice, Sandown (Taylor).

Mr. E. A. Newbery kindly named my Honmlotae.

A var. of Stenus binotatus, Ljun., with black antennae was taken

at Sandown by Mr. Donisthorpe while sweeping water plants;

fortunately the specimen was a male.

Notes on the capture of Claviger longicornis, Mull., and a Descrip-

tion of its supposed Larva. {With plate.)

By H. St. J. K. DONISTHORPE,, F.Z.S., F.E.S.

P. W. J. Miiller, who described Claiif/er longicornis, in 1818,

points out that it lives with a yellow ant that is somewhat larger than

Lasinn fiaviifi. (This ant would be either L. mubratnK or L. mi.rtiis, both

of which were described by Nylander in 1846). Subsequently Rouget,

Lokaj, Saulcy, Reitter, Richen, Rupertsberger and Wasmann, all

captured it with L. nmbrattuf. Ganglbauer records it with L. briinnens,

Schenck, and von Hagens with L. niner, and Forel found a specimen

with Mijrmica laevinodis. Wasmann, who studied it at Prague,

established in 1894, that its normal host was L. umbratns, that it was
found more rarely with L. briinneiifi, rarely with L. nir/er, and with

Myrnriea as a chance capture. Schmitz discovered it at Maastricht

in 1907 with L. xanbratnn, and next year he published a most interesting

paper on this fine myrmecophile.

In our own literature the following references to C. lonniroruiti

occur :—Janson, the pioneer in the study of British myrmecophilous
coleoptera, writes in 1857—" In Germany and France a second species

of Clariyer [0. longicornis Miiller) is found .... if assiduously

searched for it would probably be met with here." It does not appear

to be mentioned again till 1908, when Donisthorpe, in a short paper on

the British ants, points out that C longicornis is found with L. iinibratns

on the continent, and remarks, " When shall I capture, or hear of tlie

capture of this beetle here?" On November 2nd, 1910, the snme
observer exhibited a specimen of this beetle with its host L. uuihratus

taken by Schmitz in Germany, at a meeting of the Entomological

Society of London, and said it should occur in Britain with the same
ant. On March 20th, 1912, Walker exhibited five specimens taken by

him in 190(5 in nests of a small black ant under stones near KirtliuL;-

ton in Oxfordshire. He had put them away in his duplicate boxes

under the impression they were the common species C. testaccus, and

had only just found out what a prize he had taken. In May, 1912,

when recording the species as a British insect, he remarks that he
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believes the ant thej' were found with was Fornnra fnxca, subsequent

events, however, have proved this not to be the case.

On May 1st this year Walker found another specimen and shortly

afterwards Collins took two more, the host in each case being L. niger.

Walker records these captures in a note entitled— " The Host of

Clavujer longicornis, Miill., in England." This is rather misleading,

since as will be seen shortly, the normal host is here, as elsewhere,

L. iiDihratiis, or its sub-species L. iiii.rtiix. On May 14th Walker kindly

took me to his locality and we visited all the ni(ier nests in the neigh-

bourhood, without result. On May 16th I went to Box Hill, in

Surrey, where I knew Lasius muvtiia to occur, and on finding a nest I

was at once rewarded b}- the capture of three specimens of the Clavif/er.

(The same myrmecophiles live with L. ini.ctits that are found with L.

uwbratHi^. I took the rare Acari, Traclnjuropoda bosturki, Sphaerulaelaps

holothyroides, and Autennophortm uhluianni, which I have before found

with L. iiiiibratus in other localities in England. Janet records the

same species with L. vii.vtits.) The colony was situated in the deeply

embedded root of a tree stump, part of which broke off when I was
working at the nest, and this I left as a reserve. On May 17th I went

to Oxford again, and hunted with Collins in the ni;jer nests there. As

before no Claci/jer turned up, but I found a colony of L. innbratus.

The nest was situated in a bank, the ground being so stony that it

was impossible to dig it up, a 2 with three wings (one of last year's

brood), and a few ^ ^ only being exposed. On May 23rd I again

visited my viixtiis nest at Box Hill, but found that the ants had

deserted the remains of the tree root. Patient search produced two

more colonies of L. inixtns in deeply embedded tree roots, in both of

which a ini.ctns deillated ? occurred. In the smaller colony three of the

Claviijer were found, but in the other, a large and very populous one,

over twenty specimens were present.

The deeply embedded roots correspond with Scbmitz's deeply em-

bedded heavy stones, the reason being that L. umbratus and L. nuxtus

are much more subterranean in their habits than L. t^artts or L. niger.

I have heard from my friend Bedwell, to whom I had explained my
method of finding this beetle at Box Hill, that he took twenty

specimens in one nest on June 7th.

On September 7th I was again at Box Hill to try and obtain <? (?

and winged 2 ? of the ant. In this I was successful, and also saw

six specimens of the Claingcr. It is thus clear that though C. longicornis

occurs sparingly with L. niger in Oxfordshire, should a colony of L.

7iiiibrcitns or L. )iii.vttis be found there, which could be properly investi-

gated, the beetle would no doubt be found as freely as in Surrey.

I may mention that I introduced live specimens of this Claviger into

my L. vmbrahis observation nest last May, and that they are still alive

to-day (November 27th). They now generally sit on the body of a L.

fuliginofius 2 , which has been accepted as a queen by the unibratita ^ ^ .

On my last visit to Box Hill, on September 28th, the beetle was

not observed, but two specimens of a beetle larva unknown to me,

were found in a L. tni.rtiis colony, which may be Claviger larvfe. One
of these I brought home and introduced into my nest, where it was not

attacked by the ants, but died in two days, the other I put into spirit

and sent it to my friend Father Wasmann, and he tells me it is

unknown to him and that it may possibly be ('. longicornis, and as the
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larva of Clavir/er is unknown, he advises me to describe it. Accordingly

I made a short description, but on sending the specimens to Dr.

Chapman, he kindly executed the plate given herewith and drew up a

much more lengthy and complete description, which I have inserted in

place of my own.
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By Dr. T. A. CHAPMAN.

The larvae are preserved in alcohol and are very rigid, and are so

delicate that I did not care to submit such rare specimens to any strong

reagents to soften them—my examination of them was therefore in

some directions decidedly limited. They are of a palechitinous brown
and their appearance of softness and delicacy gives probably a correct

impression, as various parts, legs, cerci, etc., are collapsed and distorted

by the shrinkage of the contained tissues in the alcohol. One is

struck by the great size of the head, jaws, and first thoracic segment,

a well-developed Oci/pus olens does not approach it in this respect.

The total length (from end of antennal hairs to end of cerci

hairs) is nearly 4-Omra., of the body only about 3ram., of which
the head is 0'9mm., the prothorax 0"7nim., the meso- and meta-thorax

together 0-6mm. and the abdomen about 0-8mm. The head is 0-7mm.
across, and is rather square, having somewhat parallel sides, and being

somewhat straight across the front, the large curved jaws, however,

give a rounded curve to the front margin. The head has various

hairs (see plate xxiv., fig. 1). The jaws are long, sharp with a fine

sweeping curve, without other teeth than the sharp point, there is an

abortive hair towards its base, its length is 0'4mm. (fig. 3). The
antenn;p arise close to the base of the jaws, are 0-36mm. long, or

0"48mm. if terminal hairs are measured. They are four-jointed, the
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lengths of the segments being as 1, 3, 4, 2|. The first and second are

simple, the second a little swollen terminally, the third is angular
and elaborate, a projection of the inner margin carries a strong hair.

The extremity of the inner margin slopes outwards and carries

several short hairs and a curious curved joint, the fourth joint carries

four terminal hairs, three larger than the other, and each on a

rounded projection, giving a trefoil clubbing to the end of the joint

(fig. 5). The labrum 0-27mm. across and 0-lmm. deep is nearly

rectangular, the margin being slightly curved. The margin is crenate,

the two central crenations having a straight margin, the next two
on each side are rounded and each carries a short pointed baton
and a hair behind its inner margin, there are several other short

hairs (fig. 8). What appears to be the maxilla, but of which much
can only be seen by the transparency of the parts, is O-ilmm. long,

has a first and second strong broad joint, from the end of the second

proceeds, 1st, a two jointed process, the last joint carrying a minute
palpus and a hair; 2nd, a single jointed process with a fringe of short

hairs at its extremity (fig. 4). The labium is a square plate, produced,

however, in front, about 0-06mm. wide and O'OSmm. long, at the

anterior corners on either side is a three-jointed palpus, the second

joint short, the third minute. At the base of each palpus is a fan of

minute hairs, and the extremity in front is a feather-like process, with
very numerous down-lil<e hairs (fig. 6). Immediately behind the

labium is a dark transverse line of finely fringed chitin, behind this a

simple line, bounding a somewhat triangular, more transparent area

(fig. 6).

The prothorax carries sundry hairs (fig. 1), and a spiracle on either

side just below its posterior margin (fig. 7). The spiracle presents a series

of nearly concentric circles and is about 0'06mm. across, the legs of

this and the two succeeding segments arise towards the posterior

margin of the segment. The legs are somewhat shrunk (in places)

and distorted, but they consist of a basal portion (coxa) which is about

0-4mm. long, rather curved, and in life is probably directed down-
wards, the trochanter is not distinguished, the femur and tibia are

about the same length as the coxa, and have numerous hairs. There

is a terminal spine (a stronger hair) to the tibia, and a short, curved

sharp claw 007mm. long (fig. lO). The abdominal segments have

each a long hair on each side of the dorsum and two at either margin
and a spiracle that projects in a somewhat bulbous form in the

specimen (fig. 9).

The eighth (and last with spiracle) abdominal segment carries on

each side a long (0'64mm.) dorsal process (cercus ?) apparently three-

jointed, with sundry very long hairs, the terminal one 0-45mm. long

(fig. 11), ventrally each side has also a much simpler process (figs. 11

and 12). The ninth abdominal segment, as seen from above, is a

slight, nearly square plate (fig. 1), with a pair of longer and a pair of

shorter hairs. Probably this is really the tenth, the ninth being

obscured by shrinkage.

Desciuption of Plate XXIV.

Fig. 1.—Dorsal view of Larva (legs omitted) x20.
,, 2.—Ventral view of larva to show legs x20.
,, 3.—Mandible x70.
,, 4.—Maxilla x 70.
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,, 5.—Antenna x 70.

,, 6.—Labium x 70.

,, 7.—Posterior corner of prothorax with spiracle x 70.

,, 8.—Labrum x 70.

,, 9.—Dorsal aspect of third abdominal segment x 70.

,, 10.—Femur and tibia of intermediate leg x70.
,, 11.—Right cerci (dorsal and ventral) x 70.

,, 12.—Side view of ventral cerci x 70.

P.S.—M. Peyerimhoff has seen one of these larvfB since the

above was written and does not think it is that of Clari(/er. At the

same time the fact that the larva is without any trace of eyes (a point

not mentioned by Dr. Chapman) appears to me to be very significant,

since the perfect insect in the genus Clavuier is also blind.

—

H.St.-J.K.D.

A Further Note on Erebia gavarniensis, Warren.

By H. ROWLAND-BROWN, M.A., F.E.S.

I Avas much interested to read Mr. Brisbane Warren's observations

upon Erebia ))ianto and its forms {anted, pp. 273-277), the more so as

he was my companion in the summer of 1911, when we captured the

butterfly which he has christened Erebia i/avarnievsis. What Mr.

Warren says about the Gavarnie " inanto " is perfectly correct up to

this point ; it is a separate species from the manto of Central Europe.

But when he avers that the Pyrenean race *' has no claim to the name
caecilia, or to any connection with it," I must join issue with him.

Had he asked Mr. Wheeler to refer to M. Charles Oberthiir's notes on
the species {IJpid. Cnniparee, fai^c. iii., p. 291), he would have been

informed that Boisduval had already considered the matter, and also

M. Oberthiir himself. I find that the former author in his " Kurop.

Lepiil. Index Methodicus," published at Paris in 1829, arranges the

species as follows :

—

jnjrrlta, H., Och., God Alpes .... Julii

VHicliaboeii^, Encycl.

var. caecilia, H. (totus niger) . . Pyren
Boisduval, therefore, is emphatic that caecilia is " entirely black," and
that it haunts the Pyrenees only.

Now let us see Avhat M. Oberthiir says as to the specific identity of

manto and var. caecilia. "Manto," he writes {loc. cit.), "varies greatly.

Its most remarkable variety is caecilia, Bdv. [hones, pi. 33, figs. 5 and

6) "
:—not caecilia, Hb., be it observed—"I find that caecilia, Hiibner

(Nos. 213 and 214), does not represent the same butterfly; in the case

of caecilia, according to Boisduval, the underside of the forewings is

entirely black, and is not marked with red as in Hiibner's figure."

Boisduval, however, does not appear to have had any females of

caecilia in his collection. M. Oberthiir possesses, I believe, the

Boisduval types in his great collection. At all events, he goes on,
" Boisduval possessed but one male caecilia which is apparently that

reproduced in the ' Icones.' When he says (p. 168) that the Auvergne
and Pyrenean females are very like those of the Alps, he certainly

forms his judgment without authentic evidence, for the assertion is

absolutely erroneous."

My own opinion, then, is that Boisduval's name caecilia refers to

the type of this lately separated species, and that var. caecilia, Hb.,

stands for a central Alps (and other localities) variety (and aberration)
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of iiianto. The fact that Boisduval in his " Catalogue " places H.
after the name does not appear to ati'ecc the apphcation in view of the

conclusive " totus niger " which accompanies it, and the given locality

of the Pyrenees.

I may add that M. Rene Oberthiir captured E. caerilia. Bsdv., at

Le Lioran, where 1 looked for it in vain in August, 1909, being

obviously too late on the ground ; and M. Charles Oberthiir in this

instance is not prepared to differentiate the Cantal caecilia from those

of Cauterets and Gavarnie. Whether typical iiianto occurs in the

Pyrenees is extremely doubtful.

M. P. Rondou, a first rate entomologist and observer, who lives at

Gedre below Gavarnie, says (in lift.) that typical iiianto never occurs

there. Pierret, in 1848, records, probably in error, a single female
caecilia, Hb. But neither de Graslin nor i3ellier mentions either type
or variety in their respective list of captures hereabouts [Trans. Soc,

Ent. Erance, 1857-1858).
Caradja (Beit, zar Kejitnixs des (Trotinschiiiet. des Depart. Haute-

(jraronne, " /;/s," 1894, Dresden) mentions several localities in his

catalogue where he asserts that the type occurs with ab. caecilia—
Mont d'Antenac, Porte Venasque, Lac d'Oo, Lac Vert, Porte de la

Picade.

D'Aubuisson {Cat. . . . de la tiaute- Garonne, " J3all. Soc. Nat.

Hist. Toulouse," t. a., 1868, suppl. 1885) adds, for type and var.

alike, Mont Cagire (1800m), Saint-Beat (520m), and Luchon (622m)
;

caecilia, " rather rare."

But I do not accept Caradja as an accurate guide to the alpine

butterflies of his region. Guillemot, who is more reliable in this

respect, informs us {Cat. Lepids. du Puy-de-D6iue, p. 43) that the type

and var. caecilia occur together on the elevated pastures of Mont-
Dore in July, and that the variety is more abundant than the, type
" which is never so marked as the Swiss form."

That there should have been some confusion among authors as to

the relative identity of caecilia, Hb., and caecilia, Bsdv., is natural

enough. But if we are satisfied that Boisduval's caecilia is the same
insect, which Mr. Warren and I took in the iris fields of the Val
d'Ossue at Gavarnie, then I think there is no justification for him
to assert that the Pyrenean race has no claim to connection with the

name caecilia. I find also on careful examination of my series of

(javarniensis taken in this locality (17 males, 5 females) that in the

male the rust-coloured spot near the apex of the forewings on the upper
side is seldom present. But, in the case of the females, while I have
one with three large lemon-coloured spots on the underside of the hind-

wings, in each case on the forewings there is an indistinct rust-

coloured mark near the apex, and this contains two well-marked black

spots. Mr. Warren says " no eye-spots " in his diagnosis of the

species, with which otherwise my examples more or less agree.

Protective Resemblance.
{Continued from page 250.)

^ By C. W. COLTHRUP.

Of what use is it to the Blackbird to be black ? It certainly is no

handicap in the struggle for existence, yet its near relative the Song
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Thrush, whose habits are very much the same, is supposed to be

protectively coloured. In the course uf my wanderings in the barest

and most remote parts of the South Downs, I have found it almost
impossible to get out of range of the Blackbird's note (not that one
wants to), but the Song Thrush is absent. If there is only one gorse

bush, there you will find a Blackbird nesting and advertising its

presence on the top of the bvish by its song. Yet here Hawks are

plentiful and the Downs are regularly quartered by Peregrine Falcons,

Sparrow Hawks and Kestrels. If the reverse was the case, c/c, the

Song Thrush present and the Blackbird absent, it would probably be

suggested that the former, being protectively coloured, enjoyed

immunity from attack, and the latter through being conspicuously

coloured had been killed off. One reason for the absence of the

Thrush is that it likes a high tree from which to sing, and haunts the

clumps of trees, which are sparsely scattered in some parts of the

Downs.
Mr. Curtis says on p. 153 in speaking of the increasing discrimina-

tion of the birds, "«.s tite dbcriialnative facultij iroiiUl be enlianced in each

(/cneratioii bij the fact that the bird who successfidli/ diacriniinated, ivould

hare a better area of food siipjdy, because it icoiild be nitre of palatable

insects all tiie time, instead of c/ianrin// unpalatable insects." 1 agree.

The bird would not need to chance the "unpalatable" insects,

however, but would make use of the above discriminating faculty and
•devour the supposed " mimic." Does Mr. Curtis not see that this

undermines the theory of mimicry and the end for which it is supposed

to be working, viz., the protection of the "palatable" species. With
regard to Models p. 154, it is news to me that Leucoma salicis,

Spilosonia liibrici/ieda and -S'. iiienthastri come under this head, as I have
frequently found their severed wings, also those of the Wood Leopard
Moth, Zeuzera pi/rina {aescnli), a most evil smelling moth, under
electric arc lamps. On what difference, I wonder, does Mr. Curtis

base his assumption that Porthesia chri/sorrhoea is palatable, and
S. Inbricipeda and S. iiienihastri unpalatable ? From a field natura-

list's point of view the models and mimics suggested on page 15-1 are

about the limit. His admission that he does not know the " models
"

for J'lijeria tabaniforuiis, etc., and his guess that " they are certainly

Hymenopterous insects which are probably armed in some way," is not

evidence. Surely it would have been uiore scientific to obtain positive

evidence before putting the claim forward. Mr. Curtis in the last

paragraph on p. 154 says "looking at the above list it is obvious

to the most superficial person that the earliest appears after birds

have received an immense accession of numbers by the migrants'

arrival, that insect life is at its highest point, etc." My interpretation

of the above is that the warmer weather induces more species of insects

to emerge and the same cause induces our summer migrants to return.

Were there not a sufficient insect diet we should not get them.
Further, insect life being at its height, there is more chance of finding

some species resembling others than when insect life is at its lowest.

It is past my comprehension why " it is an inteyral part of the

t/ieories that warning colours lose their utility, to a larye e.rtoit, ir/ien

insect food is scarce." I should have thought the palatable insects

needed them more at this time. Mr. Curtis says nothing here

(although he mentions them later on) about the large influx of insect-
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eating birds we get from the North and the Continent, in the Autumn,
which stay with us till the Spring. The "integral part of the theories"

quoted above strikes me as an ingenious though abortive attempt, of

so ardent an advocate as Mr. Curtis, to get out of admitting that be

cannot make his theories fit nature. On page 165, after mentioning
Anthrucera fdipendidae, Arctia raja, etc., in connection with "Warning
Colours," he says, "one and all appear during the time insect life is

most abundant and when the birds would not be driven to unpalatable

food." Why should these insects be protected at the expense of the
" palatable " insects. The latter, however, survive notwithstanding.

How is it that so many cocoons of A. I'dipendtdae are found broken

open and the contents eaten if they are unpalatable. Again on the

same page Mr. Curtis makes it appear that it is onbj " in the Winter

vionths and Sprin;/, when our insectivoroun winter residents are hiisi/ and
hiOKjrij, that oar lepidopteroits insects seek the retiring ijarb of russet-

brown and dead leaf colours, or else dress theiiiselres in the soft t/reens and
yretjs of the licJien corered trees,'' whereas he must know that moths are

about all through the Summer with similar colours and form the class,

which must be the " palatable " insects, on which the Summer insect-

eating birds obtain their living. On page 155 Mr. Curtis says " In

some cases the writers seem to go to the absurd extremity of rejecting

everything in favour of the theories, whilst seizing upon and insisting

upon every little point, which they think tells against the theories."

Surely Mr. Curtis should not complain seeing that he does exactly the

same in favour of the theories. It is not enough to generalise " for or

against," but necessary also to particularise. With regard to experi-

ments on birds in confinement, and in spite of Mr. Curtis's charge of

"bitterly prejudiced obsession," I maintain that these tests are of

little value, as it is a well-known fact that well-fed birds in confine-

ment will refuse food that will be readily eaten by their own kind in a

wild state. A wild bird is trained from the nest to feed on various

insects. It is very illuminating how easily Mr. Curtis disposes of any-

thing which may tell against these experiments, as on p. 156 he says,

" I also believe that the fact that the bird and insect may not necessarily

be a bird and insect, which would normally meet in the wilds to be a

fact of very little iiioiiient.'' How very convenient ! I should have

thought that it would have made the experiment valueless because it

is quite understandable that a bird might be shy of a strange species.

Again, individual birds of the same species often have very different

tastes, one Kestrel will feed almost entirely on Agriades coridon,

another on small birds and mice, and oft another will attach itself to

a pheasant rearing field and take only young pheasants. On the

same page, in speaking of the known partiality of the Redbacked

Shrike for humble bees, to which I have also referred {anteuT^. 248) he

says, " / do not think that the fact that Lanins collurio {the Itedbacked

Shrike) has a known partialiti/ for bumble bees, sufficient to discount the

results attained by these hii/hli/ instructive experiments." Again, very

convenient ! It is at any rate absolute proof that the humble bee is

not a distasteful species to the Redbacked Shrike. One is an artificial

experiment, the other an observation from nature.

With regard to experiments on birds in confinement, it may not be

out of place to refer to an article in the October number of Jlritish

Birds, by the editor, Mr. H. F. Witherby, on " The sequence of plum-
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ages of the Rook, with Special Reference to the Moult of the Face."
The adult rook's " face " is bare, whereas the carrion crow's " face " is

covered with bristle-like feathers, and it has long been a disputed point
as to whether the former gets its bare face by means of a moult, or by
abrasion of the feathers when digging the ground for food. Mr.
Witherby has been cari-ying out investigations on birds shot in a wild
state, in every month and nearly every week of the year for two years,

and proves pretty conclusively that the feathers are lost in the first

winter-moult, after January, and not by abrasion. He summarises
the experiments that have been carried out from time to time on birds
in captivity, and in one instance, "even after its second winter-moult,
the face was fully feathered, and in another case a bird did not get a
bare face until its second autumn-moult." He remarks, " It is well

known that birds in captivity often moult most irregularly, and this ?V

a (fooil viatance of the dani/er of drawintj conclusions regarding iiioidt and
sequences of jduinoije from captive birds." My contention is that a
similar danrjer exists from drawing conclnsions regarding the rejecting of

insect food bi/ captive birds.

Mr. Curtis is mistaken on p. 156, when he assumes that I " view
the question of protective coloration from the narrow standpoint of

attacks on lepidopterous imagines only," as I think I have sufficiently

indicated in the above notes. True, I only mentioned Polia eld in my
original note, but then I was replying to a previous note on this insect.

I would suggest to Mr. Curtis that he should take into consideration,

not only the attacks by birds, but also the attacks of spiders, bats,

lizards, ichneumon and other Hies.

Mr. Curtis says on page 157, " Tlie theories iroiild lose their value to

me entirely if theg could not be apjilied throughout and to their logical

extremitg.'" Yet at the end of the next paragraph he finds it necessary

to cover himself by saying, " the supposed exceptions are the result of

interaction of laws which ve hare failed to elucidate." In the same para-

graph he says, " / do not believe that natural laws operate in a piece-meal

style, everything tliut I know tends to make me believe that every law in

nature is carried into operation in its entirely," with which I agree.

The Mimicry theory falls far short of this, however, otherwise all

the "palatable" species would receive protection in the same way,,

and I fail to see why some "palatable" species should be protected

at the expense of others. Again, how is it that " distasteful or

unpalatable" species do not become pests through their immunity
from attack, what keeps their numbers down ? The fact is " nature

"

is one vast tragedy, and the lucky ones escape. The birds feed on
insects, mollusca, worms, etc. ; ichneumon fly larvse on lepidopterous

larvae; stoats, adders, crows, etc., feed on young birds and so on. If

these natural laws work for the protection of butterflies, why do they

not also operate for the protection of young birds, whose mortality is

so high, bj' making them distasteful? I think the answer is obvious.

By doing so " nature " would upset the balance and we should be
overrun with birds, and so it would be with the supposed " unpalatable"
butterflies and moths. With regard to the striking resemblances
between different species of butterflies, etc., this may be a reversion to

type of marking, of a common ancestor. The fact that they are

distinct species now is an exemplification of the variability of

"physical means and machinery" producing similar results, as regards
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wing marking only, as in the case mentioned by Dr. Cockayne (l-^nt.

Recovil, p. 219) of Arjii/nnis )iiiihfi wsiv. jacanensis SLud Daiiais (liri/.sip/)iis,

the former generally accepted to be a mimic of the lattei', yet they
prefer a different kind of locality and fly at different altitudes, and in

Japan only the fritillary exists. If they had been flying together it

would have been cited as an instance of mimicry. I note that Dr.

Cocl:ayne considers this as one of those cases of accidental resemblance,
" of which many other wonderful examples could be collected," and
his remark that " these accidental resemblances must occur, owing to

the strictly limited range of size of Lepidoptera and of possible colours

and patterns," is very much to the point, but I fail too see why these

circumstances should not operate when insects are flying in the same
locality as when they are miles apart.

With regard to certain species of butterflies that have two or three

forms of the female that are supposed to " mimic " separate species of

butterflies, I have in my mind an almost parallel case in the eggs of

the Tree Pipit. They are among the most variable of birds' eggs, and
are to be found in various shades of grey, brown, red, pink, green, etc.,

blotched, spotted ot finely speckled. One clutch could be easily

mistaken for a variety of the House Sparrow's, another a Chaffinch's,

another a Eeed Bunting's, another a Reed Warbler's, etc., and they can
often be found in close proximity. It is certainly, however, not a case

of "mimicry." The Cuckoo is another bird that lays most variable

eggs, and as far as observations go, each female always lays the same
type. The egg is laid on the ground and the female carries it in her

bill and deposits it in the nest of the foster parent. Now it is often

stated that the bird carries the egg about till it finds a nest with eggs

that match it pretty closely. I have made careful observations on a
number of nests, in various localities that I know are haunted by
Cuckoos, for some years, and found it quite the exception for a

Cuckoo's egg to match those oi; the foster parent, although had it been
so disposed, the female could easily have accomplished it. I have
found Skylark types of Cuckoos' eggs in Hedge Sparrows', Robins' and
Pied Wagtails' nests, a Pied Wagtail type in a Hedge Sparrow's nest,

a greyish type in a red Tree Pipit's clutch, and a pink type in a grey

Tree Pipit's clutch, and so on. In only one case did 1 find a type that

nearly matched a Robin's clutch. Other observers have confirmed my
experience. One fact is pretty well proved and that is that each

individual Cuckoo, as far as is possible, places its eggs in the nests of

the same species, and that, probably, the species that reared it. I

mention the above to show that although there may be striking

resemblances in nature, the human deductions from the observed facts

are not always correct.

Mr. Curtis says " it is open to them (the opponents of the theories)

to supply, and in fact necessary that they should supply a rational

explanation of the extraordinary likeness between organism and
organism, etc." At a recent meeting of the South London Natural

History Society, Professor Poulton previous to his lecture, exhibited

lantern slides showing a foreign species of Wasp, the male of which
had horns on the head similar to those of the Stag-beetle. From the

observation of the gentleman who sent them over, it appeared that

these horns were used in fighting for the possession of the females,

which seems a very rational explanation of their use. Why then
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should it be necessary to supply a rational explanation of the extra-

ordinary likeness between organism and organism, c/c, the horns of

the wasp and of the stag-beetle ? Would Mr. Curtis call this
*' Mimicry ?

"

On page 158, Mr. Curtis says, " If the opponents merely say that

they oppose the application of the t/ieories to lepidopterous imagines,

for I cannot see how they can contest the application of the theories to

the other orders and larval stages, do t/ici/ irant tiro tlieories irhen one

will do !
"

If one theory will do, why does he continually refer to the theories—
" Protective Resemblance," '* Warning Colouration," and " Mimicry,"
to say nothing of " Aggressive Resemblance," which is now put
forward in other quarters.

{To be concluded.)

Early Summer in the Valais and North Italy.

By B. S. CURWEN.

My entomologizing excursions this Summer took me in the main
to familiar localities. This season, however, was undoubtedly an
abnormal one, and some of my records may in consequence prove of

interest. Thanks to Messrs. Wheeler and Alderson, I was able to go

to the right spot for certain species.

On June 15th I worked Eclepens from La Sarraz, at which place

the Hotel de la Gare proved clean, comfortable, and almost absurdly

inexpensive. Hair-streaks were just emerging, Nordinannia [Tlieda)

ilicis and var. aescnli, and Str}/nio)i pnnii being taken. Lycaena alcon

was plentiful, but worn, and not in the marshes, which, at that date,

were practically insectless, but on the hills above the marshes. Other
" blues" taken were Ai/riadesthetia (bellan/iis), Aricia iiiedon (astrarche),

I'ob/onniiatiis icariis [ale.ris) and var. arciiata, Aricia emnedon and
Plebeins ar(i>/ro(jno)iion. The type form of Coenonj/nipha arcania was
fresh and plentiful, as were Melitaea atlialia and j\l. parthenie. M.
didijma was just emerging. Pararf/e maera, P. egeria, and P. achine

were taken, also PU-ebia medusa. Other captures were Aporia cratae<ji,

Pieris rapae, Colias In/ale, Melanargia t/alathea, Epi)u'phele jurtina,

t'oenoni/nipha paiiiphiliii^ smd Adopaea Jiara.

At Caux, on the 16th, after some little trouble, the very restricted

marshy spot where that sprightly little "copper" Loweia (Chrysop/ianiis)

wupliidamas flies was found, and five specimens taken, all quite fresh.

A number of Chrysophanus hippothoe were also taken here. Other

species taken were EncJdo'e cardaniines, Pieris napi, (Julias hyale,

Melitaea athalia, M. didyina, Brenthis euphrosyne, light specimens and
some bleached, Coenonyinpha iphis, C. arcania var. daririniana, Krebia

medusa, E. oenie and Xordniannia {Thecla) ilicis. The "blues," which
were not plentiful, were represented by Polyoinmatus hylas, Ayriades

thetis {bellaryus), Aricia eumedon and Cyaniris se)niaryus, and the

*' skippers" by I'oirellia sao, Hesperia mediae, Adopaea fiava, Nisoniades

tayes and Cyclupides palaemon. The Geometer Scoria lineata was in

profusion, and the following Burnets were taken: Anthrocera [Zyyaena)

achilleae, A. purpuralis, A. lonicerae, A. Jilipendulae and A, transalpina.

A visit to the Tiniere valley next day produced the first Pamassius
apollo of the season, some Lycaena alcon and Cupido ))iinima, in addition
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to many other things previously taken. A few Adsita {Inn) .ttatices were
sitting on scabious blossoms, and a huge, pale female Hamearis
(Neiiieobius) lucina was taken.

At St. Triphon, on the 18th, the insect of the day was Paran^e
achine, which swarmed in the pink of condition. New captures were
Limenitis sibi/lla, very fresh Arifi/nnis aglaia and A. niohe var. erisy

Brenthia dia, Pobjommatns icarus [ale.vis), and one specimen of Poly-

ommatits thersites. A curious teratological specimen of Coenont/Dipha

painphiliis was taken with a minute left forewing, eyeless and pointed.

The 19th, between Vernayaz and Martigny, produced plenty of

new species

—

Ljeptosia sinapis and ab. erysimi, Melitaea phoebe, ]\L

dictynna, some quite fresh and others worn to rags, Brentliis daphne in

profusion, Limenitis Camilla, Kluyia (Thecla) spini, and Noidniannia

ilicis, Satyrus alcyone, Issoria lathonia, Loiceia (Chrysoplianiis) alcipltron

var. gordius, and Heodes viryaureae, the last only just emerging and
the var. ynrdins swarming and in perfect condition. The "blues" were
conspicuous by their absence, except Plebeius argiis and a solitary

Polyommatiis amanda. Hesperia carthami and Poirellia sao were well

in evidence. The weather, which had hitherto been perfect, now
showed signs of breaking, and the next day was a continuous down-
pour. A walk in the afternoon to Les Grangettes, near the junction

of the Khone with Lake Geneva, a locality for Brent/n's selene, produced
Brenthia ino and Melitaea didyma, sitting on flower heads in the rain,,

and allowing themselves to be boxed without trouble, but no B. selene.

With the exception of Eclepens, the localities so far visited had
been worked from Montreux. A move was now made to St. Maurice,,

in the Rhone valley. Round about St. Maurice and Lavey les Bains,,

on the 21st, a dull day, produced only one new species, Satynts cordida.

At Sion, on the 22nd, " blues " swarmed, and very little else. Only
three species seemed, however, to be present :

—

Plebeius aryus, Polyom-

matiis icants {ale.vis) and P. amanda.
On the 23rd, a fine day, round the Tour de la Batiaz in the

morning, and Vernayaz in the afternoon, produced plenty of good
things, although Melitaea berisalensis, which was specially looked for,

was not taken. New species were Erebia styyne (worn), Pararye

meyaera, Aryynni^ adippe, Polyynnia c-album and var. hutcJiinsonii,

Erynnis lavaterae and Hesperia carthami. K. spini and X. ilicis, var.^

cerri, were plentiful on the bramble blossoms, their attempted capture

resulting, however, in mote damage to the silk-gauze net used than to

the butterflies. Brenthis daphne were plentiful and in good order at

Vernayaz, although only one specimen was seen at La Batiaz. The
most plentiful " blue " was Polyommatas hylas.

The weather now became very unsettled, and even in the Rhone
valley it was cold enough to wear an overcoat. On arrival at Brigue,.

intending to walk over the Simplon, the conditions were so depressing

that a change of plan was decided on, and the train taken to Pallanza,.

on Lake Maggiore. The transformation in the comparatively short

time taken to traverse the Simplon tunnel was astounding ; on the

Swiss side leaden skies and an icy temperature, and on the Italian side

cloudless blue skies and brilliant sunshine. The walk from the station

at Pallanza Foiula Toce (the mouth of the river Toce) along the bank
of Lake Maggiore, to Pallanza, a distance of four miles, is a very

interesting and beautiful one. Small sallow bushes on the lake bank
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were literally hidden under countless swarms of a green beetle,

hundreds of which in flight bombarded one's face and filled one's net

when attempting to capture a butterfly. The only butterfly in com-
petition with the beetles at this part was Melananiia </((lafhea var.

jtrocida. Further on, near Suna, the path running up the vine-clad

slopes soon tempted me, and here ScoUtatitides oriu)i was noted in

abundance and in fresh condition. An extremely hot walk up Monte
Rosso, a hill with an elusive summit, gave two more new species,

JSi/ntoiiiis pliei/ea, in swarms, and Nadia ancilla.

On the 27th, at Iselle, ne^v species were I'aj'ilio iiiacliao)i, Scoliton-

tddea oiion, and ('elai^trina an/ioltis. The two most plentiful insects were
Parnansiiis apollo and Loireia alcipliron var. (jordius, both very fine

types and in good condition.

The next three days were spent at Simplon village. During the

whole time the sunshine was brilliant and the sky cloudless, but an
icy north wind blew with terrific force day and night, and insects were
few and far between.

In the Laquinthal Erebia cetn and E. nnwstra were about, but,

alas, no E. chiisti. M. Morel of Paris, who was staying at Simplon,
had not attempted to leave his hotel for eight days, owing to the

continuous gale. Pieiis napi var. bryoniae and AnthorJiaris siiiifdonia

were taken, and Coenonynipha arcania var. insiibrica, but only an
occasional var. darwiniana until the Berisal side of the pass was
reached where var. insubn'ca was not to be taken. Brentltis

eiiliJu-osi/ne was fairly plentiful, and many were large black specimens,

decidedly larger than the average lowland specimens.

On July 1st the wind dropped considerably, and the walk from
Simplon to Berisal produced a number of new species:— Erebia

ti/ndarna, !<]. erias, E. lappuna, Brenthia jiales, Chr>/snp/iaiiiis Jiipjiotliu'e

var. enrybia, and Heaperia cacaliae. At Berisal I bad the pleasure of

meeting Mr. Sloper, who had found the season up to that time

an extremely poor one.

On the 2nd, between Berisal and the 5th Refuge, the following new
species were taken:

—

Pamaftsiiis nineiiioxyne in plenty in the well-known
fleld behind the hotel, Hipparchia neviele, Krebia epiphron, Polyonimatits

esrheri, Adscita (liio) yeryon, and one specimen of Lycaena sfp/iyntx var.

lycidas.

On the 3rd, between Berisal and the second Refuge, the new species

were Melitaea aiirelia and Anthrucera (Zyyaeiia) carniolica. On this

day var. lycidas was found in considerable numbers and in very varied

condition.

On the 4th I left Berisal and walked down to Brigue. The new
species on this day was Hiixutina daiiion.

On the 5th at La Batiaz and Vernayez, the interval of 12 days

from my previous visit had wrought considerable change in the butter-

fly fauna. The Melitfeas and Theclids had quite disappeared and
Jlifjithis daphne, and var. yordiiis were almost things of the past. On
the other hand the Satyrids were in full force us were also Liincnitix

caiiiilla and ]>ryas paj)lria. The only " blue" seen during the whole
da)'' was a solitary specimen of Palyoiinnatus liylas. The 7th to 9th

were spent at Eclepens. The weather was, however, almost uniformly

hopeless. In a few minutes of sunshine, however, on the Lausanne
road, where I rnet Mr. Warren, I took one Apatura iris. On the hills
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a Linienitis poptili, the only one seen, was missed. In spite, however,
of the fact that the majority of the insects taken were sitting about on
flowers, bushes, etc., this locality is so prolific that about 160 specimens
were taken in this manner. The new species was ^^^ordmannia (Ihecla)

acaciae. Some beautiful Paniassius apollo var. pseiidonoiiiion were
emerging and a number of specimens were taken whilst drying their

wings. A^ ilicis and var. cerri were swarming, although mostly worn,

and Lycaena alcon was also plentiful and some specimens taken were
quite fresh.

This terminated a holiday which, in spite of a considerable amount
of bad weather, proved both enjoyable and entomologically successful.

About 112 species were taken including a few Geo)iu'trae.

The Terminology of Valriation.

By Hy. J. TURNER, F.E.S.

Since the article under the above title was published in the

September nuinber of this magazine, Mr. J. H. Durrant has very

kindly brought to my notice the fact that the famous Hiibner had
considered terminology, and in a work of which, I believe, only two
copies exist, one of which is in the Library of the British Museum
(Nat. Hist.) at South Kensington. Hiibner sums up the facts as

they presented themselves to him, and puts forth the scheme which
is printed below, comparing his scheme of terminology with that,

•extant in the works, of Linnaeus, and with that of SchifTermiiller in

the Vienna Catalogue (Wiener- Verzeicluius). It should be noticed that

the significations of the terms " genus " and " species " of the three

authors are quite different.

The book referred to and the extracts are included below :

—

HUBNER, Jacob.—" Lepidopterologische Zutrage," pp. 1-32,

AUGSBURG (Verfasser), 1820.

p. 15 :—

H e e r ; OR DO. Der Inbegrifi^ aller Schmettlinghorden.

Ordnung S. V. Ordo Linn.

Horde; PHALANX. Eine Abtheilung des Heeres, aus Rotten

bestehend.

Gattung S. V. Genus Linn.

R o t t e ; TRIBUS. Ein Theil der Horde, aus Stiimmen bestehend.

t S. V. —Linn.

S t a m ra ; STIRPS. Jede tihnlich gestaltete, zahlreiche Sonde-

rung der Gattungen die ahnlicbe Familien bilden.

— S. V. Phalanx Linn.

p. 16:—
Familie; FAMILIA. Ein Theil des Stammes, welcher die

Vereine enthalt.

Familie S. V.* —Linn.

V e r e i n ; COITUS. Gleicbendahnliche Gattungen der Familie.

— S. v.* —Linn.
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G a t t u n g ; GENUS. Die zusamniengehorende Geschlechter
begreifend.

Art S. V. Species Linn.

Art; SPECIES. Ein unterschiedenes Ansehen cler Gattung.
— S. V. —Linn.

Geschlecht; SEXUS. Der ]\Iann oder das Weib, jeder

Gattung.
Geschlecht S. V. Sexus Linn.

Muster; EXEMPLAR. Jeder einzelne Schmettling.

— S. V. —Linn.

Abweichling; VARIETAS. Muster eines ungewohnlichen
Ansehens iiberhaupt.

Abiinderung S. V. Varietas Linn.

F e h 1 g e s t a 1 t ; DISFORMATIO. Ungewohnlichen Form der

Glieder.

—S. V. —Linn.

F e h 1 e n 1 a g ; ABERRATIO. Auschweifende oder nachlilssige

Zeichnung.

—S.'V. —Linn.

F e h If ;i r b u n g ; ECOLORATIO. Ungewohnliche Farbe.

— S. V. —Linn."

The following may be taken as the signification in English of the

above terms :

—

()r(lo = The host of all the Lepidoptera sections.

]'halan.v= A. division of the Ordo comprising the Tribes.

Tnbiis = A part of the Phalanx consisting Stirps.

Stirps = A\[ similarly fashioned groups of genera which form similar

families.

Fa))iilia = k part or section of the Stirps which includes one or more
Coitus.

Coituii = \ery similar genera of the Family.

(Te«/<.s = Comprising the sexes which belong to one another (! ! !) [i.e.,

a pair of one of our " species."]

Species = A.n integral part (distinct representation) of the Genus.
Sexii.f^ J or 9 of each Genus (!!!)

l^lxeinplai^Fiach single specimen.

l'ar/f^fl.s = Example, of a generally unusual appearance.

7.)/.s/o?'»(a^/o = Unusual form of some part.

Aherratin = Divevf^ent or irregular markings.
Ecoloratio i='[]nnsnal colour.

If this matter of Terminology be thoroughly considered, it may
be possible to fornuilate a scheme to place before the Nomenclature
Committee and get properly discussed by experts, with the view to the

more general adoption of a series of terms, which may be applied and

understood with sufficient ease to be <:enerallv recognised.
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Notes on Pieris manni and other Entomological subjects.

By B. C. S. WAKREN, F.E.S.

I. Pieris manni.—Four years ago Professor Reverdin, in an article

on P. 1110)1111 [Knt. liec, vol. xxi., p. 149), gave a list of localities where
it was found in Switzerland. Of these, three were in the Canton
Valais: Branson, Martigny, and Sierre. It is also to be found at

Vernayaz, but I do not think the fact has been recorded.'''

On June the 21st, on the path at the foot of the famous cliflt's, a few
hundred yards from the Vernayaz end, /'. )iian)ii was Hying in do/ens.

A magnificent race, both in size and colouring, the brilliancy of the

yellow on the underside reminding one of the colouring of the under-

side of /*. uaj'i from Ireland; while, in the majority of specimens, the

intensity of the black markings on the upperside far surpassed any P.

viaiDii I have seen from the south of Franco.

The <? c? were flying all along the path, but the 9 5 seldom left

the rocks up the hill side, and were consequently much more difficult

to catch. On this occasion there were none to be found at Martigny,

though a week later they were to be had there too, but never in the

same profusion as at Vernayaz.

This was, presumably, the second brood, but out of a great number
which I netted, and liberated again, there were only two which one
could call var. lossii, both 2 2 , although several transitional forms
were noted in both sexes.

The length of time which the species lasted struck me as being

remarkable, extending over two and a half months, my extreme dates

being June 21st and September 9th. It is known that the broods of

I'.' manni overlap in the summer, but in this instance there was no
break whatever in the continual re-appearance of freshly emerged
specimens throughout the whole time.

II. Scarcity of the commoner species of Butterflies.—One
thing, which will probably have been noticed by most collectors of

butterflies, at Eclepens, and in the Rhone Valley, this summer, is how
scarce the commoner species have been. Species that one usually finds

in hundreds other years not being present in tens this.

Such things as Af/riadcs tltetis, Aricia nifdov, Cj/aniris seniiarf/its,

Pleht'iiis an/Kn (aci/on), Ridiiicia pidaeas, have been particularly scarce;

I have not seen a dozen specimens of /'. («?y/».s- [oet/on), and only two
R. phUwaa during the whole summer !

The Apaturids, too (not perhaps generally called "common" species,

though often so abundant in Central Europe as well to merit the term),

were very few and far between at Eclepens, there seldom being more
than two or three in sight on the road at the same time ; while even
Parnassnts apollo was never really plentiful.

Occasional specimens were all that one saw of Dnjas paphia and
Melitaea jihnehe, never more than two or three on one day. While on
the subject of M. phoebe, it may be interesting to add that on June 17th

I captured one magnificent specimen of var. orcitanica, at Sierre, only

one other specimen of A/, plioclx' being seen that day.

What has been the cause of this ? The weather ? In the case of

Eclepens possibly too many collectors ! The summer has certainly

been a bad one here, but it does not seem to have affected the

* It is recorded in my "Butterflies of Switzerland," etc., p. 59.—G. Wheeler.
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numerous other species, many of which have been exceedingly abun-
dant. It would be interesting to know if this failure among the
common species has been noted in other parts of the country too.

III. Appeal to all Entomologists.—Under this heading, in the
June number of the magazine, some gentlemen, on behalf of the 8wiss
Entomological Association, made an appeal for the protection of certain

local species of Swiss butterflies and moths.
While greatly admiring the endeavour to protect these species, one

cannot but think that there are others in very much greater need of

protection. That such a species as Krehia cluiul could be in any
danger of extermination seems nnpossible ; as Mr. Wheeler pointed
out, in a footnote to the article, the greater part of its haunts, on the
mountain side, between the Laquin Tal and the Laquin Alp are
wholly inaccessible.

The case of Li/caena iolaa, however, is very different. If the Swiss
Entomological Association would turn their attention towards pre-

venting the complete destruction of the bushes of Colutea arboirscens

in the Rhone valley they would be doing a good deed.

I am told that the old headquarters of L. iolas at Follaterre have
been entirely destroyed, and, from what I saw at Sierre, I can quite
believe it. One day in the early spring, at Sierre, I came on numbers
of bushes of C'. arborescens hacked to pieces, many of them being cut
off about a foot above the ground. Endeavouring to find out the cause
of this, I Avas told that C. arborescens is used as a substitute for

senna !

I know it is said that the bushes, which mostly grow singly, are so

scattered through the Rhone valley that there is no fear of their being
totally destroyed ; but, on the other hand, when in full bloom in June
they are visible a long way off and very conspicuous, and a keen -eyed

native, who knew he could make something out of it, would have no
difficulty in marking the spot and returning to it in the winter, or late

autumn, which is the time when the bushes are cut.

At present L. iolas is moderately plentiful at Sierre, but unless

something is done to preserve its foodplant, at no very distant time it

will cease to exist as a Swiss species, and will disappear from the

higher stretches of the Rhone valley, as it has from Follaterre.

Entomology at the British Association.

The Eighty-third Annual Meeting of the British Association for

the Advancement of Science was held at Birmingham in the middle
of September of the present year, under the Presidency of Sir Oliver

Lodge, who took the place of the late Sir William White, the original

president for the year.

On the Committee of the Section dealing with Zoology we note

the following names of those who are more or less interested in

Entomology. The President of the Section was Dr. H. F. Gadow,
F.R.S. Among the Vice-presidents, we find Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker,

F.Z.S., Dr. F. A. Dixey, F.R.S., and Dr. P. Chalmers Mitchell, F.R.S.,

and on the Committee were Prof. W. Bateson, F.R.S. , Dr. G. D. H.
Carpenter, Prof. G. H. Carpenter, Dr. S. F. Harmer, F.R.S., Prof. E.
B. Poulton, F.R.S., Messrs. R. S. Bagnall, Leonard Doncaster, Wilfred

Mark Webb, Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, etc.
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Among the numei'ous papers in the Zoological Section were several

devoted to one branch or another of Entomology. Professor Dixey
dealt with " The Geographical Relations of ]\Iimicry," pointing out

that certain definite schemes of colour and pattern in the wings of

butterflies are characteristic of certain definite geographical regions, or

even of sections of regions, and instancing his assertion by the well-

known combinations of red, black, and yellow Ithomiine, Heliconiine,

Danaine, Nymphaline and Pierine butterflies of Central and South
America, and by a similar parallelism between the local forms of the

African genera Mi/lot/iris and Phiissura. The extreme difficulty of

seeking an explanation of these facts in the common influence of geo-

graphical environment, made it more probable "in the views of many"
that these resemblances are due to the principle of mimicry of one
form or the other. But there are sure to be some anomalies to be

accounted for, and there maj^ even be mere coincidences due to

migration or chance.

Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker dealt with the question of " The
Correlation of Pattern and Structure in the linraliJac group of Butter-

flie?," and made an exhibition of butterflies of allied genera in the

Plebeiinae, Strtjmoninae, and Hinaliiiae, showing the changes in pattern,

colour and structure, and also changes of the same characters between
closely allied species in the genera Plcbeiin. and Iluralis. He also

showed a few species of the genus Arraea, in which the structure was
very similar while the colour and pattern were very diverse, and
others again in which the opposite was apparent. With slight

diversity of structure the difference would probably be only specific,

while if the structure were veiy diverse it would probably indicate

generic difference. But if this apparent want of correlation of colour,

pattern, and structure be studied with all available data, it will be

fouud that all genera which group themselves into sections like

Pa/iilio, Cliaraxcs, etc., as far as their colour and pattern are concerned,

are also grouped more or less distinctly in their structural details in

correlation to their pattern and colour. It would seem that colour

and pattern are more sensitive to mutability than structure.

Dr. G. D. H. Carpenter discussed the " Enemies of Protected

Insects, with special reference to Acraea zetea." It was pointed out

that " protected " did not mean to imply protection from every enemy.
Such an immunity, would mean unlimited increase. Even the honey-
bee, well protected as it is, is preyed upon by the bee-eater, and hairy

caterpillars are consumed in quantities by cuckoos. The most
effective enemies of protected insects, however, are mainly predaceous
insects and parasites.

Prof. E. A. Minchin, F.R.S., read a paper on " Sleeping Sick-

ness," a resiimt' of what was known of the cause of this terrible

scourge of Africa. It was pointed out that the disease was dependent
for its existence on two hosts in succession, a vertebrate (man, etc.),

and an invertebrate (the tsetse fly). The vertebrate host was not man
alone but largely antelopes as well as ruminants generally ; to the

latter hosts, however, the organism was innocuous. Various preventa-

tive measures had been suggested. If the flies could be wholly
destroyed, it was obvious that the disease would disappear. Some
would suggest the destruction of all game. Others would protect the

wild gallinaceous birds who would reduce the flies to a minimum
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number, which result would be further aided by the introduction of

other species of birds of this family. It was an unquestioned fact that

the fiies were only found in the vicinity of water.

Professor E. JJ. Poulton opened a discussion on " Mimicry," by
bringing a considerable amount of evidence to support the theories, that

certain butterflies and moths unprotected by nauseous body-secretions

developed colour and markings resembling more or less closely those

of insects generally unacceptable to birds and other enemies as food.

The nature of the various injuries commonly found in, or seen to be

inflicted upon butterflies was remarked on, and it was pointed out that

there was evidence to show that these injuries were especially

characteristic of the great groups, which were composed of protected

species, the models for mimicry. It was shown by many comparative
illustrations and specimens how difficult and practically impossible it

was to explain the resemblances as due to the sole influence of natural

environment.

Mr. R. S. Bagnall read a short paper on " A Chalcid Parasite on
Thrips," giving also lantern illustrations. He recorded a Chalcid
found in association with various speci(-s of Thysanoptera of the Sub-
order, Terehrautia, from North Devon, Oxford and the N. of England.
The insect was apparently referable to 'riniportenus nisselli, Crawford,
a genus and species i-ecently described from N. America and not
hitherto recorded from Europe, and reared from various Terebrantian
Thrips. It was pointed out that this discovery was of much economic
importance on account of the range of its hosts.

Mr. E. S. Bagnall read a second paper discussing •' The Systematic
Position of the Order Protura." The literature of this recently

diagnosed and anomalous order of Arthropods was outlined, and the

views of various authorities as to its systematic position were given.

Incidentally he deprecated the use of the term " Myriapoda " to

represent what was not a class bat a convenient assemblage of

Arthropods really somewhat widely separated in modern classification.

The view was supported that the Protura, though they had twelve

abdominal segments, with the sexual opening far back, were truly

Hexapod. As in the Chilopods, especially in the Lithobiidae, the

thoracic and abdominal segments of the Protura numbered fifteen,

which is the number of body segments in the genus Lithobiiis, and
arrived at this number from a nine segniented form, by mtercalcation

of a segment at a time, between the ultimate and penultimate

segments. It followed from this that the Class Insecta should be

divided into two Sub-classes, the one for Protura (with anamorphosis)

and the other for aU other Orders (having no anamorphosis) including

Thysanura and Collembola. The author considered that the so-called

jtfdes ahdouiinales were not true vestigial legs, but specially modified

organs to compensate the lack of the front pair of legs which are used

as antennae, and he pointed out, that though the creature increased its

body segments by intercalcation, the segments so added were not leg-

bearing segments.

Professor Poulton read a communication from Mr. W. A. Lamborn,.
Southern Nigeria, containing an "Observation on Marriage by Capture

by a West African Wasp, A possible explanation of the great

variability of certain secondary sexual characters in males." A large-

clay nest was found, on which was sitting a wasp with enormously
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developsd mandibles, while two others were flying around, but were
evidently terrorised when they came close by the first. At a small
hole in the nest could be seen an imago cutting its way out, which the
first male was guarding. This supposed female was seized by the
male immediately on emergence, but was lost in the attempt at capture.

Other male wasps appeared subsequently, and two were secured, but
neither of them possessed such enormous mandibles as the first one.

The species is Siinai/ris cornuta. It was suggested that these growths
are a disadvantage in obtaining food, etc., and that while the individuals

with larger processes have the advantage at the beginning through
sexual selection, the individuals with much less developed mandibles
have the advantage later, from the greater facility the}' possess in

obtaining food and prolonging their life ; of course assuming that the

emergence of the females covers a sufficiently long period.

Professor Poulton, in a short paper, dealt with the various inter-

pretations given by authors to the word " Mutation," as applied to

variation in species. Waagen, in 1869, used the term to express a

simultaneous and probably gradual change in a relatively large propor-

tion of the individuals of a species. De Vries uses the term " mutation
"

to express a single discontinuous variation, and asserts that evolution

progresses discontinuously by means of "mutations." Baieson,

Punnett, Shipley, and others have placed emphasis upon these

mutations with the added idea that they are permanent and trans-

missible. In conclusion various practical suggestions were made as to

how the existing hopeless confusion in regard to the significance of

this term could be set right.

Several other papers were read but details of them are not to hand.
Sir George Kenrick discussed " The Classification of Pierines," Mr. W.
Bowater gave an address on the " Heredity of Melanism in the Lepi-

doptera," and Mr. J. L. Wadsworth communicated a paper " On the

Oviposition of a Trypetid Fly on Centanrea ninra."

Next year the i\Ieeting will be held in Australia, and the President-

elect is Prof. W. Bateson, F.R.S. It was also agreed that in the

following year, 1915, the meeting should take place in Manchester.

(Mr. G. T. Bethune-Baker and Mr. R. S. Bagnall have kindly

furnished most of the details from which the above report has been

compiled.j—H. J. T.

.SCIENTIFIC NOTES AND OBSERVATIONS.
The Coloration Problem.—I have only just seen the series of

articles by Mr. Parkinson Curtis on the " The Coloration Problem,"
which have been appearing in the Entoiunlogisfti. Beconl daring the

last few months, and as I am leaving England for a turn of foreign

service in a few days, I have not only no time to reply to them, even

had I wished to do so, which is doubtful as I dislike argument, but no
time to study them. I can only thank Mr. Curtis for this extremely

interesting article and for his own observations. I hope he is not

under the impression that I consider all mimetic resemblances to be

the result of climatic or geographical conditions, as that would be

distinctly erroneous ; neither do I consider either the Batesian or

Miillerian hypothesis as " bad." On the contrary I recognise their

value as working hypotheses, but I cannot, for reasons I have else-
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where given, accept them, and I have, somewhat unwillingly, to retain

my " Scotch attitude."

I by no means, accept the proposition that no other theory can
possibly supplant the present ones, or that no other theory is

possible, on the contrary, I rather look forward to the time when
some future Darwin will give us the true explanation of these mimetic
resemblances and some future Huxley exclaim " how extremely
foolish of us not to have thought of that before."— (Lt.-Col.) N.
Mandeks (R.A.M.C, F.E.S.).

The " stridulation " of Cychrus rostratus.—A chance remark
of Mr. J. Collins of the Hope Department, University Museum,
Oxford, who said he had caused dead examples of (_ j/chnis rostratus to
" stridulate " by pressing the abdomen, tempted me to look up my
published notes on Coleoptera, when 1 was surprised to find that I had
not recorded certain views on this question that occurred to me as far

back as the spring of 1907.

Early in 1906 (hJnt. Beconl, 1906, p. 73) I published a note on the
stridulation of Cijclinis, when I said the noise was caused by muscular
movements of the abdomen near the apex, and that if one holds the
beetle by the fore-finger and thumb, the thumb on the underside of

the abdomen and the finger pressing the elytra down, it seems to lose

its power of producing sound. I then came to the conclusion that the

stridulation of the species was caused by friction between a certain

part of the abdomen and the elytra. In the same note I recorded the

stridulation of four females and the non-stridulation of two males.

No true stridulating organs have been found.

In the spring of 1907 I found two females of ('ifchmstit Corbridge-

on-Tyne and repeated the observations. The " siridulating " sound
was distinctly caused by an upward muscular movement of the

abdomen, but this movement seemed to me to be a wave movement
tending distally, and, remembering the structure of the elytra which
are soldered together and have the edges laterally folded over the

abdomen, it immediately occurred to me that the sound was not

produced by stridulation but by the compression of air between the

upper surface of the abdomen and the elytra, and its subsequent
ejection. This is, I believe, the true explanation of the " stridulation

"

in Ci/rhriis rofttratiis, and one which satisfactorily explains the lack of

stridulating surfaces, though it does not account for the female alone

producing the sound, if indeed, the property is vested in the one sex,

as my previous observations would seem to suggest.

—

Richard S.

Bagnall (F.E.S.), Oxford. Norenihn- Wth, 1913.

J^^OTES ON COLLECTING, Etc.
Manduca (Acherontia) atropos at Chichester.— A specimen of

Mandiica {Acherontia) atropos was brought me on October 17th last.

It is a female, small, but perfect, and of dark, handsome colours and
markings.

—

Joseph Anderson, Chichester.

CoLiAs EDusA IN LATE OcTOBER.—It may be of interest to some of

your readers to note that I saw a fresh male Colias edasa on October
25th last, flying along the road between Bramber and Hentield,

Sussex, but having no net was unable to secure it.—H. Baker-Sly
(F.E.S.), Horley, Surrey, Nm-einber. 1913.
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(gfURRENT NOTES AND SHORT NOTICES.
Parts lY. and V. of the Annates de la Societc ["jntoinnloi/i^jiie de

Behjique, 1913, contain a number of papers on Coleoptera, mainly

exotic, one each on Hemiptera and Ants, and, by Baron de Crombrugghe
de Picquendaele, a series of notes on the Micro-lepidoptera of Belgium,

supplementary to his Catahxjne raisonne.

The study of those extremely minute and wonderfully beautiful

Hymeaoptera, the ^lijuiaridae, parasitic in the ova of insects, in which

Messrs. Fred. Enock and C. 0. Waterhouse are the pioneers, dias been

taken up ni Australia by Mr. A. A. Girault, who contributes further

descriptions of species obtained by bim in Queensland to the July

number of the Canadian Entomolo(ji.st.

In the Entoinolof/i^t for October, Mr. F. W. Frohawk and the Hon.

N. C. Rothschild give full details of the life-history of the sub-sp.

sinraroriiix of Melanarf/ia japi/i/ia : Mr. J. C. Moulton gives an account

of a recent visit to Malacca, one of Wallace's famous hunting grounds;

and Mr. W. G. Sheldon commences an account of his 1913 visit with

Mr. A. H. Jones to the Albarracin district of Spain.

The current issue of the Berliner luitoinnlniiische Zeitsrhrift (1 and 2)

contains the following articles, among other shorter contributions,

" The Orthopterological Results of a Joarney in Carinthia and Istria

(1912)," by Dr. Willy Ramme ; "The New Lepidopterological Nomen-
clature and the Hubnerian Genera names, especially of the Noctitidae,"

by Prof. Dr. V. Linstow ; "The Marshy-woodland area of Pomme-
rania," by U. von Chappuis ; and "A Study of the TentJiredinidae,'" by

V. Nicholaus Loth.

In the Hiitoinolofilst for September, Mr. Frohawk gives details of

the " Life-history of Brenthis [Arfpjnnu) Iterate,'' and of the " Life-

history of Adopaea fiara {li.nea)
;'' Mr. W. J. Lucas contributes "Notes

on the Orthoptera of Devon and Cornwall; " and Mr. Claude Morley

writes on the " Iclineiunonidae in the Dublin Museum."
In the Journal of Eutowolof/t/ and Zooloi/ij (Claremont, California)

for June Prof. August Busck gives an account of some new species of

Micro-lepidoptera from California and expresses the hope that ere long

he may be able to give a comprehensive paper on the Micro-lepidoptera

of the State. Among the species described are two new species of

Coleop/tora and three of (relechia.

The 43rd Annual Report (1912) of the Entoinolofp'cal Societ;/ of

Ontario is to hand. It contains the usual summaries of the work of

the various local branches, and communications on the insects of the

year from the Ottawa and Toronto districts. In the former district

only Malacosowa disstria (the Forest Tent Caterpillar) seemed to have

outrun its natural controls, and in some districts enormous damage
was done to poplar and birch, as well as to many other trees in less

amount. In addition to the lists of insects noted in all Orders, the

Report contains some interesting papers, including :—The Annual

Address by the President, Dr. E. M. Walker, dealing mainly with
" The Faunal Zones of Canada;" " Review of Entomology relating to

Canada," by Dr. Gordon Hewitt ;
" The Rise in Public Estimation of

the Science of Entomology," by the Rev. T. W. Fyles ;
" Bumble-bees

and their ways," by F, W. L. Sladen, who has now taken up entomo-

logical work under the Canadian Government ; and " Progress of the
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Introduction of the Insect Enemies of the Brown-tail Moth [Kuiiroctis

ehri/.wrr/ioca, L.) into New Brunswick," by J. D. Tothill.

Fascicule 4 of volume II. of the Hull. Soc. Lep. Genh-e has been

issued with the index completing the volume and the ('omiite Rendu
(It's Seances for 1912. There are three plates two of which are drawn
and coloured by M. J. Culot in his usual exquisite style. One is a

plate of local forms and aberrations of Western Palfearctic butterflies,

the other contains a series of beautiful figures of the species

illustrating a further paper by Dr. Reverdin, " Notes on the genera

Hesperia and i'arcliarodiis." M. Marcel Rehfous contributes an
article, " Contribution to the study of Li/caena ci/llarns, Rott., Biological

Observation ;" Prof. Chas. Blachier, the Editor, writes a series of

" Notes on some butterflies of Algeria and Morocco ;

" and Dr. Arnold

Pictet gives accounts at considerable length of his (1) " Experiments
on the hibernation of Lasiocainpa tjiiercus," (2) " Experiments on the

resistance to cold and longelivity of Lepidoptera, in the adult stage."

The Ihtlletin is certainly one of the best of the continental productions.

The Knto)noloi/ical News for October is a very interesting number.
It contains a plate of two figures of abnormal specimens of Samia, the

aberration of 8. cecropia having a fifth wing. It was a bred specimen,

the supernumerary wing being quite independent and a complete

repetition of the left secondary wing, markings and all. Among the

more attractive papers are a continuation of A. A. Girault's " Fragments
on North American Insects," "The Butterflies of Omaha," by R. A.

Leussler, " Some Beetles reared from a Dead Elm Stick," by Dayton
Stoner, " Notes on some N. American Noctnidae, by F. H. Wolley-Dod
and " Some Ticks from Florida " by F. C. Bishop.

In the last two parts of the Knt. Mitt. (September and October)

further considerable instalments are made in the Entomological Fauna
of Formosa; G. Warneche gives "Notes on a melanic form of

Ct/inatophora or," from the neighbourhood of Hamburg-Altona, and

named ab. albiiu/ensis : Fritz Wagner complete his account of the

butterflies of Sary-Dschas (Central Asia); Dr. L. G. Courvoisier writes

on "A few new or little known Lijcaena Forms from the Pahiearctic

Region "
; E. Meyrick describes a small collection of Micro-lepidoptera

made by M. von 0. Leonhard, in Tunis.

In the Knt. Mo. Mckj. for August, September, and October, a long

series of "Notes on Lepidoptera from Gibraltar and the surrounding

country," is contributed by Capt. J. J. Jacobs, R.E. (retd.), F.E.S.

In the Ivnt. Mo. Maij. for October, Mr. Norman H. Joy announces

two species of Xantholhius as new to science, viz., X. sitbstri(/osiis, in

Mr. Tomlin's collection labelled Peckham, and A', scoticus from

Inverness-shire and Sutherland.

We are much pleased to hear that Mr. H. Eltringham, M.A.,

F.E.S., who is well-known for his able "Monograph of the genus

Acraea," published in the Transactions of the Kntomohy/ical Society

of London, has just received the degree of D.Sc. at the Ancient House
of Congregation, Oxford. The above named work and various

contributions which he had made to the Theory of Mimicry were

submitted to the examiners.

Dr. Burr has forwarded an extremely good sample of the rubbish

that is consistently dealt out to the public in our daily newspapers on

all matters of natural history. There are four illustrations, headed
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" Fierce Battles of the Insect World." (1) Mantis rdi<iiosa, L., fighting

with the grasshopper Plati/deisf/risea, Fab. This is entitled " Rearhorse

or mantis versus grasshopper." (Dr. Burr suggests that " rearhorse " is

probably an Americanism.) (2) Cicada emerging from nymph. This

illustration is entitled " Giant fly attacking a Bee." (A delicious instance

of the saying " A little knowledge is a dangerous thing.") (3) Two
mantids fighting, entitled " Hand to hand encounter between two rear

horses." (4) Evidently the same two insects as the last, but styled

" Winged ant grips rearhorse across the body." We wonder from

whence the Daibj Mirror got the illustrations ; no doubt " they are

considered by the Art Editor to be educational," as Dr. Burr remarks.

Dr. Burr also informs us that Platijclein [/risea is a strong and active

carnivore, but no match for a big mantid, and that he has seen a

nymph of M. reliniosa dragging about a full grown P. ifrisea tight in

his claws.

On November 13th, Professor W. Bateson, F.R.S., gave an address

at the South London Entomological and Natural History Society on

the " Problem of Species which overlap Geographically," illustrating

his remarks with numerous specimens and lantern slides. From the

instances given, chosen chiefly from birds and lepidoptera, the fact was

emphasised that it was very difficult to find a definite intermediate

form arise in the area of the overlapping of two definite forms. The
results of the crossing of the forms were almost invariably of all

degrees of intermediate blending, of the species, or form characters.

The question to be discussed v/as, " What keeps geographical forms,

existing in apparently similar areas, so definitely apart ?
"

Jii^EYIEWS AND NOTICES OF BOOKS.
The Life of the Fly.— By J. Henri Fabre. Price 6s. nett.

Published by Hoddkr and Stoughton, Warwick Square, E.G.

—

As most of our readers are already acquainted with previous works of

M. Fabre, the mere notification of the appearance of the above

volume will be sufficient to insure them procuring copies.

Those who wish to know more of the talented author will be

pleased to learn that, interspersed among the other matter in this

loook, are some chapters of autobiography. The following essays,

among others, are incorporated :—The Anthrax ; Larval Dimorphism;

Heredity ; The Pond ; The Caddis Worm ; The Greenbottles ; The
Grey Flesh-Flies ; The Bluebottle ; The Maggot ; A Parasite of the

Maggot ; Insects and Mushrooms.
The ability of the writer in presenting accurately the facts of

science in the simplest form, is well illustrated in the chapter on "The
Anthrax," p. 45, et aeq., where he treats of histology and histogenesis

(skilfully avoiding these terms), in such a way that any well-educated

lad could quite easily understand. He says- somewhere in the chapter

on " The Harmas "
(p. 5) :

" Well, if I write for men of learning, for

philosophers .... I write also, I write above all things, for the

young. I want to make them love the natural history which you

make them hate ; and that is why, while keeping strictly to the truth,

I avoid your scientific prose, which too often, alas, seems borrowed

from some Iroquois idiom !

"

The possession of this book will enable the lover of Natural Science
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to make his investigations at first hand, with M. Fabre as his
guide; and happy he with such a one for his mentor.—H. E. P.

d^ BITU AR Y.
Dr. Arnold Pagenstecher.

Dr. Arnold Pagenstecher, who, we regret to say, passed away on
June 11 th, 1913, was born at Dillenburg on December 25th, 1837.
He was educated at Wiesbaden, and studied medicine at the universi-

ties of Wiirzburg and Berhn. For a short time he assisted at the
famous institute for diseases of the eye at Wiesbaden, but in 1863 he
became a specialist for troubles of the ear. In the same year he
married Miss Ernestine Eoessler, by whom he had four children.

Pagenstecher was a man of great activity, for besides having a large

practice he did a great deal of work on the various municipal com-
mittees of the town of Wiesbaden and yet he found time for the study of

natural history. From his student days he was an active member of

the Nassau Natural History Society and was elected Secretary in 1882,
when he also became Editor of the Transactions and Inspector of the
Museum at W'iesbaden. He was corresponding member to several

societies, such as the Senckenberg in Frankfort, and was honorary
member of the Iris Entomological Society of Dresden. In 1876
Pagenstecher was made a Sanitiitsrat on account of his medical
eminence and twenty years later received a title of further distinction,

Geheimer Sanitatsrat. On his 70th birthday, the authorities of

Wiesbaden, in order to show their appreciation of their fellow towns-
man, conferred on him, among other honours, the freedom of that town.
As it is with so many entomologists, Pagenstecher commenced to

collect the Lepidoptera in his boyhood and the love of these insects

never left him. He made a large collection of European Lepidoptera
and, when the writer first met him in 1879, he had also collections of

the Papilinniilae and Catocalids of which he seemed particularly fond.

Later he especially studied the Lepidoptera of the Malayan Archi-

pelago and published several papers describing new species, etc. In

1893, he published a paper on East African Lepidoptera. Later he
wrote the monograph on the Libytlte'uiae and many other papers, and
in 1909 appeared his larger work. Die fieotira/}hisrhe yerbreitmui der

ScIuiu'tterHnfie. It may interest us to know that Dr. Pagenstecher spoke
English well, and once, at least, visited London. The writer went with
him to the Zoological Gardens, with which he was delighted. He was of

a singularly genial and amiable disposition, and on several occasions a

real friend to the writer. He will be much missed in the entomological
world and especially in W^iesbaden. (A few items in the above have
been culled from the h'.nt. Zeit., Frankfurt.)—A.S.

Correction.—In my note on Coleoptera in Lundy Island {mitea p.

266) I referred to the number of Common Gulls nesting there. This
was an inadvertence. The birds were Herring Gulls. As is well-

known, the former species does not breed in England. I am obliged

to Dr. Joy for having called the attention of my friend Mr.
Donisthorpe and myself to this inaccuracy, and am glad to correct it.

Dr. Joy states that the Common Gull only once bred on the Fame
Islands.—R. S. Mitford.
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2G ; Epinephele jurtina, 24, 212,
283 ; Erc'bia epipliron, 29 ; E.
maiito, 273, 294 ; Euchloii car-

dfl/zanes, 259 ; Everes argiades,

121 ; Latioruia orbitulwi, 242,
283 ; Maleni/dris multistrigaria,

159 ; Melanargia iapygia, 257 ;

Parna cd horboinca, 116; Pyrunieis
atalanla .

.

.

.

. . . . 25
Absence of Originality and Design 51
Abundance of Agviade^ thersiti's,

253 ; Bri/ophila perla, 30

;

Cetonia aiirata, 234 ; Erebia
gavarniensis, 275 ; Melitaea
atJialin , 29; Nemophora swammer-
damella, 160; Triphaena coDtes 25

Acarimi with ants 6, 8, 95, 138, 268
Account of the breeding of A.

betiiliirid and ab. duublcdayuria 109
Andahisia in (1913) .. ' .. 221
Ants 1, 42, 48, 61, 81, 84, 89, 116,

122, 135, 147, 169, 186, 209, 212,

213, 25f-', 261, 262, 267, 277, 284, 290
Additions to Isle of Wight Coleop-

tera 289
Aphides found with Myrviica 48, 268
Appeal to Entomologists .. 168, 306
Apperceptional Expectancy . . 198
Appointment of Mr. Gahan . . 29
Aptcri/gufa . . .

.

.

.

. . 226
.^I?7()(tj/i(( with ants.

.

..45.95, 268
Attacks on Insects and allied

questions .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 167
Birds and Insects 60, 97, 125, 154,

158, 167, 168, 179, 245, 262, 295
Birds, Destruction by .

.

. . 30
Birds, Parasites of .

.

.

.

. . 225
Braconidac w-ith ants . . 45, 93
Breeding of Aiuplddasb betularia

&nd iib. doubledayaria .. .. 109
ButterHies Drinking . . 234, 258
Buttertlies of Dauphine .

.

. . 77
Circulation of Blood in wings of

Insects .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 237

Coccidae with ants, 45,268; new
to Britain .

.

Cocoon of C luhuriH'lla, Method of

preparation of

Coleoptera : Aiiipliotis fed by ants,

91; at Buttermere, etc., 119;
Bledius crasxicolliii and B. occi-

dentalis, 42 ; Cetonia awata in

numbers, 234 ; Claviger longi-

cornis and supposed larva, 290
;

Coleoptera of the Brit. Isles,

(Fowler), 142 ; Cteniopus sul-

jilinreiis. Variation in c? , 140

;

Dominant Forms of, 21 ; Food-
plants of Cassida eqiiestris, 234,

256 ; Fossil, 204 ; at Gravesend
during April and May, 1912, 149

;

Hydradcpliaga Records, 106 ; In
Lundy Island, 265 ; Insularity,

22 ; In Sussex during 1912, 114;
In the Gower Peninsula, 119;
In the Home Counties during
1912, 150; Myrmecophilous, 2,

6, 8, 43, 45, 89, 116, 122, 268,

290 ; New Species and vars. of, 28,

29, 143, 144, 203, 236 ; of Gla-

morgan, 287 ; Of Isle of Wight,
289; Of Scotland, 238; Of Tiree,

19, 51; Bare Species of, 106,

114, 116, 119, 149, 150, 210, 214
256, 265, 287. 289 ; Species and
Varieties new to Britain, 28, 142,

143, 144, 191, 203,

Coleopterist in Tiree, The . . 19,

Calias tdusa in 1912
Collecting among the volcanoes of

E. Java
Collecting Orthopicru in the Cau-

casus and Ti'anscaucasus 12,

Collecting libopalocera in France

AGE.

202

184

(1913)

Collecting

(1913)

Collection,

of A. H.

Rhopalocera in Spain

An Old Essex, 8, 71 ;

Clarke, 206; of T.Boyd
Collective Protective Besemblance
Colleiiilnda with ants . . 2, 8,

Coloration Problem, The 57, 97,

125, 152, 179, 188,

Colours, Standardisation of

Cornuti, Shedding of the .

.

Correction

Courtship of Hepialus liecta

Crustacea with ants

Current Notes and Short Notices

28, 54, 119, 142, 201, 236, 284,

Cyjiipidue with iints

236
51
199

217

37

226

278

238
197
94

309
207
106
314
195

95

311
94
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PAGE.
Description of Cemiontoma labur-

nella (ovum, larva and pupa),
187 ; Claviger longicorni.t (sup-

posed larva of), 292 ; Erehia
(lavariiiensix, 275 ; Ergatandro-
morphous Myrmica .icahriiwdis,

44; M. sibideti, 45; Hcodex
dorilis (pupa), 1H2 ; H. dorilix

(pupa-cass), 133; Idhi/tliea celtu
(larva), 192; Ni'uraplieiniicjrescens,

191 : Pupal Moult of Apriadex
cor'.don .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 165
Diptera, 121, 144, 202, 236, 284

;

blood-sucking, 214
;
predaceous,

26; with ants . . 6, 8, 47, 93, 277
Distinction between Jllediux crai'.si-

colli.s and Ji. occi'letitalU, 42;
Erehia earyale and E. Upea, 207

;

Erehia gavarnieiixis and E. manto,
275 ; Gonepteryx rlutmni and G.
Cleopatra, 198 ; Species of Myr-
mica, 4 ; Xenopsylla /(iv7y»fs and
A', fierhilli..

"

241
Distribution and Variation of

Agr'ddes thersites in the Rhone
Valley 253

Divergence in the Season in

Switzerland .

.

.

.

. . 197
Drinking Habit of Butterflies 234, 258
Early appearance of H. leiicopJuw-

aria 53
Early Season, The 27
Early Summer in the Valais and

N. Italy 300
Ectoparasites, Arthropod . . . . 225
Entomology at the British Associa-

tion 306
Entomology, Modern .

.

. . 55
Ergatandromorphous 21 y rm ica

laevinodin, 5 ; M. Hcabriitodis . . 44
Everes comyntas a distinct species 121
Experiments on the capability of

Ants to withstand drought and
to recover from its eti'ects when
nearly dead .

.

.

.

. . 81
Experiments on the temporary

Social Parasitism in Ants of the
geaus Ldxiiis with note on
Antetmophorus uhlmanni . . 135

Fauna of the Kuro-Araksin area . . 13
Fertility of Liparii; dinpar. . . . 196
Foodplants of, Casxida cqiie.itris,

234, 256 ; Gracilaria ondsella,

259; Hydroecia crinancnxix, 284;
Pyrauteix cardiii .

.

. . . . 257
Foriidcidae with I\Ii/niiir<i . . 45, 47
" Freezing " habit of animals .. 97
Fungoid Growths on ants .

.

. . 98
Further Note on Dr. Verity's

Linnean Suggestions .

.

. . 272
FurtherNote on Erehia (lavarniensis 295
Further Notes on Lihythea celtis. . 192
Galls of Biorhiza aptera .

.

. . 30
Genitalia 107, 139

149

117

Gravesend, during April and May,
1912, Some Beetle jottings

Gynandromorphous Acidalia lur-

qularia, 169 ; Bupalits piniaria,

144 ; Myrmica laevivodis, 5 ;

Orpyia antiqua, 118; Parnassiitx

delius

Habits of, Aeyeria clirysidiforiiiif,

173 ; Anthocharis helemia, etc.,

223 ; Bithys quercih, 130 ; Boar-
miids, 127, 250 ; Cemiostoiita

laburnella (early stages), 182;
Coenonymplia ipliioides, 34

;

Coliaa edma (resting), 196, 200;
Dientravimena mnrmorata, 228;
Dryas pandora, 34 ; Epitiephele

ida, 164 ; Erehia zapateri, 70 ;

Grapta j-album, 203 ; Hepialus
pyrenaicHs, 52 ; Latiorina orhi-

talus, 242, 283 ; O.rytrypia orbi-

ctdosa, 121 ; Pieris vapi (resting),

196; Pyrameis cardtti (resting),

196 ; Stigmono'a doraana, 103
;

Tapinostola hoiniii, 175 ; Thestor
ballits

Hemiptera-Heteroptera 123, 212
;

with ants .

.

.

.

.

.

6,

Home Counties, Coleoptera noted
in the (1912)

Hybrids 84, 120
Hymenoptera (see also Ants) 120,

202, 206, 211, 234, 283,

Ichneuiiionidae, 209 ; with ants 6,

8, 45,

Insects as Prey 59, 99, 125, 158,

167, 168, 179, 245, 262, 296
Insular Faunas .

.

.

.

. . 20
Investigation of insectivorous habits 126
Irregular Hatching of Ennomo.s

erosa ria.

Jumping Maggot, New species of .

.

Larvos, Dates of Appearance of .

.

Larval Nests
Larva of Cassida equestrix, 234,

256; Ceviioitovia lahuritella , 182;
Claviger lovgicor)ns ('?), 290

;

Gracilaria oinixella, 259 ; Libi/-

theacellix, 192; Spilosoina luhri-

cipeda

Lepidoptera and Ants . . 122, 186
Lepidoptera, Myrmecophilous, 122,

186; New European, 116, 117;
New Species added to British

List by T. Bojd, 32 ; New Species

and Forms of, 16, 28, 29, 84, 113,

120, 143, 201, 202, 207, 236, 238,

273, 277, 294, 312; New to Brit-

ain, 236 ; Semiapterous Females
Lepidoptera of Alberta, 203 ; Anda-

lusia, 222; Belgium, 237; Bosnia
and Herzegovina, 239 ; Constan-
tinople, 139 ; Dauphine, 77 ;

Fontvielle, 163; Gloucestershire,

199 ; Guethary, 33 ; Hi district,

222

94

150

308

93

196
284
132
123

235

29
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121 ; Italy, 203, 301 ; Java, 217
;

Klontbal, 241, 2G9 ; La Granja,
33; Middlesbrough, 102; Oetz-
thal, 120; Sardinia, 203 ; Spain,

278 ; Stafa, 269 ; Syria, 139
;

The Tvrol, 280; The Valais,

300; The Wye Valley, 85, 129;
Vernet-les-Bains .

.

. . 28, 227
Lepidopterology .

.

.

.

. . Ill
Life history of Epltestia klilntiella,

264 ; O.riitrypia orbiculosa, 121
;

tome Bloodsucking Flies . . 214
Linnean tvpes of Rhopalocera 205,

230, 233, 251, 272
Lizards and Insects .. .. 167
Lyctenid, Mvrniecophilous .. 122
Marriage flight of ants 2, 63, 135, 258
Maxillary Pocket of Plebeiid Pupae 165
Melanic Acidalia virptiluria, 24;

Aiitliroccra trifolii, 23; Calyvuiia
trctpezinci, 24 ; Hydriomena fur-

cdfrt, 89; Noctiia xanthognipha 146
Melanism .. 204
Microlepidoptera, of Upper Austria,

120; Boyd types of .. ..238
Migration .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 144

Mimicry (see also Protective Re-
semblance) 30, 58, 84, 121, 123,

144, 152, 167, 168, 179, 189, 197,

198, 205. 219, 245, 262, 285, 298, 308
Models and Mimics.

.

.. .. 154
Mutation, The Term ., .. 309
Myriapoda, 224 ; with ants . . 95
Myrmeeochorous Seeds .

.

7, 96
Myrmecophilous Notes for 1912 01, 89
Myrmica, List of Aphides found

with, 48 ; Notes on 1, 42, 2-58, 267
Nests of Hymenoptera .

.

. . 234
Neuroptera .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 26
New European Butterflies 116, 117

Newspaper Entomology . . 257, 313
New Species and Forms of Lepi-

doptera from Sardinia .

.

. . 16

Nomenclature, National Committee
on 142, 205

Nomenclature of Linnean Collec-

tion . . 205, 23U, 233, 251, 272

Note on capture of Claiiyer luiiyi-

cornis, Miill., and description of

supposed larva .

.

.

.

. . 290
Notes from West Surrey .

.

. . 258
Notes on Colle'^ting, etc. 27, 53,

118, 168, 198, 233, 256, 283, 310
Notes on Lepidoptera in the

Middlesbrough district (1912) . . 102

Notes on Picris luanvi and other

Entomological subjects .

.

. - 305
Notes on the Early Stages of

Cemiostonta lahurnella .. .. 182
Notes on the Genus Myrviica 1, 42
Obituaries : Lord Avebury, 171

;

Thomas Boyd, F.E.S., 31;
Philip de la Garde, R.N., F.E.S.,
205 ; Herbert Druce, 172 ; Miss
E. E- Mazaraky, 236 ; Dr.

251
215
71

106
98
266

228

196

201

84

PAGE.
Arnold Pagenstecher, 314

;

Count M. N. Eostovtseff, 236
;

W. Greenwood Wright, 143
;

Observations on Dr. Verity's Re-
view of the Linnean Types and
Nomenclatorial Alterations

Odonata
Old Essex Collection, An .

.

8,

On the Shedding of the Cornuti in
Fyrau'ftd uuratd ..

Optical Capacity of Birds . . 97,

Orthoptera 12, 37, 123, 144, 211,
Orthopteron in England, Remark-

able Exotic
Ova of AntliocJiarif! cardamines,

86 ; Cemiostoma lahurnella, 182
;

Dicstranniteiut marmorata, 229
;

Eimomos eroftaria, 196; Ephestia
kiiJinieUa, 264 ; Hejnaliis pyren-
aiciis, 52 ; Liparis dispar

Plea for the Preservation of Eucli-
lo'r c<irdami)tes

Froctotnipidae, with ants, 6, 8, 45,
84, 94, 268 ; new species of

Protective Resemblance (see also
Mimicry) .

.

179, 245, 282, 295
Protura .. .. 226, 236, 308
Pteroplioriiui at Folkestone . . 176
Pupal case of Heodes dorilis . . 13S
Pupal moult of Ayriades coridon—

the Maxillary Pocket of Plebeiid

Pupse
Pupa of Ayriades coridon, 165

;

Ceiuiostuiiia labitriiella, 184

;

Heodes dorilis, 132 ; Plelieius

argns
Pupation of Bithys qnero'is, 130

;

Pieris hrassicae, 130 ; Fapilio
zolicaon

Rabbit-burrows, Gnophos ohscu-

raria in .

.

.

.

. . 250, 282
Rarity, of Cemiostoma lahurnella,

118 ; of Hydnecias
Resting Habit of P. cardui, C.

edusa, and P. napi
Review of Field Work in 1911
Sardinia, New Lepidoiitera from.

.

Scaicity of Commoner Buttertlief .

.

Scientitic Notes and Observations
51, 116, 167, 196, 233, 282, 309

Season of 1911 116
Season of 1912 23, 53, 61, 85, 102,

114, 118, 129, 149, 150, 158,

197, 199, 235
Season of 1912 in the Abertillery

district .

.

. . 158, 173. 235
Second Brood of Anaitis play lata,

131; Byctiscus hetuleti, 115;
Celastrina aryioliis, 131 ; Cidaria
triincata, 131; C. silaceata, 131;
Cilix ylaiicata, 131 ; Eiipithecia

pumilata, 131; Hesperia arniori-

canus, 139 ; Melauippe suhtris-

tata, 131; M. unanyiilata, ISl;
Metrocavipa viargaritaria, 84;.

165

165

16T

iia

196
224
16

305
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routrat 'IS, 310 ; Gr)jlloi(h'.< later-

alis, 39; Noctuid pupa, "263;

Tympanophora haroldi .

.

Study in Masculine Mutability
(Ctoriopiis nulphureui) . .

Swiss Eldorado, A .. .. 241,

Syrichtliitu, Observations on i,lie

Genus
Temperature Experiments 82, 129,

Terminology of Variation . . 230,

Third Brood ot Celaatriiia argiolua,

258 ; Hcspiria arinoricamis, 139
;

Pararge aeyeria .

.

Thi/itauoptera .

.

. . 226,

Tortricidae (Lepidop. Cat.)

Variation, Terminology of 230,303
Variation in Agriadcs tliersites,

253; Arctia, 113; Callophrys
rubi, 159; CoeiiODyntplia tipJion,

24 ; Coliaa edusa, 24 ; Ctcniopit!!

sulphureus, <r , 140 ; Drepava
lacertula, 207 ; Pltraginatohia

fuliginosa, 27 ; liuinicui pJilKcas

Varietas, Significance of the term
Varieties (see Aberrations)

Volcanoes of Java .

.

Warning Colours, Insects showing
155,

Wicken Fen, Preservation of

Workers in Entomology .

.

PAGE.

Minoa muruiata, 131 ; Noctua

ntld, 131; Pararge aegeria, 131;

P. megacra, 131 ; Plioxoptenix

Iwulana, 102 ; Pliragmaiobia fiili-

giiHisa, 147 ; Pieris hrassicae,

177; P. napi, 177; P. rapae,

131, 177; Polygonia c-alhiim,

132 ; llnmicia phlaeas 131

Sexes of Gonoineta subfascia . . 169

Sexuality .. ..
"

.. ..141
Sipltonaptera, New Species of .. 241

,S'(;u'/(/((f of North America .. 206

Sleeping Sickness .

.

.

.

. . 307

Social Parasitism in Ants.

.

.. 135

Societies' Reports: City of London
Entomological and Natural His-

tory Society, 119; Entomological

Society of London, 83, 122, 144,

168, 212, 261 ; Lancashire and
Cheshire Entomological Society,

30, 147, 213 ; Nature Photo-

graphic Society, 287 ; South
London Entomological and
Natural History Society, 23

(Annual Exhibition of Varieties),

30, 14ti, 170, 209, 239, 259, 285,

313 ; Swiss Entomological Asso-

ciation .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 168

Spain, In Sunny .. .. 33, 68

Stridulation of Ants, 2 ; Cychriis

Ekvikws and Notices of Books, etc. :

—

Aiwales de la Soc. Ent. de Ih'lgiqtie,

114, 237, 238, 284, 311 ; Annals of the National Hnugariun Mas., 12i : An-
nual Uep. of the Ent. Soc. of Ontario (1912), 311 ; Annual Pep. ami Proc.

of the Lanes, and Ches. Knt. Soc., 209 ; Animal Hep. and Tr<ntS(ietious of

the Manchester Ent. Soc, 288 ; Annual Rep. on tlie Progress and Condition

of the U.S. Nat. I\Ius., 312 ; Athenaetim, 238; Berliner Ent. Zeitscliri/t,

143. 207, 311 ; Bihliographia Lepidopterologia, 204 ; Bulletin de la Soc. Ent.

de France, 28, 197. 238; Bulletin de la Soc. Lf'pid. de Geneve, 312;
Bulletin of the South-Eastern Union of Scientijic Societies, 56, 142

;

Bulletin of the Unirersity of the State of Iowa , 204 ; Canadian Entontoloi/ist,

54, 144, '98. 203. 234, 311 ; Catalogue of the Lepidoptera of Belgium, 202
;

Catalogue of the Lepidoptera of Northumberland, l)urham, and Newcastle-

on-Tyne, 208; Coleoptera of the Brit. Is., Canon Fowler, 142; Colour
Standards and Nomenclature, R. Eidgway, 207 ; Entomological Neu-s, 121,

-207, 239, 312 ; Entomologische Mitteikingen, 121, 203, 312 ; Entonwlogi^che
Bundschan {Inselneuhlirse), 120, 143 ; Entomologische Zeitschrift. 120

;

Entomologist, 29, 202, 311; Entomologists' Montlilg Mag., 28, 29, 142, 144,

202, 203, 236, 237, 286, 312 ; Etudes de Lepid. Comparee, 28, 111, 117
;

Fauna Exotica, 120 ; Feuille desJeunes Naturalistes, 204 ; Genc'-a Insector-

uni, 204; Guide to Photomicrography, 240; Hist. Not. des Lepid. Ehop.,
etc., L. P. Cantener, 117 ; Internal. Entoin. Zeitschrift, 117, 120 ; Journal
of Entouiidogg and Zoology, 311 ; Journal of the Linnea^i Societi/. 251

;

Knowledge, 236 ; Ijepidopterorum Catalogus, 123, 285 ; Life of the Ely,

J. H. Fabre, 313 ; Macrolepidoptera of the ]i'orld, A. Seitz, 215, 238
;

Mevioires de la Soc. Ent. de Belgique, 237 ; Naturalist, 144 ; Natural
History of the Brit. Butterflies, 209; NortJi American Dragontiies of the

Genus Aeschna, H. E. Walker, 215 ; On Order and Method in Forming
Collections, W. P. Curtis, 208; Pomona Journal ofEntomology ,1^3, 2()(i;

Prelimimrry Uep. of the Temperature in Army Biscuits during Baking,
.1. H. Durrant and Lt.-Col. Beveridge, 263 ; Proceedings of the S. Loiido)i

Knt. and N.H. Society, 239; Proceedings of the U.S. Nat. Museum, 237
;

Heport of llie Bugby School N.H. Society, 208; Bevision of the Linnean
Types of Palaearctic Bhopalocera. Dr. Verity, 205 ; lievue l\lensuelle de la

Soc. Ent. Namuroise, 119, 201, 238; Scottish Naturalist, 121, 202, 238;

113

140
269

112
143
303

131
286
123
306

145

230

218

247
286
54
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Societas Entomologica, 116 ; South-Easteni Naturalist. 56, 286 ; Text-

Boole of Brit. Butterjiies and Motlts, L. W. Newman, 148; The Hnmble-
Bee, Its Life-Hist. and How to Domesticate it, F. W. Sladen, 31 ; Tran.<i.

or the Cardiff Nat. Soc, 287 ; Trans, of the City of London Ent. and N.H.
Society (1911), 55, 119; Trans, of the'Knt. Soc. of London, 2ii, 117, 120,

205, 237, 285, 313; Yerhandlnng der k.k. zooL but. Ges. in Wien, 120, 207, 239

Localities:—Aberbeeg, 160; Abertilleiy, 158, 176, 235; Albarraein, 70;
Albula Pass, 198 ; Amelie-les-Bains, 28 ; Andalusia, 221 ; Balcombe
Forest, 116; Barcelona, 278; Batuni, 41; Beirut, 139 ; Berisal, 302

;

Bickley, 178 ; Boat of Garten, 258 ; Bognor, 233 ; Borjom, 40 ; Bozeat,

177 ; Bradgate Park, 49 ; Brianvon, 79 ; Bronchales, 69 ; Brighton, 283;
Buttermere, 119 ; Caleta. 222 ; Cambridge, 285 ; Canigou (Mount), 52.

132; Caucasus, 12, 37; Caux, 300; Cervieres, 80; Chateau Queyras, 81;
Chichester, 256 ; Clelles, 78, 81 ; Constantinople, 118, 139 ; Cornwall,

27; Cortina, 234; Crumlin, 161; Cuenca, 35; Darenth Wood, 151;
Dauphine, 77 ; Ditchling, 114, 116 ; Eastbourne, 27, 282 ; Eclppens,

300; Eggenthal, 280 ; Epping Forest, 151; Essex (many Iocs.), 9, 71;
Evlach, 14, 37 ; Folkestone, 173 ; Fontainebleau, 228 ; Fontvielle, 163

;

Gavarnie, 275, 294 ; Gibraltar, 223 ; Goodwood, 233 ; Grammont, The,

273 ; Granada, 222 ; Gravesend, 149 ; Gresy, 78 ; Guethary, 33, 228
;

Guillestre, 81 ; Hailsham, 283 ; Hambledon, 259 ; Harrogate, 258
;

Highdovvn, 259 ; Horsley, 234 ; Hi district, 121 ; Iselle, 302; Java, 217
;

Kameruns, 152 ; Kararsee, 281 ; Kliinthal, 241, 269 ; La Font del'Arbe,

227 ; La Granja, 33, 279 ; La Grave, 79 ; Laquinthal, 198, 302 ; Le Lautaret,

79 ; Liddel Valley, '284
; Lundy Is., 265 ; Malaga, 222 ; Mendel Pass,

280 ; Middlesbrough, 102 ; Moen, 284 ; Monetier, 80 ; Nethy Bridge,

277 ; New Forest, 27, 62 ; Oetzthal, 120 ; Offham, 116 ; Pallanza, 301
;

Pont-llan-fraith, 161, 163 ; Portofino, 198 ; Puttenham, 2-59 ; Pyrenees,

274 ; Reading, 27 ; Reigate, 283 ; Rhone Valley, 253 ; Rhosilli, 118
;

Richmond Park, 150 ; Ronda, 223 ; Rosans, 257 ; St. Briavels, 85, 129
;

St. Maurice, 301 ; St. Triphon, 301 ; Sardinia, 16 ; Sarnthal, 281
;

Simplon, 198, 302 ; Sion, 301 ; Stiifa, 269 ; Syria, 139 ; Ta-tsien-lou,

113; Tengger Mts., 217 ; Tintern, 85, 129 ; Tiree, 19, 51; Tonbridge,

27, 118 ; Torquay, 160, 178 ; Tosari, 217 ; Tragacete, 69 ; Transcau-
casus, 12, 37 ; Tyrol, 280 ; Una, 68 ; Veneon Valley, 257 ; Vernayaz,
301, 302 ; Vernet-les-Bains, 28, 227 ; Weesen, 282 ; Weybridge, 64

;

Wicken Fen, 286 ; Wight, Isle of, 289 ; Wye Valley .

.

. . 85, 129

LIST OF coyTniBurons.
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Alderson, J..

.

.

.

.

.

. . 53
Allen, J. W., M.A., F.E.S. .. 118

Anderson, J. .. .. 256, 310
Andrews, H. W., F,E.S 257
Anon. .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 52

Ashbv, E. B., F.E.S. .. 226,278
Bacot, A., F.E.S 110, 282
Bagnall, R. S., F.L.S., F.E.S. 224,

256, 310
Baker-Sly, H., F.E.S. .. 53,310
Beare, Prof. T. Hudson, B.Sc,
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